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PREFACE

In this volutiic, being llic Administrative volume of

'The Indian Empire,' chapters i, ii, vi, viii, ix, and xvi are

based on materials supplied by Mr. R. Nathan, CLE.
;

chapters iii and iv were written by Sir William Lec-

Warner, K. C.S.I. ; chapter v was written by Mr. H. W. C.

Carnduff, CLE. ; chapter vii by Mr. E. D. Maclagan
;

chapter x is based on materials supplied by Mr. G. H. D.

Walker, CLE.; chapter xi on materials supplied by Lieut.

-

General Sir Edwin Collen, G.C.I.E. ; chapters xii, xiii,

and xiv were written by Mr. Nathan ; chapter xv was

written by Major W. J. Bythell, R.E., and the appendix

on Marine Surveys by Captain T. \\. Heming, R.N.

(retired), with assistance from Colonel A. W. Alcock,

CLE.





INTRODUCTORY NOTES

Notes on Transliteration

Voivei-Souiids

a has the sound of a in ' woman.'

a has the sound of (? in 'father.'

e has the vowel-sound in ' gic).'

i lias the sound of /' in ' jjin.'

1 has the sound of i in ' police.'

o has the sound of o in ' bone.'

u has the sound of 71 in ' bull.'

u has the sound of 11 in * flute.'

ai has the vowel-sound ni ' mme.'

au has the vowel-sound in ' house.'

It should be stated that no attempt has been made to distinguish

between the long and short sounds of e and o in the Dravidian

languages, which possess the vowel-sounds in ' bet ' and ' hot ' in

addition to those given above. Nor has it been thought necessary

to mark \owcls as long in cases where mistakes in pronunciation

were not likely to be made.

CoNsouaiifs

M(jsl Indian languages have different forms for a number of con-

sonants, such as (/, /. ;-, &c., marked in scientific works by the use

of dots or italics. As the I'Au-opean ear distinguishes these with

difficulty in ordinary pronunciation, it has been considered undesir-

able to embarrass the reader with them ; and only two notes are

required. In the first place, the Arabic k, a strong guttural, has

been represented by k instead of g, which is often used. Secondly,

it should be remarked that aspirated consonants are common ; and,

in particular, dh and th (except in Burma) never have the sound of

th in ' this ' or ' thin,' but should be pronounced as in ' woodhouse

'

and ' boathook.'
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Burmese Words

Burmese and some of the languages on the frontier of China have

the following special sounds :

—

aw has the vowel-sound in * law.'

6 and ii are pronounced as in German,

gy is pronounced almost like j in ' jewel.'

ky is pronounced almost like ch in ' church.'

th is pronounced in some cases as in ' this,' in some cases as in

' thin.'

w after a consonant has the force of iiw. Thus, viva and pive

are disyllables, pronounced as if written iv/'^'r? and///7£'<'.

It should also be noted that, whereas in Indian words tlie accent

or stress is distributed almost equally on each syllable, in Burmese

there is a tendency to throw special stress on the last syllable.

(leneral

The names of some places— e.g. Calcutta, Bombay, Lucknow,

Cawnpore—have obtained a popular fixity of spelling, while special

forms have been ofificially prescribed for others. Names of persons

are often spelt and pronounced differently in different parts of India

;

but tflfe variations have been made as few as possil)le by assimilating

forms almost alike, especially where a particular spelling has been

generally adopted in English books.

Notes on Money, Price.s, Weights and Me.xsures

As the currency of India is based upon the rupee, all statements

with regard to money throughout the Gazetteer have necessarily been

expressed in rupees, nor has it been found possible to add generally

a conversion into sterling. Down to about 1873 the gold value of

the rupee (containing 165 grains of pure silver) was approximately

equal to 2s., or one-tenth of a £ : and for that period it is easy to

convert rupees into sterling by striking off the fuial cipher (Rs. 1,000

= £100). But after 1873, owing to the dei)reciation of silver as

compared with gold throughout the world, there came a serious and

progressive fall in the exchange, until at one time the gold value of

the rupee dropped as low as \s. In order to provide a remedy for

the heavy loss caused to the Government of India in respect of its

gold payments to be made in England, and also to relieve foreign

trade and finance from the inconvenience due to constant and

unforeseen fluctuations in exchange, it was resolved in 1893 to close

the mints to the free coinage of silver, and thus force up the value of

the rupee by restricting the circulation. The intention was to raise
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the exchange value of the rupee to \s. ^d., and then introduce a gold

standard (though not necessarily a gold currency) at the rate of Rs. 15

= £1. This policy has been completely successful. From 1899 on-

wards the value of the rupee has been maintained, with insignificant

fluctuations, at the proposed rate of \s. ^d.\ and consequently since

that date three rupees have been equivalent to two rupees before 1873.

For the intermediate period, between 1873 and 1899, it is manifestly

impossible to adopt any fixed sterling value for a constantly changing

rupee. But since 1899, if it is desired to convert rupees into sterling,

not only must the final cipher be struck off (as before 1873), but

also one-third must be subtracted from the result. Thus Rs. 1,000

= £100—
-I
= (about) £67.

Another matter in connexion with the expression of money state-

ments in terms of rupees requires to be explained. The method of

numerical notation in India differs from that which prevails through-

out Europe. Large numbers are not punctuated in hundreds of thou-

sands and millions, but in lakhs and crores. A lakh is one hundred

thousand (written out as 1,00,000), and a crore is one hundred lakhs

or ten millions (written out as 1,00,00,000). Consequently, accord-

ing to the exchange value of the rupee, a lakh of rupees (Rs. 1,00,000)

may be read as the equivalent of £10,000 before 1873, and as the

equivalent of (about) £6,667 ^^er 1899; while a crore of rupees

(Rs. 1,00,00,000) may similarly be read as the equivalent of

£1,000,000 before 1873, and as the equivalent of (about) £666,667

after 1899.

Finally, it should be mentioned that the rupee is divided into

16 annas, a fraction commonly used for many purposes by both

natives and Europeans. The anna was formerly reckoned as 1 \d.
;

it may now be considered as exactly corresponding to id. The

anna is again subdivided into 12 pies.

The various systems of weights used in India combine uniformity

of scale with immense variations in the weight of units. The scale

used generally throughout Northern India, and less commonly in

^Madras and Bombay, may be thus expressed : one maund = 40 seers
;

one seer =16 chittaks or 80 tolas. The actual weight of a seer

varies greatly from District to District, and even from village to

village ; but in the standard system the tola is 1 80 grains Troy (the

exact weight of the rupee), and the seer thus weighs 2-057 lb., and the

maund 82-28 lb. This standard is used in official reports and

throughout the Gazetteer.

For calculating retail prices, the universal custom in India is to

express them in terms of seers to the rupee. Thus, when prices

change, what varies is not the amount of money to be paid for the
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same (luantity. Iiul the tiuanlily tu l)e obtained for the same amount

of money. In other words, prices in India are (iiiantity prices, not

money prices. When the figure of tjuantity goes up, this of course

means that the price has gone down, which is at first sight perplexing

to an English reader. It may, however, be mentioned that quantity

prices are not altogether unknown in England, especially at small

shops, where pennyworths of many groceries can be bought. Eggs,

likewise, are commonly sold at a varying numljer for the shilling.

If it be desired to convert quantity prices from Indian into English

denominations without having recourse to money prices (which would

often be misleading), the following scale may be adopted—based
upon the assuni[)tions that a seer is exactly 2 lb., and that the value

of the ru|)ee remains constant at is. 4^/. : i seer per rupee = (about)

3 lb. for 2.V. ; 2 seers per rupee = (about) 6 lb. for 2^. ; and so on.

The name of the unit for s(|uare measurement in India generally

is the blg/ni, which varies greatly in different i)arts of the country.

Hut areas have always been exi)ressed thujiighuut the (Jazetieer either

in square miles or in acres.
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THE INDIAN EMPIRE

VOLUME IV

ADMINISTRATIVE

CHAPTER I

THE GOVERNMENT OF INDIA

The subject of this chapter is the growth and character of

the British administration in India, but the preliminary para-

graphs will give some idea of the general nature of the

Hindu and Muhammadan governments which ruled the

country in former times.

During the long ages preceding the Muhammadan supre- The Hindu

macy, the social organization of the Hindus passed through system of

gradual stages of development and decay such as are incident ment as

to all human institutions. No description could be given described

which would apply at once to the early conquerors and settlers ^f ^anu.

on the banks of the Indus, to the Hindu kingdoms which

during a later age occupied the bulk of the Indian Peninsula,

and to their successors in the days of their decline. For the

present purpose it will suffice to select a central epoch, and

the period which is illustrated by the code of Manu will be the

most suitable. Scholars assign to this code in its present form

a date lying between the second century before and the second

century after Christ. It is a metrical recension of an older

prose code, which formed one of a number of similar works

composed by the founders of different schools for repetition by

their students. After the death of Alexander the Great,

Chandra Gupta Maurya, grandfather of the famous Asoka,

reigned over the whole of Northern India from Bihar to the

Punjab for some twenty years ; and although the metrical code

was prepared at a somewhat later date, it probably portrays

fairly closely the state of society which prevailed when this

great monarch ruled. Additional light has been thrown on

this period by Arrian, Strabo, and other Greek writers, and

VOL. IV. B
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especially by Megasthenes, the ambassador of Seleucus—who

had succeeded to the eastern portion of Alexander's empire—

•

at the court of Chandra Gupta.

The system of government described in the code is an

absolute monarchy, and the boldest poetical figures are used

to describe the power and glory of the king \ His main func-

tions are declared to be to restrain violence and to punish evil-

doers. The manner in which he should pass the day is laid

down with some minuteness. He is to rise in the last watch

of the night, make the morning sacrifice, hold public audience,

consult with his ministers in some lonely place from which

women and talking birds are carefully excluded, take exercise,

bathe, dine, transact personal and family business, give some

time to relaxation, review his troops, perform his religious

duties at sunset, receive the reports of his emissaries, withdraw

to his private apartments for supper, and, after indulging for

some time in music, retire to rest. The court was maintained

with some magnificence, and the Greek writers describe

gorgeous processions and raiment. The king is to appoint

seven councillors to assist him in the administration, and one

learned Brahman distinguished above them all. He is also to

employ suitable persons for the collection of the revenues, and

an ' ambassador,' who appears to have fulfilled the functions of

a minister of foreign affairs. The administration is to be con-

ducted by a chain of civil ofificers, rising from heads of single

townships or villages to heads of i,ooo villages. The villages

enjoyed a large measure of local autonomy, according to the

immemorial custom of the country. The code of Manu refers

to the village community, but gives little indication of its great

importance. Megasthenes found the system in full force, and

each little rural unit seemed to the Greek an independent

republic. Every considerable town had its superintendent of

affairs, whose duty it was to check the abuses to which the

local officers were (it is said) prone. Megasthenes mentions

that India was divided into ii8 kingdoms. The Hindu kings

must have waged frequent war, for a considerable portion of

the code of Manu is filled with maxims and instructions

regarding military organization and foreign politics, and large

armies were maintained. According to Megasthenes, Chandra

Gupta had an army more than twice as large as that which now

^ Northern India in the pre-Maurya period also contained a number of

aristocratic republics, of which an interesting account is given in chap, ii

of Prof. Rhys David's Buddhist India ; but in these too the supreme power

gradually became hereditary and absolute.
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defends the whole of the Indian Empire, and well furnished

with elephants and war-chariots. The country was divided

into military divisions, each maintaining a body of troops

under an approved leader. The arts which may be employed

against enemies are four—presents, sowing divisions, negotia-

tions, and force of arms : the wise, it is said, prefer the two

last. The king is to regard his nearest neighbours as hostile,

the powers next beyond these natural foes as friendly, and all

more remote powers as neutral. Great importance is attached

to spies, both in foreign politics and in war. The laws of war

and conquest were remarkable for their humanity. The
revenue consisted of a share of the produce of land, taxes on

commerce, a small annual imposition on traders and shop-

keepers, and a forced service of a day in each month by

artisans and labourers. The degree to which the actual ad-

ministration conformed to the model presented by the code of

Manu must have depended largely on the character and ability

of the king. The accounts given by Greek and Chinese

travellers and writers show that the people were on the whole

contented and well governed.

The greatest and last among the Muhammadan dynasties Govem-

which ruled Hindustan was the Mughal house of Timur; and "dentin the

. clays of
the greatest of the Mughal sovereigns was Akbar, who reigned Mughal

from 1556 to 1605 and consolidated under his sway a vast ^'^^^'

territory extending from Kandahar to the farther confines of

Bengal and from the Himalayas to the Deccan. A detailed

account of Akbar's court and government has been preserved

in the Ain-i-Akbari or Institutes of Akbar, written by his friend

and minister Abul Fazl ; in other contemporary histories

;

and in the descriptions given by Europeans who visited the

court of * The Great Mogul.' The court itself was maintained

on a scale of the most costly magnificence. No scene in India

conveys a more vivid impression of oriental splendour than the

panorama from the palace of Fatehpur Sikri near Agra, for some
time Akbar's capital. The splendid halls, the spacious court-

yards and stables, the beautiful houses of the queens, the

graceful mosque, and the numerous other edifices devoted to

business or pleasure must, in their prime, have formed a

residence well worthy of a great king. ' The good prince,' says

Abul Fazl, ' refuses not his attention to the most trivial

points,' and this princi[)le was carried out to the full in the

management of Akbar's stupendous establishment. The Am-
i-Akbari contains details regarding the government of every

department of the court. The treasury, the jewel office, the

B 2
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mint, the harem, the camp equipage, the department of the

water-cooler, the kitchen, the fruitery, the perfume office, the

wardrobe, the library, the picture gallery, the armoury, and the

stables arc all the subject of precise and minute rules.

Religious toleration, and a desire to conciliate and include

within his system the Hindu population, were the key-notes of

Akbar's government. For the purpose of administration the

empire was divided into fifteen subahs or provinces. To each

province was appointed a governor in whom was vested, under

the emperor, the supreme civil and military authority. Akbar's

revenue policy was based on ancient Hindu customs, and much

of it survives to this day. ' He first executed a survey to

measure the land. His officers then found out the produce of

each acre of land, and settled the government share, amount-

ing to one-third of the gross produce. Finally, they fixed the

rate at which this share of the crop might be commuted into

a money payment. These processes, known as the land settle-

ment, were at first repeated every year. But to save the

peasant from the extortions and vexations incident to an

annual inquiry, Akbar's land settlement was afterwards made

for ten years. His officers strictly enforced the payment of

a third of the whole produce, and Akbar's land revenue from

Northern India exceeded what the British take (from a much

larger area) at the present day^.' The settlement was made

under the direction of Akbar's great Hindu minister. Raja

Todar Mai. The principal local revenue collector was the

amalguzHr. He was a magistrate and police officer as well as

a revenue official, and had to concern himself with all matters

affecting the well-being of the peasantry. His duties as

described in the Ain-i-Akbarl bear a striking resemblance, on

a small scale, to those of the Magistrate and Collector of a

modern British District. He is instructed to consider himself

the immediate friend of the husbandman, to be diligent in

business and a strict observer of truth. It is his duty to punish

' the crafty and disobedient ' who are not amenable to admoni-

tion, and he must not be satisfied with receiving a pecuniary

fine in exculpation of murder or other capital offences. He is

to endeavour to bring waste lands under the plough, and may
allow some remission of the general rate of collection in order

to promote the cultivation 'of such articles as will produce

general profit and utility.' He is to assist the needy cultivator

with loans of money to be repaid at convenient periods. The
local treasury is entrusted to his care, and he must send the

^ Hunter's Indian Er/ipv-e, 3rd edition, pp. 351-2.
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receipts to head-quarters as soon as they exceed a certain sum.

He has to take charge of the effects of absentees and of those

who die without heirs, and must report the circumstance to the

governor. He is required to make a monthly report on the

condition of the people, the market price of goods, and all

occurrences of interest.

Every considerable town was in the charge of a magistrate

styled the koiwal, who was the head of the police and supervised

all branches of the local administration. Outside the towns there

was no regular police force, but the villages had their heredi-

tary watchmen. Apart from the magistrates justice was

administered by a court, composed of an officer named the

mir-adl (' lord of justice ') and a kazi learned in the Muham-
madan law. The latter conducted the trial and stated the law

;

the former, who appears to have been the superior officer,

passed judgement.

Aurangzeb, the sixth of the Timur dynasty, was the last of

the great emperors of Delhi. His bigotry did much to undo

the work of Akbar's wise and tolerant policy, and his reign wit-

nessed the rise of the Maratha power. On his death, in 1707,

the empire of the Mughals fell into disorder and decay and,

after a period of universal strife, was replaced by the empire

of the British.

The history of British India falls, as observed by Sir C. P. Peiiotls in

Ilbert in his Government of India, into three periods. From "l^.,'^r\*°''y

the begmnmg of the seventeenth to the middle of the eighteenth India,

century the East India Company is a trading corporation, ex-

isting on the sufferance of the native powers and in rivalry with

the merchant companies of Holland and France. During the

next century the Company acquires and consolidates its domi-

nion, shares its sovereignty in increasing proportions with the

Crown, and gradually loses its mercantile privileges and func-

tions. After the Mutiny of 1857 the remaining powers of the

Company are transferred to the Crown, and then follows an era

of peace in which India awakens to new life and progress. It

is not the function of the present chapter to enter into the

details of this history. But political institutions cannot be

rightly understood without some study of their growth ; and in

India the development of the administrative system has fol-

lowed so closely the course of territorial acquisition that it will

be necessary to pass in brief review the salient incidents of the

rise of British power.

On September 24, 1599, a few years before the deaths of The Enst

Queen Elizabeth and Akbar, the merchants of London resolved I"'^>^^ »"''•
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pany—to to form an association for the purpose of establishing direct

the middle
^^^de with the East. On the last day of the sixteenth century

eighteenth (December 31, 1600), the Queen granted a Charter incorporat-

centuiy. j^g George, Earl of Cumberland, and 215 Knights, Aldermen,

and Burgesses, by the name of the ' Governor and Company of

Merchants of London trading with the East Indies.' The

Charter conferred on this company a monopoly of the trade

with all countries lying between the Cape of Good Hope and

the Straits of Magellan. For a century and a half the pur-

suit of trade was the object of the Company's existence. Its

monopoly was continued by successive Charters of the Stuart

monarchs, as also by Cromwell, and its powers were extended

to meet the needs occasioned by the growth of its enterprise

and the establishment of its settlements. Trading relations

were instituted with Masulipatam on the east, and Surat on

the west, coast in the years 161 1 and 16 12. Madras was

rented from a local Raja in 1639. Bombay was ceded by Por-

tugal to the British Crown as part of the dower of Catherine of

Braganza in 1661, and granted in 1668 to the East India Com-
pany to be held of the Crown ' as of the Manor of Greenwich

in free and common soccage.' Leave to trade with Bengal was

obtained from the Mughal emperor in 1634; the factory at

Hooghly was established in 1640; and Calcutta owes its

foundation to the events of 1686, when Job Charnock was

forced to quit Hooghly by the deputy of Aurangzeb and settled

farther down the river. The Revolution of 1688 imperilled the

position of the old or ' London ' Company. It had to struggle

for its privileges with a new ' English ' Company, and after

several years of contention the two were amalgamated by Lord

Godolphin's award of 1702 as the 'United Company of Mer-

chants of England trading to the East Indies.' From this

period the Company's status was regulated by Acts of Parlia-

ment instead of by Charters from the Crown.

Adminis- Queen Elizabeth's Charter empowered the Company to

nffaT""
assemble and hold court for the purpose of making laws for

Englnnd its government, and vested the direction of its affairs in a
and in Governor and twenty-four persons who were elected annually.

]>y the end of the seventeenth century this constitution had

developed into the General Court of Proprietors and the Court

of Directors. Every holder of £500 stock had a vote in the

Court of Proprietors, and the possession of £2,000 stock was

the qualification for a Director. The Directors were still

twenty-four in number, and were still elected annually by the

Proprietors, who could also overrule their proceedings, a power
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which they exercised towards the close of Warren Hastings'

administration by maintaining him in ofifice in the teeth both

of the Directors and of resohitions of the House of Commons \

At the close of this period the factories and affairs oftheCompany
on the east and west coasts of India, and in Bengal, were admin-

istered, at each of its principal settlements of Madras (P'ort St.

George), Bombay, and Calcutta (Fort William), by a President

(or Governor) and a Council consisting of the senior servants

of the Company. Power was exercised by the President and

Council collectively, and orders were issued in accordance

with the votes of the majority. 7'he three ' Presidencies

'

were independent of one another and subordinate only to

the Directors in England. The servants of the Company were

classified, beginning from the lowest rank, as writers, factors,

senior factors, and merchants. Promotion was usually by

seniority. Salaries were extremely small, but large fortunes

were made by private trade, supplemented occasionally by

less honourable means.

In the middle of the eighteenth century, when the East Political

India Companv first began to play a part in the political affairs
conrliiion

.

"

. • r 11 1 1
of India in

of India, the Mughal power was tottermg to its fall, and the the middle

great Maratha confederacy, the chief oflicers of the empire, the of the

old Hindu princes, and newly-risen soldiers of fortune were tenturv

warring incessantly for the mastery of its possessions. The
emperor still nominally held the greater part of Northern India,

but over most of this territory his authority was but a shadow

of past dominion. Ahmad Shah, the Afghan, wrested the

Punjab from him in 1752; and this country remained under

Afghan rule until, some fifty years later, it was conquered by

RanjTt Singh and his Sikhs. Rohilkhand, the country lying in

the angle between the Upper Ganges and the Himalayas, had

been appropriated by daring adventurers, known as Rohillns,

from the Afghan hills. The viccroxs of Oudh and Bengal had

converted their provinces into virtually independent kingdoms.

The Rajputana States had fallen under the supremacy of the

Maratlias, who levied at their pleasure large contributions from

the Rajput chiefs. The Marathas had by this time become the

foremost power in India ; and, although their empire had not

yet reached its fullest limits, they had already spread across the

Peninsula from the west coast to the confines of Bengal, and

^ By Pitt's Act of 17S4 tlie Court of Proprietors was deprived of the

power of revoking or modifying any proceeding of the Conrt of Directors

whicli had received the approval of the then newly-constituted Board of

Control, and it became practically only an electoral body.
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from the Tungabhadra in the south to the Jumna in the north.

In the Deccan the most powerful ruler, outside the Maratha

territories, was the Nizam-ul-mulk, another Mughal viceroy who

liad shaken off the control of Delhi and whose successor still

rules at Hyderabad. His nominal subordinate, the Nawab of

the Carnatic, ruled over the territory on the east coast which

now forms the principal part of the Madras Presidency. In

the south of the Peninsula were various Hindu principalities,

of which the largest was Mysore, under a Hindu prince of

ancient family, destined to fall ere long into the power of

Haidar AH, a Muhammadan adventurer. Such was the posi-

tion of the main actors in the drama. None of them had an

assured dominion, and their boundaries changed incessantly

with the varying chances of war.

LordClive. In this hotbed of strife the Company found the role of the

First con- peaceful trader impossible to maintain. When the central

t'he'l'Lst authority could no longer afford it protection, it had to arm

India itself against the caprice or the covetousness of the local poten-
Company.

^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ against the rivalry of the French. It was the

action C)f the French in the Carnatic which first drove the

British to take an active share in the struggle for power which

convulsed the South of India. Dupleix, the Governor of the

French possessions, realized the possibilities resulting from the

decline of the Mughal empire, and conceived the idea of found-

ing a European dominion, by taking part in the war of factions

and supporting the cause he espoused with native troops armed

and disciplined in the fashion of the West. He pursued this

policy with such skill and success that he established his nomi-

nees at Hyderabad and in the Carnatic, and secured a paramount

influence in this part of India. The British, finding themselves

in danger of being driven from their establishments on the

east coast, were compelled to support the cause of rival candi-

dates. The further course of the struggle, the brilliant part

which Clive took in it, and the causes of the French failure,

cannot be recounted in this place. The crucial point is that

when, in 1761, Pondicherry was captured by Sir Eyre Coote

and the power of the French finally overthrown, the East

India Company was left in a position of political and military

ascendancy and had to accept the responsibilities and duties

of this new situation.

The forward policy of the British in Northern India likewise

arose indirectly from rivalry with the French. Alarmed by the

prospect of a declaration of war in Europe, they began to

strengthen the defences of Fort William, in face of a prohibi-
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tion from Siraj-ud-daula, the Nawab of Bengal. It was this

encroachment upon his rights of sovereignty, combined with

other causes for displeasure, that induced the Nawab to

march upon Calcutta with a large army. He took the town and

perpetrated, or suffered to take place, the tragedy of the Black

Hole. In the war which followed Clive routed the Nawab at

Plassey (1757), nnd at once secured the virtual mastery of the

richest province in India, thereby transferring the centre of the

Company's power from Madras to Calcutta. In imitation of

Dupleix's system, a puppet Nawab was set up and maintained

by the Company's troops. The plan worked badly, and a period

of misgovernment culminated in the invasion of Bengal by the

Nawab Wazlr of Oudh, who carried in his camp the titular em-

peror of Delhi. He was defeated by Major Hector Munro at

Buxar, on the Ganges, in the year 1764. Clive, who had

returned to India after an absence of some years, then obtained

from the emperor the Dlwani or administration of the revenues

of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, which carried with it the exercise

of civil jurisdiction, though the Nizamat, or criminal jurisdiction,

and police powers remained with the Nawab. The manage-

ment was, however, left under native control until 1772, when

the Company ' stood forth as Dlwan ' and took over the direct

administration of the revenue, which was soon followed by the

assumption also of criminal jurisdiction. The full rights of

territorial sovereignty over Bengal thus passed to the Company.

The victory of Buxar carried the British arms to Allahabad

;

Oudh was at their mercy ; and Clive saw clearly, and stated

explicitly, that the whole Mughal empire lay within their grasp.

But neither he nor the Company was willing to entertain so

vast a scheme of conquest ; and they therefore restored the

territories on the northern side of the Ganges to the Nawab-

WazTr of Oudh, and concluded a treaty with that prince which

helped to secure peace on the Bengal frontier for a period of

forty years.

The period of Warren Hastings' rule (1772-85) was one of Warren

great peril for the British dominion in India, as in other parts j^,''^**'"?^-

. . . , , \. he exis-
of the world. Britain was at war with all the great maritime tcnce of

powers—France, Holland, and Spain—and with her own colo- I^ritish

nies in North America. In India she had to fiice Haidar AlT,
imperilled

who had by this time carved out a great kingdom in the south

of the Peninsula, and also the formidable Maratha power.

Both were in league with the French, who endeavoured, as in

America, to cut off the British forces from their home base.

But the English fleet succeeded in keeping the command of the
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sea ; and when Hastings resigned the Governor-Generalship in

1785, ten years' war had left the British with their position

unshaken. The only new territories acquired during this

period were the domain of the Raja of Benares, adjoining

the Company's possessions in Bihar, and Salsette island in

the neighbourhood of Bombay. In the north the Rohilla War

had strengthened the frontier against the Marathas, by trans-

ferring Rohilkhand from its Afghan rulers to the Nawab

WazTr of Oudh.

Lord Cornwallis succeeded to the Governor-Generalship in

1786. He came out with the instruction and the desire to

pursue a pacific and moderate policy. In 1784 an Act of Par-

liament had declared that ' to pursue schemes of conquest and

extension of dominion in India are measures repugnant to the

wish, the honour and policy of this nation.' But no Act of

Parliament could stay the march of events. Lord Cornwallis

found Tipu Sultan, the son of Haidar AH, scheming with the

French and with every other power which he thought could aid

him to retaliate on the British. The Marathas were at the

height of their power, and disturbed or menaced the peace of

every State in India. Sindhia had gained the chief place in the

confederacy and had carried his conquests far into the north.

The Oudh government was becoming weak and inefficient,

and that State was falling more and more completely under

British protection. Cornwallis succeeded in avoiding actual

hostilities with the Marathas, but Tipu Sultan forced a war on

him by an unjustifiable attack on Travancore, a State under

British protection. He was defeated in 1792 by the allied

forces of the Company, the Nizam, and the Marathas, and was

stripped of a large part of his dominions, including several

districts added to the Madras Presidency.

From 1792 to 1798 the British maintained a rigid attitude

of non-interference, with the result that the Sultan of Mysore

and the Maratha chiefs augmented their military forces and

extended their territories at the expense of their neighbours.

In April, 1798, Lord Mornington (afterwards Marquis Wellesley)

landed in India and during seven years pursued a very different

policy. He determined to establish the ascendancy of the

British power over all other States in India by a system of

subsidiary treaties, so framed as ' to deprive them of the means

of prosecuting any measure or of forming any confederacy

hazardous to the security of the British empire, and to enable

us to preserve the tranquillity of India by exercising a general

control over the restless spirit of ambition and violence which
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is characteristic of every Asiatic government'.' He executed

his plan with complete success ; and when he left India, the

Punjab, Sind, and Nepal were the only territories which re-

mained completely outside the paramount British influence,

while the area of direct occupation had also been greatly

enlarged. Events had been hastened by the Napoleonic wars.

Tipu Sultan, who still retained a seaport on the Malabar coast,

entered into negotiations for an alliance with France, and

received into his capital a small body of French volunteers.

War was declared against him ; he was slain in the storm of

Seringapatam and his territories were confiscated. A portion

was given to our ally, the Nizam of Hyderabad ; the present

State of Mysore was restored to the ancient Hindu dynasty by

which it is now ruled ; and the rest was incorporated in the

Madras Presidency. In 1801 the Carnatic, which had for

many years been in complete dependence on the Company,

was brought under direct administration. Thus in a few

months the Madras Presidency developed from some scattered

districts into the great Province now known by that name.

The state of confusion in Oudh, and the danger to be appre-

hended in this direction from the Marathas, necessitated a

resettlement of affairs there. The Nawab ceded all his fron-

tier districts, including Rohilkhand, and the revenue of this

territory was taken as an equivalent for the subsidy payable for

the troops employed in the defence of this State. This annex-

ation confronted the British and the Maratha chief Sindhia

along the whole line of the latter's possessions in Northern

India. The Maratha confederacy, which extended from Mala-

bar almost to the Himalayas, was now the only power which

seriously threatened the British dominion. But the great

chiefs and the Peshwa (the titular head of the confederation)

were at strife among themselves. Sindhia was the most

important of the chiefs and held possession of the Mughal

emperor's person. Lord Wellesley intervened on behalf of the

Peshwa. War broke out in 1803, and after a well-contested

series of engagements the Marathas were defeated and sued for

peace. A British force was stationed at Poona, the capital of

the Peshwa ; and in the north a large tract of territory was

ceded to the Company which, with the districts already ac-

quired from the Nawab of Oudh, now goes to form the greater

part of the Province of Agra.

' Wellesley Despatches, quoted in Sir Alfre<l I-yall's British Domiuion

in India, cli.np. xiv.
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Lord Wellesley's policy had been carried out in despite of

the Directors, and when he left India another period of reaction

set in. The British, retiring within their borders, declared that

they would abstain from interference in the affairs of the Native

States. But they had already assumed the position of para-

mount power, and it was impossible that they could remain

uninterested spectators of the violence and anarchy which soon

filled all India outside their immediate jurisdiction. Lord

Hastings' endeavours to restore order and to put down the

hordes of freebopting Pindaris resulted in another Maratha

war (i 8 1 7-18), which finally broke up the confederation and

extinguished the power of the Peshwa. A large tract of country

was annexed in Western India, thus giving to the Bombay

Presidency a territorial importance similar to that already

possessed by Bengal and Madras. At the same time the

Saugor and Nerbudda territories, which now form a part of the

Central Provinces, were taken from the Maratha Raja of

Nagpur. A tract along the Himalayas had previously been

won from Nepal, while the principality of Coorg, in the south,

was annexed, as the result of misgovernment, in 1834.

From the Sutlej to the Brahmaputra no power was left to

challenge the predominance of British rule, and henceforth

the north-western and eastern frontiers became the chief

spheres of political and military activity. In 1824 depredations

on the Bengal frontier first brought the Burmese into collision

with the Government of India. The war which followed ended

in the acquisition of Assam, Arakan, and Tenasserim. In the

north-west Russian progress into Central Asia brought another

great nation within the sphere of Indian politics. Two Native

vStates extended along the British border from the Arabian Sea

to the Himalayas. To the south Sind was ruled by Muham-
madan Amirs ; to the north the military and religious brother-

hood of the Sikhs occupied the Punjab. Sind was conquered

by Sir Charles Napier in 1843 and the British frontier pushed

on to Baluchistan. The Sikhs were a formidable military

power and had contended successfully with the Afghans. In

the anarchy and confusion which followed the death of Ranjit

Singh, ' the Lion of the Punjab,' the Sikh army crossed the

border (1845) ^'""^ invaded British territory. After a series of

desperate engagements they were driven back across the Sutlej,

and for two years the State was administered under the general

protection and superintendence of the Indian Government. In

1848 the military classes rose in insurrection, and after a second

hard-fought campaign were finally overthrown. The Punjab
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was annexed by Lord Dalhousie in 1849, and since then the

border line has run between British India and Afghanistan,

The wars with Afghanistan, which belong to the external

politics of British India, need not be noticed here. The only

territory acquired beyond the Sulaiman range on the north-

west frontier is the minor Province of Baluchistan, which

includes the military base of Quetta first occupied in 1876.

The Kurram valley, which was first occupied during the Afghan

War (i 8 78-80), was finally taken over at the request of the Turi

inhabitants in 1893 ; and the Wazlristan tract has been brought

under British political administration by gradual stages, be-

ginning in 1892.

In 1852 Pegu was annexed, as the result of the second Acquisi-

Burmese War, to become, with Arakan and Tenasserim, the tion ot

Province of Lower Burma. In 1853 the Nizam of Hyderabad Burma,

made over certain districts called the Berars to be held in trust ^'^gP"r,

as payment for the forces maintained for his protection, and a^d Upper
the British occupation of these has recently (1902) been con- Burma.

firmed by a perpetual lease from the Nizam. Nagpur lapsed

in 1854, on the death of its Raja without heirs, and became

the nucleus of the Central Provinces. The kingdom of Oudh
was annexed in 1856, to protect its people from continued

misgovernment and oppression. In 1857 came the Mutiny;

and in the following year the government of India was formally

transferred from the Company to the Crown, while accompany-

ing the transfer the Queen's celebrated Proclamation promised

maintenance of the rights of Native Princes, enjoined the

strictest religious neutrality, and notified that ' so far as may
be, our subjects of whatever race and creed [shall] be freely

and impartially admitted to offices in our service the duties of

which they may be qualified by their education, ability, and
integrity duly to discharge.' From this time onwards the

history of India is mainly concerned with administrative im-

provement and the development of the arts of peace. Beyond
the advance on the north-west frontier above referred to,

the only important addition made to the empire since the

Mutiny is the large province of Upper Burma, acquired by
conquest in 18S6.

One noticeable feature (jf the history of British India, which The

is apparent even from the rough sketch just concluded, is that 'i'^'^""^-

the tide of conquest never turned against the Company, system of

Once it had taken a province under its direct administration it
British

was able to ensure permanent peace to the inhabitants, however p'lan^of

distracted might be the condition of those parts of India which theremain-
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ing part of had not been brought under its sway. From this most im-
the chap-

pQi-tai-,t circumstance it followed that the building up of the

administrative system proceeded almost without interruption

from the days of the Company's earliest conquests.

We can now deal with the evolution of the Government of

India as at present constituted, and of the subordinate admin-

istrations, and shall then touch on the system of control

exercised by the Home Government. Finally a brief account

will be given of the civil service, the internal administration of

the Provinces being left to the next chapter.

The exe- The system of government by mutually independent and
cutive unwieldy councils ^ of the merchants at the Presidency towns

ment. g^ve rise to grave abuses : it was hardly adequate for the

The Regu- management of the local affairs of a large trading corporation,

Q^f

"^„- '' and became impossible as soon as the Company was called

upon to fill a more important role. Clive's victories, and the

grant of the rich Province of Bengal, fixed public attention on

India ; and at the same time the financial affairs of the

Company fell into disorder, while its servants, the ' Nabobs,'

returned home with large fortunes amassed, it was rumoured,

in the most unscrupulous manner. Parliament intervened.

Several inquiries were held and statutes passed ; and finally,

in the year 1773, during the administration of Lord North,

was enacted the Regulating Act, ' for the better management

of the affairs of the East India Company as well in India as

in Europe.' The reforms instituted in the Home Government

by this and subsequent Acts belong to a later portion of this

chapter. In India a Governor-General and four Councillors

were nominated to administer the Presidency of Fort William

(Bengal), and the supremacy of that Presidency over Madras

and Bombay was for the first time declared. The subordinate

Presidencies were forbidden to wage war or make treaties with-

out the previous consent of the Governor-General of Bengal in

Council, except in case of imminent necessity "". The Governors

of these Presidencies were directed in general terms to obey

the orders of the Governor-General-in-Council, and to transmit

to him intelligence of all important matters. But the then

isolated situation of the three Presidencies rendered the control

of the Bengal Government more theoretical than real, as was

' The members of these councils varied from twelve to sixteen in number,

and were usually appointed (as above mentioned) by seniority.

^ Pitt's Act of 17S4 gave a similar control to the Court of Directors with

reference to the Governor-General-in-Council, vide p. 36.
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shortly proved by the embarrassing action of the Bombay
authorities in the Maratha troubles of 1775-82. Other pro-

visions of the Act were directed against the prevailing abuses,

and private trade and the receipt of presents were forbidden to

the servants of the Company.

Pitt's Act of 1784, which established the Board of Control Pitt's Act

in England, vested the administration of each of the three °^''^'^'

Presidencies in a Governor and three Councillors, including the

Commander-in-Chief of the Presidency army. At the same

time the control of the Governor-General-in-Council over

Madras and Bombay was somewhat extended, as it was again

by the Charter Act of 1793 ; but distance still secured for the

subordinate Presidencies the continuance for some time of

much of their independence of action, and its final curtailment

was due as much to the British possessions becoming con-

tiguous, and to the development of means of communication,

as to mere injunctions of subordination to the central Govern-

ment. The extension of territorial possessions which took

place during Lord Wellesley's administration (i 798-1805)

carried the Company a long step forward in the course of its

transition from a trading corporation to a ruling power. At

the same time the monopoly which was needed in the time of

Elizabeth to enable British trade to organize itself against

foreign rivals in a distant and little-known country had become

unsuited to the times, and the general body of merchants

clamoured to be admitted to the commerce of the East. The
Company fought hard for its privileges, although it is at least

doubtful whether its trade profits as distinguished from its

territorial revenues were considerable. It was not, however,

strong enough to stay the march of events, and the Charter Act

of 1813 withdrew the monopoly except with regard to tea and

the China trade. Twenty years later the Charter Act of 1833 The

directed the Company to close its commercial business with all ^ t '^'f'^

convenient dispatch. The Company thus became a purely 1833.

political and administrative body, holding its territories in trust

for the Crown. The same Act vested the direction of the

entire civil and military administration and the sole power of

legislation in the Governor-General-in-Council, now for the first

time styled ' of India,' and defined more precisely the nature

and extent of the control to be exercised over the subordinate

Governments. These consisted as yet only of Madras and

Bombay ; but the Act provided for the creation of a Presidency

of Agra, which was constituted, in a modified form, as the

Lieutenant-Governorship of the North-Western Pruvir.ccs, in
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1836. Later, in 1S54, a Lieutenant-Governor was appointed

to Bengal (including Bihar and Orissa), which had hitherto

been administered directly by the Governor-General'. The

Government of India then assumed its present character of a

general controlling authority.

Transfer Three years later came the Mutiny, and in 1858 an Act was
of govern- pegged transferring the government of India from the Company

the'crown, to the Crown. This Act made no important change in the

^858- administration in India, but the Governor-General as repre-

senting the Crown became known as the Viceroy. He is

appointed by Royal Warrant, and usually holds office for a

term of five years. The designation 'Viceroy,' although it is

that most frequently used in ordinary parlance, has no statu-

tory authority, and has never been employed by Parliament.

It originated in the well-known Proclamation of 1858, which

announced the assumption of the government of India by the

Crown, and in so doing referred to Lord Canning, who had

already been appointed Governor-General by the retiring Board

of Directors, as the ' first Viceroy and Governor-General.'

None of the Warrants appointing Lord Canning's successors

refers to them as ' Viceroys ;
' and the title, which is frequently

employed in Warrants of Precedence, in the statutes of the

Indian Orders, and in public notifications, appears to be one of

ceremony, which may most appropriately be used in connexion

with the state and social functions of the Sovereign's repre-

sentative, for the Governor-General is the sole representative

of the Crown in India. The salary of the Viceroy is 2 1 lakhs

of rupees per annum.

Relations The Governor-General-in-Council is responsible for the entire

°'^^'^^*^°^'
administration of British India and for the control exercised in

India with varying degrees over the Native States. The actual work of

the Pro- administration is, however, divided between the Government

Govern- of India and the Local Governments. The Government of

ments. India ^, that is to say the Governor-General-in-Council, retains

in its own hands all matters relating to foreign relations, the

defences of the country, general taxation, currency, debt,

and tariffs, posts, telegraphs, and railways. Ordinary internal

administration ; the assessment and collection of the revenues
;

education ; medical and sanitary arrangements ; and irrigation,

buildings, and roads fall to the share of the Provincial Govern-

* Here, too, the origmal intention, never carried out, was to have a

Governor-in-Coiincil.

^ Also termed the Supreme Government, in contradiitinction to the

subordinate Provincial administrations.
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ments. But in all these matters the Government of India

exercises a general and constant control. It lays down lines

of general policy and tests their application from the adminis-

tration reports, which are as a rule annually submitted to it, of

the main departments under the Local Governments ^ Besides

the controlling officers for departments which it directly adminis-

ters, such as Railways, Post Office, Telegraphs, the Survey of

India, and Geology, it employs a number of inspecting or

advisory officers for those departments which are primarily left

to the Local Governments, including Agriculture, Irrigation,

Forests, Medical, Education, and Archaeology. Not only does

it receive, and when necessary modify, the annual budgets of

the Local Governments ; but every new appointment of impor-

tance, every large addition even to minor establishments, has to

receive its specific sanction, with the practical result that no

new departure in administration can be undertaken without its

preliminary approval. There is, moreover, a wide field of

appeal to the Government of India from officials or private

persons who may deem themselves aggrieved by the action of

a Local Government ; and outside Madras and Bombay the

approval of the Governor-General is necessary to the appoint-

ment of some of the most important officers of the Provincial

administration.

The major Provinces have their own budgets ; and shares of

certain items of revenue raised in the Province, the chief of

which are land revenue and cesses, excise, stamps, forests, and

income tax, are definitely assigned to the Local Government.

Such assignments were formerly only for a period of years,

usually five, at the end of which the arrangements might be

revised by the Supreme Government ; but it is now intended

to make them more permanent, and arrangements to this effect

have already (1906) been concluded with most of the Local

Governments. The more important Provinces possess legis-

lative councils ; but the scope of these is strictly limited to

local matters relating to the Province, and their Acts require

the approval of the Governor-General.

The supervision over most of the important Native States in

India rests directly with the Governor-General-in-Council. In

some cases, however, historical associations have left relations

with important States, such as Travancore, Kolhapur, and

Patiala, under the Local Governments, which also deal with

^ The Local Governments also submit monllily copies of all their printed

proceedings to the Government of Indin.

VOL. IV. C
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minor States whose territories are enclosed in, or contiguous

to, their Provinces.

The Warren Hastings' Council consisted of four members named
Council

jj^ ^i^g ^(,(. qC iy«r7. They were to hold office for five years S
of the ' ' ^ '

. . ^ _. ,

(Governor- and the patronage was then to vest m the Company. Pitt s

General,
/^(^t; of 1 784, as already stated, reduced the number of members

to three, including the Commander-in-Chief. In 1793 the

number of ordinary members was fixed at three, and the

addition of the Commander-in-Chief was made conditional on

special appointment. The Charter Act of 1833 added a fourth

member to assist in legislation ; but he was not authorized to

take part in executive business until 1853. The disordered

condition into which the finances fell after the Mutiny made it

necessary to secure the services of an expert from England,

and in 1S61 a fifth member was in consequence added to the

Council. In 1874 power was given to appoint a sixth member

for public works purposes only ; but this power was not always

exercised, and in 1904 the restriction limiting it to public

works purposes was removed. The present Council (1906)

consists, therefore, of six ordinary members, and the Com-
mander-in-Chief may be, and in practice always is, appointed

an extraordinary member. The ordinary members are appointed

by Royal Warrant and usually hold office for five years. Three

must have been for at least ten years in the service of the

Crown in India, and one must be a barrister of England or

Ireland, or a member of the Faculty of Advocates of Scodand,

of not less than five years' standing. The salary of a member
of Council is limited to Rs. 80,000 per annum, and that of the

Commander-in-Chief to one lakh.

The Council originally worked as a consultative board, all

questions being decided by the votes of the majority. The
difficulties which arose from this procedure during the adminis-

tration of 'Warren Hastings, who was constantly thwarted and

overruled by an adverse majority led by Philip Francis, are

well known. When Lord Cornwallis was appointed Governor-

General in 1786, he made it a condition that his powers should

be enlarged. An Act was therefore passed authorizing the

Governor-General to override the majority of his Council, and

1 ' It is believed that this temporary enactment is the origin of the custom

under which the tenure of the more important offices in India, such as those of

Governor-General, Governor, I.ieutenant-Govcrr.or, and member of Council,

is limited to five years. Tlie limitation is not imposed by statute or by the

instrume:)t of appointment, and rests only on custom.'—Ilbert, The Govern'

m'H( of India, p, 4^.
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to act on his own responsibility in matters of grave importance.

This condition was repeated in subsequent enactments and is

still in force. But the circumstances which prevailed in the

time of Warren Hastings never recurred, and this special power

of the Governor-General has hardly ever been exercised. Under

the board system of administration initiated by Lord Cornwallis,

the Council acted in the capacity of advisers only, offering

opinions on the cases put before them but exercising no indivi-

dual responsibility. The appointment of special members for

law and finance was a departure from this system. As the

amount and complexity of business increased, it became more

than a single board could manage ; and in the time of Lord

Canning the work of the various departments was distributed

among the members of the Council, only the more important

cases being dealt with by the Governor-General or the Council

collectively. This procedure was legalized by the Councils

Act of 1 86 1, a clause in which empowers the Governor-General

to m?.ke arrangements for the convenient dispatch of business,

any act done under orders so passed being deemed the act of

the Governor-General-in-Council.

The Charter Act of 1793 and later enactments make special

provision for the absence of the Governor-General from his

Council. In such a case, a member of the Council may be

appointed President, to exercise the powers of the Governor-

General at meetings of the Council ; and the Governor-General,

by an order made in Council, may be vested with authority to

exercise alone, at his discretion, any of the powers which

ordinarily are exercised by the Governor-General-in-Council.

Until some years after the Mutiny these provisions were

frequently used, and the Governor-General was absent from

Calcutta during the greater part of his term of office. Some of

the Secretaries accompanied him, and much of the important

work of the country was done without the Council. This

procedure became increasingly inconvenient and gradually

fell into disuse. The last occasion on which a President was

appointed was when Lord Dufferin visited Burma after the

annexation of the Upper Province. The ordinary meetings of

Council may, under the Charter Act of 1833, be held at any

place fixed by the Governor-General-in-Council. In practice

meetings are held during the winter in Calcutta and during the

summer in Simla; and the Governor-General is absent from

his Council only for short tours, during which, in these days

of rapid postal and telegraphic communication, no special

arrangements are required.

C 2
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Conduct of Under the system inaugurated by Lord Canning the business
business, ^f ^^ Government of India is conducted in a manner analogous

to the cabinet administration of a European country. The
members of the Council correspond to Ministers in charge oi

departmental portfolios, and a large measure of control is

exercised by the Governor-General over all branches of the

service. The Government is divided into the Departments of

Foreign, Home, Revenue and Agriculture, Legislative, Finance,

Public Works, Commerce and Lidustry, Army, and Mili-

tary Supply. The Governor-General himself administers the

Foreign Department ; the Revenue and Public Works

Departments form together the charge of a single official

;

and each of the other Departments is under one of the

remaining ordinary members of Council. Until 1905, the

Home and Revenue Departments were in charge of a single

member, always selected from the Indian Civil Service.

The Financial member is sometimes a financier of special

experience selected in England, and sometimes a member
of the Indian Civil Service. The Legislative member is a

lawyer, and the Military Supply member an officer of the

British or Indian army. The Commander-in-Chief, as

extraordinary member, takes part in the deliberations of

the Council, and also holds charge of the Army Depart-

ment. At the head of each Department is a Secretary

to the Government, assisted by a staff of Deputy, Under,

and Assistant Secretaries, varying in number with the

amount of business which the Department transacts. The

position of the Secretary is comparable with that of a permanent

Under-Secretary of State in England. Under the rules for the

disposal of business, the papers regarding any subject which

comes up for consideration are prepared by the Department

concerned and submitted to the member in charge. In minor

cases the member passes orders ; all important matters, and

especially cases where two Departments differ in opinion or

a Local Government is overruled, are referred to the Governor-

General and orders are passed either by him or by the whole

Council. Questions raising large issues of general policy, or

requiring legislation by the Government of India, are always

settled in Council. The Council usually meets once a week,

but special meetings may be called at any time. The meetings

are private, and the decisions arrived at are termed Orders in

Council. The Secretary of the Department to which each

case belongs attends during its discussion and records the

order. If there is a difference of opinion the vote of the
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majority prevails, subject to the power of the Governor-General

to overrule the Council in exceptional cases.

The existing division of business among the various Depart- Redistribu-

ments (excluding the two Departments of Army and Military t'oa of

Supply, which were reorganized in 1906) Avas made in

1905, when the addition of a sixth ordinary member to the

Council involved an extensive redistribution of portfolios. At

that time the Departments were the Foreign, Home, Revenue,

Legislative, Financial, Public Works, and Military. The

Military, Legislative, and Foreign Departments were not affected

by this change, but the others were rearranged in connexion

with the creation of a new Department of Commerce and

Industry. The Revenue and Agricultural Department was

separated from the Home and now has its own member of

Council, who also administers the Public Works Department.

The latter was relieved of railway business by the new Depart-

ment of Commerce and Industry and the new Railway Board,

and now retains only irrigation, roads and buildings, and

miscellaneous public works.

The Foreign Department transacts all business connected The

with external politics, with frontier tribes, and with Native f'oreign

Depai t-

States in India. It also controls the general administration ment.

of Ajmer-Merwara, the North-West Frontier Province, and

British Baluchistan. The most important external relations of

the Government are connected on the north-west frontier with

Afghanistan and Persia, and farther afield with the coast of

Southern Arabia, and in the north and east with Tibet, China,

and Siam.

Besides the territories under the direct sovereignty of the

Crown, India includes nearly 700 Native States, which cover an

area of about 770,000 square miles and contain a population of

64,000,000 inhabitants '. They differ from one another greatly

in size and importance. The Nizam of Hyderabad rules over

an area of 83,000 square miles ; there are petty chiefs in

Kathiawar whose territory consists of a few acres. The ex-

pression Native State does not imply that the territory is

governed by a chief who is of the same race or religion as the

people of the State. The Nizam of Hyderabad is a Muham-

' Excluding Neiial, the area and population of which are very problemati-

cal. The census statistics, which showed an area of 679,393 square miles,

and a population of 62,461,549, under Native States, did not le^kon theiein

the Shan States of Burma, the Khasi and Jaintia Hills, or Manipur,

which were all included in the British totals; nor did the census operations

extend to P)hutan,
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madan ruling over a people mainly Hindu, while the Hindu

Maharaja of Kashmir governs a population that is principally

Muhammadan. Nor again, outside Rajputana, are the ruling

houses generally of ancient origin ; few go back beyond the

eighteenth century and the troublous times that followed the

break-up of the Mughal empire. In early days the most impor-

tant of these States were allies or rivals of the Company and

made treaties with it on terms of equality ; but as the British

Government gradually succeeded to the paramount power of

the Mughal empire it acquired the suzerainty wherever it did

not assume the direct rule. Prominent recognition was given

to this principle when, on January i, 1877, the Queen of

England was proclaimed Empress of India. The powers of

the chiefs differ greatly according to the history and importance

of their States, being regulated partly by treaties or less formal

engagements, partly by sanads or charters, but mainly by usage.

' The maximum of sovereignty enjoyed by any of their rulers is

represented by a prince like the Nizam of Hyderabad, who
coins money, taxes his subjects, and inflicts capital punish-

ment without appeal. The minimum of sovereignty is repre-

sented by the lord of a few acres in Kathiawar, who enjoys

immunity from British taxation and exercises some shadow of

judicial authority ^' Even in the largest States the Government

of India exercises an extensive authority. It retains exclusive

control over all external relations ; it assumes a special respon-

sibility for the safety and welfare of British subjects and of the

subjects of foreign powers ; and the guarantee it affords to the

native ruler against the risk of being removed by insurrection

involves a corresponding guarantee to his subjects against

oppression and misgovernment, a responsibility which has

sometimes to be exercised by curtailing the powers, and occa-

sionally by the deposition, of an unworthy chief. In all

considerable States the paramount power is represented by

a resident Political Officer with a staff of subordinates. The
most important of these are the Residents in Hyderabad,

Mysore, Kashmir, Nepal, and Baroda, and the Agents to the

Governor-General for the groups of States known as the

Rajputana and Central India Agencies-. The officers of the

Political department form a graded service, which is recruited

mainly from the Indian Civil Service and the Indian Army.

' Ilbert, The Govcniiiieitt 0/ India, p. 142.

* The RaJi)iUana and Central India Agents have under them subordinate

Residents and Agents who are appoiiiltd to the component States of the

Agencies.
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With regard to the internal administration of the Provinces

above mentioned (Ajmer-Merwara, &c.), the Foreign Depart-

ment exercises the same general functions of control as are

exercised over ordinary Provinces through the Home Depart-

ment. The Foreign Department further deals with questions

of ceremonial, and with matters relating to the Indian Orders.

It supervises the Imperial Service troops and the Imperial Cadet

Corps, and also the Chiefs' colleges, which will be noticed in

the chapters on Army and Education.

The Home Department is concerned with the work of The Home
general administration, and deals with internal politics, law and ^'^P''^''^-

justice, jails, police, education, hospitals, public health, muni-

cipalities and local boards, ecclesiastical matters, the administra-

tion of the Arms Acts, and a number of other subjects. These

matters fall primarily within the jurisdiction of the Local

Governments ; and the work of the Home Department consists,

therefore, to a large extent in controlling the Provincial

administrations, while it more directly administers the penal

settlement of Port Blair in the Andaman Islands, to which

convicts sentenced to transportation are sent. It has also to

perform much direct work of a miscellaneous character. The
superior officers of several departments of the administration

under Local Governments belong to Imperial services, such as

the Indian Civil Service, which are under the general control

of the Home Department. The work of the Ecclesiastical

department is shared between the Supreme and the Local

Governments. The Charter Acts of 1813 and 1833 provided

for the appointment of Bishops at Calcutta, Madras, and

Bombay, and conferred on them ecclesiastical jurisdiction and

power to admit to holy orders. The Bishop of Calcutta is also

Metropolitan in India. Bishops have been appointed to other

dioceses such as Lahore, Rangoon, Lucknow, and Nagpur ; but

these do not derive their authority from Act of Parliament, and

their official status as regards salary, leave, and pension is that

of a senior chaplain. Government chaplains are maintained,

or allowances are granted to other clergymen, to provide the

ministrations of religion to British-born subjects of the Crown,

and especially to soldiers and their families, whether Anglican,

Presbyterian, Wcsleyan, or Roman Catholic'. The authority of

* The policy of the British Government in respect to the natives of India

has always been one of the strictest religious neutiality. Missionary bodies

act entirely on their own responsibility and v>ilh their own funds; and

though their schools are eligible for educational grants, these are entirely

for the purpose of secular instruction and may be obtained on similar teinis
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the Governor-General-in-Council over the Law Officers of the

Supreme Government is exercised through the Home Depart-

ment, which also controls the Imperial Library in Calcutta and

the Liiperial Record Office, and exercises a general super-

intendence over all operations for the preservation of ancient

monuments and archaeological exploration.

The Department of Revenue and Agriculture, which had

been created in 1871 and abolished in 1879, ^'^'^s reconstituted

in 1881 in pursuance of the recommendation of the Famine

Commission. Its main functions were then described as the

administration of the land revenue, agricultural inquiry, agricul-

tural improvement, and famine relief. The state, in India, has

by immemorial custom a claim to a share in the produce of

all lands, and the land revenue is the largest asset of the Go-

vernment. To simplify the assessment of the land revenue,

to ensure equity and moderation in the demands of the state

without undue sacrifice of its interests, to give security of

tenure to tenants, and to improve agricultural credit, are a few

of the many problems which demand the constant attention of

this Department on its revenue side. Not less serious and

important are the responsibilities which rest upon the Depart-

ment in the control of operations for the prevention and relief

of famine. These matters are however primarily dealt with

by the Local Governments, and the functions of the Department

in respect thereto are mainly of a controlling and directing

character.

The organization of economic and scientific investigation

and of measures of agricultural improvement forms another

important branch of the work of the Department. The
Famine Commissioners of 1878 laid much stress on the insti-

tution of scientific inquiry and experiment, designed to lead to

the gradual increase of the food-supply of the country and to

the greater stability of agricultural out-turn. It was considered

desirable, however, first to organize and develop the local

establishments by which village records and agricultural statis-

tics are maintained, and so to acquire a stable basis of ascer-

tained fact before scientific inquiry was undertaken on an

extensive scale. Considerable progress has now been made in

the carrying out of this policy ; and in recent years it has been

found possible to undertake measures for the organization and

improvement of the machinery for agricultural inquiry, and for

by schools of any religion. It may be added that the large endowments

left by former native rulers for the up-keep of Hindu and Muhammadan
V'orship have been scrupulously maintained by the British Government,
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the development of the industrial and economic resources of

the country. This policy, so far as it has up to the present

time been developed, embraces many fields of inquiry, in

which the work of investigation is carried out by various

subordinate departments working under the general direction

and control of the Department of Revenue and Agriculture.

Some of these departments, though not all, were transferred to

the Department of Commerce and Industry in 1905. The
Survey department carries on geographical, topographical, and
scientific surveys, and in some Provinces the cadastral survey

which forms the basis of the land revenue assessment. The
Meteorological department, in addition to meteorology proper,

undertakes solar and astronomical observations. The Botani-

cal Survey deals with systematic and physiological botany and

the economic and agricultural uses of plants. The conduct of

inquiries and experiments for the improvement of agricultural

methods is entrusted to an Inspector-General of Agriculture,

assisted by a staff of experts who work in consultation with the

Directors of Agriculture in the several Provinces. Measures

for the improvement of the breeds of horses^ ponies, mules,

and cattle, and for the prevention of horse and cattle disease,

are entrusted to the Civil Veterinary department, whose officers

are distributed among the Provinces. There is a fully equipped

bacteriological laboratory, and several schools and colleges for

the training of native veterinary assistants. The Forest de-

partment provides an efficient system of conservancy in the

large Government forests. The administration of the forests in

each Province is in the hands of the local authorities ; but the

Supreme Government, assisted by an Inspector-General, has

a large share in developing the system and principles upon

which the science of forestry is practically applied.

The Finance Department deals with the general administra- The

tion of Imperial and Provincial finance ; with questions relating j^'"^"^'^^

to the salaries, leave, and pensions of public officers ; and with ment.

currency and banking. It super\ ises and controls most of the

sources of 'separate revenue'— opium, salt, stamps, excise, and

assessed taxes, though the local management of these is

generally in the hands of the subordinate Governments ; and it

administers the Mint. A separate branch, styled the Military

Finance department, has been constituted to control the

Military Accounts department, and to deal with all matters

concerning the financial administration of the army. As

' Horse-breeding for army purposes in Norlhern India and Bombay is now
carried on under the supervision of the Army Remount department.
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already stated, expenditure on the ordinary Provincial services,

and a corresponding share of the general revenues, have been

made over, within certain limits, to Local Governments ; but

the expenditure connected with the army, the public debt, and

other Imperial objects is directly controlled by the Supreme

Government. One executive department manages the civil

accounts of both the Supreme and the Provincial Governments.

At the head of this department is the Comptroller and Auditor-

General, in whose office all the accounts of the country are

brought together and compiled. Subordinate to him are the

Provincial Accountants -General, who keep the accounts of

Imperial receipts and expenditure within their Provinces, and

also the accounts of the Local Governments. At the head-

quarters of each District is a Government treasury, which

receives the revenues and makes local payments. The Public

Works accounts are kept by a separate department, which is to

some extent under the supervision of the Comptroller-General

and is attached to the Public Works Department. The Comp-
troller-General i;; also the Head Commissioner of Paper Cur-

rency, and in this capacity exercises functions similar to those

performed by the Bank of England. The Government of India

has Mints at Calcutta and Bombay in which silver and copper

pieces are struck, and in which coinage is also undertaken

for some Native States and certain of the Eastern Colonies.

The The Commerce and Industry Department was formed in

Tt"^'^'^^ 1905, to relieve the ever-increasing pressure of work in the

try De- Government of India, and to facilitate" the disposal of questions

partment. affecting the trade and manufactures of the country by bringing

them together under a single Department. At the same time

a Board of three members was appointed, to which most of the

railway business hitherto dealt with in the Public Works

Department was transferred. The Commerce and Industry

Department deals with such railway matters as are still reserved

for the decision of the Government of India, and is the medium
of communication between the Government and the Railway

Board. It has taken over from the Home Department work

connected with the administration of the Factories, Petroleum,

and Explosives Acts. Postal business, customs, statistics, print-

ing and stationery, and everything relating to ports, shipping,

and trade generally have been transferred to it from the Finance

Department. The Post Office is an Imperial department,

presided over by a Director-General under whom are the Post-

masters-General of the Provinces. In 1905 a scheme was

sanctioned for the constitution of a special Customs service,
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which will be directly under the Department. The preparation

of statistics is controlled by a Director-General of Commercial

Intelligence, who has still more important functions as an

intermediary between the Department and the mercantile public.

Other functions directly connected with trade are the adminis-

tration of the Merchandise Marks Act for the protection of

trade marks and descriptions, and the various Merchant

Shipping Acts. The branches transferred from the old Public

^^'orks 13epartment include telegraphs and collieries. The
Telegraph service is an Imperial department, managed by

a Director-General directly subordinate to the Commerce and
Industry Department. The Revenue and Agriculture Depart-

ment has made over to it all labour questions, including the

regulation of emigration to foreign countries and to the tea dis-

tricts ofAssam ; the control of the expert mining staff, which pro-

vides for the inspection of mines and secures due compliance

with the requirements of the law in regard to their working and

the safety of the miners ; matters relating to geological inquiries,

economic products and arts ; and the administration of the

Patents office.

The Legislative Department, which may be said to cor- The Legis-

respond to some extent with the office of the Parliamentary l^^'^*^

Counsel in England, is responsible for all matters connected ment.

with the conduct of legislation in the Council of the Governor-

General, including the drafting of enactments and the publica-

tion and revision of the statute book, and through it legislation

in the Councils of the Local Governments is supervised and

guided. It assists the other Departments of the Government

of India with advice on questions of legal construction and

principle, and it has to be consulted before any statutory rules

having the force of law are issued.

Since 1905, all business connected with Public Works (ex- The Public

eluding railways) has been dealt with by a Secretary under the ^^o^^^

member in charge of Revenue and Agriculture. The superior ment.

engineering establishment is divided into two services, Imperial

and Provincial. The former has hitherto been recruited mainly

from the Royal Indian Engineering College at Cooper's Hill and

from the corps of Royal Engineers ; the latter from the Roorkee

and other engineering colleges in India and from the upper

subordinate staff. The establishment employed on irrigation,

and on buildings and roads (including miscellaneous works), is

subdivided by Provinces and is under the Local Governments.

The main roads are usually in charge of the Provincial Public

Works departments, and local roads arc made and repaired by
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municipalities and local boards. An Accounts branch audits

and compiles the entire Public Works expenditure, and is

recruited partly in Great Britain and partly in India.

Army and Supreme authority over the army is vested in the Governor-
Military

Qcj-ieral - in - Council, and the chief executive officer is the
Supply

. . .

Depart- Commander-in-Chief ui India. There were formerly separate

ir.ents. armies for the Bengal, Madras, and Bombay Presidencies
;

but as India developed into a united country with a central

Government, this system became more and more inconvenient,

and was gradually modified, and at last abolished by an Act of

Parliament passed in 1893 and carried into effect in 1895. Up
to 1906 all Government business connected with the Army,

the Volunteers, and the Royal Indian Marine was transacted

through the Military Department, corresponding in a certain

measure to the War Office in England. In that year important

changes were made in the administration, and the Military

Department was replaced by the two Departments of Army
and Military Supply. The former of these is in charge of the

Commander-in-Chief, and deals with cantonments, volunteers,

and all matters concerning the army, except business allotted

to the Department of Military Supply. The latter disposes of

matters connected with the procuring and custody of stores,

ordnance, and remounts, besides administering the Indian

Medical Service, the Royal Indian Marine, and IMarine

Surveys. All officers of both Secretariats, and the departments

attached to them, belong ordinarily to the army. In addition

to his control of the Army Department, the executive business

of the army is primarily the province of the Commander-in-

Chief, the principal officers of whose staff are the Chief-of-the-

Staff, the Adjutant-General, the Quartermaster-General, and

the Principal Medical Officer of His Majesty's Forces. The
army is at present distributed into five great territorial divisions,

namely, the Northern, Eastern, and Western Commands (each

under a Lieutenant-General), and the Burma and Southern

India divisions ^
. Each division is again divided into brigade

commands, while the actual quartering of the troops is in

stations which vary greatly in size and importance. These

stations, or cantonments as they are called in India, are

specially governed by the ' Cantonments Act,' which is admin-

istered by a staff of military cantonment magistrates who, in all

military or executive matters connected with the troops, are

under the officers commanding the stations.

' It is proposed to attach the Southern India (Secunderabad) division

eventually to the Eastern Command.
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British India, or the te'rritory under the control of the The

Governor -General -in- Council, is divided into eight large
^°^'"*^^--

Provinces and five lesser charges, each of which is termed a

Local Government. The eight major Provinces are the old

Presidencies of Madras and Bombay ; the five Lieutenant-

Governorships of Bengal, the United Provinces of Agra and

Oudh, the Punjab, Burma, and Eastern Bengal and Assam
;

and the Chief Commissionership of the Central Provinces.

The minor charges are the North-West Frontier Province,

British Baluchistan, Coorg, Ajmer-Merwara, and the penal

settlement of the Andaman Lslands. The Provinces of

Madras and Bombay comprise the territories which were

originally attached to those Presidencies. Sind was added

to the latter Province a short time after its conquest in

1843. The splitting up of the Presidency of Fort William

into the Provinces of Agra (styled the North-Western Provinces)

and Bengal, each under a Lieutenant-Governor, has already

been mentioned. The Punjab, after its annexation, was first

governed by a Board of administration and afterwards by a

Chief Commissioner. After the Mutiny, Delhi and the neigh-

bouring country was transferred to it from the North-Western

Provinces, and it became a Lieutenant-Governorship in 1859.

On the annexation of Oudh in 1856 a Chief Commissioner

was placed at the head of the executive government, and in

1877 this charge was merged in the Lieutenant-Governorship

of the North-Western Provinces. The latter name had

become meaningless after the annexation of the Punjab, and

the official title of this part of Lidia has recently been changed

to the ' United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.' Burma was

the next to be created a Lieutenant-Governorship. Arakan,

Tenasserim, and Pegu were at first ruled by separate Com-
missioners under the immediate control of the Government of

India. In 1862 they were amalgamated into the Province

known as British Burma and placed under a Chief Commis-

sioner. Upper Burma was added to the Chief Commissionership

on its conquest in 1886, and the whole Province was thence-

forward styled Burma, and was raised to the status of a

Lieutenant-Governorship in 1897. The Central Provinces

were formed into a separate administration, under a Chief

Commissioner, in 1861, by detaching theSaugor andNerbudda

territories from the North-Western Provinces and uniting them

to the districts which had lapsed on the death of the Raja of

Nagpur in 1854. Assam, on its annexation in 1826, was

added to Bengal ; in 1874 it was detached and placed under a
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Chief Commissioner. In 1905 Assam, with a large portion of

Bengal, was constituted a new Lieutenant-Governorship, under

the style of ' Eastern Bengal and Assam.' The North-West

Frontier Province was created in 1901. It comprises certain

Districts which were detached from the Punjab in order that

the Government of India might exercise more direct control

over the frontier questions to which they give rise, with a

number of adjoining border tracts over which our direct

influence has been extended since 1892, British Baluchistan

was formed into a Chief Commissionership in 1887. The
petty principality of Coorg, annexed as already stated in 1834,

is administered by the Resident in Mysore. The Agent to the

Governor-General in the Kajputana States is Chief Commis-

sioner of the small British territory of Ajmer-Merwara, the

greater part of which was obtained by cession from the

Maharaja Sindhia in 181 8. The Superintendent at Port Blair,

which has been a convict settlement since 1858, is also Chief

Commissioner of the Andaman and Nicobar Islands. Berar

(formerly known as the Hyderabad Assigned Districts) still

appertains to the Nizam, but has been administered by

the British Government through the Resident at Hyderabad

since 1853, and was recently taken over on a perpetual lease,

the Nizam receiving an annual payment of 25 lakhs from its

revenues. Since October, 1903, it has been attached, for

administrative purposes, to the Central Provinces.

All the Local Governments alike are under the superinten-

dence and control of the Governor-General-in-Council. They

must obey orders received from him, and they must communicate

to him their own proceedings. This subordination is derived

partly from Act of Parliament, and partly from the delegatioii

of authority by the Governor-General to Lieutenant-Governors

and Chief Commissioners. But each Local Government, includ-

ing a Chief Commissioner, is the executive head of the ad-

ministration within the Province ; and important differences

exist between the status of the several classes of Local Govern-

ments. By custom, all appointments to Local Governments,

except that of a Chief Commissioner, are for a term of five

years.

The two Provinces of Madras and Bombay occupy a superior

position, as representing the old Presidencies ^ of the same

name, which were once altogether independent of Bengal.

The civil administration of each is vested in a Governor-in-

^ The term ' Presidency ' is still used in official documents. In common

usage, it is frequently applied to the seat of government, including Calcutta.
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Gouncil, whose powers and duties are regulated by Act of

Parliament. The Governor is appointed by the Crown, being

usually a person of rank and experience in England. The
Council consists of two members, likewise appointed by the

Crown, who must have served for at least twelve years in India,

and who always belong to the Indian Civil Service. In

Bombay one member is usually, but not of necessity, chosen

from the judicial branch of the service. The Governor

possesses the same power as the Governor-General to over-

rule his Council in cases of emergency, and the distribution of

business follows the same general plan as in the Council of the

Governor-General. So long as separate Presidency armies

were maintained, the Commanders-in-Chief at Madras and

Bombay were also members of Council. But on the amalga-

mation of the Indian army in 1895, consequent on a statute

passed two years earlier, this adjunct of the Councils dis-

appeared, and the Governors-in-Council lost the direct functions

of military government which they had before enjoyed. They
still retain the right of communicating direct with the Secretary

of State. Another privilege of the Governors is that they are

extraordinary members of the Governor-General's Council, if

meetings of that Council should happen to be held within their

Presidency. Like the Governor-General, they are addressed as

Your Excellency, and they are escorted by a body-guard.

The maximum salaries, as fixed by Act of Parliament, are

Rs. 1,20,000 for a Governor, and Rs. 64,000 for a member of

Council.

All the other Provinces may be regarded as fragments either Lieuten-

of the old Bengal Presidency, or of territory at some time under ant-Govcr-

the direct administration of the Governor-General. But those

under a Lieutenant-Governor have a status somewhat different

from those under a Chief Commissioner, being constituted

under Act of Parliament. With the rapid growth of British

dominion, it was early recognized that the effective administra-

tion of the newly-acquired territories annexed to Bengal was

beyond the powers of the Bengal Government, especially when
that government was responsible for superintending the

administration of the whole of India. Accordingly, the

Charter Act of 1833, which altered the style to Governor-

General of India., directed the creation of a new Presidency of

Agra, to be administered by a Governor-in-Council, and also

empowered the Governor-General to appoint one of the

members of his own Council to be Deputy-Governor of Bengal.

The new Presidency of Agra was never fully constituted, chiefly
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because of financial difficulties ; and two years later an amend-

ing Act empowered the Governor-General to appoint instead

a Lieutenant-Governor for the North-Western Provinces, and

to declare and limit his authority. A similar procedure was

proposed in the next and last Charter Act (of 1853), which

authorized the constitution of Bengal into a separate Presidency,

under a Governor, and also the creation of one new Presidency,

but provided that in each case a Lieutenant-Governor might

be appointed in the meantime. It is under this statute that

the Lieutenant Governorship of Bengal was created in 1854,

and the Chief Commissionership of the Punjab raised to

a Lieutenant-Governorship in 1 859. Fresh powers to constitute

Lieutenant-Governorships were given by the Lidian Councils

Act of 1 861, which enables a Legislative Council to be created

for any Province not already possessing a Council, and a Lieu-

tenant-Governor to be appointed to such Province. Under

this statute the Chief Commissionership of Burma was raised

to a Lieutenant-Governorship in 1897, and the new Lieu-

tenant-Governorship of Eastern Bengal and Assam was con-

stituted in 1905. Lieutenant-Governors are appointed by the

Governor-General, subject to the approbation of the Crown.

They must have served for at least ten years in India. The
extent of their authority may be declared and limited by the

Governor-General-in-Council, with the sanction of the Secretary

of State. Their maximum salary (Rs. 1,00,000) is fixed by

Act of Parliament.

Chief Chief Commissioners stand upon a lower footing, being

Com- delegates of the Governor-General-in-Council, appointed with-

ships.
" °^^ '"^"y reference to Act of Parliament. In theory the

whole of British territory in India, which is not within the Pre-

sidency of a Governor-in-Council or the Province of a Lieu-

tenant-Governor, is under the immediate authority and manage-

ment of the Governor-General-in-Council, who is competent

to give all necessary orders and directions respecting its

administration. A Chief Commissioner, therefore, is regarded

as administering his Province on behalf of the Governor-General-

in-Council, who may resume or modify the powers that he has

himself conferred. In early times the title given to such

a delegate of administrative functions was Commissioner, as

in the case of Mountstuart Elphinstone when appointed to

administer the territories in the Deccan conquered from the

Peshwa in 1818. The style of Chief Commissioner^ was first

* This style was apparently adopted to distinguish the head of the

administration from the Financial rnd Judicial Commissioners who were
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used in 1853, when John Lawrence was appointed head of

the executive government in the Punjab, in substitution for

the former Board of administration under a President. On the

annexation of Oudh in 1856 the administration was similarly

entrusted to a Chief Commissioner ; and shortly after the

Mutiny the Central Provinces (in 1861) and British Burma (in

1862) were organized on the same basis. More recently,

recourse has been had to an Act of Parliament (of 1854), which

empowers the Governor-General-in-Council, with the sanction

of the Secretary of State, to take any territory in British India

under his immediate management, and then provide for its

administration. It was under this statutory provision that

Assam was separated from Bengal in 1874, and the North-

west Frontier Province from the Punjab in 1901. However
constituted, a Chief-Commissionership is a Local Government

;

and though the Governor-General does not divest himself of

any of his inherent powers, the Chief Commissioner is, accord-

ing to Indian law, the person authorized to administer executive

government. Parliament has expressly recognized Chief-Com-

missionerships in the Act of 1870, which empowers a Covernor-

in-Council, a Lieutenant-Governor, or a Chief Commissioner

to propose draft regulations for ' scheduled ' districts. Chief

Commissioners are appointed by the Governor-General, with

no statutory restrictions on his discretion. In practice, the

powers entrusted to the Chief Commissioner of the Central

Provinces are as wide as those exercised by a Lieutenant-

Governor, the main distinction being the absence of a Legis-

lative Council. The salary of a Chief Commissioner is

Rs. 50,000 ; but in the case of the Central Provinces, this has

recently been raised to Rs. 62,000, in consideration of the

addition of Berar to his Government.

The evolution and existing functions of the Indian Legisla- Regulation

tures will be dealt with in a separate chapter. But it must be
^"^yi'a^ti'on

noted here that the original method of legislation, up to 1834, Provinces,

was by Regulations issued by the executive Councils of Fort

William, Fort St. George, and Bombay. Some of the early

Regulations were in many respects complicated and intricate,

and it was soon realized that they were not suited to all the

Indian races. The various territories subsequently embodied

appointed at the same time. The title of Commissioner was appropriated

to subordinate officers in charge of considerable areas or Divisions sub-

divided into Districts.

VOL. IV. D
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in the North-Western rrovinces were, on their annexation,

included in the Bengal Presidency and governed under the

Bengal code ; but the less advanced Provinces acquired at

a later time were generally ruled in accordance with simpler

codes, based on the spirit of the Regulations but modified to

suit the circumstances of each special case. The Provinces

were thus distinguished into ' regulation ' or ' non-regulation,'

in accordance as they were originally administered under

Regulations framed under the Charter Acts or under the

less formal codes ^ But, with development in material pro-

gress and in legislative activity, the distinction between the

more advanced non-regulation Provinces and their regulation

sisters has practically disappeared, except as regards certain

differences in administrative arrangements which will be

explained in the next chapter ; and so far as legislation is con-

cerned the contrast is no longer between the old regulation

and non-regulation areas, but between backward tracts for

which the Government of India can still legislate executively

and the rest of British India where the machinery of a Legis-

lative Council is required".

The Home It has already been stated that the affairs of the East India
Govern- Company were originally managed in England by the Court of

Directors and the General Court of Proprietors. The Regu-

lating Act of 1773 did not interfere with this system, but made
some alterations in the voting qualifications of the Proprietors

and in the tenure of office of the Directors, who were to hold

office for four years, one-fourth being renewed annually. The
subsequent controversies which centred round the administra-

tion of Warren Hastings convinced the nation that it was

essential for the state to assume the supervision of Indian

The Board affairs. Pitt's Act of 1784 established a Board of Control,
of Control, ^ith full power and authority to direct all operations and

concerns relating to the civil and military government and
revenues of India. The Board was to consist of not more than

six Privy Councillors, including one of the Secretaries of State

and the Chancellor of the Exchequer. The number was

gradually reduced, and the Board's powers were virtually

exercised by its President (the lineal precursor of the Secretary

of State for India), who after 1841 was the sole member. The
Board was given ample powers for the control of the Company's

* The regulation Provinces are Bengal, Madias, Bombay, and Agra.
^ .See chap, v, Legislation and Justice.
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administration. It had full access to the records and corre-

spondence of the Court of Directors, and was supplied with

copies of all dispatches to and from India. No order could be

sent to India without being first submitted to the Board,

which had power to make any alteration it deemed fit. The
Board also had the power of requiring the Directors to prepare

dispatches on any specified subject, and (in case of default) of

ordering the Directors to send out to India in their name any

dispatches drawn up by the Board itself. A Secret Committee
of the Court of Directors (consisting in practice of the Chair-

man and Deputy Chairman) was bound to transm.it, as from

itself, all ' secret ' orders issued by the Board. In like manner
' secret ' dispatches from India were received by the Secret

Committee and delivered to the Board without being seen by

the other Directors. These regulations transferred the sub-

stance of authority from the Company to the Crown ; but as

all orders still purported to issue from the Court of Directors,

the importance of the change escaped general recognition.

The fact that the initiative remained with the Directors left

to them considerable influence in the conduct of ordinary

affairs. Patronage continued to be vested in the Court,

though its nomination of Governors-General, Governors, and

Commanders-in-Chief had to receive the approval of the

Crown ^ So long also as the Company retained any com-

mercial powers, these were exercised without any reference to

the Board of Control.

The Governor-General-in-Council was forbidden, without the

express authority of the Court of Directors or of the Secret

Committee, to make war except for the protection of our own
territories and those of our allies, or to make fresh treaties

guaranteeing the integrity of any Native State. It was the

practical ignoring of these provisions by Lord Wellesley, under

the stress of circumstances, which caused so much friction

between himself and the Directors.

This dual system of government, v/hich vested large powers Transfer of

in the Court of Directors subject to the supreme authority of
^;i.,*^,nent to

the Board of Control, lasted until 1858. For some time the Crown,

previously the anomaly of the system had been recognized,

and it was felt on all sides that a change was inevitable, though

the Company fought h ird for its privileges. The Charter Act

of 1853, when renewing these privileges for the last time,

* The Court of Directors could moreover recall these officers at its

discretion, and exercised this power in the case of Lord Kllenborough,

despite the disapproval of the Board of Control,

P Z
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enacted that they should continue only ' until Parliament shall

otherwise provide,' instead of for a fixed term of twenty years,

as on former occasions. It was, however, the catastrophe of

the Mutiny which enforced the conviction that the administra-

tive functions of the Company must cease to exist, and that the

Sovereign must stand forth as the sole source of government,

both in India and in England. The legislative measures

required to accomplish this change are contained in the Act

of 1858, which transferred the government, territories, and

revenues from the Company to the Crown, declared that India

was to be governed by and in the name of the Sovereign,

authorized the appointment of an additional Principal Secretary

of State, and created the Council of India. Immediately on

the passing of this Act, Queen Victoria issued a Proclamation

' to the Princes, Chiefs, and People of India,' notifying that she

had taken upon herself the government before administered in

trust for her by the Company ', appointing the Governor-

General (Lord Canning) to be her first Viceroy, and announc-

ing her acceptance of all treaties and engagements made by

the Company with the Native Princes of India. A further

recognition of this transfer of government, and of the peculiar

position held by the Crown in India, was made in 1876, when
the Sovereign was empowered by Act of Parliament to make
an addition to the royal style and title appertaining to the

'imperial' crown. Queen Victoria thereupon assumed the

title of Empress of India, and a proclamation to that effect was

made in a Darbar held at Delhi on January i, 1877. Since

that time it has been customary in India to use the style

' Queen-Empress ' and ' King-Emperor,' though there appears

to be no definite authority for the practice.

TheSecre- Under the Act of 1858, the Secretary of State is the con-
tary of

stitutional adviser of the Crown in all matters relating to India.

He is appointed, like other Secretaries of State, by the delivery

to him of the seals of office. He inherits generally all the

powers and duties which were formerly vested either in the

Board of Control or in the Company, the Directors, and the

Secret Committee in respect of the government and revenues

of India. He has the power of giving orders to every officer in

India, including the Governor-General, and of directing all the

business relating to the government of India that is transacted

in the United Kingdom. Every order or communication sent

1 The territories under the government of the Company had already been

declared to be held in trust for the Crown in the preamble to the Charter

Act of 1833.
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to India must be signed by him, or in his absence by some

other Secretary of State ^ and every dispatch from India must

likewise be addressed to him. Of these wide powers and

duties many rest on his personal responsibility ; others can be

performed only in consultation with the Council, and for some

of these the concurrence of a majority of members of Council

is required. The Secretary of State may act without consulting

the Council in all matters where he is not expressly required

by statute to act as 'Secretary of State in Council.^ In particular,

appointments by the Crown are made on his advice. In the

ordinary course business not specially reserved is conducted in

consultation with the Council, and with the active assistance

of its members, subject to his general direction. Every official

communication proposed to be sent to India must be laid

before Council, unless it falls under either of two reserved

classes. One of these is the class of communications which

were formerly required to be sent to India, by the authority of

the Board of Control, through the Secret Committee of the

Court of Directors, and these are consequently still known as

'secret' communications. They are concerned chiefly with

the making of war or peace, negotiations with foreign powers,

and relations with Native States. All such papers, whether

proposed to be sent to India or received from India and marked

'secret,' may be withheld altogether from the knowledge of

Council. The other class of communications which the Secre-

tary of State may send to India on his own responsibility are

those which he may decide to be 'urgent'; but he is required

to place on record his reasons for such decision. No matter

for which the concurrence of a majority of Council is necessary

can be treated as either ' secret ' or ' urgent.' In ordinary

business, for which the concurrence of a majority of Council is

not required, the Secretary of State is not bound to follow the

advice of the Council. Of the matters for which the concur-

rence of a majority of members of Council present or voting at

a meeting is expressly required, by far the most important is

the making of any grant or appropriation of the revenues of

India, for expenditure in India and elsewhere. In practice,

a general authority is delegated to the Government of India to

sanction any new appointment the pay of which does not exceed

Rs. 250 a month, and any revision of establishment which

' In constitutional tlieory, the five Principal Secretaries of State form

a single office, and consequently each one of them is competent to perform

the functions of any of the others.
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does not involve an additional expenditure of more than

Rs. 25,000 a year.

The Conn- The Council of India, as originally constituted by the Act
cil of of 1858, consisted of fifteen members, of whom eight were to

be appointed by the Crown and the remainder elected by the

Court of Directors from among themselves. The tenure of

office was 'during good behaviour,' and future vacancies

among elected members were to be filled by election by the

Council. This constitution has been amended by subsequent

legislation. All the members are now appointed by the Secre-

tary of State ; the ordinary term of office is for ten years, which

may be extended for a further term of five years * for special

reasons of public advantage
'

; the number of members may be

reduced to ten\ at the discretion of the Secretary of State; at

least nine of the members must have served or resided in India

for ten years and must not have left India more than ten years

before their appointment ; a member is disqualified from sitting

or voting in Parliament. The Secretary of State has a special

power of appointing not more than three members, ' having

professional or other peculiar qualifications,' to hold office for

an unlimited term ; but this power has not been exercised for

many years.

The function of the Council is to conduct, under the direction

of the Secretary of State, the business transacted in the United

Kingdom in relation to the government of India and the

correspondence with that country. The Council must meet at

least once in every week, and five members must be present to

constitute a quorum. The Secretary of State is President, with

power to vote and give a casting vote ; and he may appoint

a Vice-President ^ to exercise his powers in his absence, but all

acts done in his absence require his sanction in writing. Every

official communication proposed to be sent to India, except

those reserved as 'secret' or 'urgent,' and every order relating

to India which is proposed to be made in the United Kingdom,

must either be submitted to a meeting of Council, or else must

be placed for seven days on the Council table for the perusal

of members before being issued. The Council have a similar

right to see every official communication received from India,

except such as are marked ' secret.' In financial matters, as

already mentioned, and in a few other less important cases, no

action can be taken without the concurrence of a majority of

' At present (1936) the number of members of Council is eleven.

- Each member of Council, in order of seniority, is customnrily appointed

to serve for a year as Mce-President.
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the members of Council present or voting at a meeting. In all

other cases, where the Secretary of State is not bound to defer

to the opinions of the Council, the necessity for consulting it

serves mainly as a guarantee for deliberation. For the more

convenient transaction of business the Secretary of State is

empowered to divide the Council into committees, and to

arrange what departments of business shall be transacted by

the several committees, under his own general direction. The
existing committees of Council are seven in number, entitled

—

Finance, Political, Military, Revenue and Statistics, Judicial

and Public, Public Works, and Stores.

The Act of 1858 further authorized the creation of the estab- The estab-

lishment of the Secretary of State in Council, commonly known I'^nment

-^ . . . of the
as the India Office. The ongmal members of the establishment India

were taken over from the Board of Control and the East India Office.

House. Their number and their salaries were subsequently

fixed by an Order in Council, required to be laid before Parlia-

ment ; and no variation can be made except by the same pro-

cedure. The Secretary of State, in virtue of his office, has two

Under-Secretaries, one permanent and the other parliamentary,

to whom some of his minor duties are delegated. There is, in

addition, an Assistant Under-Secretary, who is also Clerk of the

Council. For each department of business, corresponding to

the committees into which the Council is divided, there is

a Secretary and Assistant-Secretary, with a staff of clerks. The
Store Department is under a Director-General. Other depart-

ments are those of the Accountant-General, the Registrar and

Superintendent of Records, and the Director of Funds. The
Medical Board for the examination of officers of the Indian

services, the Legal Adviser and Solicitor to the Secretary of

State, and the Librarian may also be mentioned. Appointments

to the establishment are made by the Secretary of State in

Council; but 'junior situations' must be filled in accordance

with the general regulations governing admission to the Home
civil service. Somewhat outside the establishment stands the

Auditor, whose appointment by the Crown must be counter-

signed by the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and who nominates

his own assistants. But the salary of the Auditor and his

assistants, as well as the salaries, pensions, and other charges

of the entire establishment of the India Office, are defrayed

from the revenues of India.

Parliament is supreme over India, as over all the dominions Control of

of the British Crown. Apart from those attributes of '^"

. ment.
sovereignty which are derived frc^m the royal prerogatives
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or which may have been inherited from the Mughal empire,

the general constitution of the government, both in India and

in England, has been created and regulated by Act of Parlia-

ment. The functions of the Governor-General, especially in

relation to his Council and his control over the subordinate

Presidencies, the powers of all local legislatures and the restric-

tions on those powers, the constitution and jurisdiction of the

several High Courts, the very existence of the Secretary of

State and his Council—all alike are based upon statutory

enactments. Certain general statutes apply to India, even

when India is not specifically mentioned. But in the ordinary

course the legislation of Parliament for India is confined to

Acts amending the political constitution and Acts empowering

the Secretary of State to raise money by loan. The revenues

of India are not under the control of Parliament, though they

may not be applied to defraying the expenses of military

operations beyond the frontier without the consent of both

Houses, except for preventing or repelling actual invasion or

under other sudden and urgent necessity. Inasmuch as the

Home charges are entirely defrayed from the revenues of India,

the salary of the Secretary of State and the expenses of his

establishment are not included in the annual estimates voted

by the House of Commons. It is, however, provided that

detailed accounts of receipts and disbursements, in India and

in England, shall be laid before Parliament annually, together

with a report exhibiting the moral and material progress of the

country. The Home accounts are further subject to examina-

tion by an independent Auditor, whose report has likewise to

be presented to Parliament every year. Finally, in accordance

with constitutional practice, the Secretary of State, as a minister

of the Crown, is responsible to criticism, and if occasion should

arise to censure, in either House of Parliament ; and this

responsibility is shared with the Cabinet, of which he is always

a member.

The Indian Mention has already been made of the writers, factors, and

^'^'1 merchants of the East India Company, of whom the Indian
ocrvicc

Civil Servants of to-day are the direct descendants. Neither

their training nor their pay was adequate to the administrative

work which, from the time of Clive onwards, they were called

on to perform. Clive and Warren Hastings both introduced

measures for the reform of the administration, but to Lord

Cornwallis is due the honour of having reorganized the service
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on a footing worthy of its task. By the influence of his own

upright character, and by the establishment of a liberal scale

of salaries, in substitution for the official pittances which had

previously been augmented from the profits of permitted private

trade and sometimes by more questionable means, he succeeded

in establishing that high standard of integrity which is essential

to the good government of the country. Nominations to the

Covenanted Civil Service were made by the Directors ; and the

Charter Act of 1793 reserved to that service, as a precaution

against jobbery, the principal civil offices in India under the

rank of member of Council. The service came to be called

the ' Covenanted Civil Service ' from the covenants into which

its members were required to enter, and by which they bound

themselves not to trade, not to receive presents, to subscribe

for pensions, and so forth. In contradistinction to the

covenanted civilians all other civil servants were said to

belong to the ' Uncovenanted Service,' but these terms have

become obsolete.

In 1800 Lord Wellesley established a college at Fort William

for the instruction of young civil servants on their arrival in

India. The Court of Directors did not approve of Lord

Wellesley's college; and in 1805 they established a college of

their own, at Haileybury near Hertford, at which nominees for

the civil service had to go through a two years' course of

special training before proceeding to India. Nominations to

the Covenanted service remained in the gift of the Directors

until 1853, when the right was withdrawn by Act of Parliament

and the appointments were thrown open to public competition.

The first examination was held in 1855, and in 1858 the

college at Haileybury was closed. The limits of age, and

other subsidiary conditions of the competitive examination,

have been changed from time to time, but it has always

remained open to all natural-born subjects of the Crown. The
age limits are at present from twenty-one to twenty-three ^, and
the selected candidates undergo a year's special training in

England, which they are encouraged by the grant of an

allowance to spend at a University. On arrival in India, the

young civilian is posted to the head-quarters of a District to

learn his work, and is given the powers of a magistrate of the

lowest class. After passing the prescribed examinations,

mainly in law, languages, and revenue procedure, he becomes

a first-class magistrate and is eligible for promotion to higher

' The age limits will be from twenty-two to twenty-four with effect fiom

1906.
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grades. Tlie Ad of i 793, which reserved tlie principal civil

appoiiUmenis to the Covenanted Civil Service, was not

applied to the non regulation Provinces, and even in the regu-

lation Provinces public exigencies occasionally required out-

side appointments to be made. The Indian Civil Service

Act of 1 86 1 legalized these irregular appointments, and sched-

uled the posts which were in the future to be reserved to

covenanted civilians. This statute is still in force, but it has

been modified in one important particular which will shortly

be explained.

The cm- It is not always fully realized to what a large extent the
ployment administration of India is conducted through the agency of
of n.itvves . ^ , , , ,, •

'
, 1 r

in the natives of the country, and how small is the number of

Civil Scr- European officials. Roughly speaking, about 1,200 English-

men, including military officers and others, are employed in the

civil government of 230,000,000 people and in the partial

control of 60,000,000 more'. In the time of Lord Cornwallis

the native agency was notoriously inefficient and corrupt, and

his reorganization of the public service entrusted all offices of

importance to Europeans. The spread of education, and the

example and control of British officials, have worked a change

in the native civil service which is one of the most satisfactory

results of British rule. With the growth of their efficiency and

probity the natives of the country have been given an ever-

increasing share in the task of government, and they now fill

by far the greater number of the executive, magisterial, and

judicial posts. The change has been brought about in several

ways. With the development of the country and the advance

of civilization the administrative staff has of necessity been

greatly increased. These new posts have fallen in the great

majority of cases to natives of the country ; and the proportion

of Europeans, except in the highest branches of control, has

^ Kxcludinjj the 864 civil charges ordinarily held by members of the

]r.d an Civil Service, ' and excluding also all posts of minor importance,

nearly all of which are held by natives, there are about .^,700 persons

holding offices in the superior brandies of the executive and judicial services,

and among them there are only about 100 Europeans. . . . Native officers

manage by far the greater part of the business connected with all branches

of the revenue and with the multifarious interests in land. Natives dispose

of the greater part of the magisterial work. The duties of the civil courts

throughout India, excepting the courts of appeal, are almost entirely

entrusted to native judges. . . . With possibly the exception of England,

there is no country in Europe in which judicial and executive officers receive

salaries equal to those given in the (superior) Native Civil Service of India.'

Sir J. Strachcy, India (3rd edition), pp. 83-4.
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been reduced urn] *he:r r.-j.n:ber> have .
• -•ebr

insignificant. Thi? chzrre iras expedited bv a •

in 1S79. that appcirrnients t£~.~-
'- ^.~-'-\ c-airyir.^ _ ;. : .:

Rs. 2CX3 a month and iiD"srard.? - "It be reserred to

natives of India -. ar
' ,.-.•„

contravention of this v .^ .

Enropeans hare thus been excicded from all appointments

except those specially rserved :? - — :"-
:

- - f? of the

coimtry have been admitted to a -e in the

higher offices. The introdiiction of the cc>mf»euii% e system in

1S55 threw the Indian Civil Service Oj>r' ---^-n ; but owing

to the religious and other difficulties at: a voyage to

England, the number of Indians who hav-. en.ered the service

by this means has been neither large nor representative of

India generally. Accordingly, an Act of Parliament passed in

1870 provided that duly selected native of India should be

ehgible for any of the offices heretofore reserved to the Indian

Ciril Service. The regulations for giving effect to this Act

were the subject of prolonged correspondence and were not

issued until 1879. Tliey ^tablished what was called the

* Statutory Civil Service^' The principal features of the scheme

were nomination by the Local Governments, subject to the

apfHt)val of the Government of India and the Secretary of

State : employment of the selected officer within his own
Province : and the ultimate transfer of one-sixth of the total

number of Indian Civil Service appointments to the Statutory

Civilians. The new system, however, failed to prove a success.

Tbe higher classes did not as a rule come forward, and many
of the candidates chosen were yotmg men wha but for this

opportunity, would have been content to enter the subordinate

service- During the seven years following the introduction of

the system about sixty persons were appointed under iL It

was then abandoned in favour of the plan proposed by the

Public Service Commission which sat in 1SS6-7 under the

presidency of Sir Charles Aitchison. at that time Lieutenant-

Governor of the Punjab. On the advice of this Commission The Tro-

the Civil Service was diAnded into three branches : the Indian y^c:^^^^

Civil Semce, recruited in England ; and the Provincial and nate ser-

Subordinate services, recruited in India from among natives of ""ck.

India. The members of the Indian Civil Service are no more

nimierous than to enable them to fill the majority of the highest

offices, with such number of less important posts as provides

' Natives of Indin indnde, for this pnippse, persons of European descent

bom r.nd comiciled in the countrr.
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a course of training for the younger men ; the Provincial

services, styled the Bengal Civil Service, the Madras Civil

Service, and so on, enjoy the remainder of the important

executive, judicial, and administrative appointments ; and the

Subordinate services comprise the holders of minor posts. From
the time of the introduction of this system the terms ' Coven-

anted ' and * Uncovenanted ' services were abolished. Admission

to the Provincial services is regulated by rules framed by the

Local Governments and approved by the Government of India,

Sometimes it is by nomination, sometimes by examination, and

sometimes by promotion from the Subordinate service. Many
of the Provincial and Subordinate service officers are graduates

of Indian Universities. The members of the Provincial service

are, like the former Statutory Civilians, eligible for offices

heretofore reserved for the Covenanted service. Lists of the

posts open to them were published in 1892-3 : they included

ninety-three superior appointments (to which some additions

have since been made), such as Collectorships, Deputy Com-

missionerships, and superior Judgeships in the Provinces to

which they belonged. The natives of India have, on the whole,

shown greater ability in the discharge of judicial than of ad-

ministrative functions, and their special talents have been

recognized by appointment to some of the highest judicial

posts.

Special- Another striking change which has taken place in the Civil

^^^,^\ Service of India is the creation of numerous specialized depart-

ments and appointments, which have already been referred to

in connexion with the various Departments of the Govern-

ment of India. When public education and the development

of the country were in their infancy, the control of almost all

branches of the administration was vested in members of the

Covenanted service. After the consolidation of the British

power had been effected, and the Government had set itself to

the task of improving the administration, educating the people,

and constructing roads, railways, and irrigation works, a demand

arose for officers of special training and experience of all

kinds. Various departments were from time to time created,

which now share with the general civil service the multifarious

duties which are performed by the Government in India.

Among the larger of these services are the Public Works

Department, the Survey of India, and the Postal, Telegraph,

Education, Police, Salt, Sanitary, Jails, and Civil Medical

departments. The same principles regarding the employment

of natives which govern the general civil service have been

partments.
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applied to these other departments. Everywhere the European
element, consisting in most cases of officers appointed in

England, is confined within the limits essential for efficiency

and guidance. The extent to which European agency is

employed varies with the nature of the work, being greater

where special knowledge and acquirements are needed of

which the supply in India is still deficient, or where, as in

the case of the Police, a large measure of European control

is essential.
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CHAPTER II

ADMINISTRATIVE DIVISIONS

The major The following statement ranges the eight Provinces of India
rovinceb.

jj^ order of size and shows their area and population, excluding

the dependent Native States :

—

Thousands of Millions of
s mare miles. inhabitants.

Burma 170 9
liengal^ 151 75
Madras 142 38

Bombay 123 19

United Provinces .... 107 48
Central Provinces (including Berar) . 104 13

Punjab ...... 97 20

Assam' ...... 49 6

Burma is about the size of Sweden, with nearly twice its

population, and contains great tracts of forest and jungle.

The territories administered by the Lieutenant-Governor of

Bengal, though smaller in extent than Burma, contain more
than eight times the number of inhabitants and form the most

onerous of the Provincial charges. This Province nearly

doubles the population of France, though only three-quarters

of its size. The United Provinces of Agra and Oudh are

almost as densely populated as Bengal, and contain more

people than Austria-Hungary in an area less than that of

Austria alone. The population of Madras and the area of

Bombay approximate to the population and area of the United

Kingdom.

Regula- In the last chapter it was explained that the legislative

tion and distinction between regulation and non-regulation Provinces

regulation has become obsolete. The administrative systems still differ,

Provinces, however, in several particulars ; and it will be convenient in

the first place to describe the government of the regulation

Provinces, and afterwards to explain the special features of the

administration of the more recently acquired territories. Madras,

' In 1905, Assam, with a large portion of Bengal, was constituted a new

Lieutenant-Governorship, under the style of ' Eastern Bengal and Assam.'
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Bombay ^ Bengal, and Agra are the four regulation Provinces.

The principal non-regulation Provinces are the Punjab, Burma,

Oudh, the Central Provinces, and Assam.

As stated in the last chapter, the old Presidencies of Madras The head-

and Bombay retain their Governors-in-Council, while Bengal,
^J||^'

^^'^

the United Provinces, and Eastern Bengal and Assam are admin- regulation

istered by Lieutenant-Governors. Business is conducted in the I^'o^'inces.

executive Councils of Madras and Bombay in much the same

manner as in the Council of the Governor-General. The
Departments are divided between the Governor and his two

colleagues, and important matters are dealt with by the Council

collectively. The Governor has the right of overruling his

Council in special cases. The Lieutenant-Governors are solely

responsible for the administration of their ProA inces, and their

powers are limited only by the law and the control of the

Supreme Government. In all Provinces, as mentioned in the

preceding chapter, questions of policy or of special importance

are submitted for the orders of the Governor-General-in-

Council, and the financial powers of the Local Governments

are limited by definite and strict rules. The Secretariats of

the Provincial Governments are divided into departments,

each under a Secretary with subordinate officers, as in the case

of the Supreme Government. Each of the principal depart-

ments of the civil service is under the charge of an officer who

is attached to and advises the Local Government. Frequent

tours of inspection keep him in touch with local work. The
principal executive departmental heads, outside the revenue

and general administrative departments, are much the same in

all the large Provinces. In Bengal they are the Inspectors-

General of Police, Jails and Registration, the Director of

Public Instruction, the Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals,

the Sanitary Commissioner, and the Superintendent of the Civil

Veterinary department. There are also Chief Engineers, for

Irrigation and Marine and for Buildings and Roads, who are

likewise Secretaries to Government. In nearly all the regulation

Provinces the revenue departments are administered, under

the Government, by a Board of Revenue. In Bengal, and till

recently in the United Provinces, the Board consists of two

members" who are the highest officers in the administrative

* Sind, which is a part of the Bombay Presidency, is however a non-

regulation area, and its Commissioner has somewhat larger powers than

those mentioned below as appertaining to the ordinary Commissioners of

Divisions.

^ A third member was added in 1902 to the Board of the United
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branch of the service. In Bengal one of these is at the head

of the great department of land revenue, and the other at the

head of the departments of excise, opium, income-tax, &c.; and

they meet together as a board only for the hearing of certain

classes of appeals. The United Provinces Board acts more as

a collective body, all important questions being considered by

the whole Board. Immediately subordinate to the Board in

both Provinces are the Director of Land Records and Agricul-

ture, and the Commissioner of Excise ; and, in Bengal, the

Collector of Customs and the Opium Agents \ In Madras the

Board of Revenue has four members, two of whom are Land

Revenue Commissioners, one is Settlement Commissioner, and

the fourth is Commissioner for Salt, Excise, Income-tax, and

Customs. There is no Board of Revenue in Bombay ; and the

Director of Land Records and Agriculture, and the Commis-

sioner of Customs, Salt, Opium, and Excise, are there imme-

diately subordinate to the Local Government. Law officers

are employed by each Local Government to advise it on legal

questions and to conduct cases in which it is interested.

Territorial The system of administration in both regulation and non-

'^f-
'.'

.

regulation Provinces is based on the repeated subdivision of
divisions— ° ... . .

Districts, territory, each administrative area being in the responsible

charge of an officer who is subordinate to the officer next in

rank above him. The most important of these administrative

units is the 'District'; and the most accurate impression of the

system may be gained by regarding a Province as consisting of

a collection of Districts, which are usually split up into sub-

divisions and these again into smaller circles.

British India contains more than 250 Districts. The average

area of a District is 4,430 square miles, and the average popula-

tion 931,000. The average District is thus about three-fourths

of the size of Yorkshire, and its inhabitants number considerably

more than half the population of that county. The actual

Districts vary greatly in size and density of population. For

instance, the Upper Chindwin District of Burma has an area

of 19,000 square miles and a population of 153,000; Mymen-
singh, in Bengal, has an area of over 6,000 square miles and a

population of nearly 4,000,000 ; and Vizagapatam, in Madras,

has an area of more than 17,000 square miles and a population

Provinces, for a period of four years, mainly for the purpose of dealing

with Settlement work.

^ The production of opium in Bengal and the United Provinces is under

the Bengal Board of Revenue, which works in the latter Province through

an agent at GhazTpur.
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of nearly 3,000,000. Among the major Provinces the Districts

are largest in Burma and Madras, and smallest in the United

Provinces.

In Madras there is no local officer above the head of the Commis-

District. Elsewhere a Conmiissioner of Division is intermediate !'°''p''.^ °^

between the Collector and the Government or the Board of

Revenue. A Division is a group of several Districts, usually

from four to six, of which the Commissioner has the general

superintendence and in which he also acts as a court of appeal

in revenue cases. In the regulation Provinces the Commissioner

is always a senior officer of the Indian Civil Service. The
Commissioners of the regulation Provinces, when first appointed

in 1829, under the government of Lord William Bentinck,

exercised judicial as well as administrative and revenue func-

tions, and held periodical jail deliveries in the Districts under

their supervision. These judicial duties were eventually

transferred to the District Judges.

The head of the District is styled in the regulation Provinces The

Collector and Magistrate. He is the representative of the ^-oUfctor-... Magis-
Government \\\ the large area under his charge ; in the eyes traie.

of the people he embodies the power of the state or

' Sarkar,' and it "is to him that they primarily look to redress

their grievances and to promote their welfare. His twofold

appellation indicates that he is both the principal revenue

official and the chief magistrate. At one time the two offices

were separate. Under the system established by Lord

Cornwallis in Bengal, which was gradually extended to the

other regulation Provinces as they came under British rule,

the offices of District Magistrate and Civil Judge were united

in the .same person, the jail deliveries being made by a court

of circuit. Subsequently the duties of the magistrate were

separated from those of the judge, and he was vested with

limited judicial powers in criminal cases. The Collector dates

from the time of Warren Hastings, when the British first took

over the fiscal administration of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa.

Many years ago, in the United ]^rovinces, Madras, and Bombay,

the magisterial and revenue functions were combined in the

same hands, and the same process took place at a later date

in Bengal.

The Collector is concerned in the first place with the land Duties

and the land revenue. The nature of his duties in this con- ?. 1, ,CoUettor
nexion varies with the character of the tenure under which r.s such,

land is held. They are specially onerous in Madras and

Bombay, where the ryotwari (cottier) tenure prevails and the

VOL. IV. E
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revenue is paid by many thousands of cultivators ; they are

comparatively light in Bengal, where landlords pay a revenue

fixed by Lord Cornwallis's permanent settlement. But even in

Bengal there are large government estates which are managed

by the Collector, and he also has charge of the private estates

held by the Court of Wards in trust for minors and other

persons \ Apart from the duties immediately connected with

the assessment and collection of land revenue and with the

village establishments, the Collector is concerned with all

matters affecting the condition of the peasantry; he supervises

the compilation of the periodical returns of produce and prices;

he adjudicates in several Provinces on rent and other disputes

between landlord and tenant ; and he makes loans on behalf

of the Government for agricultural purposes. The Collector

has also charge of the local administration of excise, income-tax,

stamp duty, and other sources of revenue ; and he is responsible

for the management of the District treasury, into which the

revenue and other public receipts are paid, and from which all

local disbursements are made.

Duties Magistrates are divided into three classes according to their

5*/ ^l^^ powers. As a magistrate of the first class the Collector, in his
Collector ^

. .^..,^.
as District Capacity of District Magistrate, can imprison for two years and
Magis- fine up to Rs. i,ooo ; but in practice he does not try many

criminal cases, though he supervises the work of all the other

magistrates of the District. But his magisterial functions

extend far beyond the domain of the criminal court. He is

responsible for the peace of the District and the suppression

of crime, and has general control over the working of the

police. He also supervises the management of the District

jail in which short-term prisoners are confined, convicts

sentenced to long terms of imprisonment being sent to large

Central jails, of which there are several in each Province.

Other In addition to these two main departments of work, the
duties of

Collector has to interest himself in all matters affecting the
the . ^,

Collector, well-being of the people. In some branches of the administra-

tion his functions are, in consequence of the formation of

special departments, such as those of Public Works, Forests,

Jails, Sanitation^ and Education, less direct than was formerly

the case. But even in the matters dealt with by separate

' In Provinces where there is a Board of Revenue that body acts as Court

of Wards. In Burma it has not hitherto been found necessary to establish

such a court. In the Punjab the functions of a Court of Wards are

discharged by the Financial Commissioner ; and in the Central Provinces,

and in Bombay (since 1905), by the Divisional Commissioners.
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departments his active co-operation and counsel are still needed.

The municipal government of all considerable towns is vested

in a committee of the inhabitants, who raise taxes and expend the

proceeds on roads, sanitation, water-supply, medical relief,

education, and other public needs. It is the duty of the

Collector to guide and control the working of these municipal

institutions. He is also, usually, the Chairman of the District

Board which, with the aid of subsidiary local boards, maintains

roads, schools, and dispensaries, and carries out sanitary im-

provements in rural areas with funds derived from local rates.

The ordinary day's work of the Collector-Magistrate entails

many other miscellaneous duties, which vary in accordance

with circumstances and of which it would be difficult to give

a complete list. The Government looks to him for information

on all important occurrences which take place in his District, he

is called on to advise on general schemes which may be under

consideration, and he is expected to explain to the people any

new orders of the Government which they may not readily

understand. In times of stress and ditificulty his duties and

responsibilities are increased tenfold. If a collision is appre-

hended between Hindus and Muhammadans, or if an agrarian

difficulty is likely to result in outrage, it is to his tact and

firmness that the Government looks to prevent violence, and,

if necessary, to quell disorder. Should the District be attacked

by famine he is responsible for the lives of the people ; he

must watch minutely, and keep the Government informed of,

the progress of events, and must organize and carry out

measures of relief. For the proper discharge of his many
duties he must be accessible to and intimately acquainted with

the inhabitants. This acquaintance cannot be gained at the

desk or on the bench, and accordingly the Collector-Magistrate

spends several months of the year in camp. During his tours

he inspects the working of the various departments with which

he is concerned, satisfies himself as to the manner in which

his subordinate officers are carrying out their duties, and

advises and encourages them in their work. At the same time

he gets to know the people of all parts of the District, and they

have a ready opportunity of discussing their affairs with him.

The local magnates will visit his tent with some ceremony ; the

village elders will come and chat with him about the prospect

of their crops, the assessment of their lands, the opening of

a new school, some local quarrel regarding a right of way, the

dacoity which occurred in the village during the preceding

summer, and the many other details in which the 'Sarkar'

E 2
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touches their daily Hfe. A Collector of strong and sympathetic

character and with the gift of insight may gain the strongest

hold over the affections and imagination of the peasantry, and

tales of his sagacity and good deeds will be told in remote

villages many years after his name has ceased to be borne on

the civil list of his Province.

Other Two of the most important executive officers of the District

District are the Superintendent of Police and the Civil Surgeon. I'he

former, Avho is almost always a European, is responsible for the

discipline and working of the police force. In matters relating

to the detection and suppression of crime and the peace of the

District he is under the control of the District Magistrate, but

he is directly subordinate to his departmental head in so far as

the internal management of the force is concerned. The
Civil Surgeon is (except in Bombay) the head of the medical

and sanitary administration of the District as well as of that

of the head-quarters town. He supervises hospitals and dis-

pensaries, has charge of the vaccination establishment, and is

the adviser of the Collector in all matters connected with the

health of the people. He is also, as a rule, in direct charge of

the District jail. Another important official is (in Madras and

Bengal) the District or Local Fund Engineer, who is a servant

of the District Board and looks after its roads and other

engineering works. The local organization of Government

Public Works, Forests, Education, and other special depart-

ments varies in different parts of the country, and the jurisdiction

of their principal local officers—Superintending and Executive

Engineers, Conservators and Deputy Conservators of Forests,

Inspectors of Schools, &c.—does not always correspond with

the limits of revenue Districts, Each District has its law

officer, styled the Government Pleader, who conducts the

prosecution in session trials and sometimes appears for the

Government in other cases.

When not on tour the Collector-Magistrate and the other

principal officials reside at the head-quarters station, which

usually adjoins the principal native town. Here are collected

the Government offices and court-houses, thronged on a busy

day with a motley crowd of suitors, pleaders, clerks, constables,

shopkeepers, and peasants. In the head-quarters town will also

be found the principal hospital and the District jail ; probably

also the largest English school, and perhaps a college affiliated

to the University of the Province.

.Sub- The Collector-Magistrate is aided in his multifarious duties

divisions, \)^^ a large Staff of subordinate officers, some of whom are his
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assistants at head-quarters and others hold charge of portions tahsih, and

of the District. In general the Districts are split up into ' sub- ^' ^^^^'

divisions ' under junior officers of the Indian Civil Service, or

members of the Provincial Service styled Deputy Collectors,

and these again into minor charges bearing different names

and held by officers of the Subordinate service. The large

Madras Districts contain as a rule four or five subdivisions

;

in other Provinces the number is usually smaller. In Madras

and Bengal the Subdivisional officers reside within their

jurisdiction and have court-houses, offices, a sub-treasury, and

a sub-jail at their head-quarters ; but as a rule the largest sub-

division of a Bengal District is directly administered by the

Collector. In Bombay and the United Provinces, where the

component areas of the subdivisions are subject to alteration,

the Subdivisional officers, when not touring through their

charges, live at the head-quarters of the District. The Sub-

divisional officer has, under the control of the Collector, general

charge of the executive and magisterial administration of his

subdivision. In Madras, Bombay, and the United Provinces

there are smaller sub-district units styled taluks or tahsils, and

administered by tahsildars (in Bombay mdmlatdars), who belong

to the Subordinate service and are assisted in large t'duks

by deputy or naib tahsildars. In Madras and Bombay these

officers are under the immediate control of the Subdivisional

officer. In Bengal the lowest unit is the subdivision, and the

Sub-Deputy Collectors assist the Collector and Subdivisional

officers but have no separate charge of their own. The area of

an ordinary tahsil or taluk is from 400 to 600 square miles : in

the United Provinces it is smaller than in Madras or Bombay.

In Madras the tahsllddr is generally confined to revenue and

general work, magisterial duties being performed by a separate

officer styled the ' stationary sub-magistrate
'

; elsewhere the

tahsildars (or officials who occupy a corresponding position)

have magisterial as well as revenue functions. The tahslldar

is assisted by subordinate officers styled revenue inspectors or

kanufigos, and the village officials, who are largely hereditary,

complete the list. The most important of these are the head-

man, who collects the revenue, and in Madras is also a petty

magistrate and civil judge; the karnam, k'.rkun, ox patwdri\

who keeps the village accounts, registers of holdings^ and in

general all records connected with the land revenue ; and the

chauklddr or village watchman, who is the rural policeman.

As will be shown in a subsequent chapter, the Indian village

^ In Norlhein India ont pativari usually serves a group of villages.
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organization is of great antiquity, and it still finds its place,

with the modifications necessitated by the greater control and

complexity of our governmental system, in the fabric of British

rule.

Judicial The judicial administration of the country is described in the
adniiiiis- chapter on Legislation and Justice, and it will suffice here to
tration. V . .

'^
,. ,'

. .... ^
mention, \\\ descendnig gradation, the principal classes ot courts

in the regulation Provinces. These are :

—

(i) For both Criminal and Civil Justice—
{a) 'l"he High Court, which consists of Indian Civi-

lians, British barristers, and native lawyers.

{b) The District and Sessions Courts, manned by

Indian Civilians and members of the Provin-

cial Service.

(2) For Criminal Justice only

—

(fl) The Courts of the District Magistrate and his

Assistant and Deputy Magistrates, nearly all

of whom are, like himself, magistrates of the

first class.

((5) The Courts of subordinate magistrates, who are

of the second and third class, and who as a rule

exercise also revenue jurisdiction as tahsildars,

&c., and are, almost without exception, natives

of India.

(3) For Civil Justice only

—

(a) Subordinate Judges' Courts.

{b) Courts of District Munsifs.

The Subordinate Judges stand to the District Judge in much
the same relation as other magistrates of the first class do to

the District Magistrate, while the position of the Munsifs cor-

responds roughly with that of the subordinate magistracy on

the criminal side. Subordinate Judges and District Munsifs

are almost invariably natives of India and are frequently

recruited from the native bar.

The noil- The extent to which the non-regulation system diverges from
re<j;ulation

^}^^^ j,jgj described varies in different Provinces in accordance
1 1 ovnices. . , , . . , , 1 • , 1 • ,

with their importance and the progress which they have made.

The head of the administration is a Lieutenant-Governor

in the Punjab and Burma \ and a Chief Commissioner in the

' And, since 1905, also in Assam, which remains ' non-regiilalion' in th?

new Jr'rovince of Eastern Bengal and Assam.
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Central Provinces ^ He governs with the aid of a Secretariat,

departmental chiefs, and a gradation of local officers. The
superior officers of the general branch of the service form the

' Commission ' of the Province. In former times members of

the Commission were drawn from a variety of sources, but

recruitment is now in general confined to the Indian Civil

Service and officers of the Indian Army^, It is thus an impor-

tant point of difference from the regulation system that the

higher posts are not wholly reserved to the Indian Civil

Service. The executive head of the District is styled ' Deputy

Commissioner ' and not Collector : those of his subordinates

who belong to the Commission are called 'Assistant Commis-

sioners,' and members of the Provincial Service ' Extra Assistant

Commissioners.' With the exception of Oudh, which is under

the United Provinces Board, none of the non-regulation

Provinces has a Board of Revenue. ' In the Punjab and Burma
the functions of the Board are exercised by a single officer

called the Financial Commissioner. In the Central Provinces

the Commissioners of Divisions and the head-quarters

revenue officers are immediately subordinate to the Local

Government. The District administration—revenue, general,

and magisterial—runs on the same lines as in the regula-

tion Provinces ; but the District Magistrates and some of their

first-class subordinates exercise more extensive criminal juris-

diction. They may be invested with power to try all cases not

punishable with death and to inflict sentences of imprisonment

or transportation up to seven years. Moreover, in the less

advanced Provinces administrative and judicial functions are

frequently combined. Thus in Burma the Commissioner of

the Division has hitherto been the Court of Sessions and the

principal local Civil Judge, though in some Divisions he is

assisted by an additional Sessions Judge. Below his court

come in order the District court, the subdivisional court, and

the court of the township which corresponds to the taluk or iahsil

of India proper. These courts are usually presided over by

the executive head of the area which they serve, though in

some localities there are separate District Judges. In the

Punjab, on the other hand, the system approximates to that in

force in the regulation Provinces, save that the judicial functions

' Oudh is under the Lieutenant-Governor of the United Provinces of Agra

and Oudh ; and Sind, as already stated, under the Governor of Bombay.
- Recruitment of military officers has been discontinued in the Punjab

since 1903, and in Assam since 1906. Burma is thus the only major Province

in which military as well as civilian officers arc now recruited for the Com-

niission.
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exercised elsewhere by a District Judge are divided between

a Divisional Judge, in charge of one or more Districts, and

a local District Judge who discharges less important functions.

In the Punjab and Lower Burma there are Chief Courts, con-

sisting of several judges appointed by the Governor-General-in-

Council, and approximating in their constitution and powers

to the High Courts of the regulation Provinces. In Upper

Burma, the Central Provinces, Oudh^ and Sind the ordinary

functions of a High Court are exercised by one or more officers

styled Judicial Commissioners.

The minor It remains to give a brief description of the character of the
Provinces,

jj^jniinistration in the minor Provinces which have not been

included in the above account. The following is a list of

these :

—
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considerable Province. Public Instruction in this Province

and in Baluchistan is supervised by a single Inspector-General.

For judicial purposes the Province is divided into two civil and

sessions divisions.

The Province of Baluchistan is made up of (i) British

Baluchistan, comprising three Districts
; (2) the Agency terri-

tories, which consist of districts held on lease ; and {3) the

Native States of Kalat and Las Bela. Under the (."hief

Commissioner is an officer who is both Revenue and Judicial

Commissioner.

.For the District of Coorg the Resident in Mysore is both

Chief and Judicial Commissioner. The highest local authority

is the Commissioner, whose duties extend practically to every

part of the administration. The internal organization is similar

to that of an ordinary British District. Ajmer and Merwara

are administered by a Commissioner under the Agent to the

Governor-General in Rajputana. Eachof the small component

Districts is managed by an Assistant Commissioner.

The Andaman and Nicobar Islands derive their administra-

tive importance from the circumstance that the Penal Settlement

of Port Blair is situated in the former. The Superintendent of

the Settlement is also entrusted with the general administration

of the islands, and maintains relations with their wild aboriginal

inhabitants. He is assisted by a Deputy Superintendent and

several Assistants, who form the ' Port Blair Commission.'



CHAPTER III

THE NATIVE STATES

Introduc- The political horizon of the Government of India lengthens
^'^'^^'

out far beyond the external frontiers of British dominion. It

maintains the peace and safety of the seas that wash the Indian

coasts ; it watches the movement of sea-borne trade and the

commercial tariffs of its neighbours ; it studies the course of

events on the borders of Siam, Tongking, China, Russia, and

Persia ; it protects the rulers of islands and maritime districts

in the Persian Gulf and the Arabian Sea ; and it maintains a

fortified outpost at Aden, surrounded by a belt of protected

territory. Its activities and responsibilities in these more

distant fields of foreign policy will be dealt with in the next

chapter, where also some account will be given of the small

French and Portuguese settlements which still exist in India.

Here attention will be confined to those States or territories

which are not subject to British law, and yet lie within the

outer line that the hand of diplomacy has drawn as the

boundary of India upon the map of Asia. The countries thus

mapped off, whether ruled by single chiefs or tribal organiza-

tions, fall under the general designation of the Native States of

India, although some of them, such as Nepal, differ in the

measure of independence which they enjoy, and in other

material respects, from the principalities of the interior.

Outer The diplomatic line which has been mentioned as including
limits of ^u j.j^g States of which an account is here given, stretches from
the Indian ^ . .

empire. Gwetter Bay, in the Gulf of Oman, to the Mekong river, near

latitude 22° N. and longitude 101° E. Its extreme point on

the north is Povalo Schveikovski on the Taghdumbash Pamir,

a little north of 37° N., while its southern limit is Victoria

Point (below 10° N.) in the Mergui District of Burma. The
principal conventions with foreign powers which have estab-

lished this international cordon round India are those with

Persia in 1871 and 1895 ; with Afghanistan in 1893 and 1895 ;

with Russia in 1895; with China in 1890, 1894, and 1897^
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with France in 1 896 and 1 904 ; and several engagements with

Siam extending from 1868 to 1894.

Within this frontier, which marches with Persia, Afghanistan,

Russia, Tibet, China, and Siam, Hes an area estimated at more

than 1,800,000 square miles, inhabited by about 300,000,000

people. On the west the Persian Makran border runs from

Gwetter Bay, through Jalk, to the Koh-i-Malik Siah, whence

the Afghan line continues east along the desert sands of

Nushki as far as the Sarlat range. Thence the line, usually

called the Durand line, goes north through Chaman and

Domandi till it reaches Mount Sikaram, in the Safed Koh
range, above the Peiwar Pass. The British-Afghan border here

turns east to Landi Khana in the Khyber Pass ; then,

resuming its northerly direction and leaving Kafiristan to the

Amir, it follows the Wakhan frontier to Povalo Schveikovski,

in longitude 75° E., where three empires, the British, Russian,

and Chinese, meet. Nature then interposes a scientific

frontier along the Muztagh (Karakoram) range and the

Himalayas, until the Brahmaputra is crossed on the north of

Assam. Unexplored and uncivilized tribal country guards the

northern limits of Assam and Burma from the intrusion of

peaceful surveyors or hostile visitors, until the upper basins of

the Irrawaddy and Salween are reached, and then, at a fixed

point north of Sabu Pum (25° 35' N.
;
98° 14" E.), scientific

survey and diplomatic agreements resume their operations and

trace the British-Chinese border along the side of Yunnan.

Kokang falls to India ; and from the point where the Chinese

frontier is left, down to the mouth of the Nam Huok, the

possessions and spheres of influence of France and Great

Britain are divided by the Mekong river. The rest of the

frontier, from the Mekong to the mouth of the Pakchan in the

Malay Peninsula, has been clearly defined by various agree-

ments with Siam.

India, lying within the limits thus defined, consists of two The States

parts, British India and the territories of Native chiefs, or to ""''^^

1 1 -VT • r. Tx ,• .
British

use the more common phrase. Native States. Parliament in suzerainty

the Interpretation Act of 1889(52 & 53 Vict., cap. 63,^^1"

sec. 18) has adopted the following definitions : *The expression but not in

British India shall mean all territories and places within Her ' Biitish

Majesty's dominions which are for the time being governed by
"'"'^'

Her Majesty through the Governor-General of India, or

through any Governor or other officer subordinate to the

Governor-General of India. The expression India shall mean
British India, together with any territories of any Native Prince
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or Chief under the suzerainty of Her Majesty, exercised

through the Governor-General of India, or through any

Governor or other officer subordinate to the Governor-General

of India.' We may say, then, that the Native States consist of

territory in India, not being within His Majesty's dominions

yet under his suzerainty, which in the case of 175 States,

including those of the greatest importance, is exercised by the

Supreme Government, and in the case of the remainder,

numbering about 500, is entrusted to the Provincial Govern-

ments. The most obvious test of dominion is supplied by the

constant action of courts of law. In whose name do writs run

and in whom is jurisdiction over the territory vested ? The

courts of British India rest upon the law of Parliament and the

legislative powers which that law has entrusted to British

authorities in British India, whereas the courts which administer

justice in any Native State exist under the authority of the ruler

of that State. This authority, it must be remembered, is not

impaired by the sanction, express or implied, given by such a

ruler to the establishment within his territory of courts intro-

duced by the executive authority of the Governor-General-in-

Council, for such courts are in theory the courts of the Native

State. In other words, the jurisdiction sometimes exercised by

the Government of India in a protected State is, from the

British-Indian point of view, extra-territorial, and is part of the

internal sovereignty of the State, in which the British Govern-

ment has a share by treaty, cession, or other lawful means. Its

existence does not convert suzerainty into dominion. Some-

times a question arises whether this or that block of territory

in India is or is not within British dominion, and the Privy

Council has more than once been appealed to on this point.

In particular, dcmbts have occurred as to whether the British

Crown possesses territorial dominion, and not merely

suzerainty, over Kathiawar, the Tributary Mahals of Orissa,

and those of Chota Nagpur. Whether or not a so-called

Native State is what it professes to be is a question of fact

which, in the absence of a legal decision, must be settled by

the present action of the British paramount power. If the

persons who reside in the territorial area, not being by birth or

naturalization British subjects, are treated by the courts of

India as foreign subjects, it may be concluded that the country

to which they belong is a Native State.

Attributes The position of the territorial chief, or ruling authority, is

of sove- of les^ importance. The status of the territory and not that of

cUusible. i'-^ ^''-i^er is the essential point. The generally accepted view is
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that sovereignty is divisible, and that its attributes, such as the

right to make war or peace, the right of foreign negotiation, the

right to legislate, the right to administer civil and criminal

justice, and so forth, are capable of division. The sovereign

who enjoys all these rights is alone independent, and in India

the accepted suzerainty of the British Crown involves a par-

tition of the aggregate of such powers between the suzerain and

the prince. Accordingly no ruler of a Native State can be

described as 'independent.'

Information in respect of the area, population, revenue, and Striking

other details regarding Native States will be found in the
<^l'ff<=renccs

o t> ... as re^'ards

Appendix. The statistics there given invite some remarks, situation

The area outside direct British dominion is enormous (more ^'^^
'^'l^'

^ irc Inbution
than 824,000 square miles), but the population (68,000,000) of Native

is vastly inferior to that of British India, and has moreover States,

.suffered diminution in the last decade. The arid tracts of

Rajputana and Baluchistan, the States embedded in the

mountainous tracts of Northern and North-Western India, and

many of the small principalities in the forests and hills of

Central India and the ranges of the Ghats account in some

measure for this difference. The relegation of so many States

to inhospitable and unproductive regions was the natural

consequence of the pressure of invasion and conquest, as each

successful invader drove back those who opposed or fled

before him into tracts which were sufficient to support exis-

tence and yet not rich enough to afford plunder. At the same

time also some of the fairest portions of Indian territory lie

within the Native States. Mysore possesses a fertile soil and

valuable mineral ores. Hyderabad is considerable in area and

rich in iron and coal-fields. Baroda is the garden of Gujarat.

Kashmir is one of the most favoured countries in the world as

regards scenery, climate, and natural capabilities. The terri-

tories not under British dominion are thus often valuable, and

their geographical position frequently lends them importance.

If the collective extent of the Native States strikes the eye,

the multiplicity of separate sovereignties is even more notice-

able. Many of them are very small, some of the chiefs exer-

cising authority over only a few villages. Thus in Rajputana

the area of Lawa is but 19 square miles; Central India,

especially in Baghelkhand and Bundelkhand, contains several

very petty territories ; the Simla Hill States are little more than

small holdings ; and the same feature is to be seen in the

Kathiawar and Gujarat groups of Bombay. Equally remarkable

is the irregular geographical distribution of the principalities.
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Bengal, in the foremoit rank of Indian Provinces, has now only

twenty-six States, most ofthem of small account, in direct rela-

tions with its Government, against thirty-four in the Punjab. The
United Provinces count only two, Rampur and Tehri, while

Madras has but five, against 354 attached to Bombay. Even

in the large Agencies directly subordinate to the Government of

India, there is a marked contrast between the partition of Raj-

putana under twenty rulers and the 148 separate States or estates

into which the Central India Agency is divided. The explanation

of these irregularities lies partly in the policy pursued by the

British at various times, and partly in the course of events over

which they had no control. In some parts of India a stronger

power had made a clean sweep of upstarts, and even of ancient

petty dynasties, before the British advanced. Thus, in the South

of India, the Nizam of Hyderabad, the Nawab of the Carnatic,

and the Muhammadan usurper of ]\Iysore had cleared the

ground, while even in Travancore the ruler had bound up

a number of petty chiefships into one unit, strong enough to

resist the encroachment of its neighbours. When, therefore,

the Carnatic fell under British control and Tipu Sultan was

finally overthrown, large united territories had to be disposed

of, either by annexation or by restitution to a former dynasty.

The work of consolidation had here been accomplished by

others before the British introduced their system. On the

other hand, Central India continued to the last a scene of dis-

order and contest, owing to the policy of non-intervention,

until the British Government cried halt and the swords of

adventurers were perforce sheathed : then the spoils were

suffered to remain in the hands that held them. In Bombay,

again, the Peshwa's authority had been weakened, and terri-

tories were constantly changing rulers up to the moment when

the Maratha supremacy was overthrown at Kirkee. The
British had by that time changed their policy of non-intervention

for one of political settlement. They accordingly proceeded at

once to recognize the status quo in the disturbed areas of

Kathiawar and Gujarat which they did not bring under British

dominion. There was no general inquiry into titles, nor was

pause given for the consolidation of States by the will of the

strongest. Existing acquisitions were recognized once for all,

and the political situation, ruffled as it was by the storms of

war and aggression, was in a moment petrified. On the other

hand, in parts of India which were at that time regarded as

beyond the British sphere, the process of natural consolidation

went on. Thus in the Punjab, although the cis-Sutlej chiefs
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were protected, Ranjit Singh was left to swallow up his other

neighbours as he pleased. Accordingly, the annexation of the

Lahore kingdom in 1849 brought a large and compact terri-

tory under British dominion, the principalities that formerly

clustered there having already been subdued by the Sikh

ruler. Political as well as physical geography bears witness to

the stress of destructive forces through which a country has

passed. The volcanic origin of some of the political groups

shown in the Appendix is clearly revealed by the number

of fragmentary States that still subsist in those parts of India

where chaos reigned longest.

Speaking generally, it may be said that the majority of Division

Native States are of modern origin. Their source or longevity ?^ ^'^''^^^^

. , ,
. ° - . , . .

^ into an-
is, however, no longer a question of vital interest. The impor- clent and

tant fact for them is their admission into the political system of ^o^^"""-

the British protectorate, and the assurance by statute (21 &; 22

Vict., cap. 106, sec. 67) that all 'treaties made by the said [East

India] Company shall be binding on Her Majesty,' to which

may be added the solemn declaration, contained in the sanads

of adoption conferred after the Mutiny upon every important

ruling chief, that Her Majesty is 'desirous that the Govern-

ments of the several Princes and Chiefs of India who now
govern their own territories should be perpetuated, and that

the representation and dignity of their houses should be con-

tinued.' Moreover, in the celebrated Proclamation of 1858,

Queen Victoria declared that ' "We desire no extension of our

present territorial possessions ; and while we will permit no

aggression on our dominions or our rights to be attempted with

impunity, we shall allow no encroachments on those of others.

We shall respect the rights, dignity, and honour of Native Princes

as our own ; and we desire that they, as well as our own subjects,

should enjoy that prosperity and that social advancement

which can only be secured by internal peace and good govern-

ment.' Nevertheless, in view of former controversies, especially

those excited by the application of the doctrine of lapse, it is

desirable to take a rapid survey of the principal Native States,

in order to indicate those which were in existence when the

Company obtained from the Mughal emperor, in 1765, the

Diwani of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, Such an examination

will also serve to explain the material out of which the map of

India as it exists to-day was originally formed.

Kalat, which occupies a very important position on the Kalat.

western flank of British India, had then already shaken off the

control of Delhi. At the beginning of the eighteenth century
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its Khan was virtually independent. Later on the Persian

invader, Nadir Shah, annexed the whole of the Mughal terri-

tories west of the Indus ; and after his death Ahmad Shah,

Durrani, established his supremacy over Kalat, but was obliged

to leave a member of the ruling family in possession of its

territories. The Durrani supremacy, however, sat so lightly on

the Khan that the British entered into relations with him dur-

ing the Afghan War of 1838 ; and in 1854, during the Crimean

War, they strengthened this alliance, thereafter substituting

British protection for formal dependency on Kabul. North of

the area known as Baluchistan lies a rugged country, mainly

inhabited by Pathan tribes, through whose passes wave after

wave of conquest has flowed without affecting the internal inde-

Kashmir. pendence of its inhabitants. Kashmir was no doubt re-created

by the British after Ranjit Singh had annexed it to the Punjab
;

but Gulab Singh, upon whom he had conferred Jammu, be-

longed to a family of Dogra Rajputs which had long ruled over

this mountainous tract. Jammu then, to which Kashmir was

attached by the British Government in 1846, may be reckoned

Nepal, Sik- as an old principality. The State of Nepal as now existing
kim,jind

^rose from the subversion of previous Newar dynasties by the
Bhutan. ' .....

present Gurkha house m 1769 ; the Tibetan families which now

rule in Sikkim and Bhutan date from the sixteenth and seven-

teenth centuries. South of the mountain barrier of the Hima-

layas there are Native States still held by rulers of ancient

Manipur origin. Manipur, ruled by a Naga family which adopted
and Cooch Hinduism in 17 14, fairly held its own against the Burmese

until it was rescued from further danger by the treaty made in

1826 with the king of Ava. Cooch Behar was established four

centuries ago by its Koch Rajas, and although it suffered heavy

losses of territory at the hands of the Mughals and Bhutanese,

it still remains a fragment of an historic principality. Con-

quest, and the disorders which preceded it, have wiped out

numerous chiefships which once existed in the United Pro-

Rampur. viiices ; but Rampur, although re-created by the British after

the cession of Rohilkhand in 1801, is held by descendants of

the Rohilla Afghans who founded a principality there in the

Punjab early part of the eighteenth century. Bahawalpur, the largest

States. State (territorially) in the Punjab, represents an offshoot of

Muhammadan conquest from Sind ; Patiala, Nabha, Jind, and

Kapurthala are the chief of the Sikh principalities saved or

restored by British intervention ; while a number of the petty

Rajput States in the hills can trace their origin to a period

anterior to the Muchals.
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Rajputana, the Abode of Chiefs, has, by virtue of its in- Rsjputann.

hospitable deserts and the protection of the iVravalli Hills,

given secure shelter to the most ancient Hindu houses. The
victory of Babar at Sikri in 1527, the attempts of Akbar to

establish his supremacy by means of matrimonial alliances,

and, later on, the intrusion of the Marathas and Pindaris

effected great changes in the territorial arrangement of the

Rajput clans and dynasties ; but through all these sufferings

seventeen States have preserved their political existence. The
chief of these are Udaipur (Mewar), Jaipur, Jodhpur (Marwar),

and Bikaner. The two Jat States of Bharatpur and Dholpur,

and the Muhanmiadan principality of Tonk, which was seized by

the celebrated Pindari leader, Amir Khan, alone represent the

intrusion of aliens, drawn into Rajputana by the shock of the

explosion which shook to the ground the empire of Delhi.

The case is far different with the territorial area known as the Cen- Central

tral India Agency. Here the whole ancient political system was 1"^^=^'

wrecked, and the country redistributed as the prize of violence

and disorder. This large tract invited attack from north and

south. The Marathas, headed off on the east by the Muham-
madan State of Hyderabad, and obliged by want of forage to

avoid the desert tracts of Rajputana, pushed up the valleys of

the Tapti and the Narbada rivers and pursued their way across

the Satpura and Vindhyan ranges in search of spoil. As they

moved north they left behind them soldiers of fortmie, favourites

of the Peshwa, and adventurous spirits, who settled themselves

in the country. Sindhia, who became ruler of Gwalior, Holkar

of Indore, the Ponwars of Dhar and Dewas, were the most suc-

cessful commanders of such colonies, while many petty States

and mediatized estates are also relics of these plundering and

lawless immigrants. Into the same area descended other

spoilers from the north, as, for instance, the Afghan who
founded the State of Bhopal, and the Pindari who seized Jaora.

Almost all ruling chiefs in this part of India are of modern
origin, sprung from the anarchy which the British tolerated

after the battle of Buxar because they were anxious to avoid

increasing their responsibilities. Nevertheless, even here may
be found chiefs of a respectable antiquity. The Bundelas of

Tehr! or Orchha, in Bundelkhand, lost heavily at the hands of

the Marathas ; but they preserved their indepc ndcnce, and

their antiquity was recognized by the British when, in later

years, the question of lapse was raised on the failure of male

heirs. Datia was an offshoot of Tehrl, and among the smaller

estates are a few held by aboriginal chieftains whose ancestors

VOL, IV, V
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Bombay
States and
Baroda.

kept their ancient foothold in forest and hill tracts until the

British peace was proclaimed. Further east, in Baghelkhand,

the State of Rewah has a less chequered history, and is ruled

by a Rajput of ancient lineage.

If the survey of the Native States is continued to the west,

it will be seen that Bombay resembles Central India in the

traces of disintegration and disorder left by the eighteenth

century. In no part of India is there a greater variety of prin-

cipalities, the bulk of them being of modern origin. There

are, however, several Rajput houses that have long held rule

here. The Jadejas of Cutch were established in that secure

peninsula, behind an arm of the sea and the deserts of Sind, at

the close of the fifteenth century. From Cutch and from Rajput-

ana there was, in the distant past, an overflow into Kathiawar

and Gujarat. Yet even in Kathiawar, lying off the usual path

of invasion, the premier state, Junagarh, represents the

comparatively modern intrusion of Muhammadans. Afghans

and Babis rule farther east at Palanpur and Radhanpur, while

Cambay witnesses the successful effort of the family of the

Subahdar of Ahmadabad to establish itself on the break-up

of Mughal rule. Farther south a Sesodia of the Udaipur clan

is settled at Dharampur. More interesting traces of ancient

history are to be found at Sachln, Janjira, and Jafarabad, where

chiefs of a foreign ancestry, descended frcjm Abyssinian ad-

mirals of the Deccan fleets, still remain in the enjoyment of

ruling powers which they received before the break-up of the

Mughal empire. But, as has already been said, the majority

of the Bombay States were founded by Marathas in the general

scramble for power, when the control of the Peshwas laxed

weak, in the middle of the eighteenth century. The most

important of these is the territory of the Baroda Gaikwar,

which, though in direct relations with the Government of India,

is geographically a part of the Bombay Presidency. Kolhapur

also deserves mention as being ruled by a chief who traces his

descent (through adoption) from the great Sivaji. A few abori-

ginal chiefs, Bhils or Kolis, exercise an enfeebled authority in the

Dangs and the hilly country that fringes the MahT and the Nar-

bada (Rewah) rivers. The Khairpur State, in Sind, is a survival

of the former rule of the Baluchi Talpur Mirs in that province.

Hyderabad In the centre of the Deccan, Hyderabad, the premier State
and My- ^f jii^jia^ {^\\^ a large space on the map. Since its rulers held

office as Subahdars or provincial governors of the Delhi empire,

and entered into alliance with the East India Company on

their own account when the emperor was a mere puppet in the
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hands of the Marathas, they may fairly be regarded as estab-

lished and legitimate princes when the British sui)remacy com-

menced. Mysore, the next largest principality in the South, is

a modern creation in so far as it was restored by the British in

1799, after the capture of Seringapatam, and again in i88r,

when the regular succession had failed. But it was a revival

of the former rule of the Hindu Wodeyars, whose existence as

princes dates back to the fifteenth century, although suppressed

during the usurpation of Haidar All and his son Tipu. The Madras

States in direct relations with the Government of Madras are
''''^^^^•

few and, with the exception of Travancore, unimportant, because

the southern part of the Peninsula was the scene of prolonged

struggle during which none but strong powers could protect

themselves, and the work of consolidation had preceded the

final shock of arms, in which large territorial units fell to the

victor as the fruits of conquest. The wars fought involved the

very existence of the combatants, and the States which still

survive threw in their lot at an early date with the power which

eventually subdued the Carnatic and Mysore. Travancore and

Cochin may claim to be ancient, since they can trace their

existence to a period which preceded the struggles between the

French and the English ; and the smaWJagir of Sandur carries

the memory back to an early time when INIaratha adventurers,

first in the service of Bijapur and afterwards on their own
account, acquired principalities in Southern India. The Cen- Central

tral Provinces chiefs are largely Rajputs, or soi-disant Rajputs, Provinces

ruling over populations in which the aboriginal element is ma Siate=.

strong ; and the Shan States are fragmentary relics of a dominion

which once extended widely over Burma proper. The States,

or Tributary Mahals, attached to the Chota Nagpur and Orissa

Commissionerships of Bengal are of much the same character

as those in the Central Provinces, and, like them, w_re pre-

viously subject to the Bhonsla Rajas of Nagpur.

The policy pursued by the Government of India in its rela- British

tions with the Native princes has been modified at various Po'"^y ^

1 i-ir .1 • T- ^, departuie
times m order to adapt itself to the changing conditions of the from pre-

suzerain and the protected powers. At one time a sharp line vious

of distinction was drawn between ancient and modern States,

or those classed as independent and those reckoned subordi-

nate or dependent. The brief sketch just given suffices to

show that under the Himalayas, in the desert tracts of Raj-

putana, in the forests and mountainous tracts of the Peninsula,

and in provinces which lay remote from Delhi, there existed

a fair number of principalities in which the local authority was

K 2
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tolerated, if not respected, by tlie central government before

the East India Company entertained any idea of widespread

dominion. At the same time it is a fact that the British gained

little help from their predecessors in solving the difficult prob-

lem of maintaining friendly relati(ms with the Native princes.

The foundations of the present political system are not rooted

in the past. The administration of the country under the

direct dominion of the King-Iunperor owes much to former

rulers of India, and particularly to the genius of Akbar ; but

the protectorate is almost exclusively the creation of the last

century and a half, and has been built up, like British India

itself, out of the ruins left by the Mughal empire. The Mara-

thas, who for a few years seemed likely to succeed to that

empire, had no idea of respect for the rights of others, or of

duty even to their own subjects. They used their armed forces

to extract revenue at the s[)ear's point, and regarded suzerainty

as merely conferring upon them the right to levy chauth or

a fourth part of the revenue.

The It is impossible to give more than a bare outline of the
Mughals

situation when the Mughal empire finally collapsed, on the

dominion, assassination of Alamgir II in 1759. 'i'he salient historical

not suze- features are the entire break-up of the old Delhi empire in the
^^'" ^' middle of the fourteenth century, its reconstruction by Akbar,

and the final collapse of Mughal authority, leaving the whole

country a scene of chaos and disorder. In the reign of Mu-
hammad Tughlak (1325-51) the rule of Delhi extended over

the greater part of the Peninsula. But the extravagance and

folly of the Sultan, his exactions, and above all his forcible

removal of the inhabitants of Delhi to Daulatabad, caused his

own troops to rebel and drove the provinces into revolt, and

the whole country was once more split up into local states.

The Carnatic Rayas established their famous kingdom of

Vijayanagar ; the Rajas of ^Varangal, about 90 miles from

Hyc'er-lbad, recovered their old possessions from the empire

;

while the Muhammadan power of the Bahmanis asserted its

independence in the Deccan, and made its capital first at Gul-

barga in 1347, and in the next century at Bidar. The Bah-

mani kingdom broke ui), towards the close of the fifteenth

century, into the five separate States of Bidar, Ahmadnagar,

Bijapur, Berar, and Golconda. So long as the Hindu kingdom

of Vijayanagar constituted a danger to them, some sort of

combination enabled these states to hold their own, and they

succeeded in destroying the power of the Hindus at the decisive

battle of Talikota in 1565. But when this danger had passed
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the Muhammadan States quarrelled among themselves, and so

opened the way for the rise of the Maratha power, which won
its first successes against Bijapur.

At the accession of Akbar in 1556 there were many other

kingdoms in the central and northern parts of India. Gujarat,

Khandesh, Sind, Kashmir, and Bengal were under separate

Muhammadan dynasties; Rajput houses ruled in Rajputana,

Bundelkhand, and Baghelkhand; and numerous petty states

under the Himalayas existed as independent sovereignties.

The problem which Akbar (155 6- 1605) was called upon

to solve was in many respects the same as that which, two

centuries later, presented itself to Warren Hastings and his

successors. The country was broken up into territorial frag-

ments : should the whole of them be brought under one uniform

dominion, or should the tie of suzerainty suffice ? Akbar solved

it in his own fashion. He brought his own subordinates to

order, recovered most of the former dominions of Delhi, and

introduced a just administration. He parcelled the country

out into great provinces, and each province or subah included

the Native States within it. Rajputana was, however, able to

preserve much of its independence. It bent before the storm,

and its ancient families, with the exception of Udaipur, formed

matrimonial alliances Avith the imperial house. Khandesh,

Gujarat, Bengal, Kashmir, and Sind were conquered ; and

attention was then turned to the Deccan, where the Muhamma-
dan States had now been reduced to three—Ahmadnagar,

Bijapur, and Golconda. Akbar's hand fell heavy on Ahmadna-
gar ; but the kingdom was not finally absorbed till the time of

his grandson, Shah Jahiin, who also weakened Bijapur and

Golconda.

When at length Aurangzeb was free to complete the

work begun by Akbar, he found that he had to reckon with

Sivajl as well as with his Muhammadan rivals. His military

commanders made a fatal mistake. After exchanging a few

blows with the Marathas, they imprudently came to terms with

them. Sivajl was recognized as Raja and allowed to turn his

army against Bijapur. Aurang/eb finally took the field himself,

and destroyed Bijapur in 1686, and shortly afterwards Gol-

conda, overrunning the country as far south as Tanjore. The
Marathas meanwhile had been turned into implacable enemies

of the empire by the cruel treatment of Sivaji's son, whom the

emperor captured and put to death, and the closing scene of

the life of Aurangzeb was his inglorious retreat to Ahmadnagar.

These operations impoverished the treasury of the empire,
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destroyed Muhanimadan States which might have served as

breakwaters against the tide of Maratha invasion, and spread

disorder throughout the country. The home poh'cy of Aurang-

zeb was even more ill-judged. His bigotry alienated the

Hindus, whom Akbar had conciliated, and the severity of his

measures against the Rajputs was never forgotten. After the

reign of Aurangzeb the empire began to fall to pieces. Nadir

Shah, attracted by the jewels and treasures which the imperial

house had amassed, invaded India and permitted a general

massacre of the inhabitants of the capital in 1 739. Bajl Rao
Peshwa, who w-as now head of the Marathas, saw his oppor-

tunity and took it. He and his successor, Balaji Rao Peshwa,

continued the war against their Muhammadan neighbours, and

Maratha cavalry advanced into Bengal and the home districts

of Delhi. While this danger from the South confronted the

empire, Ahmad Shah, Durrani, invaded India from the north-

west and completed the ruin of the capital in 1757, repeating

the horrors of Nadir Shah's invasion. It will thus be seen that

the Mughal emperors had a clear field before them when Akbar

established his grip on India. Their policy, however, was

destructive so far as the Native States were concerned. They

aimed at dominion and not at suzerainty. They did not even

spare the principalities of their co-religionists in the South,

and when their empire fell the whole country relapsed into

worse confusion than that which prevailed after the death of

Muhammad Tughlak.

The The Marathas exhibited few of the redeeming features of

Marathas ]\iughal rule. They quarrelled among themselves, and the

policy. absence of all discipline in their armies rendered their visita-

tions a scourge to the countries which they overran. Plunder

and not the restoration of order was their declared policy.

Fortunately for those upon whom the task of reconstruction

was to fall, the Marathas provoked, by their invasion of the

Punjab, the vengeance of Ahmad Shah, who inflicted a crushing

defeat upon them at Panlpat in 1761, where, according to

report, nearly 200,000 Hindus were left dead on the field of

battle. Thereafter the Maratha confederacy existed only in

name ; and the policies pursued by its chief leaders, Sindhia,

Holkar, and the Bhonsla of Nagpur, often brought their forces

into collision with each other, Ahmad Shah retired with his

Afghan and Persian levies to his own country, and left others

to settle the fate of India. It then became evident that periods

of dissolution and disorder are also periods of gravitation. The

Maratha territorial chiefs, jealous of the central authority at
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Pooiia, and quarrelling among themselves for the spoil, were

incapable of creating a political system. It was reserved for

the clear-headed merchants from London, working up from the

sea-coast, to succeed where their predecessors had failed, and

to show that they were as able to maintain the rights of the

Native States as they were to administer their own dominions.

Their intervention was not directly due to events in Asia : The wars

it was created by European politics and the rivalries of Dutch, ^V"J ^ i- » I'lance

French, and English. The London East India Company, compelled

which was England's answer to the Dutch East India Com- ^^^ ^°"^"

pany, a national concern, obtained Queen Elizabeth's charter intervene

at the end of 1600, and established its factory at Surat under 'fj ^^^

2L farmdn from Delhi granted in 161 2. In 1639 Madras was
states,

occupied, and became the seat of a Presidency in 1653. When
the Portuguese handed over Bombay as part of the dowry of

Catherine of Braganza, the head-quarters of the Company in

Western India were, after some interval, transferred to that

island in 1687. Calcutta was acquired about the same time.

The year 1693 witnessed a change in the position of the

London East India Company, which was threatened by a new
English Company. Eventually a compromise was effected by

the arbitration of Lord Godolphin, and the two rivals were

amalgamated in 1702. Their undivided forces were then

ready to deal with the French, who had lately recovered from

the Dutch their settlement at Pondicherry on the Coromandel

Coast.

The stirring events of the second half of the eighteenth

century which, operating first in the south of the Peninsula,

drove the East India Company into alliances with the Native

States, can only be understood by reference to the history of

France and Great Britain. Five separate conflicts occurred

between the two European nations. First came the contest

about the Austrian succession. The French declared war on

England in 1744, and the Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (1748)

terminated hostilities without nuich advantage gained by

either side in India. The French had taken Madras, which

was restored by the peace, and the British had failed to take

Pondicherry. The interests of the two powers in India were

ably represented by Clive and Dajjlcix when the war came

to an end. Immediately, and while the nations were at peace

in Europe, a war of succession of the utmost moment
to the French and English Companies broke out in South-

ern India. Asaf Jah, the great Subahdar or Nizam of the

Deccan, died in 1748. Duplcix supported Muzaffar Jang in
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his claims to succeed, against Nasir Jang, wliom the EngUsh

favoured. The Carnatic was a subordinate division of the

Deccan, with its capital at Arcot ; and Muzaftar Jang appointed

as its Nawab Chanda Sahib, whose claims were presently dis-

puted by Muhammad All, supported by the English and the

Marathas. Hostilities were at once actively prosecuted in the

Carnatic. The capture and subsequent defence of Arcot by

Clive in 1751, and the defeat of the Erench at Trichinopoly by

Lawrence, secured the ascendancy of English influence in the

South. At Hyderabad the French were more successful ; for

on the death of Muzaffar Jang they secured the succession of

Salabat Jang, who assigned to Bussy the Northern Circars for

the pay and equipment of a P'rench auxiliary force. While

these events were taking place in India, the French Govern-

ment at Paris was not yet in a position to go to war with England
;

and, in reply to English remonstrances, it recalled Dupleix in

1753 and sent out in his place M. Godeheu, who made an

arrangement with the East India Company, the effect of

which was to recognize Muhammad Ali as Nawab of the

Carnatic.

The third conflict was soon to begin—the Seven Years' War
which was declared in 1756, and closed by the Treaty of Paris

in 1763. The French allowed a fatal delay before dispatching

a fleet to the East. They had lost the services of Du])leix

;

and Lally, after capturing Fort St. David, committed the

mistake of summoning Bussy from Hyderabad, thus weakening

French influence at that centre. Clive, who had proceeded to

Bengal to avenge the outrage of the Black Hole, not only

settled its affairs after the battle of Plassey (1757), but thereby

secured revenues to supply the sinews of war in Madras. The
siege of Madras by the French was raised, in 1759, by the

timely arrival of the English fleet, and the tide of war turned

against Lally at a time when English victories at Quebec and

Quiberon Bay were hampering French action in other fields

and seas. The Nizam agreed to exclude the French from his

dominions, and the Northern Circars passed into the hands of

the English, who, in 1765, obtained the emperor's confirmation

of their title. The decisive blow, so far as the French were

concerned, was struck at Wandivvash by Eyre Coote in 1760;

and in its results in Southern India this was an event hardly

less important than the battle of Panipat which, in the follow-

ing year, shattered the Maratha confederacy. Pondicherry

surrendered ; and when the Peace of Paris was concluded,

although the French settlements were restored and Salabat
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Jang was recognized as Nizam of Hyderabad, the cause of the

French was practically lost.

Muhammad All was now established as Nawab of the

Carnatic, but he owed large sums to the Company for its help,

and his debts were presently increased by the war with Mysore.

As he was unable to pay, the Company took over certain

districts and eventually the entire management of the Carnatic.

Meanwhile the storm began to blow from the direction of

Mysore. Haidar All led a force into the Carnatic and, appear-

ing before Madras, compelled the British to make an alliance

with him in 1769. In 1775 the War of American Indepen-

dence broke out, and in 1778 France engaged in a maritime

struggle with England. This was the fourth conflict. The rival

Companies could now fight without scruple, and their quarrels

at Mahe and in the Circars brought down the enmity of

Haidar All and the Nizam upon the British. Haidar All

overran the Carnatic, but was defeated in 1781 by Eyre Coote

at Porto Novo. When the war in Europe ended, in 1783, with

the Treaty of Versailles, France recovered her possessions, but

not her influence, in India. She continued, however, to

intrigue with Tipu Sultan, who had succeeded his father in

1782 ; but when, in 1793, she again declared war on England

and the fifth conflict occurred, her maritime power was broken

by the battles of Cape St. Vincent and the Nile, and in 1799
the fall of Seringapatam brought down with a crash the

ambitious projects and the dominion of Tipfi.

Thus French hostilities and intrigue forced the East India Growth of

Company into alliances and conflicts with the Native princes in |"^ P''°'

Southern India. On the conclusion of the Mysore wars, in Southern

Hyderabad was granted some of the conquered districts, while In^'^i-

the relations of the Nizam with the Company were fixed on

a friendly basis of subordinate co-operation and internal inde-

pendence. Mysore was restored t(j tlie family from whose

hands Haidar All had wrested power, and, like Travancore and

Cochin, was admitted into the protectorate. The Carnatic

remained subject to its titular Nawab till 1801, when it was

brought under direct British administration. The political

consequences of the wars in the South did not however end

here. The Marathas had asserted claims to chauth against

Haidar All ; and when a temporary peace was concluded by

the British with Tipu in 1784, on the basis of mutual restora-

tion of conquests, the court of Poona resented it as an

infringement of a treaty made with the Peshwa. 'J'hen, in 1795,

the Marathas fell out with the Nizam; and although after the
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Its exten-

sion to

Oudh and
Bengal.

fall of Seringapatam part of the spoil was offered to the Peshwa,

he listened to the advice of Sindhia and refused to receive it.

The final settlement of 1799— iSoo, t)y removing the anti-

British influence of a Muhammadan Government in Mysore,

and by uniting the Nizam and the British in alliance, made
a final rupture with the Marathas merely a question of time

and opportunity. In short, it had become evident that the

conflict in Madras was only part of a greater problem, and that

some political settlement in the West must follow that con-

cluded in the South. But before the situation in Bombay is

examined, some account must be given of the position in

Bengal.

Events in Bengal, by pushing the Marathas back from that

side, prepared the way for action in the West. The necessity

which here forced the Company into action was mainly due to

local and not to European causes. The Subahdar or Nawab
of Bengal was not as wise in his generation as the Nizam, and

his practical independence of the emperor's control rendered

him disinclined to treat with respect a small body of British

traders, whose only fanmm was one of ancient date (1624).

Aurangzeb, moreover, had at a later time threatened them with

extinction, and had partly carried out his designs. It is true

that Aurangzeb's son, the provincial governor of Bengal, had

at the end of the seventeenth century granted them leave to

purchase Calcutta. But what one Subahdar had allowed

another might disallow ; and when Nawab Siraj-ud-daula

entered upon that office in 1756, he ordered the Governor of

Calcutta to deliver up to him an official who had sought shelter

in the factory, and demanded that its fortifications should be

razed. On refusal, the settlement was captured in June, 1756,

and the tragedy of the Black Hole ensued. A force dispatched

from Madras under the command of Clive recovered Calcutta

in January, 1757, and the battle of Plassey was won on the

twenty-third of June following. The next step taken by Clive

was to install Mir Jafar as Nawab of Bengal ; but he did not

give satisfaction to the servants of the Company, and Mir

Kasim was appointed to fill his place in 1760. Meanwhile,

the newly established British ascendancy had been threatened

by the French and the Dutch, as well as by the Subahdar

"(Nawab \\'azlr) of the neighbouring province of Oudh, with

whom Shah Alam, the emperor's son, was in league. The
French were driven out of Chandernagore, and a Dutch

squadron, which appeared in the Hooghly in 1759, was

attacked and defeated by the British. The danger which
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threatened from the north-west was not so easily settled.

Shah Alam and his allies had retired from Patna in 1758;

but when the British quarrelled with Mir Kasim and restored

Mir Jafar (1763), the Nawab Wazir of Oudh, Shuja-ud-daula,

espoused the cause of Mir Kasim and invaded Bengal. The
battle of Buxar (1764) completed the work begun at Plassey,

and laid Oudh and Allahabad, as well as Bengal, at the feet of

the British. Shah Alam, now emperor, received Allahabad

and Kora, and in turn, in August, 1765, confirmed the Com-
pany in their possession of Calcutta, and granted them the

Dlwani of the provinces of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa. Oudh
was at the same time recognized as under the dominion of its

Nawab Wazir, and shortly afterwards a restriction was put upon

his army, which was limited to 35,000 men. The object of Clive

was to create in Oudh a barrier against the Marathas, who
replied by extorting from the emperor a cession of Allahabad.

The main political result of these events was that Bengal

became a part of British India, with Oudh as a buffer state,

under British protection, on its north-west frontier. The
Marathas were left for the time being to pursue their operations

in the Provinces of Agra and Delhi, and in the countries now
known as the Central India Agency and the Central Provinces.

The Mughal empire had fallen, but a final settlement with the

Marathas was yet to be made.

The overthrow of the central government of the Maratha Extension

confederacy was necessarily delayed until the wars with Mysore ^y^*^-'^?^

had been concluded. The Bombay factories had not been states,

driven into political relations with the Native States in the I^aji'iit^ri-i-

, ,
- -, . , , r.ndC entr.u

interior by the pressure of European wars, as m the case 01
],iciia,

Madras. The geographical position of Bombay, however,

rendered peace on the sea of vital consequence to its Govern-

ment. Accordingly, the rulers of the maritime states—Kolha-

pur, Savantvadi, Janjira, Jafarabad, and Cambay—had been

induced to enter into treaties for the suppression of piracy.

The earliest treaty with the Peshwa in 1739 was likewise a

maritime and commercial arrangement. 'J'he attempt at inter-

ference in the dynastic .succession at I'oona made by the

Bombay Government in 1775 was unfortunate; but subse-

quently the British were compelled by the wars in Madras to

enter into closer relations with that court. At the same time

events in Northern India induced the Peshwa to turn to the

British for support. France, which had lost her influence in

the South, was still in evidence in the North, where the armies

of Sindhia were commanded by French officers. Sindhia had
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already secured the fort of Ahmadnagar, had taken possession

of a large part of the territories of Indore, and had acquired

a complete control over the phantom emperor of Delhi ; while

the British on their part had acquired Rohilkhand and the

country round Allahabad from the Nawab Wazir, thus en-

veloping Oudh in British territory. When, therefore, the

British, by the Treaty of Bassein in 1802, ensured their in-

fluence at Poona and established a subsidiary force there,

Sindhia at once entered into an alliance with the Bhonsla to

defeat its object. War ensued, and the power of Sindhia and

his ally was broken. The emperor was released from custody,

the limits of the Gwalior and Nagpur States were reduced,

while Baroda became a subordinate ally of the British.

Holkar, however, notwithstanding what he had suffered from

Sindhia, was not pleased to see his rivals thus humiliated.

He hoped to create a diversion by allying himself with the

Sikhs, but he was pursued by Lord Lake and compelled, in

1805, to sign the treaty of the Beas by which his remaining

territories were reduced. These events, while they freed the

Peshwa from the pressure of his powerful confederates, also

precluded the possibility of his combining with them to over-

throw the British. Relations between the British and the

court at Poona accordingly remained for a while on a friendly

footing, until the assassination of the Minister of the Gaikwar,

whose safety had been guaranteed by the British, led to the

Treaty of Poona, in 181 7, whereby the Peshwa's authority over

Kathiawar, Bundelkhand, and Malwa was transferred to the

Company. The Pindari hordes had meanwhile gathered

strength, being recruited from the disbanded forces of the

Native States, and strengthened by the then policy of non-

interference. The Peshwa, encouraged by these disorders,

broke his engagements and attacked the British Residency.

The defeat of his troops at Kirkee, and the events which

followed, compelled him to surrender his dominions to the

British. The Pindari War was brought to a conclusion (181 7-8),

and one of its effects was to place Rajputana, as well as the

minor States of Central India, under the protection of the

Company. The three Maratha States of Gwalior, Indore, and

Nagpur were at the same time brought within the British

protectorate, and from this date the definite establishment of

the British empire in India may be said to commence.

Inclusion The Nepal War (1814-6) fixed our present relations with
ofSiiKland

j-j-jg^j- g^ate [vide footnote on p. 02). Sind and the Punjab now
I uliorc .

alone remained outside the British system of protection. The
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former was brought under the Company's dominion in 1843,

with the exception of Khairpur, which was retained as a Native

State. The Lahore kingdom continued until 1849, when the

Punjab was annexed, but the cis-Sutlej States and Bahawalpur

were preserved, having previously been brought within the

protectorate.

This short sketch of the expansion of British dominion, and Firstperiod

of the admission of the Native States into relations with the °f Britisli

suzerain power, may serve to show the foundations upon which of the'ring-

the present system is based. Sheer necessity drove the fence.

Company from point to point, and its plans were necessarily

altered to suit the circumstances of the time. At the outset

the policy of non-intervention was followed, and it was sought

to avoid entangling alliances. Where the French went the

British had to follow. When in the general chaos a Native

ruler expelled the merchants from Calcutta, or the usurper of

Mysore threatened to destroy Madras, there was only one

course to pursue. Respect could only be ensured by adequate

proof of superior power ; but when the British, driven to

hostilities, had beaten off the foe and secured the territories

needed to supply the sinews of war and self-defence, they

hoped to rest there. Accordingly they gave back Oudh after

Buxar, to serve as a barrier against the Marathas in Hindustan
;

they restored Mysore to its legitimate princes when Tipu Sul-

tan was killed; and after the victory of Sltabaldi (1817) they

regranted Nagpur to the Bhonsla, just as, at a later date, the

kingdom of Lahore was reconstituted after the first Sikh War.

In short, during the first period of their connexion with the

Native States the British endeavoured, as far as possible, to

live within a ring-fence. The treaties which they concluded

with the Native rulers were at that time made as if they were

dealing with independent princes, sovereigns according to

international law. They even continued for some years to

regard themselves as acting under the authority devolved upon

them by the emperor of Delhi ; but when Shah Alam left their

protection and became the prisoner of the Marathas, it was

impossible to act any longer upon that fiction. Thereafter

they had as good right to protect themselves as others had,

and they proceeded accordingly, merely taking care that they

did not incur responsibilities which they could not fulfil. The
position thus taken up was sound from a common-sense point

of view, and it was also strictly legal. At the trial in Chancery

of the suit brought by the Nawab of Arcot against the Com-
pany, for an account of profits and rent derived from its
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Second
period,

that of
' subordi

management of the Carnatic, Commissioner Eyre dismissed

the bill on the ground that the transaction was a case of

mutual treaty between persons acting in that instance as states

independent of each other. The treaties were between two

sovereigns, 'and consequently not a subject of private muni-

cipal jurisdiction.'

It is difficult to fix a precise year as the end of one period

and the beginning of another. Changes of policy are of gradual

growth. Nevertheless an examination of treaties, and the well-

natehola- known views of Governors-General, may justify the selection of

the year 1813 as marking the period when the theory of the

independence of the Native princes, and the policy of non-

intervention, gave way, in the hands of Lord Hastings and his

successors, to the doctrine of ' subordinate isolation ' and a

general system of British suzerainty in India. It is true that

Lord Wellesley foresaw the need for a change, and during his

term of office (i 798-1805) he advanced beyond the ring-fence,

formed alliances with some of the Rajput States, and introduced

phrases of ' obedience ' as well as alliance into his treaties, as

for instance with Datia. But his successor. Lord Cornwallis,

dissolved some of these engagements, and so late as 1809 Lord

Minto refused to enter into an alliance with Bhopal. It is

therefore not unreasonable to select 1813, when Lord Hastings

entered upon his office, as the date of departure and the

commencement of the new policy of subordinate isolation.

The treaty of 1802 with the Peshwa foreshadowed the final

abandonment of his sovereignty in 181 7. The leading members

of the former Maratha confederacy were now isolated, and

their territories reduced within fixed limits. Shah Alam, the

blind emperor, died in November, 1806 ; and although the

Delhi Districts were administered in the name of his successor

until 1832, when they were incorporated in the British dominions,

every vestige of Mughal authority was gone when Lord Hastings

assumed office as Governor-General. The old order had passed

away, and in 1813 the suzerainty of the Peshwa over the other

Maratha chiefs was no longer an asset of value. There was

only one strong power in India, that of the British Company
which had triumphed over its European rivals and scattered

its native enemies. Its victories had cost money, and the

whole country required peace and breathing time after the

scenes through which it had passed. When, therefore, the

Pindari robbers exposed the Company and its allies not merely

to fresh expense, but to the horrors of uncivilized warfare, it

became necessary for Lord Hastings to abandon a policy of.
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non-interference and to undertake the task of settling the affairs

of the Native States, so far as their relations with the British

were concerned. A policy of subordinate isolation, including

all States up to Sind, the Punjab, and Burma, took the place

of the empty professions of non-interference which Parliament

had preached and the logic of hard facts had contradicted.

This policy lasted until the Mutiny, and it included the period

during which Lord Dalhousie gave effect to the doctrine of

lapse by annexing ' dependent ' Native States on the failure of

male heirs to their Hindu rulers.

Most of the treaties or engagements concluded with the Influence

protected States were made during this period. But many °^ custom

petty States have been brought under protection without formal on treaty^

engagements. In the same way there are engagements, dating relations,

between 1813 and 1857, which have not been amended and

yet are profoundly modified by tacit agreement, the logic of

facts, and public declarations of policy. In the transactions

of states, as well as of individuals, documents must be inter-

preted by overt acts and long-continued practice to which the

parties have conformed. For instance, in 1850, when civil war

broke out in Bahawalpur owing to a disputed succession, Lord

Dalhousie decided that, so long as hostilities did not occur

across the border of the State, the Government of India was

not called upon to interfere, even though the chief whose

succession had been acknowledged by the suzerain power

should be expelled by his rival. This attitude was consistent

with the practice then prevailing of non-interference in the

domestic concerns of independent States. But after the Mutiny

the practice was changed ; and the Secretary of State, in July,

1 89 1, pubHcly announced the universal practice and intentions

of the British Governmiiit in these terms, with particular

reference to the case of Manipur :

—
' It is admittedly the right

and the duty of Government to settle successions in the

protected States of India generally. Your interference was

necessary also in the interests of the British Government,

which has of late years been brought into much closer relations

with the State of Manipur and its subject tribes- than was

formerly the case, and cannot safely tolerate disorders therein.'

It is therefore necessary to bear in mind the action of usage

and altered circumstances upon the relations of the suzerain

power as recorded in its written agreements with the protected

princes of India. With this explanation, it is convenient to

take a brief .survey of the conditions which existed in the period

under discussion.
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Claisifica- The main change introduced by Lord Hastings was the
tion of extension of British suzerainty over the whole of India east of

Native ^^e Punjab and west of Burma. But when the Peshwa's
States for sovereignty was extinguished, it was found that the disorders

ui"risdlc"
^^'hich had prevailed in the west had fissured the territorial

tion. dominions nominally under the Maratha Government at

Poona with many scores of petty chiefships, especially in Kathi-

awar, Palanpur, and the Mahi Kantha, where the power of

the Peshwa had long been weakened by the pretensions of the

Gaikwars of Baroda. Although, therefore, it was a cardinal

feature of the policy of the Government to treat Native States

as independent in their internal affairs, it was obvious that

some distinction must be drawn between large States and petty

estates. The largest as well as the small were to lose their

international life. The external independence of all was to be

surrendered. The suzerain power must act for its subordinate

allies in external affairs : it must even keep a tight hand upon

their military forces. But it had no agency to spare for the

control of their domestic affairs, and it was considered wise to

repudiate 'any manner of concern' in the administration of

the protected chiefs. This object might be attained by leaving

rulers who had adequate revenues to bear the entire burden of

internal sovereignty. But it was otherwise with a number of

petty chieftains whose authority extended over a few villages

and who were unfit to administer justice. The difficulty was

solved by dividing States into two classes : those in which the

rulers exercised full civil and criminal jurisdiction, and those in

which the jurisdiction was divided between the suzerain and

the subordinate ally. The British Government did not choose,

for instance, to incorporate Kathiawar in itb dominions. It

was at the same time unwilling to allow the stronger States,

such as Junagarh, to extend their rule over the weaker. That

had been the policy of the ring-fence or of non-interference.

Under a new system of subordinate isolation, it mattered not

whether ten or one hundred instruments of rule existed in a

territorial area. But justice must be administered, and therefore

the British introduced a political settlement into compact areas

of extraneous territory where numerous petty chiefs held sway.

They divided the chiefs into classes, giving to each ruler,

according to his means, a larger or smaller share of territorial

jurisdiction, and exercising in the minor territorial units such

powers as were not entrusted to the chief. This 'residuary

jurisdiction' is exercised by the British Government or its

officers on behalf of petty chiefs within their territories.
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Many instances of it are to be found in Bombay, in Central

India, in Orissa, and in Chota Nagpur.

At a later date within the same period another distinction Annexation

attained prominence. ^Vhen the country became settled, and ^^j^'oi'S^

the need began to be felt for consolidating the British dominions

by improved means of communication, it was realized that the

Company had committed a mistake in re-creating principalities

such as Satara or Nagpur, which had fallen to it as lawful prize

of conquest and now lay as blocks of foreign territory between

one Province and another. It was determined, therefore, to

look closely at the terms of these regrants and, in all cases

where the consent ui the Government was needed to the con-

tinuance of a Hindu dynasty by adoption, to consider carefully

whether public interests would not be served by refusing to

give such sanction. A distinction was therefore drawn between

'dependent' and 'independent' States, or States subordinate

and not subordinate. The phrase ' dependent ' was not a

happy choice. For instance, when Lord Hastings, by a treaty

of September, 1819, determined 'in consideration of the antiquity

of the House of His Highness the Raja of Satara to cede in

perpetual sovereignty to the Raja, his heirs and successors, the

districts specified,' he went on to say that the Raja, then a

minor, ' shall ultimately have the entire management of the

country.' In course of time the Raja and his successor did

rule over Satara and were frequently described as independent.

But when the question of adoption was mooted, on the death

of Shahji in 1848, the decision of the Court of Directors was

to the effect that Satara was a dependent principality, and the

grounds of that decision were the limitations imposed by the

treaty of 1819, and the circumstances under which the State

was then created. The deathbed adoption made by the late

Raja was not recognized and the State lapsed to the Company.

The same doctrine was api)lied to Nagpur, Jhansi, and some

smaller States ; but it was held inapplicable to Orchha, and to

Karauli in Rajputana, on the ground that they were ancient and

independent principalities. It should be added that in the cases

where the doctrine of lapse was held to be justly applicable, it was

applied on grounds of policy. Into that policy two considera-

tions entered. The first was the desirability of consolidating

British dominion by linking up the Provinces. The second

was the extension of the advantages of British rule to the

inhabitants of Native States. This consideration rested upon

the principle, which was not challenged during the period from

1S13 to 1857, that the protected princes of the larger States

VOL. IV. u
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were, so far as internal affairs were concerned, independent.

The right to interfere except under the gravest conditions, in

the absence of such a power as that which the Oudh treaties

expressly conferred, and which was exercised by the annexation

of that long-misgoverned State in 1856, was coiisidered contrary

to the policy and doctrines of the time. Since, therefore, the

paramount power did not ordinarily intervene to redress mis-

government, it seemed to be a duty owed to the oppressed

subjects of Native States that a rightful opportunity should

not be lost of ' ensuring to the population of the State a

perpetuity of just and mild government.'

Third The transfer of the government of India to the Crown, after

period, ^]^g suppression of the Mutiny, left the British Government,
that of sub- .

'
^

,, . ,• 1 • , T ,

ordinate ""^ name as well as m reality, tlie suzeram power. As Lord
alliance Canning wrote in i860, 'The last vestiges of the royal house at

operation
r)elhi, from which we had long been content to accept a

vicarious authority, have been swept away. The Crown of

England stands forth the unquestioned ruler and paramount in

all India, and is brought face to face with its feudatories.'

The immediate consequence was to abolish all reserve as to

timely interference to prevent misrule. The distinction between

'independent' and 'dependent' States lost its significance.

Safiads of adoption and succession were conferred upon the

rulers of the larger States. The doctrine of lapse gave place to

a public assurance of the desire of the paramount power to

perpetuate the houses of the principal ruling families. Treaties

were no longer made as if between equals : engagements and

sanads breathed a new spirit of subordinate co-operation on

the part of the Native princes. 'I'he process of consolidating

British dominion was continued by arrangements with the

States and not by annexation of them. Conventions to pro-

mote railways, canals, and other common public works ; arrange

ments to protect Imperial revenue and to provide for a common
postal and telegraph system ; and united efforts to put down
f/iagi and dacoity, and secure the prompt surrender of criminals,

added largely to the collection of public agreements. The
territories under the suzerainty of the Crown became at once as

important and integral a part of India as the territories under

its direct dominion. Together they form one care, and the

political system which the Mughals had not completed, and

the Marathas never contemplated, is now an established fact of

history.

Rights of An account may now be given of the rights and obligations
Naii.ve ^c

^j^^ Native States as at present established by written agree-
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mcnts, by tacit consent, or by usage. 'I'hc chiefs have, with- States

out exception, gained protection against dangers from without """^'.
.

r , , • •,, , •
theexistinc

and a solemn guarantee that their protector will respect their system. "

rights as rulers. The paramount power acts for them in rela-

tion to foreign powers and other Native States. Parliament

has recognized this in 39 & 40 Vict., cap. 46, of which the

preamble runs, ' Whereas the several Princes and States in

India in alliance with Her Majesty have no connexions,

engagements, or communications with Foreign Powers, and the

subjects of such Princes and States are, when residing or being

in the places hereinafter referred to, entitled to the protection

of the British, and receive such protection equally with the

subjects of Her Majesty.' Next, as the passage just quoted and

many Acts of the Indian Legislature show, the inhabitants of

Native States are subjects of their rulers, and, except in the case

of personal jurisdiction over British subjects and of 'residuary

jurisdiction ' as already explained, these rulers and their subjects

are free from the control of the laws of British India. Accord-

ingly, criminals escaping into a Native State must be handed

over by its authorities : they cannot be arrested by the police

of British India without the permission of the ruler of the

State. The Native princes have therefore a suzerain power

which acts for them in all external affairs, and at the same

time scrupulously respects their internal authority. Nor are

they secured only against dangers from without : the suzerain

also intervenes when the internal peace of their territories

is seriously threatened. Finally, they participate in all the

benefits which the protecting power obtains by its diplomatic

action or by its administration of its own dominions, and thus

secure a share in the commerce, the railways, the ports, and

the markets of British India. Except in very rare instances, wo

guarded customs-line marks the frontier of a British District

;

no passports are required to cross it ; and notwithstanding the

fact that the subjects of a Native State are foreigners in the eye

of the law of British India, they are admitted into most of

the public offices of the British Government.

It is obvious that these rights carry with them corresponding obliga-

obligations ; and the latter may be considered under the heads tionsof the

of obligations in respect of foreign relations, those affecting the states,

common defence, and those necessary for the good government

and welfare of the States themselves. The duties discussed

under the first and .second of these heads are common to all

the Slates in i)rinciple, although they may be affected in details

by special agreement, while tln^se in the third category are
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much modified by the extent of the powers of government left

with the various princes when they were admitted into the pro-

tectorate. For it has already been explained that in some petty

States a mere fraction of jurisdiction was left with the chief;

and there are even cases where such a State has become so

small that the whole management of it now devolves upon

officers of the paramount power, acting on behalf of a chieftain

incapable of exercising even criminal jurisdiction over those

who are nominally his subjects.

Ill respect The wars, alliances, and counter-alliances which resulted in
o oreiga

^j^^ establishment of British supremacy show that, when once

the internal authority of a State was guaranteed, it became

necessary to lay down the principle that such authority had no

existence outside the territory thus recognized. At the outset,

then, an obligation was imposed, and accepted by even the

largest States, which prevented their rulers from entering into

relations with foreign nations or other States. The doctrine of

isolation was carried so far that the emi>loyment of the subjects

of European nations, or of Americans, without the previous

sanction of the Government, was strictly forbidden. As a con-

sequence, no protected prince may now receive even the

commercial agent of a foreign power at his capital ; the para-

mount power being the sole fountain of honour, he may accept

no title, honour, or salute from any foreign court or foreign

body ; and he cAn issue no passports to his subjects when they

travel abroad. If he is to participate in the benefits of a com-

mercial treaty between the Government of India and a foreign

power the matter must be arranged for him ; if he requires the

extradition of a criminal he must trust to the paramount

authority to obtain it. His subjects when outside his dominions

become, to all intents and purposes, British subjects, as shown

by the treaty with Maskat in 1873, which declares that the

words 'British subjects', in all treaties between the British

Government and the Maskat State shall include subjects of

Indian Native States. If an American or a Frenchman should

be accused of committing an offence in a Native State, his

Government would expect that he should receive justice, and

the suzerain power must take the responsibility of ensuring that

result. In short, in all circumstances where foreign interests

are concerned, the paramount power must act so that no just

cause of offence may be given by its subordinate allies, and

they, in turn, must fulfil the obligations incurred on their

behalf. So too, the external boundary of a frontier or maritime

State is regarded for international purposes as a British frontier,
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and Native chiefs can have no admiralty rights save such as are

specially allowed to them by the paramount power.

The same principle is observed in dealings between one in respect

Indian principality and another. Experience had proved that of dealings

no stable engagements between them were possible. House Native

was set against house, and too often a house was divided against States,

itself. Differences of religion, caste jealousies, the memories of

wrongs done in the past, and animosities handed down from

generation to generation, divided Brahmans and Sudras, Shiahs

and Sunnis, Jats and Sikhs, Rajputs and Marathas. Suddenly

neighbours were required to sheathe their swords and forget

their wrongs. The only hope of peace lay in imposing upon all

alike the obligation of referring to the British every question or

dispute with others. The political isolation of the protected

States involves corresponding activity by their protector. If

a boundary question is to be adjusted, an amicable arrangement

made for the mutual surrender of criminals, or joint actioii

taken to complete a line of railway or canal that passes from

State to State, the British Government must arrange the

business and its arrangements must be binding upon the parties

concerned. Aggressions and breach of engagements must be

punished by the suzerain. Instances of this are afforded by the

severance of Lawa from Tonk, owing to the misconduct of the

Tonk chief, in 1867, and by the punishment of Banswara in

the previous year.

Since a chief can neither attack his neighbour nor fall out In respect

with a foreign nation, it follows that he needs no militarv
'^^"!'''^''"^

,,.,,.,. . .
' matters,

establishment which is not required either tor police purposes,

for personal display, or for co-operation with the Imperial

Government. Thu treaty made with Gwalior in 1844, and

the instrument of transfer given to Mysore in 1881, alike base

the restriction of the forces of the State upon the broad ground

of protection. The former explained in detail that unneces-

sary armies were embarrassing to the State itself and the cause

of dis(iuietude to others : a few months later a striking proof

of this was afforded by the army of the Sikh kingdom of

Lahore. The British Government has undertaken to prok-ct

the dominions of the Native princes from invasion and even

from rebellion within : its army is organized for the defence not

merely of British India, but of all the possessions under the

suzerainty of the King-Emperor. It follows, therefore, tliat its

allies must not embarrass the militury defence of the empire ;

must render active co-operation in securing the efticiency of the

Imperial army; and nuist take, in times of emergency, the pait
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assigned to tliem. Under the first of these three heads comes

the limitation of their own forces as to numbers, armament, and

equipment. l"he treaties with most of the larger States are

clear on this point. Posts in the interior must not be fortified,

factories for the production of guns and ammunition must not

be constructed, nor may subjects of other States be enlisted in

the local forces. In the second place, the duties of the allies

are not merely passive or negative ; they are also active. They

must allow the forces that defend them to obtain local supplies,

to occupy cantonments or positions, and to arrest deserters

;

and in addition to these services they must recognize the

Imperial control over railways, telegraphs, and postal com-

munications as essential not only to the common welfare but

to the common defence. As to the third head, it may be ob-

served that the extent of their obligations in time of war rests

partly upon treaties, and partly upon good understanding and

loyalty, which may be expected to determine all doubtful points

should the occasion arise. In the days before general peace

had been established, the Company imposed upon the larger

States payment for what was called a subsidiary force, or it

required them to retain an auxiliary or contingent force ready

to act in co-operation with the subsidiary or other troops of the

Company. Subsidiary forces were troops of the paramount

power stationed in or near the territory of the chief who paid

for them, and they were intended to act against invaders from

without or, under certain conditions, against disturbers of

internal peace. In days when there were no adequate means

of communication this system admirably suited the need for

prompt action, and it also enabled the Company to plant on

the spot a substantial proof of Imperial power and concern.

The localities chosen were distant from the centres of British

power, and were also, as a rule, those in which danger to the

new order was most to be apprehended, as the following list

will show : Hyderabad, Mysore, Baroda, Gwalior, Indore,

IVavancore, Cochin, and Cutch. Other States which have

passed away, such as Poona, were supplied with similar forces.

Contingent forces represented the reformed troops of the Native

States themselves, kept ready to preserve internal order and to

act with British troops if need be. They were maintained in

Hyderabad, Baroda, Bhopal, Gwalior, Jodhpur, Kotah, and

Palanpur ; but they generally proved neither efficient nor reli-

able, and after the Mutiny none of them, except the Hyderabad

Contingent, which had remained staunch in its loyalty, con-

tinued ill existence. That force also has now, under arrange-
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ments made with the Nizam by Lord Curzon in 1902, been

reorganized upon another footing.

The Subsidiary and Contingent forces dated from the time The Impe-

when the poUcy of non-intervention held the field. They were '"'^^ •'Service

.
' troops,

contmued under, and were m harmony with, the policy of sub-

ordinate isolation. But the changes in modern warfare,

requiring, if need be, the mobilization and dispatch of a

large army to the external frontiers of India, have involved a

change of system. Greater efficiency and better equipment,

concerted action upon a prearranged plan, and above all the

willing subordination of each State to the general scheme, are

required by the altered conditions of the twentieth century.

To meet these conditions, several States in Rajputana, Central

India, and the Punjab, as well as Kashmir, Hyderabad, Mysore,

and a few States in Bombay, maintain Imperial Service troops,

which now number in all about 18,000 men. These troops,

which are under regular inspection by British officers, though

available for Imperial service when placed at the disposal of

the British Government by their rulers, belong absolutely to

the States and are recruited from their subjects. Their arma-

ment is the same as that of our Native army, and in training,

discipline, and efficiency they have reached a high standard of

excellence. They have recently won commendation in China

and Somaliland, and have also done good service on the north-

west frontier. The other military forces maintained by the

Native States aggregate about 93,000 men, but these troops are

kept only for purposes of internal order or ceremony and ha\'e

little military value.

The broad duties affecting external relations and military In respect

defence are common to all States irrespective of the terms of °v"-^''^*

their treaties : they have also, except in matters of detail, tratio.i.

undergone little change from one period to the other. The case

is otherwise with those obligations which concern the internal

administration of the chiefs. Over most States, and over

the engagements that record their relations to the paramount

power, have passed the usage of many years and the facts of

history. The Crown protects one and all, and the suzerain has

granted sanads of adoption and abandoned the policy of lapse.

Although old and unaltered treaties declare that the British

Government will have no manner of concern with any of a

Maharaja's dependents or servants, ' with respect to whom the

Maharaja is absolute,' logic and public opinion have endorsed

the principle, which Lord Canning set forth in his minute of

April 30, i860, that the Government of India is not precluded
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' from stepping in to set right such serious abuses in a Native

Government as may threaten any part of the country with

anarchy or disturbance, nor from assuming temporary charge

of a Native State when there shall be sufficient reason to do

so.' Of that necessity the Governor-General-in-Council, sub-

ject to the control provided by Parliament, must be the judge

from time to time. Liability to intervention in case of grave

misrule is an incident common to all the States. There are

also some other occasions for interference which are likely to

be taken whenever they occur. The dismemberment of a

State by division or legacy would destroy the territorial unit

upon which the local sovereignty rests. Such arrangements

cannot, therefore, be permitted : and value is attached to the

principle of primogeniture, or at least to the selection of an

heir by a chief during his lifetime, as a means of avoiding dis-

putes between rival claimants or injury to the integrity of the

State. Disputed successions and rebellion are no longer

tolerated in the interests of public order. The suzerain power,

which expects the people to submit quietly to the rule of a pro-

tected prince, must therefore restrain him from gross misrule.

British public opinion will not tolerate infanticide, sail, slavery,

or barbarous punishments, and the Government of India has

interfered, when necessary, to prevent them. There are, on the

other hand, many objects of common welfare in which the

paramount power presses for co-operation and tenders advice,

but in regard to which it waits for the willing co-operation of

the Native princes : such are reforms of administrative or

revenue systems, and currency.

Special But it is in the direction of jurisdiction that the widest
jurisdiction differences prevail between one State and another. In all of
cxcrciscci

by the them it is natural that, where the law of British India confers

paramount jurisdiction over British subjects or other specified persons in

NathV" foreign territory, this power should be exercised by the British

States in courts which possess it. By analogy, and in view of the rela-
respect of

^JQj-jg ^f ^^ King-Emperor with European powers and the

subjects United States, it is reasonable that their subjects should be put
and Qj-j t^i^g .same footing in Native Stales as British subjects of
foreigners, ^ ._,..,.. • , •

canton- European extraction. But the jurisdiction exercised in some
iiients, &c. Native States goes far beyond this. It extends sometimes to a

territorial population who are neither British officials nor Bri-

tish subjects. In such cases the exercise of jurisdiction in the

Native State is justified by the express or tacit consent of its

ruler, ^^'hen a British cantonment, or a civil station under

British management, exists in a jM-otected principality, it is
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convenient that jurisdiction over all persons and things therein,

and not merely over the British troops or officials, should rest

with the suzerain power. Sometimes this jurisdiction is con-

ceded by treaty, sometimes it rests upon long usage and
acquiescence. There are also, as already explained, petty

chiefs whose powers of internal government were, from the

very first, restricted to the exercise of a limited jurisdiction in

civil or criminal cases. The residue of the full powers of

government by which a ' State ' is constituted in any territorial

area vests in the suzerain power, which shares the internal

sovereignty with the chief and exercises all authority that does

not remain with him.

The powers which thus devolve upon the suzerain are exer- Political

cised through political officers who, as a rule, reside in the ofticers.

States themselves. In the larger States the Government of

India is represented by a Resident ; and where a number of

States form a natural group, as in Rajputana and Central India,

there is a single Agent to the Governor-General for the whole

group, assisted by local Residents or Political Agents accord-

ing to the importance of the State or States within it. These

officers form the sole channel of communication that the Native

States possess with the Government of India in its Foreign

Department, with the officials of British India, or with other

Native States ; and they are expected to advise and assist the

ruling chiefs in any matters, administrative or otherwise, on

which they may be consulted. As regards the larger States

under the control of Local Governments, Political Agents are

similarly employed ; but in the case of petty States 'scattered

about British Provinces it is usual to entrust the duties of

Agent to the Collector or Commissioner within whose terri-

torial jurisdiction they lie. In such cases the Agent does not,

as a rule, reside within the Native State ; but it is desirable

that, when he is exercising judicial or magisterial powers in

respect of persons or things within it, he should hold his court

within the area of his foreign jurisdiction. It has been seen

that the Local Governments control British relations with a

very large number of Native princes and chiefs ; at the same

time their dealings with all protected chiefs are in a special

sense under the supervision of the Sui)reme (Jovernnienl, and

in the personal charge of the (K)vernor-General.

This is not the place for any attempt to weigli the compara- Conclu-

tive merits of administration in liritish Provintx-s and in Native *'°"-

•States, or to forecast the development and future prospects of

the latter. While the [)aramount ])ower steadfastly maintains
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the rights of Native rulers, lends them the services of its own
trained officers, renders them help in time of famine, and
admits them and their subjects to its coveted honours^ and
distinctions, it must look to them to reform their administra-

tion and act the part of good neighbours. The institutions of

Native States are becoming profoundly modified, under modern
conditions of communication, by infiltration from what is pro-

ceeding around them in British India. All are not, it is true,

equally able to assimilate new principles. Their forms of

government are almost as various as the races ruled by them.

There are States in almost every stage of development, tribal,

feudal, and constitutional ; but the common features of all of

them, even of those which are most advanced, are the personal

rule of the chief and his control over legislation and the ad-

ministration of justice. There is, however, an increasing

tendency to follow British models in financial arrangements

and educational systems, while many States have adopted civil

and criminal laws from the codes of British India. Great stress

is now laid upon the education of the sons of chiefs, and upon

the proper administration of States during a minority. Chiefs'

colleges have been founded at Ajmer, Rajkot, Lahore, and In-

dore, where a special course of instruction is provided. Tutors

and guardians are appointed to take charge of young chiefs not

at those colleges, and an Imperial Cadet corps has been estab-

lished for the military training of scions of ruling and noble

families. Lastly, every effort is made to encourage friendly

relations between the rulers and their Political Agents, and

also with'the heads of Local Governments. The Viceroy con-

stantly visits the Native States, invites the chiefs to participate

in state ceremonies, such as the great Darbar at Delhi in 1903,

and encourages them to visit him at Calcutta, where a house

has recently been purchased for their special accommodation.

' Among these honours may be specially mentioned the grant of salutes,

with a varying number of guns, and the title of His Highness accorded to

every ruling chief with a salute of more than ten guns.
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CHAPTER IV

FOREIGN RELATIONS

Towers of The East India Company, at a very early period in its

the Last career, regarded the approaches to its possessions as a matter

Company f*^'' its concern, and as a legitimate charge upon its purse. The
and its Charter of Charles II, in 1661, empowered the Company to

General in
""'^^'^ peace or war with any prince not Christian. The

regard to Regulating Act of 1773 conferred upon the Governor-General

"[^'|j" of Bengal exclusive power as against the subordinate Presi-

dencies, save in cases of imminent necessity, to declare war or

conclude treaties with Indian princes or powers. It has been

shown in the preceding chapter that, in 1793, Commissioner

Eyre dismissed the bill in the Chancery proceedings between

the Nawab of Arcot and the Company, because it was ' a case

of mutual treaty between persons acting in that instance as

States independent of each other, and the circumstance that

the East India Company are merely subjects with relation to

this country has nothing to do with that.' The Charter Act of

1793 again recognized the Company's position in regard to

foreign relations, although it reserved the powers of declaring

war, or entering into treaties involving war or guarantee of

possessions, for the Court of Directors or the Secret Committee,

ex'cept in certain specified cases ; and the Act of 1813 added

the following reservation :
' provided that nothing in this Act

contained shall extend, or be construed to extend, to prejudice

or affect the undoubted sovereignty of the Crown of Great

Britain and Ireland in and over the said territorial acquisitions

[of the Company].' The constitutional and legal position of

the Company created by these several enactments is described

by Wheaton as not equivalent to that of a state, ' even whilst

it exercised the sovereign powers of war and peace without the

direct control of the Crown, and still less can it be so considered

since it has been subjected to that control. Those powers are

exercised by the East India Company in subordination to the

supreme power of the British Empire, the external sovereignty

of which is represented by the Company towards the Native
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princes and peoi)le, wliilst the British Government itself

represents the Company towards other foreign sovereigns and
states.'

While the means of rapid communication were wanting Occasional

between Calcutta and Bombay, and between India and oyerlap-

London, considerable confusion was apt to arise in fields of L'hfres of^

diplomacy simultaneously occupied by different authorities Indian and

distant from each other. The most conspicuous instance of (3^']q[j'^^ ,

this confusion was afforded by the dispatch to Teheran of Sir in the days

Harford Jones as His Majestv's Envoy sent, with the sanction
"^^'^^

*
v^0riiO3.nv

of the Court of Directors, by the Home Government, and the

commission entrusted to Sir John Malcolm by the Governor-

General, Lord Minto. On the arrival of Sir Harford Jones

at Bombay, in 1808, he was ordered by the Governor-

General to remain there and await the result of the negotiations

entrusted to the agent of the Government of India. Sir John
Malcolm's reports soon indicated the failure of his efforts, and

Sir Harford Jones was then allowed to proceed to Teheran.

He had attained some measure of success when the Governor-

General, having meanwhile conferred with Malcolm, decided

upon the dispatch of a military expedition. Sir Harford was

thereupon ordered to return to India, and his public character

was disavowed by the Governor-General. On the other hand,

orders sent from London required him to stay ; and since he

had, in March, 1809, concluded a preliminary treaty with the

Shah, he remained at Teheran awaiting further instructions.

The Indian authorities formally protested against the transfer

of diplomatic relations with Persia from Calcutta to London
and, to support their claim, again dispatched Sir John Malcolm

to 'i eheran ; but he was compelled to leave Persia after a few

weeks on the arrival of Sir Gore Ouseley, the King's fresh

representative, by whom a definitive treaty was concluded in

March, 181 2. Even at a much later date, during the Crimean

War, some confusion was threatened by the communication of

orders from England to the Government of Bombay without

reference to the Governor-General. On that occasion Colonel

Rawlinson, the Political Agent in Turkish Arabia, made
proposals for the dispatch of troops, and the supply of funds,

from Bombay in a letter addressed to Lord Clarendon ; and

the Court of Directors, having received suggestions on the

same subject from the Government of Bombay, issued direct

orders to that Presidency. The Marquis of Dalhousie pro-

tested against this procedure, observing that 'operations in the

Persian Gulf will affect not Bombay onl), but the wliolc of India.'
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Modifica- Hie introduction of the telegraph system into India, and tlie

tions con-
^yQj.]^ ^f territorial consolidation completed by Lord Dalhousie,

sequent on .
i

•
i , , , y rr

the direct removed the necessity which had existed under different

govern- conditions for giving to the local authorities in Western India

India by powers in the distant field of diplomacy which are no longer

the Crown, exercised by them. Similarly, when the Crown assumed the

direct government of India, some of the extensive powers

which had devolved upon the Company naturally passed into

the hands of the Imperial authorities, and the statute 21 & 22

Vict., cap. 106, sec. 67, declared that all treaties made by the

Company should be binding upon Her Majesty. Some
portions of the former foreign relations of India have, in

consequence, been transferred to the Foreign Office of the

Imperial Government, others to the Colonial Office, while in

certain fields of activity, as in Persia, officers representing the

interests of India still work side by side with the agents of

Imperial control. In India itself the Local Governments have

practically ceased to be concerned with the external affairs of

India ; and where, as at Aden, the Government of Bombay
still exercises authority beyond the seas, it is under the super-

vision and control of the Governor-General-in-Council.

Spheres So long as the Company largely managed its own affairs, the

P
^'^^

, sphere of its foreign relations was therefore more extensive than

authority that which now falls to the Government of India. When the

outside Dutch i.*id the British fell out in India, their contests were not

confined to the soil of Bengal or Madras. Thus the Madras

Government concluded, in 1795, a treaty of alliance with the

king of Kandy, and in the following year assumed the govern-

ment of the Dutch settlements in Ceylon. Kandy was annexed

in 181 5, and the sovereignty over the whole island was then

vested in the Crown. The Company took possession of St.

Helena in 1658, but the Dutch recovered it in 167 1. Upon
the restoration of British authority in 1673, the king regranted

the island to the Company as lords proprietors, subject to

allegiance to His Majesty, and the Court of Directors appointed

the Governor and Council and administered the possession

until 1834. Lord Wellesley's projects against Mauritius and

Batavia, and his dispatch of an Indian force under General

Baird to Cairo in 1800, afford other instances of the wide

conception entertained by the Governors-General of Indian

responsibilities and foreign interests. The Straits Settlements

were under the Company's rule, and were transferred to the

Colonial Office as recently as 1867. -Penang, afterwards called

Prince of Wales Island, in the Straits of Malacca, was acquired
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by treaty with the king of Khedah and was taken possession

of, in 1786, under the authority of the Bengal Government.

There, too, the administration was entrusted to a Governor-in-

Council. Lord Hastings sent Sir Stamford Raffles in 18 19 to

acquire Singapore, and this led to negotiations with the Dutch,

which were conducted at home and concluded by a treaty in

1824. Under this treaty the British withdrew from Sumatra,

and the Company ceded Bencoolen and its dependencies to

the Dutch, who on their part transferred to the British all their

possessions in India, including Chinsura and their factories

at Balasore and Dacca, and the settlement of Malacca, with

undisputed possession of Singapore. In 1825 the Court of

Directors united their three settlements at Prince of ^^'ales

Island, Singapore, and Malacca under a Governor-in-(^ouncil,

subject to the Supreme Government at Calcutta. This part

of the Company's administration opened the way to several

engagements with the neighbouring chiefs. While the field of

foreign relations was thus extended in the east, the Company
was not less active on the coasts of Arabia and the Persian

Gulf. Zanzibar was in direct relations with the Government of

Bombay until 1872, when its affairs were transferred to the

Government of India, from which they passed, in 1883, into

the hands of the Imperial Government. On the east coast of

Africa the authorities at Bombay concluded a treaty in 1827,

at Berbera, with the Somali Habar Av/al tribe, and with Zeila

and Tajura in 1840. The charge of the Somali coast was in

1898 transferred to the Foreign Office.

At the present time the recognized and direct responsibilities Present

of the Indian Government outside India are limited to Arabia, F^.^P""''"^,,,... bihties of

with the fortress at Aden and the adjoining protectorate ; the tlie Indian

islands of Perim and Sokotra, and the Kuria Muria islands ;
Govern-

the Persian Gulf and parts of Persia ; Afghanistan and Tibet
; sj^jg \nC^xz..

and, to a certain extent, China and Siam. Aden, whose The settle-

internal affairs are under the administration of the Government T^"^^
°

1Aden and

of Bombay, is the most important centre of Indian influence Perim.

on the coast of Southern Arabia. Perim, an island in the

narrow strait that connects the Red Sea with the Indian

Ocean, was occupied in 1799 by a force sent from Bombay.

The entire absence of fresh water had not been anticipated or

provided for : and, after much suffering and loss of life, the

garrison was withdrawn to Aden as soon as naval operations in

the Mediterranean had removed the danger of a French

expedition. In 1854 a French engineer visited and surveyed

the island, letting it be known that he had recommended his
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Government to occupy it. Tliis led to a Biitisli officer being

dispatched from Aden to resume possession of it (1857), and

it has since remained an integral part of the territories of

British India. Although unfortified, it is valuable as a coaling

station and as a post of observation and report. Aden was

secured between the first and final occupations of Perim. The
Sultan of Lahej, in whose territories the fortress was situated,

had, as above stated, received the remnant of the detachment

sent from Perim, and he then offered to grant the promontory

as a permanent station. The offer was declined, but a com-

mercial treaty was concluded with the Sultan. The crews of

British vessels wrecked on the coast were at a subsequent date

plundered and ill-treated ; satisfaction having been refused,

coercion was resorted to, and in January, 1839, Aden was taken.

The British, once established on the rocky promontory, were

of necessity brought into political relations with the chief of

Lahej, whose tribe, the Abdalis, exercised paramount influence

over their neighbours. The maintenance of communications

with the interior, in order to secure supplies and to promote

commerce, led in course of time to direct and more efficacious

engagements with the other tribes, who were thus gradually

recognized as independent of the Abdalis. The Ottoman

Sultan, whose dominion includes Yemen, then asserted his

The tribal claim to the whole of Arabia. The British Government, on
territory

^j-j^, other hand, held that the chiefs in the vicinity of Aden

Aden. were independent, and informed the Porte that the relations

of these chiefs with the authorities at Aden prevented the

Government of India from viewing with indifference any

attempt to alter their position. Formal communications were

made in 1873, announcing that the British regarded the nine

tribes of the Abdali, the Fadhli, the Akrabi, the Haushabi,

the Alawi, the Amirl, the Subaihi, the Yafai, and the Aulaki as

included in the former notification. A Turkish force which

had been sent to Lahej was then withdrawn, and the Governor-

General of Yemen was directed to abstain from any interference

with these tribes. A joint Commission representing the British

and Turkish Governments delimitated the frontier of the Aden

Protectorate in 1903-4, and various treaties have been made

with sub-sections of the nine tribes, which define their obliga-

tions to the Government of India and fix tlie annual stipends

due to them. The safety of the trade-routes, the peace of the

country, and the maintenance of friendly relations with the

Aden authorities are the main object of these engagements.

Sokotra. The island of Sokotra lies about 150 miles off Cape
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Guardafui. British relations were entered int(j with its ^h^hri

chief in 1834, when he agreed to permit a coal depot to be

established there. The subsequent occupation of Aden

rendered this concession of no value ; but the advantage of the

island as a refuge for shipwrecked crews, or as a station for

a lighthouse, led to the continuance of close and friendly rela-

tions with its rulers. In 1886 a formal protectorate was

established over the Sultan, who undertook to enter into n(j

arrangements with any foreign powers except with the sanction

of the British Government.

Along the Arab coast, or Hadramaut, extending from Shaik The Arab

Sayad in the Straits of Bab el Mandeb to the limits of Maskat coast from

at Ras Sair, every maritime tribe has been brought under tlie Mandeb to

protection of the British Government. With some of them Maskat.

relations had been established at an earlier date ; but in 1890

the Governor-General ratified a complete set of engagements with

the Shaikh of Irka, and with the Atiffi, Barhemi, Akrabi, Fadhli,

Lower Aulaki, Duyabi, Kayeti, Wahidi, and Mahri tribes, Ijy

which these bound themselves to enter into no correspondence

or treaties with any foreign nation or power except with the

sanction of the British Government, and to give immediate

notice of any attempt to interfere with their country and its

dependencies.

From Ras Sair onwards the coast line begins to lie within the

sphere of influence, or the direct dominion, of the Sultan or

Imam of Maskat, between whom and the Indian Government

close relations have long existed. In 1798 the Company

entered into an agreement with the Sultan to exclude the

French and the Dutch from settling cither in Maskat or

Gombroon (Bandar Abbas). In the next century the British

co-operated with the Sultan in the suppression of pirac}-,

secured his assistance for the abolition of slavery, and entered

into a commercial treaty. They frequently intervened to pro-

tect the ruler, to settle the succession, and even to put down

rebellion, and in 1862 they engaged reciprocally with the

French Government to respect the independence of the Sultan.

When Zanzibar was severed from Maskat in 1861, they used

their good offices to fix the annual subsidy to be paid by the

former to the latter, and made arrangements to ensure its

regular payment. The Sultan on his part has granted consular

jurisdiction to the British Agent, and has rendered help in the

suppression of the traffic in arms with the Indian and Persian

coast. About 75 i^er cent, of the total value of the foreign trade

of Maskat is with India.
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The
' Trucial

'

Chiefs.

Odeid
and
Koweit.

From Khor Kalba to Dibba the Batineh coast forms part of

the territory of the Shaikh of Shargah. The Shihuh tribe

occupy the country from Dibba round the Musandam promon-

tory to Rams, south of Tibba. From Ras-el-Kheima as far as

and including Odeid the coast belongs to the 'Trucial'

Chiefs \ At the beginning of the last century the acts of

piracy committed by the Arab chiefs, and especially by those

living on this coast, created a reign of terror in the Gulf. The
East India Company was forced to take strong measures, and

in 1819 it dispatched an expedition to bring these sea-robbers

to subjection. A general treaty was then made with them for

the suppression of slavery, for the definition of acts of piracy,

and for securing to the Company's vessels rights of search and

confiscation of slave vessels. Indian and British ships

constantly patrolled the Gulf, and the naval and political

authorities punished infractions of these engagements, until

at last peace and order were established. On the coast the

several chiefs were left to settle their own disputes in their own
way ; but their hostilities at sea were restricted, and finally

altogether forbidden by the establishment, in 1853, of a lasting

and general peace. The chiefs of Abu Dhabi, Dabai, Shargah,

Ajman, Umm-ul-Kawain, and Ras-el-Kheima agreed to refer

their quarrels to the arbitration of the British Government, to

whom was entrusted the maintenance of the peace of the Gulf

and the power of punishing any infraction of it. Measures

were also taken for the protection of the British lines of tele-

graph, one of which has lately been extended to Maskat.

Although the chiefs are free to manage their own affiiirs on

land, including the succession to the chiefship, they at times

seek the advice of the Resident in respect of such matters, or

British confirmation of their title to succeed. In this way

their relations with the Indian Government tend constantly to

become more intimate.

The portion of the Arab coast north of Odeid, on the El

Katr promontory opposite Bahrein, is one of special interest to

the Indian Government, which protects Bahrein and controls

the pirate coast. Odeid itself belongs to the chief of Abu
Dhabi, who has already been mentioned as one of those in

treaty relations with the Government of India. At the town of

El Bidaa a small Turkish garrison has been established since

1872 ; but this occupation has not been recognized as bringing

El Katr within Ottoman jurisdiction, and does not preclude

' The name is derived t'rom the truce, now a la<;tiii:( peace, whicii prevents

hostilities at sea between tliesc chiefs: sec below.
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such action, whether at El Bidaa or at other places on the El

Katr coast, as may be necessary to prevent, or punish, dis-

turbance of the maritime peace. From Katif town to Koweit

Ottoman rule is established and recognized. The Sliaikh of

Koweit is under treaty obligations with the Government of

India in respect of that port (which is visited by a Political Agent)

and its neighbourhood. Beyond those limits the sovereignty of

the Ottoman Government extends along the coast to Basra.

The paramount interests of the Indian Government in the Turkish

peace and commerce of the Persian Gulf, its protectorate over
^^^""^•

Bahrein, and its relations with the Trucial Chiefs on the pirate

coast give rise to intercourse with the Turkish authorities in

Arabia. The Government of India is also under special

obligation to protect the stream of Muhammadan pilgrims who

resort to the sacred places at Mecca and Kcrbela, . and to

administer the fund, created by a treaty of 1825 with the king

of Oudh, from which annual payments of Rs. 1,20,000 are

made to the high priest and the viujtahids residing at the

Shiah shrines of Kerbela and Nejef. Indian interests at these

places are watched over by a Political Resident in Turkish

Arabia, who is also Consul-General at Baghdad ; by a vice-

consul at Kerbela ; and by officers stationed at Jedda, Hodeida,

and the island of Kamaran.

Various islands in the Persian Gulf have in time past been Islands in

occupied by the British. Kharak was thus held between 1838 the Persian

and 1842, and the British Residency was transferred to it from

Bushire. In 1856, when Persia captured Herat, Kharak was

again occupied, but was evacuated after the ratification of the

Treaty of Paris, in 1857. A British station still remains at

Bassidore, on the island of Kishm, although the troops which

occupied it have, for the present, been withdrawn. But the

most important island in the Gulf is Bahrein, which has passed Bahrein.

under several dominions or suzerainties. In 1622 the Portu-

guese, who had previously acquired possession of it, were

expelled by the Persians. The Atabi tribe made themselves

masters of the island in 1783, and in 1800 the Sultan of Maskat

wrested it from them. On his expulsion a year after, the

Wahabis held suzerainty over Bahrein until 1810, when the

Atabis again established their authority. In the course of

the operations undertaken by the Company against the pirate

coast, to which reference has already been made, the British

entered (in 1820) into an engagement with the Atabi rulers of

Bahrein, with the (object of preventing their abetment of piracy

and of including them in the general scheme of marilimc peace.
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On several occasions after the conclusion of that agreement the

chief of Bahrein was protected against claims put forward by

Egypt, Persia, and Turkey, who have each asserted sovereignty

over the island, the British Government maintaining that the

Shaikh was an independent prince in alliance with the Govern-

ment of India. In pursuance of these relations, the British

have interfered to punish breaches of the peace, to settle the

succession, and to adjust differences between the chiefs of El

Katr and Bahrein. In 1847 Shaikh Muhammad bin Khalifa

entered into a convention with the British Resident for the

prevention of the African slave-trade in his ports ; and in 1856

his successor further agreed to seize and deliver to British

vessels of war slaves imported from any quarter, and to place

an embargo upon vessels belonging to himself or his subjects

that might have engaged in the trade. In 1861 the chief sub-

scribed to a perpetual treaty of peace and friendship, for the-

advancement of trade and the security of all persons navigating

or residing upon the coasts of the Persian Gulf. In 1880

Shaikh Isa bin All signed an agreement binding himself to

enter into no negotiations or treaties with any other state, and

to refuse permission to any such power to establish diplomatic

or consular agencies, or coaling depots, in his territory, except

with the consent of the British Government. More recently

the chief has entered into an agreement for the restriction of the

trade in arms and ammunition. The Government of India has

an Agent stationed on the island, who, in common with the

Agent at Maskat and other political officers residing in the

Gulf, is subordinate to the Resident in the Persian Gulf, at

Bushire.

Relations The conduct of political relations with Persia rests mainly

^^*'\ with the Imperial Government. Nevertheless, there are certain

matters connected with Persian territory which lie under the

special control of the Government of India ; and the general

interest of India in Persia is evinced by the fact that the Royal

Commission on the Administration of the Expenditure of

India, in their final report of 1900, recommended that the

charges of the legations and consulates in that country should

be evenly divided between India and the United Kingdom.

At one time (between 1823 and 1834) the Persian mission was

wholly supported from Indian revenues, but in 1835 the East

India Company fixed its annual contribution towards the cost

of it at £12,000. When the Crown took over the government

of India, the Imperial Government undertook to contribute a

sum of £5,000 a year on account of the Teheran mission,
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which was then transferred to the Indian Government. In the

following year the mission was restored to the Foreign Office,

under an arrangement by which Indian revenues bore ^^^hs of

the cost up to a maximum of £12,000, and this arrangement

continued, with successive reductions of the limiting maximum,
until action was taken on the report of the Royal Commission

referred to above. After 1859 the British Minister at Teheran,

and the majority of the consular officers stationed in Persia,

were drawn from the Imperial service, and continued until

recently to be so recruited ; while the Resident at Bushire, the

Assistant Resident at Bandar Abbas, and the Director of Tele-

graphs in charge of the Makran coast were directly subordinate

to the Government of India. Under the latest arrangements

the distribution of consular offices in Persia between the Indian

and the Imperial (Levant) services assigns to the former two

Consuls-General—one for Khorasan and Seistan, stationed at

Meshed, and another at Bushire for Fars, Khuzistan, and the

coasts and islands of the Gulf within the dominions of Persia

;

consuls in vSeistan, and at Kerman and Kermanshah ; and vice-

consuls at Bandar Abbas, Ahwaz (for Arabistan), and at Bam.

The Imperial (Levant) service supplies the consular posts at

Ispahan, Tabriz, Shlraz, Resht, Teheran, and Mohammerah.

The political interests of the Indian Government in Persian

affairs are therefore partly safeguarded by the Imperial Foreign

Office, in which case correspondence passes through the

Secretary of State for India, and partly by the Governor-

General, in which case the Indian authorities keep the Foreign

Office informed of their proceedings through the Secretary of

State.

Apart from the graver international questions which concern Persia, Af-

Persia's foreign relations with European powers, there are many s''^''''^'||"'

others of less importance that directly and particularly affect

the Government of India. Throughout the eighteenth and

nineteenth centuries the rulers of Persia and Afghanistan lost

no opportunity for asserting their claims to dominion over each

other's territories, and the engagements which now compel

them to keep the peace were for the most part concluded with

the British Government, which still enforces their execution.

In 1722 the Afghan, Mahmud, occupied Ispahan with a

victorious army. Within eight years the Afghans were exjielled

by Nadir Shah, who, in 1736, set aside the old Safavid dynasty

of Persia. The tide of conquest now flowed eastward : Kabul

and Kandahar were annexed to Persia, and the plains of the

Punjab devastated. The assassination of Nadir Shah in 1747

VOL. IV. I
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led to internal disorder, of which Ahmad Shah Abdali, founder

of the Durrani family, took advantage by seizing Khorasan.

The establishment of the present ruling dynasty, the Kajars,

under Agha Muhammad in 1779, once more restored the

integrity of the Persian kingdom. Fateh Ali Khan, who suc-

ceeded him in 1797, lost no time in entering into engagements

with the Indian Government for the promotion of trade and

a political alliance. About this period Persia was fully occupied

by its differences with Russia, which ended in a long war,

while the Afghan ruler, Zaman Shah, was intent upon inter-

vening in the affairs of Delhi, and taking part in the final

struggle with the Marathas for empire. It was, therefore, to

the interest of the East India Company to secure the assistance

of Persia in the event of an Afghan invasion of the Punjab.

Peace between Russia and Persia w-as concluded in 1828, and

the Kajar Shah then commenced preparations for an attack

upon Herat. His designs were prosecuted with vigour by his

grandson Muhammad Shah, who commenced the siege of

Herat in November 1837, and was only thwarted by the

brilliant defence of Eldred Pottinger and the occupation of the

island of Kharak by a force dispatched from Bombay. Mean-
while events were occurring in India which induced the

Government to take an active interest in Afghan affairs. The
Sadozais and the Barakzais were the two rival branches of the

Durrani family whom Ahmad Shah had raised to power. The
Sadozai ruler of Kabul, Shah Shuja, expelled by the Barakzai,

Dost Muhammad, had taken refuge in the Punjab, where

Ranjit Singh had established a strong Sikh State. The British

undertook to re-establish Shah Shuja on the throne, and he

was crowned at Kandahar in 1839. It is unnecessary here

to review the disasters which followed the execution of this

policy. AVhen the British forces were at last withdrawn,

Dost Muhammad was left free to pursue his own ambitions,

and for a time Kandahar and Herat continued to be ruled by

xAfghan governors independent of Kabul. The Sikh Wars
seemed to offer to Dost Muhammad an opportunity for

regaining the former possessions of Afghanistan in India,

but the defeat of his contingent by Lord Gough at Gujrat,

in 1849, compelled him to abandon all hopes of success

on that side.

The outbreak of the Crimean War introduced a new factor

into the political problem. The Marquis of Dalhousie had

concluded, in 1855, a treaty with Dost Muhammad which

amounted to a restoration of friendly relations. At the same
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time the territories known as Baliuiiistan were brought within

the Indian protectorate, and a close contact was thus estab-

lished between Persia and India, from the coast and the Gulf

to the mountain peak of Koh-i-Malik-Siah. Persia w'as given

to understand that no violation of Afghan territory would be

allowed, and that the independence of Herat must be recognized.

The position of affairs was then as follows : the ruler of Herat

professed to hold that fortress as a dependency of Persia ; the

British Government had warned the Shah against encroach-

ments upon the independence of that place or of Afghanistan
;

and 1 )ost Muhammad was known to be resolved upon the

annexation of Herat. The Shah determined to forestall his

rival, and in October, 1856, took the city after a gallant resistance.

A fresh agreement was now concluded by the Governor-General

with the Afghan Amir in 1856, and pressure was brought to

bear upon Persia by the dispatch of an expeditionary force

under Sir James Outram to the Persian Gulf and the occupa-

tion of Kharak. In 1857 the Shah ordered the evacuation of

Herat, having bound himself, by the treaty signed at Paris in

that year, to renounce all claims of sovereignty over Herat and

other parts of Afghanistan. In the event of differences arising,

the Persian Government undertook to refer them for adjust-

ment to the friendly ofifices of the British. By the terms of

this agreement the British Government has, through the Indian

authorities, repeatedly interfered in the interests of peace. Not

only has it delimitated the frontiers of Baluchistan and Afghan-

istan with Persia at various periods, beginning with Sir F,

Goldsmid's commission in 1872, and ending with ("olonel

McMahon's mission in 1903, but it has also composed

differences arising out of that delimitation or from other causes,

'i'hus in 1 89 1 General MacLean fixed the boundary on the

Kal-i-Kalla and erected pillars on the frontier at Hashtadan,

while the troublesome question of canals and cultivation in

Seistan has been the subject of arbitration on more than one

occasion, the latest occurring in 1903-4. Besides these

larger questions, India is concerned in the management and

extension by sea and land of the telegraph system, in the

protection of trade by the Nushki route, and in the control of

the traffic in arms and ammunition. At other times joint

operations have been undertaken to suppress brigandage on

the borders of Baluchistan, and even to pursue parties that

interfered with the construction of telegraphs. In these and

other directions the Indian Foreign Department is frequently

brought into relati(jn with the Persian authorities.

1 2,
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Relations The conduct of British relations \vith the Amir of Afghan-
with Af-

j^^^,^ jg ^j-j iniportant part of the duties of the Foreign Depart-
ghanistan. „ . -.^ ,• ^ or i i i-

nient of the Indian (jovernment. bo tar as these deahngs arise

out of the contact of Afghan and British territories, an account

of them will be found in the volumes dealing with the History

of India and the State of Afghanistan ; and it will suffice here

to give a brief sketch of the present situation, with special

reference to the reciprocal and external relations of the two

countries. On the recognition of Abdur Rahman as Amir in

1880, an assurance was given to him as to his position in the

following terms :
' Your Highness has requested that the views

and intentions of the British Government with regard to the

position of the ruler at Kabul in relation to foreign powers

should be placed on record for Your Highness's information.

The Viceroy and Governor-General of India in Council

authorizes me to declare to you that, since the British Govern-

ment admit no right of interference by foreign powers within

Afghanistan, and since both Russia and Persia are pledged to

abstain from all interference with the affairs of Afghanistan, it

is plain that Your Highness can have no political relations with

any foreign power except with the British Government. Ifany

foreign power should attempt to interfere in Afghanistan, and

if such interference should lead to unprovoked aggression on

the dominions of Your Highness, in that event the British

Government would be prepared to aid you, to such extent and

in such manner as may appear to the British Government

necessary, in repelling it
;
provided that Your Highness follows

unreservedly the advice of the British Government in regard to

your external relations.' Abdur Rahman was, in 1883, granted

a personal subsidy of twelve lakhs of rupees a year, to which

6 lakhs were added on the conclusion of the Durand Agreement

in 1893, with a further addition of half a lakh in 1897 to meet

the cost of sending an officer and a small escort to collect the

revenue of Eastern Wakhan and attend to the administrative

affairs of that tract. Two agreements with the Amir were

signed, on behalf of the Government of India, by Sir Mortimer

Durand in November, 1893. The first recited the fact that, by

the agreement concluded in 1873 between Russia and Great

Britain, the river Oxus was to form the northern boundary of

Afghanistan from Lake Victoria, or Sarikol, on the east, to the

junction of the Kokcha with the Oxus, and that consequently

the Amir agreed to evacuate districts lying to the north of the

Oxus and take possession of others lying to the south of that

portion of the river. The second document described the
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eastern and southern frontiers of the Amir's dominions from

Wakhan to the Persian border, and provided for a demarcation

of the border in detail. It concluded with an expression of the

desire of the British Government to see Afghanistan strong and

independent, engaging that no objection should be raised to

the purchase and importation by Abdur Rahman of munitions

of war, and undertaking, as already stated, ' to increase by the

sum of 6 lakhs of rupees a year the sum of 1 2 lakhs now
granted to His Highness.' Abdur Rahman died in October,

1 90 1, and was succeeded by his son Habibulla, with whom
friendly communications were at once exchanged, and a formal

treaty was concluded on March 21, 1905, continuing the agree-

ments and arrangements that had existed between the British

Government and his father.

It is sufficient here to give an outline of the steps taken to Frontier

complete the delimitation of the frontier of Afghanistan, j'.^''™'^-

Negotiations with Russia for the purpose of defining the

northern frontier had been commenced in 1869, during the

reign of Amir Sher AH, and a common understanding was

reached in 1873. But it was not until 1884 that General Sir

Peter Lumsden, the Commissioner appointed by the British

Government, reached Bala Murghab in order to commence the

actual delimitation. After further delay and difficulty, arising

out of the non-arrival of the Russian Commissioner and the

collision at Panjdeh, the frontier between Zulfikar, on the Hari

Rud, to the meridian of Dukchi—a group of wells north of

Andkhui and within 40 miles of the Oxus—was laid down, and

a protocol on the subject was signed by the British and Russian

Commissioners in September, 1886. In the course of the next

few years, the line between Dukchi and the Oxus, which had

meanwhile been settled at St. Petersburg in 1887, was demar-

cated, and various other details were settled ; and finally the

Pamir Joint Commission in 1893-5 carried the boundary from

Lake Victoria to Povalo Schveikovski on the Taghdumbash

Pamir, a little north of latitude 37° N. The entire length of the

Afghan-Indian frontier has not yet been delimitated, but in the

few tracts where pillars have not been erected a general under-

standing has been arrived at pending final settlement. On this

and many other matters affecting the administration of the two

neighbouring countries frequent correspondence takes place

between Afghanistan and India. The Governor-General is

represented at Kabul by an Indian Muhammadan agent, and

the Amir maintains an envoy at the head-quarters of the

Government of India.
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Kashgar. Pursuing the line of India's frontiers on the north, and bearing

in mind that Kashmir, including Ladakh and its outlying

dependencies, is under the direct supervision of the Resident

in Jammu and Kashmir, we find that a corner of the Russian

tlominions, and parts of the Chinese empire and Tibet, lie

beyond the mountain border of India from the Pamirs

eastwards until the boundaries of Burma march with those of

Yiinnan in China. An assistant to the Resident in Kashmiris

stationed at Kashgar, in Eastern Turkistan, where for a time

(1862-78) an independent Muhammadan dynasty established

itself, with whose ruler, the Atalik GhazI Yakub Khan, a com-

mercial treaty was made in 1874. Kashgar is situated at the

meeting of routes from the valley of the Oxus, from Samarkand,

and from China and India ; and since Yakub Khan's death it

lias been re-conquered by China. Its commerce and trade, of

which India formerly monopolized a large part, have lost much
of their value owing to the disturbances which ensued during

the rule of Yakub Khan. Such traffic and intercourse with

India as still survive fall under the political superintendence of

the Indian Government.

Relations The geographical and historic relations of India with

Tibet must always create a community of interests between

the two countries. Its capital, Lhasa, is within 200 miles

of the frontiers of Sikkim, and the extension of the Indian

railway system to Darjeeling offers some facility for trade

and commerce. In times past a close connexion existed

between Tibet and the Native States of the Himalayas, and

also with Cooch Behar in the plains. The State of Nepal has,

within a comparatively recent period, made wars and concluded

treaties direct with the Tibetan Government, while the Govern-

ment of India has settled the Tibet-Sikkim frontier and secured

commercial concessions by agreement with the Chinese Go-

vernment, under whose suzerainty Tibet is admitted to lie.

But although Chinese officials resided at Lhasa, and the people

paid a nominal poll-tax to that empire, the dominant authorities

of Tibet long consisted of the chief Buddhist ecclesiastics,

at the head of whom was the Dalai Lama, and local secular

chiefs. On one ]3oint all these authorities, whether representing

the empire of China, the Buddhist church, or the local chiefs,

have been agreed, namely in the exclusion of foreign interfer-

ence and European visitors. The country is known to be rich

in gold and other minerals ; but the fury of its winds, the

height of its numerous passes, and the scantiness and poverty

of its population help to maintain this exclusive policy. The

\\ith Tibet.
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relations of the Indian (lovernnKiU with 'I'ibet consequently

involve special difficulties which have rather increased than

decreased with time. In 1774 Warren Hastings, on receipt of

a letter from the Tashi Lama at Shigatse, sent a mission which

was well received at that place but was not allowed to visit

Lhasa. In 1 783 a second mission was sent which brought back

a promise from the Regent, addressed to the Tashi Lama,
admitting any native traders who might be recommended by
the Governor-General to trade at Shigatse, and promising them
help in securing transi)ort for their merchandise from the

frontiers of Bhutan. In 1792 the Nepalese invaded Tibet, and

were only dri\en out of Shigatse by the aid of the Chinese,

who, believing that the Indian authorities had encouraged the

Gurkhas, established a post at Phari and forbade natives of

Bengal to enter Tibet. So matters remained until, in 1873,

fresh attempts were made to open up trade with the countrj-,

and a road was carried from India, through Sikkim, to the

frontier at Jelep-La. In a convention concluded at Chefoo

with Ghina, in 1876, provision was made for the protection of

any mission sent to Tibet. By a conventicjn ratified in 1887

it was agreed that the contemplated mission should be aban-

doned ; but the Chinese Government formally accepted the

duty, 'after careful inquiry into the circumstances, to adopt

measures to exhort and encourage the people with a view to

the promotion and development of trade ' with India. In the

following year the Tibetans, without provocation, made a hostile

advance to Lingtu, a place 12 miles inside the Sikkim frontier,

and were expelled with heavy losses. Further negotiations

followed, and in 1890 a convention was concluded between Great

Britain and China, the latter power acting on behalf of Tibet also.

In accordance with its terms regulations f'^)r trade were agreed

upon by the British and Chinese Governments in 1893, by

which a trade mart was to be opened at Yatung, where the right

to post a British (jfficer was conceded, and fixcilities for com-

merce in all goods, save tea and certain other articles, were to

be granted to India. \\\ 1895 delegates from India, China, and

Tibet were ap[)ointed to demarcate tlie frontier, but the

Tibetans declined to take part in the work and destroyed some

of the pillars erected. Remonstrances addressed to the Dalai

Lama against these proceedings were unheeded, and in 1902 an

officer was .sent to exclude the Tibetans from grounds ow the

British side of the border which they had occupied. Block-

houses erected by them in violation of the frontier were

destroyed, and an arrangement was made with China f(jr
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a settlement on the spot of the difficulties which had arisen.

Colonel Younghusband, who had been appointed British Com-

missioner, proceeded, in July, 1903, to Khamba Jong, which

had been arranged with the Chinese Government, with the

consent of the Dalai Lama, as the place for negotiations. The

Tibetans, however, resisted the approach of this peaceful

mission and prevented the Chinese delegate from joining

Colonel Younghusband's camp. As their attitude became

more hostile, and as it was undesirable to retain the mission in

so exposed a point as Khamba Jong, it was withdrawn, but

entered the Chumbi valley in December, 1903, when a further

attempt was made to get into touch with the new Amban
(Chinese Resident) at Lhasa, who was specially empowered to

effect a settlement. This failed owing to the obstructive tactics

of the Tibetans, and the mission advanced to Gyantse in April,

1904, encountering some slight opposition en route. At

Gyantse the attitude of the Tibetans was at first friendly, but

subsequently the mission was attacked. Reinforcements were

sent up, and on their arrival Tibetan delegates put in an

appearance. The Amban was, however, still prevented by the

Tibetans from joining the mission, and the delegates had no

real power or intention to negotiate, while a large armed force

of Tibetans held the jofig^ or fort, dominating Gyantse and

would not withdraw. The fort was therefore captured, and in

July the mission advanced towards Lhasa, as it was clear that

only there would it be possible to get into direct touch with the

Amban and the Tibetan Government. It reached Lhasa, after

trifling opposition, in August, 1904, and in the following month

a treaty was signed which settled the frontier and other ques-

tions. To this settlement China signified her adhesion on

April 27, 1906.

\Vith With the Chinese authorities in Yiinnan many questions of
China.

internal order, commercial intercourse, and mutual assistance

must constantly arise, requiring a prompt settlement with the

British officials in Burma. Conventions with China in 1894

and 1897, the latter being rendered necessary owing to the

violation of the former by the Chinese cession to France of

part of the State of Kiang-hung, have enabled the frontier to

be traced with more or less detail from a point fixed in latitude

25° 35' N. and longitude 98° 14' E. The main result of the

surveys undertaken between 1897 and 1900 was to demarcate

the boundary as far as 21" 46' N., with the exception of the

part bordering on the Wa States from 23° 28' to 22" 9' N.,

where the hostility of the tribes and differences between the
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Commi.s.sioners interposed for the time insuperable difficulties.

As regards the border north of 25° 35' N., the information

available in 1894 was insufficient to enable a line to be traced

on the map appended to the convention, and a settlement was

therefore reserved. In 1898, a Chinese official having entered

the territory in dispute with an armed force, intimation was

made to the Tsungli Yamen that the exercise of Chinese

authority on the west of the range of mountains forming the

watershed between the N'maikha and the .Salwecni rivers

could not be tolerated. In 1904, after examination of the

country, a formal communication was made to the Chinese

Government to the effect that the watershed c^f all streams

draining into the N'maikha from the east, and to the north

of 25° 35' N., was the natural boundary, and would be treated

as the actual political boundary until a joint settlement was

reached. In former days the East India Company bore the

whole expense of diplomatic intercourse with China, but when

its monopoly of trade with that country ceased in 1834, the

Imperial Government paid two-thirds of the cost until 1875.

Subsequently a fixed sum v/as paid by India, varying from

£15,000 to £12,500 a year. The interests of India in China

are not confined to the opium trade. Border questions are

frequent, and the extension of the railway system in Burma
lends importance to the state of communications and the

facilities offered in Yunnan. A British Consul-General is

stationed at Yiinnan-fu, under the authority of the Imperial

Government, and a consul resides at Tengyueh.

Although the French Protectorate over Tongking, established ^^ith

in 1883 and confirmed by the Chinese Government in 1885,
'*'"•

has brought French influence to bear on Yiinnan, and British

engagements have recognized the position of France on the

Mekong, the nature of the country on the eastern border of

this part of Burma has not yet required the establishment of

any special agency for the conduct of relations with the French

possessions across the river. AVith Siam, on the other hand,

the British have had long-continued relations. The acquisition

of Prince of Wales Island in 1786 brought the Company into

close connexion with Khedah and thus with Siam. The
Siamese proved bad neighbours, gave no effect to commercial

engagements made in 1826, and even occupied Khedah.

After the first Burmese War Arakan and Tenasserim were

added to the British dominion, and when Lord Dalhousie

ujmexed Pegu it became necessary to settle the frontier and

to enter into closer relations with the kiiiirdoni of .Siam. In
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1S74, afier prokjnged disciissiuii, a treaty was concluded for

the prevention of heinous crime on the border and the develop-

ment of peaceful c(jmmerce. It was also agreed that judges

should be established in the Chiengmai Province for the

peaceful adjustment of ci\il dis[)utes between British and
Siamese subjects. This arrangement did not work well, and
in lieu of it provision was made, in 1884, for the establishment

of a British consular officer at Chiengmai with adequate juris-

diction. By treaties concluded in 1883 and 1885 arrangements

were made for granting passports to British subjects and for

the extradition of criminals. In 1887 an Order in Council

prescribed the registration of British subjects resident in Siam,

and this was modified by a further Order, issued in 1 889, which

regulates the exercise of civil and criminal jurisdiction by

consular courts. After the annexation of Upper Burma the

Siamese claimed trans-Salween Karenni, and some other States

to the east of the Salween, as part of the Province of Chiengmai.

Finally a joint Commission, in 1892-3, settled the line of

frontier, which is now clearly demarcated along the whole

length from the Mekong down to Vict(jria Point. Great Britain

and France have mutually determined to respect the integrity

of the central districts of Siam in the Menam valley; and by a

declaration signed in London in April, 1 904, it was agreed that

the influence of Great Britain should be recognized by France

in the territory west of the basin of the Menam, including the

Malay Peninsula and the adjacent islands. The maintenance

of the influe»ice thus recognized in the country that borders

upon Burma is necessarily a concern of the Indian Foreign

Department.

Peciinirry A brief reference may here be made to the Report of the

f th
Royal Commission on the Administration of the Expenditure

Indian of India presented in 1 900 to both Houses of Parliament, since

Govern-
jj; throws a side-light upon the special interests of India in

side India ^^""^ ^^'^^^ of Imperial diplomacy. It was held that the United
as deter- Kingdom should bear one-half of the military charges at Aden,

and half the cost of the mission and consulates in Persia. It

was eventually decided, as regards Persia, that India should

contribute a sum of .-£6,000 per annum towards the cost of

the establishments maintained there under the immediate

orders of His Majesty's Government, and that all future charges

incurred by common consent should be equally divisible be-

tween the two exchequers. Towards the expenditure on Aden

a lump contribution of £100,000 a year is now made by the

m 1900.
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Imperial Ciovernment, which also contributes towards the cost

of special armaments. The contribution of India towards the

China establishments mentioned above (£12,500) was to be

open to revision after a term of years. AVhile India pays half

the subsidy for telegraphic communication with the Mauritius,

and maintains the Basra-Baghdad mail service. Great Britain

subsidizes the mail steamers on the Karun river. In con-

sideration of the stream of Indian pilgrims passing through

Jedda to Mecca, a moiety of the cost of the Jedda consulate is

borne by India, and small contributions are also made, in the

interests of Indian emigrants, to the consular expenses in

Reunion and Surinam. The maintenance by India of the

consulate at Chiengmai is held to be justified by her direct

and substantial interest in (}uestions affecting Siam.

Within India itself little difficulty arises in connexion with Foreii^n

the possessions of France and Portugal. The former power posscssio

iiirr. /-Ti--i.rr, iH India,
engaged, by the Ireaty of Pans \\\ May, 181 4, not to erect any

fortifications in the establishments to be restored to her, and to

Jiiaintain no greater number of troops than might be necessary

for the purposes of police. By a second treaty, concluded in

March, 181 5, and a subsequent convention arrived at between

the Governments of Madras and Pondicherry in May, 1818, the

supply of salt, opium, and saltpetre to the French establish-

ments in India was regulated. Under present arrangements

the British authorities supply the salt required at Pondicherry

for consumption at prime cost, the French giving up the right

of local manufacture, while at Chandernagore an annual payment

is made to the French authorities in lieu of a salt supply. A
somewhat similar arrangement was made, in 1884, in regard to

opium at the latter place. The limits of French jurisdiction in

the neighbourhood of Chandernagore gave rise to some dis-

cussion, which was terminated by a convention in March, 1853.

There are certain small plots scattered about India—as for

instance at Jugdea in Tippera ; at Cossimbazar and Berhami)ore,

in Murshidabad District ; at Patna and Dacca ; at Masuli-

patam and Calicut ; and at Surat—where the French formerly

occupied factories or logcs. While these factories lasted the

French had jurisdiction over persons resident within them in

respect of transactions originating therein. With the abandon-

ment of the factories the jurisdictionary rights lapsed, and

French jurisdiction is now confined within the limits of

Chandernagore, Pcmdicherry, Karikal, Mahe, and Yanam.

Between these establishments and British India extradition is

arranged under the terms of Article IX of the Treaty of March,
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1815, whereby a fugitive criminal is at once handed over on
the demand of the proper authority.

The Indian possessions of Portugal are now limited to the

territories of Goa, the small settlement of Diu off the coast of

Junagarh in Kathiawar, and Daman, which lies about 100 miles

north of Bombay. The only (questions to which these foreign

possessions have given rise are of a fiscal character, concerning

the administration of the salt and opium revenue, and in regard

to extradition. By the Lisbon Treaty of December, 1878,

a customs union was established between the Indian posses-

sions of the two Crowns, and a tariff of duties was agreed upon

;

the exclusive privilege of manufacturing and selling salt was

granted, under certain conditions, to the Government of British

India ; and arrangements were made with regard to opium.

At the same time provision was made for extradition. This

agreement was terminable after twelve years. On the expira-

tion of that period it lapsed, and since then each country has

maintained its fiscal independence, while a new extradition

treaty has been discussed but has not yet been concluded.

The port of Marmagao, opposite the town of Goa, is connected

by rail with the system of railways in the Southern MarStha
country ; and as at Pondicherry so also at Goa, a British consular

officer is established for the purpose of ready communication

and the safeguarding of British interests.

Foreign Independently of those political affairs with foreign powers
consular ^yhich are dealt with at first hand by the Government of India,
agents in ... .^ '

India. there are others in which the Foreign Office in London acts in

concert with the Governor-General through the medium of the

Secretary of State for India. Various European nations, the

United States and some other American Republics, Liberia,

Japan, Persia, and Siam are represented in India by consular

officers whose head-quarters are established on the coast and
whose functions are mainly commercial. Under the rule of

the Company such officials were recognized by the Court of

Directors according to the phrases and forms used in the

following dispatch addressed to the Government of Bombay
on August 2, 1843 : 'At the request of His Majesty the King

of the French, which has been communicated to us through

the Queen's Government, we have consented to the recognition

of M. as Vice-Consul for France at Bombay.' But the

transfer of India to the Crown has led to a change of procedure.

Only the Imperial Government is now addressed on such

matters, and the Government of India can recognize no
consular appointment requiring His Majesty's exequatur until
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an intimation of the aj)pointment is received from the Imperial

Government. Where His Majesty's exeqi/a/itr is not needed

to an appointment made in India by consular ofificers of

foreign powers under the standing regulations of their service,

the Government of India can recognize the person so ap-

pointed. It is only necessary to add that Native States cannot

receive foreign consular agents, and that the Government does

not recognize consuls for places in the interior of British India

or in the Native States.
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CHAPTER V

LEGISLATION AND JUSTICE

Law

Indigenous The indigenous law of India is personal, and divisible with

i^Y^T reference to the two main classes of the population, Hindu
Hmdu, . . . . .

Muham- and Muhammadan. Both systems clann divme origm through
madan, revelation and are inextricably interwoven with religion, and

tomaiy, each exists in combination with a law based on custom. The

Institutes, which Manu declared to be a direct emanation from

the deity, remain to this day the foundation of Hindu juris-

prudence, although the works of commentators, and the

additions necessitated by time and progress, have led to many

changes and the formation of various schools. By this ancient

code the whole body of substantive law is dealt with under the

heads of debt, deposit, sale without ownership, partnership,

resumption of gifts, the non-payment of wages, breach of con-

tract, rescission of sale and purchase, relations between husband

and wife and master and servant, the settlement of boundaries,

inheritance, assault, defamation, theft, robbery, adultery, and

gaming. The interpretation of the sacred writings constituting

it was from the first entrusted exclusively to Brahmans, to

whom a position of extraordinary sanctity was assigned ; and

thus the chief part in the work of Hindu legislation was taken

by the Brahmanical order. It must, however, be borne in mind

that the British courts have done a great deal towards making

these Hindu texts generally binding in matters of marriage,

inheritance, and the like.

In like manner the jurisprudence of Islam is based on the

Koran. The Koranic law, supplemented where necessary by

the Siinnat and Had'is, or Sayings and Doings of the Prophet,

as well as by the decisions of his successors and the writings of

the Muftis and Maulvis, who formed a distinct profession and

arrogated to themselves its exposition, is most fully developed

in the departments of family relations and inheritance, in

certain branches of the law of contract, and in the doctrine of

pious or charitable endowment, called wakf.
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But, l)csides the Hindu law of the Shastras, there has ever

been recognized a customary law varying with locality ; and,

side by side with the Muhanimadan law proper, there sprang

up in the course of Musalman conquest a species of common
law, derived not from the Koran but from local usage, and

maintained by the countenance and support of the ruling

power.

Except in the case of the island of Bombay, which was Kxtcnt to

obtained through cession in full sovereignty from Portugal,
]^jj^^|„ ^^d

wherever the English first settled in India they did so with the Muham-

licence of a Native government, and the natural consequence J"^^^^"
1^^^'

• 1 • • XT • 1 T. 1
nave been

would have been their submission to Native law. But there superseded

was, in the first place, really no lex loci to govern the new- by I^'itish

comers, for the idea of a territorial, as opposed to a personal ^

law, is of European and modern origin, and the Shastras and

Koran alike know no local limits, but bind individuals united

only by a common faith. In the second place, the law cjf

nations clothes Europeans settled in the midst of races differing

from them entirely in religion, manners, and habits, with the

national character of the parent state, and recognizes their

factories and plantations as exclusive possessions. Lastly,

many of the provisions of the indigenous law of India were

such as no civilized Christian race could enforce. Mutilation

and stoning, for instance, are penalties incompatible with

Western ideas ; and equally so is the principle that the evidsnce

of an infidel could not be received against a Muhammadan, or

that there should be a privileged law for the Brahman alone.

Accordingly, the earliest charters assumed that the English had

brought their own legal system with them, and that of 1726

introduced the common law and the older Acts of Parliament

into the three Presidency towns as regards Europeans, by

expressly directing that justice should be administered by the

Company in accordance with the laws of England. At first the

tendency of the English was to make their law public and

territorial, and, on the establishment of the Supreme Court at

Calcutta in 1773 and the advent of English lawyers as its

judges, they proceeded to apply it to Europeans and Natives

alike. The error of this course was, however, rectified by the

passing of the Declaratory Act of 1780, by sec. 17 of which

Parliament directed that, as against a Hindu, the Hindu law

and usage, and as against a Muhammadan the laws and

customs of Islam, should be applied. This wise rule, which

had already been laid down by Hastings in Bengal, was

repeated for the settlements at Madras and Hoinhay by a
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statute of 1797 (37 Geo, 3, c. 142) ; it was incorporated in the

old Regulations of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay ; and it was

extended by subsequent legislation throughout the Company's

territories. In this way the British took the line of least

resistance, and to it they have adhered, accepting and carrying

on as far as possible what they found, and obtruding only so

much of their own law as India from time to time became

fitted to receive. Owing to the influence of Western jurispru-

dence, to the case-law emanating from courts established and

moulded on English models, to the advance of enlightened

ideas, and to the progress of education, the rules of the Shas-

tras and the Koran have gradually been altered and relaxed.

Moreover, the Acts of Parliament which inculcated their obser-

vance are not among those which the legislature in India is

forbidden to alter or affect ; and, as an inevitable consequence,

substantial modifications have been made by direct legislation,

such as that contained in the Bengal Sat! Regulation, 1829 ; the

Indian Slavery Act, 1843 ; the Caste Disabilities Removal Act,

1850; the Hindu Widows' Remarriage Act, 1 856; and the various

Acts and Codes, criminal and civil, which will be referred to

hereafter under the head of codification, to say nothing of the

tenancy and rent laws passed for the different Provinces.

A certain number of the older English statutes and the

English common law are, therefore, to a limited extent still in

force in the Presidency towns as applicable to Europeans,

while much of the old Hindu and Muhammadan law is every-

where personal to their native fellow subjects ; but, apart from

Statutory these and from the customary law, which is as far as possible

character recoe;nized by the courts, the law of British India is the creation
of British , ^ ^ ',..., „, .

Indian law of Statutory enactment made for it either at Westminster or by
generally, the authorities in India to whom the necessary law-giving

functions have from time to time been delegated.

Legislation The supreme power of Parliament to legislate for British

in Parlia- India can scarcely be questioned ; but it has nevertheless been

explicitly saved by, for example, sec. 5 1 of the Charter Act of

1833. The application of an unrepealed statute passed before

the grant of the charter of 1726 is a matter of doubt and com-

plexity, which can be decided only as it arises with reference

to the language used and the attendant circumstances. In

connexion with the later statutes, however, the position is

simply this, that no Act of Parliament passed subsequently to

1726 has any application to any part of British India, unless

it purports to extend to it in express terms or by necessary

implication,
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At the outset the Company was empowered by its charters Legislation

to make such new laws as might be found to be necessary or '" I^'^'**

convenient. On the assumption of the Diwani of Bengal in

1772 a series of instructions were promulgated as the basis of

administration ; but, in making these the Company acted, not

under the authority of the British Crown, but as agents for the

Mughal emperor at Delhi. In the following year, however,

the Regulating Act empowered the Governor-General-in- Legislation

Council to make—subject to registration with the approval of ^^ ^^^.

. executive
the Supreme Court—rules and regulations for the government of each

of the settlement at Fort A\'illiam and its subordinate factories. Presiiiency

An Act of 1781 next authorized the framing of rules without

reference to the Supreme Court, but subject to the approval of

the King-in-Council ; and in the exercise of this power a fresh

set of Regulations was drawn up by Lord Cornwallis in 1793,

one of them providing for the formation into a regular code of

all the rules from time to time issued for the internal adminis-

tration of Bengal. In 1797 another Act confirmed 'this wise

and salutary provision
'

; and statutes passed for Madras in

1800, and for Madras and Bombay in 1807, entrusted to the

Governors-in-Council of those Presidencies similar quasi-

legislative powers. Under this system there grew up the three

'codes' known as the Regulations of Bengal, Madras, and

Bombay, and in accordance with these the Company's terri-

tories were administered until the year 1834. So far the

legislative authority conferred was vested in the executive
;

and this system of law-giving survives in the Regulations and

Ordinances, which, as will be shown hereafter, the Government

of India and the Governor-General are still competent to make.

But by the Charter Act of 1833 the old series of executive Creation

orders was closed and a new system was introduced. The ",^
regular

legislative functions of the Madras and Bombay Governments legislature

were withdrawn, and the whole legislative authority was vested l>y Chatter
Act ot

in the Governor-General and his Council, strengthened by the 1S33.

addition of a lawyer who was not to belong to the ser\ice of

the Company and whose duties were to be confined to legisla-

tion. The body so constituted was authorized to legislate for

all persons, places, and courts within the Company's territories
;

and the laws made by it were, subject to disallowance by the

Court of Directors, to have the effect of Acts of Parliament,

registration in a court of justice being finally dis[)ensed with.

The Charter Act of 1853 increased the legislative body to Enlarged

twelve members, four of them to be nominated by the different ^y ^'•'^ °'

. . .... 'S53'
Local Governments. This Council, to which the chief justice

VOL. IV. K
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and one of the puisne judges of the Supreme Court at Calcutta

were added, was intended for purely legislative work ; but,

modelling its procedure on that of Parliament, it evinced an

inconvenient tendency to interfere with the executive. The

Legisla- position was, therefore, reconsidered, and the next important

uire re- stage was marked by the passing of the Indian Councils Act,

and sub- ' 1 86 1. By that enactment provision was made for the appoint-

ordinatc nient of Additional Members to form a larger Legislative

tures^' Council. The nature of the business to be transacted was

created, by carefully defined, the extent of the powers delegated was

1861'^^ categorically described, and the prerogative rights of the Crown,

as well as the authority of Parliament, were effectively safe-

guarded. Simultaneously the opportunity was taken to restore

and remodel the local legislatures at Madras and Bombay, and

the Governor-General-in-Council was empowered to extend the

Act to other parts of British India. In pursuance of these

provisions subordinate Tx'gislative Councils have been authorized

for Bengal in 1862, for the United Provinces in 1886, for the

Punjab and Burma in 1898, and for Eastern Bengal and

Assam in 1905. The Central Provinces is now the only large

Legisla- administration unprovided with a local legislature. Finally, by
tures thg Indian Councils Act of 1892 all of these legislative bodies,

and^fec- supreme and subordinate, were still further enlarged; the

lion and elective element was introduced tentatively ; and provision
interpel- made for interpellation and discussion of the budget,
lation per- '

. .

^
.

mitted, by To meet emergencies the Governor-General is vested with

^^^ °^ a power not unlike that which was, for a short time during the

p \ reigns of Henry VIII and Edward VI, placed in the hands of

executive the King-in-Council in England by the Statute of Proclama-

to legis- tions of 1 539. Under sec. 23 of the Indian Councils Act of 1861,

supersede the Governor-General alone may, in case of pressing necessity,

ordinary promulgate Ordinances, which are invested with the same force

|"i and effect as enactments of the legislature, but cannot remain

cases. in operation for more than six months. This extraordinary

power has been resorted to on only five occasions ; once with

the object of restraining dramatic performances of a character

calculated to excite racial animosity, once in order to deal with

the disturbed state of part of the Punjab, and thrice in con-

nexion with matters of fiscal importance. The Indian Statute-

book also contains several enactments' which arm the executive

* See the Bengal .State Offences Regulation, 1S04; the Madras State

Offences Regulation, 1808; the Bengal State Prisoners Regulation, 1818;

the Madras .State Prisoners Regulation, 1819; Bombay Regulation XXV of

1827; the State Offences Act, 1S57; and the State Prisoners Act, 185S.
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with authority, in the event of internal commotion or disturb-

ance, to suspend the regular law and supersede the ordinary

courts of justice.

Another kind of quasi-legislative authority has been bestowed Moc'cm

by the Government of India Act, 1870, which empowers the "^f^'"
"

. , . , , . ... tions.

Governor-General \\\ (Executive) Council to make Regulations,

having all the cogency of Acts of the legislature, for the peace

and good government of any tract to which that enactment

may have been applied by the Secretary of State. Many
Regulations for such territories as Assam, the Andamans,

Aden, Ajmer-Merwara, British Baluchistan, Coorg, the North-

West Frontier Province, and Upper Burma, in which the

hand of the e.xecutive requires to be strengthened, have been

made in this way, the object being, as a rule, to bar the opera-

tion of the general law and permit the application of certain

enactments onlj, with such modifications as may be deemed

necessary in the interests of successful administration. These

less advanced tracts, and others specially 'scheduled,' may

also be dealt with under an Act of the Indian legislature,

entitled the Scheduled Districts Act, 1874, which empowers

the Government to declare, in case of doubt, the law in

force in them, and further to extend to them, with or with-

out modification, any enactment in force elsewhere in British

India.

The Executive Council of the Governor-General at present Legisla-

(1Q06) consists—besides the Governor-General himself and the |'^^
.,

. . . .
,

Counjil
Commander-in-Chief, who is usually appointed by the Secretary of the

of State to be an Extraordinary Member—of six Ordinary Governor-

Members, of whom one must be an English or Irish barrister

or Scottish advocate of not less than five years' standing. For

the purposes of legislation, it is provided by the Indian Coun-

cils Acts of 1 86 1 and 1892 that the Governor-General shall

summon as an Additional Member the Lieutenant-Governor or

Chief Commissioner of the Province in which the Council is

assembled, and shall also nominate' such other persons, not less

than ten nor more than sixteen, as he may think fit. Of these Additional

Additional Members, who are appointed for two years at a time, |'Je'"'j^''s.

one-half at least must be non-officials * ; and, in order to give scntation

the Council an elective as well as a representative character, of non-

,
. , . . ^ , officials

Statutory rules now require the nommations to live seats to be ^nd

made on the recommendation of the Calcutta Chamber of natives.

Commerce and the non-official members of the local Legislative

Under ihe existing statutory rides not more than six of the noininateii

Additional Members may h" officials.

K 3
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Councils at Madras, Bombay, Calcutta, and Allahabad. The
remaining seats may be filled in such manner as appears to

the Governor-General most suitable, regard being had to the

business in hand and the different classes of the community to

be represented. With the latter object it is usual to nominate

representatives of as many of the other Provinces as possible

;

and the care taken to secure the due representation of the

native population may be instanced by the fact that eight of

the twenty-four persons who, in 1904, formed the Governor-

General's Legislative Council were natives of India. The con-

stitution of this legislative body is, by reason of the permanent

ofhcial element furnished by the Ordinary Members, such as to

leave the Government in a majority ; but there is ample room
for the expression of the views of the non-official public, and

standing orders provide for eliciting extraneous opinions by the

timely publication of all measures of any importance. In prac-

tice, moreover, every consideration is shown for public feeling.

Bills are frequently altered and added to in consonance with

suggestions received from outside ; and legislation, as in the

case of the Indian Tea Cess Act of 1903, is occasionally

undertaken at the instance of an interested section of the

community.

Powers Under the statute of 1861, the only business capable of

f'" . . , being transacted at a meeting of the Legislative Council was

of the the consideration and passing of bills ; but the amending Act
Legisla- ^f 1892 permits the asking of questions and the discussion of

Council, the annual budget, subject to the proviso that no member shall

use either privilege to propose any resolution or to divide the

Council. No law has validity until the Governor-General has

signified his assent, and the prerogative rights of the Crown are

guarded by the provision that the sovereign may disallow any

measure. No Act giving power to a court, other than a char-

tered High Court, to sentence European British subjects to

death can be passed without the previous sanction of the

Secretary of State ^ ; while the consent of the Governor-General

must be obtained before any project is brought forward which

affects religion, the public revenues, the army, or foreign relations.

The legislative powers conferred do not extend to affecting the

provisions of any Act of Parliament passed after the year i860
;

nor do they permit the enactment of any law touching the

authority of Parliament, or ' any part of the unwritten laws or

constitution of the United Kingdom whereon may depend in

any degree the allegiance of any person to the Crown or the

' See sec. 46 of the Governmeni of India Act, 1833.
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sovereignty or dominion of the Cro\vn^' And, in particular,

the Council has no authority to repeal or alter the Army Act,

or any of the Government of India ^Acts of 1833, 1853, 1854,

1S58, and 1859, or any Act enabling the Secretary of State for

India to raise money in the United Kingdom. But, within

the limits and under the conditions above indicated, the Coun-

cil possesses plenary power to legislate for all persons,'COurts,

places, and things within British India. And, further, it has

extra-terriiorial power in that it may make laws for native

Indian subjects of the King-Emperor anywhere ; for European

British subjects and servants of the Government of India in the

Native States of India ; and for native officers and soldiers in

the army and persons belonging to the Royal Indian Marine

wherever they may be serving^.

The Act of i86r provides for the making and amendment Rules of

of rules of business, and the practice under them may be thus Iji'sir.ess,

summarized. The Governor-General presides^ at the meetings, \^^ . ^q.'

which are held at his official residence, and are, as far as the cedure.

exigencies of space allow, open to the public. On every motion

before the Council each member in turn is entitled to speak

once after the mover, and may, with the permission of the

president, speak a second time by way of explanation. The
mover has the right of reply, but the president usually brings

an important discussion to a close by speaking last. The
members, of whom seven form a quorum, remain seated round

the Council board throughout the proceedings; and all speeches

are addressed to the president, through whom likewise all

questions must be asked. Every motion is decided by a

majority of votes^ and, once it is put, no further discussion is

allowed. The president is vested with full discretion to decide

all points of order, to adjourn any meeting or business, to

direct the withdrawal of strangers, and to suspend any of the

rules. The budget discussion permitted by the Act of 1S92 is

similarly dealt with ; and the privilege of interpellation is

restricted and safeguarded. Questions must be so framed as

' For a judicial inltrpretalion of these words, see the case of Ameer
Khan (1870^, 6 H. L. K., at pp. 450 2.

* See ihe following Acts of Parliament: the Indian Councils Act, 1S69,

sec. I ; the Government of India Act, 1865, sec. i ; the Indian Councils Act,

1 86 1, sec. 32 ; the Government of India Act, 1833, sec. 73 ; an<l the Indian

Marine .Service Act, 1884, sec. 2.

' If the Governor-General is unavoidably absent the scniur Ordinary

Member of Council presides.

* The president may vo'e on every division and has a casting vote when

the Council is evenly divided.
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to be merely requests for information, and anything defamatory

or in an argumentative or hypothetical form is out of order.

Notice of every question must be given ; the question is read

in Council by the member who framed it. or by some other

member for him ; and no disputation is permitted in respect cf

the answer, which is given by the Ordinary Member in charge

of the* particular department of the administration concerned

or by some other member designated, pro hac vice, by the

president.

Staces of The following are the stages which must ordinarily be passed
legislation, tjn-yugh before a contentious measure becomes law :—

.

(i) Motion, after due notice, for leave to introduce a bill,

followed by its formal introduction and publication for criticisn-.

This corresponds with the practice in Parliament up to the first

reading.

(2) Reference of the bill, with any opinions received, to a

select committee. This corresponds with the second reading

in Parliament and the motion that a bill be committed ; and it

marks the most important stage, when the principle of the

measure ought to be discussed and approved or disapproved.

In select committee the details are scrutinized, suggestions are

considered, and the draft is amended, under the guidance of

the Law Member.

(3) Consideration in Council of the select committee's

report, and of any further amendments that may be brought

forward. This corresponds with the third reading in Parlia-

ment.

(4) Motion, as in Parliament, that the bill, as amended, be

passed.

(5) Signature of the president to the bill as passed, and of

the (iovernor-General by way of assent, followed by its final

publication as an Act.

In the case of a non-contentious project some of these steps

may be omitted. There is often no need for waiting for criti-

cism of such a measure or referring it to a select committee,

and it may be accepted without amendment. Again, it is

sometimes necessary to pass a bill without delay, and the rules

have on occasion been suspended so completely as to allow an

Act to pass through the Council at a single sitting. The
standing orders render it impossible for the proceedings ever

to assume the character of a Parliamentary debate, and the

machinery provided is such as to make legislation in the direc-

tion desired by the Government comparatively easy. It is rare

for a bill to become law without being taken up as a Govern-
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ment measure, bills introduced by non-official members being,

as is now increasingly the case at Westminster, intended mainly

to stimulate the Government to action. P"or ]jrivate-bill legisla-

tion as such there is no provision, most of the matters which

are dealt with in that way in the United Kingdom being made
the subject of executive action in India.

The subordinate Legislative Councils are constituted on the Local

same lines generally as the superior legislature of the Governor- Legislative

General. In Madras and Bombay the Governor is assisted by

an Executive Council of two Ordinary Members, and these

three form the nucleus of the larger Legislative Council ; but in

each of the other Provinces the Lieutenant-Governor stands

alone at the head of the local administration. The Acts of

1 86 1 and 1892 provide that the Governor or Lieutenant-

Governor, as the case may be, shall nominate as members, for

two years at a time, the Advocate-General of the Province or

other officer acting in that capacity, and— subject, save in

Madras and Bombay, to the sanction of the Governor-General

—such other persons, not less than eight nor more than twenty',

as he may think expedient, at least one-half being non-officials.

In Madras, Bombay, Bengal, and the United Provinces some of

these members are appointed on the recommendation of groups

of municipalities and District boards. Universities, Chambers
of Commerce, and the like, and the elective principle is thus to

some extent recognized. The Governor-General is empowered

to frame rules as to the making of these nominations, while the

Governor or Lieutenant-Governor is authorized to regulate the

asking of questions and the discussion of the provincial budget,

subject to the same conditions as in the case of the Governor-

General's Council '^. When a bill has been passed it does not

become law until it has been published with the assent of both

the Governor or Lieutenant-Governor and the Governor-General,

and in the last resort it is liable to veto by the Crown. P'inally,

provision is made for the framing of rules of business, and in

each instance standing orders, similar to those laid down in the

case of the Governor-Generars Council, have been prescribed.

In some cases purliamentury procedure is copied, and [)rovision

' These ;ire the maximum ami miiiimiim juimlier^; lixeil by l!ic sumilc

for Madras and Ijombay. As regnrds tlie olhcr Provinces, the statute fixes

a maximum of twenty fur Ijenjjal and fiftee.i for the United rrovinces, but

Otherwise leaves the numbers to be determined by the Govtrnoi-General.

* The riglu to discuss the provincial budjjct and to put ejuestions 011

ma'Krs outside the busir.ess on hand lias not yet been entrusted to tiie

recently constituted Councils of the I'ui jab and Burma.
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is made for the ' reading ' of bills a first, a second, and a third

time. The powers of these local legislatures are strictly terri-

torial, and they are debarred from interfering in any way with

the provisions of an Act of Parliament. Nor may they,

without the previous sanction of the Governor-General,

introduce or pass an Act affecting any law" or any regula-

tion made by another legislative authority in India, or inter-

fering with religion, the customs duties, imperial taxation,

the currency, the transmission of postal or telegraphic mes-

sages, the penal code, patents, copyright, the army, or foreign

relations.

The modern and convenient practice of empowering public

authorities and local bodies to make supplementary rules,

orders, or by-laws, to carry out in detail the purposes and

objects of a particular enactment, has been largely adopted in

India. Apparently the first Act conferring such delegated

authority was No. XI of 1850; but nowadays scarcely a

measure is passed into law which does not provide an ancillary

rule-making power, furnishing such safeguards in the form of

preliminary publication for criticism, previous sanction, and so

forth, as may be thought expedient.

The lex scripta of British India, or, in other words,

the British Indian Statute-book, may, then, be said to con-

sist of: first. Acts of Parliament; secondly, direct legislation

in India ; and, thirdly, derivative legislation, consisting of

statutory rules, orders, and by-laws, supplementing particu-

lar enactments. As to Acts of Parliament nothing need

be added save this, that the ' Statutes relating to India

'

have been collected, a new edition having recently been pub-

lished.

The results of direct legislation in India may be resolved

under five different heads. First, there is so much as is still

unrepealed of the early Regulations of Bengal, Madras, and

Bombay, which were made prior to 1834 under the quasi-

legislative authority then entrusted to the executive. These

are to be found in their appropriate places in the various Pro-

vincial ' Codes,' or collections of enactments of local ajiplication,

which are issued from time to time for the different Provinces.

Next, there are the Acts of the Governor-General in Council,

which may be divided into general Acts, i. e. Acts of more or

less general application, and local Acts. All the laws required

for the whole, or the greater part, of British India are made by

the Governor-General's Legislative Council, and these are pub-

lished separately, a new edition of them having been brought
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out in 1S98-9'. Their range is very extensive; and some idea

of the variety of matter dealt with may be gathered from the

statement that, in addition to the important enactments which

have been, or will be, separately referred to, the list of them

contains Acts dealing with the police, prisoners, reformatory

schools, vagrancy, leprosy, epidemic disease, female infanticide,

divorce, marriage, married women's property, the age of majority,

usury, charitable endowments, the naturalization of aliens, the

registration of property and of domestic occurrences, copyright,

coinage and paper currency, emigration, pilgrim traffic, mer-

chant shipping, ports, sea customs and tariffs, cotton duties,

merchandise marks, stamps, court fees, opium, salt, excise,

income-tax, mines, fisheries, forests, treasure-trove, factories,

banks, electrical enterprise, telegraphs, the post office, carriers,

railroads, tramways, land acquisition, the recovery of the public

revenue, the prevention of cruelty to animals, the preservation

of elephants and wild birds, the provision of courts of justice,

arbitration, legal practitioners, municipal administration, arms,

explosives, military works, cantonments, the native army,

volunteers, and the reserve forces. Acts of local application Local

are passed by the Governor-General's Legislative Council in ^^^^ °^

•,-,1 ,,,-1 111 Governor-
cases m which there are no local legislatures to undertake the General's

legislation desired, or where that contemplated is of a kind Council.

with which a local legislature cannot, with its limited powers,

deal effectively, or which it is for any other reason desirable

that the Supreme Legislature should undertake. Important

examples of these are the Dekkhan Agriculturists' Relief

Act, 1879; the Madras Civil Courts Act, 1885; the Bengal

Tenancy Act, 1885; the Allahabad University Act, 1887;

the Central Provinces Municipal Act, 1889; the Lower

Burma Courts Act, 1900; the Punjab Alienation of Land

Act, 1900.

Under the ihird head fall Regulations which, though Regul.i-

issued by the executive in pursuance of the statute of 1870, J,",""^^"'^
•^ '

. . 1 emportiry
take the form, and have all the effect, of legislative enactments. Ordi-

Temporary Ordinances promulgated by the Governor-Cienend nances.

under sec. 23 of the Indian Councils Act, 1861, constitute the

fourth, while Acts of the Legislative Councils of Madras, Bom- Acts of

bay, and Bengal, the United Provinces, the Punjab, and Burma,

form the fifth and last class of Indian legislation proper. 'J'hc

latter are known and numbered as Madras, Bombay, l^cngal,

United Provinces, Punjab, and Burma Acts, respectively.

' A supplementary voliuiie conlainin;,' ihc Acts up to the end of 190.^

was issued in 1904.

Local

Councils
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Among the most important of them may be mentioned the

Madra.s Local Boards Act, 1 884 ; the Bombay Land Revenue

Code, 1879; the Calcutta Municipal Act, 1900; the Oudh
Settled Estates Act, 1900; the Punjab Descent of Jagirs Act,

1900 ; and the Burma Forest Act, 1902.

As regards derivative legislation, Local Governments have

collected and published such statutory rules and orders as are

of local application ; but no collection of those that are of

general application has as yet been made. Lists of them have,

however, been prepared, and they are referred to in the various

local or Provincial Codes, as well as in the annotated editions

of Acts published by the Goveriuuent of India. Perhaps the

best example of the extent to which this delegation of legislative

authority can be carried is furnished by the Cantonment Code
of 1899, which was issued in exercise of the extensive rule-

making power conferred by sec. 26 of the Cantonments Act,

1889, and contains an exhaustive set of nearly 300 rules and

by-laws dealing with the details of cantonment administration.

Orders by the King-in-Council in pursuance of Acts of Parlia-

ment, such as the Zanzibar Order in Council, 1897, which gives,

inter alia, an appeal from the consular courts of Zanzibar to

the Bombay High Court, are another species of derivative

legislation ; but the number of these which relate to India is

small.

The Charter Act of 1833 provided for the appointment of

a body of experts, to be called the Indian Law Commission,

who were to report upon the courts, the procedure, and the

law of British India. On this Macaulay, the first Law Member
of the Governor-General's Council, was the moving spirit, and

with it the work of codification began. It drafted a Penal

Code, which was, however, not passed till i860, for activity

declined after Macaulay's return to England, and the draft

was strenuously criticized by many of the judges in India.

A second Commission, which sat in England and was nomi-

nated under an Act of Parliament in 1853, secured the enact-

ment, with some revision, of its predecessor's Penal Code, as

also of two Codes of Civil and Criminal Procedure. Yet

a third Commission was convened in 1861, and by it several

measures were drafted; but the members resigned in 1870,

and since then the work of preparing, as well as of carrying

through, codifying bills has been done almost entirely in India

under the guidance of the Law Members of Council, India

has been the most successful field of English codification,

every important branch of the English law in force in the
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country, except that of torts, having been incorporated in the

form, and reduced to the dimensions, of codes. Jiy far the

most important, as it is the best, of these is the Indian Penal

Code, which embodies the whole of the substantive criminal

law. The bulk of it was drafted by Macaulay : and the most

telling proof of its excellence is furnished by the fact that,

although it has now been in force for over forty years, it has

re(juired little amendment or amplification. Its provisions are

based upon the criminal law of England, but the latter has

been adapted to suit the circumstances of India. Thus, owing

to the unwillingness of the native to protect himself by using

force, the right of self-defence is ex})ressed in wider terms than

would be employed in England. Again, offences such as

dacoity or gang-robbery, judicial corruption, police torture,

kidnapping, and the offering of insults or injury to religion or

to sacred places, are treated with greater fullness and care than

might be necessary in a criminal code for England. Adultery is,

in consonance with Eastern ideas, made a subject of criminal

proceedings, while the necessity under which many an English

judge has laboured of passing a capital sentence only to re-

commend its commutation to the Home Secretary, has been

obviated by making murder punishable with transportation for

life as an alternative to death. For the rest, the rules of pro-

cedure have been codified in the Codes of Civil and Criminal

Procedure ^ ; those of succession to the property of jjcrsons

other than Hindus, Muhammadans, and Buddhists in the

Indian Succession Act, 1865; the law of evidence in the

Indian Evidence Act, 1872 ; the principles of contract in the

Indian Contract Act, 1872 ; the matter of injunctions, perform-

ance, and equitable relief in the Specific Relief Act, 1877 ;

the limitation of actions in the Indian Limitation Act, 1877 ;

the law governing promissory notes, bills of exchange, and

cheques in the Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881 ; the subject

of trusts in the Indian Trusts Act, 1882 ; the transfer of

property in the Transfer of Property Act, 1882 ; the accrual of

easements in the Indian I'^asements Act, 1882; company law

in the Indian Companies Act, 1882
;
patents in the Inventions

and Designs Act, 1888; military and cantonment law in the

Indian Articles of War and the Cantonments Act, 1 889 ; and

guardianship in the Guardians and Wards Act, 1890.

In India judges and magistrates are most frequently not

professional lawyers, and to them codification must always be

welcome. But, apart from this consideration, the work accom-

' The Codes now in force .ire those of 1882 and 1S9S itspcctively.
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plished has, on the whole, benefited the country. The Penal

Code is universally regarded as an unmixed gain
'

; and the

same may be said of the two Procedure Codes. The remaining

codifying Acts have been subjected to much adverse criticism

and condemned as being, in so far as they are not superfluous,

calculated to make the law rigid and inelastic ; but they have

certainly rendered it more accessible and tended to improve its

substance. The important branch of the general law relating

to torts still remains to be codified, and it has been suggested

that the leading principles of Hindu and of Muhammadan law

should be similarly dealt with ; but there seems no likelihood at

present of the codification of the law on any of these subjects.

Of recent years considerable progress has been made in the

direction of statute-law revision, and the Indian Statute-book

has been materially improved in form and simplified and

reduced in matter by the passing of such Acts as the Repealing

and Amending Act, 1891, the General Clauses Act, 1897, and

the Indian Short Titles Act, 1897. Much has also been done

in the useful sphere of consolidation, as distinguished from the

more ambitious process of codification. For example, the

Code of Criminal Procedure, 1898, repealed and replaced no

fewer than eighteen separate enactments, and a revised Code

of Civil Procedure, to take the place of a like number of

enactments passed since 1881, is now (1906) before the

Governor-General's Legislative Council. Law-making is in

India a comparatively simple process, for Government measures

are, as a rule, passed without serious difficulty. The conse-

quence is that amending legislation is rather freely resorted to,

the legislature being at once moved to cure any defect or to

remove any doubt that may have been discovered in an Act,

however recently it may have become law. In the United

Kingdom, an amending bill for the most part merely refers to

the Act to be amended and proceeds to lay down the new rule

to be enacted. In India the more exact method of textual

amendment is adopted : that is to say, the required amendments

are precisely drafted for actual incorporation in the original or

principal Act. This practice, although it facilitates consolida-

tion and has many obvious advantages, somewhat disguises the

* ' I do not believe,' said Sir J. Stephen, one of the most distinguished

of the Law Members of Council who have held office in India, 'that any

English lawyer or judge has anything like so accurate and comprehensive

and distinct a knowledge of the criminal law of England as average Indian

civilians have of the Penal Code.'

—

History of the Criminal Law, vol. iii,

p. S^'^-
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fact that tie different parts of what is apparently a homogeneous

whole c'ate from different periods, and there is always the

risk of oversight, which, however, is minimized by the frequent

publication of fresh editions of Acts as amended up to date.

European officers and soldiers in India remain subject to Military

English military law, i.e., in the main, to the Army Act (44 & ^'^^^•

45 Vict., cap. 58). The native troops, on the other hand,

are governed by the Indian Articles of War, which are to be

found in Act V of 1869, an enactment passed by the Governor-

General's Legislative Council under the authority conferred by

Parliament through sec. 73 of the Government of India Act,

1833. Similarly the Governor-General-in-Council has been

authorized by Act of Parliament—sec. 2 of the Indian Marine

Service Act, 1884—to make laws for all persons employed or

serving in, or belonging to, the Royal Indian Marine ; and the

Indian Marine Act, 1887, has accordingly been passed by the

legislature in India.

It has been stated that the supreme legislature in India has Legisla-

certain extra-territorial powers in that it can bind by its laws 1',°"."'
'

.

^ Native
all Native Indian subjects of the King-Emperor wherever they States.

may be, and all British subjects and servants of the Govern-

ment of India anywhere within the Native States of India.

But the Governor-General-in-Council has, in his executive

capacity and as representing the British Crown, still wider

powers ; for he can acquire and exercise within the territories

of Indian Native chiefs, and of adjoining Asiatic States, powers

of legislation and jurisdiction obtained by capitulation, agree-

ment, grant, usage, sufferance, or other lawful means, extending

to persons who are not British subjects, and similar to those

exercised by the Crown in foreign countries in pursuance of

the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts and the Orders in Council there-

under. The existence of such powers and jurisdiction is

declared under the Indian (Foreign Jurisdiction) Order in

Council, 1902.

In the Native States generally the law that runs is that

locally imposed by the ruler, guided by the Government of

India acting through its political officers. But in numerous

circumscribed areas — particularly cantonments, residency-

bazars, and railway-lands—legislative functions and jurisdiction

have from time to time been obtained by cession or otherwise,

and for such places the Governor-General in (Executive)

Council makes territorial laws, applying Acts of the British

Indian legislature or framing distinct enactments, and estab-

lishing courts for the administration of justice. For example,
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in the Civil and Military Station of Bangalore, situated within

Mysore, the Indian Penal Code and the Code of Criminal

Procedure have been applied, and under the latter regular

courts have been created ; while, for the better conduct of its

municipal affairs, there has been framed a separate and self-

contained law, entitled the Bangalore Municipal Law, 1897.

These laws, which obviously form no part of the British Indian

Statute-book, may be found in the volumes published by the Gov-

ernment of India under the style of British Enactments in force

in Native States. Apart, however, from areas thus exceptionally

situated, and save under such special circumstances as prevail

during the minority or incapacity of a ruling chief, the policy

of the Government of India is not to interfere with the indige-

nous law, or oust the jurisdiction of the courts, of a Native

State in cases affecting its subjects alone. Within limits fixed

by the supervision of the British Government, the native law

varies from that of a principality in which the word of the

ruler is still despotic, to that of a State like Mysore, which has

established a legislature in close imitation of a British Indian

Legislative Council and has adopted the Indian Penal Code.

Position of As regards European foreigners in Native territory, the exercise
Luropean

^^ jurisdiction is assumed by the British Government : for an
foreigners. •'

.

... . . .

Indian native chief is not permitted to have any diplomatic or

official intercourse with any foreign power, and it is universally

recognized that, for international purposes, his territory must

be regarded as a part of the British empire.

Native
courts

prior to

British oc

cnpation.

Courts

By Hindu law the king is recognized as the fountain of

justice, and the Shastras require him to maintain permanent

courts and to preside in them himself. But no judicial system

worthy of the name can be said to have been established, for

the whole judicial authority, except such as might be exercised

by the king in person, was left vaguely in the hands of

Brahmans. By them the law was expounded, and effect was

given to it by the executive, the place of regular courts being

taken in part by commissions appointed by the ruler in a

summary manner and usually from motives of Court favour, and

in part by bodies of arbitrators or panchdyats, acting sometimes

under the authority of the state and sometimes as arbitrators

by consent of parties. The original theory of Islam was that

the law is independent of the state ; and justice was administered

according to the Koran by Kazis, sitting in regular courts with

Muftis and Maulvis to assist them, and acting on application
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under fixed rules of procedure. By this agency matters relating

to marriage, adoption, inheritance, and the rights of private

property generally, as well as all but the most serious offences

and such as threatened the public safety, were dealt with. But

the ruler was not altogether excluded, even under Muhammadan
usage, from control over the administration of justice, while the

customary law of the countries overrun by Musalman conquest

was interpreted according to the will of the conqueror and

asserted in an arbitrary manner by his officers. Throughout,

indeed, the real power remained in the hands of the executive,

who did not hesitate to intervene when and to whatever extent

they thought fit. Thus, under the arrangements with which

the British were confronted in Bengal, the law was admin-

istered at head-quarters by the Nawab Nazim himself in capital

cases, by his deputy, the Naib Nazim, in other cases of major

importance, and by faiijdtlrs, viuhtasils, and kotwals in cases

of a less serious character ; while in the interior, or what is

known as the Mofussil, zaminddrs were allowed to exercise

local jurisdiction, reporting their decisions to the Nawab in

capital cases only, and being otherwise practically uncontrolled.

But, just as the early charters of the East India Company Company's

conferred a vague authority to make laws, so did they give the ^^^^^

Company a general power to administer justice. In that which

Charles II granted in 1683 it was directed that courts of

judicature, each to consist of a lawyer and two merchants,

should be established at such places as the Company might

appoint ; and this direction was repeated in the charter of

James II in 1686 and in that of William III in 1698. In

1726, however, the necessity for a more regularly constituted

judicial authority led the Court of Directors to petition the

king to establish Mayor's Courts ; and three such courts, com-

posed in each instance of the mayor and nine aldermen, were

created at Fort William (Calcutta), Madras, and Bombay, for

the trial of actions between Eurojjeans within those towns and

the dependent factories. From them an appeal was allowed to

the Presidency Governments ; and, in cases involving sums

exceeding Rs. 4,000, a further appeal lay to the King in

Council. In 1753 these courts were re-established under

revised letters patent, and Courts of Requests for the deter-

mination of suits of value not exceeding Rs. 20 were simul-

taneously introduced, both classes of tribunal being declared

subject to the control of the Court of Directors. As regards

the Mofussil, the powers and duties of government in Bengal

had been delegated by the Mughal emperor to tlie Nawab
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Na.-^im at Muishidabad ; but the victories of the English

gradually dislodged the authority of the latter, and in the year

1765 the practical transfer of sovereign rights was secured

by Clive through the grant of the Diwani. By this grant the

Nizamat or Faujdari, that is to say, the administration of

criminal justice, was left with the Nawab, and in consequence

Muhammadan law was retained and administered, as before, in

Muhammadan courts by Muhammadan officers. The collection

of the revenue and the administration of civil justice, on the

other hand, passed with the Diwani ; but, while responsibility

in these departments was thus accepted by the Company, they

were still conducted through native agency. These arrange-

ments failed, and confusion resulted until, in 1771, the Directors

resolved to undertake the entire management of the revenues,

together with the administration of civil, as well as criminal,

justice.

At this juncture Hastings was transferred from Madras to

Bengal, where, on his arrival early in 1772, he proceeded to

reorganize the affairs of the Company in general and the

judicial system in particular. Mofussil diwani addlats, or civil

courts of first instance, were located in the Districts, and these

were presided over by European Zila judges in the service of

the Company, with the assistance of Hindu and Muhammadan
law officers ; while, in order to relieve them of the trial of petty

suits. Registers and native commissioners, known as Sadr

Amins and Munsifs, were appointed. For the immediate

supervision of these, provincial civil courts of appeal, each

composed of four European judges, were provided, and over

all was placed a Sadr Diwani Addlat, or chief civil court of

appeal, which was composed of the Governor and Council,

assisted by native officers. The impossibility of allowing the

crude penal law of the Musalman system to be followed was at

the same time recognized, and here also radical alterations

were made. Provincial courts of criminal judicature, or

Mofussil nizamat addlais, were created, and, while Muham-
madan officers continued to sit in them, their proceedings were

supervised by the Company's servants. Courts of circuit, pre-

sided over by the judges of the provincial civil appellate courts

above referred to, were constituted as courts of criminal appeal

and reference over the inferior courts and magistracy, and

a Sadr Nizamat Addlat was established, as a chief court of

criminal appeal, alongside the Sadr Diwani Adalat.

The affairs of the country had by this time been brought

before the House of Commons, and, on the report of a com-
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mittee condemning the Mayor's Courts, the Crown was moved
to issue another rhdrter of justice for Bengal. The result was

the enactment by Parliament of the Regulating Act of 1773,
under which the King in Council established a Supreme Court

at P'ort William, consisting of a chief justice and puisne judges

who were professional lawyers. This tribunal superseded the

Mayor's Court, but left the Court of Requests untouched ; and
its charter gave it full power and authority, subject to a right of

appeal to the Privy Council in cases exceeding Rs. 4,000 in

value, to exercise all manner of jurisdicti<^n throughout Bengal,

Bihar, and Orissa. But the Act and the charter were alike

silent as to the relations of the new court and the executive,

and both altogether ignored the Adalats which had been

created under the scheme introduced by Hastings. In the

Supreme Court the civil and criminal law administered was

English, as also was the procedure followed. In the Sadr

Adalats and other courts of the Company, the judges knew
nothing of English law, and were required by executive order

to proceed according to equity, justice, and good conscience,

unless Hindu or Muhammadan law was in point or some Regu-

lation expressly applied. These two judicial systems were,

therefore, antagonistic : and the omission of the statute to

harmonize them led to difficulties and disputes, which were

only increased by the abortive attempt of Hastings to appoint

Impey, the chief justice of the Supreme Court, to the bench of

the Sadr Dhvani Add/at, and had in 1781 to be removed by

the intervention of Parliament and the passing of the Declara-

tory Act. By that enactment the Governor-General and his

Councillors were exempted from the jurisdiction of the

Supreme Court ; and not only was the independent existence

of the Company's courts recognized, but the Supreme Court

was debarred from exercising any jurisdiction in matters con-

cerning the revenue or the Regulations of the Government.

Thus the powers of the Supreme Court were limited and dis-

tinguished from those of the Sadr and other courts of the

Company. Sixteen years later an Act of 1797 extended its

jurisdiction, as thus curtailed and defined, to the province of

Benares and all places for the time being included in Bengal.

In Madras and Bombay there was the same sequence of events,

and the judicial system was laid down on similar lines; but

there the Mayor's Courts were first superseded by Recorder's

Courts, which were Mayor's Courts strengthened by the

addition to each of a legal president, and these were not

replaced by Su[)rcmc ("<nuts till the years 1801 and i8:!3,

VOL. IV. L
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have been from the first distinguished by the provision made
for the disposal of petty cases through the agency of village

headmen -aw^ patichayats.

The present system may be said to have been inaugurated

by the passing of the Indian High Courts Act, 1861. In 1852

it had been urged upon the Parliamentary Committee for East

Indian affairs that it was desirable that the Supreme and Sadr

Courts in each Presidency should be consolidated, so as to

unite the legal training of the English lawyers who sat in the

one with the intimate knowledge of native customs, habits, and

laws possessed by the civil servants who presided over the

other. The necessary Act of Parliament was passed nine years

Chartered later, and by it the Crown was empowered to establish High
J:^ig'i Courts of Judicature for Bengal, Madras, and Bombay, and
Courts. „ ; , T, • PA , • ,1

eventually for the Province 01 Agra ; and it was enacted that,

upon the establishment of these, both the Supreme and the

Sadr Courts should be abolished. The judges were to be

appointed by the Crown, and to hold office during the pleasure

of the sovereign ; and, while at least one-third of their number

were, in each case, to be barristers or members of the Faculty

of Advocates of Scotland, one-third were to be filled from the

judicial branch of the civil service, the remaining places being

available for the appointment of native lawyers. The jurisdic-

tion and powers of each court were to be fixed by its letters

patent ; and it was to be charged with the superintendence of all

subordinate courts and with the framing of rules, subject to the

sanction of the Governor-General-in-Council, for the conduct

of business. In pursuance of these provisions charters were

issued in 1862, and reissued in 1865, to constitute the High

Courts of Bengal, Madras, and Bombay, and in 1866 a similar

charter created a High Court at Allahabad. In the case of

Bengal ^ the High Court is vested with ordinary original juris-

diction in respect of suits of every description (except small

causes) within the Presidency town, and an appeal lies from

a judge on the original, to a bench on the appellate, side. Its

extraordinary original jurisdiction enables it to remove and try

any suit on the file of a subordinate court, either with the con-

sent of parties or to further the ends of justice. It is also

constituted a court of appeal from all the lower civil courts

;

and it has, as regards the persons and estates of infants, idiots,

and lunatics, the powers which were formerly vested in the

* Assam was orii^inally part of Bengal, and it remains within ihe

jurisdiction of the High Court of Fort William at Calcutla.
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Supreme Court. Further, it has jurisdiction as a court for the

relief of insolvents ; all the admiralty, ecclesiastical, testa-

mentary, and intestate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court ; and

jurisdiction in matters matrimonial between Christian subjects

of His Majesty. Finally, its ordinary original criminal juris-

diction is in respect of all persons within and without Bengal

and not within the limits of the jurisdiction of any other court

;

it is vested with extraordinary original criminal jurisdiction over

all persons residing in places formerly within the reach of the

Sadr Court ; and it is a supreme court of appeal, reference, and

revision. The letters patent of the High Courts of Madras and

Bombay are the same in all important respects as the Bengal

charter; and the High Court at Allahabad is similarly con-

stituted, save that, there being no Presidency town, provision

is not made for the exercise of ordinary original jurisdiction

except as regards criminal proceedings against European

British subjects. Trial by jury is the rule in original criminal

cases before the High Courts, but juries are never employed in

civil suits in India.

The establishment of these tribunals was followed by the Chief

constitution in 1866 of a Chief Court for the Punjab, framed Courts nnd

on the same model but deriving its authority from the Indian Coimuis-

legislature, and composed of a chief judge and judges appointed sioners.

by the Governor-General-in-Council ; and in 1900 a similar

court was established at Rangoon for Lower Burma. As in

the case of the High Court at Allahabad, the Chief Court at

Lahore does not exercise ordinary original jurisdiction save in

respect of accused European British subjects ; but the Burma
Chief Court is constituted the principal civil and criminal court

of original jurisdiction for Rangoon, which stands very much
on the footing of a Presidency town. In each of the other

Provinces, the place of a High Court or Chief Court is taken

by one or more Judicial Commissioners ', who are appointed

by the Govc^imcnt of India and exercise authority by virtue

of various Indian enactments.

The Code of Criminal Procedure provides for the conslitu- Inferior

tion of inferior crinu'nal courts, styled courts of session and *^"'"'"''*^

courts nf magistrates. Every Province— outside a Presidency under

town— is divided into sessions divisions, consisting of one or P''<^scnt

more Districts, ror every sessions division the Local Govern- Sessions

ment is bound to establish a court of session and to ap|)()int courts,

a Sessions Judge, and [)rovision is made for the furtiur .ippoint-

' In Siiul the Judici.il Commissioner is dcsiyiialod Ju'lj^e ol llic Sa.lr

Court.

L 2
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nient, if need be, of Additional and Assistant Sessions Judges.

Subject to the territorial limits of their respective jurisdictions,

these stationary sessions courts, which take the place of the

assizes held by a Judge of the High Court on circuit in

England, are competent to try all accused persons duly com-

mitted and to inflict any punishment authorized by law ; but

every sentence of death is subject to confirmation by the

highest court of criminal appeal in the Province. Below them

come the courts of magistrates, who are partly members of the

Indian Civil Service and partly drawn from the locally recruited,

and mainly native, Provincial services. Magistrates' courts are

of three classes, those of the first having power to pass sentences

of two years' imprisonment and a fine of Rs. 1,000, those of

the second sentences of six months' imprisonment and a fine

of Rs. 200, and those of the third sentences of one month's

imprisonment and a fine of Rs. 100. Their powers are also

defined by territorial limits, and with reference to the various

classes of crime, a schedule to the Code setting forth, in regard

to each offence, the grade of magistrate competent to try it.

Magistrates of the first class, or of a lower class if specially

authorized, are also enabled to commit for trial by the court of

session such offences as are not within their cognizance or for

which they are incompetent to inflict adequate punishment.

The Local Government may, in a non-regulation Province ^
invest any magistrate of the first class Avith power to try, as

such, any offence not punishable with death, and it may
nominate special magistrates to dispose of particular cases or

particular classes of cases in any area outside the Presidency

towns. Provision is also made, and largely resorted to in the

towns, for the appointment of honorary magistrates, for the

formation of benches of magistrates, honorary or stipendiary,

and for the appointment in the Presidency towns of Presidency

magistrates to try minor offences and commit to the High

Court persons charged with more heinous crime.

The Code further confers on the magistracy large powers,

carefully defined and safeguarded, for the prevention of

offences : as, for example, power to require security for good

behaviour or for keeping the peace, power to deal with unlawful

assemblies, and power to abate or remove public nuisances.

It is not always possible to empanel an efficient jury in the

Mofussil ; and trials before courts of session are, therefore, con-

ducted with the aid either of assessors —who merely assist, but

' As to Regulation and Non-rcgulalion Provinces, see clmps. i and ii of

this volume.
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do not bind, the judge by their opinions— or of jurors, accord-

ing to the general orders of the Local Government. And,

where the agency of juries is used, the Code directs the

Sessions Judge, if he considers that a jury has returned a

manifestly wrong verdict, to submit the case to the High

Court, which is empowered to set aside or modify the finding.

An Indian jury consists of nine persons in trials before a High

Court, and in other trials of such uneven number up to nine as

may be prescribed by the Local Government ; and the opinion

of the majority is allowed to prevail. From a conviction by

a second or third-class magistrate an appeal lies to the District

Magistrate or to any specially empowered first-class magis-

trate ; and, subject to certain limitations, original convic- Aj peal

tions by magistrates of the first class are appealable to the ^",-
•

Sessions Judge, whose own original convictions are in turn

appealable to the highest court in the Province. The latter

court is empowered to call for and examine the record of any

proceeding before any subordinate court for the purpose of

satisfying itself as to the correctness, legality, propriety, or

regularity of any finding, sentence, or order. A finding of

acquittal is ordinarily final, but may be appealed against under

the special orders of the Local Government or revised by the

chief court in the Province in the exercise of its discretionary

powers above referred to. This procedure is not, however,

adopted save in the case of some manifest failure of justice.

The system of Indian law thus allows considerable latitude in

the matter of appeal. The inferior social standing of the

native judiciary of the lower grades ; the imperfect legal train-

ing of all the judges in early days ; the general want, so far

as the Mofussil is concerned, of the wholesome restraint exer-

cised by a strong bar ; and the absence of public opinion and
of an intelligent press—these are among the reasons which

have rendered a free right of appeal and a wide power of

review and revision necessary to prevent injustice. Tinally,

the prerogative of mercy is exercisable in India by both

the Governor-General in-Council and the particular Local

Government concerned, without prejudice to the superior

power of the Crown.

The constitution and jurisdiction of the inferior civil Inferior

courts in each Province are determined by special Acts or
civil court?

Regulations. Under these the arrangements made differ in prcseiu

nomenclature and otherwise ; but they are all similar in system,

essential respects, and it will sufifice to describe the system

which prevails over the widest area, the reader being left to
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refer to the various enactments passed to regulate the matter

elsewhere*. In the first place it may again be mentioned that

civil suits are never tried by jury. Throughout Bengal, the

Province of Agra, and Assam, there are three classes of courts,

those of District Judges, Subordinate Judges, and Munsifs.

Ordinarily, one District and Sessions Judge is appointed to

each administrative District, and he presides, in the former

capacity, in its principal civil court of original jurisdiction.

His jurisdiction extends—subject to the provisions of the Code

of Civil Procedure, which require every suit to be instituted in

the court of the lowest grade competent to try it—to all original

suits, and he is vested with administrative control over, and the

distribution of business among, all the other civil courts within

the District. For these offices members of the Indian Civil

Service, or, in accordance with the recommendations of the

Public Service Commission of 1888, members of the Provincial

Civil Service, alone are selected. Next to the District Judge

come Subordinate Judges with coextensive original jurisdiction
;

while the lowest courts are presided over by Munsifs, whose

jurisdiction is ordinarily limited to suits not exceeding Rs. 1,000

in value, a limit which may be extended to Rs. 2,000. Sub-

ordinate Judges and Munsifs are appointed from the Subordi-

nate judicial service, recruitment for which is, in practice, left

in the hands of the High Court. The persons selected are, as

a rule, natives of India, and are frequently members of the native

bar. In the less advanced Provinces, however, there is often

no such separate service, the local civil courts being presided

over by officers of the ordinary administrative staff, from Com-
missioners down to iahslldars. Besides the civil courts

described above, there are in the Mofussil a number of special

Courts of Small Causes with jurisdiction to try, in a summary
manner and subject to a limited right of appeal, simple money-

suits not exceeding Rs. 500 in value, a limit which may be

raised to Rs. 1,000 in particular cases; and where such special

courts have not been constituted, the Local Government may

* The principal enactments referred to are the Bombay Civil Courts Act,

1S69; the Ajmer Courts Regulation, 1877; the Punjab Courts Act, 1884;

the Coorg Courts Regulation, 1885; the Madras Civil Courts Act, 18S5;

the Upper Burma Civil Justice Regulation, 1S86; the Bengal, North-

Western Provinces, and Assam Civil Courts Acts, 1887; the Madras
Village Courts Act, 18S8; the British Baluchistan Civil Justice Regulation,

1890; ihe North-Western Provinces and Oudh Village Courts Act, 1S92;

the Lower Burma Couits Act, 1900; the North-West Frontier Province

Law and Justice Regulation, 1901 ; and the Central Provinces Civil Courts

Act, 1904.
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confer upon selected Subordinate Judges and Munsifs jurisdic-

tion to try, as 'small causes,' suits up to such value, not exceeding

Rs. 500 in the case of a Subordinate Judge or Rs. 100 in

the case of a Munsif, as it thinks fit. Finally, for the trial of Presidency

petty cases at Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, where the ^J"^^^

chartered High Courts have original jurisdiction within the Courts.

Presidency towns, Small Cause Courts have since 1850 taken

the place of the old Courts of Requests, and are invested with

jurisdiction to dispose of money-suits when the amount or

value of the subject-matter does not exceed Rs. 2,000, and suits

of even higher value where the parties consent. At Madras Madras

the experiment has been tried of still further relieving the City Civil

High Court by the constitution, under the Madras City Civil

Court Act, 1892, of a City Civil Court with jurisdiction to try,

exceptis excipiendis, all suits not exceeding Rs. 2,500 in value.

In the Southern Presidency, and also in the United Provinces, Village

the leading residents of villages may be appointed to sit, singly ^""sifs.

as Munsifs or together on benches, and under a similar pro-

cedure to dispose of petty claims valued at not more than

Rs. 20, or with the consent of parties, Rs. 200. As insolvency insolvency

courts the chartered High Courts at Calcutta, Madras, and courts.

Bombay have jurisdiction in the Presidency towns under an

Act of Parliament of 1848; but in the Mofussil there is no

special bankruptcy law, although the ordinary civil courts can,

under the Code of Civil Procedure, provide a certain amount
of relief for insolvent debtors '. As regards appeals, there is Appeals,

much the same latitude, and for the same reasons, as in con-

nexion with criminal cases. Outside Small Cause Court

jurisdiction, an appeal lies from every decision of a Munsif

to the District Judge, but the latter is enabled to transfer such

appeals to Subordinate Judges for disposal. Similarly, every

decree or order made by a Subordinate Judge is appealable to

the District Judge, unless the value of the original suit exceeded

Rs. 1,000, in which case the appeal lies to the High Court.

The decisions of a District Judge are liable to be taken on

appeal to the High Court, and second or special appeals to the

High Court are allowed in certain cases.

The legal abilities of the natives of India have long been Native

recognized, and in the agency provided for the administration ''*t>'^"cy
_°

.
D y 1

_ _
predumi-

of justice the native element largely predominates. The civil nant.

courts of grades below that of the District Judge are, as a rule,

presided over entirely by natives, and the same may be said of

' An Insolvency Hill is at jnesent i<>o6 before the Governor- (.icncral's

Legislative Cf>uncil.
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Privy

Council.

Language
of courts.

all but the principal magisterial courts. Eight natives of India

now (1906) occupy seats on the benches of the chartered High

Courts, and two are judges of the Punjab Chief Court. The
most exalted judicial offices are, therefore, open to them ; and

the names of Dwarka Nath Mitter in Bengal, Muttuswami

Ayyar in Madras, and Ranade in Bombay need only be men-

tioned to prove that they have filled them with distinction.

The Crown has by prerogative an inherent general power,

controlled and regulated by Acts of Parliament, Orders in

Council, and local rules, to hear appeals from its subjects

beyond the seas : and that power is now exercised through the

Judicial Committee of the Privy Onmcil under a statute of

1833. 'J"o the Judicial Committee the sovereign may refer

any matter whatsoever for advice ; but, apart from this, the

conditions of appeal from India are regulated by the charters

of the High Courts, supplemented as to civil cases by the pro-

visions of the Code of Civil Procedure. In civil matters an

appeal at present lies (a) from a final decree passed on appeal

by a High Court or other court of final appellate jurisdiction
;

{b) from a final decree passed by a High Court in the exercise

of its original jurisdiction ; and {c) from any other decree, if

the case is certified by the High Court to be fit for appeal to

the Privy Council. In the first two cases the value of the

subject-matter of the suit in the court of first instance must be

Rs. 10,000 or upwards, as must also be the value of the matter

in dispute on appeal to His Majesty in Council, or the decree

must involve some claim to, or question respecting, property of

the like value ; and, when the decree appealed from affirms

the decision of the court immediately below, the appeal must

also involve some substantial question of law. In criminal cases

a right of appeal is given—subject to the opinion of the High

Court that the case is a fit one for appeal—from any judgement,

order, or sentence of a High Court made in the exercise of

original jurisdiction, or in any criminal case where a point of

law has been reserved for the opinion of the High Court.

The provisions of the law of British India do not, however,

restrict His Majesty's prerogative right to give special leave

to appeal.

The Procedure Codes leave it to each Local Government to

decide what shall be the language of the subordinate courts,

and in that language all the proceedings are conducted, unless

the parties concerned agree to another arrangement. In this

way Hind! and Bengali, as the case maybe, are the vernaculars

used in the courts of Bengal, Urdu is the court-language of the
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Punjab, and so on. The records of the proceedings and the

judgements deUvered may, however, be written in EngHsh or

(in the case of judgements) in the mother-tongue of the pre-

siding ofificer, instead of in the language of the court. In

the chartered High Courts the language always employed is

English, the use of which is, except in so far as the examination

of witnesses is concerned, becoming more and more frequent

in the lower courts.

.Side by side with the civil courts are revenue courts, pre- Revenue

sided over by officers charged with the duty of settling and <^°"''^^-

collecting the land revenue. The interference of the civil with

the revenue courts involves a question which has long been

a vexed one in India. The exercise of jurisdiction by the

Supreme Court had, it will be remembered, to be restrained

by statute in 1781 : but the Company's courts showed them-

selves not a whit less anxious to intervene. Taking the side

of the executive, Lord Cornwallis began in 1787 by making

the Collectors of revenue also Zila Judges, transferring all

revenue cases to them in their dual capacity, and allowing an

appeal only to the Board of Revenue and the Governor-General-

in-Council. But the experience of six years caused him to

execute a complete volte-face, and he ended by adopting the

principle that the Government should 'divest itself of the

power of infringing, in its executive capacity, the rights and

privileges which, as exercising the legislative authority, it had

conferred on the landholders.' Collectors of revenue were,

therefore, not only deprived of the power of adjudicating

on the legality of their own acts, but rendered amenable

to the ordinary courts. The pendulum has swung back-

wards and forwards several times since then, and to the

present day the rival claims of the two classes of courts

remain unsettled : but, on the whole, it may be said that, so

far as the assessment and collection of land revenue is con-

cerned, and in purely fiscal matters, the civil courts are now
generally excluded from interfering. On the other hand, all

questions of title to land have been brought within the cog-

nizance of the civil courts ; rent suits, which were long triable

by revenue officers alone, are in some parts of India, notably

in Bengal, now relegated for disposal to the ordinary courts

;

and, where such suits are still dealt with by revenue officers,

their procedure is assimilated to that of the civil courts, and

recourse may be had to the latter on questions of title.

Another controversial matter is the union of executive with Union of

judicial functions. The unit of British Indian administration
^"^^'"^'^^
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nnd is the District, and the chief executive officer in each is the
judicial Collector-Magistrate or Deputy Commissioner. In his executive

capacity this official is charged with the collection of the various

branches of the revenue, and with a variety of other administra-

tive functions which have been described in chapter ii of this

volume. At the same time, he is the chief local magistrate,

and is, as such, vested with extensive judicial authority. He is

himself a magistrate of the first class, and can undertake such

criminal work, original and appellate, as he chooses. He has

the widest powers conferred by the Criminal Procedure Code
for the prevention of crime, the suppression of disturbance, and

the abatement of nuisances. He is competent to transfer cases

for trial from one magistrate to another, or to himself. He can

call for the records of any proceedings, and submit the case to

the High Court for revision. He is empowered to order the

commitment for trial of any accused person who has, in his

opinion, been improperly discharged. Moreover, other magis-

trates of the first class are almost invariably also Assistant or

Deputy Collectors, so that, although not subject to his appellate

jurisdiction qua judicial officers, they are, in their executive

capacity, his immediate subordinates. His o^vn decisions are,

however, appealable to the Sessions Judge, and he is himself

subject to the superintendence and control of the High Court,

while, as a matter of fact, he has but little time to devote to

criminal cases, and seldom, if ever, interferes with them. But

to the Western mind the arrangement may seem anomalous

;

and it has been urged, not only that the Collector's judicial

authority should be taken away, but that, in the subordinate

ranks also, executive and judicial functions should be dissociated

and assigned to different officers. On the other hand, the

union is one to which the people of India are well accustomed,

for it has existed from time immemorial in the East, and

separation is the rule only of the most advanced Western

communities. The matter has often been under consideration,

and the question whether, or how far, the suggested separation

is practicable is once more engaging the attention of the

Government of India.

European The exclusive jurisdiction over Europeans long asserted by
British ^hg Crown Courts, and the complete independence of all other
subiccts •

and the tribunals at first clamied for them, have now almost entirely

courts. disappeared. Under the Criminal Procedure Code, a European

British subject, as there defined \ may be tried—save for con-

' The defmiiion includes colonial subjects of Ilis Majesty of whatever

race, and childien and grandcliildren by legitimr.te descent.
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tempt in open court—only before a judge or magistrate who is

a justice of the peace ^; and, when tried before a District

Magistrate, a Sessions Judge, or a High Court, he can claim the

right of a trial by jury, of which not less than one-half must be

Europeans or Americans. Moreover, when a European British

subject is dealt with under the special provisions of the

European Vagrancy Act, 1874, he cannot be required to give

security for good behaviour under the ordinary law ; but on

being declared a vagrant or found guilty of certain offences

under that Act, he becomes subject to the provisions of the

code applicable to a European who is not a British subject.

Finally, a right of the nature of habeas corpus is secured to

European British subjects in any part of British India, whereas

similar protection is afforded to natives only within the Presi-

dency towns. Otherwise Europeans and natives in British

India are subject to the same civil and criminal jurisdiction

;

but the courts in the Native States are not allowed to try the

former, who must be taken before British tribunals established

locally in the exercise of foreign jurisdiction, or before courts

of competent jurisdiction in British India.

The appointment of coroners for the holding of inquests Coroners.

with the aid of juries on the bodies of persons coming to an

untimely end was first provided for by the East India Company
Act, 1793, the judges of the Supreme Courts being charged

with the performance of these functions. Now coroners are

appointed for the Presidency towns of Calcutta and Bombay
only, and in the rest of British India their duties are under-

taken by the ordinary staff of magistrates and police officers,

unaided by jurors.

The various classes of legal practitioners in India are Legal

advocates. Vakils, and attorneys (solicitors) of High Courts, P'^^^''

and pleaders, Mukhtars, and revenue-agents. Advocates are

admitted by each High ('ourt to practise in it and its sub-

ordinate courts, and they alone are allowed to appear on the

original side of the chartered High Courts. The majority of

them are Europeans ; but native barristers are becoming more

and more numerous. Vakils are persons qualified as Bachelors

of Law of an Indian University, who are admitted, after having

served articles of clerkship and otherwise proved their fitness,

' luiropean British subjects alone may be aiipoinled to be justices of

tlie peace outside the Presidency towns ; but certain hiyli officials, as well

as Sessions Judges and District Magistrates, are ex-officio justices. Now-

adays they have, as justices, no judicial functions to perform, and their

existence is of little practical importance save in respect of accused

l'",uropean I'ritish subjects.
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to practise on the appellate side of a chartered High Court.

They are, with but few exceptions, natives. Attorneys are

required to qualify before admission to practise in much the

same way as solicitors in England, and their ranks are filled

by both Europeans and natives. But the rule that a solicitor

must instruct counsel {)revails only in practice on the original

side of a chartered High Court, and consequently few attorneys

are to be found anywhere except in the Presidency towns.

Pleaders and Mukhtars are admitted to practise in subordinate

courts in accordance with rules framed by the various High

Courts, while the appearance of revenue-agents and others

before revenue courts is similarly superintended by the chief

controlling revenue authority in each Province. Pleaders are

of a higher grade than Mukhtars, whose practice is confined to

the lowest civil and criminal courts, and to the revenue courts
;

and in the Regulation Provinces the Subordinate judicial

services are in the main recruited from tlie former body. The
Legal Practitioners Act, 1879, provides for the suspension and

dismissal of legal practitioners for unprofessional conduct, for

their supervision generally, and for the suppression of touting.

Law With the object of diminishing the multitude and expense
Reports.

^^ ^^^ published Law Reports and of improving their quality,

the Government of India has undertaken the publication of

authorized reports of important cases decided by the chartered

High Courts ; and the legislature has dealt with the matter by

enacting in the Indian Law Reports Act, 1875, that no court

shall be bound to hear cited, or shall receive or treat as an

authority binding upon it, any but the authorized report of

such a case, if decided after the commencement of that Act.

Accordingly the Indian Law Reports, so entitled, are prepared

by official reporters in four different series, one for each of the

High Courts, under the supervision of local councils of law-

reporting, on which both the bench and the bar are represented.

They contain cases selected from among those decided by the

chartered High Courts, as well as cases decided by the Privy

Council on appeal. But the provision made by the Act is, on

the face of it, incomplete ; for, as has been shown, many of

the Provinces are without chartered High Courts, and the

inferior courts of one Province are not bound by the decisions

of even the highest court of another. The system has, there-

fore, been supplemented by the publication, more or less under

official guidance or recognition, of other reports, such as those

to be found in the Pimjab Record. An alphabetical digest of

reported cases decided by the chartered High Courts and the
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Privy Council has alsr. iieen compiled under the orders uf

Government.

Law Officers

The Legislative Department of the Government of India corrc- LawMcui-

snonds with the office of the Parliamentary Counsel in England, ,
" .^'

•

. .
, , .

Legislative
and IS in charge of the Law Member of Council. All Govern- Depart-

ment measures introduced in the supreme legislature are drafted "?^"' "*^

by its officers, and the Secretary is also the Secretary to the u^ent of

Council and attends the meetings both of the Council and of Indir;.

select committees. The Department is responsible for the

publication of Acts, for the drafting of statutory rules an 1

orders, and for the settling of Regulations under the statute of

1870, and it is further required to assist the other departments

with legal advice in regard to certain specified questions of

a non-litigious nature. The Bengal and Burma Legislative

Councils have official draftsmen of their own, but the other

local legislatures still depend for the drafting of their measures

on their ordinary legal advisers.

The principal law officer of the Government of India is the Advocates-

Advocate-General of Bengal, who is appointed by the Crown ^"*^''^

'

under sec. 29 of the Government of India Act, 1858, and whose

functions, besides those of advising the Government and con-

ducting its litigation, are referred to in sec. 1 1 1 of the East India

Company Act, 181 3, the Codes of Civil and Criminal Procedure,

and certain other enactments. The Advocate-General is the

leader of the local bar, and is always nominated a member of

the Provincial Legislative Council. At Calcutta he is assisted Standinjj

by the Standing Counsel and has also at his disposal the
aj^j"'(jov.

services of the Government Solicitor there. The Governments emment

of Madras and Bombay have each an Advocate-General similarly
Solicitors,

appointed, as also a Government Solicitor ; and the Bombay
Government is further provided with the services of a Legal Lei;al

Remembrancer and an Assistant Legal Remembrancer, who J^*^'"^'"-
. .

' branctrs
are ordinarily members of the judicial branch of the Indian and other

Civil Service. The Government of Bengal consults the Bengal f^f'^^ers ot

Local
Advocate-General, the Standing Counsel, and the Government Govem-
Solicitor, and has besides a Legal Remembrancer and a Deputy mcnts.

Legal Remembrancer, the former a civil servant and the latter

a j)ractlsing barrister ; the United Provinces are furnished with

a civilian Legal Remembrancer and j^rofessional lawyers as

Government Advocate and Assistant Government Advocate

;

the Punjab has a Legal Remembrancer, a Government

Advocate, and a Junior Government Advocate; and Burma
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a Govtrnment Advocate, besides a Secretary to the local Legis-

lative Council. The minor administrations are less fully

equipped; but legal advice can be obtained by them through

the Government of India, and throughout the Mofussil native

G(wernment Pleaders are appointed at the head-quarters of

Districts to assist the local executive officers and appear for

them before the courts.

Sheriffs. There remain to be noticed the three Sheriffs, who are

attached to the High Courts at Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay,

on their original sides, and are charged with the execution of

process, the custody of jurors, and so forth. P2ach Sheriff is

appointed from year to year by the Government on the nom-

ination of the court. He is in practice always a non-official of

influence and standing.

Statistics

Statistics The following figures will serve to indicate the prevalence of
o itiga-

]jtjo-ation and crime in British India, and the extent to which
tion and ° '

Clime. the courts have been resorted to during the twenty years

ending with 1901 :
—
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CHAPTER VI

FINANCE

Prelimi- 'fwo simple facts give the key to the special conditions of

remarks. Indian finance. More than 90 per cent, of the population is

The rural and subsists mainly by agriculture. The total value of
growth of

jj-j^jiaj-j imports and exports rose in the sixty years ending
revenue

.

^ ^ 11
andexpcn- with 1903-4 from 28 to 246 crores of rupees^ Although the

diture. population of India still consists in the main of a poor peasantry,

great strides have been made in the development of her resources,

and her national wealth is growing apace. This economic pro-

gress has been accompanied by an enormous rise in the

revenues and expenditure of the state. The gross revenues of

India amounted to 21 crores in 1840, to 43 crores in 1860-1,

to 70 crores in 1880-1, and to 113 crores in 1900-1. These

figui-es are given merely by way of general illustration : the

acquisition of new territory and changes in the system of finance

and accounts rob them of any claim to form a basis for accurate

financial comparison. The expenditure incurred from these

growing resources represents a complete revolution in the con-

dition of the country. Since the days of the Mutiny, India has

been equipped with the apparatus of a modern civilized state.

The courts of justice, the police, and the jails have been enor-

mously improved. The emoluments of all classes of native

ofificials have been raised, and an increasing share in the work

of administration has been transferred t(j them. A wide system

of public instruction has been developed ; some three thousand

hospitals and dispensaries bring medical relief within reach of

the people ; and large sums have been spent in improving the

sanitary condition of towns and villages. Great systems of

railways and irrigation works have been constructed, and the

post office and telegraph departments have been brought to

a high pitch of efficiency^ These are some of the most impor-

' Financial and Commercial Statistics of British India, tenth issue.

' 'There was formerly in British India, comparatively speaking, little of

wliat we now think the first necessities of a civilized administration.

When, in 1844, ^ f'''^* went from Calcutta to the North-^^'estern Provinces,

I was carried about a thousand miles in a palanquin on men's shoulders.
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tant changes wliich liave taken place, but tliey by no means

exhaust the tale. In many other directions measures have been

carried out to improve the administration and benefit the people

;

and though much yet remains to be done, the general pro-

gress made during the last half-century is sufficiently striking.

It may be asked whether so great and wide an activity, in- Causes of

volving so large an increase of expenditure, is consistent with ^^ growth

the condition of a country the bulk of whose inhabitants are

admittedly poor and unable to bear an incidence of taxation

such as prevails in modern Europe. There need be no hesita-

tion in answering this question in the affirmative. The growth

of revenue which has made the expenditure possible is due to

increasing prosperity and better management, and not to the

imposition of new burdens on the taxpayer. There is no con-

siderable source of Imperial taxation now in existence which

had not already been imposed in i860, and in most cases the

increase in the total receipts has accrued in spite of reductions

in the rate of assessment. The incidence of the land revenue on

the area of cultivation has been much diminished ; the rate of

import duties is smaller, and practically all export duties, except

that on rice, have been abolished ; the salt duty, the only

obligatory tax paid by the masses, has been lowered for practi-

cally the whole population ; the present income-tax is at a less

rate, and has a higher minimum limit of assessment, than that

imposed in i860. The large increase in the excise revenue is

mainly due to enhanced duties accompanying a better ad-

ministration and a more successful suppression of illicit manu-

facture and sale. Municipal and rural rates are the only taxes

which are to some extent of a later origin than i860. The total

municipal taxation amounted in 1902-3 to about 3I crores,

the whole of which is not of /^j/-Mutiny origin. Municipal

taxes or their equivalent existed in some places at an earlier

date, and a portion of the present municipal taxation consists

of items transferred from the Government account. Taking

into account the reductions effected in 1905-6 and 1906-7,

.ind it took some three weeks to toil tlirough a journey which is now

accomplished in twenty-four liours; there were no other means of tiavcUinfj

through the richest and most civilized jiarts of India. Speaking generally,

roads and bridges had only begun lo ap[)ear; railways were not thought of;

the value of irrigation as a means of affording protection to the people

against famine had hardly Ijeen recognized ; there were few barracks in

which English soldiers could live with tolerable health and comfort; there

were few jails in which a sentence of imprisonment did not carry with it

a serious probability that it would prove a sentence of death.'—Sir Jolm

Strachey's India (3rd edition), p. y.

vol.. IV. M
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rural rates now amount to about 3^ crores, and some portion of

this was already paid in i860 in the form of voluntary and other

cesses. The rural rates are included in the general accounts,

and practically the only taxation outside those accounts is that

levied for municipal government,

Explana- Apart from the growth of the revenue, it may occasion surprise

tioii of the that the total (about £85,000,000 in 1904-5) should exceed half

revenue.
^ ^^ amount of the Imperial receipts in so wealthy a country as

the United Kingdom. But in making a comparison between

India and England there are several circumstances of great

importance to be taken into consideration. The population of

British India is more than five times that of the United King-

dom, and the Indian accounts include the figures of eight large

Provinces, each of which is a kingdom in itself. The Govern-

ment of India performs many functions outside those which

ordinarily fall to the state in England. In addition to govern-

ing the peopk, it holds in large parts of the country the position

of a landlord ; it is also a great proprietor of railways, irrigation

works, and forests, and a manufacturer of salt and opium ; it

provides a large portion of the expenditure on national educa-

tion and medical relief ; and it undertakes many duties which

in England are performed by private persons or bodies. Fur-

thermore, it must be remembered that, apart from the 3^ crores

of municipal rates, the Imperial accounts of India include, as

stated above, practically the whole extent of taxation, while in

the United Kingdom the local rates form a heavy addition to

the general burden. But India could not have afforded her

present scale of expenditure were it not that she is fortunate in

deriving more than half her income from sources other than

taxation. The land revenue, the largest item of all, represents

a charge on agricultural profits which would in Western coun-

tries be appropriated by private landlords, and the fact that in

India it is paid to the Government does not alter its nature. A
large but varying sum is derived from opium consumed in

China ; and the forests, the railways, the irrigation works, the

post office, the telegraphs, and the mints all contribute their

quota. The direct taxation of the ]\Iughal empire, raised as it

Avas from a smaller population and cultivated area, and when
the purchasing power of the rupee was considerably higher than

it is now, was hea\ier than that now levied by the Indian

Government '.

' See on this subject Hunter's Indian Empire (3rd edition', pp. 357
and 547 ; Mr. Stanley Lane Poole's Aiirangzeb (Rulers of India series),

chap, vii ; and chap, vii of ihe present volume.
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Before entering on a more detailed description of the finan- History of

cial system it will be convenient to t^ive in brief outline an J^"'-'"'^"^
.

" finance.

account ot the more important mcidents which have attended From the

its growth and influenced its character. 'I'he financial adminis- bc<,nnning

tration of the Company during the first half of the nineteenth nineteenth

century was not marked by great sagacity, and was embarrassed century to

by the need for maintaining a large army and by numerous and
^if,^,iy

costly wars undertaken for the consolidation and protection of

the empire. Between 18 14 and 1S75 t'^ere were twenty-eight

years of deficit and only fifteen years in which the revenues

exceeded the expenditure. Constant borrowing was needed to

meet this heavy drain, and the Government debt rose between

1834 and 1857 from 40 to 60 crores, the whole of which was

for ordinary and military expenditure. The total deficit in the

year of the Mutiny and the two following years amounted to

over 30 crores, and in 1859-60 the expenditure on the army

and military police absorbed half the revenues. A considerable

augmentation of salt, customs, and stamp duties brought little

relief, and the financial position occasioned the gravest alarm.

In this crisis Mr. James Wilson, the first Finance Minister 1860-5.

of India, was sent from England^ His advent inaugurated a

new financial era. The accounts system was put in order, great

reductions were made in the cost of the army and military

police, and economies were effected in all branches of the admin-

istration. The military charges alone were reduced by 6| crores

in three years. At the same time the revenues were increased

by an income-tax imposed as a temporary measure for a period

of five years. ^Vith skilful management the finances showed an

exceedingly rapid recovery. Equilibrium was restored after

two years, and the next four years were on the whole prosperous.

The customs tariff was reformed, and the general rate of import

duties reduced from 10 to i\ per cent., while in 1865 the five

years of the income-tax came to an end.

Then followed a period, extending roughly from 1866-7 ^o 1S66-72.

1869-70, in which the financial authorities had to struggle to

keep pace with the demands made on all sides for funds for

improved administration. Every branch of the service was in

need of more or less costly extension and reform, and the one

item of improved barrack accommodation was estimated to cost

1 1 crcires. The situation was aggravated by a general rise in

prices and wages, and by two severe famines— the Orissa famine

' Prior to Lord Cinninj^'s viceroyalty and Mr. Wilson's appointment

the finances of India had been dealt willi by the Govcrnor-CIeneral nnd

his Council collectively. See chap, i of tliis volume.
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of 1865-7 and the prolonged drought of 1868-70 in the United

Provinces and Rajputana. 'I'he finances were not equal to the

strain, and the first three years of the period showed a total

deficit of more than 6 crores. The income-tax was reintroduced

in 1867-8 in the form of a licence tax, and its scope and rate

were changed from year to year to meet the varying circum-

stances of the times. In 18 70-1 it reached its maximum of

a general tax of 3^- per cent, on all incomes, including those

derived from the land. In the same year a most important

measure was introduced in the interests of economy and good

administration. The Local Governments had possessed,

hitherto, practically no control over their own revenues, and

the grants for the services in each Province were made annually

by the Supreme Government. There was hardly any limit to

the amount of money that could be usefully spent in every part

of India, and the local administrations were naturally impressed

more by their own needs than by the financial embarrassment

of a central and distant Government. In these circumstances,

as Sir Richard Strachey {to whom the credit of the remedial

measures undertaken is largely due) wrote, ' the distribution of

the public income degenerated into something like a scramble,

in which the most violent had the advantage, with very little

attention to reason ; as local economy brought no local advan-

tage, the stimulus to avoid waste was reduced to a minimum,

and as no local growth of the income led to local means of

improvement, the interest in developing the public revenues

was also brought down to the lowest leveU.'

To remedy this grave defect Lord Mayo introduced the

system of making a fixed grant to each Local Government

for the administration of the Provincial services, requiring it

to provide for any additional expenditure by the exercise of

economy and the imposition, where necessary, of local taxes.

The change had the desired effect ; economies were effected

without loss of efficiency ; small local cesses were imposed in

several Provinces ; and the Supreme Government was relieved

of a portion of the annually increasing drain on its resources.

Other measures taken to augment the revenues were a revision

of the stamp duties in 1867-8, and an increase in the rate of

salt duty in Madras and Bombay (where it was much lighter

than in Northern India) in 1869-70. The customs tariff was

revised, and a number of articles were exempted from import

duty at the cost of some loss of revenue. The year 1869-70

resulted in a practical equilibrium of the finances, and the two

' Sir John Strachey's India (3rd edition), p. 113.
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following years showed a large surplus, the growth of the

revenues having at last overtaken the demands for fresh expen-

diture. In 1871-2 and 1872-3 the Government was able to

make large reductions in the income-tax, and at the end of the

latter year it was altogether abolished.

No sooner, however, was equilibrium restored than fresh 1873-6.

difficulties beset the administration, and the years 1873-4 to

1876-7 were fraught with financial embarrassment. The
special obstacles which had now to be encountered were famine

and a falling exchange. In 1873-4 the first note of serious

alarm was sounded in connexion with the decline in the gold

value of silver which was destined to be for so many years the

crux of successive Finance Ministers. In that and the three

following years exchange fell by a total of 2\d. in the rupee,

increasing enormously the cost of making remittances to

England to meet sterling payments. At the same time the

Bihar famine of 1873-4, and the Deccan famine of 1876-8,

cost the Government over 16 crores in special expenditure and

loss of revenue. In consequence of these calamities each of

the years 1873-4, 1876-7, and 1877-8 showed a large deficit.

No fresh taxation was howe\er imposed, and the only important

fiscal change was a reduction in the rate of general import

duties from 7^ to 5 per cent.

We now come to the period of great financial reforms intro- 1877-S3.

duced by vSir John Strachey and com[)leted by Sir Evelyn

Baring (Lord Cromer). Theycover the period 1877-8 to 1882-3.

The programme of reform included the resettlement on a wider

basis of the system of Provincial finance, a scheme for meeting

the periodical loss due to famine, the eciualizalion of the salt

duties, and the abolition of the general import duties. Each of

these matters is discussed either in a later portion of the present

chapter or in chapter viii, and only a general view need be

given here. In the Provincial settlements oi 1 870-1 a fixed

sum had been made over to each Local Government to defray

the cost of Provincial services ; a share in the revenues was ikjw

substituted for this fixed grant. Tliis gave a margin, which

might be increased by careful management, with which to meet

growing expenditure. The settlements were made liable to

periodical revision, and the system thus established has existed

to the present time. The object of the famine policy of Lord

Lytton's Government was to obtain an annual surplus of

i^ crores of ordinary revenue over ordinary expenditure, which

should be ap[)li(cl in ordinary years to the reduction or avoid-

ance of debt, and thus to i)r(j\ ide for the losses and expenditure
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incident to famine without crippling the resources of the state.

A careful investigation of revenue and expenditure showed them

to be almost in equilibrium ; and the additional funds needed

for the famine reserve were provided by diminishing to the

extent of 40 lakhs the assignments for Provincial expenditure,

by a licence tax on the trading classes (estimated to yield

70 lakhs), and by fresh cesses on land (estimated to yield

50 lakhs). In 1878-9 the duty on salt in Northern and

Southern India was equalized at the rate- of l\s. 2-8 a maund,

which in March, 1882, was reduced to Rs. 2. This reform was

of the greatest importance, not only because it largely reduced

the tax for 148 million people, but as enabling the Government

to abolish the great customs line which had previously divided

India into two parts. A duty which had been levied on sugar

carried across the customs line from the North was also abolished.

In 1878 and 1879 the import tax on coarse cotton cloth, which

operated as a protective duty in favour of Indian as against

English goods, was removed and a number of other articles

were placed on the free list. In 1882 the general import duties

v.-ere altogether abolished. The expediency of this course was

questioned at the time, and it will be seen shortly that, when

fresh financial trouble overtook the Government, the duties had

to be reimposed. These important changes in tlie fiscal system

were not carried out during a time of financial ease. In 1877-8,

the first year of the period, famine still raged in Southern India.

During the following three years the Government had to meet

the heavy expenditure of the Afghan ^Var, which amounted to

over 16 crores, exclusive of a contribution made by England,

while in 1878-9 there was a further fall in exchange. These

causes resulted in considerable deficits in 1877-8, 1879-80,

and 1 880-1, but the following three years were prosperous and

in each of them the reorganized fiscal system yielded a con-

siderable surplus. The revenue surrendered under the heads

of salt and customs was far greater than the new revenue

derived from the enhancement of the Provincial rates (land-

cesses) and the licence tax, but the result justified the confidence

placed in the continual growth of the ordinary revenues.

In 1876-7 the gross revenue was about 58^ crores; in 1882-3

it amounted to over 70. Allowing for loss of revenue in the

former year in consequence of the famine in Southern India,

the improvement is equal to about 10 crores. In 1882-3 the

Provincial settlements came up for revision ; and the financial

position was so good that it was found possible to increase the

assignments for Provincial services, and to reduce taxation in
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the United Provinces, where economic progress had not been

satisfactory, by aboHshing the/a/zt/(;n'cess(for the maintenance

of village revenue officers) at a cost of 24 lakhs. A portion of this

tax was reimposed in 1889-90, but again remitted in 1906-7.

The good times which followed Sir John Strachey's reforms 1884-91.

were not of long duration. In 1884-5 ^^ finances were in

practical equilibrium, notwithstanding depression in the wheat

and rice trade (affecting railways and customs), and an un-

usually heavy outlay on opium production ; but two of the

following four years showed a heavy deficit, and in the remain-

ing two a small surplus was secured only by partially suspending

the famine insurance grant. This deterioration resulted from

a heavy fall in exchange, increased military expenditure, and

the annexation of Upper Burma. Exchange fell by 3^^. in the

rupee, and every fall of a penny meant an additional expendi-

ture of over one crore. In 1885 occurred the Panjdeh incident

on the Russo-Afghiin border and the conquest of Upper Burma.

The imminent danger of war with Russia involved an outlay on

military preparation of two crores, and the Burmese ^^'ar cost

60 lakhs. In neither case did the matter stop with the initial

expenditure. The progress of a great European power towards

the borders of India made it necessary to reconsider the

military position. The army was increased and larger sums

were spent during several years on strategic railways, fortifica-

tions, and other works on the frontier. The restoration of order

in Upper Burma, and the administration of the Province, also

entailed a large net outlay until, after several years, the newly

acquired territory began to develop and its revenues to expand.

The arrangements so carefully elaborated during Lord Lytton's

viceroyalty broke dtnvn under the strain of this accumulated

expenditure, and recourse was had to fresh taxation. In

January, 1886, the licence tax was converted into a general tax

on non-agricultural incomes in excess of Rs. 500 per annum,

and in 1887-8 it was found necessary to enhance the .salt-tax

from Rs. 2 t(j Rs. 2-8 a maund, and to impose an import duty

on petroleum. The additional revenue thus obtained amounted

t(^ about 2-| crores. At the same time rigid economy was

enforced in the civil administration, and a special Committee

was appointed to investigate the directions in which expenditure

might be reduced. Partly owing tcj the savings which it sug-

gested, the revision of the Provincial finances in 1886-7 resulted

in an addition to the Im])erial resources of 64 lakhs a year.

These measures sufficed to restore equilibrium, and, with

a recovery in the rule of exchange, three years of financial
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prosperity followed, during which surpluses were secured not-

withstanding continued heavy expenditure on military equip-

ment and defences.

iS9:-4. These prosperous times were quickly followed by a crisis

in the calamitous history of exchange. In the three years

1892-3 to 1894-5 exchange fell from \s. 3^/. to \s. id. In

June, 1893, the Indian mints were closed to the free coinage of

silver, and the Government embarked on the currency policy

which has given to India what is practically a gold standard

and a stable rate of exchange at is. 4^. to the rupee. The
finances could not hold out against the enormous losses which

resulted from the fall of exchange, and the years 1892-3 and

1893-4 showed a growing deficit in spite of rigorous economy
and the resumption, at the resettlements of 1892-3, of a portion

of the growing revenues of the Provincial Governments. In

March^ 1894, it became necessary to reimpose a general import

duty at the old rate of 5 per cent. Cotton goods were in the

first instance excluded from the lists of dutiable articles ; but

the financial position becoming worse in the course of the year,

the exemption could no longer be maintained, and in December
they were made liable to the 5 per cent, tax, a countervailing

excise duty being at the same time levied on the produce of Indian

mills. The new duties increased the revenue by about 3 crores.

1895- This brings us to the end of the period of exchange difficulty.

1906. During the next five years the value of the rupee rose steadily,

and in 1899- 1900 reached the i.r. 4^. rate which was the goal

of the Government policy. The period from 1895-6 to the

present time (1906) has been one of financial prosperity and

commercial and industrial growth, marred by two widespread

famines of exceptional severity and a terrible visitation of

plague. The first famine occurred in 1896-7 and the second

in 1899-1900. On the first occasion the direct expenditure on

famine rehef exceeded 7 crores, and on the second occasion

9 crores, while the indirect losses due to remission of land

revenue and miscellaneous causes amounted to an even greater

sum. The inhabitants of some Provinces underwent extreme

suffering, but in almost all parts the recovery with better seasons

was extraordinarily rapid, and during the past few years the coun-

try has, on the whole, enjoyed economic and financial prosperity.

In 1897-8 extensive military operations undertaken against the

tribes on the north-west frontier cost nearly 5 crores. The two

years 1896-7 and 1897-8 showed a total deficit of 7 crores, but

every subsequent year, including the two years of famine,

yielded a considerable surplus. It was not necessary to impose
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fresh taxation ; and the only important fiscal changes made

during the period were the reduction of the duties on cotton

cloth from 5 to 3^ per cent., the exemption of cotton twist and

yarn, and the imposition of a countervailing duty to protect

Indian refined sugar against the competition of bounty-fed beet

sugar imported from Europe. From 1897-8 onwards the re-

venues have mounted up year by year, and the gross revenue

of 1901-2, which showed a surplus of nearly 8 crores, exceeded

by more than 16 crores the gross revenue of the prosperous

year 1895-6. In 1902-3 the Government was able to remit

2 crores of arrears of land revenue due to the famine, and to

provide special grants for minor irrigation works, for education,

for public works, for medical requirements, and for Provincial

administrative purposes, while the year closed nevertheless with

a surplus of 5I crores. The absence of Indian troops in South

Africa and China resulted, between 1899-1900 and 1902-3, in

a large saving of military expenditure. On the other hand, the

lessons taught by the Boer ^^'ar have made it necessary to incur

considerable outlay on equipment and transport.

The financial position for 1903-4 justified, for the first time

since 1882, a liberal remission of taxation. The salt-tax was

reduced from Rs. 2| to Rs. 2 per maund, and the payers of

income-tax were relieved by freeing all incomes of less than

Rs. 1,000 per annum from the operation of this tax. These

remis.sions of taxation amounted to i-8 crores, and further

special grants were made for public works. A concession,

announced at the Delhi Darbar of January, 1903, was also

made to Native States which had borrowed nicjney from the

Government of India for famine purposes. The interest on these

loans was remitted for a period of three years. In addiiicjn to the

above remissions, 2-6 crores were granted to Provincial Gcnern-

ments for various purposes. Nevertheless the surplus oi 1903-4

was about 5^ crores, and that of 1904-5 exceeded 6 crores.

In 1905-6, the salt-tax was further reduced from Rs. 2 to

Rs. i^ per maund; the famine cesses imposed in Northern

India in 1877-8 were remitted; and large grants were made
to Local Governments for police, education, and agricultural

development, as also for subventions to local boards. Never-

theless, the revised estimate for that year shows an actual

surplus of 3«4 crores, of which 74 lakhs was applied to reduc-

tion or avoidance of debt. The budget for 1906-7 makes

additional i)rovision for increased expenditure on police and

education, while at the same time local taxation has been

reduced by the abolition of cesses levied for the payment of
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village officials, and for the maintenance of the District post

system, now transferred to the Imperial postal service. But

the year is estimated to close with a surplus of T'3 crores.

Moreover, the years 1904-5 to 1906 7 marked the introduc-

tion of a revised system of financial settlements which will

be referred to later on.

Details of The growth of the diflerent items of revenue and expendi-
revenue

j-^^g jg illustrated by the second and third tables at the end of
and expen- ^

diture. this chapter. They cover an interval of twenty-seven years

between 1876 and 1903, and the figures for 1903-4 and

1904-5 have been added for comparison. It is difficult to

extend the survey over a longer period, because changes

introduced in 1884-5 ''"^ the manner of exhibiting loss by

exchange were not applied to the accounts of years prior to

1876-7. For the sake of simplicity the figures are shown net

:

that is to say, expenditure incurred in collecting the revenue

is deducted- from the gross receipts under each revenue head-

ing, and departmental receipts are deducted from the gross

outlay under each expenditure heading.

Revenue The revenue statement is divided into the two main heads of
derived taxation and receipts other than taxation. At the beginning of
from taxa- . .

^ >:>

tion and the period 1 876-1 901 taxes yielded 38 per cent., and at the end
from other cq pgj- cent., of the total net revenue. This calculation excludes
sources. .

the net receipts from the commercial departments— railways,

irrigation, post office, and telegraphs—which .'.re shown by

minus entries (in italics) in the statement of net expenditure.

Taking the gross revenue, the share realized from taxation

proper is now about 26 per cent., whereas in the United King-

dom about five-sixths of the gross revenue is derived from

taxation.

The land The land revenue throughout the greater part of Bengal, and

in portions of the United Provinces, Madras, and Assam, has

been fixed in perpetuity ; elsewhere it is subject to periodical

revision. The revision is made by Districts, and the ordinary

term of a settlement is thirty years in Madras, Bombay, and the

United Provinces, and twenty years in the Punjab and the Cen-

tral Provinces. In backward tracts, such as Burma and Assam,

where there are much waste land, low rents, and a fluctuating

cultivation, shorter terms are permitted. In a Resolution

issued in January, 1902, the Government of India justified its

land revenue policy as being one of progressive moderation ^

The share of the ' assets ' reserved to the Government has been

' See on this and other points connected with the land revenue, chap, vii

of this volume.

revenue.
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continually diminished; but the value of the 'assets' themselves

has increased so greatly with extended cultivation, a growing

population, rising prices, and the development of trade, that a

diminishing share has yielded a gradually increasing revenue.

Allowing for remissions due to famine in these years, the

standard of net land revenue in 1S76-7 was about i8-8 crores,

and in 1 900-1 about 24 crores. Deducting from the latter

figure the land revenue derived from Upper Burma (annexed in

1886), the total increase was a little more than 4 crores in twenty-

five years, or about 16 lakhs per annum. In years of drought

the land revenue collections fall far below the normal ; and the

influence of famines which marked this period was so great that,

in spite of considerable enhancements on resettlement, the total

of the collections during the five years 1896-7 to 1 900-1 was only

36 lakhs in excess of the total during the preceding five years.

Apart from the fluctuations due to famine, the land revenue

shows a fairly constant advance, but its increase has not kept

pace with the general rise of the revenues: in 1S76-7 land

revenue formed 44 per cent., and in 1902-3 only 39 per cent.,

of the total net receipts. In addition to the land revenue

proper, this head of account includes a number of other receipts,

such as sale proceeds of land, receipts from fisheries, house and

capitation tax in Burma, and various miscellaneous items. 'J'he

enhancement of the land revenue which is directly attributable

to the effect of the Government irrigation works is shown in the

accounts as an irrigation receipt. This item rose from 40 lakhs

in 1876-7 to 122 lakhs in 1902-3.

The .second head of the statement, 'Tributes and contribu- Tiibuics.

tions from Native States,' is a comparatively petty item. The
contributions are made chiefly in lieu of former obligations to

supply or maintain tro(;ps, and form a small return for the duty

undertaken Ijy the .Supreme Government in ensuring the peace

of the country.

The forest revenue is almost entirely derived from the sale of Forests.

timber and other forest produce, the property of the Govern-

ment. The Forest department has looked to the preservation

and improvement of this valuable ?-Durce of wealth rather than

to the raising of an immediate large income, but its operations

have been a source of increasing profit, which would have been

greater of late years but for the effect of famine.

The revenue arising from the opium consumed in India Opium,

is credited in the accounts under the head of excise, and the

opium revenue proper is derived from tlie produce exported to

other countries, among which China takes by far the largest
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portion. The net annual opium revenue is subject to great

fluctuations, which arise from variations in the price of the drug

and in the character of the seasons. The immediate effect of

a good crop is to diminish the net revenue of the year, since it

increases the amount payable to the cultivators while the out-

turn is not ready for sale until the following year. The price

obtained is influenced mainly by the condition of the China

market, where the native produce is becoming a formidable

competitor. The political changes which have occurred in the

Far East make this source of revenue even more precarious

than was formerly the case. The general trend during the

twenty-five years ending with 190T has been steadily downward;

and each quinquennial period has shown a diminution of the

average net revenue, which has been specially marked since 1895,

the subsequent quinquennium having been one in which the

Indian crops were poor and the prices paid to the cultivators

had to be increased. In 1876-7 opium yielded 16 per cent.,

and in 1902-3 only 7 per cent., of the total net revenue. There

has since been some recovery, probably only temporary.

Salt. I'he general rate of salt duty remained at Rs. 2-8 a maund ^

since it was raised to that level, under circumstances already

narrated, in the year 1888, until recent reductions in 1903 and

1905. The duty on trans-Indus salt was raised in 1896, though

still to a lower figure than the general rate, but the addition

thus made to the revenue was comparatively trifling. The con-

sumption of salt is a sure index to the condition of the people

:

it rises in prosperous years and falls when there is famine or

scarcity. Temporary fluctuations apart, there has been a satis-

factory rise in consumption since 1887-8, which, combined with

the growth of population, secures a steady increase of revenue.

The net revenue amounted to 6-8 crores in 1888-9 ^^''*^ to 8-4

crores in 1902-3, the last year of the Rs. 2\ duty. The average

incidence was, in 1903, 4-9 annas (say, ^d^ per head of the

population, and has been considerably reduced by the recent

revisions in the rate of duty, which have taken off two-fifths of

the tax formerly levied over the greater part of the country.

Excise. The excise revenue is derived from intoxicating liquors, hemp

drugs, and opium consumed in the country, and is levied in the

form of duty on manufacture and fees for sale licences. In-

creasing prosperity and better administration have secured

a fairly continuous increase of net revenue, amounting on an

average to about 13 lakhs a year, a figure which has been

considerably exceeded in the years 190 1-4. Like the salt,

' R. I per maund in Burma.
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forest, and land revenue, the excise receipts always show a

marked falling-off iii years of famine or scarcity.

The customs revenue is mainly derived from the general Customs.

import duty, certain special import duties such as those on

arms, liquor, sugar, and petroleum, and an export duty on rice.

The general import duties were, as already stated, reimposed in

March, 1894; cotton goods were included in the dutiable list

in December of the same year, and the duty on cotton cloth

was lowered from 5 to 3! per cent, in February, 1896, cotton

twist and yarn being simultaneously exempted. The only

important change made since that date is the imposition of

a countervailing duty on beet sugar imported from Europe.

In 1896-7, the first year of the existing arrangements, the net

customs revenue amounted to 415 lakhs ; in 1900-1 it was 467

lakhs or, without the countervailing sugar duty, 446 lakhs. The

receipts for 1901-2 showed an increase of nearly 70 lakhs over

the figures for 1 900-1, and those for 1902-3 a further increase

of 15 lakhs. The customs revenue rises with the growing trade

of the country and fluctuates according to the circumstances of

the year. It is to a certain extent threatened by a cause which

is, from every other point of view, a matter for satisfaction :

namely, that the growing native industries are beginning to

supply wants hitherto met from abroad. Instances in point

are the rapid expansion in the local production of petroleum

and the development of the cotton industry.

Apart from a small local tax in the Central Provinces, abo- Assessed

lished in 1902-3, the receipts from assessed taxes shown in taxes.

Table II consist entirely of the general tax on non-agricultural

incomes above Rs. 500, which was substituted in 1886 for the

licence tax of 1878. The net proceeds of the tax amounted in

1886-7 to 128 lakhs, and in 1902-3 to 207 lakhs. This tax is

less affected by the accidents of the year than other forms of

revenue, and has increased steadily, at an annual rate of nearly

5 lakhs, with the growing incomes of the people. The recent

exemption of incomes between Rs. 500 and Rs. 1,000 caused

a I0.SS of 30 lakhs in 1903-4, which, however, is now being

gradually made up. It may be noted that the taxation of

property by inheritance and succession duties cannot be

largely resorted to in India, by reason of the Hindu joint

family system which vests ownership in the family as a whole.

More than three-quarters of the Provincial rates are derived Provincial

from the general cess on land, which was imposed in most ^^tcs.

Provinces in its present form in 1870 and 187 1, and was

enhanced in Northern India, as part of the famine policy, in
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1877 and 1878. Other items included under tiie head of ' Pro-

vincial rates ' are cesses levied in some Provinces for the mainte-

nance of rural police. The cesses are in general collected with

the land revenue and rise and fall with it. Provincial rates

yielded 254 lakhs in 1878-9, and 405 lakhs in 1902-3. The
recent remission of famine cesses and those levied on account

of village land revenue officials has caused a subsequent

decrease of revenue amounting to about a crorc.

Stamps. The stamp revenue is derived from judicial or court-fee

stamps, and non-judicial or revenue stamps. Judicial stamps

are the more important source, yielding in 1902-3 69 per cent,

of the total. The judicial stamp revenue may be regarded in

the light of payment for service rendered by the costly judicial

establishment rather than as a tax in the proper sense of the

word. As in other countries, the law requires revenue stamps to

be affixed to a variety of commercial and miscellaneous docu-

ments. Subject to occasional fluctuations, the proceeds from

both classes of stamps have risen steadily, and only three years

have seen a temporary fall in the total net revenue. Famine

tends to lower the court-fee revenue by compelling self-denial

in the pursuit of litigation, and to raise the revenue from non-

judicial stamps by promoting the execution of documents for

the purpose of raising money. In 1876-7 the net stamp revenue

was 2>7 crores, and in 1902-3 5-0 crores, the average annual

rise being about 8 lakhs. More than one-third of the total is

realized in Bengal.

Registra- Fees for the registration of instruments, principally deeds of

tioii. mortgage, form a comparatively small item of revenue, yielding

21 lakhs in 1902-3^ The collections vary considerably from

year to year, but with a constant upward tendency.

.Statement The third table at the end of the chapter gives details of the
of net or-

j^gj- ordinary expenditure of the state. The first heading includes

penditure. the charges for the general civil administration, which have in-

Civil creased from about 14 crores in 1876-7 to 23 crores in 1902-3.

tration.
" '^^^ \ivX^ of this increase represents normal progress, but three

special causes of enhanced expenditure may be noticed before

the details are examined. The fall in the rate of exchange has

increased the rupee equivalent of the portion of the expenditure

which is incurred in England. Another item of expenditure

connected with exchange is the grant of exchange compensation

allowance, first made in 1893, to compensate such officers of

Government as are not permanently domiciled in India for the

* Registration is now, as a rule, obligatory in the case of deeds relating

to immovable property.
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loss caused to them by the lull in the value of the rupee on their

remittances to England. In 1902-3 the payment of this com-

pensation added about 28 lakhs to the expenditure on the

general civil administration. The third special charge is that

incurred for the administration of Uj)pcr Burma, against which

must be set off the growing revenues of the Province. In the

table the expenditure on civil administration is divided into the

three heads of Land Revenue, Civil Departments, and Miscel-

laneous Civil Charges.

The figures under Land Revenue include the bulk of the Land

charges for District administration, and represent to a large
^^^^^""^•

extent departments of the public service with which the land

revenue is only indirectly connected. A portion of the salaries

of Collectors and Magistrates and other District officials is shown

under this head, and the balance under the head Courts of

Justice. The cost of this portion of the District administration

has increased between 1876 and 1903 from 148 to 202 lakhs.

Apart from the special causes already indicated, the creation of

new Districts, general increase of work and establishments, and

the rise in the emoluments of native officials have combined to

swell the total. The substitution of native for European agency

in a number of appointments has acted to some extent in the

contrary direction.

The 1 5-| crores of expenditure on Civil Departments in Civil De-

1902-3 were made up as follows :—General Administration 227 P^^^'^'-^ts.

lakhs, Courts of Justice 295 lakhs, Jails 74 lakhs. Police 407
lakhs. Marine 51 lakhs. Education 168 lakhs. Medical 132 lakhs,

Political 123 lakhs. Ecclesiastical 17 lakhs, and Minor Depart-

ments 61 lakhs. The charge for general administration repre-

sents the cost of the whole civil administration down to the

grade of Commissioners of Divisions. It includes charges in

England and in India on account of the Secretary of State, the

Viceroy, the Governors, Lieutenant-Governors, Councils, &c.

It increased between 1876-7 and 1894-5 by 55 lakhs; since

then it has increased by about 1 8 lakhs only. A rise of 93 lakhs

during the twenty-seven years under consideration for Courts

of Justice represents increased litigation and the cost of

many valuable reforms. The year 1902-3 compared with

1876-7 shows an increase of expenditure on jails by 21 lakhs.

The jail population is larger and the administration has been

greatly improved. Police charges, which are the heaviest item

under Civil Departments, show a large increase, namely, 177

lakhs, since 1876-7. Nearly 80 lakhs of this increase occurred

between 1885-6 and 1887 8, due to the j)()licing of Upper Burma.
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The general establishment lias also been augmented, and the

pay of officers and men increased in order to make them more

efficient and trustworthy. Since 1902-3 expenditure on the

police has been further developed, in accordance with the

recommendations of the Police Commission of that year.

Marine is a much smaller head of expenditure. It includes,

among other items, charges on account of the Royal Indian

Marine, the marine survey, and the dockyards. The large

increase of expenditure under Education (83 lakhs) and under

Medical (68 lakhs) since 1876-7 requires no explanation: it

represents a boon to the people of the greatest magnitude.

Political charges show a considerable increase during the

period under discussion, a great part of which is due to affairs

on the north-west frontier. The Minor Departments include

a large number of items, such for instance as the Survey of

India, the Botanical and Geological surveys, the Meteorological

and other scientific departments, experimental cultivation, cin-

chona plantations, veterinary charges, emigration, inland labour

transport, inspection of factories, statistics, departmental exami-

nations, and explosives. The annual total varies, with a general

upward tendency, representing a large amount of miscellaneous

useful work.

Miscel- The third head in the table, ' Miscellaneous Civil Charges,'

CiYll*"^
includes territorial and political pensions, stationery and print-

Charges, ing, and the non-effective civil expenditure, namely, absentee

allowances and charges on account of superannuation. The
last item amounts to more than 70 per cent, of the whole. The
total under ' territorial and political pensions ' has diminished

from 79 to 40 lakhs during the period under comparison by the

gradual lapse of political pensions, while the charges for station-

ery and printing have increased from 43 to 86 lakhs with the

growth of business. The special circumstances of the Indian

Government make the absentee and superannuation charges a

heavy item. Between 1876-7 and 1902-3, the former increased

from 28 to 37 lakhs, and the latter from 144 to 392 lakhs.

The growth of establishments, the fall in exchange, and a

variety of other causes have contributed to this large increase.

Post We next come to the heads Post Office, Telegraphs, and

Tele-^'
Mint. An account of the first two departments is given in

graphs, chapter viii of Volume III, and it is only necessary to point

out here that the continually increasing services of the Post

Office have been accompanied by the conversion of a net

annual expenditure into a small net income. In 1876-7 Posts

and Telegraphs together cost 28 lakhs net; in 1902-3 the

and Mint.
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former showed a net profit of 1 2 lakhs and the latter a loss of

5 lakhs. Each year included in the table, with the exception

of 1902-3, when there was considerable expenditure in con-

nexion with the withdrawal of worn coins from circulation, shows

a net revenue from the operations of the Mints, the amount of

which fluctuates according to the extent and nature of the year's

operations. The difference between the artificial and the in-

trinsic value of the rupee being now considerable, large apparent

profits have been made of recent years from the coinage of new
rupees ; but such receipts do not affect the surplus of the year,

as the net gain is transferred to the Gold Reserve Fund in

accordance with the currency policy described in chapter xvi,

and is therefore not included in the table ^ Transactions which

do affect the surplus are the coinage of copper pieces and of

dollars for various colonies.

Railway construction began in India about the year 1850 and Railways.

was, for a number of years, carried out through the agency of
p'^tory o

joint stock companies, with an English domicile and a sterling policy in

capital, mider contract with the state. The companies were given 'c^l'^ct to

a guarantee of 5 per cent, on their capital outlay, with half tlie const'ruc-

surplus profits in addition. No capital expenditure beyond that tion.

involved by the free grant of land was entailed on the state, but guaranteed

general revenues had to meet the amount by which the net companies,

receipts fell short of the guaranteed interest. The eight railway

lines which were constructed on these terms have played an

important part in the development of the country. The
guarantee system was of great utility, inasmuch as it succeeded

in attracting British capital, without which these great works

could hardly at that time have been constructed ; but the terms

of the contracts were in some respects unsatisfactory and for

many years imposed a considerable burden on the Indian

revenues. All the old guaranteed railways except one have now
been purchased by the Government under their contracts.

In 1867-8 the Government began to borrow money f(u (2) By

irrigation works, and in 1870 stei)s were taken to extend this
*^'"'^'^'- ^*-^*^'^

of7cncv
system to the further development of railways by the direct

agency of the state. The extent of the operation was controlled

and limited by a consideration of the net annual burden thrown

on the revenues. For several years the net charge on account

of guaranteed railway interest had varied between \\ and i§

millions sterling, but was now diminishing with the growth of

' These protils formerly figured both in tl.c revenue of tlic year and in

the expenditure charf^cnblc to revenue : they arc now, since 1904-5,

directly adjusted under the head ' Deposits and Advances.'

vor,. IV. N
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traffic. The furecasts of expenditure on new railways and

irrigation works were to be so adjusted that additional charges

should be met by additional receipts from the guaranteed rail-

ways and new projects, and no increased charge was to be

thrown on the revenues. A forecast made on these lines

in 1875 provided for an annual capital outlay for five years of

4 crores, and it was estimated that the net charge on the revenues

during this period would diminish from about 2\ to 2 crores.

The general expenditure on construction met from revenues was

styled ' ordinary,' and all outlay from borrowed funds ' extra-

ordinary.' The ' extraordinary ' works were not all expected to

furnish a net profit which would cover the interest charge on

the capital outlay : they included every sort of work which it

was decided, for any reason, to construct from borrowed funds.

The fall in the gold value of silver broke down the systeni.

Apart from the general peril of the financial position, the ster-

ling debt added greatly to the loss by exchange, and it was at

one time contemplated that all borrowing for public works

should be stopped. The question was referred in 1879 to a

Committee of the House of Commons, which advised that the

system of regulating the amount of borrowing by the dead

weight of interest not covered by receipts should cease, and

that the total amount to be borrowed in any year should be

limited to that which could be raised in India without unduly

pressing the market. This was estimated to be 2\ crores.

These recommendations were supplemented by orders of the

Secretary of State, limiting construction from borrowed funds to

such works as might be expected to yield receipts sufficient to

cover the interest on the capital outlay within a reasonable

number of years. Railways and irrigation projects which did

not fulfil this condition, but were required as a protection

against famine, were to be constructed from revenue, including

under this head a portion of the famine insurance grant pro-

vided under the new famine policy (see page 165). The two

classes of works were styled ' productive ' and ' protective,' and

the distinction between ' extraordinary ' and ' ordinary ' works

was abolished.

(3) ^y ^^» however, capital outlay had been strictly confined to what

^^^i**^^!-
^he Government could borrow in India or spare from revenue,

the work of construction would have progressed slowly and

economic progress would have sustained a severe check. It

was, therefore, now decided again to evoke the aid of private

capital, which, it was hoped, could be obtained on better terms

than in the days of the old guaranteed companies. From that

companies.
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time onwards a number of companies have assisted in the

development of Indian railways. The terms of their contracts

with the state exhibit a great variety of conditions, but they may

be roughly divided into three classes, (i) There are the later

guaranteed companies which, like the old companies, have an

English domicile and a sterling capital. The rate of guaranteed

interest in no case exceeds 4 per cent., and the lines worked by

the companies are the property of Government. The share of

the surplus profits payable to these companies is also smaller

than under the old conditions. (2) \Vithin recent years com-

panies of a new class, with an Indian domicile and a rupee

capital, have been formed for the construction of branch or

feeder lines to existing railways. The assistance given to these

branch-line companies takes the form either of a guarantee up

to 3 per cent, with a share of surplus profits, or a rebate from

the traffic brought to the parent line sufficient to bring up the

total receipts of the feeder to a certain percentage on the capital

cost. (3) To the third category belong the railways over the

transactions of which the Government exercises no financial

control. In some cases these receive direct assistance in the

shape of a subsidy so as to bring up the gross receipts of the

railway to a certain figure ; in others a payment is made so as

to secure a return to the company of a certain percentage on the

capital cost ; and in others again the only assistance afforded is

a free gift of the land required for the construction of the line.

The 2\ crores limit on Government borrowings for ' produc- Programme

tive' works was maintained for several years. In 188-?, better °^
''^'IV''^-'

1 • • 1 1 i- r T I- ^
expenditure

tmics havmg arrived, the Government of India proposed a more since 18S5.

ambitious programme, and the whole question was again con-

sidered by a Parliamentary Committee. Acting on the recom-

mendations of this Gommittce, the Government abolished the

distinction between ' productive ' and ' protective ' works. Rail-

ways were to be made as required, but were, as a rule, to have

a good prospect of repaying their interest charge. The Com-
mittee advised that the limit of borrowing might be enhanced,

and the Secretary of State raised it to 3-|- crores annually.

Funds for the construction of irrigation works and railways

needed for famine purposes continued to be supplied, up to a

limit of three-quarters of a ciore, from the famine insurance

grant. A programme was framed on these lines in 18S5, but the

ordinary work of railway extension was hampered by the need

(after the Panjdeh incident) of constructing strategic railways on

the north-west frontier at an estimated cost of more than

5 crores. In August, 1889, the 1885 programme having been

N 2
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nearly exhausted, a fresh three years' forecast was made. It

was of a moderate character and involved an annual outlay of

35 crores, which it was anticipated would not materially increase

the Home charges or the burden of expenditure to be met from

revenue. In 1890 the limit of capital expenditure on railways

and irrigation works was raised to 3-^ crores plus the whole

available balance of the famine insurance grant; and in 1892

the Government of India sanctioned an additional annual

outlay of \ crore to enable companies to undertake new lines

and extensions. In 1S95-6 the question of how best to provide

funds for a wider development was considered, and a three

years' programme, involving a total cost of 29I crores, was

sanctioned. As much money as could conveniently be borrowed

was to be raised in India, and the rest in England by the

Secretary of State or by companies acting under agreement

with him. This programme, while precluding independent

borrowing by guaranteed companies, did not include the capital

expenditure of those companies whose relations with the

Government do not involve a direct guarantee. The programme

had however to be curtailed in consequence of famine and

frontier wars. It was followed by another three years' forecast,

involving an expenditure of 22^ crores, in the years 1 899-1 900

to 1 901-2. This programme was also to some extent modified

by famine, and the growing need for capital expenditure on

open lines has restricted the outlay on new works.

Present The present position of railway finance may be illustrated by
position of

ji^g budget estimate of 1006-7. The total estimated capital
railway . . . . .

finance. expenditure (apart from famine protective lines) for which the

Government of India undertakes any financial responsibility 01

gives any direct guarantee is :

—

On open lines . . . . . . . .8-9 crores.

On lines under construction ..... 5.4 ,,

On new lines ........ 0.7 ,,

Total 15-0 crores.

This total is provided from the fijUowing sources :

—

1. From Imperial funds, either by state agency or by the

agency of working companies . , . . i 2.0 crores.

2. From the capital accounts of the old guaranteed rail-

way companies ....... 0-3 ,,

3. From the capital accounts of other railway companies,

including branch-line companies in the receipt of

a firm guarantee . . . . . . . 2-7 ,,

It will be noticed that more than half the capital exj)enditure
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was required for open lines. The present condition of many of

the Indian raihvays, comparatively young lines with a rapidly

increasing traffic, entails a large and growing expenditure on

rolling stock, stations and goods sheds, additional sidings,

signalling apparatus, and sometimes duplication of the perma-

nent way. These needs must be met, and they already absorb

a large part of the capital resources, which, under existing con-

ditions, are strictly limited in amount. Except in specially

prosperous years, the sums which can be spared from revenue

are not great, and there are, moreover, obvious objections to

large provision from current revenues towards capital expendi-

ture on works of permanent improvement. The bulk of the

expenditure must, therefore, be met by borrowing in India or in

England. The amount of capital available in India for invest-

ment in Government securities, which afford a lower rate of

profit than can be obtained by prudent commercial investment,

is not large, and even in London the number of investors to

whom Indian securities are familiar is relatively small. Thus

after many vicissitudes the problem of capital expenditure for

the construction of new lines of railway is still a difficult one,

which always requires careful consideration from year to year.

As the net result of about fifty years' construction policy, Net result

India had been provided at the end of the year 1904-5
of railway

with 27,728 miles of railway, of which more than 20,000 belong

to the state. During the same period the capital outlay of the

Government on raihvays was 202 crores, of which 59 crores

was spent on the purchase of companies' lines.

It remains to show how the acquisition of this great property Railway

has affected the revenues. The figures in the fourth table l^evenue

appended to this chapter are shown under the headings of old

guaranteed railways, state railways, assisted railways, and mis-

cellaneous. They do not require very detailed explanation.

The liability of the state with respect to the first class of rail-

ways is for the 5 per cent, guaranteed interest, against which

must be set off the net receipts less the companies' share of

surplus profits and other payments. The resulting net charge

fluctuates. The burden of the Government guarantee, which

is paid in sterling, has been greatly enhanced by the full in

exchange. As the guaranteed railways are purchased, their

accounts are transferred to the heading of state railways, and

the remaining figures represent, therefore, a different set of

circumstances. Under state railways, the gross receipts and

working expenses, and with them the net income, show a large

rise in each quinquennial period. On the other side must be
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reckoned the growing charge for interest on capital ; but even

allowing for this, state railways, which for accounts purpose

include the lines belonging to Government worked by the

new guaranteed railway companies, have for the last few

years yielded a considerable profit. The net charges or receipts

on account of the various classes of assisted railways and the

miscellaneous expenditure vary considerably from year to year,

but their totals are comparatively small.

'leaking the whole of the railway revenue account together,

the net result is as follows :

—

lakhs.1876-7 to 1880-1
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expenditure on irrigation projects. In 1893-4 the amount was

raised from 55 to 7 5 lakhs, in view of the excellent financial results

that were being obtained. The allotment remained at 75 lakhs

(except in years of financial pressure) until 1899-1900, when it

was raised to 85 lakhs ; since then it has been raised, first to

100 and then to 125 lakhs. Having regard to the very re-

munerative character of the greater part of the outlay, and to

the immense value in times of scarcity of the food supplies

which can be relied on with confidence from the irrigated area,

the Government of India has resolved to spare no efforts to

make ample provision for irrigation works, and will be materially

assisted by the Report of a Commission which investigated

the subject in 1902-3. The annual profit to the state is the

excess, over the interest on capital outlay, of the direct

receipts and the share of the land revenue attributable to the

works, less the >vorking expenses. Each quinquennial period

since 1876 shows a net gain, except that between 1886-7

and 1 890-1, during which a great loss of revenue resulted from

a breach in an aqueduct near the head of the Lower Ganges

Canal. During the years 1901-4 the average net receipts

amounted to 1-3 crores, an enormous improvement over the

results of any previous period. The net expenditure on ' Minor

Works and Navigation ' averaged i crore in the same period.

' Civil Works,' which mean mainly roads and buildings, are Civil

constructed entirely from revenue. The outlay in any year ^^ °'^'^^*

depends to a large extent on what Provincial Governments and

District and sub-district boards can afford to spend, for in times

of stress this can be reduced more easily than other forms of

expenditure. Taking again periods of five years, the average

expenditure shows a considerable cumulative increase which,

owing largely to famine, was not so great as usual during the

five years 1896-7 to 1 900-1. The average during that period,

4 crores, compares with 2-6 crores from 1876-7 to 1880-1. In

the four years 190 1-4 the average outlay was 5-5 crores.

The next heading, 'Interest,' needs for its elucidation an The public

examination of the national debt of India (see Table I). The '^^^'^'

subject is closely connected with public works, since the greater

part of the debt has been incurred for capital outlay on railways

and irrigation. Taking the then value of the rupee at 2s. ^ the

total debt of the Government of India was equivalent in J840

to 31 millions, and in i860 to 98 milh'on pounds sterling. The
whole of this sum was borrowed for unproductive expenditure,

and the interest, which amounted to over 4 millions in i860,

was a dead weight on the revenues. In 1876 the sterling debt
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stood at 55 millions, and the rupee debt at 72 crores. In 1904-5

the sterling debt had risen to 133 millions and the rupee debt

to 122 crores. If, for the purpose of comparison, the sterling

debt is converted into rupees at the present rate of \s. ^d. for

both these years, the total debt shows a rise from about 155 to

321 crores (103 to 214 millions sterling). But the distribution

of the debt at the beginning and end of the period is very

different. In 1876-7 the ordinary debt amounted to 124 crores,

and the public works debt to 30^ crores • in 1904-5 the ordinary

debt had been reduced to 90^, while the public works debt had

risen to 231 crores. Now it has already been shown that the

increased capital outlay on railways and irrigation works, far

from having resulted in any additional burden to the taxpayer,

has been accompanied by such an improvement that, whereas

in 1876-7 there was a total charge against the revenues for

railways and major irrigation works of 1-3 crores, in 1904-5

these works, after the payment of all interest charges, con-

tributed a profit of 4f crores. The decline of the ordinary debt

by 33-| crores thus represents a real saving. It has been effected

mainly by transferring to the public works portion of the

accounts an amount of debt equal to the capital expenditure on

productive works supplied from revenue. The expenditure

on capital outlay from revenue, either from the annual famine

insurance grant or from general savings, has been considerable
;

and it is right to include it in the debt account, since its annual

profits are a proper set-off against interest charges and often

cannot be distinguished from profits derived from borrowed

capital. This system was instituted in 1 880-1, when a lump
sum of 5^ millions sterling was transferred from the ordinary to

the public works account. A portion of this outlay had been

incurred before 1876-7, and to that extent the ordinary debt

for that year is over-stated.

The actual results are more favourable than those indicated

by the above figures, since a portion of the ordinary debt,

amounting to 6 crores in 1876-7 and to 18 crores in 1904-5,

represents loans to Native States, municipalities, public trusts,

agriculturists, &c. The interest charged for such loans covers

that paid by the Government, and this portion of the debt does

not therefore impose any burden on the revenues. If this loan

portion of it be left out of account, the total ordinary debt

amounted in 1904-5 to about 72^ crores.

In addition to its debt proper, the Government incurs a

variety of other obligations which are of a different character,

inasmuch as the prime object is not to obtain funds for the use
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of the state. The sum of these obh'gations amounted on

March 31, 1905, to ig-^ crores. By far the largest item is

the Post Office savings banks deposits, which accounted on

that date for nearly 1 3-| crores of the total, and various provident

funds and similar institutions absorb a great part of the re-

mainder. These receipts are included in the general balances of

the Government. In introducing the budget for 1903-4, the

Finance Minister (Sir E. Law) showed that, taking the whole

of the Government debt on the one side, and the counter-

balancing commercial assets (capitalized value of state railways

and canals, &c.) on the other, the net excess of debt over assets

on March 31, 1902, was only 33 crores; and, as he said, few

states can boast of such a favourable financial position.

We may now turn to the interest figures in the third table. Interest

These do not include interest on public works capital, of which charges.

account has already been taken in the railway and irrigation

figures and which, as we have seen, is now covered by the net

receipts. Compared with 1876-7, the year 1904-5 shows

a decrease in the interest charges on ordinary debt (including

the portion from which loans are made to Native States, local

bodies, &c.) from 466 to 180 lakhs. The decrease is due to

the diminution of the capital debt already explained, and to

successive reductions in the rate of interest, attributable to the

general fall in the value of money and to the improved credit

of the Indian Government. In 1876-7 the average rate of

interest was 4-2 per cent, on both sterling and rupee loans;

in 1904-5 it was 3-2 per cent, on the former and 3-5 per cent,

on the latter. The bulk of the rupee debt is now held at

3^ per cent., and 1 1 crores pay only 3 per cent. The interest

on the other obligations r-')ticed above (savings banks deposits,

&c.) has risen from 40 lakhs in 1876-7 to 67 lakhs in 1904-5.

Against these interest charges must be set off the interest

receipts, of which the most important items are the interest

paid on loans and advances to Native States, local bodies, t\:c.,

and the interest on the securities held by the Paper (Currency

department. Deducting receipts from total charges, the net

charge for interest was only 120 lakhs in 1904-5, as against

451 lakhs in 1876-7.

We now come to the important subject of military expendi- Military

ture. India, in common with other countries, has felt the strain ^xpendi-

. tnre.

of the costly modern military system. But the size of the

Indian army (about 230,000 men) is small compared with the

immense population, and the revenues have proved equal to

the task of rearmament and reorganization, undertakings
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which have not been attempted in other countries without the

assistance of some form of loan. In the third table at the end

of this chapter the net military expenditure is shown under the

heads of effective and non-effective charges and military works.

We have already seen that great reductions in the military

expenditure were effected in the early sixties. From that time

until the year 1885 there was little increase in the effective

charges. The Government of India strove after economy, and

in consequence of the recommendations made by a Commission

appointed in 1879 savings were effected which amounted to

more than i crore. In 1885 the advance of Russia and the

conquest of Upper Burma led to an increase in the forces and

considerable expenditure in various directions. In 1884-5 the

net effective expenditure amounted to i2'3 crores,and in 1886-7

to i5'3 crores^. In 1890-1 the total net amount was 16 crores,

and in the following year it rose to 17^ crores. The rise on

this occasion was due to the introduction of various modern

improvements in armament, equipment, and organization. From

189 1-2 to the present time the promotion of these and similar

improvements, which are essential to the efficiency of the army,

has continued. Other causes of increased expenditure are the

raising of the pay of the native soldiers in 1895, ^"^ of the

British soldiers in 1898 and again in 1902. The net effective

expenditure (excluding military works) had risen to 1 8|- crores

in 1S96-7 and reached 24 crores in 1904-5. In 1899-1900

and subsequent years large savings were effected by the absence

of troops in South Africa and China, whose cost while so em-

ployed fell on the Home Government ; but against these savings

must be taken expenditure on transport, equipment, and reor-

ganization, which the experience of the South African War
has shown to be necessary. Considerable sums have recently

been spent on the establishment of cordite, gun-carriage, and

small-arms factories, which will cheapen the cost of military

material and afford mechanical training and employment to

natives of India ; and for the redistribution and reorganization

of the army, including the supply of new guns and rifles.

The net expenditure on non-effective charges rose from

2\ crores in 1876-7 to 5 crores in 1894-5, and since then

has fallen to 4^ crores in 1904-5. Its course has been

influenced by the rate of exchange, and by various com-

plications and changes in system. The introduction of

' In these and many subsequent years the fall in exchange added con-

siderably to the total effective charges, because the pay of British troops is

fixed at a sterling rate.
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short service in England has tended to reduce the pension

charges. The expenditure on miHtary works does not vary

greatly, and in recent years has averaged i^ crores.

Taking the whole net expenditure on the army and military

works, the following are the average figures for five quinquennial

periods and for the years 1902-3 to 1904-5 :

—

1876-7 to iSSo-i .
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great campaign in which India has been engaged during the

period under review. The other large-scale operations have

been the Upper Burma expeditioji, the Chitral campaign of

1895-6, and the Tirah and other frontier campaigns of 1897-9.

Expenditure on special defences began in 1886-7 in accordance

with a scheme, estimated to cost 5 crores in all, for improving

the defences of the harbours and the frontier. The greater

part of the outlay was incurred before 1896-7.

Famine. India suffered from three great famines during the last quarter

of the nineteenth century. The period opened with the famine

of 1876-8 in Southern India, and closed with the widespread

calamities of 1896-7 and 1899- 1900. During the intervening

eighteen years, although scarcity prevailed from time to time in

some part or other of the empire, no serious famine occurred.

The total direct expenditure on famine relief since 1876 amounts

to an average of i crore a year, and the actual cost to the state

has been greatly enhanced by loss of revenue and indirect

expenditure. Prior to 1878 no special measures were taken to

meet the financial obligations imposed by the periodic recur-

rence of famine. The catastrophe in Southern India convinced

Lord Lytton's Government that such a state of things was

unsound, and that efforts must be made to treat the cost of

famine as an ordinary charge on the state. The result was the

provision of an annual sum of i^ crores of rupees for 'famine

insurance,' as described on pages 165, 166. The manner in

which this additional revenue is utilized has varied from time

to time. The actual relief of famine in years of scarcity has

always been the first charge on the grant. At first the balance

was devoted to the construction of ' productive ' public works the

cost of which would otherwise require to be met by loan. It was

argued that, if the borrowing saved in this way equalled in the

long run the borrowing incurred on account of famine, the

purpose of insurance would be effected. In 1881 'protective'

public works which, though not likely to be financially success-

ful, were calculated to mitigate or prevent famine in the areas

served by them^ were made the second charge on the grant, but

with a maximum limitation of the proportion to be spent on

these objects to three-quarters of a crore annually, the balance

being spent as heretofore. In 1890 this limitation was abolished,

and for the next ten years a much larger proportion was spent

on so-called ' protective ' works. The actual distinction between
' protective ' and ' productive ' works became obscured, and rail-

ways which formed part of the general system and were not

constructed specially for famine purposes were assisted from the
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' protective ' works portion of the famine grant. At the end of

1899 a stop was put to this practice. The expenditure on

'protective' works was again Umited to three-quarters of a crore,

and only raihvays and irrigation projects actually undertaken

for famine purposes were allowed to be included in the category.

Tlie balance (apart from actual famine expenditure) is devoted

to the avoidance of debt which must otherwise be incurred for

the construction of railways. The cost of investigating and

preparing irrigation and railway projects which may properly be

classed as ' protective ' is also deemed a legitimate charge against

the famine grant.

The position created by the financial arrangements of Lord

Lytton's Government has thus been materially changed by later

incidents and difficulties, but endeavour has always been made
to maintain the desired surplus of ordinary revenue over ordinary

expenditure. On the occasions when this was not found possible

the famine insurance grant has been suspended in whole or in

part. This happened in 1879 to 1881, and again in 1886-7

to 1891-2. From 1894-5 to 1896-7 (the closing years of a con-

siderable period not marked by any great famine) it was deemed

sufficient to provide one crore ; but in 1898-9 (after the first of

the recent famines) the grant was again raised to i-| crores, at

which amount it remains in years when that sum is not exceeded

by the cost of famine relief. During the twenty-five years ending

with 1902-3, 1 8-8 crores have been spent from the grant

on famine relief, 14 crores have been appUed to the con-

struction of ' protective ' works (including the net interest

charge on two ' protective ' railways), 3! crores have been

applied to the construction of works which could not other-

wise have been carried out without incurring debt, and 2 crores

to the actual reduction of debt. The whole of the i \ crores

of the famine insurance grant is shown on the expenditure

side of the public accounts under one head, divided accord-

ing to the different purposes to which the grant is put. This

plan has not been followed in the tables at the end of this

chapter ; but the portion of the grant devoted to actual

famine relief, and to the capital cost of the construction

of ' protective ' works, has been included in the extraordinary

expenditure defrayed from revenue of which the totals have

been given above.

The only other item included under extraordinary expenditure
co^ns^Vi'ic-

is the capital outlay on railway construction from Provincial and tion from

local revenues. Of recent years the expenditure under this '
"^"^V"^'

,

head has been very small, and almost the whole contribution revenues.
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from revenue towards the construction of railways is now derived

from Imperial revenues.

Trovincial The financial transactions of the Government of India having
finance. rjQ^y been presented as a whole, it remains to describe certain

features of special features of the system. The points to be dealt with

the system, are the system of Provincial finance, the Home charges, and

the regulation of 'ways and means.'

The public accounts include the whole receipts and expendi-

ture whether in India or in England. They are combined from

three sets of accounts—the accounts of the Home Government,

the accounts of the Supreme Government in India, and the

accounts of the eight major Local Governments. In the latter

are also included the accounts of the District and sub-district

boards ; but the exclusion of these from the Imperial accounts

is now under consideration. We have already seen that the

whole administration of the finances in India was vested at one

time in the Central Government, and that a policy of decentra-

lization was initiated in 1870 and developed in 1877-82. The
arrangements introduced in 1877 have been modified in some

particulars, but, in the main, are still in force. The objects

aimed at were to give the Local Governments a strong induce-

ment to develop their revenues and practise economy in their

expenditure, to obviate the need for interference on the part of

the Supreme Government in the details of Provincial adminis-

tration, and at the same time to maintain the unity of the

finances in such a manner that all parts of the administration

should receive a due share of growing revenues required to meet

growing needs, and should bear in due proportion the burden

of financial difficulties which must be encountered from time to

time. This problem has been solved by the Government of

India delegating to the Local Governments the control of the

expenditure on the ordinary Provincial services, together with

the whole, or a proportion, of certain heads of revenue sufficient

to meet these charges. The heads of revenue selected are such

as are most susceptible of improvement under careful Provincial

management. Subject to occasional exceptions, the distribu-

tion of the more important sources of revenue is as follows :

wholly Imperial—salt, customs, opium, and tributes ; divided

—

land revenue, stamps, excise, assessed taxes, forests, and regis-

tration ; wholly Provincial—the local taxes included under the

head ' Provincial rates.' While expenditure on the ordinary

Provincial services has been delegated to the Local Govern-

ments, the Supreme Government keeps in its own hands the

bulk of the charges connected with the public debt, the army,
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the Indian marine, the central administration, and foreign

affairs. The Home charges are also Imperial. As regards the

commercial departments, transactions connected with the ])ost

office, telegraphs, mint, and railways are wholly or mainly

Imperial, while irrigation is divided between the two accounts.

The Imperial expenditure amounts to more than three times as

much as the expenditure of all the Provinces put together.

The financial administration of the Local Governments is

subject to the general supervision of the Supreme Government,

and to conditions concerning the imposition of new taxation,

the creation of appointments, the alteration of scales of salaries,

the maintenance of great lines of communications, and so on.

The Local Governments are also required, ordinarily, to keep

a prescribed minimum balance with which to meet emergent

expenditure. In other respects they have a free hand in

administering their share of the revenue. While this system in

some ways resembles the systems of federal finance which

prevail in the German Empire and in the United States, it

differs from them in a very vital respect. In (rermany and

America the constituent states have voluntarily surrendered

certain attributes of their fiscal and other sovereignty to the

Central Government, but retain complete independence, outside

the sphere of federal finance, in levying and spending their

revenues. In India the Local Governments are merely delegates

of the Supreme Government, and exercise financial and other

functions subject to its approval and control. They have more-

over no borrowing powers, and when - as has been the case in

Bombay of recent years under the stress of plague and famine

—

they exceed their resources, the balance is met by the Govern-

ment of India.

The arrangements with the Local Governments were formerly Periodical

subject to revision once in five years. During each quin- 'elision of

. . . . Provincial
quennial period the Province enjoyed the full advantage of any settle-

improvement in its share of the revenues due to natural growth ments.

and good administration. When the five years' period was

drawing to a close the Supreme Government would take fresh

stock of the financial position. An estimate was made of the

existing and future needs of the Province as regards revenue

and expenditure, and the settlement was revised accordingly.

In making this estimate the Government of India did not bind

itself to take into account the whole of the expenditure which

the Local Government had been able to defray from its growing

revenues or balances. Some forms of expenditure, such as the

outlay on public works and the contributions made for local
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purposes, are to some extent voluntary in character ; and it was

possible, without interfering with the development of the Pro-

vincial finances, to resume a portion of the funds devoted to

such purposes. The sums thus gained might be utilized to

improve the position of less prosperous Provinces, or might be

needed for the Imperial obligations which form by far the

greater portion of the total expenditure. In this manner

a certain elasticity was secured without sacrificing the objects

for which the system of Provincial finance was introduced.

The system had, however, the drawback of provoking periodical

controversies between the Supreme and the Local Governments,

and of stimulating hasty, and therefore possibly wasteful, expen-

diture by the latter during the closing years of a settlement.

Accordingly it has now been determined to assign to the Local

Governments more permanent shares in the divisible revenues

raised in their territories. Settlements made on this basis were

concluded with the Governments of Madras, Bengal, the

United Provinces, and Assam, with effect from 1904-5 ; with

Bombay and the Punjab, with effect from 1905-6 ; and with

the Central Provinces (including Berar), with effect from

1906-7. The recent division of Bengal further necessitated

fresh settlements with the new Provinces thereby constituted,

which came into force from 1906-7. The settlement with

Eastern Bengal and Assam is, however, subject to revision

after a few years, when the normal standards of revenue and

expenditure for the Province can be better ascertained. The
Provinces above mentioned have received with the new settle-

ments initial grants, amounting in the aggregate to 3 crores.

Burma is now the only Province to which the new settlement

principles have not been applied *.

So long as the Provincial settlements remained temporary,

their periodical revision was necessarily influenced by the

financial exigencies of the time. When the demands on the

Imperial Government increased out of proportion to its normal

resources, the Provincial assignments had perforce to be some-

what diminished ; when Imperial finance was prosperous, they

were as a whole increased.

Special Since the Provincial system came into being, Indian finance

tions bv ' '^'^^ been exposed to four special dangers— war, fall in opium

the Prov- receipts, fall in exchange, and famine. In the first three cases

' For further details see jiaragraphs 206-17 "^^ ^^ Government of India

Fitiaiuial Statement for 1904-5, ]iara^raphs 2o;,-,s of the Statement for

1905-6, and paragraphs 214-22 of the Statement for 1906-7.
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the risk falls entirely on the Imperial Government, which has incestotlie

therefore, to some extent, suffered from the increased stability '^."Pi'^'^^c

(jovcrn-
given to Fr(n incial finance. In times of emergency the Local ment.

Governments may be, and sometimes have been, called upon
to make special contributions for the general purposes of the

empire, apart from any resumptions made at the end of the

quinquennial periods. Thus during the Afghan ^\'ar they con-

tributed 67 lakhs, afterwards restored; in 1886-7, 4° lakhs,

towards the deficit caused by the Burmese War, military prepara-

tion on the north-western frontier, and the fall in exchange ; and

in 1894-5, the time of the exchange crisis, 40 lakhs, restored in

the following year. The cost of famine and plague falls in the

first instance on Provincial and local resources, and the Imperial

Government steps in only when these are exhausted. This

must, however, inevitably happen in the case of a severe famine.

During the currency of the 1897-8 settlements the system of

Provincial finance was sorely tried by the expenditure and loss

of revenue occasioned by famine and plague. Accordingly,

besides bearing by far the greater portion of the famine expen-

diture. Imperial revenues in each year made large grants to the

Local Governments, the total of which amounted up to the end

of 1903-4 to nearly 13 crores.

The meaning of the entry ' Provincial and Local surplus or Provincial

deficit' in Table III will now be plain. The accounts are ^"'' ^°^''^',.,,,,, . _ , surplus or
designed to show both the aggregate transactions of the deficit.

Government and the position of the Imperial finances. The
inclusion of the Provincial figures, which include the transactions

of the District and sub-district boards, has this effect, that a

Provincial expenditure smaller or greater than the Provincial

receipts makes an addition to or deduction from the balance at

the end of the year which does not affect tiie Imperial Govern-

ment, since the Imperial and Provincial accounts are indepen-

dent for the term of the settlement. It is therefore necessary

to make an entry which will cancel the Provincial surplus or

deficit. Take, for instance, the year 1901-2. Including grants

from the Government of India, the Local Governments received

in the aggregate 161 lakhs more than they spent. This sum is

not available for Imperial purposes ; and an adjusting entry

of 161 lakhs is therefore made on the expenditure side,

which reduces the Imperial balances by this amount, and

leaves the account in the position in which it would have

stood had the Provincial transactions been altogether excluded

from it.

^.L rr J 1- ,- 1 /-. ^ The Home
Ihe Home receipts and exi^enditure ol the Government of charges.

VOL. IV, o
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India are included in the general accounts under the appro-

priate heads, but require a brief separate examination. The
net expenditure in England, chargeable on the revenues of the

year, amounted in 1902-3 to about £17,700,000, distributed

as follows : railway revenue account, £6,500,000 ; interest and

management of debt (exclading interest charged in the railway

account), £2,800,000; stores, £1,800,000; army effective

charges, £1,300,000; civil administration, £400,000; marine,

£200,000 ; and non-effective charges, consisting mainly of the

furlough and pension allowances of civil and military officers,

£4,700,000. These Home charges have sometimes been

erroneously described as a tribute which India pays to England

in consequence of her subordination to that country. A glance

at the above figures will show that nearly 1 1 out of the total 1 7|^

million pounds consist of payments on account of capital and

materials supplied by England, and belong to a commercial

rather than an administrative class of transactions. Of the

balance, 4-| millions represent furlough and pension payments,

and are a necessary concomitant of the British administration

to which India owes her material prosperity. The Home
charges have grown by 4f million pounds in the past twenty-

seven years, the main heads of increase being railways, interest,

and furlough and pension allowances. The apportionment

between England and India of expenditure for matters in which

both are interested, and especially of charges in connexion

with the army, has formed the subject of frequent discussion

between the Indian and Home Governments. The subject

was thoroughly investigated by Lord Welby's Commission in

1 895-1 900 and a number of moot points were then settled,

resulting in a net annual relief to the Indian exchequer of about

a quarter of a million sterling.

Method of The Home expenditure is defrayed by the sale of Council

J"^^!l"S bills (or telegraphic transfers) by the Secretary of State. Since

expendi- the exports of India exceed her imports, European importers
ture. The must remit to India the net value of this excess. For this
loss by
exchange, purpose they buy bills on India, offered by the Secretary of

State ; the latter pays the Home charges with the proceeds, and

the buyers send the bills to India, where they are cashed by the

Indian Government. As regards the Indian exchequer the

result is therefore the same as if the amount had been directly

remitted to the India Office. Before the Indian mints were

closed to the free coinage of silver, the price which the Secre-

tary of State obtained for his bills was determined by the gold

value of silver bullion. If bills were offered at a rate less
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favourable than the market price of silver, importers could

adopt the alternative (A purchasing bullion and transmitting it

to India for coinage. The actual form of the transactions was

somewhat more complicated, but the essence was substantially

as above. Until 187 1-2 the gold value of the rupee had,

e.xcept in one year, always exceeded \s. \\d. In 1872-3 it fell

to a little over \s. \o\d. ; and thenceforward, owing to the in-

creasing production of silver, and its reduced employment for

monetary purposes due to the currency policy of Germany and

other countries, it fluctuated, with a constant downward tendency,

until in 1894-5 it reached the lowest point of a little under

\s. id. As the price of silver fell the Secretary of State obtained

worse and worse terms for his bills, or in other words the

Government of India had to pay a continually increasing

number of rupees to meet the sterling expenditure in England.

Thus arose the principal, though not the only, cause of the loss

by exchange. The changes in the currency system described

in chapter xvi have had the effect of establishing a value for

the rupee which varies within narrow limits on either side of

i^. 4^., and a fruitful cause of financial embarrassment and in-

stability has thus been removed. In estimating the loss which

the Government of India suffered, the result will depend on the

period with which comparison is made. It would be unreason-

able to take the period when the rupee was at or above par, for

that was the time of the Mutiny, when practically no remittances

were made to England and the country subsisted by borrowing.

Again, before 1872-3 the amount of the Home remittances was

much smaller than it became after that year. This was to a

large extent due to the fact that the Secretary of State was kept

in funds by the capital deposits of the guaranteed railway com-

panies, which had of course to be refunded at a later date when

the companies required the money for use. The year 1872-3

is therefore a good starting-point, because it marks the begin-

ning both of the rapid fall in exchange and of the period of

normal remittances. We may compare the price which the

Government of India paid for its remittances in the year of

lowest exchange, 1894-5, and the price it would have paid for

remitting the same sum had the rate of exchange been that

which prevailed in 1872-3. The sterling value of the bills [)aid

in 1894-5 was £15,770,533. The rupee equivalent actually

paid by the Government of India was 28-9 crores, while at the

rate prevailing in 1872-3 it would have amounted to only i6-6

crores. The difference is thus 12-3 crores, which is more than

half the amount of the net land revenue.

o 2
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Secretary The actual amount drawn by the Secretary of State on India

I \viiK'<
'^-^' '1^^''^"^^ ^^ Council bills in any year is not determined solely

by the net expenditure incurred in England chargeable to the

revenues. It is settled after consideration of a number of more

or less complicated transactions which regulate the adjustment

of resources to total expenditure of all kinds. Indian, like

British, finance has, ever since Mr. Wilson's reforms of i860,

been regulated by the budget system, and the financial year

ends on March 31. In the latter part of March is pub-

lished the Annual Financial Statement, which includes the

budget estimates of the coming year, the revised estimates of

the current year, and the 'actuals,' or closed accounts, of the

previous year.

The budget summary is shown in two main divisions : the

first includes only revenue and expenditure charged to revenue,

and is balanced by a surplus or deficit on revenue account.

This surplus or deficit, together with the amount of the opening

treasury balances in India and in England, is carried forward

into the statement under the second main division, in which

are also shown all expenditure on capital account, receipts by

way of loans, and other transactions, under the heads of debts,

deposits, advances, and Secretary of State's drafts, which are

outside revenue accounts. The general budget is balanced by

adjustment of the separate surpluses or deficits of the Provincial

Governments, and by the entry of the amounts of the closing

treasury balances in India and England.

It will be noted that the second division is of the nature of

a capital account in contradistinction to the first division, which

is purely a statement of revenue and of administrative expendi-

ture charged to revenue. The excess of total expenditure over

revenue shown in the second division, which is generally due to

capital outlay on railway and irrigation works, is met by borrow-

ing in India and England, frequently supplemented by drawing

on treasury balances.

The sum to be drawn by the Secretary of State to meet the

requirements of the Government of India for expenditure in

England is determined by deducting from the total of such

expenditure the borrowings in sterling in London. The total

amount of bills which can be sold by him without undue depre-

ciation of exchange depends on the demand for remittances to

India in connexion with the export trade, and in recent }'ears

this has been largely in excess of the budgeted requirements of

the Secretary of State for payments in sterling in England.

Their satisfaction depends primarily on the resources of the
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treasuries in India ; but if these should be unequal to meeting

the demands, bills can be drawn against the Currency Reserve,

the proceeds being remitted to India in gold, or utilized in the

purchase of silver in order to recoup the Currency Reserve

balanced On the other hand, should a failure in the export

trade, due to famine or other reasons, cause the demand for trade

remittances to fall short of the total necessary to meet Govern-

ment expenditure in sterling, the Secretary of State may make

good the deficit by a corresponding increase in the amount of

his sterling borrowings. In recent years the surplus proceeds

of the Secretary of State's drawings, as compared with his actual

revenue requirements, have been applied partly to the strength-

ening of the cash balances which he holds in England, partly

to the purchase of silver for coinage, and partly to defraying

capital outlay in connexion with railway construction.

A special feature of Indian finance arises through the fiict • Ways and

that the revenue receipts vary considerably at different seasons n^^^"*-

of the year. During the months of January to April they are

at their highest and the cash balances in India increase. During

the following months they fall short of the demands on the

treasuries ; balances run down and are ordinarily at their lowest

point in December. Experience shows that it is not safe to allow

the balances to fall below lo crores during this month, and this

fact must be taken into consideration in deciding the amount

announced in the annual financial statement which the Govern-

ment proposes to borrow in England, or in India, or in both

countries. The consideration of the monthly demands on

treasury balances in India is the basis of the resource estimate,

technically called ' ways and means
'

; and the result of this

estimate, taken in connexion with the condition of the Indian

money market, i)r()vides the data on which is fixed the amount

of the loan to be raised in India in rupees.

It may be pointed out that, while most European Govern-

ments can count on meeting temporary treasury requirements

by the issue of treasury bills through Government banks, such

resources cannot be relied upon in India; and consequently the

Indian Treasury is obliged to act as its own banker, estimating

its monthly requirements with special foresight and prudence,

and watching the situation with the closest attention throughout

the year.

This sketch may be concluded with a bird's-eye view of the

period which has been taken to illustrate the progress and

condition of the Indian finances. During this i)eriod (1876-

' In ictjaid to currency transai.lions see cliap. xvi.
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Con- 1903) the total net revenue increased from about 39 to 61
elusion. crores, of which about 2I crores may be attributed to fresh

vicwof the ^''''''^^tion : namely, the income-tax and the addition to the

financial J^rovincial rates by famine cesses which have, as already ex-

^ ' plained, now been repealed, A development of the commer-

cial services—railways, irrigation, post office, and telegraphs

—

of enormous benefit to the country, has been accompanied by

the conversion of a burden of 2 crores into a profit of 70 lakhs.

The net charge on account of the funded and unfunded debt

has been reduced from 4^ to \\ crores. The net expenditure

on the ordinary civil administration has risen from nearly 14 to

23 crores, the principal increase being under the heads of police,

courts of justice, medical services, education, civil works, and

pensions. The cost of the army (including military works) has

risen from t6| to 26 crores. The total surplus of ordinary

revenue over ordinary expenditure during this period amounts

to about 91 crores. From this surplus 22 crores have been spent

on major military operations, 4-5 crores on special defences, 26

crores on famine relief, and 16^ crores on the construction of

railways and major irrigation works. In spite of the great loss

caused by the fall in exchange the record is a satisfactory one,

and few countries could show a better. Great difficulties and

misfortunes have been encountered ; but, thanks to the growth

of the national wealth and to the remarkable recuperative powers

of the country, these have been successfully overcome. The
reality of material progress in India is sometimes questioned,

and the terrible ravages of famine are said to be incompatible

with it. A growing land revenue accompanied by a diminishing

incidence on the cultivated area, and a steady rise in the receipts

from salt, excise, customs, and income-tax, are in themselves no

uncertain index of developing resources, and abundant testi-

mony outside the Government accounts is not wanting. In

1876-7 the total value of the exports and imports of British

India (excluding bullion) amounted to 61 and 37 crores respec-

tively.; in 1902-3 the figures had risen to 129 and 86 crores.

In 1878-9 there were 78 cotton and jute mills with a capital

(so far as known) of 8§ crores ; in 1902-3 the number of mills

had increased to 237 and the capital to 24^ crores. In 1878

one million tons of coal were produced in India; in 1902, 7-|

millions. In 1891 the petroleum sources yielded 6| million

gallons ; in 1902, 56I millions. In 1884-5 there were 694 joint

stock companies in India with a paid-up capital of 2o| crores
;

in 1903-4, 1,489 companies owned a paid-up capital of 39^
crores. The course of commercial and industrial progress
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never runs smooth ; but in spite of periods of misfortune and

depression there are abundant signs that India is advancing

steadily, and it is not unreasonable to anticipate that she is

entering on an era of uiaterial prosperity the like of which she

has never known in the past. If such be the case, the Indian

financiers of the future may achieve even greater results than

their predecessors. The outlook, however, is not without its

anxieties. The malignant influence of a falling exchange has

been dispelled ; but with a precarious opium revenue, a land

revenue which can hardly be expected to maintain its former

rate of growth, and a customs revenue which is threatened by

an increase in the home production of some of the most impor-

tant staples of the import trade, it may be that the resources

on which the state has heretofore relied will not prove adequate

for the needs of the future. But difficulties of this description

which do not arise from a decay of national wealth may be

overcome by skill and prudence, and there is no reason to

apprehend that the Government will lack the means to carry

out administrative improvements and to foster economic

progress.
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TABLE II. Nkt Revenue

(/;/ lakJis of rupees)

Revenue other than
taxation.

Lnnd revenue .

Tributes and contribu-

tions from Native
Stales .

Foiests

Opium
Miscellaneous .

TOTAI,

Ta.ratiofi.

Salt .

Excise

Customs .

Assessed taxes

Provincial rates

Stam]5s

Registration

:876-7.
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TABLE III. Net Expenditure

{In lakhs of rupees)

Civil Administra-
tion.

Land Revenue .

Civil nepartments
Miscellaneous Civil

charges .

Total

Post Office

Teleqiaphs
Mint

.

Total

1876-7.
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TABLE IV. Public "\^oRKS

(/// lakhs of rupees)

Old Guaranteed
Railways.

Interest

Vet receipts less sur-

plus profit-, land,

and supervision

Net charges

State Kaikvays.

Gioss receipts .

Working expenses

Net receipts

Interest on capital

Annuities, &c., for

purchase of railways

Net charges or receipts

Net charge for assisted

railways

Miscellaneous railway

expenditure .

Net charge or leceipts

for railways

Irrigation—
Major ]]'orks.

Cross direct receipts .

Share of land revenue

Working expenses

Net receipts

Interest

Net charges or receipts

Total Kaikvays and
Major Irrigation.

Net charges or receipts

Minor Works and

Navigation

Civil Works

Grand total of charges.

1876.7.



CHAPTER VII

LAND REVENUE

The sub- A SUBJECT more remote from the interests of the average

stran""Y
Englishman than the land revenue of India can scarcely be

most conceived. In order to appreciate it in any way he must
English- translate himself into entirely new surroundings. He must
men. ...

leave behind him his limited conception of a land where the.

majority of the people live in big cities, where every one is depen-

dent on the town for subsistence and for luxuries, where urban

interests and urban wealth everywhere predominate. He must

look instead upon a vast country where the immense majority

of the people live by agriculture, where towns are exceedingly

few in number, and where town industries are comparatively

insignificant. In India the whole outlook is agricultural. The
normal landscape of a prosperous Indian district is represented

by some wide alluvial plain or slightly rolling upland where

almost every square yard is under the plough. Hedges and

walls are, as a rule, unknown ; at harvest time the waving fields

of rice, wheat, or other food-grains reach almost without inter-

ruption to the horizon ; and in the intervals between the harvests

an equally uninterrupted stretch of shimmering heat-baked soil

fades away into the haze. Every morning during the cultiva-

tion season the Indian peasant—the most frugal and patient in

the world— goes out to his fields with his cattle to work his

well or to plough his land : and every evening he returns to his

thatched cottage by the trees or his mud-built house in the

closely packed village. His wants, such as they are, are met

by the local artisans and menials, whom he rewards with cus-

tomary contributions from his harvest. From this out-turn

every class is provided for : it is to this that the Government
looks for its revenue, the landlord (if there be one) for his rent,

the grain merchant for his profits, and the labourers and arti-

sans for their wages. To all these persons—and collectively

they represent nearly the whole of India—the harvest is the

centre of interest, and to most of them the ' state of the crops
'

is no mere formal topic of conversation but the all-absorbing

question of life.
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To appreciate the question of Indian land revenue, therefore,

the Englishman must put himself into a .S(Kial environment

entirely dilTerent from that with which he is acquainted at home.

His political and economic preconceptions will also require

considerable readjustment. The place, for instance, which is

occupied by the land tax in English finance is very small, the

receipts amounting to less than i per cent, of the total public

income ; whereas in India the land revenue provides more than

23 per cent, of the whole income of the state and nearly 39 per

cent, of the revenue proper. The system, moreover, of tenures

and titles to land in the British Isles is so unique, and there is

so little in England corresponding to the peasant holdings or

to the 'cadastre' of continental nations, that an English in-

quirer approaches the land problems of India from a stand-

point even more remote than that of the inhabitants of the

greater part of the rest of Europe. He is apt also, if he pushes

his investigations far, to be appalled by the amount of official

literature to be studied on the subject and the esoteric character

of the language in which much of it is written. Indian histories,

too, while recording the names of celebrated soldiers and diplo-

matists, seldom mention those of men who, like Shore, Duncan,

Munro, Thomason, and Wingate, have by their labours in the

department of Indian land revenue profoundly influenced the

welfare of many generations throughout vast tracts of country,

and whose work must always retain for Indian administrators

a great deal both of interest and importance.

It is at the same time most difficult to satisfy the wants of an Difficulty

outside inquirer by presenting in limited space a conspectus of attending

Indian land revenue administration which shall be at once desciip-

illuminating and accurate. To everv general statement there tion of

,

"

. 1 • 1 • i Indian
are numerous exceptions ; and a pronouncement winch is true

i^„j|

as regards one Province or 1 )istrict can seldom be accepted revenue

without modification for other parts of the country. There are
^y^'^"'='-

no doubt certain principles and methods which in a general

way underlie the various systems in force, and it is the object

of the following pages to present these as clearly as possible

;

but in the perusal of what is here written it cannot be too care-

fully borne in mind that the actual details of revenue work are

characterized by a variety and intricacy which no general

description, much less an account as succinct as the present

must be, can in any way hope to reproduce.

The land revenue of modern India is a form of public income Land

derived from the immemorial custom of the country. In its
''^^'^""^

under
primary form the land revenue was that portion of the cultivator's native rule.
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grain-heap which the state annexed for the public use, and

this crude method of realizing the bulk of the state income

appears to have been practically the only method in force

throughout the greater part of India until the sixteenth century

of our era. In that century the Mughal power was finally

established in the north of India and began gradually to extend

its influence southward into the Peninsula. Under its firm and

centralized administration the system of land revenue underwent

a series of reforms, chiefly connected with the names of the

emperor Akbar, who ruled from a.d. 1556 to a.d. 1605, and

his Hindu minister, Todar Mai. Cash payments, for instance,

were to a large extent substituted for those in kind ; the cash

rates were, when possible, fixed for a period of years instead of

being subject to annual alteration ; and a more or less uniform

system of revenue accounts was established, the terminology of

which has now permeated every part of India ^ But with the

break-up of the Mughal empire and the increasing indepen-

dence of the outlying provincial governors, the practice of

leasing the re\enue of large tracts of country became common ;

the check on the farmers of revenue became less and less care-

ful ; and although the memory of the Mughal assessments did

not altogether die out, the collection of land revenue by the

later Muhammadan governors, and by the Maratha and Sikh

powers which grew up alongside of them, became practically

little more than a disorganized scramble for the greatest amount

of income which could be wrung from the land.

Subsequent As the several Provinces came under British control, their

<Sevelop- assessments were gradually reduced to order, the systems selected

zamiiidari being at first tentatively adopted according to the varying cir-

aud ryot- cumstances of the difterent tracts and becoming more and more
^^'^^^'

crystallized as time went on. The process was carried out with

no little deliberation. In Bengal, which was acquired in 1765,

a setded system was introduced by Lord Cornwallis in 1793.

The greater part of the Madras Presidency'was~talcen~Over in

1 792-1801, and although The^principles of the present system

were introduced by Sir Thomas Munro and others early in the

nineteenth century, the actual bai;i"s of the existing arrangements

dates from as late as 1855. In the Agra Province, which was

for the most part annexed in 1801 and 1803, the present sys-

tem, though started in 1822, was first put on a working basis

by the agency of Mr. R. M. Bird in 1833 and owes much of its

' A somewhat similar system was carried out in the Bombay Deccan by

Malik Ambar, the great minister of Ahmadiiai^ar, who died in A.D. 1626.

See Baden-Powell's Land Systetus of British India, iii. 205.
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subsequent success to the exertions of Mr. Thomason between

1843 and 1853. So too in Bombay the tracts which fell under

British dominion in 18 18 were not taken systematically in hand

till 1835, nor were they assessed on any fixed system prior to

the Joint Report published in 1847 by Mr. Goldsmid, Captain

Wingate, and Captain Davidson. A number of different systems

were thus gradually evolved on lines which were for the most

part mutually independent. The Supreme Government has, as

a rule, wisely avoided the enforcement of unnecessary uniformity,

so that the differences, both in principle and in method, among
the various revenue systems in India are by no means incon-

siderable. It is usual, however, to differentiate them roughly

on broad lines according to the status of the person from whom
the revenue is actually demanded. Where the revenue is im-

.

posed on an individual or community owning an estate, and

occupying a position identical with, or analogous to, that of a

landlord, the assessment is known as 'zamlndari'; and where'

the revenue is imposed on individuals who are the actual occu-

pants, or are accepted as representing the actual occupants of

holdings, the assessment is known as ' ryoiwari ^' The former]

of these systems prevails throughout Northern and Central India,

that is to say in Bengal, the United Provinces, the Punjab, and

the Central Provinces ; and the latter in Bombay, Madras,

Assam, and Burma. About 53 per cent, of the land revenue

assessment of British India is zamlndari and 47 per cent.

ryotwari.

In the Native States the assessments generally partake of Areas in

the character of those prevalent in the adjoining portions of.^'^l?^^

British territory. As a rule, the methods adopted are more revenue

primitive and the assessments higher than in British Districts, system is
'

still in an

' This is perhaps the most practical distinction between zamlndari and

ryotwari ; other characteristics have from time to time been Iool<ed upon as

differentiating the two systems, such as the treatment of waste land, the

annual revisioQ of the demand, joint and several responsibility, the rights of

Government in the soil, and so forth— but it is unnecessary to confuse the
;

reader with discussion of these points. The distinction has its historic i

origin in the varying degrees in whicli, in different parts of the country,

tribal occupation of territory has superseded the rights of the ruler,

or full proprietary right has been granted to the individual. Under

zamindari tenure the land is held as independent property. Under ryotwari

tenure, it is held of the Crown in a right of occupancy which is, under 1

British rule, both heritable and transferable. Even in the distinction made

in the text there is an element of inconsistency, for as time goes on there is

a tendency to treat the many small self cultivating landlords in the village

communities of Northern India more and more individually, after the

ryotwari pattern.
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uncle- but the general tendency is for the revenue systems of the

velopcd Native States to become gradually assimilated to those of Bri-

tish India. The same may be said of the outlying areas under

British administration, such as Upper Burma, parts of Assam,

and the Baluchistan Districts, where the revenue arrangements

are still in a somewhat incomplete state and have not yet been

brought into line with those of the older Provinces. In the

following pages, therefore, which profess to indicate the general

principles of the Indian land revenue administration, it has not

been thought necessary to refer again to the systems at present

in force in Native States, or in Districts of the nature above

described.

Three It will be found convenient to note the general features of

'^^"\ rthe Indian land revenue administration, whether zamindari or
branches of . , , i , i

•
i i

the sub- ryotwan, under three heads which represent the processes

j^'^^- actually followed : namely, (i) the preparation of the cadastral

record, (2) the assessment of the revenue, and (3) the col-

lection of the revenue so assessed. The first two processes

are known collectively in most Provinces of India as the

' Settlement ' of the land revenue, and the officer who carries

them out is known as the ' Settlement Officer.' The duties of

the assessing staff entail a minute local inspection from village

to village through large tracts of country, and there are few

officers of Government who are thrown more into contact with

the people than the Settlement Officers, or have greater oppor-

tunities for understanding their wants and feelings.

/. The Cadastral Record

The cadas- An essential preliminary to the assessment of land in India,

tral map.
.^^ j,-^ Qther civilized countries, is the preparation of a cadastral

map. It is true that in Bengal, where the revenue was perma-

nently assessed in 1793, the present assessment rests on infor-

mation obtained without the aid of a survey ; but this defect

has given rise to inconveniences both fiscal and administrative,

and it was found necessary in 1892 to introduce a cadastral

survey and record in the Bihar Districts of that Province in

order to regulate the relations of landlord and tenant. In Pro-

vinces outside Bengal the existing assessments are based almost

without exception on a field to field survey. The map is pre-

pared in some instances by the scientific staff of the Survey

department ; in others the skeleton data alone are provided

scientifically and the rest of the work is plotted by a local staff.

A separate map is usually prepared for each ' village,' the village

in India being a tract of land corresponding in some ways to
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the "parish' in Great Britain. The ultimate unit of assessment in

most Provinces is tlie holding, and it is usual to map as they stand

the fields of which the holding is composed. In Bombay, how-

ever (and to a lesser degree in Madras also), the actual holdings

are to a large extent giouped into small ' survey numbers ' with

practically immutable boundaries which are solidly and carefully

marked out upon the ground ; and in Bombay this fact consti-

tutes so characteristic a feature of the revenue system that the

occupant who holds a survey number on the condition of paying

the revenue assessed on it is said to hold on the ' survey tenure.'

The cadastral map having been completed, a field register is The fiscal

usually prepared to correspond with it, and from this field
'*^^°'^*

register is prepared the ledger of holdings which corresponds to

the ' matrice cadastrale ' of Europe. This record is primarily

a fiscal record, the object of which is to show from whom the

assessment of each holding or field or number is to be realized

and the amount to be realized in each case. It is not sufificient

for this purpose to detail the names of the persons in possession,

for there may be several parties in possession of the

same land, holding various classes of rights—one being

in the position of over-proprietor, another in that of under-

proprietor, another as mortgagee, another as tenant, an(Jther as

sub-tenant, and so forth ; and it is necessary to specify which

of these parties is responsible for the revenue or (to use the

technical phrase) with which of them the settlement is to be

made. The principles upon which this point should be

determined were the subject of prolonged discussion in tlie

various Provinces at the commencement of British rule, and

their determination involved an immense amount of inquiry

into the complex and ill-defined tenures then found to be in

existence. Owing to the interest excited by these inquiries the

decision of revenue questions in India for many years entailed

a minute examination of ancient tenures, and it is only of late

years—since the old questions have been set at rest—that the

study of the technique of Indian land revenue has to a certain

extent been separable from the historical investigation of the

origins of existing rights in land.

^Vhcn the country was first taken over, the peasant who

cultivated tlic land was found in some cases to be a temporary

(occupant only : in others he was recognized by custom as

having certain hereditary rights. In some cases he paid the

revenue dirc( t to Government, in others the payment was made
through an intermediary. This intermediary was in some cases

a village headman, whose only authority over the peasant lay in

vol.. IV. ?
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the right to collect revenue ; in other cases he was a large

revenue contractor appointed by the ruler of the day, or an

official to whom the revenue had been assigned, or some here-

ditary chief whose position had been wholly or partially

recognized by the (government in power, or a community of

hereditary cultivators which had survived the disintegrating

influence of time. The degree too in which any of these inter-

mediaries interfered with the land or was in his turn interfered

with by Government varied greatly. In some cases he could

oust cultivators, in others he could not. In some cases he

could break up waste or alienate land, in others not. In

some cases the Government could remove him during his life

or confiscate his riglits on his death ; in others he and his

heirs were left in undisturbed enjoyment. In some cases he

was the only intermediary between the cultivator and the

Government ; in others he was one of a long chain of intermedi-

aries, each of whom was allowed, or had usurped, special claims.

Soon after annexation, therefore, it had in each Province to

be determined whether the revenue should be taken direct from

the cultivating peasant, and, if not, from which class of inter-

mediaries it should be realized. In determining this point the

Governments of the day were led partly by motives of con-

venience, and partly by the presumption that one or other of

the parties must stand to the soil in a position resembling more

or less that of proprietor, and that the party so standing was

caeteris paribus entitled to be held responsible for the revenue.

Accordingly, in Bengal, in parts of Madras and of the United

Provinces, and in the Central Provinces, the highest class of

intermediaries, standing next below the Government, were

generally accepted as the payers of the revenue. In the rest of

the United Provinces and in the Punjab a somewhat similar

position was accorded to the representatives of the village com-

munities, the several members of which were accepted as

proprietors of their several shares or holdings. In Bombay,

Assam, and Burma, on the other hand, and in the greater part

of Madras, the intermediaries, where they existed, were very

generally disregarded and the assessment was collected from

the actual occupant of the soil. In cases, such as are found

more particularly in Northern India, where two classes of pro-

prietors, superior and inferior, were recognized, the revenue

was imposed on one party or the other as circumstances

prompted ; but the management of the land generally was left

to the inferior proprietor, while tlie superior was guaranteed as

compensation an allowance by deduction from the Government
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demand. In one way or another a decision was thus uUimately

arrived at in each Province that the parties who possessed some

specified class of right should be held responsible for the

revenue, and the cadastral record necessarily included the

names of the persons understood to be in possession of that

particular class of right ^

The cadastral record of a District which is drawn up at the The record

time of assessment is thus primarily a fiscal record prepared in pf
J''gh's

order to enable the Ciovernment to identify the persons who are

under obligations to itself. But from what has been said

above it will be seen how closely the matters connected with

the preparation of this record are bound up with the general

issues of the land-tenure question throughout India. It has

therefore been usual to supplement entries in this record, either

by additional entries or by a separate record, in such a way as

to show to a greater or less extent the existing rights in, and

encumbrances on, the land. In the older ryotwari Provinces,

where rights in the soil other than those possessed by the occu-

pants who pay the revenue are not especially prominent, the

record has, it is true, retained to a large extent a purely fiscal

character. But although the Madras records still concern

themselves only with the entries of the responsible revenue

payers, arrangements have recently been made in Bombay for

starting a supplementary register for the record of mortgages,

sub-tenancies, and the like. In Bengal, .ilthough the preparation

of a complete record of tenants' rights has hitherto been mainly

confined to Bihar and to certain temporarily settled tracts

elsewhere, the revenue roll is supplemented by registers in

which mortgagees and certain classes of tenure-holders and

farmers are entitled to record their rights. In Northern India,

the Central Provinces, and the ryotwari Provinces of Assam

' The persons thus recognized as proprietors (and also certain classes of

tenants) were in alnmit all parts of India permitted to exercise free riglits of

transfer by sale, mortgage, gift, &c, ; but an extravagant use of thcie rights

tends in many Provinces to the disintegration of the larger propeities and

the transfer of land from the agricultural to the non-agricultural classes,

l-fforts have been made, from 1S62 onwards, to preserve historic estates

from the break-up witii whicli they are thus threatened by means of Acts

permitting temporary management by Government, transmission by piinio-

geniturc, and other remedies; and legislation of this l<ind is now in force in

Sind, in various parts of IJombay, in Oudh,the Punjab, Pundclkhand, Ajmer,

Chota Nagpur, and in the zamindari areas of Madras. Steps iiavc also

been recently taken to curtail the riglit of transfer to money-lenders and

other non-agriculturists in the Puiijalj and in Bundelkliand : and similar

restrictions have been imposed on certain classes of tenants in the Centra!

Provinces and on the new occupants of certain vacant areas <n I'ombay.

V 2
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and Burma the cadastral record is of a much more complete

character, setting forth all classes of proprietary or tenant right,

and all the more common forms of farm and mortgage ; and

the preparation of the record has hitherto constituted a very

important part of the Settlement Officer's duties. In the greater

I)art of British India therefore the cadastral record forms a valu-

able compendium of the existing titles in, and encumbrances

on, each parcel of the soil ; and in most of the Provinces where

it is prepared in the form of a record of rights, this record

is given by law a presumptive force, being held to be correct

luitil the contrary is proved.

Maintcii- A map and cadastral record has of necessity to be prepared

recD^rd
^ ^vhen a District is brought under assessment ; and, for fiscal

purposes, the changes which occur between one assessment and

another must to some extent be reproduced in the record. In

the ryotwari areas, where the number of revenue-payers

is large, and where the entries have as a rule been con-

hned to a record of revenue-payers, the registers are usually

corrected with some care from year to year. But in the

zamlndari Provinces, where the fiscal objects of the register

were comparatively limited and it consisted generally of a record

of rights in which the Government was not directly interested,

there was in former times a tendency to leave the register un-

touched between one assessment and another, that is to say, for

periods varying from twenty to thirty years. This neglect entailed

grave inconveniences in two directions. It became necessary

at each new assessment to prepare the record again from the

beginning at a considerable expenditure of time and trouble

both to Government and to the people ; and the record itself,

after a few years from the date of its completion, no longer

represented with any accuracy the existing state of rights in the

land. Arrangements have accordingly been made during the

last twenty years under which the records are now in most

Provinces revised either annually or at short intervals in such

a way as to maintain intact and up to date the accuracy of the

initial record ; the staff to which the work is entrusted has been

very greatly ifnproved ; the parties interested are as a rule

required under legal penalties to report all changes in rights

;

and in more than one Province the revised editions of the

record thus maintained by local agency are given the same pre-

sumptive authority at law as the initial record itself. There is

therefore gradually being built up in India a very extensive and

complete system of registration of title by public entry. In

the case of the more important transfers of proprietary right the
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revenue record is supplemented by the registration of assurances

which is effected under the general Registration law ; but for

the vast majority of persons connected with the land in India

the revenue record forms the only evidence of title, and a large

number of transfers are attested in no other way than by entry

in this record. There has thus, out of the fiscal necessities of

the Government, been developed the nucleus of a system of

public transfer, which, as Sir Henry Maine has said, 'is now
the system of the whole civilized world, except England and the

countries under the influence of English jurisprudence ' ; and

the revenue records over a large part of India combine the

functions of a fiscal memorandum with those of a proprietary

register.

//. The Assessment of t/ie Land Revenue

As already noted, the original custom of native governments Evohnion

throughout the greater part of India was to take as land "^^ .^'?';^

revenue a share of the produce in kind. Revenue is indeed fixed ca-h

still levied in this manner in many of the Native States, and assess-

there are large tracts of India where rents are taken by land-
™^" ^'

lords in no other way. The grave inconveniences of such

a system of revenue collection— the large staff of officials

required ; the troublesome storage of grain ; and the openings

for peculation, harassment, and oppression—can however be

easily understood. The system was, therefore, under native

rule gradually subjected to various modifications. Sometimes

the presence of a government (jfticial on the threshing-floor

was dispensed with by having the out-turn of the standing crop

and the government share estimated beforehand. Sometimes

the grain was not actually removed by the government, but

was compulsorily sold to the landholder and the value realized

by the government in cash. And sometimes, especially when
the produce was not easy to divide into shares, the standing

crop was assessed at cash rates per blg/ia \ The great reforms

of Akbar's time carried the process a step farther— a calculation

of the average cash value of the state's share of each crop for

a series of years was worked out per blgha, and the landholders

were given an opportunity of paying their revenue in cash at

Ifjg/ia rates, which were fixed for a definite period, without fear

of enhancement. A great deal (jf the revenue, especially in the

outlying provinces, was still realized in kind, but the accounts

were all kept in the cash equivalents ; and as time went on, it

became customary, while maintaining cash l>i^(;/ia rates as

' A ii^ha is, generally speaking, tive-eigluhs of an acre.
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a standard, to lease the collection for villages and other larger

areas t ) middlemen who paid to the state fixed lump sums per

annum. The rates on which these lump assessments were

based were, however, gradually lost sight of or manipulated for

the benefit of the contractors, and the contract assessments

themselves were gradually forced up as the necessities of the

government increased. After the advent of British rule the

principle of a contract assessment in cash was maintained, and

the revenue was assessed in this form either on the individual

fields, as in the South, or on the larger estates or villages, as in

Northern India. At the same time the old system was revived,

b) which the contract was fixed for a series of years instead of

being liable to capricious alteration. The occupant in Southern

India might, it is true, throw up his holding and so escape the

assessment imposed upon it, whereas no such option rested

with the landowners in the North ; but the princip'e of assess-

ment was in either case the same : namely, that the revenue

should be realized in the form of a fixed annual payment in

cash, the amount of which should be subject to no alteration

during a prescribed term of years. And this fixed assessment

in cash may be looked on as the standard characteristic of the

land revenue of modern India.

Fluctu- The solid advantages connected with fixity of the demand,
ating cash

^j^^ opportunities it afforded for the extension and improve-

ments, ment of agriculture, and the immense relief which it usually

provided after the harassing variations of pre-annexation days,

have made the Indian Government somewhat chary of allowing

departures from the principle of a fixed revenue. In some

tracts, indeed, as in Lower Burma, the assessment was imposed

mainly by means of a fluctuating cash rate on the area cropped
;

and in certain special tracts elsewhere, especially those aftected

by river inundation or by irrigation from tanks or canals, assess-

ments of a wholly or partially fluctuating nature were introduced
;

but as a general rule the system of fixed assessments was for

many years very jealously maintained. It has always been

recognized that a fixed demand, however light in itself, is apt to

press hard on small holders in bad years in areas where the

produce varies considerably from harvest to harvest ; but it is

only of late that, owing to the gradual improvement of the

\illage agency and the increased accuracy of agricultural statis-

tics, it has been found possible to modify to any adequate

extent the rigidity of fixed assessments by apportioning the

demand of each year more closely to the out-turn from which

that demand has to be paid. It is now not uncommonly the
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custom, as will be further noted below, to postpone or remit in

bad seasons a portion or the whole of the fixed revenue in

tracts affected by agricultural distress ; and there is also a

growing tendency in some Provinces to substitute for the fixed

demand formerly in use some system of fluctuating assessment

which usually takes the form of acreage rates on the areas

sown or matured in each harvest, the rates so imposed being,

like the lump assessments above described, unchangeable for

a period of years. The assessment of fluctuating revenue has

no doubt the disadvantage that it can only be carried out by

a fairly well-trained staff, and that it subjects the landholders to

a certain amount of annoyance and extortion at the hands of

the lower grades of government oflicials ; but it has also the

great merit of apportioning the demand as nearly as possible to

the varying out-turn of the land. Before extending the system

to any new tract, its merits and demerits are closely weighed in

connexion with the special characteristics of the tract under

consideration ; but, as above noted, the general tendency at the

present day is to make a more liberal use of the fluctuating

principle than had hitherto been customary.

It being premised, then, that the revenue, whether fixed or Share of

otherwise, is levied by means of a cash demand on each unit ?'°^^
' '

. ... produce
assessed, the next step is to note the considerations affecting repre-

the incidence of the cash demand thus imposed. Under native rented by

11 1. 1 •
1 1- , the land

rule the assessments were usually represented either directly or revenue.

indirectly as a certain fraction of the gross produce. What the

fraction was and on what system it was based, it is impossible

in any general way to record. The ancient textbook known
as the Laws of Manu allows the king to take in kind one-

twelfth to one-eighth, or if necessary one-fourth^ ; and these

fractions, though scarcely to be accepted as serious historical

data, are interesting as showing what the Brahman authors of

a pre-Muhammadan treatise looked upon as suitable shares for

land revenue. The cash assessments of Akbar, according to

the contemporary Ain-i-Akbarl, represented a third and, ac-

cording to later authorities, a quarter of the produced The
Hindu Rajas in the greater i)art of Madras, according to Sir

Thomas Munro, took shares var)MiTig~froim tv/o to tlirLc-fifths,

and the Maratha rulers in ^\'estern India are said to have"

exacted not less than one-half"'. Similar figures can be qu(jted

' Manava-Dharma-SMslra, vii. i.'.o, x. 118-20.

* Ain-i-Altbarl, Jarrett, ii. 63; Giant's J'o/i/iial Survey of the Norlhern

Circdrs. jith Report, Madras ed., ii. i6~.

" Arbuthnot's Munro, i. 24S ; Bombay (Joverninenl letter 281 of March 30,

1901 ; Memo. para, i, cf. Haringlon's Analysis, iii. 303, 324, 346.
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on similar authority for other parts of India ; and though they

may not have been based on strictly mathematical data and

may not have been applicable as they stand to the whole area

of the tracts in question, yet they serve to illustrate the kind of

standard to which the native revenues of pre-annexation days

tended to approximated The question owes its interest mainly

to the fact that (although the net ' assets ' form in some ways

a better ground of comparison) it has been customary to com-

pare the incidence of the native and British assessments by

contrasting the shares of the gross produce usually taken by

either ; and in this connexion the revenue totals have of late

years been sometimes contrasted with estimates of the value

of the gross produce. The Famine Commission of 1878-80

made a rough calculation which shows that the revenue of the

.

Various Provinces ranged from about 4 to 8 per cent, of the

gross produce'^. If the average out-turns accepted in 1878 be

applied to the areas given by the Famine Commission of 1898,

the total land revenue of India may be said to represent

5 1 per cent, of the gross produce. Further and more accurate

calculations made by the Famine Commission of 1 900-1 show

that in the Central Provinces the incidence of the present land

revenue is less than 4 per cent, of the average value of the

produce ; that in Berar it is about 7 per cent., in Ajmer

io per cent., in the greater part of the Punjab 7 per cent., in

the Deccan something over 7 per cent., and in Gujarat 20 per

cent. Calculations recently made for Madras show that the

land revenue and water-rates of the ryotwari areas of that

Presidency (excluding Malabar and South Kanara) fall at an

average of about 10 per cent, on the gross produce. Even

allowing for a margin of error in these figures, it is therefore

clear that the Indian Government now takes a \ery much

flower share of the gross produce than was customary in pre-

! British days.

The assess- It is however only for statistical purposes that the present

' .Such rales must be interpreted as indicating the relation of the revenue

over a whole village or tract to the produce of that village or tract, and not

as implying necesi^arily a uniform rate over all the holdings or fields.

Where grain-rents prevail, the rates for the fields or holdings usually differ

according to the soil, class of cultivation, &c., and the revenue of native

sovereigns must as a rule have been differentiated ultimately in the same

way. One of the difficulties connected with the existing descriptions of

Akbar's settlement lies in the fact that the exaction of a uniform share of

the gross produce from every cultivated acre throughout the empire is an

idea almost inconceivable to any one acquainted with Indian rents in kind.

- Page 112, Part TI of Coinmission's Report,
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land revenue is attempted to be sliown in teniis of the gross ment made

produce. Economists have \ox\" a^o recotinized the injustice
°" ',"^'

r o ft £3 J produce
(in other than backward tracts) of land revenue assessments or net

fixed at a uniform fraction of the gross produce, and the assess- assets,

ment of the revenue on this principle is now practically as

obsolete in British India as in most of tt/e civilized states of

Europe. Except in Bombay, where the assessment is not fixed

in terms of the produce at all, the revenue throughout India is

assessed so as to represent a share not of the gross, but of the

net produce^ The meaning of theTerm ' net produce ' or ' net

assets ' as employed for the purposes of assessment varies, it is

true, in different parts of India*. In Northern India and in the

Ontral Provinces it represents the rent, when rent is paid, or

that portion of the gross produce which would, if the land were

rented, be taken by the landlord ; and in these Provinces it is
,

therefore practically the equivalent of the actual or hypothetical

rental. In Madras and Lower Burma, on the other hand,

where Government deals as a rule direct with the culti\'ator,

the net produce is the difference between the assumed value of

the gross produce and a very liberal estimate of the cost in-

curred in raising and disposing of the crop (see p. 219). Speaking

generally, therefore, the ' net assets ' represent a higher share of

the produce in Burma and Madras, where no middleman inter-

venes between the peasant proprietor and the Government,

ilian they do in Northern India. In the two former Provinces

they are the cultivating 'assets,' in the latter the proprietary

'assets'^.' But the principle throughout is that the revenue

should be based on facts or calculations representing not the

gross but the net production of the land to the payer, and it is

in the correct ascertainment of this net production that the

crucial feature of the assessment from a statistical point of view

consists. It has been thought advisable therefore to record

briefly the standard methods of procedure adopted in the larger

Provinces for the ascertainment (yf tlie net incomings on which

the assessment is imposed.

' The e.xpression 'net produce' is that ordinarily employed in ryotwari,

and 'net assets' in zamindari, Provinces.

* Technically speaking there are three main bases on which the land can

be assessed : namely, the selling value, the renting value, and the value of the

net produce. The first is believed to be the system generally followed in

America, the second in England, and the third on the Continent of Europe.

Although the second and third systems are thus technically distinct, it is

convenient in dealing with Indian arrangements to look on them as varia-

tions of the same jirinciple, especially as the two must in juactioe be to

some extent combined whenever the rent is taken in grain,
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Calcula- In the United Provinces the object aimed at is the ascertain^
tion of the nient of the actual renting value of the land to be assessed,
net pro-

'j^^j^^ chief guide adopted in the Province of Agra (and the system

assets. ''"* Oi^dh is on somewhat similar lines) is the recorded cash

United rental of lands under tenants, and the rents so recorded are
Provinces, accepted as the basis for the assessment of such lands unless

they are found by inquiry to be unstable, grossly inadequate, or

fraudulent. In order to test the recorded rents, the area to be
assessed is divided into circles and the soils in each circle are

classified ; the incidence of the recorded rents for each class of

soil (after eliminating fraudulent, inadequate, privileged, nomi-
nal, fancy, and other abnormal rents) is then ascertained and
compared with the rates of rent for each soil which are generally

admitted to be in force. The results of the comparison are

further tested by an examination of the statistics regarding

population, crops, size of holdings, and so forth, and ultimately

a standard set of rent rates is worked out. These standard

rates are, with some modifications, utilized for the valuation

of lands other than those which pay cash rents, that is, for

determining the rental which such lands could fairly pay if so

rented. By combining the rental valuations for rented and
non-rented lands, a figure is obtained which represents the net

'assets ' on which the assessment is levied.

Central In the Central Provinces, also, the actual cash rents are
Provinces, accepted as the net ' assets,' but as the rents are, generally

speaking, revised by the Government at the time of assessment,

the question resolves itself into the ascertainment of a suitable

cash rental. To accomplish this, the comparative value of the

various soils is ascertained, and the result is recorded in terms

of a common unit, known as the ' soil unit.' The incidence of

the existing rent on this unit in each village is then checked by
a comparison with the incidence in other villages and by an
examination of past enhancements and the rise of prices ; and
on these considerations is based a standard unit for each group

of villages. This unit is then modified for each village accord-

ing to local circumstances; and when the village unit is applied

to the various soil-areas contained in each holding of the village,

the result represents for each holding, and for the aggregate of

holdings, the standard rental which could fairly be demanded.
This is modified where necessary in each holding with reference

to the present rent and any other special circumstances ; and
the sum of the rents actually fixed represents the amount which

the landlord is legally entitled to claim, and constitutes the

accepted ' assets ' for the purpose of revenue assessment.

Punjab. In the Punjab, where fair specimens of cash rents are not

common and where only half the area is under tenants, the

calculation of the 'assets' is somewhat more difficult. The area

to be assessed is divided into circles and the cultivation in each

circle is classified, either according to the soil or the mode of

irrigation, or both. The area of crops grown in each class is

ascertained, an average rate of out-turn is estimated, and the
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value of the result is worked out by applying certain accepted

average prices. The figure thus arrived at represents the value

of the gross out-turn. From this (or from the produce before

valuation) are deducted the items, such as fodder crops, pay-

ments to village menials, &C., which are in practice deducted

before division of the grain-heap ; to the remainder is applied

a percentage representing the average rate of grain rent re-

corded, and the result is (subject to certain minor tests) accepted

as the value of the net ' assets.'

In Madras the process is up to a certain point similar to that Madras,

employed in the Punjab, though differing in details. The soils

are carefully classified and grouped, and for each of the classes

and sub-classes a ' grain value ' is adopted, which represents the

normal gross produce per acre of the chief food-grains. The
gross produce is then converted into money by the application

of a commutation rate, representing something less than the

average prices of the preceding twenty years. From this sum
a deduction of 10 to 27 per cent, is made for merchants' profits

and distance from markets, and another deduction of from

6^ to 25 per cent, to allow for vicissitudes of seasons and
unprofitable patches of soil. From the amount as thus reduced

is subtracted the estimated cost of cultivation as fixed for each

class of soil : that is to say, the cost of cattle, implements, and

seed, the wages of labour, and the cost of transplanting and

manure ; and the balance after subtracting these is taken

(subject to further reductions made for relative inferiority by

grading villages and irrigatio:" sources) as the net produce on

which the assessment is to be based.

In Lower Burma the system followed is similar to, but Lower

simpler than, that of Madras. Homogeneous tracts are framed, I^mmn-

soils are classified, out-turns are arrived at, and local harvest

prices are applied to the result, so as to evolve the value of the

gross produce per acre on each class of soil. From this is

deducted the average cost of cultivation, including hire of

cattle, cost of seed, depreciation of implements and farming

stocky and the hire of such labour as is employed to supplement

that of the cultivator and his family.

It will be seen from these brief abstracts that the calculation The results

of the net ' assets ' or net produce is (as land valuations alwa) s
^^^^^^^^^^^.^^

must be) based to a certain degree on hypotheses. 'J 'he

uncertainty is reduced to a minimum in the United Provinces,

where the recorded cash rental is largely followed ; but where

there are only rents in kind, the calculation involves certain

assumptions regarding the out-turn and the \aluc of the produce

which must always be subject to error, and in Provinces like

Madras and Lower Burma, where the rents are too few to be

em])lovcd as standards, another source of possible error is

introduced in the shape of the deduction for costs of cultivation.
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These uncertainties are accepted as inevitable, and the

process of land assessment nowhere professes to be an exact

science ; but in order to be on the safe side it has been usual

—

at least during the last half-century— to prepare the various esti-

mates with considerable caution, and the prevailing tone in

the calculations on which the assessments are based is one of

extreme—and perhaps from a purely statistical point of view

excessive—moderation.

Share As has been already noted, the state in India has from time
taken of imniemorial held itself entitled to appropriate a share of the

produce or produce of the soil for the public use. When a native ruler

net assets ^qq], ^ share of the gross produce, it will generally be found
in former ,

, , , ° . / ,. i ., ,

days. that the share taken varied according to the soil, the position,

the manner of cultivation, and other considerations ; this being

so, the cost of production was in reality an important factor in

the determination of the varying shares taken by the state,

and these shares, though expressed in terms of the gross

produce, were thus often the equivalent of a fairly uniform

share of the net produce. What share of the net produce was

at any given time and place absorbed by the revenue was a

matter which depended largely on the necessities of the ruler,

and regarding which nothing like statistical information of a

general character is forthcoming. The maxim of a Muham-
madan lawyer is sometimes quoted to the effect that ' there

shall be left for every man who cultivates his lands as much as

he requires for his own support till the next crop be reaped,

and that of his family, and for seed. This much shall be left

to him : what remains is land tax and shall go to the public

treasury \' In other words, the revenue of the Mughal period

was accepted as in theory absorbing the whole of the economic

rent, and to a large extent this was the actual practice prevailing

in India before British annexation '^. The history of the growth

of property in India shows that in the days immediately pre-

ceding British rule the intermediary between the cultivator

and the Government was seldom permitted to retain in his

hands any considerable portion of the net ' assets ' beyond what

was requisite to cover the costs of collection. Under the

native assessments, and the earlier British assessments which

' Report on the settlement of the Begum .Sumroo's Perguanahs, 1840.

Korth-lVeslent Provinces Revenue Reporter, vol. ii, 1874.

* See, for instance, Holt Mackenzie's Memo, of July i, 1819, paragraphs

317 and 348 {Selections from Revenue Records, North-Western Provinces,

1818-20, pp. 75 and So); evidence of James Mill (quoted, ibid. 1822-33,

p. 391); Munro's Minute of December 31, 1824 (Arbuthnot's Munro,i,

p. 247. Cf. Fifth Report of 1812, p. 18 (Madras edition).
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were based upon them, land had little or no value in the

market, sales and mortgages were exceedingly rare, and the

intermediaries of various kinds, and even the actual cultivators,

very often abandoned their rights in the soil rather than accept

responsibility for the payment of the revenue. In 1793 the

previous practice in Bengal was declared by the Government
to have been that ' after deducting the expenses of collection,

ten-elevenths were usually considered as the right of the public

and the remainder the share of the landholder,' and it was

ostensibly on this basis that the permanent assessment of

Bengal was made in the same year.

In Bengal, where the assessment itself has remained un-

changed, its relation to the rental has now fallen, owing to the

rise of prices and the development of the country, frc^m over 90

per cent, to something less than 25 per cent. In the other

Provinces where the assessment is subject to periodical revision,

it has been the policy of the Government to reduce gradually

tlie proportion borne by the assessment to the net ' assets,' and

this is nowhere better exemplified than in the Province of Agra,

where the standards of assessment at various periods during

the last century have been :

—

In 1812
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is impossible to carry out in actual practice an assessment

of revenue in terms of the 'assets' which can be represented

by precise mathematical fractions, and the Indian Govern-

ments have not tied themselves down by legislation to the

adoption of any definite share of the ' assets ' as their limit of

revenue demand. They have, however, in their instructions to

the assessing officers, laid down certain approximate standards,

and in practice a certain amount of variation from those

standards is permitted. In the United Provinces the normal

standard is 50 per cent., but deviations for good reasons are

allowed, assessments of over 55 or less than 45 per cent, alone

requiring special sanction ; and the actual share taken averages

less than 50 per cent, in the Province of Agra and less

than 47 per cent, in Oudh. In the Central Provinces, which

have been for a shorter period under British rule, the standard

prescribed is from 50 to 60 per cent., assessments up to 65 per

cent, being allowed only where the existing revenue already

exceeds this proportion of the newly ascertained net 'assets'

and has been paid without difficulty : and the average percent-

ages taken in the Distiicts recently settled vary from 47 to 59.

In the Punjab 50 per cent, is regarded as the maximum, and

in most Districts the assessments are much below this. In

Madras also the prescribed maximum is 50 per cent., and the

rates actually taken on the net produce, depreciated for settle-

ment purposes in a manner highly favourable to the ryot

(page 219), are on the whole considerably below this figure. In

Lower Burma, again, 50 per cent, is nominally the maximum,

but for the present a provisional, standard of 25 per cent, is

accepted. For India as a whole, therefore, it is a fair general-

ization to say that the standard share of the calculated net

' assets ' or produce to be taken by the Government for public

use is approximately one-half ; but the instances above given

will show not only that the calculations of the net produce are

usually very moderate, but also that the share actually taken is

more frequently below than above one-half \

The actual In the last few paragraphs an attempt has been made to

assess- describe in some detail the statistical basis of the assessments

not follow in India, as it is chiefly on this basis that the proposals of

this assessing officers are checked by their superiors, and as it con-

rigidlyr stitutes the only fair ground of comparison between the assess-

ments of one tract and those of another. It would, hov.-ever,

be a mistake to suppose that the demand on the indi\idual

* And this ill its turn is in bad years liable to lo;al or pailial lemisiion

under the ariangements described on paj^e 237 below.
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revenue-payer represents a rigid adiierence to a standard share

of the net produce calculated on purely statistical data. It is

unusual to apply, as they stand, the rates obtained by the

statistical calculation of the net ' assets.' The continuity of the

assessment, for instance, has to some extent to be maintained

by a comparison with the existing revenue. The selling value

of land, though it is not accepted in India, as in some other

countries, as the basis of the land tax, is recognized as a useful

supplementary test. In Provinces where rents are not sufficiently

common to be themselves accepted as the net ' assets,' the

existing rentals are often used for comparison with the calcu-

lated ' assets.' Other practical considerations arc also brought

under review, such as the size of the holdings, the general

condition of the people, the increase or decrease of population,

the ease or difficulty with which the past revenue has been

collected, and so forth. On these and similar considerations

a set of rates, separate from and generally lower than those

deducible from the net ' assets ' data, is prescribed for application

to the various soils and circles under assessment.

In Provinces like Lower Burma, where the soils are fairly

uniform and the assessment is practically fluctuating, these

rates are then applied as they stand : but in the zamlndari

Provinces of Northern India there are further safeguards in

their application. The rates are sanctioned for a tract or group

of estates so as to give a certain revenue for that tract or group
;

and the assessing officer, in distributing the sum over the estates,

is at liberty within certain limits to exceed or go below the

figure which each estate would pay according to the strict rates.

The process of determining the assessment is in fact, as

Thomason described it, 'not one of arithmetical calculation

but of judgement and sound discretion.' When it comes to the

distribution of the revenue over the holdings within the village

or estate, the individual landholders are further protected from

a mere doctrinaire application of rates by the fact that the

internal distribution of the assessment is as a rule left by the

Government to the landholders to carry out by private arrange-

ment ^ In one way or another therefore considerable play

^ To avoid misapprehension it may be well lo nolo tliat tiie revenue is

not in any Province of India assessed by apportionment as it is in Frnnce

:

that is to say, it is nowhere the custom to fix in a lump sum the revenue of

the Province and to distribute it periodically over the Districts and villa^'es

in accordance with the local valuations. The fact that the settlements are

for long terms and that the assessments in Northern India are first deter-

mined in the lump for groups of estates and arc subsequently distributed

over the estates and holdings gives the assessments, at least in the zamindari
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is given to the working of local considerations and to the judge-

ment and discretion of the assessing officer in the actual

application of the standard rates, and it would be a mistake to

imagine that the revenue is imposed in any part of India with

slavish adherence to purely arithmetical data.

Special The principle of adhering to what are known as ' general
system of considerations ' rather than to statistical calculations of the net
assessment

in force in produce, though it also lies at the root of the Central Provinces
Bombay, system described on page 218 above, constitutes the distinguish-

ing and essential feature of the assessments of Bombay. Under

the Bombay system the comparative values of the different

' sur\ey numbers ' are first ascertained by a minute and careful

soil classification, the results of which are expressed in fractions

of a rupee, sixteen annas representing generally the best soil.

The area to be assessed is then divided into homogeneous

groups according to physical and economic characteristics
;

and for each group a careful review is made of the past revenue

history, prices, selling and letting and mortgage value of land,

vicissitudes of season, and every other relevant fact indicating

the incidence of the previous assessment and the economic con-

ditions of the tract. The general result to be attained by the

revision of assessment being decided on, rates are determined

which, when applied to each field by means of the classifica-

tion, will bring about that result, higher rates being imposed

on those groups which have the greater advantages and lower

rates on the less favourably situated groups. The rates being

applied automatically to the various fields according to their

relative valuation, an assessment is arrived at for each field, and

this constitutes the demand for the ensuing period of settlement.

Deduc- The revenue assessable, whether on the basis of the net
lions from < ^.ssets ' or otherwise, is in most parts of India subject to certain
the revenue . . . .

demand, deductions, the more important of which may be here noticed :

namely, (i) deductions to avoid sudden enhancement, (2)

deductions to protect private improvements, and (3) deductions

by way of assignment.

(i) Deduc- In consequence of the long term for which settlements are
tions to usually made, it is inevitable that new assessments, however
avoid ..
sudden accurately and tairly fixed in view of increased resources, must

Provinces, something of the appearance of what the PVench call an 'impot

dc repartition '
; but the object of the tax is to assess each unit (viz. in

Northern India the estate and in ryotwari Provinces the survey number or

field) at a certain proportion of its value, so that, allhuugh for convenience

the data are considered by groups or Districts, the Indian land revenue

should apparently be classed as a ' rated' tax or an ' impot de quotile ' and

not as an ' impot de repartition.'
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invohe in some individual cases a considerable increase in the tnliance-

Government demand and a corresponding sudden decrease in ^e"^=*'

the share of the revenue-payer. The hardship thus occasioned

has been usually recognized, and arrangements have in most
Provinces been made to mitigate it, either by limiting the

degree of enhancement or by making the enhancements pro-

gressive over a series of years, or by both means. The present

condition of the question is described as follows in a recent

state paper published by the Government of India':

—

•The mitigation of a large enhancement by spreading its

imposition over a term of years has been a recognized feature

in the settlement procedure of Upper India for a long time
past, but has not till recently been brought systematically into

practice. In 1895 the Government of India, with the concur-
rence of the Secretary of State, drew general attention to the
advisability of making larger use of progressive enhancements.
In the North-Western Provinces very complete effect has

already been given to this principle. Similar rules have
recently been used in the resettlement of the Seoni District in

the Central Provinces, and the e.xpediency will now be con-

sidered of prescribing it for general guidance in those Provinces.

The rules on this subject contained in the Bengal Settlement

Code are of particular application to ryots and tenure-holders
;

but they admit the use of progressive assessments in the Orissa

settlements, though they lay down no definite scheme of pro-

gression, and, as a matter of fact, progressive assessments were
most liberally granted in those settlements at a loss to the

state of nearly 8 lakhs of rupees. In the Punjab, the use of

progressive assessments has been discouraged on the ground
that, though an appropriate means of easing an enhancement
to a large landholder, they are not suitable to the circumstances

of the petty proprietors who hold a very large proportion of the

land in that Province. Large increases in the demand have
been commonly avoided by under-assessment. But it seems
open to question whether an expedient which has proved

serviceable in other parts of India might not be usefully

adopted in the Punjab, and the point will be considered,

though the effect of progressive assessments in this Province

would be to raise, not to lower, the Government revenue.

Turning now to ryotwari settlements, a rule of the Madras
Settlement Code limits to 25 per cent, the enhancement which

may be imposed at once, the balance being imposed by annual

instalments, each not exceeding 1 2\ per cent, on the original

assessment. This gives a ryot six years in which to accom-

modate himself to the doubling of his assessment. In the

Bombay Presidency also the levy of substantial enhancements

' Resolution of the (jovernor-General-in-Council, No. i, dated Jan. 16,

1902, paragraph 34.

VOL. IV. Q
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is distributed over a term of years, and the maximum enhance-

ment may not exceed double the former amount. Deviations

from these rules have, however, apparently been permitted.

The procedure of ryotwari settlements renders it ditificult for

an assessing officer to pay close regard to the circumstances of

individuals in framing his proposals ; and there is, therefore, the

greatej; need of general rules to obviate hardships in particular

cases, even if it be conceded that men Avho cultivate their own
land can support a heavier percentage enhancement than those

who subsist upon rental receipts. The question is one that

calls for, and will receive, further consideration.'

(2) Deduc- The practice of exempting from assessment the increased

tionsto income due to such improvements as have been made by

improve- private enterprise is one which seldom finds a place in forms of

meiits. taxation other than that relating to land, and even in respect of

land it was a principle only imperfectly recognized by the

native rulers of India. But, although other forms of profits

are duly taxed as they arise, the principle that land improve-

ments should be exempted, either permanently or temporarily,

from taxation has now been accepted by the Indian Govern-

ment, and the degree to which the exemption is carried in the

various Provinces will be understood from the following extract

from the state paper above quoted, which explains that the

principle in question is now provided for by definite rules

' culminating, in the case of the Bombay Presidency, in legal

enactments which secure to the cultivator in perpetuity the

whole of the profit arising not only from such irrigation works
as private wells or tanks but from the minor improvements
which would count for an increase in assessment under a
system of reclassification of the soil. The Madras ryots have
a recognized right to enjoy for ever the fruit of their improve-

ments, and the exemption of wells, irrigation channels, and
tanks which are private property is provided for by executive

orders. Minor improvements are also protected, as in Bombay,
by the permanent recognition of a land classification once
fairly effected. In zamindari Provinces, where the revenue is

temporarily assessed on estates as a whole, and not on each
particular plot of land composing them, the state has not
similarly surrendered its right to all share in improvements in

which the capacity of the soil plays a part with the industry or

outlay of the cultivator. But the principle followed has been
that additional assessments should not be imposed on these

grounds until the private labour or capital expended upon them
has had time to reap a remunerative return. In the Punjab
and Bengal the term of exemption has been fixed, without

reference to the term of settlement, at twenty years for masonry
wells, five years for canal distributaries, and ten years for other

irrii^ation works. In the North-Western Provinces and the
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Central Provinces, irrigation works not constructed by Govern-
ment are freed for the term of settlement next following their

construction, the average period of exepiption being forty-five

years in the former and thirty years in the latter Provinces \'

There remains a further form of deduction from the land (3) Dc-

revenue receipts which, unlike the two above described, is
^"'^^'""^..... 'by w.Ty of

peculiarly oriental in its origin : namely, that due to the practice assij^nment

of assigning or alienating to individuals the right of Government °*^ revenue,

to collect its demand from the land or of permitting individuals

to hold their land wholly or partially free of revenue. As each

Province was taken over from the preceding native rulers an

immense number of such grants were found in existence, and

an immense amount of lime was spent in the early days of

British rule in determining to what extent and on what terms

such grants should be continued. New grants of this character

are still sometimes made ; but the majority of those now in

existence are an inheritance from native rule. The grants owe

their existence to many causes, but they mostly have their

origin in service of some kind done to Government or the com-

munity ; and although the service is often of an intangible

nature or has now become ancient history, the maintenance of

these grants is recognized as a fair charge on the state.

There are per contra certain additions to the land revenue Additions

demand, known comprehensively as ' cesses,' which, though '° >"<-' f-^"

not classed as land revenue, are, like the cefitimes additiomiels cesses!

in France, usually treated of along with it. These cesses are

of two main classes: namely, (i) the local rates which are levied

for certain local objects, such as roads, schools, dispensaries,

and the like, which fall within the purview of the local boards

;

and (2) the sums payable for the remuneration of village officers,

such as the headman, the accountant, and the \vatchman.

The local rates in the /.amindari Provinces are assessed on the

rental, and the rate in force in Bengal is 6^ per cent., in the

Punjab 5-2 per cent., and in the Province of Agra 6 per cent.
;

but in the last-named area two-fifths of the proceeds are devoted

to the maintenance of a village watch which is usually provided

for by a separate contribution. In the ryotwari Provinces the

cess is taken on the revenue ; and the rate in Lower Burma is

10 per cent., in A.s.sam 8-3 per cent., and in Madras and

Bombay 6^ per cent.

The village officers were under native rule usually remuner-

ated by grants of land, by payments from the grain-licap at

* Resolution of the Governor-General-in-Council, No. i, Jatcd Jan. 16,

1902, paragraiili 20.

Q 2
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harvest, or by fees collected direct from the people. The
watchmen in the Central Provinces and Bombay are still main-

tained on these lines, but elsewhere they are supported wholly

or partly by the proceeds of a cess to which in some Provinces

non-agriculturists contribute. The headman, one of whose

chief duties is the collection of the revenue, receives a re-

muneration, which in Northern and Central India takes the form

of a commission, generally amounting to 5 per cent., on the

revenue which he collects. The accountant, whose duties have

been of late years considerably enlarged by the increased atten-

tion now paid to the maintenance of agricultural records, is in

some Provinces supported with the help of grants from the

public revenues, but till 1906 a cess provided at least part of

his salary.

Term of The cesses are levied under the authority of various legal

assess- enactments and can, subject to the same legislative authority,
ment:

, , , . •
, •,, r , ^, /

the perma- be altered from tmie to tmie at the will or the Government. In

nent settle- determining the land revenue, on the other hand, the Govern-

ment is accustomed to announce that the amounts or rates

imposed will not be altered till the expiry of a certain specified

period. The first attempt to fix an assessment for a period

extending over more than one year appears to have been that

represented by the decennial settlement which was introduced

towards the end of the reign of the emperor Akbar. On the

expiry of this decennial settlement the acreage rates on which

it was based do not seem to have been expressly altered, and

indeed these rates appear to have been accepted as the standard

or normal assessment for many years afterwards ; but they were

merely in force ' until further notice,' and in practice the

demand of the later Mughal rulers, though based on the old

rates or the lump assessments which they involved, was con-

stantly altered by varying degrees of accretion, either by all-

round enhancements, or by manipulation of the unit of measure-

ment, or by the addition of cesses. Anything in the shape of

a special contract or privileged assessment was looked on as

liable to alteration on the death of the grantor or the grantee,

and the ordinary assessments were usually open to modifica-

tion each year according to the caprice of the ruler or his

revenue-farmers.

This system was continued by the British Government in

Bengal for some years after the assumption of the revenue

administration of that Province in 1765; but the vexatious

character of these annual assessments was soon recognized, and

in 1772 the settlement of Bengal and Bihar was concluded,
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mostly with revenue-farmers, for a period of five years. A good

deal of discussion followed as to the sufficiency of the available

information for a long-term settlement and other points ; but

ultimately in 1786 the Court of Directors prescribed the com-

mencement of a ten-year assessment, and ordered that on its

completion another report should be made which would

enable them to decide as to the necessity or otherwise of any

further changes.

The decennial settlement was accordingly commenced, and,

under Lord Cornwallis's orders, it was announced that the

assessment then demanded would be fixed in perpetuity if the

Court of Directors agreed. The Directors, after careful con-

sideration, concluded that there was not much hope of im-

proving the information on which the settlement was based and

that the evils of the previous system could only be avoided by

a permanent arrangement. They hoped also that, by making

the revenue demand permanent, they would induce the land-

lords to make improvements and in many indirect ways benefit

the country. Accordingly the assessment was in 1793 declared

to be perpetual, and the settlement then made, with some
|

subsequent additions, constitutes what is known as the Per-

manenrSettlement of Bengal. In 1795 thej)ermanent._system

was extended to the Benares dislrlcts'T^ow in the United

Provinces), and in 1802 to certain portions of the Madras

Presidency. Under these arrangements about five-sixths of the

present Province of Bengal, one-eighth of Assam, one-tenth of

the United Provinces, and a quarter of Madras, representing in

all aboiLtjoncrfifth of the area of British India, are permanently
\

settled. The land revenue throughout this area has now, like '

tHeEnglish land tax, none of the characteristics of taxation, and

may be said to be at the present day nothing more than a rent-

charge, the burden of which has long ago been discounted by

the reduced selling price of the land which it affects.

When the greater part of the Province of Agra came under Tempo-

British rule in 180-;, it was at first proposed that, after two or '^^y settlc-

three experimental settlements for short terms, the permanent

assessment should be extended to this Province also ; but the

proposal was ultimately negatived. Thenceforth the system

adopted in the older Provinces was to continue the existing

settlements for short terms, or without specification of term,

until a long-term settlement could be introduced ; while in

newly annexed Provinces the short-term settlements necessary

in the days immediately following annexation were as soon as

possible succeeded by settlements for long periods. It is now
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therefore the practice in the tracts outside the scope of the per-

manent settlement to assess each District or other similar unit

of area for a period oT^yeafs ; and as the assessments were not

originally introduced at a single date throughout _India or

tlTTOirghoiit eacli Trovince, the result is that the dates for the

reassessment of the various Districts are not simultaneous, but

range, as it were, in a rough kind of echelon through each recur-

ring period of time. The commonest term of settlement at the

present day is one of thirty years—a period first introduced in

Bombay in 1838, and thence extended to Madras and the Agra

Province, where it has been the standard period for the last

half-century. The same principle was followed in an extension

of the Orissa settlement in 1867, and in confirming most of the

settlements made in the Central Provinces between i860 and

1870. But it never came into use in the Punjab, where in the

greater part of the Province the shorter term of twenty years

has been the recognized rule. The general question of the

term of settlement was examined in 1895, when it was decided

that thirty years should continue to be the ordinary term in

Madras, Bombay, and the United Provinces ; that in the

Central Provinces twenty years should be the general rule ; and

that in the Punjab also twenty years should be the usual term,

thirty years being admitted in some cases. In backward tracts,

such as Burma and Assam, and in exceptional circumstances,

such as exist in Sind, shorter terms are permitted. The
reasons for this differentiation are thus explained by the

Government of India :

—

' Where the land is fully cultivated, rents fair, and agricultural

production not liable to violent oscillations, it is sufficient if

the demands of Government are readjusted once in thirty

years, i.e. once in the lifetime of each generation. Where the

opposite conditions prevail ; where there are much waste land,

low rents, and a fluctuating cultivation ; or again where there is

a rapid development of resources owing to the construction of

roads, raihva)'s, or canals, to an increase of population, or to

a rise in prices ; the postponement of resettlement for so long

a period is both injurious to the people, who are unequal to

the strain of a sharp enhancement, and imjust to the general

taxpayer, who is temporarily deprived of the additional revenue

to which he has a legitimate claim \'

The standard period, therefore, to which the greater part of

India is gradually tending to conform may be looked upon as

thirty years.

* Resohition of the Governor-General-in-Council, No. i, dated Jan. 16,

1902, paragraph 18.
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The assessments of India arc thus divided into two main Permanent

classes according to the period for which they run: namely, ^"^"^^"^

permanent and temporary. Of the total land revenue of India rary seiile-

in 1 900- 1 about 16 per cent, belongs to the former and 84 n^^nts.

per cent, to the latter category. The respective merits of the two

systems have been a good deal discussed; and suggestions,

chiefly of an irresponsible character, have from time to time

been put forward for altering the status guo, either by abrogating

the permanent settlement in the tracts where it is in force, or

by extending it to tracts where it has not hitherto been adopted.

On the one hand, it is contended that the Government has lost

and is losing an enormous revenue owing to the permanent

settlement ; that if a temporary settlement were substituted for

it, the Government would now be entitled to a revenue of at

least 9 crores of rupees per annum from the permanently

settled tracts, or double the existing demand ; that the indirect

benefits claimed for the permanent assessment far from com-

pensate for this direct and material loss ; that the relative

incidence of the revenue, even if approximately fair in 1793,

has become grossly unequal in the course of the last hundred

years \ that the rest of India has to be taxed more heavily in

order that Bengali landlords may continue to enjoy a purely

unearned increment ; that if India had been under representa-

tive government, the {)ermanent settlement would long ago have

been abolished \ and that the state is justified in rescinding on

behalf of the general taxpayer an obligation which has proved

to be contrary to the public weal. On the other side, it is

urged that if a permanent settlement were extended to the

temporarily settled tracts, the expense and harassment of the

present assessment operations would be avoided ; that there

would be no temptation to abandon cultivation on the approach

of a revisicni of settlement in order to reduce the ostensible

' assets '
; that the accumulation and investment of capital would

be directly encouraged ; that the people would lead a fuller and

more contented life ; and that the indirect benefit thus accruing

in the future would more than compensate for the immediate

loss of revenue.

It is not now usual to consider either of these suggestions as Proposals

within the bounds of practical politics, but the latter suggestion, g°^''^jj^, ^
namely, the extension of the permanent system ^^temporarily system of

settled areas, was under serious discussion as lately as in tempo-

1^61-83. The general principle that a permanent settlement ,^j.„t,

was acTvisable throughout India was indeed accepted by the

Secretary (jf .State, Sir Charles A\'ood, in 1S62, and orders
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were given by him for its gradual introduction. But the

practical difficulties connected with the proposal soon became

apparent ; the possibilities of increased cultivation were found

to be much larger than were at first anticipated, the failings of

the system in Bengal became more prominent, the unproductive

use of rent by the majority of landlords excited greater com-

ment, and the rise in the prices of produce and the fall in the

value of silver gradually assumed greater dimensions. So that the

•- scheme, after being shelved for many years, was finally nega-

tived by Lord Kimberley in 1883.

Although, however, the proposal for a general permanent

assessment was quashed, the discussions to which the proposal

gave rise were fruitful in other ways. An effort was made to

arrive at a scheme by which, while retaining the })rinciple that

assessments were liable to revision, the public might escape as

far as possible the expense and harassment which the long

inquiries preliminary to assessment had hitherto entailed ; and

a plan was discussed by which, when land had once been given

a fair and equitable assessment, the initial revenue thus arrived

at should not be altered in future except in order to meet

(i) an extension of cultivation, (2) an increase of produce due

to improvements made by the state, and (3) a rise of prices.

The object of the plan was to avoid the detailed and trouble-

some inquiries which had hitherto preceded the fixing of the

assessment, and, while avoiding the evils of a permanent settle-

ment, to adopt what has been described as a 'permanent

system of settlement.' But the practical objections to the

adoption in its entirety of a uniform scheme of this nature

were found to be considerable. No provision was made, for

instance, for the taxation of such improvements as were only

indirectly due to the action of the state, and which resulted

from the increase of population, the development of the

country, the introduction of new staples, and so forth. The
guidance of price statistics was also found to be partial and

fallacious ; different villages would be differently affected by

general variations in price ; and in the Provinces where the

revenue was based on the cash rental, it was found unsafe to

assume that the rentals varied directly with the prices of

produce.

Reforms The scheme in question is not therefore accepted at the
resu ting

present day as the sole basis of assessment in any Province ;

above. but considerable advances have recently been made in other

ways towards attaining the object which the scheme was

devised to secure, namely, the reduction of the tedious and
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harassing investigations hitherto entailed by a revision of

assessment. In most parts of India it was formerly the custom

at each revision of assessment to prepare a fresh survey of the

land, a fresh classification of the soils, and in some Provinces

a fresh record of the rights of the landholders ; the old

measurements, classifications, and records of thirty or twenty

years before being set aside as inaccurate or obsolete. As the

surveys have improved in quality, however, it has been found

possible to do away to a large extent with the practice of com-

plete revision. In Bombay a classification of soil made for the

'

second time, or once approved as final, is by law accepted as

incapable of revision. In Madras, although no pledge has

been given against future revisions of classification, the principle

has been accepted that the existing classification, if found to be

in the main equitable, shall not, on resettlement, be disturbed.

vSo too in Northern India the great improvements effected in

the land records during the last twenty years have enabled the

Government to arrange that, when a map and record have

once been accepted as sufificiently accurate, they shall be kept

up to date and thus be at once available for use at a new

assessment. By these means, and by the simplification of the

methods of assessment, the period spent over the settlement of

a District, which in Northern India used to be six or eight years,

has now been reduced to an average of about four years, or

even less, and is being still further reduced as the new arrange-

ments come gradually into forced

Minds accustomed only to European systems are apt to start Character-

witli a prejudice against a form of revenue which may absorb i*^',':^

"'^

r , , n • 1- • • Indian
half the rent, and to advocate its mimediate conversion into ]and

taxation of the standard type. A reference, however, to the revenue,

chapter on Indian rents in this Gazetteer^ will show that histori-

cally the existence of the land revenue is anterior, and not

subsequent, to that of private rents ; that it finds its origin and

* The District is a fair unit to consider in this connexion, as the opera-

tions may usually be said to commence and close in the various parts of

a District at the same time, and the interval between the commencing and

closing represents roughly the period during which each landholder in tlie

District is liable to periodical visitation and annoyance. The landholder

is not affected by settlements proceeding in other Districts ; and when it is

said that the Madras sur\'ey, for instance, occujiied from 1855 to 1896,

this relates to the survey of many Districts and does not in the least imply

that each landholder was subject to survey operations for forty years. (Kven

the total length of time taken to survey the Madras Trcsidency comjtares

not unfavourably with that taken over tlie French Cadastral Sui vey, wliich

lasted from 180; to 1S50.) ^ Vol. Ill, chaj). ix.
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present basis in the immemorial right of the Crown in India to

a share of the produce of all land within the state ; and that

rent, and rent-yielding property in land, owe their existence to

the policy, adopted during the last hundred years, of gradually

reducing the incidence of the revenue ; so that, as a matter of

history, the right of the state to the rent is superior to that of

the private landholder. Moreover, in view of the fact that

a land revenue of the Indian type is practically unknown to

European readers, it is advisable to note that in comparison

with most known forms of taxation it has merits which should

not be overlooked. It is, for instance, the only considerable

class of state revenue which (obtained as it is from profits on

the staple industry of the country) can be raised without

enhancing prices or diminishing general consumption. It

approximates more than most forms of taxation to the ' single

tax' which has, rightly or wrongly, been advocated by some

theorists as the ideal type of assessment, and eftects, in a

measure, that ' nationalization of the land ' which is not without

strenuous supporters. It falls on that part of the produce

which goes (or which under ordinary circumstances would go)

not to the cultivator, but to the intermediary rent receiver.

Even in respect of the latter, it is when permanently fixed

a charge the burden of which has long been discounted, and

when not fixed in perpetuity it approximates to a charge of

this nature in so far as it is fixed for long terms. It is scarcely

to be imagined, therefore, that a form of revenue which has

these merits, and has besides the great advantage of having

been from time immemorial known and accepted by the people

in India, should be exchanged in any wholesale manner for

other sources of taxation which would as a rule involve more

unpopular and inquisitorial methods. That the proportion of

the land revenue to the total income of the state is, however,

gradually diminishing with the general development of the

country will be evident from the following figures :

—

Proportion borne by the 1870-1. 18S0-1. 1S90-1. 1900-1.

land revenue to :— y. c. p. c. p. c. p. c.

The gross income of the state . ^y-o 29.5 28-0 23.2

The taxation proper . . 43-9 41.6 40-8 38.6

///. The Collection of the Land Revenue

Tmpor- The land revenue under native rule was, even more than at

funT"^^^^
the present day, the mainstay of the state finances, and its

of land collection, which (as will be observed below) was often a very
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serious undertaking, was entrusted to the highest class of revenue

officials, and was looked upon as the central function of Govern- collectors

. . .
in India.

ment. To this day it is usual throughout the greater part of

India to speak of the officer who represents the civil administra-

tion of each District, not as the Magistrate, or the Prefect, or

the Administrator, but as the ' Collector ' : and the officers in

magisterial charge of the subdivisions of a District are similarly

known in most parts of India by native titles which indicate

their connexion with the recovery of revenue. So too the

minor administrative divisions of the country have for the most

part been determined from the fiscal point of view, and the

chief representatives of the several villages or groups of villages

for purposes of police and general administration are in a large

part of India the headmen whose primary duty is the Collection

of the revenue from the individual villagers. These facts may

serve to explain how it is that the business of collecting the

land revenue, though far less serious than it used to be, still

occupies a much larger place in Indian administration than is

usually allotted to similar duties in Europe.

Owing partly to the general lack of ca{)ital among the Instal-

agricultural population, the land revenue is seldom recovered
"^^nii.

by a single annual payment. The usual custom is for a portion

to be paid after each harvest, the dates and amounts being

fixed to meet the local circumstances of each tract. The dates

are usually fixed so that each revenue-payer should have time

to realize his produce or his rent before he is called upon to

j)ay the revenue, and yet should be required to pay the revenue

as soon as possible after the rent or produce has been realized.

For the recovery of sums not paid by due date the Govern Power of

ment has extensive powers conferred by law. In the disturbed recoveiy.

period of native rule preceding British occupation the collection

of the land revenue was sometimes a hazardous business, large

bodies of troops being not infrequently employed and villages,

in some cases having to be coerced by the aid of artillery. In

the early days of British occupation, while the people were still

turl:)ulent and the assessments severe and uneven, the most

stringent measures were frequently adopted, and processes

such as the sale of a defaulting estate or holding to an outsider

were employed with a frequency which would not now be

tolerated and which furnished at the time a grave cause of

discontent among the people. At the present day, although

the collection of revenue has for the most jjart been reduced

to a matter of routine, the Government has very properly, in

view of the importance of the demand and the vast nunilaT of
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individuals assessed, prescribed that the land revenue shall be

regarded as a first charge on the land, and has retained for

itself very ample powers of recovery. I'he procedure in the

several Provinces differs somewhat in detail, but the general

features are very similar, and it is the almost invariable rule

that a defaulter, before being actively proceeded against, should

be presented with a writ of demand. On this failing to secure

the required payment, it is usual either to proceed against the

movable property of the defaulter by attachment followed by

sale, or to treat in a similar manner the immovable property

which is the subject of the default or other immovable property

held by the defaulter, or occasionally to arrest and confine the

person of a wilful and stubborn defaulter for a limited time, or

(in Northern India) to transfer the defaulters land to his

co-sharers for a period, or to take over the management of the

property in default for a limited term. In some Provinces the

order in which the various processes shall successively be tried

has been laid down ; in others this is left to the discretion of

the executive authorities. But, as a rule, the writ of demand
or the threat of attachment serves in itself to bring about with-

out further trouble the payment of such sums as are in arrear,

and the more serious procedure of sale is seldom resorted to.

Where too, as in the greater part of Northern India, the co-

sharers of a village are jointly and severally responsible for the

revenue, it is becoming more and more uncommon to realize

arrears at the ultimate charge of any but the sharer actually in

default.

The Ben- There is one exception to the general system of recovery

faw^^
^ sketched above : namely, the procedure established in the

permanently settled areas of Bengal. The declaration of the

permanent settlement in 1793 was very soon followed by regu-

lations prescribing that, if the whole or part of an instalment

of revenue was left unpaid at sunset on the day prescribed for

payment, the estate concerned should immediately become
liable to sale. The original severity of the rule has been

gradually modified and the need for its exercise has gradually

decreased as the incidence of the assessment became lighter,

but the Bengal procedure is still unique in this respect that

it applies to the recovery of arrears no other process than that

of sale.

Suspension In addition to the gradual amelioration of the actual pro-
and re

niissioi. -.. ...
revenue, collection of the land revenue m which considerable progress

c cedure of recovery, there is a further point connected with the
mission of •" ...
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has been made of late years. It has already been noticed that

in the greater part of India the assessment is a fixed cash

demand, representing the revenue fairly payable on an average

of a series of seasons. A\'hen the fixed assessments were first

introduced, the memory in most Provinces of the evils con-

nected with the variable assessments of native rule was still

strong, and for many years the fixity of the demand introduced

by the British was looked on as an axiom of revenue adminis-

tration with which it was unwise to interfere. There lay at the

root of the system the idea that the landholder in good seasons

lays by enough to meet his revenue in bad seasons, and within

certain limits this supposition was reasonable. Experience,

however, gradually showed that among the smaller landholders

and in tracts subject to great vicissitudes of season this was

seldom the case, and that even in the richer tracts the hypo-

thesis broke down under the stress of a serious scarcity. In

areas, therefore, which are under a fixed assessment, it has been

customary of late years in most Provinces to grant with greater

freedom, as necessity arises, a postponement of the whole or

part of the demand on a harvest, and even, in cases where

ultimate recovery would entail real hardship, to allow an

absolute remission of the demand. The detailed arrangements

under which suspension or remission of land revenue is granted

differ considerably in the different Provinces ^ ; but the general

aim in all parts of India is the same, and the practice of modi-

fying the fixed collections by reasonable suspensions and

remissions is now recognized in most Provinces. A notable

example of this tendency was exhibited during the recent

famine. In the years 1899- 1900 and 1900-1 the collection

of Rs. 2,06,37,000 of revenue was suspended in the Districts

affected by famine, and at the conclusion of the fiimine in 1902

no less than Rs. 1,98,23,000 Avas entirely remittetl.

The available figures for the land revenue returns of the The land

Mughal empire are incomplete and not altogether trustworthy, levemies

but from the latest investigations of historical students the Mu-'hals.

following appears to be the best approximation we can make to

the income from this source of revenue at various periods- :

—

' In Madras, where it is the custom to assess fields capable of irrigation

at high rates, the annual granting of remissions for lailure or excess of

water is part of the ordinary revenue routine.

^ See especially Thomas's Revenue Resources of the Moghal Empire

(1871), Hunter's Itidian Empire, 3rd edition, pp. 352 7, and Jadunath

Sirkar's Itidia of Aitrangzih (Calcutta. 1901).
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The development of the land revenue of British India since Develop
ment under
British

rule.

the Mutiny is shown by the following figures :

—

1856-7. 1870-1. 1880 I. 1890-I. IQOO-I.

Land revenue receipts ) -

• 1 lu c \
J">3o '9)9" 21,01 24,OS 262:;

in lakhs of rupees . i

^^ ^ ^' •' '"(•'o

The only territorial expansion of fiscal importance during these

years was that represented by the annexation of Upper Burma
in 1886 ; and the increase is mainly due to extension of cultiva-

tion and rise of prices^ for, as the foregoing pages have shown,

the Government share of the net produce is a diminishing

rather than an increasing factor.

The general incidence of the land revenue demand for the Incidence

year 1900-1 in the several Provinces is shown in the following
°f ^^^

, , ,
^ present

table :— l^,„a

revenue.
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be strange to the ordinary English reader. The Indian land

tax is a heritage from preceding native rule, and the present

state of its administration is the result of a natural growth

which has proceeded on different lines in the different Pro-

vinces. Starting with a fairly detailed knowledge of native

practice and a few axioms of orthodox political economy, the

officers who have built up the present revenue administration

of India have independently arrived at results which will, it is

believed, compare very favourably with those reached in the

contemporary systems of Continental Europe. The Indian

arrangements are no doubt still in many respects defective.

Some of them are in the experimental stage, and experiments

in land revenue, like all experiments connected with land,

require long periods in which to mature. There are several

questions in which finality cannot yet be said to have been

attained, but the whole procedure is by slow degrees developing

on broader and more liberal lines than heretofore. To secure

an adequate land revenue for the state with the least possible

injury to the agricultural classes—this is in its widest form the

problem which is every year in one or other of its details taxing

the ingenuity and enthusiasm of a large number of the officers

of the Government, and it is not unreasonable to expect that

as time goes on the problem will be brought nearer and nearer

to a satisfactory solution.
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CHAPTER VIII

MISCELLANEOUS REVENUE

Opium

Division of The poppy is grown in India for the manufacture of opium
receipts

f^j. export to China and other countries, and for home con-

opium sumption. Revenue derived from export opium is credited in the

under
^

pubUc accounts under the heading ' opium,' and that from home

j^,)

j

consumption under the heading ' excise.' The export revenue

'Excise' is much the more important: in 1904-5 it amounted to more
levenue.

\\^2in 6 crores net, as compared with one crore from excise opium.

Principal The principal sources of opium supply are, firstly, Bihar and

^^Viv*
'•'^^ Districts of the United Provinces lying along and in the north

of the Gangetic valley ; and, secondly, a number of Native

States in the Central India and Rajputana Agencies, principally

Indore, Gwalior, Bhopal, and Mewar. There is also some pro-

duction in Baroda. The produce of the first region is known
as Bengal, and of the second region as INIalwa, opium.

Proiluction The right to produce Bengal opium was farmed by the
of Bengal ]\Xuhammadan rulers who preceded us, and this method was
opium. .^

adopted by Warren Hastmgs, on behalf of the East India

Company, in I773^ It was, however, found to give rise to

deterioration of the product and to oppression of the cultivators

by the contractors; and accordingly in 1797 the Bengal

Go\ernment assumed the direct monopoly of manufacture,

a system which has continued to the present time. Under this

system, which at its inception corresponded with that then in

force in regard to salt, the growth of the poppy and the manu-

facture of the opium are under the superintendence of a special

department. The department is divided into two agencies, one

for Bihar with head-quarters at Patna, and one for the United

Provinces with head-quarters at Ghazipur, near Benares ; but

both agents are under the control of the Bengal Board of

' Valuable historical notes by Sir J. B. Lyall and Mr. R. M. Dane on the

production of opium in India, and on the opium trade with China, will be found

in vol. vii, pt. ii, of the Report of the Royal Ofitem Coinntiuion of 1S93.
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Revenue and the Bengal Government. The poppy may be

grown only under licence from an authorized officer of the

department ; and the cultivator, who receives advances, when

required, to assist him in production, is bound to sell the whole

of his out-turn at a fixed rate to the (Government. He delivers

it in the form of crude opium at local centres, whence it is

dispatched to the head factories and there prepared for the

market. The rate paid to the cultivators has, with some

fluctuations, increased steadily during the past fifty years. In

1850-1 it was Rs. 3-10 a seer*, and from 1894-5 onwards it

has been Rs. 6. The bulk of the opium is for export, and is

known as ' Provision opium -,' while that destined for consump-

tion in India is called ' Excise opium.' The cost of producing

the excise opium is credited to Opium receipts at the estimated

rate of Rs. 8i a seer. The provision opium is packed in chests

each containing 140 lb., and is dispatched to Calcutta, where

it is sold by public auction. The total net cost of producing

a chest of opium has risen from Rs. 280 in 1850-1 to Rs. 499
in 1902-3. The price obtained at the Calcutta sales, less the

cost of production, is the revenue from Bengal provision opium.

The net revenue derived from Bengal provision opium Revenue

fluctuates greatly from year to year, and has, during the past ^^om

twenty years, exhibited a strong downward tendency. In 1S80-1 provision

the net receipts amounted to about 6 crores, and in 1902-3 opium.

to only 3^ crores'^. Two factors contribute to the uncertain

character of the annual profit. In the first place, the crop is

in a high degree sensitive to seasonal influences and the out-

turn is therefore extremely variable, a result which tends to spe-

culation and violent fluctuations of price. In order to minimize

this evil a reserve stock is now maintained to meet the defi-

ciency of bad seasons. It is estimated that the area under culti-

vation, which the Government does not desire to be materially

increased, produces on an average 48,000 chests. This figure

is now taken as the sale standard, and the excess production of

good years is added to the reserve store. The maximum
quantity to be sold is notified each year, and is not changed

without three months' warning. The second disturbing cause

is the influence, on the sale price of the Indian drug, of the

competition of Chinese opium, which has been stimulated by

' Tlie opium sccr is about -• lb.

' Tiiis term is derived from the circumstance that, in tlie early days of

the (Jovernment monopoly, opium was exported to China ' to make pro-

vision for the Comi)any's investment.'

^ There has aince been some lecovcry, probably Icmpoiaiy only.

R 2
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the rising cost of cultivation in India and by the closing of

the Indian mints. This, by raising the exchange value of the

ru})ce, has produced a smaller equivalent in rupees for the

dollar and tael prices realized in China, which have been kept

from a corresponding rise by the competition of the native drug.

Large quantities of opium are now produced in China, and

might have ousted the Indian drug altogether were it not that

the latter is of finer quality and is esteemed a greater luxury.

Its position is, however, by no means assured, and recent

political developments have added to the precarious character

of the situation.

Malwa As early as the beginning of the sixteenth century a native
opium. trade in opium existed between the west coast of India and the

Far East, and for a time a large share of it fell into the hands

of the Portuguese. I'he efforts of the East India Company were

at first directed to the restriction or suppression of this trade,

which interfered with the Bengal monopoly. I'his proved im-

possible, and in 1830 the Government of India authorized the

export of Malwa opium subject to the payment of duty. The
levy of this duty has been facilitated by the circumstances that

the main opium-producing tracts have no access to the seaboard

except through British territory. The system introduced in

1830 is still maintained. The Government of India does not

interfere with production or consumption in the Native States,

but no opium may pass into British territory for export or con-

sumption without payment of duty. The duty is levied at

convenient stations maintained by the British Government at

Indore and elsewhere, whence the bulk of the opium is con-

signed to a central depot at Bombay for issue to traders. The
revenue has suffered from causes similar to those which have

affected Bengal opium. In 1 880-1 the Malwa opium passed

for export to China amounted to 37,000 chests, and in 1 901-2

to less than 18,000 chests. The rate of duty per chest rose

from Rs. 175 in 1830 to Rs. 700 in 1861, fluctuated between

Rs. 700 and Rs. 600 until 1897-S, and was then reduced to

Rs. 500. It was again raised to Rs. 600, following some

improvement in exports, in 1904. The rate of duty has always

been considerably less than the net profit from a chest of

Bengal opium. 'i'he net receipts from Malwa opium have

fallen from 2\ crores in 1880-1 to 99 lakhs in 1902-3.

Consump- Opium is consumed in all Provinces of India. The con-

tion of sumption is highest in Assam, where it amounts to 8-8 seers

India. P^" thousand of the ])opulation. In Bombay the corresponding

figure is 2-4 seers, in the United Provinces and Bengal 1.3
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seers, and in Madras i-i seers. 'I'he drug is commonly taken

in the form of pills ; but in some places, chiefly on social and

ceremonial occasions, it is drunk dissolved in water. An
infusion of poppy heads called /^^i"/" is commonly used in parts

of Northern India. Opium-smoking is not extensively practised

in India proper, where it is considered a disreputable habit.

Opium is largely used for medicinal purposes, and is a common
household drug of the people.

In consequence of a resolution passed in the House of Report of

Commons, a Royal Commission was appointed in 1893 to ^ ^ ^'""^

inquire into the extent and effects of opium consumption in mission of

India, and to consider whether the production and sale of the ^^93«

drug otherwise than for medicinal purposes should be prohibited.

AVith regard to the export trade to China, the Commission held

that it would be for that country to take action if it wished the

existing treaties annulled on the ground that the import of

opium is injurious to its population. Opium is now largely

manufactured in China, and if the Indian supply ceased the

deficiency would soon be filled by an increase in the home
production. It may be added that so far from having encour-

aged the production of opium in India, as is often alleged,

the British authorities found it produced wherever this could

profitably be done ; and that their whole policy has been to

restrict the production to authorized areas, while they have pro-

cured from many Native States, and notably from Hyderabad

and Mysore, the discontinuance of internal opium production'.

As regards internal consumption, the Commission were of

opinion that the evil effects ascribed to the drug have been

much exaggerated. They summarized the preponderant medi-

cal evidence in saying that ' the temperate use of opium in

India sliould be viewed in the same light as the temperate use

of alcohol in I-'ngland. Opium is harmful, harmless, or even

beneficial, according to the measure and discretion with which

it is used.' They did not advise prohibition ; they recommended
the maintenance of the Bengal monopoly system of production

;

' ' There is little doubt that more opium was consumed in India under

native rule 150 years ago than now, and the stringent system of excise

established by our Government has so greatly increased the price of the

drug that consumption is reduced to a minimum. The danger is that tin's

policy mny be carried too far, and that by making opium too dear and too

difficult to obtain, we may not only encourage smuggling, but may cause

people who have been content with the moderate and beneficial use of

opium to have recourse to alcohol, or to cheaper or more noxious stimu-

lants, the consumiition of wliicli no Government can pievent.'— .Sir John
Strachey's India, ^rd edition, p. 154.
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and they found tliat the arrangements for retail vend were in

general sufficiently restrictive.

Supply of ^^'ith some small exceptions, the cultivation of the poppy is

excise forbidden in British India outside the area of the Bengal

monopoly. The Patna and Ghazlpur factories supply Bengal,

Assam, the United Provinces, the Central Provinces, and, to a

small extent, the Punjab and the Frontier Province ; while

Malwa opium is the source for Bombay and Madras, and

meets a considerable portion of the demand in the Punjab and

the Frontier Province. In the Punjab some opium is produced

locally, and some is imported from Kashmir and certain Hill

States, while the Frontier Province also draws a portion of its

supply from these sources and from Afghanistan.

Excise In Bengal, Assam, the United Provinces, and the Central
system. Provinces, Bengal opium is sold at Government treasuries to

licensed vendors and druggists at a fixed price, which includes

the cost of production and the duty. In parts of the United

Provinces the treasury officials are also permitted to sell opium

direct to the public at fixed rates, an arrangement intended to

check illicit practices in the opium-producing tracts. In the

Punjab licensed wholesale vendors procure opium from the

Government treasuries (in the case of Bengal opium) or from

crop owners, or by importation, and sell to retail vendors. In

Bombay opium passes from the central warehouse above

mentioned to District depots, whence it is issued to licensed

vendors ; vendors may also import direct (under licence) from

the sources of supply. In Madras, Malwa opium from the

Bombay warehouse is stored in two depots and sold to whole-

sale vendors.

The right of retail vend is in general sold by annual auction,

for one or several sanctioned shops. Intoxicating drugs

prepared from opium may be sold in some Provinces by

licensed vendors, in others only by licensed druggists for

medicinal purposes. Smoking preparations may, under certain

restrictions, be made up privately, but may not be bought or

sold in any part of British India. Private possession without

licence is strictly limited for all classes of opium.

Excise The excise revenue derived from opium is mainly composed
revenue. Qf (j^ty and vend fees. The rate of duty varies with the

conditions of the locality, being highest where smuggling is

most difficult. The average rate of duty per seer is Rs. 28-5 in

Assam, Rs. 20-5 in Bengal, Rs. 13-5 in the Central Provinces,

Rs. 10 in Madras and Bombay, Rs. 8-8 in the United Provinces,

and Rs. 3-6 in the Punjab. Rs. 8^ per seer is^ moreover, added
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to the duty on Bengal opium to cover the cost of production.

Adding vend fees to the duty, the average taxation per seer

in 1902-3 varied from Rs. 34-9 in Assam to Rs. 11-5 in the

Punjab.

Burma has been excluded from the above account because Burma,

the circumstances in that Province are special. The con-

sumption of opium, which there usually takes the form of

smoking, is not commonly practised by Burmans : they appear

to be specially susceptible to injury from it, and they view it in

general with disfavour. The consumption is permitted only to

non-Burmans, and to a limited number of Burmans specially

registered as opium consumers in Lower Burma. The regis-

tration system was introduced in 1893, for the sake of such

Burmans as had acquired the habit, when the general prohibi-

tion against consumption by Burmans was extended from

Upper Burma, where it had been enforced since the kingdom

was annexed, to the Lower Province. Bengal opium is used

in Lower Burma ; in Upper Burma this is supplemented by

imports from Yiinnan and the Shan States, and by manufacture

in some remote Kachin villages. The number of retail shops

is restricted within narrow limits, and the maximum amount

that may be sold in each shop is fixed. The duty is very high,

and, with the addition of the vend fees, the taxation in 1900-1

averaged Rs. 72 per seer. The high duty and stringent regu-

lations encouraged smuggling ; and it has recently been found

necessary to make some improvements in the registration and

vend system, and in the preventive arrangements, in order to

meet this evil. These arrangements reduced the vend fees,

but the average taxation per seer in 1902-3 was still as high as

Rs. 51.

Salt

All salt consumed in British India is subject to duty, the General.

rate which prevailed throughout the greater part of the empire

between 1888 and 1903 being Rs. 2-8 per maund of 82^ lb.,

reduced in the latter year to Rs. 2, and further reduced in 1905

to Rs. 1-8 per maund. In 1902-3 (before the reduction) the tax

yielded a gross revenue of 9-3 and a net revenue of 8-4 crores.

Objection has sometimes been taken to the principle of taxing

a prime necessary of life such as salt. The existing tax is,

however, a light substitute for the transit and internal customs

duties which were levied on various necessaries of life, salt

included, until the later days of the I'^ast India Company ; the

mass of the people could not be taxed readily in any other
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way ; and it is both right and expedient that they should bear

some part of the cost of administratif)n. The incidence of the

tax is light, averaging in 1902-3 only 4-9 annas per head of

the population, while the recent reduction has brought the

incidence to below 4 annas (say 4^.).

Sources of The total supply of salt to India amounted in 1902-3 to 40
^"PP y- million maunds, of which nearly 70 per cent, was produced in

the country and the rest imported by sea. The principal

sources of Indian production are the Salt Range and Kohat

mines in the Punjab and the Frontier Province ; the Sambhar

Lake and other salt sources worked by the Government of

India in Rajputana ; the salt-soil brine on the borders of the

Lesser Rann of Cutch ; and the sea-salt factories on the

Madras and Bombay coasts and at the mouth of the Indus.

During the five years ending with 1902-3, 60 per cent, of the

total Indian production consisted of Madras and Bombay
sea-salt, 7 per cent, was salt from the Rann of Cutch (known

as Baragara salt), 9 per cent, came from the cis-Indus Punjab

mines, and 18 per cent, from the Sambhar Lake and other

Rajputana sources.

Methods of The Salt Range mines contain a practically inexhaustible
prodiic- supply. In the Mayo mines there are five or more workable

seams of varying thickness, between which lie strata of salt

marl. The salt is worked in chambers, excavated in the

strata, some of which are 250 feet long, 45 feet wide, and

200 feet high. In Rajputana salt is extracted by evaporation

from brine deposits, the details of the process var)'ing greatly

from place to place. On the Bombay and Madras coasts salt

is obtained by the solar evaporation of sea-water standing in

large shallow pan-s. The manufacture may be spoilt by un-

favourable seasonal conditions, and the production varies

considerably from year to year.

Geogra- Bengal and the greater part of Burma obtain their salt by
]jhical importation. Salt was formerly produced in Bengal ; and a

tion. system which provided for the control of manufacture and sale

by the agency of the Company's servants was introduced by

Clive and Warren Hastings in 1765-80, and survived in a

modified form till 1862 \ The trade in Cheshire salt rose to

importance about the year 1835 ; and thenceforward imported

salt gradually ousted the native product in Bengal proper until,

^ A Government salt monopoly similar to that which existed in Bengal

was introduced in the Madras Presidency at the beginning of the nineteenth

century. In Bombay salt did not become a considerable source of revenue

until 1837.
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by 1873-4, local manufacture had ceased and the accumulated

stocks had become exhausted. The dampness of the climate

and the large amount of fresh water discharged into the Bay of

Bengal by the Ganges and the Brahmaputra tell against

efficient salt manufacture on the Bengal coast ; but the manu-

facture of salt was not finally abandoned in Orissa until 1898.

Nearly half the salt imported into Bengal comes from Liverpool,

and the rest principally from Germany, Aden, Maskat, Jedda,

Bombay, and Madras. Since the construction of the railway

along the east coast, Madras salt transported by land has begun

to compete successfully with the imported commodity. Bevond

the Indus the Kohat mines are the exclusive source of supply,

and Kohat salt is used also in Afghanistan and by the frontier

tribes. The cis-Indus Punjab is mainly supplied by the Salt

Range mines, but in the south-east of the Province salt from

the Rajputana sources is also used. In the United Provinces,

Punjab rock-salt and Rajputana salt compete, and Baragara

salt is also consumed. Rajputana is supplied mainly from

local sources, but also imports Baragara salt. In Bombay,

Baragara salt is used north of the Narbada, while Bombay sea-

salt supplies the rest of the Presidency and the Western Madras

Districts. The numerous east coast factories supply the rest of

Madras.

In 1902 nearly half of the salt produced was manufactured ^fonopoly

under direct Government agency, and the rest by licensees ^)^: ^""^'^^

under various excise systems. The principal northern sources,

except the Kohat mines, are worked by Government. In

Bombay, Baragara salt is manufactured by the Government,

and sea-salt, as a rule, by private persons. In Madras the two

systems exist side by side, 22 out of 67 factories belonging

to the Government. The excise system was introduced

throughout the greater part of this Province between 1882

and 1886, a few Government factories being maintained to

prevent private manufacturers from combining to raise prices
;

but since 1895 it has been found expedient to revert in part to

the Government monopoly system. In Government factories

all over India the usual practice is to pay the workers at a

fixed price for their produce, the amount of which is estimated

at the time of storage. Under the excise systems there is no

interference with manufacture and sale beyond such as is

necessary to secure payment of the duty. In both Govern-

ment and excise factories careful systems of guard, storage,

weighment, and issue have been introduced and developed.
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I'reventive Preventive establishments are maintained to guard against
measures.

[\\[^[^ traffic in salt removed from natural deposits, or manu-

factured from salt earth in saline tracts. Supervision is also

exercised over the manufacture of saltpetre^ and sulphate and

carbonate of soda, in Northern India, Bihar, and Calcutta
;

and the edible salt educed in the refinement of saltpetre is, if

ex'cised, taxed at the general rate. There are special provisions

against smuggling from French and Portuguese possessions,

and arrangements for the protection of the revenue have

been made with Native States. The transport of salt by sea

from one Indian port to another is subject to control.

Adminis- All manufacturing and preventive operations in Upper India
tration.

^^.^ controlled by the Northern India Salt department, which is

under the direct administration of the Government of India in

the Finance Department. The Governments of Madras and

Bombay administer the salt revenue within those Provinces,

while a preventive establishment for the salt tracts of Orissa

and the Bengal littoral is attached to the Bengal Excise

department.

History of Under native administration salt was taxed, in different parts

the salt Qf ji^g country, in varying circumstances and at widely different

rates. Along with salt duties, the British administration

inherited an immense number of transit duties, levied at

intervals along the trade routes under a system requiring

elaborate customs arrangements and involving an intolerable

hindrance to trade and communication. In 1843 the transit

duties, with the exception of those on cotton and sugar, were

abolished, and the loss of revenue was partly made up by

enhancing the Provincial salt duties. The cotton duties were

abolished in 1855 while the salt duties were gradually raised,

until, in the period from 1869 to 1877, the salt tax in Lower

Bengal was Rs. 3-4 a maund, in the Upper Provinces Rs. 3, in

the country beyond the Indus a few annas, and in Madras and

Bombay Rs. 1-13 a maund. The salt sources of Rajputana be-

longed to the Native States in which they were situated, and duty

was levied on their produce when it crossed the frontier. These

arrangements could be maintained only by stringent preventive

measures. To prevent untaxed Rajputana salt, and the lightly

taxed salt from the south and west, from coming into Northern

India, it was necessary to maintain a customs-line extending

for nearly 2,500 miles, from Torbela, near Attock on the

Indus, to the Sambalpur District of Bengal. The line was

guarded by an army of nearly 13,000 officers and men, and

consisted, along a large part of its course, of a huge cactus
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hedge supplemented by stone walls and ditches'. This arrange-

ment naturally hampered trade, and resulted in an undue

divergence of the price of salt in diiTerent parts of India. In

1870 the Government of India acquired a lease of the Sambhar

Lake, with a view to increase and cheapen the supply in the

United Provinces; and in 1874 more than 760 miles of the

eastern portion of the line were abandoned, the trade in this

direction having concentrated itself on the railway route. The
necessity of changing the whole system was at the same time

indicated by Lord Northbrook, and a few years later Lord

Lytton's Government was able to acquire the remaining salt

sources of Rajputana and to equalize the duties throughout the

greater part of India. Treaties were made with the Native

States concerned, and in 1878 the Bengal duty was loSvered to

Rs. 2-14 a maund and the duty in Northern India to Rs. 2-8.

At the same time the duty in Madras and Bombay was

raised from Rs. 1-13 to Rs. 2-8 a maund. The whole

customs-line was abandoned in 1879, with the exception of

a portion along the Indus, maintained to prevent the still

lightly-taxed Kohat salt from being smuggled across the river.

In March, 1882, financial conditions being prosperous, the

general rate of duty was lowered to Rs. 2 a maund. In 1888

financial difficulties made it necessary to re-establish the

Rs. 2-8 rate, which was maintained up to 1903, when pros-

perity permitted a reversion to Rs. 2, further reduced in

1905 to Rs. 1-8. The rate on Kohat salt was raised to Rs. 2

per Lahori maund ^ in 1896 ; and, efficient arrangements having

been devised to prevent the cheaper salt from being introduced

into cis-Indus territory, the last remnant of the old customs-line

disappeared. Burma, where salt pays duty at R. i a maund ^,

is the only other part of India which does not now conform to

the prevailing rate. The change carried out by Lord Lytton's

Government was as successful in its financial as in its adminis-

trative asjject. ^^'hile the duty was raised for 58 million people,

it was reduced throughout the greater part of India, to the relief

of 148 millions. In the three years preceding 1877-8 the average

annual consumj^tion was 24-2 million niaunds, and the average

' It must be remembered, however, that this line took the place of a

more annoying system of innumerable customs posts scattered throughout

the interior of the country.

'^ This corresponds to about Rs. i-io per standard maund ; and in 1903

the duly was fixed at Rs. 1-8 per standard maund.
' This is the duty levied on imported salt. The local production, whicJi

is small and of a primitive character, has hitherto been taxed by fees on tlie

vessels employed in the manufacture of the salt ; but a system of taxation

on the annual out-turn is now beinij tried in some Districts.
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net revenue 5-8 crores. By 1S79-80 the consumption had risen

to 27-9 million maunds, and the net revenue to 6-9 crores.

General The figures for 187 1 to 1903 given at the end of this chapter
results. show the development of the salt revenue. The average con-

sumption per head has increased steadily from 36 to 5 seers :

this increasing rate, acting on a growing population and over

an extended territory, has given a rise of total consumption

from about 23 to 37 million maunds. During the same period

the incidence of duty per head of the population has increased

from 3-6 to 4-9 annas, or at a slightly lower rate than the

increase of consumption. At the same time the retail price

has fallen throughout the greater part of India, and is now
being still further lowered by the recent reductions of taxation\

Most noteworthy of all is the increase in the facilities for bringing

salt to the consumer which have been secured during the last

thirty years by the abolition of the customs-line and by the

development of rail and road communications. At the present

day, for example, a trader of the United Provinces wishing to

obtain Sambhar salt has merely to deposit his money at the

nearest treasury, sub-treasury, or appointed railway station or

post office, in order to receive his consignment without delay

or trouble at any railway station he may choose to name. In

Madras the trade in salt is facilitated by a credit system, under

which a merchant on depositing securities (with a slight margin

for fluctuation of price) receives a six months' credit for pay-

ment of duty on which he can draw from time to time. A simi-

lar system, but with a shorter credit period, obtains in Bombay.

Excise

General. The Excise revenue in British India is derived from the

manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors, hemp drugs, and

opium, all of them commodities whose use must, in the interest

of the people, be restrained within reasonable limits. There is

no excise on tobacco, which is largely grown and consumed,

nor on betel {pan-supart), which is used everywhere by all

classes of the population. The expediency of imposing a tax

on tobacco has been considered on more than one occasion
;

but the idea has been abandoned, partly because it would be

difficult to maintain an efficient excise supervision over the

widely scattered cultivation of the plant, but chiefly because

' The Salt Commissioner, Northern India, in his Report for 1902-3, dated

August, 1903, says that at that date an anna (one penny") would on the

average purchase r lb. 14 oz. of salt in the Punjab and i lb. 9 oz. in the

United Provinces,
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the duty would fall mainly on the classes who are most affected

already by the salt tax. The revenue under each head of excise

has risen steadily with the increasing prosperity of the lower

classes, and the improvenienl of the excise administration. Its

progress is illustrated in the third table at the end of this

chajjtcr. The total net revenue from all sources increased from

about \\ crores in 1860-1 to yf crores in 1904-5. The excise

on opium has been described in the section of this chapter

dealing with opium generally ; the present section is concerned

Avith intoxicating liquors and hemp drugs.

The Excise department is in most Provinces under the con-

trol of a Commissioner who, in some cases, administers also

other sources of revenue, such as salt. The Collector is the

head of the excise administration in his District. In Madras

the Collector is mainly concerned with arrangements for retail

sale, distilleries and the preventive establishment being under

direct departmental control. In other Provinces preventive

arrangements are largely in the hands of the ordinary police.

Intoxicating Liqnors

On the subject of excise before the days of British rule our Use of in-

information is scanty. But there is enough to prove that the tpxicating

habit of drinking, and even of excessive drinking, was not un- nj.KiiJ'find

known, and that the native rulers realized revenue therefrom. Mulif^in-

I)r. Rajendralala ]\Iitra, in a paper contributed to the Bengal 1",^^""

A.siatic Society's JournaP, showed by many citations from

Sanskrit literature, ancient and mediaeval, that s})irits and other

intoxicating drinks have been extensively used in India at all

times and by all classes. While admitting that their use had

been condemned by moralists and lawgivers, he proved that

rice-spirit was sold and drunk, and used in sacrifices, in the

earliest Vedic times : that the leading characters of the

Mahabharata were addicted to strong drink ; that the Ramayana

frequently notices spirit-drinking with evident approbation

;

that in the time of Kalidasa drinking seems to have been

very common not only among men, but even among women of

high rank ; that the Puranas abound in descriptions of spirits

and of drinking ; and that the Tantras afford indubitable proofs

of a strong attachment on the ])arl of a large section of the

Hindus to over-indulgence in spirituous drinks. There arc

many references to the use of sjiirits in Buddliist works, and it

was stringently prohibited in the scriptures of that faith. The

K(jran, too, prohibits drinking, and the prohibition is hccdctl lo

' Vol. xHi, i>t. i, 187.V
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the present day by the orthodox followers of the Prophet. But

there is abundant evidence to show that, under the Mughals,

the drinking of spirituous liquors was commonly practised even

in the capital of the emperors, and that excise (under the name
oi dbkdn) was a common source of revenue to the Muhammadan
rulers of India, though their system was of a very rough

description. The limitations imposed on the manufacture and

sale of liquor, when occasional and limited attempts at total

prohibition in a few places had proved unsuccessful, were

devised with the sole object of raising revenue and without any

design of regulating or controlling consumption. The system

in general force was one of farming, the right of manufacture

and sale being given to the highest bidder.

The British administration inherited this farming system, but

soon began to modify it. Some account will shortly be given

of the progress of reform : the general policy has been so to

adjust rates and methods as to check the practice of excessive

drinking, and at the same time to safeguard the revenue, with-

out encouraging illicit manufacture and trafific by enforcing

unduly harsh rules. In other words, the aim has been to

secure the maximum of revenue with the minimum of con-

sumption. Whereas in the United Kingdom the proportion of

liquor-shops in 1901 was one to about 240 of the population,

the proportion in India was only one to 2,400.

The following are the forms of intoxicating liquor chiefly

consumed in India : country spirit ; fermented palm juice
;

beer made from grain ; country brands of rum, brandy, &c.

;

locally manufactured malt beer ; and imported wine, beer,

and spirits. The first three are made for native consump-

tion ; the last three are mainly, but by no means exclu-

sively, used by Europeans and Eurasians. The amount of

excise revenue derived from each source in the year 1902-3

was approximately as follows, in lakhs of rupees : country

spirit, 325; palm juice, in; grain beer, 17; country rum,

&c., 12 ; malt beer, 4 ; foreign liquor, 18 \ The figures are not,

however, strictly accurate, because the system of record in

different Provinces does not admit of a uniform distinction

being drawn between the different items.

Country spirit is the main source of revenue, except in the

Madras Presidency, and yields (including Punjab country rum)

about two-thirds of the total receipts from liquors. It is usually

prepared by distillation from the mahiia ^o\\tx{Bassia latifoUa)^

' As explained on page 259, the imiiort duty on foreign liquors is credited

to ' Customs.'
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molasses, and other forms of unrefined sugar, fermented palm

juice, and rice— the last mainly in Bengal, Assam, and Burma.

Country spirit is prepared by native methods in Bengal, Assam,

the United Provinces, the Central Provinces, Sind, the Frontier

Province, and Baluchistan. The ingredients are generally fer-

mented in pots and then distilled in rudely constructed stills.

The system is very crude, and the product is apt to contain a

considerable percentage of fusel oils. In Madras, Bombay,

the Punjab, and Burma manufacture of country spirit or of

local brands of rum, whisky, &c., is, as a rule, carried on in

highly organized private distilleries with European appliances.

It has been stated above that the British system of excise Out- still

grew out of the uncontrolled farming system inherited from the ^"'? *:?":

native administration. The first step was the limitation of the icry sys-

number of sho{)s in the area farmed, and the next the establish- tems.

ment of the out-still system, under which only the right to

manufacture and sell at a specified shop is granted. The chief

objection to both the farming and the out-still systems is that

there is no control over the rate of duty per gallon, and it may
consequently be to the interest of the farmer or licensee to

lower prices and thus encourage the practice of drinking. It

therefore became necessary to consider whether a system could

not be established under which each gallon of spirit should

pay a fixed duty. In some places this was done roughly and

imperfectly by limiting the capacity of the out-still. If the still

can only produce a certain number of gallons of spirit in the

month, and must pay a certain tax monthly, each gallon of

spirit must bear a proportionate rate of taxation and cannot be

sold below a certain price. The practical difficulty in the way

of securing this result is the facility which the licensee possesses

for using a still other than that which has been licensed. A far

more perfect system is that of the central distillery, in which

manufacture and storage are under Government supervision

and the liquor pays a still-head duty before issue. Unfortu-

nately the practical experience of years, and the results of many
experiments, have shown that it is impossible to enforce this

system in all parts of India. In remote and sparsely populated

tracts supply by the central distillery system is costly, and

illicit manufiicture and smuggling are so difficult to discover and

suppress that it is practically impossible to put them down in

the face of the strong temptation afforded by the high-priced

licit liquor. The Provincial Governments have dealt with the

subject in different ways suited to the peculiarities of local con-

ditions ; and the key to the numerous and complicated systems
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of excise which prevail in different parts of British India lies in

the fact that they are attempts to combine the farming and

fixed duty systems, with the object of securmg that every gallon

of spirit shall bear a certain amount of taxation in places where

it is not possible to work with the fixed duty system in its

simplest form. That system is steadily gaining ground, and

its operation is greatly facilitated wherever large distilleries

are started on the European method. Some form of central

distillery system now prevails over the greater part of British

India, while the out-still method is still in force throughout

Assam \ over a considerable part of Bengal and the Central

Provinces, and in smaller tracts in some other Provinces. It

is also used in parts of Burma under stringent restrictions.

Measures are now (1906) being taken to improve the quality of

the liquor supplied, especially in out-still areas.

Under the out-still system the right to manufacture and sell

country spirit at a particular place is, as a rule, sold annually

by auction. In some parts of the United Provinces the right is

farmed by areas. In Bengal and Burma the licence fixes the

capacity of the still.

In Bengal, and in the United and Central Provinces, the

central distilleries belong to the Government, but the distillers

who use them work their own stills. In these Provinces, and

in the Punjab^ the right of retail vend is sold separately. The
number and position of the shops is fixed by the Collector, and

single shops, or sale-rights in a defined area, are sold (as a rule

annually) by auction. The system of annual auction sale has

these great advantages, that it prevents the growth of vested

interests, which might hamper the Government in introducing

improvements and reforms, and at the same time affords

valuable evidence as to the sufficiency or otherwise of the rate

of still-head duty. The general policy is to concentrate manu-

facture in a few large distilleries, and to facilitate supply by the

issue of wholesale licences and the encouragement of bonded

warehouses. In Madras the monopoly of manufacture and

supply throughout a particular area is disposed of by tender.

The manufacturer pays a fixed rate of duty on every gallon of

liquor issued from his distillery^ and supplies retail vendors at

fixed prices. The right of retail vend is disposed of annually

by auction, usually by single shops. Throughout the greater

part of the Bombay Presidency the monopoly of both manufac-

ture and sale is leased, for given areas, to contractors, who pay

' A central distillery system has been stalled as an experimental measure

in the Sibsa^ar District of Assam.
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a fixed duty on issuing liquor for sale at their shops. The
contract is not offered to competition, but the monopolist is

selected at the discretion of the Excise Commissioner and the

Local Government. He is required to guarantee a minimum
return to the Government : in other words, he must pay duty

on a certain quantity of liquor whether he sells that quantity or

not. The object of this condition is to prevent the contractor

from distilling illicitly outside the central distillery, or from

entering into collusion with the preventive establishment to pass

liquor out of the distillery without payment of duty. Endeavour

is made to fix the amount of liquor on which duty is guaranteed

at about the quantity for which there is a normal demand ; if

this is successfully done the risk of illicit practices is in u large

measure removed.

The average incidence of taxation per proof gallon of dis- Revenue

tillery spirit amounted in 1902-3 to Rs. 4-6-8, of which ^'^''.^^''"
,

Rs. 3-4-6 was derived from still-head duty and Rs. 1-2-2 from distillery

vend fees. Among the major Provinces the average rate was ^^^^^-

highest in the Punjab (Rs. 6-1-0) and in Burma (Rs. 6 plus

vend fees), and lowest in the Central Provinces (Rs. 3-8-4).

The average consumption per thousand of the population in

distillery areas varied from 14 gallons in the Punjab and to

(roughly) in Burma, to 127 gallons in the Bombay Presidency

proper.

The sap of the date, palmyra, and coco-nut palms (called tari. Toddy or

corrupted into toddy in Southern India) is used as a drink either

fresh or after fermentation. The total excise revenue derived

from this source in 1902-3 amounted to more than a crore of

rupees, of which about 72 per cent, was derived from Madras,

12 per cent, from Bombay, 10 per cent, from Bengal, and

5 per cent, from Burma. In Madras and Bombay the revenue

is obtained from a fixed fee on every tree from which it is

intended to draw the liquor, thus amounting to a rough duty,

and from the sale of the right of retail vend. In Bengal and

Burma the sale of shop licences is the sole form of taxation.

Retail rights are sold by auction, either for single shops or for

defined areas. Fresh sap is taxed in Bombay and Bengal, but

not in Madras or Burma.

The revenue derived from rice and millet beer amounted Rice and

in 1902-3 to about 6 lakhs in Bengal and 11 lakhs in Burma; "" '*^' ''^'

elsewhere it is inconsiderable. In Bengal pachwai brewed

from rice or millet is consumed by aboriginal tribes, and by

the lower orders in general, in certain Districts. It is valued

both as a stimulant and as food. The bulk of the revenue which

VOL. IV. s
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it yields is derived from licences for manufacture and retail

sale, which are put up to annual auction, the number and sites

of the shops having been previously fixed. Licences for the

home brewing olpachwai for domestic purposes are granted in

certain Districts to the headmen of villages inhabited by

aboriginal races, on payment of a fixed fee for each household.

In Eurma the native beer is brewed from rice. When con-

sumed by certain hill tribes, mostly in Upper Burma, it is

exempted from taxation, otherwise the excise system is similar

to that in Bengal. It is almost as easy to brew this beer as to

make a pot of tea ; and, as the main ingredient is a staple article

of food, it is almost impossible to check private manufacture.

Country Country brands of rum, and so-called brandies and whiskies,
rum, &c.

^^j.g distilled from cane juice, &c., and are coloured and

flavoured in various manners. The manufacture is carried on

in private distilleries in different parts of India. In the United

Provinces and the Punjab such liquor pays duty at the rate of

Rs. 4 per proof gallon, in the Central Provinces at Rs. 5, and

elsewhere at the customs tariff rate of Rs. 6. The production

is subject to such Government supervision as is needed to

ensure the payment of the duty. The most important factory

is the Rosa distillery at Shahjahanpur, in the United Provinces,

which, in addition to supplying those Provinces, exports con-

siderable quantities to the Punjab, the Central Provinces,

Bengal, and other parts of India. In Madras and Bombay,

and in the United and Central Provinces, country rum is sold

under the same conditions as imported European liquor. In

Bengal it may be sold in shops licensed for either country or

foreign liquor, and in the Punjab it is treated in the same
manner as ordinary country spirit elsewhere. A considerable

quantity is supplied to the Commissariat department for the

use of the army. Formerly this was issued free of duty, but in

1897 the Government decided that the selling price to troops

should be gradually raised until it covered the ordinary duty

rate. The enhancement hitherto reached is equivalent to

a duty of Rs. 2 per proof gallon.

Malt A number of breweries have been established in India,
iquor.

niostly in the hills, for the manufacture of a light beer for

European and Eurasian consumption. Owing to local demand
by soldiers, the amount of beer thus produced is greater than

that imported. A uniform fee of one anna per gallon is levied

all over India at the time of issue. Retail sale is usually

under a general licence for imported liquors, but in some
Provinces additional special arrangements are made.
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Foreign liquor is subject to import duty at the tariff rates, Imported

the most important of which are Rs. 6^ per proof gallon on ^^'^l"^''"

spirit and i anna per gallon on beer, and can only be sold

under licence. The import duty, which produced 76 lakhs in

1902-3, is credited to 'Customs,' and the sale licence fees to

' Excise.' Licence fees are of three main kinds : wholesale,

retail, and special. The last class includes licences for hotels,

rest-houses, restaurants, bars, places of amusement, railway

refreshment rooms, trains, and steamers. Licences are generally

granted at fixed rates, but in certain Provinces (Madras, Ben-

gal, Burma, and the Punjab) some of them are sold by auction.

Hemp Drugs

The narcotic products of the hemp plant {Cannabis sativa Classes of

or indica) consumed in Lidia fall under three main categories J?^"^P

which may, generally speaking, be defined as follows : Gdnja

consists of the dried flowering tops of the cultivated female

hemp plant which have become coated with resin in conse-

quence of being unable to set seeds freely ; charas is the

name applied to the resinous matter which forms the active

principle when collected separately ; bhang is the name given to

the dried leaves of the hemp plant, whether male or female, cul-

tivated or uncultivated. The plant grows wild in many parts of

Lidia, especially in the sub-montane tracts of the Himalayas.

The use of hemp drugs appears to have been practised in Use and

Lidia from time immemorial, and enters into the religious and ^^"s°

.
,

. arrange-
social observances of the Hmdus. The hemp plant is popu- mentri.

larly believed to have been a great favourite of the god Siva,

and on almost all occasions on which his worship is practised

ganja is offered to the god and consumed by certain classes of

the worshippers. Until recent years little was known in regard

to the consumption of hemp drugs for non-medicinal purposes,

and their production was subject to definite control and quanti-

tative duties in only a few Provinces. Li 1893 a Commission

was appointed to inquire into the production of hemp drugs,

the effect of their consumption upon the social and moral con-

dition of the people, and the desirability of prohibiting the

growth of the plant and the sale of the narcotics. The inquiries

of the Commission showed that bhang is, almost without excep-

tion, harmless when used in moderation, and that its abuse is

not so hurtful as intemperate indulgence in alcohol. The

excessive use of ganja and charas is more injuricnis, but as

a rule they are used in moderation and witliout api)reciable

^ Raised to Rs. 7 in 1906,

S Z
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injury. The Commission did not advise prohibition, but

recommended a policy of control and restriction, and their

suggestions have been carried into effect. The main features

of the existing system are restricted cultivation under super-

vision, storage in bonded depots, payment of a quantitative

duty before issue, retail sale under licence, and restriction on

private possession. No attempt is made to extirpate the spon-

taneous growth of the hemp plant, and no restriction is placed

on the use of the wild plants in the green state or on their

cultivation for the manufacture of fibre. Endeavour is made
to control the use of bhang by prohibition or taxation of cultiva-

tion, collection under licence, and transport regulations. The
production and consumption of hemp drugs in Burma (except

for medicinal purposes) are altogether prohibited, in order to

prevent the habit from arising in a Province where it does not

at present exist. Ganja forms the principal source of hemp
drugs revenue in Bengal, Assam, the Central Provinces, Madras,

and Bombay, while the consumption of charas is mainly con-

fined to Northern India. Bhang is consumed in almost all

Provinces.

Supply The principal authorized sources of ganja supply are small
and duty,

j^j-gas of cultivation in Rajshahi (Eastern Bengal) and Nimar

(Central Provinces). Madras produces its own supply, and Bom-

bay is supplied partly by cultivation within the Presidency and

partly by import from Nimar. The duty on Rajshahi ganja is

Rs. II a seer in Eastern Bengal and Assam, and also in Bengal

(excluding Orissa, where it is Rs. 9 a seer). In the United

Provinces the duty at present varies from Rs. 6 to Rs. 9 a seer,

according to the description of the drug ; but it is intended

to levy a uniform rate of Rs. 11. On other sorts of ganja

the duty is Rs. 4 a seer ; but this rate was raised to Rs. 5 in

the Central Provinces, Ajmer-Merwara, and Baluchistan in

April, 1906, and similar enhancements elsewhere are contem-

plated.

Charas is mainly derived from Central Asia. It enters the

Punjab by prescribed routes and is stored in Government

bonded warehouses. On issue for consumption in the Punjab

and certain Native States, it formerly paid a duty of Rs. 2

a seer, which was raised to Rs. 6 in 1904. The greater part is,

however, expc:)rted in bond to the United Provinces, where it

now pays a duty of Rs. 6, and a smaller quantity to Bengal,

where the rate of duty is Rs. 12a seer.

A duty varying from 8 annas to R. i a seer is levied on

bhang in Madras, Bombay, Bengal, and the Central Provinces.
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In the Punjab, and also now in the United Provinces, there

are small import and transport duties and an acreage tax on

licensed cultivation. In Assam, where the population is sparse

and the wild plant grows freely, the only restriction it has

been found possible to impose is a limit on possession without

licence.

Licences which cover the retail sale of all forms of hemp Vend

drugs are usually sold by auction. In most cases single shops '"^^"'^^

are leased, but sometimes the shops over a defined area are

farmed. Distribution is aided by the sale of wholesale vend

licences and the establishment of convenient depots.

In 1902-3 the average consumption of hemp drugs per Consump-

1,000 of the population in the larger Provinces varied from **°" ^
'

.

• '
. .

^ revenue.

9 seers in the United Provinces, and 7-5 seers in Bombay, to

2-9 seers in the Central Provinces and 1-2 in Madras. The
total receipts from hemp drugs taxation have risen from 1 1 lakhs

in 1 860- 1 to 66 lakhs in 1902-3. The reforms introduced on

the report of the Commission have resulted in an appreciable

increase of revenue. The average receipts during the three

years ending with 1894-5 were about 46 lakhs; during the

three years ending with 1902-3 they rose to about 62 lakhs.

Customs

The general customs duty is 5 per cent, ad valorem on com- General,

modifies imported into British India by sea. This tax is

levied for fiscal purposes, not for the protection of native

industries. In certain cases the general tax is superseded by

special duties levied for particular reasons. For administrative

purposes a tax is imposed on the import of arms and ammuni-

tion ; the import duties on liquors need no explanation ; the

import of opium is taxed at a rate which is, and is meant to be,

prohibitive ; an import duty on salt I'orms part of the general

system of administering the salt tax, and the proceeds are

credited in the public accounts to the head ' Salt '—the same

plan has been followed in this chapter. Rice is practically the

only commodity on which an export duty is levied. The net

customs revenue amounted in 1904-5 to more than 6 crores,

the proceeds of the import duties being nearly four times as

great as those of the export tax.

The scope and rates of the import duties have varied from Import

time to time in accordance with financial needs. Before the ''"''5,^ "P

Mutiny there was a general tax on miports at the present rate

of 5 per cent. In view of the unfavourable financial position,

the rate was raised in 1859-60 to 10 per cent., and on some
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important classes of commodities it stood for a time at 20 per

cent. In April, 1864, it was lowered to i\ per cent. Up to 1867

all articles paid duty except such as were specifically exempted

;

in that year the exemption was extended ^o a number of minor

commodities, and a list was prepared of those remaining liable

to duty. In 1875 the whole tariff was revised, the valuation of

articles which do not embrace so many varieties as to necessitate

the levy of a duty ad valorem was amended, and the general

rate of duty was reduced to 5 per cent. In 1876-7 the import

duties yielded 1-7 crorcs, about one-half of which was derived

from cotton goods.

Abolition About this time the question of abolishing the customs
of the duties began to be discussed. The Government of India
import J • 1 • • •

duties, desired to give the fullest play to free-trade principles, and the

1878-82. Lancashire cotton manufacturers, finding a serious competitor

in the growing Indian industry, were pressing for the removal of

the artificial advantage given to the latter by the 5 per cent,

duly. Owing in great measure to the nature of the local fibre,

Indian cotton manufactures are confined mainly to the produc-

tion of coarse goods. In 1878 the first step was taken by the

repeal of the duty on cotton goods containing yarns not finer

than 30's ^ if similar in character to goods already manu-

factured in India. It was then laid down that no duty should

exist which affords protection to native industry ; that the raw

material of industry, and articles contributing to production,

should be exempt from taxation ; and that duty should be

levied only on articles which yield a revenue of sufficient

importance to justify the interference with trade involved by

the machinery of collection. In conformity with these prin-

ciples, railway material was exempted from duty and twenty-six

minor heads were removed from the list. As regards cotton

goods, there was little essential difference between the cloth which

had been exempted and large classes of cloth having different

designations which remained subject to duty, and the change

in the tariff did not therefore produce much result. In the

following year (1879) a further step was taken, and all cotton

goods containing yarn not finer than 30's were exempted, at an

estimated loss of 20 lakhs. These exemptions foreshadowed

the total abolition of the customs duties as soon as the Govern-

ment could afford to adopt the measure. The production and

consumption of non-dutiable classes of cotton goods were

stimulated at the expense of those still paying duty, and, as

^ Cotton yams are said to be of 20's, 30's, &c., counts when not more

than a like number of hanks of 840 yards go to the pound avoirdupois.
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regards other commodities, it became a question whether it

would be worth while to keep up the customs arrangements

when the principal source of revenue had been exempted. In

1882 the prosperous condition of the finances enabled the

Government to abolish the rest of the cotton duties and the

whole of the remaining general import duties. Until 1894 no

further import duties were imposed, with the exception of a

duty of half an anna per gallon on petroleum, first levied

in 1888.

In 1894 the heavy burden thrown on the Government Reimposi-

of India by the fall in exchange made it necessary to con- ^'°° °^ ''^^

sider how it could increase its resources. Lord Herschell's duties,

Committee, reporting in May, 1893, on the currency question, 1894-6.

had expressed the opinion that, of all the suggested methods

of adding to the revenue, the reimposition of the import

duties would excite the least opposition. In framing the

budget for 1894-5, the Government of India found that,

after making all possible reductions in expenditure, it had to

face a deficit of 168 lakhs. It was accordingly determined to

double the tax on petroleum and to reimpose a general duty

of 5 per cent, on imports. These two sources were estimated

to yield an additional revenue of 120 lakhs. Cotton yarns

and fabrics were, however, excluded from the list of dutiable

articles, and this exemption gave rise to great opposition in

India. The Secretary of State, under whose orders it had been

made, agreed to receive a further representation on the subject

if, after a sufficient interval, the financial position was found not

to have improved. By December, 1894, it had so far deteriorated

that a further addition to the revenues of at least a crore of

rupees was needed to restore equilibrium. It was then decided

to reimpose the cotton duties, combined with an excise duty in

India which would deprive the tax of any protective character.

Cotton yarns and manufactures were made dutiable at the

general rate of 5 per cent., and an excise duly at the same rate

was imposed on all cotton yarns of 20's produced in mills in

British India. The excise duty was confined to cotton pro-

duced in mills, as it would have been difficult and inexpedient

to tax the hand-loom industry which is carried on in villages all

over the country. The Lancashire manufacturers represented,

however, that these arrangements had not made the duty non-

protective. A certain quantity of yarns of counts not exceeding

2o's, and of fabrics woven from such yarns, were exported

to India ; and in the case of woven goods made from excis-

able counts of yarn the Indian mills paid only on the yarn
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value of the goods, whereas imported articles were charged on

the value as completed. To meet these objections, cotton twist

and yarns of all kinds were exempted from customs and excise

duty in February, 1896, and a duty at the rate of 3^ per cent.

was imposed on woven goods of all counts, whether imported

or manufactured in Indian mills. This change involved some

loss of revenue. In 1 895-6 the customs duties on cotton yielded

116 lakhs, and in the five succeeding years an average of only

87 lakhs (95 lakhs in 1902-3). The excise duty on cotton goods

amounted to 6 lakhs in 1895-6, and to 18 lakhs in 1902-3.

1'here has been a satisfactory growth of both manufacture and

trade, notwithstanding that the former has been hampered by

the continued prevalence of plague in Bombay, the chief seat of

the industry.

Goods The general tariff introduced in 1894 was based on that of
exempted, 187c subject to some alterations and to a revision of the
or charged , • r,., ^ ,• , •, • ,•

at low valuations. 1 he Government did not consider it expedient to

rates. exempt minor articles, as was done in 1S78. The payment of

duty is only one item in the formalities that attend the process

of importation, and the shipping documents relating to goods

have to follow the course of a fixed routine. The additional

work caused by customs assessment is, therefore, less than

would at first sight appear. The most important exemptions

from the general duty are food-grains, machinery, railway

material, and coal, while most classes of iron and steel are taxed

at the low rate of i per cent.

Counter- AVith effect from March, 1899, a countervailing duty was
vailing imposed on bounty-fed beet sugar from foreign countries. A
sngar. rapid and large increase of such importations, especially from

Germany and Austria, was believed to be seriously affecting the

Indian sugar industry. The duty was framed with the inten-

tion of countervailing bounties paid, directly or indirectly, by

foreign Governments ; but though it produced an appreciable

revenue, amounting in 190 1-2 to 37 lakhs, it did not stop the

influx of cheap European sugar. The manufacturers in the

chief beet-growing countries of Europe obtained such high

prices in their home markets, owing to the operation of pro-

tective duties and rebates on export, that they were able to sell

their surplus stocks at prices considerably below the cost of pro-

duction. Further duties were therefore imposed, in 1902-3, on

sugar imported from countries which, by their protective

system, rendered possible the formation of trade combinations

to manipulate the price of sugar. The immediate result of

these duties was to diminish sugar imports from Europe, and
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to divert the trade previously carried on with India by Germany

and Austria to other countries which did not come within the

scope of the new legislation. The imports of beet sugar in

1902-3 fell to about half what they had been in 1901-2, while

the imports of cane sugar, which comes mostly from Mauritius,

Java, and China, increased by more than 40 per cent.

In December, 1903, orders were issued remitting the counter-

vailing duties chargeable on sugar produced, after August of

that year, in countries which have limited their direct or

indirect bounties on sugar, and their protective duties, to the

minimum permitted by the Brussels Convention of 1902.

Table IV at the end of this chapter shows the amount of Revenue

revenue derived from the principal imports. Cotton piece .
"^ *''^

goods now yield more than one-fifth of the whole, and next tanfT.

in order come liquors, metals, general manufactured articles,

petroleum, and sugar.

In 1892-3, before the reintroduction of the general duty,

the total revenue from import duties was 82 lakhs. In 1894-5,

after the reimposition, it was 282 lakhs; in the following year,

with the addition of cotton duties, it rose to 388 lakhs ; in

1896-7, with the altered cotton arrangements, it fell to 347

lakhs ; and in 1902-3 it had again risen to 426 lakhs.

Until i860 the bulk of the export trade was taxed, and in Export

that year the general rate was 3 per cent, ad valorem. Between

i860 and 1867 many articles were exempted; and in 1874 the

list comprised only cotton goods, grain, hides, indigo, lac, oils,

seeds, and spices. In 1875 it was still further reduced to oil,

rice, indigo, and lac. In thus limiting the tariff regard was

given to the princi[)le that an export duty may do serious

injury to trade by fostering foreign competition. In 1880 the

duty on lac and indigo was remitted, and from that date rice

has been practically the sole .source of export revenue \ It is

taxed at three annas a maund (3^. per 82 lb.), and the collec-

tions vary according to the out-turn of the Indian harvest, with

a tendency to increase. The export is mainly from Burma.

Assessed Taxes

The present income-tax was introduced in 1886, and yielded General,

in 1902-3 a net revenue of 207 lakhs, reduced to 186 lakhs in

' In 1903 a trifling duty was imposed, at the request of the tea industry,

on exports of that product by sea, in view to the proceeds being applied, by

a representative committee of the industry, to increasing the consumption

and sale of Indian tea. In respect of this duty, which follows a Ceylon

precedent, the Government acts merely as a collecting agency.
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Direct

taxation

under
native

rule.

Income
tax of

1860-5.

Licence

and in-

come ta

of 1867

73.

1904-5 by the exemption of small incomes. Taxes of a similar

nature have been levied from time to time, and the amount

derived from them has varied according to the particular

regulation in force.

Direct taxation was well-known to the native governments

which formerly ruled in India. The imposts varied in name
and conditions, but depended in general on an intimate

acquaintance with the circumstances of the non-agricultural

families who paid the tax. These direct taxes were, as a rule,

relinquished by the British administration, with a host of

miscellaneous octroi and transit duties, at the time when the

salt tax was raised (1843). Among the few old taxes retained

was \.\\e pafidhdri tax in the Central Provinces, which was finally

abolished in 1902-3. This impost was a form of house tax,

levied by the Marathas from petty artisans and shopkeepers

and non-agriculturists. It was collected with the land revenue

until 1860-1, when it was converted into a tax at fixed rates on

small non-agricultural incomes, supplementary to the general

income tax.

Apart from such local taxes, the first general income tax was

levied in i860, to relieve the financial difficulties which beset

the country after the Mutiny. An Act was introduced in that

year, on the English model, to have effect for a period of five

years. The tax was levied on all incomes exceeding Rs. 200

per annum arising from property, professions, trades, and offices,

and included incomes derived from land. The rate was 2 per

cent, on incomes between Rs. 200 and 500, and 3 per cent, on

larger incomes, with an additional i per cent, to be used for

local public works. In 1862 the minimum taxable income

was raised to Rs. 500, and in 1863 the rate was reduced to

3 per cent. The tax produced on an average 154 lakhs

a year.

As intended, this Act ceased to operate in 1865, but the

financial position would not permit of direct taxation being

abandoned. In 1867 an Act was passed imposing a licence

tax on professions and trades. The tax was non-agricultural,

but extended to all persons exercising a profession or trade

whose income or profits were not less than Rs. 200 per annum.

The assessees were divided into classes, paying at fixed rates

amounting to 2 per cent, on the minimum income of each

class. The total collection yielded 65 lakhs. The time was

one of great financial embarrassment, the ordinary expenditure

exceeding the ordinary income in several successive years.

The area of taxation, and the rate, were accordingly varied
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from year to year to meet the exigencies of the moment. In

1868-9 some relief was given under a new 'Certificate Act'

by which the minimum assessable income was raised to Rs. 500,

and the fixed rates were reduced to if per cent, on the

minimum income of each class. The tax then produced about

51 lakhs. In 1869 a considerable deficit was anticipated, and

the * certificate ' tax was therefore converted into a general

income tax, including agriculturists in its scope. The limit

of assessable income was not changed, and the fixed rates

amounted originally to a little over i per cent, of the minimum

income in each class. In order to increase the proceeds the

assessment was made more rigorous than before. Later in the

same year the financial outlook became worse, and the assess-

ment was generally raised by 50 per cent. It yielded a total of

III lakhs, the number of private assessees being about 521,000.

In 1870. when a still greater excess of expenditure over income

was anticipated, the fixed rates were raised to about 3^ per

cent, on the minimum of each class up to Rs. 2,000, an exact

3I per cent, being levied on incomes above that limit. But

by reaction from the too rigorous assessment of the previous

year the number of assessees fell to 386,000, and the tax at

the enhanced rate produced only 207 lakhs. In 1871-2 the

minimum taxable income was raised to Rs. 750, and a general

rate of 2 pies in the rupee, or a little over i per cent., was

levied, the fixed rates on incomes below Rs. 2,000 being

abandoned. Under these conditions the tax yielded 82 lakhs.

In the following year the taxable limit was raised to Rs. 1,000,

other incidents remaining as before, and the total collections

fell in consequence to 58 lakhs. At the end of 1872-3 the

financial position was so greatly imi)roved that the Government

was al)le to announce that the tux would not be renewed.

The exjjeriment had been unfortunate and was the cause of

considerable discontent. The peoj)le could not readily under-

stand the unfamiliar and somewhat complicated arrangements

of a European income tax, and some oppression and extortion

were practised by the temporarily engaged assessors and col-

lectors. The constant variation of rates to suit the financial

condition of the moment was, moreover, unsuitable to the

conditions prevailing in India.

No further direct taxation was imposed until it was decided, Liccncetax

in 1877, to levy a licence tax on traders and artisans to meet c!-'^^^~

a portion of the annual expenditure to be incurred as insurance

against famine. In 1878 the Government of India passed an

Act for this purpose for the United Provinces and the I'unjab,
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and the Local Governments adopted similar Acts for Bengal,

Madras, and Bombay. Certain modifications were made in

1880, after which the general position was as follows. The tax

extended to all incomes derived from non-agricultural trades

and dealings ; but professions, including (government service,

were not taxed. Under the Acts of 1878 the minimum limit

of taxable income was in general Rs. 100 or Rs. 200 per

annum. This was found to be too low, and in 1880 a general

limit of Rs. 500 was imposed. The assessees were divided

into classes paying fixed rates, the system of classification

varying in different Provinces, but subject to the proviso that

the tax should never exceed 2 per cent, on income. The
minimum tax was thus in all cases Rs. 10; the maximum was

fixed at Rs. 500 everywhere except in Bombay, where it was

Rs. 200. These arrangements remained in force until 1886.

The administration was better and more regular than under

the Acts of i860 to 1873, ^'^^ the people became accustomed

to the tax. The financial results were not unsuccessful. In

1878-9 the total collection amounted to 90 lakhs ; the changes

made subsequently lessened the proceeds, which varied be-

tween 50 and 52 lakhs during the years 1882-3 to 1885-6.

The system was, however, marred by considerable defects.

The want of uniformity in classification and rates was not

justifiable, the exclusion of the official and professional classes

gave rise to accusations of partiality, and the low maximum
caused the tax, especially in Bombay, to press with undue

severity on the poorer classes.

Income Various suggestions for reform were discussed ; but the

^ssfi
Government, warned by previous experience, was reluctant to

meddle with a system that was working reasonably well, and

no action was taken until a falling exchange and increased mili-

tary expenditure made it necessary to have recourse to fresh

taxation in 1886-7. The licence tax was then converted into

a general income tax by an Act applying to all India, which

still remains in force. All sources of non-agricultural income

were taxed. They were divided into (i) salaries and pensions,

(2) profits of companies, (3) interest on securities, and (4) other

sources. A general rate of 5 pies in the rupee (a little more

than 2\ per cent.) was levied on all incomes over Rs. 2,000 per

annum ; incomes between Rs. 500 and 2,000 derived from

salaries and interest on securities were taxed at the rate of

4 pies (a little over 2 per cent.), and similar incomes derived

from other sources at fixed rates according to classes. There

were six of these classes : for the three lowest the fixed rate was
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equal to 2 per cent, on the minimum income of the class, and

for the others it was slightly in excess of 2 per cent, of the

maxinunu. Incomes below Rs. 500 were not assessed, with

the result that the tax is collected from a very small proportion

of the community. Incomes derived from land and agriculture

were exempted, because of the corresponding burdens placed

on them under the system of taxation for famine purposes

imposed in 1877-8; but the discretion of the Government to

tax incomes derived from land in the future has been left

unfettered. Charities and religious endowments, and soldiers

whose pay is less than Rs. 500 a month, are free from the tax,

and there are some other minor exemptions. On the whole

the Act has w'orked well and smoothly^ the assessment being

made outside the Presidency towns by the ordinary District

staff, sometimes reinforced, as in the United Provinces, by

unofficial assessors ; and the evils of the earlier system have

been avoided, while due facilities are allowed foi" appeal.

In 1903 the favourable condition of the finances permitted

the exemption from the tax of incomes between Rs. 500 and

Rs. 1,000 per annum, a measure which is calculated to free

about 315,000 persons formerly assessed, out of a total number

of about half a million. The loss of revenue sustained througli

this measure in 1903-4 was about 29 lakhs, or approximately

one-seventh of the previous yield of the tax.

The progress of the tax between 1886-7 ^^^ 1902-3 is Statistics,

shown in the table at the end of the chapter. The receipts

have risen steadily from year to year, the total increase being

nearly 60 per cent., wliile the number of assessees has increased

by 32 per cent. Of the four classes of income, salaries and

pensions (mostly of Government servants) yielded in 1 900-1

nearly 30 per cent, of the whole
;
profits of companies nearly

7 per cent.; interest on securities about 5 per cent.; and 'other

sources ' nearly 59 per cent. There have been but trifling varia-

tions in these proportions since the Act came into operation.

Cotton-spinning, railway and banking companies, are the main

sources of receipt under the second head. Under 'other sources'

the principal classes are money lenders and changers (29 per

cent.), general merchants (8 per cent.), grain merchants (6 per

cent.), piece goods merchants, house-owners, and legal practi-

tioners (each about 5 per cent.), and bankers (about 4^ per cent.).

Prior to the recent exemption of incomes between Rs. 500 and

Rs. 1,000, more than 84 per cent, of the assessees were in

classes with incomes of less than Rs. 2,000, but these classes

returned less than 35 per cent, of the total collections. The
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total of the incomes on which the tax was paid amounted in

1 900-1 to about 78 crores. In Bombay every 209 persons

produce one with a non-agricultural income of not less than

Rs. 500; in Madras the figure is 417; in the Punjab 444; in

Bengal, 580 ; in the United Provinces, 637 ; in Assam, 681 ; and
in the Central Provinces, 1,077. Taking the average incidence

of taxation on the assessees, Bombay is again first with Rs. 44
per head ; then come Bengal (Rs. 41), the Central Provinces

(Rs. 39), Assam (Rs. 35), the United Provinces (Rs. 34),

Madras (Rs. 30), and the Punjab (Rs. 29). About 47 per

cent, of the Bombay, more than 43 per cent, of the Bengal, and
about 20 per cent, of the Madras collections are derived from

the Presidency towns.

The difference between the commercial wealth of the United

Kingdom and of India is forcibly brought out by the fact that

in the former country every \d. per £ of income tax produces

about £2^ millions, while the gross collections of what is

practically a dd. income tax in India yielded, before the recent

remission of taxation, only about £1,400,000. It must be

remembered, of course, that the assets of India are mainly

agricultural, and that agricultural profits are exempt from the tax.

Capitation In Burma local taxes inherited from the native administration

^t^hatha-
^^^^' '" great measure, the place of the income tax, which is

meda in confined to Government servants and railway employes, the
Burma. whole of Lower Burma S and the town of Mandalay in Upper

Burma. In 1 900-1 Rangoon yielded 46 per cent, of the total

Burma collections. Lower Burma has a special capitation tax

which is, in general, paid by males between the ages of 18 and

60, at the rate of Rs. 5 for married men and Rs. 2-| for

bachelors and widowers. It is not leviable on any person

paying income tax, and it yielded 48 lakhs in 1902-3. In

Upper Burma the thathmneda is a rough income tax, levied

on both agriculturists and non-agriculturists. The amount is

usually fixed by lump village assessment, at the rate of about

Rs. 10 a household. Hereafter, as the Burma Districts are re-

settled, the thathatneda will be reduced, and superseded by land

revenue and an income tax in large centres. The receipts in

1902-3 amounted to 50 lakhs. Both capitation tax and

thathameda are credited in the accounts under the head of land

revenue^.

* Up to April, 1905, income tax was levied only in selected towns and

villages of Lower Burma.

2 Oilier important sources of Miscellaneous Revenue are Stamps and

Kegistiation, but these have been sufficiently referred to in chap, vi {ante,

P- 174)-
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Provincial Rates

These rates, which exclude municipal taxes, are levied

chiefly forthe construction and repair of roads, the up-keep of

schools and dispensaries, village sanitation, and other local

expenditure. They are generally assessed on the annual ' assets

'

or rent value of land, which is calculated variously in different

Provinces, according to the nature of the prevailing system of

land tenure. In 1904-5 the net receipts amounted to 418 lakhs,

of which nearly half w^as administered by local boards.

Acts authorizing the levy of local cesses on the land rental History of

were first T)assed in Bombay and Madras between 186=; and ''"... .
cess.

1869. This pruiciple was extended in pursuance of Lord

Mayo's scheme of financial decentralization. In 187 1 Acts

were passed levying a similar cess in Bengal, the United

Provinces, and the Punjab. In the Punjab and Oudh cesses

for roads, schools, and the 1 )istrict post, assessed at the time of

the land revenue settlement, were continued side by side with

the new general cess. Similar settlement cesses were levied in

the Central Provinces, in Burma (from 1865), and in As.sam

(from 1874). The total Provincial rates, consisting for the

main part of the general land cess, amounted to 184 lakhs net

in 1872-3 and to 182 lakhs net in 1876-7.

In 1877-8 further local taxation was imposed in several

Provinces, to make up the additional revenue needed to carry

out the famine insurance policy of Lord Lytton's Government.

In Bengal a public works cess, at a maximum rate of half an

anna in the rupee, was established, in addition to the road cess

of the same amount previously levied. The existing cesses

were raised in the United Provinces, the Punjab, and the

Central Provinces ; and in Assam a general cess was substituted

for the settlement cess. A similar measure had been carried

out in Burma in 1876. No addition was made to the rate in

Madras and Bombay, as those Provinces were at the time

actually suffering from famine. In 1879-80 the total collection

from the general land cess amounted to 233 lakhs.

The extension of the system of local self-government carried

out by Lord Ripon's Government in 1883-4 affected the con-

trol and disposal of the funds ; but the new Acts did not in

general materially alter the rates at which the cesses were

levied, though in some Provinces the general and settlement

cesses were combined into a single cess.

In 1905 financial prosperity enabled the Government of

India to give substantial assistance to local funds. In the first
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place, the extra famine cesses imposed in 1877-8 in the United
Provinces, the Punjab (including the Districts transferred to the

North-West Frontier Province), and the Central Provinces were
abolished ; and, secondly, grants from Imperial revenues were
made to all local boards in India, to an extent approximately

equal to one-fourth of their income from the land cess.

Existing At the present time a general cess on the annual value of

IsSmenJ^^"^ ^^ levied throughout British India for local purposes

and collec- at a rate which is in general equal, or nearly equal, to one
tion.

d^xmdi. in the rupee^ The rate actually levied is usually fixed

by the Local Government ; but in Madras, and in Bengal in

so far as the road cess is concerned, it is determined, subject

to certain conditions, by the District boards. The arrangements

for assessment are somewhat complicated, inasmuch as they vary

with different land revenue systems. The main principles are

roughly as follows. In ryotwari areas the annual value of the

land is taken to be the revenue payable by the cultivators to the

Government. In the zamlndari tracts of the United Provinces

and the Punjab the annual value of the land is calculated at

twice the land revenue, this proportion being fixed with refer-

ence to the share of the net ' assets ' or rental paid to the state

by the landholders. In permanently settled estates the land

revenue bears little relation to the ' assets,' and the local rates

are therefore assessed on a periodical valuation of the rental,

or by a rate per acre. In some Provinces the landlord is

entitled to recover a portion of the cess from his tenants. The
cess is in general collected with the land revenue, and the cost

of collection is deducted before the proceeds, or the assigned

portion of them, are made over to the local boards. Nearly

four-fifths of the total cost is incurred in Bengal, where it is

necessary to employ a special revaluation establishment to deal

with permanently settled estates.

Their In Madras, Bombay, and Assam the whole net collections are
adminis- administered by local boards. In Bengal the road cess is

credited to the District boards and the public works cess to

general revenues, but under recent orders of the Local Govern-

ment a portion of the latter is also granted to the local boards.

In the Province of Agra a portion of the proceeds of the rate is

devoted to the maintenance of the village watch, which in other

parts is a charge upon special contributions assessed and

collected apart from the general cess. In the Punjab four-

* In Madras a District board may, wiih the sanction of the Local

Government, increase this rate by 3 pies in the rupee for the purpose of

constructing local railways or tramways.
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fifths of the cess are assigned to the local boaids_, and 'the Local

Government may reserve one-fifth for any of the purposes of the

District Boards Act. In the Central Provinces the general rate

introduced in 1878 (one per cent, on the rental) is administered

by the Chief Commissioner, and the roads and school cesses

are made over to the local boards.

Apart from the land cess imposed for purposes of local self- Village

government are the rates levied, outside permanently settled servants*

• • ceases,
estates, for the remuneration of the village watchman and head-

man. ' The support of this village staff has been a charge on
the community from time immemorial. In the Central Provinces

and Bombay watchmen are still remunerated, according to the

ancient custom, by grants of land and by fees collected by them
directly from the people. Elsewhere they are supported by the

proceeds of a cess to which, in some Provinces, non-agriculturists

not unreasonably subscribe. The headman is a functionary of

more importance in lyotwari than in zamindari villages ; and

except in Madras, Sind, and Coorg, his remuneration in

ryotwari Provinces has been accepted in whole or in part as

a charge upon the land revenue which he collects. In the zamin-

dari Provinces (the United Provinces, Central Provinces, and
the Punjab) the proprietor of a village is also its headman ; but

where there are several sharers in the proprietorship of a village,

one or more of their number represent the remainder, and have

a right to a commission on the revenue payable through them,

the rate being generally 5 per cent. This represents a com-

munal arrangement of very long standing ^' The village account-

ant's functions have been considerably modified by his

employment in the maintenance of a complex system of agricul-

tural statistics for his village. His remuneration had been

usually derived from a cess on land, supplemented in some
places by grants from the public revenues, but in 1906 the cess

was abolished everywhere, with minor exceptions.

In Bengal a small cess was levied under an Act of 1862 for District

the maintenance of a District post which transmitted papers P^f"
'^^^^'

between the magistrates and the police. A similar establish-

ment was paid in some Provinces from small deductions from

the general land cess, and other petty appropriations were made
to meet the cost of normal schools, the establishment in Govern-

ment offices for local purposes, and the like. These were all

abolished in 1906.

' Kesolutioii of the Government of India, dated January lO, i<j02, on the

subject of land re\cnue assessment.

VOL. IV. T
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CHAPTER IX

LOCAL AND MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT

Villages and Cities in Ancient India

General Among the phenomena which India presents to the student
character- Qf social institutions none are more interesting and important
islicsofthe , . .„ . . „„ . ° . }

Indian than its Village communities. 1 he constitution and form of

village these have not been exempt from the general laws of progress

j^j(y_
and decay, but the characteristic features of Indian village life

have been handed down with extraordinary pertinacity from a

distant past. This persistence has riveted the attention, and

impressed itself on the imagination, of many observers of the

Indian social structure. ^V'riting of the village communities in

1830^ Sir Charles (afterwards Lord) Metcalfe said :

—

' They seem to last where nothing else lasts. Dynasty after

dynasty tumbles down ; revolution succeeds revolution; Hindu,
Pathan, Mughal, Maratha, Sikh, English, are all masters in

turn ; but the village communities remain the same. In times

of trouble they arm and fortify themselves : a hostile army
passes through the country : the village communities collect

their cattle within their walls, and let the enemy pass un-

provoked. If plunder and devastation be directed against

themselves, and the force employed be irresistible, they flee

to friendly villages at a distance ; but when the storm has

passed over, they return and resume their occupations. If a

country remain for a series of years the scene of continued

pillage and massacre, so that the villages cannot be inhabited,

the scattered villagers nevertheless return whenever the power
of peaceable possession revives. A generation may pass away,

but the succeeding generation will return. The sons will take

the places of their fathers ; the same site for the village, the

same positions for the houses, the same lands will be reoccupied

by the descendants of those who were driven out when the

village was depopulated; and it is not a trifling matter that will

drive them out, for they will often maintain their post through

times of disturbance and convulsion, and acquire strength

sufficient to resist pillage and oppression with success. This
union of the village communities, each one forming a separate

little state in itself, has, I conceive, contributed more tlian any

other cause to the preservation of the people of India through
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all the revolutions and changes which they have suffered, and
is in a high degree conducive to their happiness, and to the

enjoyment of a great portion of freedom and independence ^'

The typical Indian village has its central residential site, with

an open space for a pond and a cattle stand. Stretching

around this nucleus lie the village lands, consisting of a culti-

vated area and (very often) grounds for grazing and wood-

cutting. The arable fields have their several boundary marks,

and their little subdivisions of earth ridges made for retaining

rain or irrigation water. The inhabitants of such a village pass

their life in the midst of these simple surroundings, welded

together in a little community with its own organization and

government, which differ in character in the various types of

villages, its body of detailed customary rules, and its little staff

of functionaries, artisans, and traders. It should be noted,

however, that in certain portions of India, e.g. in the greater

[mrt of Assam, in Eastern Bengal, and on the west coast of

the Madras Presidency, the village as here described does not

exist, the people living in small collections of houses or in

separate homesteads.

The origin and characteristic features of the ordinary Indian Different

villages have been carefully examined of late years by Mr. B. H. ^^/|^^°

Baden-Powell, who divides them into two main classes, viz.:

—

(i) The ' severalty ' or ryotwari village, which is the prevalent The ryot-

form outside Northern India. Here the revenue is assessed on T^"
^'^"

lage.
individual cultivators. There is no joint responsibility among
the villagers, though some of the non-cultivated lands may be

set apart for a common purpose such as grazing, and waste

land may be brought under the plough only with the permission

of the revenue authorities and on payment of assessment. l"he

village government vests in a hereditary headman^ known by

an old vernacular name, such as pdtel or reddi, who is

responsible for law and order and for the collection of the

(Government revenue. He represents the primitive headship

of the tribe or clan by which the village was originally settled.

(2) The joint or landlord village, the type prevalent in the Tlie joint

United Provinces, the Punjab, and the Frontier Province. '^'•'"Se-

I lere the revenue was formerly assessed on the village as a

whole, its incidence being distributed by the body of superior

proprietors, and a certain amount of collective responsibility

still as a rule remains. The village site is owned by the

proprietary body, who allow residences to the tenantry, artisans,

' Quotcil in I'ilpliiiistone's History of India, Book ii, cliai>. 2.
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traders, and others. The waste land is allotted to the village,

and if wanted for cultivation is partitioned among the share-

holders. The village government was originally by i\\Q pancha-

yai^ or group of heads of superior families. In later times one

or more headmen have been added to the organization to

represent the village in its dealings with the local authorities
;

but the artificial character of this appointment, as compared
with that which obtains in a ryotwari village, is evidenced by
the title of its holder, which is generally lambardar^ a vernacular

derivative from the English word ' number.' It is this type of

village to which the well-known description in Sir H. Maine's

Village Communities is alone applicable, and here the co-

proprietors are in general a local oligarchy with the bulk of the

village population as tenants or labourers under them. Their

position is, as a rule, due to descent, with the equal rights

afforded by the Hindu joint family system, (a) from an original

superior proprietor who obtained that position by grant from a

native ruler, or in later times as a revenue farmer or by pur-

chase ; or (b) from a body of men connected by ties of blood

or association who originally colonized the village or super-

imposed themselves on the earlier inhabitants.

Village In whatever way the village organization arose, it incorporated
officers and

j-y^g customary staff of functionaries, artisans, and traders, all of
scrvnnts

whom, it must be remembered, exercise their vocations as a

matter of caste and heredity, and were originally remunerated

by lands or fixed fees for their services to the community and

to members.

' Under both forms [of village] the people require the

aid of certain functionaries, artisans, and traders. They
need a village messenger and night-watch, as well as some
one to guard the crops ; if it is an irrigated village probably

some one will be required to distribute the water, to stop

this channel and open that, when, according to the village

custom of sharing the water, the different parties have had
their due share. A potter will be required to furnish the

simple household utensils, or to make waterpots where the

Persian wheel is used in wells. A seller of brass or copper pots

will also be found in larger villages. A cobbler will make the

village shoes and the plough harness or gear. A carpenter will

fashion the agricultural implements and help in the house-

building. A money broker will be needed, and some one to

' Panchayat comes from panch, ' five,' but the body so called is not

limited to this number. Many icastes in towns and villages have also their

own panchayats, which deal with business, social, and religious matters

common to the caste.
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sell tobacco, drugs, salt, flour, spices, oil, and other necessaries

of life. Sometimes a dancing girl is attached to the village
;

always a barber, who is the agent for carrying marriage pro-

posals, besides his functions as barber and also surgeon.
Sometimes there is an astrologer and even a " witchfinder ^" '

A more important functionary is the accountant {patwari in

Northern India, karnam in the South, karkim or kulkartii in the

West). He keeps the village accounts, showing the ownership

of holdings and the payments due to Government or to a land-

lord, maintains the village map, and is generally the scribe of the

community. Lastly comes the chaiikldar or village watchman,

whose functions in connexion with our police administration are

described in chapter xii. The village officials were formerly

remunerated by free holdings of land or by fees in kind.

The Indian village still plays a large part in the revenue Position of

administration: and the headman, the accountant, and the!^^7'"^^^'
. . . ' m the

chaiik'iddr are practically Government functionaries who are ad minis-

being more and more remunerated by fixed salaries, as it has t'-i^'on of

been found difficult to keep the lands attached to their offices India,

from alienation. The position of the village headman is most

important in Madras, Bombay, and Burma. In the first Pro-

vince, besides being responsible for the collection of revenue

and its remittance to the taluk treasury, he can as village

magistrate try petty cases, and must maintain law and order in

his village, applying for assistance to higher authorities if

necessary, and reporting to them the occurrence of crimes and

the movement of criminal gangs, while as village Munsif he

acts as a petty civil court. In Bombay the police /a/^/ and the

revenue patel are sometimes separate officials, but more com-

monly the two posts are held by the same individual. The
police p'jtel supervises the village police, and is bound to keep

the Magistrate of the District informed of all matters connected

with crime and police, and with the health and general condition

of the village. The la^nbarddrs of Northern India are more

exclusively revenue officials, but they too are bound to give

information of the occurrence of crime.

While the Hindus had thus for many ages a system of village Tiie

self-government, neither they nor their Muhammadan con- g"^<^''n-

, . . .... nient of

querors succeeded in evolving a local administration such as towns in

that which grew up in Europe. Neither the customary rule ancient

India.

' Baden-Powcll, Land Systems of British India, vol. i, bk. i, chap. 4.

This local economic organization does not however exist in .Assam or

Burma, and in lien^'al proper it is much less developed than in other parts

of India. .See Report on the Census 0/ India (1901), paragraphs 323-5.
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of the Indian village communities nor the regulations of the

industrial castes, which in some respects resemble our mediaeval

trade guilds, ever grevsr into a true municipal system ; and the

accounts which have reached us of the method of town

government in Hindu and Muhammadan times show the

authority vested not in a representative body of inhabitants,

but in the police officers, tax-gatherers, and other officials of the

sovereign.

Ilintlu Megasthenes gives the following description of the adminis-
penotl.

tralion of a large Hindu town in the third century before

C'hrist :—

'Those who have charge of the city are divided into six

bodies of five each. The members of the first look after every-

thing relating to the industrial arts. Those of the second

attend to the entertainment of foreigners. To these they

assign lodgings, and they keep watch over their modes of life

by means of those persons whom they give to them for assis-

tance. They escort them on the way when they leave the

country, or in the event of their dying forward their property to

their relatives. They take care of them when they are sick,

and if they die bury them. The third body consists of those who
inquire when and how births and deaths occur, with the view

not only of levying a tax, but also in order that births and
deaths among both high and low may not escape the cognizance

of Government. The fourth class superintend trade and com-
merce. Its members have charge of weights and measures^ and
see that the products in their season are sold by public notice.

No one is allowed to deal in more than one kind of commodity
unless he pays a double tax. The fifth class supervises manu-
factured articles, which they sell by public notice. What is new
is sold separately from what is old, and there is a fine for mixing

the two together. The sixth and last class consists of those

who collect the tenths of the prices of the articles sold.'

These persons who had ' charge of the city ' were probably

servants of the king ^ ; and in the code of Manu it is said that

every large town should have its superintendent, who should

personally inspect the work of all officials, and obtain secret

information about their behaviour. 'For the servants of the

king, who are appointed to protect the people, generally become

knaves who seize the property of others ; let him protect his

subjects against such men.'

Muham- In the Mughal empire each considerable town was governed
madan

|^y ^j^ officer. Styled the kotwal, who was the supreme authority

in all magisterial, police, and fiscal matters, and also exercised

^ Their division into bodies of five seems to connect them also with the

fauchayat system.
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many functions now classed as municipal. Detailed instruc-

tions for his guidance are given in the Ain-i-Akbarl of Abul

Fazl. The following passage throws an interesting light on the

town life and administration of those times :

—

' The appropriate person for this office should be vigorous,

experienced, active, deliberate, patient, astute, and humane.
Through his watchfulness and night-patrolling the citizens

should enjoy the repose of security, and the evil-disposed lie in

the slough of non-existence. He should keep a register of

houses and frequented roads, and engage the citizens in a

pledge of reciprocal assistance, and bind them to a common
participation of weal and woe. He should form a quarter by
the union of a certain number of habitations, and name one of

his intelligent subordinates for its superintendence, and receive

a daily report under his seal of those who enter or leave it and
of whatever events therein occur. And he should appoint as

a spy one among the obscure residents with whom the other

should have no acquaintance, and keeping their reports in

writing employ a heedful scrutiny. He should establish

a separate sa7-ai and cause unknown arrivals to alight therein,

and by the aid of divers detectives take account of them. He
should minutely observe the income and expenditure of the

various classes of men, and by a refined address make his

vigilance reflect honour on his administration. Of every guild

of artificers he should name one as guildmaster, and another

as broker, by whose intelligence the business of purchase and
sale should be conducted. From these also he should require

frequent reports. He should see to the open thoroughfares of

the streets, and erect barriers at the entrances and secure free-

dom from defilement. When night is a little advanced, he
should prohibit people from entering or leaving the city. He
should set the idle to some handicraft. He should remove
former grievances and forbid any one from forcibly entering the

house of another. He shall discover thieves and the goods
they have stolen or be responsible for the loss. He should so

direct that no one shall demand a tax or cess save on arms,

elephants, horses, cattle, camels, sheep, goats, and merchandise.

In every subah a slight impost shall be levied at an appointed

place. Old coins should be given in to be melted down or

consigned to the treasury as bullion. He should suffer no
alteration of value in the gold and silver coin of the realm, and
its diminution by wear in circulation he shall recover to the

amount of the deficiency. He should use his discretion in the

reduction of prices and not allow purchases to be made outside

the city. The rich shall not take beyond what is necessary for

their consumption. He shall examine the weights and make
the ser not more or less than thirty dams. In the ,i,'(?s [measure

|

hereinafter to be mentioned, he should permit neither decrease

nor increase, and restrain the people from the making, the dis-
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pensing, the buying or selling of wine, but refrain froai invading

the privacy of domestic life. Of the property of a deceased or

missing person who may have no heir, he shall take an inventory

and keep it in his care. He should reserve separate ferries and
wells for men and women. He should appoint persons of respect-

able character to supply the public watercourses, and prohibit

women from riding on horseback. He should direct that no
ox or buffalo, or horse, or camel be slaughtered, and forbid the

restriction of personal liberty and the selling of slaves. He
should not suffer a woman to be burnt against her inclination,

nor a criminal deserving of death to be impaled, nor anyone to

be circumcised under the age of twelve. Above this limit of

age, the permission may be accorded. Religious enthusiasts,

calendars, and dishonest tradesmen he should expel or deter

from their course of conduct ; but he should be careful in this

matter not to molest a god-fearing recluse, or persecute bare-

footed wandering anchorites. He should allot separate quarters

to butchers, hunters of animals, washers of the dead, and
sweepers, and restrain men from associating with such stony-

hearted, gloomy-dispositioned creatures. He shall amputate the

hand of any who is the pot-companion of an executioner, and
the finger of such as converse with his family. He should

locate the cemetery outside of, and to the west of, the city.'

The Municipalities of British India

Develop- The system of municipal administration as it now exists in

ment ot
British India is an exotic institution, and for the most part of

municipal
. . . ' ^

.

institutions comparatively recent mtroduction. It had a much earlier

under origin in the Presidency towns than in the interior of the

rule, country. In 1687 James II conferred a signal favour on the

Com- East India Company by delegating to them the power of

ment iii
establishing by charter a corporation and mayor's court in

Presidency Madras. The scheme was due to Sir Josia Child, the cele-

towns. brated Governor of the Company, who regarded it as the only

solution of the difficult question of town conservancy. The
new civil government was constituted on the most approved

English pattern, with a mayor, aldermen, and burgesses, who
were empowered to levy taxes for the building of a guild-hall,

a gaol, and a school-house ; for ' such further ornaments and

edifices as shall be thought convenient for the honour, interest,

ornaments, security, and defence ' of the corporation and in-

habitants ; and for the payment of the salaries of the municipal

officers, including a schoolmaster. The mayor and aldermen

Vvere made a court of record, with power to try both civil and

^ Ain i-Akbarl, Jarrett"s translation, vol. ii, pp. 41-3.
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criminal cases. Xor were the ornamental features of municipal

life forgotten. On solemn occasions the mayor was to liave

carried before him two ' silver maces gilt, not exceeding three

feet and a half in length
'

; and the mayor and aldermen, robed

in scarlet serge gowns^ were to ride on horseback ' in the same

order as is used by the Lord Mayor and Aldermen of London,

having their horses decently furnished with saddles, bridles, and

other trimmings.' Notwithstanding this pomp and circum-

stance, the people strenuously resisted the imposition of

anything in the nature of a direct tax. The town-hall, schools,

and sewers which were to have been the first work of the new

corporation could not be undertaken, and the mayor had to ask

for permission to levy an octroi duty on certain articles of con-

sumption that he might provide the necessary funds for cleaning

the streets. In 1726 a mayor's court, with aldermen but no

burgesses, was established by royal charter in each of the three

Presidency towns, mainly according to the practice already

existing in Madras ; but these courts were intended to exercise

judicial rather than administrative functions. The first statutory

enforcement of municipal administration is contained in the Char-

ter Act of 1793. This Act empowered the Governor-General to

appoint justices of the peace for the Presidency towns from

among the Company's servants and other British inhabitants.

In addition to their judicial duties, the justices of the peace are

expressly authorized to provide for scavenging, watching, and

repairing the streets, the expenditure on which is to be defrayed

by an assessment on houses and lands. Between 1840 and

1853 the municipal constitutions were widened, and the elective

principle was introduced to a very limited extent ; but in 1856

a different policy prevailed, and all municipal functions were

concentrated in a body corporate consisting of three nominated

and salaried members. After the passing of the Councils Act

in 1861 the system of municipal government v/as remodelled

by the local legislatures ; and from this point onwards the

history in each Presidency town is different, and leads through

a series of Acts to those now in force, namely, the Bombay
Act of 1888, the Calcutta Act of 1899, and the Madras Act of

1904. The Bombay Act has been amended in some particulars

by later enactments, 'ilic system of election of representatives

by the ratepayers was first established in Bombay, Calcutta,

and Madras by Acts passed in the years 1872, 1876, and 1878

res))ectivcly.

Oulsidc tlie Presidency towns there was i)ractically no Creation of

attempt at municipal legislation before 1842. In that year an ^^'^^''^^
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municipa- Act was passed, applicable only to Bengal, to enable ' the
lities. First

inhabitants of any place of public resort or residence to make
attempts. . ...

better provision for purposes connected with public health and

convenience.' This Act was far in advance of the times.

Based upon the voluntary principle, it could take effect in no

place except on the application of two-thirds of the house-

holders, and as the taxation enforceable under it was of a

direct character, the law nowhere met with popular acceptance.

It was only introduced into one town, and there the inhabitants,

when called on to pay the tax, not only refused, but prose-

cuted the Collector for trespass when he attempted to levy it.

The next attempt at municipal legislation for country towns

was made in 1850 by an Act which applied to the whole of British

India. This Act was also permissive in its nature, but it was

more workable than its predecessor and, unlike it, made pro-

vision for taxation by indirect methods. It was largely used in

the North-Western Provinces^ and to a considerable extent in

Bombay, while in Madras and Bengal it had practically no

*effect. In Bombay the success of the Act was due to the fact

that the taxes collected under it found their prototype in those

levied by the Maratha Government under the designation of

town duties and mohtarfa. In ?\Iadras the object in view was,

to some extent, met by voluntary associations for sanitary and

other municipal purposes, and in Bengal by the expenditure on

conservancy of the balance of the taxation levied under the

Town Police Act of 1856 \ In 1861 the power of local legisla-

tion was restored to Madras and Bombay, where it had been

in abeyance since 1833, and established in Bengal ; and shortly

afterwards prominent attention was directed to the unhealthy

condition of towns by the report of the Royal Army Sanitary

Commission pubhshed in 1863. The need for more extensive

municipal measures was recognized, and Acts were passed for

Bengal in 1864 and 1868, for Madras in 1865, for the Punjab

in 1867, and for the North-Western Provinces in 1868. The Act

of 1850, amended in some particulars, remained in force in

Bombay, and the Punjab Act was extended to the Central

Provinces and Oudh in the year in which it was passed. In

all Provinces a large number of municipalities were formed

;

the process indeed went so far that localities which were really

of a rural character were from time to time included in the

system and had afterwards to be withdrawn from it, their needs

being supplied in other w^ays. The Acts provided for the

* This system is still in foK;e in a number of small towns in the Uniteri

Provinces.
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appointment of commissioners to manage municipal affairs and

authorized the levy of various taxes. The Bengal, North-Western

Provinces^ and Punjab Acts made the election of commissioners

permissive, but except in the Punjab and the Central Provinces

they were in fact all nominated. As a measure of local self-

government these Acts did not proceed far, but they were of

great service in improving the sanitary condition of the towns.

The Resolution of Lord Mayo's Government which intro- Extension

duced, in 1870, the system of Provincial finance contained the ^ ^°'''^

following passage :

—

and the

Marquis of
' Local interest, supervision, and care are necessary to success Ripen,

in the management of funds devoted to education, sanitation,

medical, charity, and local public works. The operation of this

Resolution in its full meaning and integrity will afford opportu-

nities for the development of self-government, for strengthening

municipal institutions, and for the association of Natives and
Europeajis to a greater extent than heretofore in the administra-

tion of affairs.'

To carry out this policy new Municipal Acts were passed for

Madras in 187 1 ; for Bombay, Bengal, the North-Western

Provinces, the Punjab, and the Central Provinces in 1873 ; and

for Burma in 1874. These Acts widened the sphere of muni-

cipal usefulness and extended the elective principle. Election

was not, however, brought into practical operation in many
places. In Madras it was tried in four, and in Bengal in three

towns ; in the North-Western Provinces the experiment was

made in a number of municipalities, but with only a moderate

degree of success ; and the Central Provinces was the only

portion of India in which popular representation was generally

and successfully introduced. Matters stood thus when, in

1881-2, the Government of Lord Ripon issued orders which

had the effect of greatly extending the principle of local self-

government. That statesman look a keen interest in the system

as a means of political and popular education, and under his

influence the inhabitants of both town and country were given

a more real and important share in the management of local

affairs than they had hitherto possessed. Acts were passed in

1883-4 which greatly altered the constitution, powers, and

functions of municipal bodies. A wide extension was now
given to the elective system, and independence and responsi-

bility were conferred on the committees of many towns by

permitting them to elect a private citizen as chairman in place of

the executive officer who had hitherto filled the post. Arrange-

ments were also made, in connexion with the periodical revision
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of the Provincial linances, to increase municipal resources and

financial responsibility. A considerable portion of the municipal

revenues had hitherto been devoted to the maintenance of the

town police, over which the municipal authorities had no con-

trol. They were now in most Provinces relie\ed of this burden,

on the understanding that they would incur an equivalent ex-

penditure on education, medical relief, and local public works.

At the same time some items of Provincial revenue, suited to

and capable of development under local management, were

transferred from the Provincial account, with a proportionate

amount of Provincial expenditure, for local objects. The prin-

ciples laid down by Lord Ripon's Government govern the

administration of municipalities to the present day. In some
Provinces the Acts of 1884, amended in certain respects, are

still in force, in others they have been superseded by more

recent enactments ; but neither the amendments nor the new
Acts have substantially altered the system. The later Acts

have, however, laid down more fully and precisely the powers

and duties of municipal authorities, and the Bombay District

Municipalities Act of 1901 is a model of modern municipal

methods adapted to the conditions of Indian life.

Number of Statistics relating to District municipalities are given in the
District first table at the end of this chapter. The figures are exclusive

lities.
of Upper Burma, British Baluchistan, and Ajmer. These locali-

ties are omitted, as they cannot be included all through the

table and would therefore vitiate comparison. The first year

shown in the statement immediately precedes Lord Ripon's

reforms. In 1 900-1 there were 742 District municipalities in

British India, excluding the territories named above, and they

contained nearly 14 million inhabitants. The average popula-

tion of a municipal town was thus less than 19,000. Only

19 towns have more than 100,000 inhabitants, and seven of

these are large centres of native population in the United

Provinces, such as Lucknow, Benares, and Cawnpore. The
total number of municipalities does not show any marked in-

crease in the last twenty years. New municipalities have been

formed from time to time, but on the other hand there have

been removals from the Hst. It has already been stated that

some places of a rural character were constituted municipalities,

and the inconvenience of this became more apparent when
a real system of local administration was introduced.

Municipal The municipal government is vested in a body corporate
constiui- composed of municipal commissioners or, as they are called in

Madras and Bombay, municipal councillors. This body is
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variously styled the municipal council or committee, or the

municipality, and has the custody of the municipal fund and
property. The latter comprises items such as public buildings,

streets, sewers, drains, tanks, wells, other sources of water-

supply, markets, and slaughter-houses. In the great majority

of municipalities some of the commissioners are elected, the

remainder being appointed by name or office under the orders

of the Local Government. In most Provinces the proportion

of elected members is fixed by law, varying from one-half in

Bombay to three-fourths in Madras and the United Provinces.

Power is usually reserved to the Local Government to declare

that this provision of the law shall not apply to any particular

nmnicipality. The maximum proportion of salaried Govern-

ment officers who may serve on the committee is also laid down
in several Provinces, being one-fourth in Madras, Bombay,

and Bengal. The rules for election are framed by the Local

Governments in accordance with the provisions of the Acts,

and representation in the larger municipalities is in general by

wards or classes of the community, or both. Voters must be

male residents not below a specified age, and property or status

qualifications are generally laid down.

The maximum period of municipal office is three years in all

cases. The chairman or president of the municipal corporation

is sometimes nominated under the orders of the Local Govern-

ment, but more often elected by the commissioners from among
themselves ; and where there is a vice-chairman or vice-president

he is similarly chosen. The principal .servant of the munici-

pality is a paid secretary, whose functions correspond to those

of a town clerk in England.

It was the policy of Lord Ripon's Government to substitute Govern-

outside control for inside interference in municipal affairs. This '"^"'-
,... control,

control is m general exercised through the Collector ot the

District and the Commissioner of the Division. The latter

may inspect any municipal work or record, and, subject to

Government confirmation of his orders, may restrain a munici-

pality from performing any act which is unlawful, or is likely to

cause injury or annoyance to the public or a breach of the

peace. The Government may provide for the performance of

any duty which the commissioners neglect, and may suspend

them in case of incompetence, default, or abuse of powers.

Special control is exercised over finance and appointments.

Thus in Bengal the budget estimate must be submitted to,

and may be amended by, the Commissioner of the Division,

and the sanction of Government is recjuircd to the creation

VOL. IV. u
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of appointments the pay of which is Rs. 200 a month or up-

wards.

Municipal Municipal functions are classified under the heads of public
fuucuoas.

g^f^.jy^ health, convenience, and instruction. Within these

heads the duties are many and varied. The Bombay Act of

1 90 1 gives a detailed statement of the functions of an Indian

municipality, discriminating between obligatory and discretional

duties. The following are included in the obligatory list

:

lighting ; watering and cleansing public streets and places

;

abatement of public nuisances
;
protection against fire ; regula-

tion or abatement of offensive or dangerous trades and practices ;

removal of obstructions in public streets and places ; securing

or removing dangerous buildings ; reclamation of unhealthy

localities ; disposal of the dead ; construction and maintenance

of public streets, culverts, boundary marks, markets, slaughter-

houses, latrines, drains, sewers, drainage and sewage works,

baths, washing places, drinking fountains, tanks, wells, dams,

and the like ; water-supply ; naming streets and numbering

houses
;
public vaccination and the supply of animal lymph

;

public hospitals and dispensaries
;
primary education ; measures

of precaution and relief during visitations of epidemic disease,

and of relief during periods of famine or scarcity. This long

list represents the work of a large and flourishing municipality

;

in smaller places only a portion of the duties would be fulfilled.

The discretionary objects of expenditure include new streets
;

public parks, gardens, libraries, museums, halls, offices, rest-

houses, and other public buildings ; education above the primary

stage ; roadside and other trees ; census ; rewards in connexion

with vital statistics ; survey
;
precautionary measures connected

with dogs
;

places for carrying on offensive trades ; sewage

arrangements for private premises ; sewage farms or factories
;

public receptions ; ceremonies and exhibitions. Some account

of municipal work in connexion with education, sanitation, and

medical relief is given in chapters xiii and xiv of this volume.

In order to enable them to carry out their functions, various

powers are conferred on municipal committees by the muni-

cipal Acts and the by-laws framed under them : for instance,

the power to enter on premises and execute works which the

owner or occupier is bound but neglects to carry out. Corre-

sponding duties are laid on the inhabitants and are enforced

by fines and other penalties. Thus in Bengal municipalities a

fine not exceeding Rs. 50 may be imposed on any person who
fails to remove filth from his premises, or to keep drains, &c.,

in proper order, or who obstructs roads, drains, or water-courses
\
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and continuous fines maybe inflicted for disobedience to lawful

municipal orders rel iting to the public health or safety.

Statistics regarding the income and ex[)enditure of District Municipal

municipalities, outside Upper Burma, Baluchistan, and Ajmer, 'c^^""<^=-

are given in the first table at the end of this chapter. The
total income rose from about i'3 crores in 1880-1 to 2'6 crores

in 1 900-1. During the same period the average incidence of

taxation rose from R. 0-13-9 to Rs. 1-3-4 per head. The
average is highest in Bombay (Rs. i-ii-i) and lowest in

Bengal (Rs. 1-1-5) and Madras (R. 0-15-1). The highest

incidence of all occurs in the hill stations, where a small

population live under conditions which make municipal work

specially expensive. In Simla the incidence amounts to as

much as Rs. 1 2-1 1-3. In many important centres of population

it averages between Rs. 2 and Rs. 3, while in a large number
of small municipalities it is less than 8 annas. Leaving aside

' extraordinary and debt ' receipts, about two-thirds of the

aggregate municipal income is derived from taxation, and the

remainder from municipal property and powers other than

taxation, contributions from Provincial revenues, and miscel-

laneous sources. The Provincial contributions amounted in

1 900-1 to about 3 lakhs for general, 3^ lakhs for educational,

and I lakh for medical purposes. The principal heads of

taxation are octroi ; taxes on houses and lands, animals and

vehicles, and professions and trades ; tolls on roads and ferries
;

and water, lighting, and conservancy rates.

Octroi is levied only in the Punjab, the United Provinces, Octroi,

the Central Provinces, and Bombay. In these Provinces it is

the principal source of taxation, and in the Punjab it yields

more than 90 per cent, of the total municipal taxes. It is

a form of impost which is not without objection, as its manage-

ment is expensive, and unless kept within narrow limits and

carefully watched it is apt to degenerate into a transit duty and

thus inflict injury on trade. It is, however, familiar through

long usage to the inhabitants of the North and West of India,

and could not be abolished without the imposition of direct

taxes, which would be much less popular. Town duties were

a common incident of native administration, and everything

that passed into or through the city had to pay the chungi

or ' handful.' It was not until many years had elapsed, and

repeated orders had been issued, that the impost lost the

injurious qualities of a transit duty. Nowadays careful pre-

cautions are taken to limit the tax to articles actually consumed

in the town. The list of dutiable articles contains only staple

u 2
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commodities of local consumption, and goods in transit are

allowed to pass through the town in bond, or arrangements are

prescribed for the refund, on exit, of duties levied on entrance.

Articles of food form the most important subject of octroi

taxation ; otlier sources are fuel, articles for washing and

lighting, building materials, drugs, gums and spices, tobacco,

cloth, and metals. Subject to special exceptions, commodities
^ upon which the state claims the full taxable capacity, such as

salt, opium, excisable articles and mineral oils, may not be

taxed for municipal purposes ; and other articles liable to sea-

customs duty must not in general be taxed locally at a higher

rate than 3^ per cent, ad valorem. For articles not subject to

sea-customs duty the maximum octroi rate is generally about 4^
per cent, ad valorem, but necessaries of life must in all cases be

taxed moderately. In Cawnpore the ordinary octroi is replaced

by a terminal tax, which is a low charge on imports and exports,

and is largely collected along with railway freight.

Ta.x on A tax on houses and lands is the principal source of muni-
houses and ^fp^j revenue in Madras, Bengal, Burma, and Assam. In 1900-1

this yielded in Madras nearly half the total taxation receipts. It

is assessed in that Province by the chairman at a rate which is

fixed, by the council, at not more than 8| per cent, on the

gross annual rental. In Bengal the house tax, in conjunction

with a tax on persons occupying holdings within the muni-

cipality according to their circumstances and property, yielded in

1900-1 more than a third of the total taxation receipts. The
last-mentioned impost partakes of the nature both of a property

and a profession tax. It dates from the earliest days of town

improvement in Bengal, and is still found convenient in small

municipalities. Both forms of taxation may be levied in the

same municipality, but not in the same ward. The rate on

persons must not exceed Rs. 84 in respect of the occupation of

any holding, nor the tax on houses 7 5 per cent, on the annual

value of the holding as determined by the commissioners.

Professiou Madras and the United Provinces are the only Provinces in

tax. which the profession tax forms an important item of municipal

revenue, although the tax is levied in most parts of India. In

1900-1 it yielded nearly two lakhs in Madras and nearly ji

lakhs in the United Provinces. In Madras the tax on ' arts,

professions, trades and callings, and on offices and appoint-

ments ' is in effect a rough income tax, varying in amount from

Rs. 100 on incomes of not less than Rs. 2,000 to R. 1 on

incomes of not less than Rs. 30, while in other Provinces it is

of the nature of a fi.xed licence tax. There are well-recognized
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objections to a local tax of this nature which trenches on the

scope of the Imperial income tax, but it is allowed to stand

owing to the difficulty in replacing a source of taxation to

which the people have become accustomed by many years'

usage. The amount of the Madras tax has, however, from

time to time been diminislied, and a considerable reduction

resulted in 1 89 7-8 from an amendment of the schedule to the

Act under which it is levied.

Tolls on roads and ferries yielded about 10 lakhs in 1 900-1, Oihcr

two-fifths of which belonged to Madras. They form an im-
^""^'^^^ <^^

, . , ,
income,

portant item of revenue also m Assam. More than half the

conservancy receipts are collected in Bengal, where a latrine

tax is one of the common forms of taxation. Water-rate is

levied in the large towns which have been furnished with water-

works. It is assessed on the annual value of holdings at

a maximum rate of 8 per cent, in Madras and 7^ per cent, in

Bengal and the United Provinces. Other items of revenue

are proceeds of municipal lands and buildings, conservancy

receipts (other than the rate), educational and medical fees,

receipts from markets and slaughter-houses (a very important

item in Burma), and interest on investments.

Municipal expenditure increased, like the revenue, from Municipal

1-3 crores in 1880-1 to 2-6 crores in 1900-1. The objects ^''P^"'^''-

on which it is incurred are indicated by the list of muni-

cipal functions and duties given above (p. 290). The cost of

general administration and collection averages somewhat over

10 per cent, of the total expenditure and varies little from

Province to Province. Under public safety the main items are

police, lighting, and protection against fire. The total under

these three heads amounted in 1 900-1 to about 2\\ lakhs.

The expenditure on police has greatly diminished in accordance

with the change of system made by Lord Ripon's Government.

In 1900-1 there remained less than 12 lakhs under this head,

of which 1 1 lakhs was incurred in the United Provinces and

the Punjab, where the new policy has not been completely

carried out ^ The expenditure on lighting has more than

doubled during the past twenty years. The streets are, in

general, lit by oil lamps, but a few important municipalities arc

provided for in a more modern fashion. The expenditure on

protection against fire is small. Where thatched roofs are

common the danger of fire during the hot season is great ; but

poor municipalities cannot afford to spend money on establish-

' The relief of tl e Uni'.ed Provinces miinioipnlities from this charge was

iinddtaken in annexion with the Tinancial Settlement of 1904.
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ment and apparatus for fire extinction, and in a small town

the inhabitants have to do the best they can with earthen pots

of water handed from the nearest well. The expenditure on

drainage and water-supply rose between 1 880-1 and 1 900-1

from about \2\ to 29 lakhs. The work represented by this

large increase in expenditure is described in chapter xiv, and

forms one of the most important incidents in the history of

Indian municipal institutions. Expenditure on hospitals and

vaccination increased during the same period from 7^ to 2 2i

lakhs. Its rise has been steady ever since the reorganization of

municipal finance under Lord Ripon's administration. The

expenditure on public instruction rose from 4^ lakhs in 1 880-1

to 16 lakhs in 1886-7, ^'"'d 23 lakhs in 1 900-1. The first

great rise was due to the assumption by municipalities of a

larger share in educational work when they were relieved of

the police charges. The expenditure on public works has not

shown much variation, and amounted to about 29 lakhs in

1900-1.

Debt. The total charge for interest rose between the years 1886-7

and 1900-1 from i^ to 10 lakhs. This is due mainly to the

increase of loan transactions for water-supply and drainage

projects too large to be defrayed from ordinary revenues. An
Act was passed in 1871, and amended in 1879, to enable

municipalities and other local bodies to borrow either from

Government or in the open market on the security of their

funds. Municipalities have in general been unable to obtain

money in the market on reasonable terms, and their borrowings

have been almost entirely from Government. Up to 1876

loans were granted freely. Later, financial difficulties prevented

the Government from lending to municipalities except in very

rare cases, and as they were unable to borrow in the market

large projects of improvement could not be carried out. In

1889 these restrictions were removed, and municipalities

immediately began to borrow for drainage and water-works.

Under the arrangements now in force Local Governments have

a loan account with the Imperial Treasury on which they pay

interest at the rate of 3^ per cent. From the balance of this

account they advance municipal and other loans at a rate

of interest which may not be less than 4 per cent. The period

of repayment may not exceed twenty years except under very

special circumstances, and may in no case exceed thirty. About

7 lakhs w^ere advanced in 1 900-1, and at the end of that year

the total amount outstanding was nearly two crores. In 1897

an Act was passed enabling local authorities to borrow money
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to meet emergent outlay caused by famine or epidemic disease,

and it has been used to obtain money for expenditure connected

with plague.

In several Provinces the Local Government is empowered to Embryo

extend any section of the Municipal Act to small towns which ^^'^^l''^^
. . . ^ . .... miinicipa-
it IS not expedient to form mto regular municipalities, and to lities.

impose taxation in such towns, and appoint managing com-

mittees.

Reverting to the Presidency towns, it has to be noted that Present

the administration of Calcutta under its Municipal Acts of 1876 f.^''^^'^""

and 1888 was not very successful. The government was vested Presidency

in a nominated chairman and seventy-five commissioners, fifty "^vn'cipa-

of whom were elected by twenty-five ward constituencies and

the remainder appointed by Government or nominated by the

Chamber of Commerce and other bodies .'specially interested in

the prosperity of the city ^ The commissioners interfered too

much with the executive ; and although some large schemes for

the improvement of the city were carried through, parts of it

were allowed to remain in a very insanitary condition and

municipal business was neglected in several other directions.

These dangers were brought prominently to notice when plague

first threatened the city. Special effort was then made to

improve sanitation, and it was determined, in order to secure

better administration in the future, to alter the municipal con-

stitution. Under the new constitution, established by Act III

of 1899 (Bengal), the number of commissioners was reduced

to fifty, of whom twenty-five are elected (one by each ward) and

twenty-five are appointed as follows : fifteen by the Local

Government, four each by the Bengal Chamber of Commerce
and the Calcutta Trades Association, and two by the Commis-

sioners of the Port. At the same time a general committee of

twelve of the commissioners was created to assist in the ordinary

work of administration, the general government remaining vested

in the corporation. Four members of the general committee are

ai)pointed by the ward commissioners, four by the nominated

commissioners, and four by the Local Government. More inde-

pendent authority was also vested in the chairman, who is

appointed by the dovcrnment, sul)ject to removal by a two-thirds

vote of the commissioners, and is assisted by a deputy and a vice-

chairman. The Act invests him with general executive powers,

specifically imposes on him a number of important duties, and

confers on him the control of the municipal establishments.

' Between 1867, 'in<' '876 the f^overning body consisted of the justices of

the peace, with a salaried chairman.
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The municipal corporation of Bombay, which formed the

model for the new Calcutta constitution, and which dates in its

main features from 1872, consists of seventy-two councillors, of

whom thirty-six are elected by wards, sixteen by the justices of

the peace, two by the Fellows of the University, and two by the

Bombay Chamber of Commerce. The remaining sixteen are

appointed by the Government. The general municipal govern-

ment is vested in this corporation, and the ordinary business is

transacted by a standing committee of twelve councillors, eight

appointed by the corporation and four by the Government.

The president of the corporation is elected annually by the

councillors, but is not, like the chairman of the Calcutta cor-

poration, an executive officer. The chief executive authority in

Bombay is vested in a separate officer, styled the Municipal

Commissioner. He is appointed by the Government, but can

be removed by a vote of forty-five of the councillors. His

powers and duties are similar to those conferred on the Calcutta

chairman in his executive capacity. The Bombay constitution

has worked well, and the citizens have shown both public spirit

and ability in the conduct of the administration.

The municipal affairs of Madras, as now regulated by

Madras Act HI of 1904, are administered by a corporation

consisting of a president and thirty-six commissioners. Of

these twenty are elected by the ratepayers, three each by the

Chamber of Commerce and the Trades Association, two by such

other associations, bodies, or classes as the Government may
direct, the remaining eight being nominated by the Govern-

ment. The executive authority is vested in the president, who

is appointed by the Government but can be removed by a vote

of twenty-eight commissioners. A standing committee consisting

of the president and eight commissioners elected by the cor-

poration, of whom four must be directly representative of the

ratepayers, is mainly concerned with financial and building

questions and can entertain appeals from the president's orders

in certain matters.

In all these municipalities some degree of financial and

executive control is reserved to the Government. The work of

the Presidency corp)orations, especially in Calcutta and Bombay,

is, of course, on a much larger scale than that of an up-country

municipality. Each city has considerable establishments for

the purposes of general administration, the collection of the

revenue, conservancy, the maintenance of water, drainage, and

sewage works, and the many other functions that must be ful-

filled by the governing body of an important city For details
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regarding the sanitary administration the reader is referred to

chapter xiv.

The city of Calcutta has a population (excluding the suburbs, Statistics,

which are under separate municipal administration) of about

809,000, and its ordinary income amounted in 1903-4 to

6o|: lakhs. Nearly 54 lakhs was derived from taxation, out of

which more than 46 lakhs was the proceeds of a consolidated

rate on lands and buildings levied for general purposes and for

water-supply, sewage, and lighting. Taxes are also levied on

animals and vehicles, and on professions and trades. The
average incidence of taxation in 1903-4 was Rs. 6-10-9 P^^
head of population. Large works are carried out with funds

borrowed in the open market or from Government, and the debt

outstanding at the end of 1902-3 amounted to about 3^ crores.

The population of Bombay is 776,000. The ordinary income

is considerably larger than in Calcutta, amounting in 1902-3 to

nearly 81 lakhs, of which nearly 71 lakhs was derived from taxa-

tion. The rate on buildings and lands yielded about 50 lakhs,

and octroi duties (which do not exist in Calcutta) about 12 lakhs.

The debt outstanding at the end of the year was about 5 crores.

Madras is a smaller town and its trade is much less important.

The population is about 509,000, and its ordinary income in

1902-3 was about 15 lakhs.

In concluding this brief account of the administration of the Scbemes

Presidency towns it is necessary to say a few words regarding f"*"
^'^^

^, , ... . ^ . " \ improve-
the schemes which are now m progress lor openmg out and nient of

improving the congested areas of Calcutta and Bombay. The Cakiuta

matter is further advanced in the latter city. A large pro- ^
portion of the poorer inhabitants of Bombay live in chmuls or

tenement houses. These tenements, which may run to seven

stories, consist of a congeries of corridors and rooms sheltering

as many as from 500 to 1,000 persons. They are often built

in narrow and dirty lanes v/ilhout proper light or ventilation.

Under the scheme for the improvement of the city, nearly seven

miles of new streets are to be run through the most crowded

quarters, and large sums are to be spent on reclaiming building

sites along the shore and on the erection of more sanitary

dwellings for the poorer classes of the population. 'J1ic esti-

mated cost of the whole plan is 5 crores. Its execution has

been entrusted to a Board of Trustees created under a special

Act passed in 1898. 'i'o defray a portion of the cost, vacant

Government and municipal lands have been made over to the

trustees, and the balance will be met by increased collections

from municipal assessments on the improved i)roperty, and by
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Rangoon.

Origin of

local

boards.

an annual contribution from municipal funds not exceeding

2 per cent, on the rateable value of lands and buildings. In

Calcutta, the northern wards of the city are greatly overcrowded,

and masonry buildings and basils (collections of mud huts) are

all huddled together without sufficient means of ventilation.

A comprehensive scheme has recently been prepared for the

opening out and improvement of the congested portions of

the city.

The municipality of Rangoon is administered under the

general Burma Municipal Act (III of 1898). The adminis-

tration is vested in twenty-five commissioners, sixteen ofwhom are

elected by members of the European, Chinese, Hindu, Muham-
madan, and Burmese communities, and three by commercial

bodies. The remaining six (including the president) are-

appointed by the Government. The population amounts to

nearly 219,000, and the ordinary revenue in 1902-3 was nearly

25 lakhs. The receipts are steadily increasing from year to year.

The Local Boards of British India

The development of local institutions in rural areas began

later, and has been slower, than the growth of municipal

government. In Madras and Bombay semi-voluntary funds for

local improvements were the first germ of modern local self-

government. This system of voluntary association did not

extend to Bengal and the United Provinces, but consultative

committees assisted the District officers in the management of

funds devoted to local schools, roads, and dispensaries. The

earliest legislation for raising rates to be devoted to local

objects was applied to Sind in the year 1865, replacing a

system of local cesses inherited from the administration of the

Mirs. This Act authorized the imposition of a small cess on

land and a tax on houses : it presupposed the existence of local

executive committees, but made no provision of a constitutional

character with regard to them. In the following year an Act

was passed to authorize the levy of a local rate in the Madras

Presidency, but the ratepayers took no part in the administra-

tion of the proceeds. Bombay followed suit, in 1869, with a law

to regulate and extend the operations hitherto conducted by the

local committees. It was the avowed intention of this measure

to accustom the people to take part in the administration of

their affairs, and the proceeds of the cess were to be administered

by committees nominated by the Government and under the

tutelage of the Collector. The year 187 1 saw a wide develop-

ment of legislation for local purposes, partly due to growing
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needs and partly the result of the financial decentralization

scheme of Lord Mayo's Government. In that year Acts were

passed for Madras, Bengal, the present United Provinces of

Agra and Oudh, and the Punjab, while Bombay and Sind

remained satisfied with the existing law. 'Ihe new Madras

Act divided the country into local fund circles, and constituted

for their administration consultative boards nominated by the

Government and under the presidency of the Collector. The
Bengal Road Cess Act of 1871 provided for the levy of a rate

on real property for the improvement of communications, and

established local bodies who might be either nominated or

elected by the ratepayers. The new .scheme of Provincial

finance made it essential for the Governments of the United

Provinces and the Punjab to supplement their resources by

local taxation, and the Acts passed for those Provinces authorized

the levy of a rate on land and the constitution of local com-

mittees to administer the funds. In both cases the members

of the committees were nominated. The work of the new
committees in Northern India was not very satisfactory. They

met with reluctance and took little interest in their duties, and

the administration remained practically with the District

ofificers. Matters rested much on this footing until the whole

system was reorganized in accordance with the policy of Lord

Ripon's Government. Under the orders of 188 1-2 the existing

local committees were to be replaced by a network of boards

extending all over the country. The lowest administrative

unit was to be small enough to secure local knowledge and

interest on the part of each member of the board, and the

various minor boards of the District were to be under the

control of a general District board, or to send delegates to a

District council for the settlement of measures common to all.

The non-official element was to preponderate, and the elective

principle was to be recognized as in the case of municipalities.

At the same time the resources and financial responsibility of

the boards were to be increased by the transfer to them of

certain items of Provincial revenue with a proportional share

of Provincial expenditure. It was, however, recognized that

conditions were not sufficiently advanced or uniform to permit

of one general system being imposed in all Provinces, and

a large discretion was left to Local Governments as to the

manner and time for giving effect to the instructions. Of this

discretion they availed themselves fully, and the systems intro-

duced by the Acts of 1883-5 (most of which are still in force)

vary greatly in different parts of India.
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Their The Madras organization, which provides for three grades
organiza- ^^ local boards, most nearly resembles the pattern set in the
tion and

.

^ ^
.

constitu- original orders. Throughout the greater part of the Provmce
tion. important villages or groups of villages are organized as

' unions,' each controlled by a body to which the time-

honoured name oipanchayaf has been applied. These unions

levy a light tax on houses, mainly for sanitary purposes. Next

in degree come the tahik boards, which form the agency for

local works in the administrative sections into which the

Districts are divided ^ 'Finally, there is a District board with

general control over the local administration of the District.

In Bombay there are only two classes of boards, for Districts

and tdlukas respectively. A peculiarity of the Bombay system

is that it recognizes the local municipalities as being entitled to

a voice in the board elections. In Bengal, the Punjab, and the

North-western Frontier Province the law requires a District

board to be established in each District, but leaves the estab-

lishment of subordinate local boards to the discretion of the

Local Government. They have been established in thirty-four

Districts in Bengal, in eleven in the Punjab, and in one in the

Frontier Province. The Bengal Act authorizes the establish-

ment of village unions, but this provision has not been largely

used. The United Provinces Act directed the establishment

of District and sub-district boards. The latter were, however,

of little use, and even the District boards of the United

Provinces have shown little initiative, and gladly delegated

most of their functions to the official members. By (United

Provinces) Act III of 1906, the whole system was remodelled,

sub-district boards were abolished, and the District boards

received a much larger measure of administrative and financial

independence. The system in the Central Provinces bears

most resemblance to that which prevails in Madras. Villages

are aggregated into circles and circles into groups ; for each

group a local board is established, and for each District a

District council having authority over local boards. In Assam

/ local rates are levied under a Regulation of 1879, and local

boards are administered under a system introduced by executive

order in 1882. District boards have not yet been introduced,

and independent boards are established in each subdivision.

The local administration has derived much assistance from the

tea-planters, who are greatly interested in the maintenance of

' The name is not altogether fortunate, for these boards are constituted

not for individual taluks, but for District subdivisions which generally

consist of more than one taluk.
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adequate means of communication. A proposal to introduce

a Local Boards Regulation in Assam is at present under the

consideration of the Government. No local boards have as

yet been formed in Burma.

The degree to which the elective principle has been intro- Popular

duced varies greatly in different parts of India. In Madras '.^P'^ienta-

the Local Government is empowered to sanction the election

of a portion of the members of District, taluk, and ' union '

boards in any locality. As yet the representative principle has

only been applied to District boards, the elected members of

which must be chosen from among the members of the taluk

boards, who are themselves nominated. Nearly one-half the

members of the District boards are thus elected. In Bombay
at least one-half of the members of both taluka and District

boards must be elected, and some of the District board

members are chosen by the tahika boards from among their

own number. In the Bengal Districts throughout which sub-

District boards have been constituted, these boards are entitled

to elect not less than half the members of the District board.

Two-thirds of the members of each sub-district board are

elected in the more advanced Districts, in others all the

members are nomir.ated. At least three-fourths of the mem-
bers of the District boards in the United Provinces must be

elected, except in a few backward tracts.

The various Acts usually leave it to the discretion of the

Local Government to decide whether the chairman of the

District board shall be elected or nominated. In no Province

has it hitherto been found advisable to permit election, and the

office is still in general held by the Collector. In the United

Provinces, however, election, subject to the veto of the Local

Government, has been prescribed by recent legislation. As

regards the subordinate boards law and practice vary. In

Madras and Bombay the chairman may be elected or nominated,

but in practice is always nominated. In Bengal the right to

elect a chairman is vested in the subdivisional board. On the

whole, the principle of representation is much less developed

in rural than in municipal areas. Where the ratepayers have

a voice in the appointment of the members of the boards, the

franchise is in general granted to male residents above a certain

age and with specific qualifications either of property or status.

The usual term of office on a board is three years.

The primary duty of the local boards is the maintenance Functions

and improvement of the means of local communication. Their ?^ ^*^':^^

, ,. : , . , , , • ,• ,. boards,
obligations do not, m general, extend to the mam lines of
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traffic, but in some instances they have taken over these also,

and have even gone so far as to promote Hght railways. Other

important functions are the maintenance of hospitals and

dispensaries ; the provision of drainage and water-supply

;

general sanitation ; vaccination ; education, especially in its

elementary stages ; the charge of pounds and ferries ; the

construction and maintenance of markets, rest-houses, and

other public vi'orks ; and the relief of the population in times

of famine.

The relations of the District and sub-district boards vary

in different Provinces ; but, speaking generally, the latter are

the subordinate agents of the former, entrusted with certain

branches of local expenditure for which they receive allotments.

They stand to the District boards, on a small scale, in much

the same position as the Local Governments occupy towards

the Government of India.

Receipts. Statistics comparing income and expenditure in the years

1889-90 (the first for which complete figures are available) and

1 900-1 are given in the second table at the end of this chapter.

The total income increased from about 2-7 to about 3-2 crores,

and the average incidence of taxation per head by 2 pies. Pro-

vincial rates yield nearly 60 per cent, of the income ; and the

other main items are contributions from Provincial revenues,

receipts from pounds and ferries, and fees and other payments

connected with educational and medical institutions. Road

tolls are levied only in Madras.

The income from Provincial rates consists mainly of the

land cess already described in the preceding chapter. It varies

with the amount of the land revenue, on which the land cess

forms a percentage fixed in accordance with law by the Local

Government ; and, on the whole, the sources of income open

to local boards are much narrower and less elastic than in the

case of municipalities. Madras has the largest aggregate in-

come (more than 98 lakhs in 1 900-1), and next to the United

Provinces its percentage of increase is the largest. Until 1896

the District boards in the United Provinces had no separate

funds, and their functions were in general confined to the

administration of the sums allotted to them annually by the

Local Government. Under a system introduced in 1897-8,

separate funds were established and District boards were al-

lowed to carry forward their balances. The reform was incom-

plete, because contributions, varying in amount from year to

year, were levied from the richer boards in order to provide for

the administration of the poorer Districts; but in 1906 the
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contributions were relinquished, and arrangements were made

to secure to the various boards a real financial independence.

In Bengal the District boards have been much hampered by

the narrowness of their resources, and in 1900 the Local

Government took steps to improve their financial position by

allotting to them a portion of that part of the cess on land

which is there levied for public works. In Bombay and the

Central Provinces the finances of the local boards have been

greatly crippled by famine, and in the former Province by

plague also. The local funds have been assisted since 1905 by

a grant from Imperial funds approximately equal to one-fourth

of their income from cesses on land, and it is proposed to make
similar contributions annually.

The total expenditure rose between 1889-90 and 1 900-1 E.xpendi-

from about 2-6 to more than 3 crores, nearly one-third of which '^^'^^'

was incurred in Madras. The rise has been substantial in

most Provinces, but in Bombay and the Central Provinces

there has been a decline since 1896-7, due to famine and

plague. Nearly half the total expenditure is under the head of

public works ; and deducting the cost of establishment, tools,

and plant, five-sixths of the public works outlay is spent on

roads, bridges, and other objects connected with communications.

In Bengal there are 41,000 miles of road under the charge of

the local boards. Roadside avenues of trees are a great comfort

to the traveller under the heat of an Indian sun, and they are

everywhere regarded as an object of local expenditure. Out
of 27,000 miles of District board roads in Madras, 16,000

are sheltered in this manner. Next to roads the chief item

under the head of public works is buildings, which include

offices, schools, dispensaries, staging bungalows, and the like.

The most important officer of the District board is^ in Madras
and Bengal, the District Engineer, who superintends local

public works and is aided by a subordinate staff of overseers,

&c. ; elsewhere the more important works paid for and con-

trolled by the District boards are generally carried out thnnigh

the agency of the Public Works Department. Expenditure on
hospitals, sanitation, and vaccination increased from a little over

22 to about 36 lakhs, and on public instruction from 51 to

nearly 65 lakhs. These subjects are dealt with in other chap-

ters of this volume. Among the minor items of local expendi-

ture, veterinary charges are of considerable importance. In

Bengal, the Punjab, and the United Provinces local cattle-

shows are held with the object of impro\ing the breed,

veterinary assistants arc employed in a number of Districts, and
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special attention is paid to the treatment of cattle disease. In

times of famine the relief of the distressed is, in the first in-

stance, the duty of the local authorities. In 1 899-1 900 local

boards in Bombay spent about 3 lakhs, and in the Punjab

nearly 2 lakhs, in fulfilment of this obligation.

Village The working of the village unions in Madras, some of which
unions. ^j-g qualifying for development into municipalities, deserves

special notice. Between 1889-90 and 1902-3, the number of

unions increased from 248 to 379, and their income from 3^ to

nearly 7 lakhs. In the former year less than half, and in the

latter more than three-quarters, of this income was derived from

house tax levied within the union. In 1902-3 the average

assessment per house taxed was 13 annas and 5 pies. The

duties of the unions are primarily connected with the health of

the community and are described in chapter xiv. In Bengal

the village union system was introduced experimentally in

1895-6, and the number of unions amounted in 1902-3 to 57,

Their average income was only Rs. 403, and with such narrow

means their work must necc-ssarily be on a very small scale.

In Bombay and the Central Provinces the place of the village

unions is to some extent taken by local connnittees appointed

under the Village Sanitation Acts in force in those Provinces.

Port Trusts

Y^xt One io\vi\ of local self-government which may be briefly

Trusts. mentioned here is the existence of Port and Harbour Trusts in

Calcutta, Bombay, Karachi, Madras, Rangoon, Chittagong,

and Aden. These bodies, which administer the ports in ques-

tion and are charged with the provision of suitable dock-accom-

modation and other necessary services to shipping, are all

under chairmen appointed by Government; but a large propor-

tion of their members represent the commercial communities

interested in the port, who are, except in Aden, elected by

Chambers of Commerce or similar bodies. In Calcutta, Bom-

bay, and Karachi the municipality is also represented. The

revenues which the Port Trusts administer are mainly derived

from dues on shipping and goods, and from fees for services

rendered. The Trusts are empowered to raise funds by loan

to meet capital expenditure; and in Calcutta and Bombay 4-7

and 5-6 crores respectively had been so obtained, and were

still outstanding, up to the end of 1902-3, the greater part

having been advanced by Government. The current revenue

of these two great Trusts is about 77 lakhs in the case of Cal-

cutta (1903-4) and about 60 lakhs in the case of Bombay
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(1902-3). Among the most important works carried out by

Port Trusts in recent years may be mentioned the opening of

the Kidderpore docks in Calcutta (1892), the Mcrewether dry

dock in Bombay (i8gi), and a dry dock in Karachi (1901).

The construction of a new dock in Bombay, to suit the increased

size of modern steamships, has recently been begun.
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CHAPTER X

PUBLIC WORKS ORGANIZATION

Irrigation, Railways, and Roads have already been dealt

with under their economic aspect in Vol. III. The present

chapter is mainly concerned with the agency by which these

and other undertakings falling within the sphere of the Indian

Public Works Department are carried out and supervised.

Public Works in India fall naturally into three classes, Build- Thrcemain

ings and Roads, Irrigation, and Railways. Military, as distinct ^l^^^^
°^

from Civil, buildings make a fourth class, when separately Works,

administered as they are now. The organization of the three Their early

main branches originated separately and at different times. A
tr^^tion.

Military Board in each of the three Presidencies was the first Buildings

recognized authority for works of the first class, which in those ^" ^^^ ^'

days were all of a military character, comprising barracks and

other buildings for troops, and the few military roads that had

been commenced prior to 1850. l"he history of the Military

Boards is buried in 789 ponderous tomes of manuscript records,

extending from the year 1773 to 1858, which are stored in the

record-room at Calcutta. Of the Bengal Board the Marquis of

Dalhousie, when Governor-General, recorded that its constitu-

tion was faulty, its duties far too onerous, and its work badly

done in consequence. The idea of dissociating the Public

Works business from the Board of the Bengal Presidenr^y,

which eventually led to the extinction of all three Military

Boards, was probably aided by the success that attended the

experiment of creating a department for Public Works in the

newly acquired Province of the Punjab. This was in 1849, ^"^

the first Chief Engineer of the new department was Lieutenant-

Colonel Napier, afterwards Lord Napier of Magdala. In the

following year a Commission appointed by order of the Court

of Directors reported conclusively against the system of the

Military Board in Bengal, and suggested that each Local

Government should control its own Public AVorks, civil and

military, under certain limitation.?, with the aid of a Chief

Engineer and a staff of Superintending, Executive, and Assistant

X 2
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Engineers. This system was first adopted for the Bengal Pre-

sidency, and was subsequently introduced into Madras and
Bombay with modifications of detail. These arrangements were

completed in 1854, the sixth year of Lord Dalhousie's Governor-

Generalship.

Irrigation. Irrigation works, the second of the three classes, had been

carried out, under British rule, many years before these occur-

rences. Work on the systems known as the Eastern and

Western Jumna Canals, which owed their first beginnings to

neglected canals constructed by Firoz Tughlak and the Mughal

emperors, appears to have been commenced between 1 8 1 7 and

1822. The Ganges Canal had been commenced in 1842 under

Sir Proby Cautley : the Bari Doab Canal also had been com-

menced by Colonel Dyas. In Madras the great anicut (dam)

across the river Godavari had been designed and constructed

by Sir Arthur Cotton and his successors. When the new

Public Works Department was formed in the Punjab in 1849,

and in the United Provinces five years later, an Irrigation

branch, under a Director of Canals, was already in existence in

both cases ; and to this day the Irrigation and Buildings, &c.,

branches are more distinct in these Provinces than elsewhere.

Railways. Railway construction had begun with a contract, in 1849,

with the East Indian Railway Company, for an experimental

line to cost not more than one million sterling. This line was

to be so selected as to form, if so desired^ a portion of the

future trunk line to the United Provinces. In the spring of

1853 the Government of India laid before the Court of

Directors a programme of railways for the Indian empire. A
system of trunk lines was recommended, connecting the

interior of each Presidency with its principal port, and the

several Presidencies with each other. The lines proposed

were : (i) from Calcutta to Lahore
; (2) from Agra or some

similar point to Bombay, or alternatively a line from Bombay
by the Narbada valley, to meet, at some point, the line from

Calcutta to Lahore
; (3) from Bombay to Madras

; (4) from

Madras to the Malabar coast. This general plan was accepted

by the Court of Directors, and by the beginning of 1856 some

progress had been made in constructing most of the lines.

Public Thus towards the end of Lord Dalhousie's Governor-
Xsoxk^i Generalship one branch of the present Public Works De-
organiza- ^

.

'

i i i i
• -i j

lion at the partment, that which was then concerned with both civil and
end of military Buildings and Roads, had been set on foot throughout

liousic's'
'^^'^ three Presidencies, and an Irrigation branch was in

ncliniiiis- cxistcncc in the Punjab and the United Provinces. A Railway
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branch had hardly been formed as yet; but iIk- Government oftration.

India had entered into arrangements with companies for the
.j^J^^Qf

^'

construction of certain trunk lines, some of which had been Public

partially completed, while others had been becun or surveyed :
y^o^ks

*^ -' ^^,.^. ,, . Secretariat

and there was a Consultmg Engineer at head-quarters to assist j,„c^ ^n-n-

and advise in dealing with these matters. In 1854 a Secretary neering

to the Government of India for the Department of Public

Works was appointed, the first incumbent of the post being

Lieutenant-Colonel W. E. Baker of the Bengal Engineers.

The Secretary is shown in the lists of the day as 'vested with

the powers of the late Military Board.' The control exercised

by the new central office over civil and military and irrigation

works was probably less at this time than it became at a later

date, owing to the organization being incomplete. The first

effort towards a general control over the operations of the

Provincial Governments seems to have taken effect in a call for

annual budget estimates and progress reports of works. The

first series of the latter was for the year 1854, and the attempt

of Major (afterwards Sir Henry) Yule of the Bengal Engineers,

then Under Secretary, to reduce these from chaos to order

forms one of the early Selections from the Records of the De-

partment. The total expenditure by the Government on works

and repairs of all kinds for that year was 226 lakhs. Of this

nearly a crore was on communications of all kinds, including

navigable canals ; over 54 lakhs was on irrigation
;
56^ lakhs

on military works
; 3 lakhs on land for railways and their

control. In addition 59 lakhs had been spent by the East

Indian, and over 9 lakhs by the Madras, Railway Company.

Thus the total outlay on public works of all kinds by Govern-

ment, and by companies with capital guaranteed by Govern-

ment, was close upon three millions sterling at the current rate

of exchange. In the year 1849-50, or only four years before,

the outlay, it is believed, did not exceed 60 lakhs.

The staff of engineers was at this time drawn from many

sources. The Engineer corps of the three Presidencies sup-

plied the nucleus, and a few more came from the Company's

Artillery; some were recruited from the line regiments of the

Company's service, and a few officers of Royal regiments in

India were employed with permission of the British Govern-

ment. Lastly, a considerable number of civilians had been

engaged in England and in India, and steps had been taken

to increase the supply from both sources. The Thomason
College at Roorkee, which will be referred to later on, was

beginning to supply engineers and subordinates in fair numbers,
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and a class for training officers of the British and Indian armies

had been opened there. In the year 1862, the first for which

there is a reliable record, the strength of Public Works en-

gineers in the Bengal Presidency was about 340, of whom
rather more than 100 were Engineer and Artillery officers,

about 80 were from British or Indian regiments, and the

rest were civilians. There were also about 370 permanent

and 40 temporary subordinates on the P^ngineering establish-

ment.

'i'he origin and early development of an organization for the

construction and maintenance of Public AVorks having been

thus traced, the various steps may be described by which the

organization of the present day has been evolved. The pro-

cess that has been going on for the last fifty years, and still

continues, may be summarized as decentralization of control

over details accompanied by consolidation of control over

essentials. The details are such matters as the selection and

execution of individual works, whether parts of a large project

or not, and the creation and filling of the less important

appointments. 'J"he essentials are concerned with the distribu-

tion of the available grants as a whole ; the control over the

organization and pay of the more important establishments,

subordinate as well as superior ; the power to sanction large

projects, and to make and alter the rules which govern the

organization of the Department and its various establishments.

In a sense the Local Governments, and the Supreme Govern-

ment itself, exercise far more extensive control, each in its own
sphere, than they did fifty years ago. On the other hand, their

powers are in some respects more restricted because they have

been defined by fixed rules. They can now sanction only such

new permanent appointments as do not carry a salary in excess

of Rs. 250 a month, and the exercise of patronage is limited to

prescribed sources of supply and classes of employes. The
power to sanction works and projects, although considerable,

is also strictly limited. Thus the Government of India can

sanction estimates for Imperial works up to 10 lakhs, and Local

Governments exercise the same power in regard to Provincial

works ; but for all works costing more than this, whether

Imperial or I'rovincial, the sanction of the Secretary of State is

required. In the case of ' productive ' public works constructed

from borrowed capital, or any work subsidiary thereto, no ex-

penditure may be incurred by Local Governments without the

previous sanction of the Government of India. Lastly, the

control over the exercise of their powers by both Local and
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Supreme Governments is absolutely effeciive, which was not

the case in earlier times.

We have seen how the supreme control over civil and mili- Dcvelop-

tary Buildings and Communications, Irrigation, and Railways '"^"'^
,^ °

.

' & I } -md sub-
was centred, m 1854, in a Secretariat on which the authority division

of the late Military Boards devolved. As time went on, this °f
^^^

central authority was split up, first into three, and later into four, n^.ent of

branches. This separation began daring the period 1863-6, at In'^i-i

the commencement of which a Royal Engineer officer had been ^yq^^^

placed on special duty in connexion with the accommodation Secre-

of troops, and a little later was appointed Inspector-General of
'''^"^^'

Military Works, holding charge of the military works business

of the Secretariat when not on tour. A few years later (1872)

this policy was extended, by placing the military works at all the

chief stations of the Bengal Presidency directly under the control

of this officer, acting under the immediate orders of the Supreme

Government, with a separate system of circles of superintendence

and executive divisions. The Provincial form of administration

had, in fact, been found unsuitable for these works : the military

buildings were not properly maintained, and failures in con-

struction had occurred. In 1866, in order to meet the accumu-

lating business, the Secretariat staff had to be strengthened and

three branches formed, each with an Under or Assistant Secre-

tary in charge—the Military Works branch, the Civil \\'orks

branch including Irrigation, and Railways. A year later (1867),

owing to the impetus given to the spread of irrigation and the

intention to develop such works from loans, an Inspector-

General of Irrigation was appointed, holding a corresponding

position to that of the Military Works officer, already mentioned\

In 1870 the development of Railway work led to the appoint-

ment ofa Deputy-Secretary for each of the three branches above

referred to. At the same time the Public Works Accounts

department was recognized as a branch of the Secretariat,

the Accountant-General becoming a fourth Deputy-Secretary.

The process, begun during the period 1863-72, of separating Complete

military from civil works made rapid progress in the ensuing ten ^^r'^f.'M^!*^"

years; and in 1882 this separation was emphasized by the Works

whole of the business in connexion with the Bengal army being ^'"" ^^^

11, , A,-,- T^ , •, ,
'^ Tubhc

handed over to the Military Department, together with the Works De-

Military Works branch of the Public Works Secretariat. The pariirent.

' The functions of this officer were subsequently merged in those of the

.Secretary to the Government of India in the Irrigation and Buildings and

Roads branch of the Public Works Department, but ^\\ Inspector-General

was again appointed in 1905.
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rules and system of the Public Works Department were, how-

ever, still maintained in regard to the organization of the

estabHshments and the execution and accounts of work,

and the staff still consisted of civil as well as military

engineers. In 1890 the same system was extended to the

Madras and Bombay Presidencies, to Burma, and to certain

military stations where the Public Works Department had

hitherto remained the sole agency for works of all kinds. In

carrying out the separation, the principle applied, so far as

possible, was that when one of the two agencies sufficed for the

works in any locality, the two should not exist side by side,

'i'hus in some places, such as Baluchistan, where military needs

preponderated, the Military Works department undertook both

civil and military works, while in certain stations the Public

AVorks, as the preponderating Department, continued to super-

vise the military works as before. The extension of the

Military "\\^orks system to the whole of India was connected

with the abolition of the separate army organization for the three

Presidencies, and the subordination of the whole army system

to one Commander-in-Chief and to the Military Department of

the Government of India, which was completed in 1895. The
Military Works department, which had since 1870 been

gradually and increasingly militarized as regards its constitution,

was in 1899 placed on a wholly military basis and became part

and parcel of the army organization. The status and pay of the

officers, who were now all Royal Engineers, were converted

from a departmental to a purely military footing, and the name
was changed to the Military Works Service. The Director-

General was placed on the staff of the army ; a Chief Engineer

was appointed for each of the great Military Commands ; Com-
manding Royal Engineers were allotted to each district within

the Command, and Garrison Engineers to each important work

or group of works within a military district.

'J'hus the Public Works Department, which, as the succes.sor

of the Military Board, was in its inception mainly military, has

become a purely civil organization, dealing with only a few

military cantonments in outlying localities too small to constitute

a military unit. At the same time a military organization con-

trols almost all military buildings, such as fortifications and
barracks, throughout the country, and some frontier roads. In

Baluchistan, as already mentioned, and in the lately constituted

North-West Frontier Province, where also military works pre-

ponderate over civil, the Military ^^'orks Service manages like-

wise civil ^vorks and is for this purpose under the Local
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Government. Tliis conviision ot'th.- Public Woiks Department

into a civil organization had a marked effect on the strength and

distribution of Royal Engineers employed in India. The 250

Royal Engineers formerly allotted for civil and military works in

peace time have been reduced to 200 ; the normal distribution

of strength between the military and civil organizations, which

twenty years ago was 70 and 180 respectively, has become 130

and 70 ; and R. E. ofificers still attached to the Pubhc Works

Department are employed mainly on railways, which now furnish

the most useful civil experience for the scientific corps of the

army.

The problem of decentralizing railway control, which from the Decentral-

commencement had rested in some form or other with the Public '^^^'on of

IT- 1 r. • -1 1 r. r^ railway
\\ orks Secretariat, continued to occupy the Supreme (jovern- control.

ment for twenty years after the creation of a separate Railway

branch in the Secretariat in 1866. The first step taken was

the institution of several local Consulting Engineers, each

responsible for the supervision of companies' lines in the area

under his control. But, as the pressure of business increased,

it became evident that the control of details hitherto exercised

by the Government of India must be delegated to some external

authority, either to the several Provincial Governments, or to

a Railway Board, or to an officer like the Director-General of

Post Ofifices, exercising very full power and standing in the place

of a Local Government. The railways are, with one or two

exceptions. Imperial assets and liabilities, and several of them

run through more than one Province. Their alignment ; the

general principles regulating maximum, minimum, and com-

peting rates and fares ; and the collection and compilation of

statistics, are matters of policy which have hitherto been best

dealt with by the Supreme Government, just as, in Great

Britain, the Board of Trade deals with similar matters con-

cerning railways in which the Government is not financially

interested. It is clear therefore that, in endeavouring to divest

itself of unnecessary details connected with the control of rail-

ways, the Supreme Government was precluded at the outset

from having general recourse to the Provincial Governments,

whi('h had hitherto afforded a ready means of assistance when

measures of relief from the effects of excessive centralization

were in question. Nevertheless the Madras and Bombay
Governments, which have always enjoyed a somewhat greater

measure of independence than those of the more recently con-

stituted Provinces, were allowed to have local Consulting

Engineers who were also Secretaries to the Provincial Govern-
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ments ; and the same principle has been adopted in the case

of Burma, which is from its position a separate raihvay entity.

Elsewhere the Consulting Engineers, who are now three in'

number, stationed at Calcutta, Lucknow, and Chittagong, were,

and still are, directly under the Government of India.

The early attempts to obtain further decentralization between

187 1 and 1 886 took the form of endeavouring to constitute

a single officer, outside the Secretariat, who should exercise the

same powers in railway matters as Local Governments exer-

cise in regard to other branches of administration. Accordingly,

in 1874, a Director of State Railways was appointed, the Deputy-

Secretary for Railways being retained as before, and the con-

trol over guaranteed lines through the Consulting Engineers

being still exercised directly by Government. A few years

later the single Directorate was split up into three controlling

separate areas or groups, and, in addition, a Director of Stores

was appointed. The objections of the Secretary of State, and

the financial stringency of 1879, compelled the Government to

abandon this arrangement and to appoint a single Director-

General of Railways, exercising certain powers over both state

and companies' lines, but included in the Secretariat organization

as Deputy-Secretary for Railways. This organization lasted,

under slightly different forms^ from 1879 to 1897. Practically

during the whole of this period the railway business was carried

on in the Secretariat, the separate authority of the Director-

General being merged in his functions as Deputy-Secretary.

Separation In 1896 it was decided to modify the constitution of the

?/.*-!^'^
, Public Works Secretariat. Although the changes were required

Works and
• , , , 1 r -i i • • •

Kaihvay manily by the growth of railway busniess, it was still held desir-

branclies. able that this Secretariat should remain the instrument for the

central control over railways by the Government. The single

Secretaryship^, which had existed since 1854, was abolished,

and the Deputy-Secretary for Irrigation and Civil Works and

the Deputy-Secretary who was also Director-General of

Railways became independent Secretaries, each for his own
branch of work. The Consulting Engineer with the Govern-

ment of India became an administrative officer under the title

of Director of Railway Construction, while another officer was

appointed Director of Raihvay Traffic, both these officers also

* An additional member for Public Works was added to the Governor-

General's Council in 1874; but from iSSo this special appointment was

in abeyance, the Department being administered by one of the ordinary

members, who was, as a rule, selected from the Indian Civil .Service ori

grounds of general administrative experience.
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exercising Secretariat functions as Deputy-Secretaries to the

Railway Secretary. These changes were accompanied by the

delegation of certain powers to Managers and Engineers-in-

Chief in the case of state lines ; and to Consulting Engineers (or

to such Local Governments as supervise these officers^) in the

case of lines worked by companies.

Although some relief was given by these reforms, the great Creation

expansion in the railway system, and the consequent necessity ?. ^\
"^^

for providing more eflicient machinery for the rapid disposal of

business, led to changes of greater importance than any which

have been made since the first establishment of a Public Works

Secretariat. It was held that there should be a body of

practical business men entrusted with full authority to manage

the railways of India on commercial principles, freed from all

non-essential restrictions or needlessly inelastic rules. In 1905

the Railway branch of the Secretariat was abolished and its

place taken by a Railway Board, consisting of a chairman and

two members. While the Government of India reserves to

itself the final decision in regard to the preparation of the

railway programme and the larger question of railway policy

and finance which affect all lines, administrative duties have

been generally delegated to the Board. The Board is directly

under the new Department of Commerce and Industry, while

the Public Works Department, which now deals only with

irrigation and civil works, has been transferred to the charge of

the member for Revenue and Agriculture.

The Telegraph department was at one time under the control Control

of the Home, and later of the Foreign, Department. It was ^ j
'^^ ,

transferred to the Public Works Department in 1870; and on depart-

the division of that Department into two branches dealing with "^'•'"^•

railways, and with irrigation and civil works, the Telegraph

department was placed under the latter branch. In 1905 the

control was transferred to the new Department of Ccjmmerce

and Industry.

As regards Buildings, Roads, and Irrigation, the delegation I^uildings,

of powers to Provincial Governments has been very complete,
irrigation.

Each Local Government has its own Engineering staff, the head Functions

of which acts as its Public ^^^orks Secretary^ and is responsible [;q^.'°'j|'.

for the up-keep and construction of its irrigation works, its ments and

' Madras, 15ombay, and Burma.
* In Madras, Bombay, Bengal, and the United Provinces there are two

Chief Engineers and Secretaries—one for Irrigation and the other for

Buildings and Roads, while in the Punjab, where the de- elojiment of irri-

gation has been specially marked, there are now (1906) two Chief Engineers

and Secretaries for this branch and one for Buildint's and Roads.
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local public buildings, and die roads under its control. The func-
boards.

tions of the Government of India as regards these works are

limited to sanction of important projects, review of progress in

the various Provinces, from which it receives annual adminis-

tration reports, and occasional local inspection of large works

or schemes bj^ the Public Works Member or Secretary.

A further measure of decentralization has been the transfer

of ordinary roads and minor buildings to District and municipal

boards or to the departments occupying the buildings. The
extent and manner of this transfer to local authorities varies.

In Bengal and Madras almost every District has its own
engineer and subordinate staff, paid from and controlled by

the District board and quite distinct from the Provincial Public

'W'orks establishment. In other Provinces, such as Bombay,

the United Provinces, the Punjab, and Burma, although the

power of selecting the local works to be executed and, to some

extent, the financial control over the local grants rest with the

District boards, the supervision and execution of works is

almost wholly in the hands of the Public AVorks Department.

As a rule, even in those Provinces where the transfer of control

has been least, small establishments are kept up for the

execution of minor works and repairs independently of the

Department. In the United Provinces this modicum of

decentralization has not taken place, or rather the departmental

system has been allowed to absorb a local organization which

once came into existence. In Bengal and Madras the District

board engineers may be either supplied by loan from the Public

Works Department or engaged independently. The Supreme

Government has, within the last twenty years, done much to

encourage the extension of local control over the less important

communications and buildings ; and at the time the local

self-government scheme of 1882 was issued, it contemplated

handing over to the local boards, under a sort of financial

contract, the care of the less important Government buildings.

The chief objection which has hitherto prevented the realization

of this project is the economy secured by keeping works under

the single control of the Government engineer ; and the

Finance Committee of 1888, acting on this principle, promoted

the unification of Public Works establishments at the expense

of local control in the United Provinces. The process of

decentralization will become more marked as the District

boards acquire more influence and greater competence for their

work, and the Government staff becomes more absorbed in

irrigation works ; and the departmental system, so far as build-
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ings and communications are concerned, will gradually contract.

It has already nearly disappeared from the larger towns, in

which municipal establishments supply its place, and from the

great Port Trusts, which have assumed charge of docks,

harbours, and in some cases liglithouses, formerly in charge of

the 1 department, and which now maintain complete and efficient

establishments of their own. As regards irrigation too, the

control of minor works such as the less important tanks has, in

Madras, where these are very numerous, been transferred to

the Revenue Department'.

Besides buildings and roads there are other miscellaneous Coal and

works, such as drainage and water-works of towns, harbours, "'on works

docks, and lighthouses, which were originally within the scope

of departmental operations. But as they have now, for the

most part, been taken over by municipal and District boards

and Port Trusts, they need not be further referred to. There

are, however, two classes of miscellaneous works, connected

with coal and iron production and river embankments, which

may be briefly mentioned.

The coal-mines worked directly by Government are the

Warora colliery ^ in the Central Provinces, under the control of

the local Public Works Department, and the Dandot and

Khost collieries (the former in the Punjab, and the latter in

Baluchistan), worked by the North-Western Railway. The
output of the first was 115,000 to 150,000 tons annually, and the

profit 10 to 13 per cent, on capital. The other two are small

concerns, with an annual output of about 70,000 and 20,000

tons respectively. They supply coal at moderate rates to the

railway and are maintained for that purpose.

The Government has, from time to time since 1850, engaged

in investigations in Bengal, the Central Provinces, Kumaun,

and elsewhere, with the object of manufacturing iron in India.

The only works, however, which have been erected up to the

present arc at Barakar, in Manhhilm District, within the

Bengal coal-field. These were originally started l)ythe Bengal

Iron Company, but were acquired by Government in 1880 and

worked directly under a manager. In 1890 the property was

leased to the Barakar Iron \\^orks Company, which undertook

to produce at least 15,000 tons of pig iron annually. .Since

then various modifications in the contract have been made
;

' Before the I'ublic Works Deparlnient was ori,Mnizcd in the various

I'lovinces, the Madras Revenue Board had the supervision of all irrigation

works in that rrcsidcncy.

^ Tire \Varorii colliery was dosed in iyo6, the coal having been exhausted.
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and the Company, having decided to enlarge its operations by

the manufacture of steel, undertook, in 1903, to manufacture

annually 20,000 tons of steel rails and bars, the Government agree-

ing to pay, for ten years, an annual subsidy of 3 per cent,

on the capital cost of plant sufficient to produce that amount,

subject to a maximum of £1,500 and a reduction in favour

of Government of Rs. 3 on the price of each ton of material

purchased. It was considered that the whole of this produce

would be used by state and companies' railways.

River The most important system of river embankments is that

embank- maintained by the Bengal Irrigation branch in Orissa and in the

districts watered by the great rivers Gandak, Son, and Hooghly.

Some of these are the property of Government; others are

maintained by Government for the owners at the coot of the

latter. The maintenance of some is regulated by statute, and

they date from a time long anterior to the existence of the

Public Works Department. The length of embankment thus

kept up by the Bengal Government Is 2,200 miles, and the

area protected nearly nine million acres. The annual charges

are about 4 lakhs. River embankments are also maintained

to a considerable extent in Madras, Burma, and the Punjab.

Organiza- In all the larger Provinces, namely, Madras, Bombay,
tion of the Bengal, the United Provinces, and the Punjab, there are, and

Works have been for considerable periods, separate Chief Engineers

depart- for (a) Irrigation and {b) Buildings and Roads, while the

in^the
Burma staff will be similarly constituted at no distant date.

Provinces. This division of functions extends also to the District staff in

Funcuons
jj^g United Provinces and the Punjab, while in other Provinces

01 JI.XCCU"

tive En- the same staff is, as a rule, responsible for both Irrigation and
giueers. Buildings and Roads, so far as the latter are under the control

of the Public Works Department. Each Province is divided

into Public Works 'divisions,' which comprise single civil

Districts, or portions or groups of Districts, as the case may be.

As a rule, the Buildings and Roads divisions in the United

Provinces and the Punjab cover the largest areas. The separate

canal divisions in these Provinces are, however, much smaller,

inasmuch as they need careful and individual attention. Each

division is in charge of an Executive Engineer, who is immedi-

ately responsible for the up-keep and improvement of all works

within his charge, and whose functions are often of a very

varied description. He may be called upon to build a jail or

a post office, to repair a bridge, to regulate the supply of water

from a canal, or to construct fresh dams and weirs. His

functions are specially onerous in times of flood, when bridges
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are broken, banks breached, and the head-works of canals

threatened or damaged. And when drought is followed by

famine, the execution of important relief works falls within his

|)rovince. At all times he is responsible for the preparation

of estimates for repairs and construction, and for the execution

of contracts for supply of labour and material.

Executive Engineers have under them Assistant Engineers

who are in training for higher functions, and a subordinate

staff, the principal members of which are styled Subordinate

Engineers, Supervisors, and Overseers. These assistants may

be either in subordinate control of a portion of the division or

in charge of particular works.

Five or six divisions are grouped into a ' Circle ' in charge

of a Superintending Engineer. All important estimates are

passed on to him for scrutiny, and the inspection of the works

and projects in his Circle is his jirimary duty.

The Chief, Superintending, Executive, and Assistant Engi- The

neers form the ])ermanent Engineer establishment, or superior supenor
. . , . engineer-

staff of the Department, for Buildings and Roads, Irrigation, in| estab-

and Railways. In 1903 they numbered about 760, of whom lishment.

about 60 were Royal Engineers. Of the rest, 420 were Civil

Engineers recruited in Europe, mainly from the Royal Indian

Engineering College at Cooper's Hill, while 280 were recruited

in India, chiefly from the Indian Engineering Colleges, and of

this number nearly 100 were 'Provincial' Engineers appointed

under certain special conditions which will be referred to later

on. \\"ith the great expansion of public works of all descriptions

which has taken place in recent years, the present staff has

been found inadequate, and it is now proposed to raise the

number of permanent Engineers gradually to 900. There

are also about 100 temporary and non-pensionable Engineers,

employed chiefly on irrigation works in the Punjab and on

railways.

During the early days of the Public Works Department tlic The

Engineer establishment was recruited in a haphazard and hoopers
. ,, T o 1 r r ^ r i

Hill ^ol"
miscellaneous way. In 1870 about two-iifths of its strengtli ig„e,

was made up of Royal Engineers, while the rest consisted, in

proportions roughly equal, of men recruited in India, largely

through the Indian Engineering Colleges, and of engineers

procured in England under covenant, who were popularly

known as 'Stanley engineers,' from Lord Stanley (afterwards

l^^arl of Derby), Secretary of State when this arrangement Avas

initiated. \\\\\\ the diminution of the number of Royal

Engineers available for civil works, necessitated by the develop-
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ment of a separate Military Works branch, and the increasing

magnitude of departmental operations, it became necessary to

place the recruitment of civil engineers on a more permanent

basis. This was effected by the foundation, in 1871, of the

Royal Indian Engineering College at Cooper's Hill, near Staines,

the net cost of which has been met by the Government of India.

Recent annual recruitment from this source has been about

twenty-two men for the Public Works Department, including

Railways and Accounts, three for the Indian Telegraphs, and

eight for the Forest service. The College engineering course

lasted for three years, and was in most cases supplemented by

a year's practical training in railway or other engineering works

in England. It has now been decided to close the College S

as considerable expenditure would be necessary to maintain it

on the higher standard of efificiency required at the present

day, and suitable recruits for the Public ^Vorks Department

can under existing conditions be obtained from other quarters.

Hereafter such recruits will be selected by the Secretary of

State, with the assistance of expert advisers, from candidates

who have obtained a degree, diploma, or other distinction

equivalent thereto at some approved institution for engineering

education, and who have had some experience as assistants in

the preparation of the designs for, or in the execution of, some

engineering work of importance. The age for candidates is

between twenty-one and twenty-four years. In 1906 the

number of appointments was ten.

' Provin- The ' Provincial ' Engineers, so called to distinguish them
cial

'
Engl- from the Imperial Service, i. e. the Royal Ensrineers and

necrs. • • .....
Cooper's Hill men, are natives of India (including in this term

domiciled Europeans and Eurasians) recruited from the Indian

Engineering Colleges by the grant of a limited number of

guaranteed appointments to the most distinguished students

of each year, and men promoted from the upper subordinate

ranks (Subordinate Engineers and Supervisors). This service

was organized on its present footing in 1893, in accordance

with the recommendation of the Public Service Commission
;

and its members perform the same duties, and can rise to the

same positions, as their ' Imperial ' confreres, but draw a lower

rate of pay in all grades except that of Chief Engineer, in view

of their permanent Indian connexion. Men of this class who

' The last entrance e.xaminatioii for the Royal Indian Engineering College

at Cooper's Hill was held in 1904, and the course for the candidates then

admitted was reduced from three to two years. The College was iinally

closed in J906.
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entered the superior service before the organization of 1892

came into operation draw the same rate of jxiy as men of the

Imperial Service, but are under inferior leave and pension

rules. Some of these are Europeans recruited prior to 1882

and not necessarily educated in India,

The subordinate executive Public Works service is recruited The subor-

entirely in India from the local Engineerinsr Collecfes. It
'^"'•\^*^

° ° ^ service,
contams a sprinkling of British soldiers who have undergone

an engineering course at Roorkee, while the rest are natives

of India in the wide sense above referred to, but with a large

predominance of the purely Asiatic element. The subordinate

ranks of the Military Works Service are similarly recruited, but

here the appointments are reserved mainly for the military

element obtained through Roorkee.

There are four Engineering Colleges in India—at Roorkee The Indian

in the United Provinces, Sibpur (Calcutta), Madras, and Engineer-

Poona ; also Engineering Schools at Rangoon, in Bihar, and iefes.°

'

elsewhere. Of these the oldest and most important is the Roorkee.

Thomason College at Roorkee, which was founded in 1848 by

the Lieutenant-Governor of the North-Western Provinces

whose name it bears. It was first established as a training

school for supplying subordinates for the Ganges Canal ; and a

few years later it was enlarged and converted into a college,

with the object of training civilian engineers for the newly

constituted Department of Public Works^ and for the instruction

of regimental officers in engineering. In 1902 it had a strength

of about 320 students, of whom about 125 of various classes

pass out annually. The greater number of these find employ-

ment with Native States, Railway Companies, local boards and

municipalities, and in private industrial concerns, while others

enter the Public Works Department as above indicated and

also the Survey of India. The college is equipped with

chemical, physical, and mechanical laboratories, and with

technical workshops, comprising carpentry, foundry, smithy,

machinery, and fitting shops, worked entirely by electrical

power generated by steam and oil engines within the college

grounds. All these form part of the teaching apparatus.

There are courses of instruction in civil, electrical, and tele-

graph engineering for engineers and subordinates ; classes for

training draftsmen and computers and for mechanics ; and

industrial classes for teaching the trades of printing and

photography in their various branches, and for art handiwork

in wood, metal, and stone. The civil and electrical engineer

students who compete for a limited number of guaranteed

VOL. IV. V
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appointments in the Engineer and Telegraph departments are

taken through the usual courses of civil, electrical, and telegraph

engineering, the advanced portion of each course being adapted

to the particular branch for which each class is under training.

Both classes go through an elementary course of workshop

training in the several departments. They also go through

courses in higher mathematics, mechanics (pure and applied),

and elementary chemistry and physics, half the time given to

these last being spent in experimental work. The college

course for these students is three years. The subordinate

classes, including the draftsmen and computers, for whom also

a considerable number of appointments are provided, take up

the same subjects as the civil engineering students in a more

elementary way, and receive a complete training in surveying

and levelling. The mechanical apprentice class receive instruc-

tion in elementary electrical engineering, and spend half their

time in the workshops, their mechanical skill being developed

to the utmost. They also receive elementary and theoretical

training in mathematics, mechanics, heat, electricity, materials,

and construction. The photographic branch of the industrial

classes is utilized to a limited extent by the several engineering

classes, chiefly for instruction in the ferrotype process for

reproducing tracings and in practical photography. In addition

to its educational functions, the college gives advice and carries

out tests on engineering, technical, and scientific questions for

Government and for the public.

Each college supplies the Local Governments with which it

is connected with engineer subordinates, as well as with the

' Provincial ' engineers selected direct from the colleges ; and

Roorkee sends its ahwmi all over India.

Railway The State Railway superior establishment has four sub-
stafT. branches—Management, Traffic, Locomotive, and Stores. The

first is a direct offshoot of the general superior Engineer

establishment, from which it is usually recruited, and consists

mainly of engineers on rates of pay almost identical with those

of Chief and Superintending Engineers, such lower appoint-

ments as exist being filled by officers of the grade of Executive

Engineer. Several of the superior Traffic officers have been

obtained from the Engineer establishment, and such transfers

are still fairly frequent ; of the rest, the majority were appointed

in India, either with or without examination, and the rule at

present is to appoint young men of a superior class who have

gone through an apprenticeship in subordinate Traffic posts.

At one time a certain number of appointments were made
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from Cooper's Hill. The superior Locomotive ofricers are

now, for the most part, recruited from England, as a high

standard of qualification is required ; but qualified men have

been, and still are, appointed in India when they can be

obtained. Storekeepers are almost invariably Europeans ap-

pointed in India. The whole strength of the superior staff is

under 120 men. With the exception of officers transferred

from the Engineer establishnient or otherwise recruited prior

to 1 88 1, the majority are non-pensionable and, in the case of

the Locomotive branch, are engaged under short covenants,

their service being capable of extension by mutual consent

when the term of the covenant ends, A Provident Fund
liberally subsidized by Government, the terms of which were

greatly improved in 1900, supplies the place of a pension for

those who were not originally on the pensionable list.

The Railway subordinate staff is very large, including subor-

dinate Superintendents on Rs. 400 and a few on Rs. 500, down
to men on Rs. 15 a month. All those appointed since 1881,

that is, by far the greater number of the present establishment,

are non-pensionable and subject to the same Provident Fund
rules as the superior non-pensionable staff. The higher Loco-

motive subordinates are, as a rule, obtained under covenant

from England ; other members of the skilled staff are, like the

subordinates of the Civil Works branch, obtained from the

Indian colleges.

Railway Companies engage their own staff, but frequently

enlist the services of Government officers in active service or

after retirement. Owing to the financial concern which the

Government has in the majority of the Companies' lines, on

account of guarantee of interest, profit-sharing, or assistance in

some form or other, the approval of the Government of India

is required for the salaries of the superior establishment, as

well as for the rules regulating their leave and acting allowances,

or for any special concessions in regard to pay. Taking State

and Companies' lines together, the total number of raihvay

employes of all classes at the end of 1902 was 942 superior

officers (mostly Europeans), and about 392,000 subordinates,

of whom 13,200 were Europeans or Eurasians.

The accounts of the Public Works Department, including ThePublic

those of State Railways, are audited and consolidated by a^^"''^^

special Public Works Accounts department, at the head ofdep.nn-

which is an Accountant-General with the rank and pay of ment.

a senior (Jhief Engineer. The superior Accounts branch was

formerly closely allied to the Engineer branch, and its ranks

V 2
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were supplied chiefly from that establishment, the organization

and rates of pay being identical; but since 1892 it has been

more assimilated to the Civil Accounts department. It is

recruited partly from Cooper's Hill, partly by examination in

India, partly by promotion from the subordinate ranks, and

occasionally by the appointment (in India) of men who have

acquired special knowledge of accounts outside Government

service. The appointments by examination in India are

restricted to natives of India in the wide sense of the term.

The strength of the establishment is about eighty.

As already indicated, officers of the Public Works Depart-

mentj both of the superior and subordinate services, are freely

lent to Railway Companies, to District and municipal boards,

to Native States, and in recent years, to British Colonies and

Protectorates, both for ordinary employ and for the carrying

out of special projects. Several officers who originally belonged

to the Department, among whom Sir W. E. Garstin and Sir W.
Willcocks (both pupils of Roorkee) may be specially mentioned,

have had a distinguished career in Egypt.

The results of Public Works finance for the period between

1876-7 and 1904-5 are discussed in chapter vi of this

volume. It will be seen from Table IV appended to that

chapter that in the last-mentioned year Railway transactions,

including Government liabilities for guaranteed and subsidized

lines, yielded a net profit of 316 lakhs against a deficit of 115

lakhs at the beginning of the period. Irrigation, including

Minor Works and Navigation, involved a charge of 62 lakhs

at the beginning of the period and a net profit of 43 lakhs

at its close, while Civil Works cost 284 lakhs in 1876-7 and

643 lakhs in 1904-5.

The total outlay on public works of all kinds by Govern-

ment, and by companies interest on whose capital is guaranteed,

or which are assisted financially, by Government, was about

9I crores of rupees in 1880-1, 13 crores in 1890-1, 17 crores

in 1900-1, and nearly 22 crores in 1902-3. These amounts do
not include the cost of working and maintaining the open

lines of railway, which is accounted for under net earnings of

railway.s, and which, for the same years, amounted to 6, io|,

15, and 16 crores respectively.
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CHAPTER XI

ARMY

The history of the army of India falls naturally into

three periods. To the first belongs the history of the

military forces of India under the East India Company

;

to the second the armies of the Bengal, Madras, and Bombay
Presidencies under the Crown ; while the history of the third

period is concerned with the unified Indian army.

/. TJic Presidency Arinies under the Company

First be- The Indian army sprang from very small beginnings.
ginnings. Guards were enrolled for the protection of the factories or

trading posts which were established by the East India

Company at Surat, Masulipatam, Armagon, Madras, Hooghly,

and Balasore in the first half of the seventeenth century.

These guards were at first intended to add to the dignity

of the chief officials as much as for a defensive purpose, and

were not really soldiers, but as time went on their mihtary

character became slightly more marked. The original ' ensign

and thirty men' of Bengal received a reinforcement in the

shape of * the gunner and his crew
'

; the small force sent

out, in 1662, to hold the island of Bombay for Charles II

became the nucleus of the military forces of Bombay ; and

the ' peons ' of the Madras factories were formed into bodies

which had some sort of military organization. But the origin

of the regular native army of India may be more accurately

traced to the enrolment of sepoys, in Madras, in 1748,

under Major Stringer Lawrence, ' father of the Indian army.'

War had broken out in 1744 between Great Britain and

France, and the capture of Madras by the latter power in

1746 obliged the Company to commence the formation

of a military establishment. It is, indeed, hardly too much
to say that we owe our native army to France. In 1676

Franc^ois Martin, Governor of Pondicherry, obtained 300

native soldiers to supplement his scanty force of Europeans

;
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but it was not till 1740 that his successor, Dumas, formed

a military force consisting of a body of European infantry

and 4,000 to 5,000 Muhammadans armed in the European

fashion. The brilliant Swiss officer, Paradis, was one of

the first to make the fullest use of this instrument of war

;

and his successes led Robert Clive to follow the example of

the French, and to give to the native soldiery a discipline

they had never before experienced.

The military forces of each British Presidency were at Origin of

first necessarily separate and distinct. Communication by |j^^

'^^'"

sea or land was long and tedious ; and although in early days armies.

the Bengal establishment was subordinate to that of Madras,

it was soon placed on an independent footing. The geo-

graphical situation of the first settlements thus gave rise to

local or Presidency armies which were practically independent

of each other. The gradual growth of those forces up to the

reorganization of 1796 was very similar in character. The
nucleus of the white portion of the army in India may
be found in detachments of soldiers sent out from England,

supplemented by European mercenaries, deserters, and

prisoners of war from other foreign settlements, and sailors

from the Company's ships. Small bodies of European

cavalry were raised ; the infantry were formed into companies

and battalions ; while artillerymen were sent from home
and recruited locally, some companies of Royal Artillery

being transferred bodily to the service of the Company.

The ' European Infantry ' of Bombay eventually became

the I St Bombay European regiment (Fusiliers) ; in Madras

(1748) the European companies were formed into a battalion,

ultimately to be the 1st Madras European regiment (Fusiliers);

while in Bengal the companies were similarly regimented

and became the ist Bengal European regiment (Fusiliers).

Swiss companies, ' French Rangers,' formed from the Irish

and other regiments of Tally's force after the capture of

Pondicherry, and, later, Hanoverians, supplemented the

ordinary ' European inlantry.' (Gradually Royal regiments

were sent out to India, the 39th I'bot being the first to

arrive in 1754: four years later many of the officers and

men were received as volunteers into the Company's army,

and several King's regiments were transferred to that service.

Before the battle of Plassey (1757) Clive had set to work Clive's re-

to improve the native troops. The peons and watchmen, f^""^-

armed and equipped in the native style with swords and

targets, bows and arrows, lances and matchlocks, had dis-
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appeared. India was swarming with military adventurers,

and Rohillas and Rajputs were found ready to enlist in the

British service. This material was shaped by Clive into

a battalion of sepoys, drilled, disciplined, and clothed on

a European model ; his first successes soon caused its

augmentation ; and immediately after Plassey a second

battalion was raised. In Madras six battalions were organized

in 1759 ; while in Bombay the congeries of Arabs, Abyssinians,

Indian Muhammadans, and Hindus, constituted as an auxiliary

to the European battalions, were formed into independent

native companies in 1760, and into battalions in 1767. From
independent companies commanded by native captains, to

battalions with native commandants, supervised by one or two

British officers, the organization was successively developed

into one with European commandants of battalions and

a subaltern to each company.

The forty years following the battle of Plassey witnessed

the extension of the Company's rule in every direction. The
enunciation of a policy opposed to the aggrandizement of

territory, remonstrances from home, and even the desire of

the Company's agents in India to refrain from territorial

extension were of no avail against the conditions of the

country and the circumstances of the time. India was a vast

camp. The viceroys of the Mughal emperor and their

lieutenants, the independent princes and their feudatories,

were all scrambling for power. The military strength of the

Marathas asserted itself in every direction, while the European

settlers—at first, and for many years, peaceful traders anxious

only to amass wealth, and existing by the sufterance of the

Native powers—became formidable factors in the universal

struggle for dominion, employing their officers or soldiers on

this or that side according to the degree of advantage which

seemed likely to accrue to them. A conflict for supremacy

between these representatives of European power was inevitable,

and gradually the strength of the French and Dutch waned
and disappeared before the forces of the English East India

Company. The constant campaigns and expeditions in which

these forces were engaged naturally led to repeated augmenta-

tions, changes, and reorganizations. During this period serious

mutinies took place. In 1764 the Bengal sepoys mutinied

for higher pay and gratuities, and were only put down by the

firmness of Sir Hector Munro. Two years later the European

officers conspired because their batta had been withdrawn in

cantonments, but were defeated by the resolution of CHve.
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But even admitting the want of discipline thus shown,

nothing is more remarkable than the achievements of our

troops in the vast territory which iormed the theatre of war, if

we consider the material of which they were composed, the great

distances, often in unknown territory, they had to traverse,

and the frequent failure of supplies and equipments.

Two years after the battle of Plassey the Dutch were

overpowered at Chinsura, and later the Nawab of Oudh was

defeated at the battle of Buxar (1764). Soon afterwards the

Madras Government joined the Nizam and the Marathas

against Haidar All, and a new coalition of the latter with

the Nizam was overcome. Then came the Rohilla War of

1773, the wars with the Marathas in which the Bombay troops

were engaged, and during which the wonderful march of

General Goddard from the banks of the Jumna to the western

coast took place, and the escalade and capture of Gwalior by

Popham and Bruce. In 1779 a confederacy of nearly all the

chief princes of India to destroy the growing power of the

Company was only frustrated by the genius of Warren

Hastings, the prowess of the Company's troops, and their

good fortune in war. The conflict with the French in Southern

India and the brunt of the Mjsore campaigns against Tipu

fell upon the Madras army, but both Bengal and Bombay
troops were engaged. The capture of Pondicherry in 1793

was a final blow to the French power in Southern India ; and

the advance of the Company's rule along the valley of the

Ganges as far as Allahabad, the undertaking of the defence

of Oudh and the garrisoning of Cawnpore and Fatehgarh, the

conquest of Gujarat, and the acquisition of territory as the

fruits of the Mysore Wars formed a series of operations which

carried with them the constant development of the army.

The native troops were formed into brigades with proper

staffs, the artillery was increased and the power of field guns

recognized, Presidency Commanders-in-Chief were appointed,

and the military administration was improved in many ways.

The chief reorganization of the army took place in 1796 ; but

before entering into the details of this change, it is desirable

to consider the character of the native forces of the Company
during this first period of their formation, and of the

adversaries whom they were called upon to meet.

It is not easy to state with exactitude how the Company's Constitu-

armies were then recruited, '\^'e know that the times were !i°" °*
.

Company s

turbulent, that fighting was a trade followed by thousands, native

and that violence and the 'art of cutting throats' were ^'"'"'^'^ ''^'
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the end of practised at every native court in the country. Many of
the eigh-

{[-jg^g roving adventurous spirits naturally found their way

century, to the South, and there is evidence to show that, attracted

by good and regular pay and by the magnetic influence of

military success, they readily enlisted in the Company's forces.

The French had recruited their battalions chiefly from the

people of Southern India. We apparently took men farther

afield, and Pathans, Rohillas, Rajputs. Arabs, and Abyssinians

were enfolded in the recruiting net. And though the Madras

and Bombay battalions contained a considerable share of the

inhabitants of the South, it must be remembered that in

those days fighting was more or less continuous, and that

years of peace had not enervated the martial qualities of men
who may now be reckoned as belonging to the non-warlike

Indian races. In Bengal, besides the mixed classes ot

adventurers who ranged themselves under our standards, we

gradually drew Hindustanis from Oudh, and from 1776

onward the native army in Bengal was almost entirely recruited

from the tract of country between the Ganges and the Gogra,

the men being described as mostly Brahmans and Rajputs,

and as 'a brave^ manly race of people.' It is not necessary

to suppose that the discipline was exact or the training

perfect, but both were infinitely superior to anything of the

kind possessed by their opponents. The power of marching

and manoeuvring in solid formations ard of concentrating

fire, and the use of well-served guns, enabled small bodies

of the Company's soldiers to overcome the loosely arrayed

hordes of their adversaries.

Native Allowing for the exaggeration of Oriental historians—a fault

^f'th^^
not entirely confined to the East— in estimating the num-

period. bers of a defeated enemy, it is certain that the native

armies of those days were of huge dimensions, dragging in

their train ten times the number of the fighting men in

the shape of followers, and constituting a series of moving

bazars. As a rule these armies had no cohesion. They were

merely great bands of men following the standards of their

chiefs. In the Mughal armies, for example, the emperor was

supposed to have at his disposal fifteen or sixteen Rajas, each

of whom could bring 25,000 horsemen into the field. Of these

only a fraction was maintained on what we should call the

' establishment,' and the rest were called up when an emergency

occurred. Thousands of free-lances were employed, and roving

adventurers were ready to bid for any service which offered

some pay and more plunder. Ponderous guns were dragged by
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oxen, and the lighter artillery by horses, but the service of the

guns was slow and inefficient. Corruption and disloyalty, intrigue

and indulgence, were rampant in such forces. The chiefs were

often playing their own game, while the masses were mutinous

or, if not openly disloyal, were only waiting till the happy hour

arrived when their course of plunder and rapine could be pur-

sued unchecked. There was no training, no discipline, no
watchful commander to snatch victory from the jaws of defeat

or to retrieve desperate fortunes by a dogged resistance and

firm retreat. When the supreme moment came and the opposing

forces entered into the fight, the death or flight of the com-

mander would paralyse the action of the army even in the

height of victory, and the safety of the zajulna would be more

considered than that of the army. Courage was displayed by

individuals and by masses, but panics would occur on the

slightest provocation. It can be readily seen what great odds

there were in favour of the attack, on such loosely bound

masses, of disciplined bodies led by European officers, after

well-sustained and, for those times, well-aimed musketry fire,

preceded by and accompanied with comparatively rapid and

efficient fire from field and heavy guns. As time went on the

native princes endeavoured to imitate our system of training

;

but the best characteristics were wanting, while the want of

equipment and material and the slackness of discipline

operated against the attempt. Led by really good soldiers in

their own way, these enormous bodies of horsemen and foot-

soldiers were foemen who might succeed by sheer numbers

;

but directly they half-copied their adversaries they became

easier to overcome, because they had neither the training, the

European officers, the equipment, nor the tactical skill to cope

with the smaller forces of the British, animated by a common
spirit and commanded by resolute men. After the French

forces in the field had been disposed of, there were, for many

years, French officers to train and direct native operations

against us. vSometimes they would even be employed on

opposite sides by the native princes, as when Raymond was

with the Nizam and Perron with Sindhia. But these officers

were not sufficiently numerous, nor had they the advantages of

the British officers in continuous employment, in material and

in power, while their troops, mercenaries like our own, were

not rej,ularl • pa'd. Sindhia's army, which had been trained by

De Boigne, was perhaps an exception to this rule, and might

have become a formidable power had Mahadji Sindhia lived

longer.
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The Mara- The Marathas did not generally favour the regularization of
thas.

their troops. They had their own military system, which was

one of great mobility based on secure fortresses in their own
mountainous country. Constant war had turned a race or

husbandmen inhabiting a hilly region into predatory soldiers.

Hardy and active, small in stature but wiry, they were formed

by Sivajl into corps of light horse and footmen, the former

mounted on the tough and enduring ponies of the Deccan,

who subsequently ravaged nearly every part of India. Sub-

sisting on the country, these corps were joined by the free-lances

who abounded in India at the time, and their common object

was plunder. They were accustomed to frugal fare and could

endure every kind of hardship and privation. To lay waste the

country in which they were operating, to cut off supplies, and

to attack their enemy's forces in detail formed the basis of

the Maratha system of warfare. But the genius of Sivaj! was

far from limiting itself to these predatory efforts. He established

a series of fortresses in Maharashtra whose garrisons were

organized with minute care into combatant, commissariat, and

intelligence departments ; supplies and ammunition were

collected, and a complete system of watch and ward was

maintained. Great mobility, combined with security of base,

enabled the Marathas to acquire power over a large part of

India, and to create almost a national spirit among a people of

one race and religion. But the Marathas were not soldiers by

reason of inherited qualities. The times produced their

armies, and the genius of a great captain fostered them ; but

when they were finally overthrown the Maratha spearmen

passed back into the ranks of the husbandmen from which

they had emerged, and it is now no easy task to draw from

this race even the limited number of soldiers that we require.

The Sikhs. Another military power arose in the far North to trouble the

Muhammadan rulers of India, and eventually the British.

Founded as a religious community, towards the end of the

fifteenth century, by Nanak, the first Guru ; based on mono-

theistic worship, absence of forms, ceremonies, and castes, and

the equal acceptance of good Hindus and Muhammadans by

God, Sikhism was at first a blending and union of the best in

the two opposing creeds. But in the course of a century the

persecution of the Muhammadans converted this peaceful sect

into a military and religious commonwealth of magnificent

fighting men, engaged in a policy of plunder and rebellion

against the Mughals, the strictest followers of the now warlike

creed being called Singhs, or ' lions,' and the body receiving the
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title of the Khalsa, the 'pure' or 'elect.' The Khalsa army
evenlually became a most formidable instrument of war, and
only terminated its splendid career after fighting six pitched

battles with the British. The admirable qualities of thj

soldiers of this army were innate. In the early days of their

history the Sikh horsemen were renowned, but, in the course

of time, the Sikh matchlock-men replaced them to some extent

and became equally known for their stanchness and fire-

power. Ventura and Allard, Court and Avitabile, did some-

thing towards the training of the troops, but the material and

the martial ability were there already. In 1809-10 Ranjit Singh

began to form regular infantry of Sikhs, Hindustanis, and

Gurkhas. Every battalion had its commandant and adjutant,

and was about 700 strong. The administrative government

was by means of committees ov panc/unais, and the army was

divided into divisions and brigades. In 1844 the Khalsa army

consisted of from 40,000 to 50,000 regulars, with a large force

of irregulars and a number of light and heavy guns. At Gujrat

(1849), 'the battle of the guns,' the Sikh power was finally

overthrown and the glorious history of the Khalsa army closed.

Many of the soldiers gave up the pursuit of arms to follow

the plough again, while numbers took service with us ; and

they and their descendants have proved to be the finest and

most loyal soldiers of the native army, second to none in the

whole empire for constancy, fidelity, and military prowess.

The year 1796 marked the first general reorganization of the Rcorganiz-

native armies. The European troops, including the white ^,''°" °^.

1 1
t"^ Piesi-

soldiers of the Company, were then about 13,000 strong; the dency

native troops about 57,000, of whom the Madras and Bengal armies in

armies had 24,000 each, and Bombay 9,000. The army in
u't-ngai.

Bengal was now organized as follows :

—

European artillery, 3 battalions of 5 companies each.

„ infantry, 3 regiments of 10 companies each.

Regular native cavalry (replacing two irregular cavalry regi-

ments), 4 regiments of 6 troops each.

Native infantry, 1 2 regiments of 2 battalions each.

Each native cavalry regiment consisted of i field officer in

command, 15 officers, including the regimental staff, 4 Euro-

pean non-commissioned oflicers, 12 native officers, 39 native

non-commissioned oflicers, and 426 troopers. A major-general

was appointed to command the cavalry brigade, and the cavalry

officers were separated from the infantry and placed on a

general cavalry list.
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The native infantry regiments were formed by linking

existing battalions and amalgamating half-battalions of reduced

regiments with these. Thus the new 12th regiment consisted

of two battalions, the first comprising the old 12th battalion

and the right wing of the 21st, the second the old 17th

battalion and the left wing of the 21st. The conversion

was haphazard and, in the instance given, resulted in the

oldest battalion of the Bengal army, raised by Clive, becoming

the second battalion of the junior regiment on the list. The
establishment of each regiment of two battalions was i colonel

commandant, 2 lieutenant-colonels, 2 majors, 8 captains, 22

lieutenants, to ensigns, 2 European non-commissioned officers,

40 native officers, 200 non-commissioned native officers, 40
drummers and fifers, 1,600 sepoys, and the usual regimental

staff. Each battalion had 2 grenadier and 8 battalion com-

panies. In the organization which had previously existed

there was a commandant and adjutant to each battalion, and a

subaltern to each of the ten companies. Up to this time, also,

the officers had been on a general list for promotion, and the

proportion of senior to junior ranks was so low that advance-

ment was slow. Under the new arrangement the officers up to

the rank of major were on regimental lists for promotion, the

lieutenant-colonels and colonels being placed on separate lists

for each Presidency, and an establishment of general officers was

instituted. Furlough regulations were introduced, and improve-

ments were made in the interior economy of regiments.

Madras In the Madras and Bombay armies changes were made simi-
and Bom-

j^^ |-q those effected in Bengal. The Madras army was re-

organized as follows. The cavalry into 4 regiments, of 6 troops

each, with 12 officers and 474 natives of all ranks. The artil-

lery into 2 battalions of 5 companies each, with 15 companies

of lascars. The native infantry into 11 regiments of 2 battalions

each, and 8 companies to each battalion. Each regiment had

a colonel, and each battalion 22 European officers, 20 native

officers, 50 non-commissioned officers, and 900 privates, A few

corps were maintained as extra to the establishment. There

were, in addition, 2 battalions of European infantry of 10 com-

panies each. In the Bombay army 12 battalions of native

infantry were formed into 4 regiments of 2 battalions each,

with establishments similar to those in Madras, but very shortly

a fifth and a sixth regiment were raised. A marine battalion

was extra, and in 1798 the European artillery was organized in

6 companies, with lascars.

This reorganization was not of a masterly kind. The bat-
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talion commanders were not invested with sufficient aulliority,

even the promotion of non-commissioned officers, the approval

of recruits, and the granting of leave resting with the colonels

of regiments. Proposals of a far more drastic character had

been framed by Lord Cornwallis, but had to be modified in view

of the discontent they evoked among the Company's officers.

The next sixty years saw immense changes in India, which Further

were reflected in the army. In 1798 Lord Wellesley became
Governor-General, and to his administration must be traced

the final predominance of British power. French influence

was extinguished at Hyderabad, the Mysore campaign resulted

in the defeat and death of Tipu, the Carnatic became a British

province, and British influence was established at the capital of

the Peshwa. The campaigns of General Wellesley and Lord

Lake against Sindhia and Holkar not only broke the strength

of the Marathas, but dealt a heavy blow at French influence,

which had maintained itself in hostile activity in Hindustan

after being driven out of the South. Under Lord Hastings,

the Nepal ^^'ar gave us the Gurkha soldier. Then came the

crushing of the Pindaris, the first Burmese and Afghan Wars,

the campaigns againt Sind and Gwalior, the two Punjab cam-

paigns, and the second Burmese War. During this period vast

territories had been annexed, the larger part of India had

become subject to the Company, and the great Native States

were influenced and controlled by its agents. These events

necessarily resulted in large increases to the Presidency armies.

The reduction effected by the reorganization of 1796 was only

temporary. The end of the eighteenth century saw- fresh aug-

mentations ; and even when the Maratha War of 1803-5 had

terminated and the armies had been placed on a peace footing,

their establishment stood, approximately, as follows :

—
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mutinous conduct against the Government. This time it was

in Madras. The Madras officers were discontented, their

allowances had been touched, their pay was less than in Ben-

gal, and the 'Royal' officers monopolized most of the good

appointments, while the dissensions between the Governor

(Sir George Barlow) and the Commander-in-Chief fanned the

flame into a blaze. In one instance (at Seringapatam) the

mutiny spread partially to the sepoys, but it was quelled by the

energetic measures of the Governor and the Governor-General

(Lord Minto).

In 1824 a mutiny took place at Barrackpore. In connexion

with the Burmese War, three regiments of Bengal native

infantry had been ordered to march by land for Arakan.

The service was unpopular and even terrifying to the sepoys

;

they were ordered to provide bullock transport at their own
expense ; many of the officers were strangers to the men ; and

the latter feared they might have to cross the sea. The affair

was mismanaged : the men had represented that bullocks

were unprocurable, but their petition was treated with contempt

and they were shot down and sabred on parade. The court of

inquiry recorded that * the mutiny was an ebullition of despair

at being compelled to march without the means of doing so.'

It is only fair to add that the Commander-in-Chief strongly

controverted the justice of this conclusion.

Reorgan- In 1 8 24 the double battalion regiments were finally separated,
ization of

g^j.jj j.j^g j^g^y single battalion regiments were numbered accord-

ing to the date on which they had originally been raised. After

this reorganization, which gave a colonel and 22 officers to each

infantry battalion and cavalry regiment, the Bengal army com-

prised 3 brigades of horse artillery (9 European and 3 native

troops), 5 battalions of foot artillery (20 companies), a corps of

engineers of 47 officers, a corps of sappers and miners and

a corps of pioneers, 2 regiments of European infantry, 8 regi-

ments of regular native cavalry, 5 regiments of irregular cavalry,

and 68 battalions of native infantry. It also included local

and provincial corps, such as the Rampur local battalion, the

Cuttack legion, and many others.

The Madras army consisted of 2 brigades of horse artillery

(i European and i native)
; 3 battalions of foot artillery, each

of 4 companies, with 4 companies of gun-lascars attached
;

8 regiments of native cavalry of 4 squadrons each ; 2 battalions

of pioneers ; 2 regiments of European infantry ; 52 battalions

of native infantry ; and 3 extra and local battalions. The
Bombay army had on its establishment 4 troops of horse artil-
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lery, 8 companies of foot artillery, a corps of engineers and
pioneers, 3 regiments of regular cavalry, 2 regiments of irregu-

lar cavalry, 2 regiments of European infantry, and 24 battalions

of native infantry.

The enrolment of irregular cavalry was but following the

example of our opponents, who always had levies of horse

attached to their armies. These horsemen were not clothed

or armed by the state, but were on the siV/acll/-^ system, each

man furnishing his own horse and equipment, while the horse

supply was kept up by means of a ' Chanda fund ' supported by

monthly subscriptions. There were only two or three Euro-

pean officers with each of these corps.

As territorial expansion took place, local corps, more rough Local

and ready than the regular army, were raised for the particular •^^''P^-

part of the country to which it was desired to afford protection.

In 1846 a frontier brigade was raised in the Sutlej States for

police and general purposes ; the corps of Guides was formed
;

and in 1849 the 'Punjab Irregular Force' was enrolled for

duly on the frontier. In 185 1 the establishment of this force

was fixed at 3 light field batteries, 5 regiments of cavalry, and

5 of infantry. A garrison company was added in 1852, a

sixth infantry regiment (formed from the Sind Camel Corps)

in 1853, one mountain battery in 1856, and a second in

1862. The light field batteries were converted into moun-

tain batteries in 1876. The force was originally under the

Provincial administration, and was not placed under the

Commander-in-Chief until many years later. A local force was

raised on the annexation of Nagpur in 1854, and the ' Oudh
Irregular Force ' after Oudh was annexed. The latter force

disappeared in the Mutiny, while the former was broken up

a few years later. By the treaty of 1800 the Nizam of Hydera-

bad maintained a 'contingent' of 9,000 horse and 6,000 foot,

which was officered from the Company's service. In 1853

a new treaty was negotiated, Berar being assigned for the pay-

ment of the Contingent, and the force ceased to be a part of the

Nizam's army. It was to be maintained for his use, but avail-

able for service elsewhere. It consisted of 4 regiments of

cavalry, 4 field batteries, and 6 battalions of infantry, com-

manded by a general officer under the civil authority of the

Resident at Hyderabad. Besides this special force, which was

thus practically incorporated in the Indian army, many other

Native States maintained ' contingents ' of troops, representing

the military aid which they were supposed to render to the

' Silladdf means ' bearer of weapons.'

VOL. IV. Z
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British Government. These bodies, aggregating from 30,000

to 40,000 men, were recruited mainly from Hindustan and

were of no mihtary value, being poorly disciplined mercenaries

without loyalty to the State they served or to the British

(jovernment.

Strength of On the eve of the great Mutiny the establishment of the

the British Company's armies was as follows :
—

and native • ^ -^

armies on
the eve of

theMutiny.
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against their own countrymen. In taking service with us

they merely followed their old precedent of fighting under the

banner of the conqueror ; and if plunder was more restricted

than in former days, they had compensating pecuniary advan-

tages, present and prospective. We were justified, therefore,

in regarding with some complacency this marvellous army of

mercenaries. But as the years went on we forgot how slight

were the bonds which united this great mass of Asiatic soldiers

to their conquerors ; such warnings as we had passed l)y un-

heeded ; and we ignored the effect of the measures political,

domestic, and military, which were carried out to satisfy the

craving for improvement according to Western ideals. It has

been said that the absorption of Satara, Nagpur, and Jhansi by

right of lapse, and the annexation of Oudh, were among the

political causes of the Mutiny ; and whatever doubt may be

felt as to the effect of the first-mentioned measure, there can

be none as regards the last. The greater portion of the native

army of Bengal was drawn from Oudh and the adjacent

territories ; and it is small wonder that they should have been

affected when they saw their king deposed, and their privilege,

as British sepoys, of precedence for their cases in Native civil

tribunals passing away from them. As to the domestic causes

of the Mutiny, the religious question, the basis of Eastern life,

was the most important. Rites justly considered barbarous

had been suppressed ; the Brahmans thought they saw some

fell design to lessen their influence ; an Act had been passed

permitting Hindu widows to marry again ; the new innovations

of railways and telegraphs were represented as a part of the

plot ; caste was to be destroyed, and the first step was to

christianize the army. Reports were assiduously spread that

force was to be used to this end, and years before the Mutiny

every kind of report and rumour was abroad that our aim was

to subvert the faith of Hindu and Muhammadan alike. Nor

did the educational policy of the day, the action of the civil

courts, and the depreciation of the land-holding classes lessen

the feeling of alarm. If the army had been sound, this seed

would have Allien on soil where it could not have fructified.

But the army was ripe for rebellion ; and many causes, operating

through many sources and for many years, combined to bring

about its self-destruction.

The native army had a splendid history ; but, as with all

mercenary Asiatic armies, insubordination had stained its

colours from the first. There had been, as has been shown,

mutinies in the Bengal and Madras armies, sometimes sternly

z 2
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repressed and at other times weakly condoned. There had

been widespread combinations, and isolated instances, more

numerous than have been recorded in this sketch. The
deterioration of the army had thus commenced many years

before, and the reorganizations which had taken place had

done nothing to foster the union of officers and men. It is

a mistake to suppose that this or that statesman or soldier

prophesied what was coming. Defects were indeed pointed

out, and so far back as 182 1 the state of the army was described

as unsatisfactory : the paucity of British officers, the evils of

caste in the Bengal army, the inferior physique of the armies

of Madras and Bombay, and the inefficiency of the officers

had all been severely commented on. Later, Sir Charles

Napier, originally confident in the loyalty of the sepoy, had be-

come mistrustful. On the other hand, in 1851 Henry Lawrence

saw no impending danger ; although he considered we should

take warning from the past, he thought we had ' no present

cause of alarm,' and he denounced ' the loud talk, even in

mess-rooms, of general insurrection.' The native officers, who
had originally great power, had lost this, but it had not been

gained by the British officers ; for little by little whatever these

possessed was taken from them, the authority of the command-
ing officer becoming so restricted that at last he seemed to be

a mere automaton whose strings were pulled by a centralized

head-quarters. Of the twenty-five or twenty-six officers nominally

on the rolls of a regiment rarely more than half were present,

the rest being on the staff, in departments, in civil or political

employ, or with irregular corps. Those who remained with

their regiments were dissatisfied with their inferior position;

and as all promotion was by seniority, the officers arriving at

high commands were long past the age for activity and

efficiency. Nor were things better in the native ranks. The
native officers were, as a rule, ignorant, and too old for their

work, promotion being by seniority of the strictest kind. In

most regiments, too, Brahmanical influence was all-powerful

and acted perniciously on military discipline. Enlistment for

general service was cordially disliked, as the dread of crossing

the ' black water ' was intense at that time ; there was no high

reward for native officers ; the pay had remained stationary

while expenses and duties had increased ; and the intimate

intercourse between officers and men had diminished. Nor

was their military training in time of peace of a kind to raise

the tone of the sepoys ; it was the merest routine, and ill-

calculated to foster a true military spirit.
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Other and more general causes were at work in the direction

of evil. Success in war had undoubtedly been the most potent

attraction to the service of the Company, but the disasters in

Afghanistan broke the charm. The stoppage of baita also

furnished a powerful weapon to discontent. When Sind was

annexed the extra allowance, or batta, granted on foreign

service was discontinued, and in consequence several Madras

and Bengal regiments refused to march. Similar difficulties

took place on the annexation of the Punjab, Here, too,

several Bengal regiments conspired to resist the order stopping

the foreign-service allowance they had formerly received, and

to refuse their pay. The mutiny wms tided over, but only by

measures of alternate coercion and concession. The native

army was perfectly aware of its own strength and numbers,

and of the weakness of the European force, and extraordinary

stories were circulated about our difficulties in the Crimea.

An unsound and centralized military system ; a large army

of high-caste men drawn from one part of the country, con-

fident in its own strength, and acted on by intense religious fears,

with other less direct causes, constituted a highly inflammable

material which thousands of secret agents Avere conspiring to

ignite. They were helped in a remarkable way by our own
action. The old musket was to be replaced by the Enfield

rifle, and depots of instruction were formed. Cartridges were

made ' agreeably to instructions received from home
'

; and

not only had the cartridge paper itself, which was sent out from

England, a glossy or greasy appearance, but the end of the

cartridge containing the bullet was greased. The previous

lubricating compound was composed of coco-nut oil and bees-

wax. The new stuff was concocted of one part of bees-wax and

six parts of tallow ; and there was ' no official knowledge ' of

what the components as supplied by the contractor consisted,

or from what animal's fat the tallow was made. At all events

the sepoys thought that the grease used was a mixture of the

fat of pigs and cows, the animals most abhorrent and sacred to

Musalmans and Hindus respectively. It was in vain that the

suggestion of the men that only wax and oil should be used was

adopted ; that they were allowed to prepare their own mixture
;

and that steps were taken to disabuse their minds of any sinister

intention against their religion. The mischief had been done,

the native officers were afraid of their men, and emissaries to

every regiment in the army spread disaffection successfully

among an excited and credulous soldiery. Even then, had

there been a strong Government and a sufficient European
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force, the Mutiny might have been confined within narrow

limits. As it was, the Bengal army dissolved itself; a remnant
only remained faithful ; and when, after two years of fighting,

peace and order were restored, a new army had to be organized

from the faithful few and from the corps and levies which had
been hastily raised.

//. The A7-mies of India wider the Crotvn

Am.ilga- In November, 1858, Queen Victoria assumed the direct

the'coin-'^
government of India, and the East India Company practically

pany's ceased to exist. Two momentous questions pressed for deci-

European
gJQj-j . f^j-gf ^i-jg {^xxa of European army which should be adopted

Jorces with rrj- • /i • /.,-r,
those of •o'' Indian service ; second, the reconstruction of the Bengal
the Crown, native army, and the strength, composition, officering, and organ-

ization of the native armies generally. A local European army

was proposed by Lord Canning, the Governor-General, and by
others, because they considered that it would be more fully at

the disposal of the Government of India, and more economical

;

and that officers and men would identify themselves with the

country and its inhabitants, providing a source from which

officers could be drawn for various civil employments. On the

other hand, it was urged with equal strength that the British

army should be truly imperial, and ought not to be divided

into two parts serving different masters ; that the spirit and

traditions of the British army could be preserved only by the

return of regiments to England ; and finally that a local army
is worse disciplined and more liable to disaffection than one

which is relieved by units. The advocates of a local army
were also at a disadvantage because what was known as the

' White Mutiny ' contributed to the condemnation of a local

European force. The local European troops objected to being

transferred to the Crown without their wishes being consulted,

and without a bounty. Much discontent, a good deal of open

insubordination, and even more covert disaffection, were

manifested, and 10,000 men took their discharge.

It was accordingly decided that the European army of the

East India Company should be transferred to the Crown. The
infantry became regiments of the line ; and the Bengal, Madras,

and Bombay artillery, and the corresponding corps of Indian

engineers, were amalgamated with the Royal Artillery and

Royal Engineers. A Royal Commission, appointed to advise

on these changes, laid down that the British force should be

80,000 strong, and that the native troops should not exceed it

by more than two to one in the Bengal army and three to one
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in Madras and Bombay; they also recommended that native

regiments should be formed by a general mixture of all classes

and castes. The British force was 69,000 strong at first, but

sank very low in 'actuals' in some subsequent years. The
proportion of British to native troops has been fairly maintained,

taking the regular army as a whole : the * general mixture *

system in native regiments was never wholly adopted, and has

now ceased to exist altogether.

Before passing to the consideration of the native armies as Conditions

they were organized after the close of the Mutiny, a few words °!^ ^f'^'.'-f

are necessary m respect to the employment of the British army troops in

in India. Since the amalgamation of the Company's European India,

troops with the Royal forces, regiments and batteries have been

sent to India and relieved on the same system as for any other

part of the empire, the tour of service being about nine years

for cavalry and sixteen for infantry regiments, and from eleven

to fifteen years for artillery units. Royal Engineer, Medical, and

Veterinary officers come out to India for a term of five years,

but may extend it. While in India, British troops are lent to

and paid for by the Indian Governrnent, and are in many
respects under Indian regulations as regards pay, equipment,

and various other matters.

The Company had always been liable for the cost of the Cliarges

British troops serving in India : and by the Act of 21 Geo. Ill, ^°^ British

1 1 < I , • • , 1- T ,• troopspaul
cap. 70, it had to pay to the king, in the East Indies, two ^y India.

lakhs of current rupees per annum for each and every regiment

consisting of 1,000 men.' In 1788 this was altered to a charge

for 'raising, transporting, and maintaining such forces.' From

1834 to 1857 the average payment was about £195,000

annually. In 1860-1 a capitation rate of £10 was fixed, the

expenses having largely increased, but this plan was abandoned

for one based on 'actual expenses.' Finally, after much dis-

cussion, a capitation rate of £7! was decided on and came

into force in 1890-1. This 'capitation rate' is based on the

charges for enlisting and training the recruit, the pay of young

ofticers before they go to India, a share of the cost of educa-

tional establishments, and the expenses of men sent home
time-expired or invalided. It does not include 'deferred pay'

or gratuities, and transport and non-effective charges are paid

separately. For the ' non-effective ' charges (pensions, &c.) a

capitation rate of £3-^ was paid from 1S61-2 until 1870-r, when

the Indian share of the valuation of pensions granted annually

was capitalized. In 1884-5 ^ "^^^ system was introduced,

spreading the charge over a series of years. All changes and
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improvements in the pay and organization of the British army

necessarily react on Indian finances ; the measures introduced,

as for example the short-service system created by Lord

Cardwell in 1870, are judged best for the whole Imperial

Army; and India has to meet any additional expenditure

which these may entail, although they may not be specially

adapted to her requirements. The ordinary term of a soldier's

service in India has been calculated at five years and four

months, but bounties are given when it is desirable or necessary

to prolong the service of men who could otherwise claim to

go home. The details of interior economy, discipline, and

equipment of units of the British Army serving in India are

much the same as for those serving at home, but, as above

observed, there are certain minor differences.

Rcorgan- When the dying embers of the Mutiny had been stamped
ization of q^^^ tj-,e Government found itself confronted with the task of

armies. replacing, on a sounder basis of organization, a native army

which had broken up in rebellion. The Madras and Bombay
armies, the Hyderabad Contingent, and the Punjab Frontier

Force did not need reconstruction as a consequence of internal

disruption ; but reorganization was general, and the principles

accepted were applied to them also. What had to be dealt

with more immediately were the new corps of horse and foot

which had been raised, and the remnants of the regiments

which had remained faithful.

In 1 86 1 the reorganization of the cavalry and infantry was

announced. Many regiments of irregular horse were disbanded

or incorporated with others. Some regiments and levies of

infantry were broken up ; others were transferred to the newly

organized police force (see chap, xii), which took over various

duties, such as the escort of treasure and the guarding of civil

treasuries, hitherto performed by the army. All native artillery

was abolished, except the batteries of the Punjab Frontier

Force, the Bombay mountain batteries, and the field batteries

of the Hyderabad Contingent.

The'irre- It was decided to organize the whole native army on the
gular'

irregular system, and the cavalry (except in Madras) on the

siI/addr system. The term 'irregular' was not well adapted to

the new plan, which was in every respect 'regular,' except that

there were fewer British officers under this arrangement than

with the old ' regular ' native regiments of the line. In order

to remedy one of the crying evils of the past organization, it was

resolved that every appointment of a British officer to a native

regiment should be deemed a 'staff appointment, and should
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carry with it a staff salary in addition to pay of rank. The powers

of commanding officers were at the same time much increased.

The native cavalry regiments were to consist of 420 sowars

or troopers, with a due proportion of native commissioned and

non-commissioned officers, organized in six troops. Each

regiment was to have a British commandant, a second-in-

command, two squadron officers, an adjutant, and a general-

duty officer. The native infantry regiments were reduced to a

strength of 600 privates, with native commissioned and non-com-

missioned officers, in eight companies. The European officers

were : a commandant, two wing commanders, an adjutant, a

quartermaster, and a general-duty officer. Cavalry and infantry

regiments had therefore six officers each, double the number

of the European officer establishment of the old irregular corps,

but only a fourth of the nominal establishment of the old

regular regiments. The general order effecting these changes

was not published till 1863, and it took some time to apply

the system to the Madras and Bombay armies.

After this reorganization had been completed, the native Reduction

armies stood as follows :

—

'" ^°^^l

strength,

but in-

crease in

British

elemeut.
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been posted direct to an unattached list for the Indian army,

and, after a year's duty with a British regiment in India, have

been appointed to native regiments. Promotion in the Staff

Corps was to be governed by length of service. Officers, after

twelve years' service (subsequently reduced to eleven), were to

become captains ; after twenty years' service, majors ; and after

twenty-six years' service, lieutenant-colonels ; while five years in

this rank gave the brevet rank of colonel. The Staff Corps were

to provide for the native regiments and for the staff and army

departments, as also for civil and political appointments in

which military men might be required. The introduction of

this system was at the outset attended by considerable difficulty.

Officers already in employ had the option of joining the Staft'

Corps or remaining on the old conditions, and there was

a large number of surplus officers arising from the disbandment

of regiments, or from reductions in the strength of the regi-

mental establishments. At the same time the ' cadres ' of the

old regiments were retained, resulting in the unduly rapid pro-

motion of those who had not joined the Staff Corps, and in

their early attainment of ' colonel's allowances ' (which had now

been granted to every lieutenant-colonel after twelve years' ser-

vice in that rank), a special prize corresponding to the colonelcy

of a British regiment, and carrying with it emoluments amount-

ing to £1,124 per annum. These allowances were termed

'off-reckonings,' and were a survival of the far-off days when

the colonels of regiments received contract allowances for the

clothing of their men, a custom obtaining in the British and

Indian services alike. For many years the result of the above

measures was a long list of officers drawing colonel's allowances,

and an unsatisfactory state of regimental as contrasted with

Staff Corps promotion.

Period Between i860 and 1878, the native armies were not engaged

sfi^^^"l
^" ^^y great campaign. There were many expeditions on the

1878. north-west frontier; the China War of i860; various expedi-

tions on the eastern and north-eastern frontiers ; the Abyssinian

War of 1867-8 ; the expedition to Perak ; the dispatch of an

Indian contingent to Malta in 1878; but no field operations

on a large and important scale. The period was comparatively

restful, and much was done to consolidate the new armies and

to meet the difficulties which reorganization had brought in its

train. The establishment of the three armies remained practi-

cally the same, but many changes took place in dress, equip-

ment, and armament : the Enfield rifle was issued to the native

troops, and in 1S74 the first issue of the Snider rifle was made,
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The strength of European officers with native regiments was

increased to seven, and in 1874-5 one or two 'probationers'

were added to each corps to take the place of absentees. In

1875-6 a review of the 'irregular' system took place. The
conclusions arrived at were that it had been successful and that

the establishment of ofificers was sufficient ; but as the cost of

living had increased during the previous twenty years, certain

increases in allowances were given to native officers and
soldiers, and the pension rules were revised.

The Afghan War of 1878-80, involving the employment of a The Army

considerable army and a strain upon the militarv resources, was Commis-

/•/-iri 1 iri /-' ,,- S'On of
fruitful ot lessons m every branch of the art of war and of army 18-9.

organization. Many defects had been observed, and the Army deduction

Organization Commission of 1879 was assembled by Lord number
Lytton not only to devise means for the reduction of military of native

expenditure, but to test how far the existing system had '^^^I'u^"-^r y b J and British

been found adapted to the requirements of troops on active batteries.

service. The British forces in India at this date consisted of

9 cavalry regiments, 50 infantry battalions, and 86 batteries

of horse, field, heavy, garrison, and mountain artillery, while the

composition of the native armies was much the same as that

indicated on page 345. The British troops numbered nearly

65,000, the native troops about 135,000.

The Commission made a most exhaustive and comprehensive

inquiry which eventually gave rise to many important reforms,

but the only immediate outcome was the reduction (in 1881) of

four regiments of native cavalry and eighteen of native infantry,

and an addition of one British officer to each of the remaining

corps. The strength of each regiment was at the same time

generally increased from 499 to 550 of all ranks in the cavalry,

and from 712 to 832 in the infantry. This gave as nearly as

possible the same total establishment as previously existed, and

the Commission were satisfied that increased efficiency and

fighting power would be gained.

The reductions were distributed as follows :

—

Native Native
cavalry. infantry.

Bengal army .... 2 5

Madras ,, . . 8

Bombay „ . . . . i 4
Punjab Frontier Force . . i i

There was also a net reduction of eleven batteries of British

Artillery.

Meanwhile the way was being prepared for the larger reforms Other

proposed by the Army Commission and the Government of *^'i*i"a'-'3'
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Increase
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British

and native

armies in

1SS5-7.

India which had not been accepted by the Secretary of State.

In 1864 tlie three Presidency departments of mihtary account

and audit had been consoUdated into one, under an

Accountant-General attached to the Military Department of the

Government of India. In 1S76 the general management of

the three Remount departments was placed under one head.

In 1884 the three Ordnance departments, which had hitherto

been entirely separate and had conducted their business on

different methods, were amalgamated under one head and

placed under the Government of India. A partial reorganiza-

tion of the transport service was also carried out, and com-

missariat regulations were compiled for all India. The enlist-

ment of certain low-caste Hindus, whose military efficiency

had not been satisfactory, was prohibited ; and an endeavour

was made to carry out the principles of segregation by eliminating

Punjabis from Hindustani regiments and vice versa, while the

mixed troops and companies of the Punjab Frontier Force were

replaced by 'class' troops and companies. Pioneer corps

were instituted for Madras, and Army Hospital native corps were

raised. After the evacuation of Afghanistan, the army saw

some active service in an expedition against the Mahsud Wazirs,

in the Egyptian campaign of 1882, and at Suakin in 1885.

The year 1885 witnessed three events of the first magnitude :

the preparation of a large force for the defence of the north-

western frontier, the commencement of an increase of the army,

and the third Burmese War. The first measure was necessary

in consequence of the conflict between Russian and Afghan

troops at Panjdeh. A force over 65,000 strong, with 168 guns,

was mobilized, and an immense quantity of supplies and trans-

port was collected. Fortunately peace was preserved, but it

was felt that the army in India was no longer strong enough for

the task which might be before it. After the Mutiny the

accepted policy had been the reduction of the native armies to

a strength sufficient for internal security and the local defence

of the border : the possibility of war with a great European

power now rendered it necessary to increase the number of both

British and native troops. It was decided that each of the nine

regiments of British cavalry should receive a fourth squadron
;

the artillery was to recover the eleven batteries reduced in 1881

;

the British infantry was to be augmented by three battalions,

and every battalion was to have 100 men added to it. The
total increase amounted to 10,600 men.

The native armies were to be increased in the following

manner : three new cavalry regiments were to be raised, two in
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Bengal and one in Bombay ; and a fourth squadron was to be

added to all the Bengal and Bombay cavalry regiments, while

the Madras cavalry were to have a regimental strength of 489
in place of 387 of all ranks. The native mountain batteries

were each to have six instead of four guns. The native infantry

of the Bengal army was to be increased by 9 battalions :

namely, 5 of Gurkhas, 2 of Sikhs, and i of Dogras, with i of

Mazhabi Sikhs as pioneers, while every battalion was to be 912

instead of 832 strong. Various subsequent additions, such as

two native mountain batteries, brought up the increase of the

native army to 20,000 men. These increases, which were

completed in 1887, were calculated to cost about two millions

sterling annually, and when they had been carried into effect

the strength of the British and native armies was as shown
below :

—
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It was intended that one battalion should always be at the regi-

mental centre, so that the men might periodically return to

their own neighbourhood.

Another military reform, instituted at the same time as the

linking of battalions, was the formation of a reserve for the

native army. Two such forces were formed, the active and the

garrison reserve. The latterwas to comprise men pensioned after

twenty-one years' colour, or colour and reserve, service ; but this

has been allowed to die out as, since no training was exacted,

the men were found to be useless. The active reserve was to

consist of men who might be allowed to pass to the reserve with

not less than five (since reduced to three) or more than twelve

years' colour service (now a thirty-two years of age limit). The

numbers were originally limited to 218 for an infantry battalion

in the Bengal and Punjab armies, 160 for those of the Madras

and Bombay armies, and 300 for the sappers and miners. This

reserve system was later on extended to native mounted batteries

and to native artillery drivers ; also to railway employes attested

to serve with military railway companies. In 1904 the reserve

amounted to about 25,000 men; and it was then decided to

increase its strength gradually to 50,000 men, reducing the

reserve pay from Rs. 3 to Rs. 2 a month, and also to extend

the reserve system to silladdr cavalry regiments. Arms and

accoutrements are kept in the arsenals and issued at the periods

of training, and kits are stored at the regimental centres.

Reservists were at first called up annually for one month's

training, but in future they will come up every two years for a

two months' period. Reservists obtain a pension of Rs. 3 or Rs.

3-8 a month after twenty-five years' total service. The reserve

system has worked very well in Hindustan and the Punjab, and

fairly so in Bombay, but has never taken strong root in Madras.

Opportunity was at the same time taken to improve the rates of

good-conduct pay and to revise the pension rules, an ordinary

pension being given to all soldiers on completion of twenty-one

years' service ; the scale of gratuities was also made more liberal.

Two further measures were specially consequent on the Burma
War. In March, 1886, levies and military police, composed of

Gurkhas, Punjabis, and Hindustanis, were raised for service in

Burma. These battalions were increased until they attained a

strength of 18,500 men, which on the pacification of the country

was reduced to about 16,000, and they now constitute the Burma

military police. The second measure did not come into force

until 1893, when, in order to improve tlie material of the

Madras army for service in Burma, local battalions were
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formed of Sikhs, Punjabi Muhammadans, Gurkhas, and other

races ; and in the course of a few years eight battalions of

the Madras army were thus reconstituted. An elimination of

the lower classes of Hindus had already taken place in the Bengal

army, their place being filled by Rajputs, Jats, and others.

In the Afghan War of 1878-80 contingents from some of the Constitu-

Native States of the Punjab did good service in the Kurram ^'°" °^

valley; and when war seemed imminent in 1885, the Native Service^

princes of India placed the resources of their States at the dis- troop?,

posal of the Government of India. From this offer arose (in

1889) the body of 'Imperial Service troops,' which are under

the control of the States furnishing them and are commanded
by native officers, subject to the supervision of British inspect-

ing officers who are responsible to the Foreign Department of

the Government of India.

Many other changes and improvements were brought about Other

during this period. We can only mention the most important, ^'^^nges

, . , . ....
, i during tins

and m domg so must necessarily anticipate the course of e^•ents period,

in some cases. As has been explained in chapter x, the

execution and supervision of military works, which had formerly

been carried out by the Department of Civil Public Works, was,

between 1882 and 1890, transferred to a separate Military

Works Department; and this in 1899 was completely mili-

tarized as the Military Works Services.

The first step in the amalgamation of the Presidency Com-
missariat departments was made in 1885, when a Commissary-

General-in-Chief was appointed. In 1886 a plan of mobilization

was started, and that year also saw the transfer of the Punjab

Frontier Force from the control of the Punjab Government to

that of the Commander-in-Chief. In 1888 the departments of

the Adjutant-General and Quartermaster-General in the military

districts were amalgamated, the intention being to form a

higher staff for important military work, routine duties being

relegated to a garrison or station staff. In 1890 the number of

trans-frontier men in the army was increased. In 1891 the

four regiments of Madras cavalry were reorganized in three

regiments of four squadrons each. In the same year the

three Staff Corps were amalgamated into one ' Indian Staff

Corps
'

; four old ' levy ' regiments were re-formed with better

material ; the pay of non-commissioned officers and so7U(Jrs of

the native silladdr cavalry was raised by Rs. 4 per mensem
;

and four years afterwards the pay of all non-commissioned

officers and men in the native artillery, the sappers and miners,

and the native infantry was raised by Rs. 2 per mensem,
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the pay of the sepoy becoming Rs. 9 instead of Rs. 7, a

figure at which it had remained for a great many years. This

latter measure was extended to the Madras cavalry, which is

not on the silladCir system. In 1891 recruiting depots for the

various classes of which the Bengal army is composed were

established, and placed under District recruiting officers, a

system subsequently applied to Madras and Bombay. The
Bombay army likewise shared in the effort to recruit better

material, two regiments being reconstituted as Baluchistan

frontier regiments, composed of Pathans, Hazaras, Baluchis,

and Brahuis, Punjabi Muhammadans, and Sikhs. A little

later a further change took place, undesirable classes being

eliminated, and the 'class company' system introduced in lieu

of the 'general mixture ' organization. A similar measure was,

after prolonged investigation and discussion, applied to the

Madras army.

In 1 89 1-3 the native infantry were armed with the Martini-

Henry rifle, the Lee-Metford magazine rifle having been issued

to the British troops. In the latter half of the decade 1885-95,

assistance was given to the Imperial Government by the employ-

ment of soldiers from the Indian army in temporary service in

Central Africa, East Africa, and Uganda, and also in West

Africa. In 1893 the sixteen Hindustani regiments of the Bengal

army became ' class ' (instead of ' class company ') regiments,

composed of Brahmans, Rajputs, Muhammadans, Jats, and

Gurkhas. This change was introduced because the class sys-

tem attracted a better stamp of men, regiments were more

contented, a sound spirit of rivalry between corps was created,

and the separation of classes was felt to be more consonant with

the general policy than the mixture, for example, of Brahmans

and Rajputs in one body. In the same year the Intelligence

branch of the Quartermaster-General's department at Army
Head Quarters was reorganized and strengthened.

During this period the army was engaged in military opera-

tions in Burma for several years ; on the eastern and north-

eastern frontier against the Chins and Lushais (1890-3) ; in

Manipur (1891) ; and against the Abors (1894). The north-

west frontier was the scene of the Black Mountain expedition

in 1888, of the two Miranzai expeditions in 1891, and of the

Hunza Nagar fighting in the same year. Fighting in

^^'azTristan in 1894-5 was followed by the defence and relief

of Chitral in 1895.

Abolition The year 1893 is memorable for the passing by Parliament
of the of the Madras and Bombay Armies Act (56 & 57 Vict.,
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cap. 62), abolishing the office of Commander-in-Chief in tliose separate

armies, and withdrawing the power of miHtary control hitherto ^"suiency

exercised by the Governments of the two Presidencies. This

measure, which took effect in April, 1895, brings to a natural

conclusion the section recounting the changes which took place

in the Presidency armies after the great Mutiny of 1857. Of
lower strength than their predecessors, but more powerful

in efficiency and armament, their quality was tried in many
campaigns ; the general reorganization consequent on the re-

construction of the Bengal army was followed by alternate

periods of rest, reform, and reduction ; and then by increase,

improvement, and the unification of the great departments of

military business. The time was nov/ ripe for the consolidation

of military control and the application of a more modern

system of army administration.

///. Unification of the Armies and present Military

Organization

The Army Organization Commission of 1879 had recom- Organiza-

mended the abolition of the Presidency army system, and the tion of

division of the Indian army into four territorial army corps presidency

under one supreme authority. The cause of the existence of armies into

the separate armies has been explained : they were the actual
|^i\(Js°"^"

result of military establishments formed at three independent

bases far distant from each other. In the course of years it

had come to be an anachronism that the Central Government

should have but little authority, and the Commander-in-Chief

in India none at all, over the native armies of Madras and

Bombay, which were, moreover, largely stationed outside those

Presidencies. The evils of this state of things were many and

varied. But this was not all. The Bengal army, occupying

an area of immense extent, had become unwieldy for a single

command and was in danger of becoming homogeneous. It

was accordingly felt that the division of the army into four

great parts, primarily connected with the Punjab, Hindustan

proper, Bombay, and Madras, would best prevent its fusion into

one huge body of soldiers. As already stated, various measures

subsidiary to this end, such as the unification of military de-

partments, had been gradually carried out before the Madras

and Bombay Armies Act was passed. After much deliberation

and discussion, the new system came into being in April, 1895,

and India was now divided into four territorial commands,

VOL. IV. A a
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named after tlie Punjab, Bengal, Madras, and Bombay. Speak-

ing generally, the Punjab command covered the Punjab and

what is now the North-West Frontier Province ; the Bengal

command included Assam, Bengal, the United Provinces, and

parts of the Central Provinces and Central India ; the Madras

command comprised the Madras Presidency, the British

garrisons in Plyderabad and Mysore, and Burma ; while the

Bombay command included the Bombay Presidency (with

Aden), Baluchistan, and Rajputana, and parts of Central India

and the Central Provinces. The troops in these commands

comprised the British soldiers stationed therein and the native

troops naturally belonging to the areas or specially attached

thereto. Each command was placed under a Lieutenant-

General, who was supplied with a complete army and depart-

mental staff, and was given power to transact a certain

amount of business which had formerly been dealt with at

Army Head-Quarters or by the Military Department. Before

further describing the constitution and organization of the army

as it existed in 1904, we may note the successive changes

introduced since 1895.

Subse- The period 1 895-1 903 was marked by important military

quent operations. Between 1895 and 1898 the campaigns on the

co'mpo- north-west frontier engaged a large body of troops, British and
sition of native ; 1 899-1 900 saw the dispatch to South Africa of a force

and rcR^'^^
of British troops from India which saved Natal, and the supply of

ments.' large quantities of stores of all kinds ; in 1 900-1 the expedition

to China took place ; and in 190 1-2 operations in Wazlristan.

It is not possible to deal in detail with the changes and

improvements made during the last few years, but progress has

been very marked. The causes of this increased activity are

—first, that owing to financial difficulties and the frontier

campaigns of 1897, many desired reforms and improvements

had been postponed ; secondly, these campaigns taught many

lessons which had to be considered, while the march of events

in Central Asia and the Far East showed that India is now
more than ever connected with world-politics ; and thirdly, the

South African War conveyed an object-lesson of the greatest

significance. To deal first with changes in the army, and its

composition. In 1897 certain local corps, hitherto under the

Foreign Department, viz. the Central India Horse, the Bhopal

battalion, the Deoli and Erinpura Irregular Forces, and the

Merwara battalion, were brought under the Commander-in-

Chief and allotted to the commands according to their geo-

graphical situation. The Malwa and Mewar BhTl corps were
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exempted from this change, but these corps will probably

be converted into military police. The cavalry and infantry

of the Hyderabad Contingent were reorganized on the

class squadron and company system. In 1898-1902 the

establishments of British and native mountain batteries were

strengthened, and two native mountain batteries and five

native infantry battalions were added to the Punjab and

Bengal commands. The infantry battalions were raised to

replace five corps lent to the Imperial Government for service

at colonial garrisons, such as Mauritius, Ceylon, and Singapore.

Indian troops were first employed in colonial garrisons in 1898,

but the larger measure arose from the call made on India

during the South African War and is now accepted as a per-

manent arrangement. Other important changes have been the

reconstitution of four regiments of the Bengal portion of the

army, three as Muhammadans of the Eastern Punjab and

Hindustan, and one as a pioneer regiment of Lobana Sikhs

and Jats ; and the incorporation of the Punjab Frontier Force

as an integral part of the Punjab command. The Madras army

has undergone considerable changes. In 1895 Telugus were

eliminated, and the remaining material gradually improved.

Between 1902 and 1904 two infantry battalions were recon-

stituted from Moplahs, and one battalion was converted into

a Gurkha corps, while nine others have been transformed

into battalions of Punjabis, leaving the locally recruited

Madras regiments at thirteen. The former material of a

regiment of Madras cavalry has also been replaced by a large

infusion of men from Rajputana and the Punjab. The
Bombay army has not undergone any important change, but

its material has been gradually improved by the elimination

of the less efficient elements. The Bombay sappers were

increased by two ordinary companies in 1902-3, and by a

fortress company for Aden. The Hyderabad Contingent was

broken up in 1904, in consequence of the arrangement con-

cluded with the Nizam in respect to Berar. Its cavalry was

formed into three regiments of four squadrons, instead of four

regiments of three squadrons each, and was transferred to the

Bombay command ; the field batteries were abolished ; and

the six battalions of infantry were transferred to the Madras

command. Aurangabad and Bolarum are the only old stations

of the Contingent now retained.

In 1896 the three Presidency Medical services were anial- onicr

gamated under a Director-General. In 1897-8 the liritish chani^cs,

infantry in India was reduced by one battalion, twenty men ' ^ '-'

A a 2
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being added to each of tlie remaining fifty-two battalions ; the

military factories were placed under the direct administration

of the Director-General of Ordnance ; and the issue of cordite

\vas commenced to the artillery. Sanitary officers were

appointed to conimands and to Army Head-Quarters ; and

a messing allowance of 3^. per diem to British soldiers,

following the measure introduced in the home army, was

granted in India, In 1899 it was decided to withdraw regular

troops from the Khyber, and from the Kurram, Tochi, and

ShahCir valleys, and to garrison these outlying positions by

militia or military police. These changes, which were intended

to effect a greater concentration of the regular forces on the

frontier, have since been gradually carried out.

The years 1 899-1 901 witnessed special activity in re-

modelling and improving armament, equipment, mobilization,

and defences, while many measures then resolved upon were

carried out in 1902 and 1903. In 1900 a considerable change

took place in the regimental system of the native army, by the

introduction of the ' double company ' organization in place of

' wings ' or half battalions. The change followed the squadron

system of the cavalry. While retaining the native officers in

comrnand of companies, it linked the eight companies of a

battalion in four pairs of double companies, each in command
of a British officer, the object being to give more definite

responsibility to the British officers and to obtain a more

manageable unit than the ' wing' of four companies. Between

1900 and 1904 about 400 British officers were added to the

native army, so as to increase the number on duty with cavalry

and infantry regiments. In January, 1903, the designation

' Indian Staff Corps,' as applied to the British officers with the

native army, was superseded by the more appropriate term
' Indian Army,' since most of these officers are on regimental

and not on staff duty. In 1900 the reorganization of the

transport service was finally authorized. The idea was to

substitute organized corps and cadres of camel, mule, and cart

transport, commanded by European officers, for the unorgan-

ized transport allotted to regiments and to depots, and, by

means of ' enumeration officers,' to ascertain the resources of

the country so that it might be possible to expand the peace

transport to meet the exigencies of war. The re-armament of

the British infantry with the Lee-Metford rifle was completed

in 1899, the cavalry having been armed v/ith the Lee-Enfield

carbine in 1897. In 1900-1 the -303 magazine rifle was intro-

duced for the native army, and the re-armament of the regular
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troops was completed in 1902-3. A new mountain gun was

introduced ; many improvements were made in the field artil-

lery ; a large number of machine guns were obtained ; a cordite

factory was established ; additional ammunition was issued for

practice ; and the coast defences were improved. The year

1900-1 also saw the inception of other measures of reform,

such as mounted infantry schools ; improvements in the Com-
missariat department, whose title was now changed to ' Supply

and Transport Corps
'

; increase in artillery horses and the

establishment of mountain batteries ; development of the plan

of mobilization, and increased equipments and stores ; the

completion of frontier defences and communications ; simpli-

fication in the methods of military audit and accounting ; and

reform of the Horse-breeding and Remount departments. The
commissariat service has received special attention of recent

years ; besides various reforms in its internal economy, the

staff of officers and subordinates has been increased, and their

pay and prospects improved ; and new administrative appoint-

ments have been made. In a cognate business, the supply

of fodder, milk, and butter, great progress has been made

in the establishment of grass and dairy farms. In 1901

promotion in the Staff Corps (now ' Indian Army ') was

accelerated, the ranks of captain and major being attainable

in nine and eighteen years instead of in eleven and twenty

years. In April, 1902, consequent on the grant of increased Increase

pay to the army at home, the pay of the British soldier in
J^'j.j'"Jj"

India was increased by 2d. a day \ and in April, 1904, a further troops.

increase of from J^d. to "^d. a day was given, in the form of

service pay, augmenting Indian military expenditure by

£700,000 annually. In 1902-3 the scattered ambulance

establishment was organized into an Army Bearer Corps.

Three howitzer batteries were added to the artillery ; a corps Reform

of frontier garrison artillery was formed from the existing '", ,^,''"

.
, , . .

artillery.

native garrison battery ; and various improvements were made
in the Army Hospital Corps, in the nursing service, and in

the body of military Hospital Assistants. The ' brigade

'

system for mounted artillery— i.e. the association of three field

or two horse-artillery batteries, under a lieutenant-colonel, as

a tactical and administrative unit—was introduced, and ammu-
nition columns were reorganized.

In 1903-4 various further measures were carried out. The Other

transport organization was more fully developed by the estab-
'''^'^""s.

lishment of thirteen additional mule corps and cadres, and

horses were partially substituted for bullocks in four heavy
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batteries. In ev'ery battalion of British infantry, and in the

majority of native infantry battalions, not less than 160 men are

to be trained in mounted infantry duties, so that on mobilization

two battalions of four companies each (one British and one

native) will be available for each division. Coast defences

were, and are still being, developed in pursuance of a definite

scheme. A consecutive renumbering of native cavalry and

infantry regiments, which had previously been numbered in the

separate series of the old armies, was carried out. A military

railway company was added to the army, and a second company

has since been raised. Burma was separated from the Madras

command, and constituted an independent military charge.

The Ordnance department was greatly developed, in pur-

suance of the policy that India should be self-supporting as

regards munitions of war.

In a sketch of this kind it would be impossible to do justice

to the great improvement which has taken place in the sanitary

conditions of British and native troops in India. A more

rational system of clothing and head-protection, more temperate

habits, vastly improved barracks, better opportunities for recrea-

tion and exercise, better food, improved water-supply and

drainage, greater care of the soldier when sick and attention to

hygiene generally, the development of stations and hutted

camps in the hills to which more than a third of the British

army proceed in the summer months, the practice of sending

fresh arrivals from England to the hills, have all contributed to

the better health of the soldiers in India, and that of their

native comrades has also undergone great improvement^ Nor
must omission be made of the fact that the moral, as well as

the material, welfare of the British soldier has been advanced.

The command of Lord Roberts (1885-93) will ever be

associated with this progress, and especially with the establish-

ment of soldiers' institutes.

The result of the changes introduced in 1895, and of subse-

quent developments, was, as we have seen, the division of the

army of India into four large commands, or territorial forces,

with the independent military district of Burma, which became

practically a fifth command. These commands were subdivided

into military districts, but they were not in any way organized

army corps, nor were the troops in the military district organized

in divisions and brigades. The total number of regular troops

in each command in 1903 is given below :

—

For statistics, see Vol. I, chap, x (Public Health, &c.).
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Coaimand.
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that the old Madras command has been aboHshed, being

replaced by the independent Secunderabad division.

Aclminis- Subject to the control of the Crown exercised by the Secre-
tration of

^^ ^f gfatg foj- India, the supreme authority over the army in
the army.
Theformer India is vested in the Governor-General-in-Council. One of

Military
tj^g members of Council, commonly called the ' Military Mem-

jne„t, ber/ formerly dealt directly with the administrative and financial

business of the army, and was the medium for the submission

to the Government of India of the proposals of the Commander-

in-Chief, who was, and still is, responsible for discipline and

executive control. The post of Military Member dates from

1861, and the holder of it was always an officer of the British or

Indian army. He presided over what was known as the Military

Department : namely, the Military Secretariat of the Govern-

ment of India, which had under it various executive departments.

The Commander-in-Chief is practically always appointed to be

an Extraordinary Member of Council, ranking there next after

the Viceroy ; and being thus 'in the Cabinet' and superior in

rank to the Military Member, he occupies a more important

position than that formerly held by the Commander-in-Chief

at home.

Army and Since March, 1906, the system of administration of the
Military army has been recast. The supreme authority still vests in the

Depart- Governor-General-in-Council, subject to the control referred to

raents. above ; but the business connected with military affairs is now
conducted through two Departments—the Army Department

and the Department of Military Supply—which have taken the

place of the former Military Department. The Army Depart-

ment, in charge of the Commander-in-Chief, deals with all

affairs concerning the army except those specially allotted to

the Department of Military Supply, and also disposes of busi-

ness connected with cantonments and the volunteers. The
Department of Military Supply, whicli is in charge of an

Ordinary Member of Council, deals with matters connected

with important army contracts, and the supply and registration

of transport animals ; and also controls the working of the

departments of Ordnance, Remounts, Military Works, Army
Clothing, and the Royal Indian Marine, as well as the military

work of the Indian Medical Service. The Military Accounts

department, formerly under the Military Department, has now
become a branch of the Finance Department. A Secretary

has been appointed to each of the Army and Military Supply

Departments, with the usual powers of a Secretary to the

Government of India.
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The administrative departments under the Military Supply Adminis-

Department thus deal with supply and transport 'in part)
; pa,\\^^^g,,fs'

clothing ; ordnance ; medical stores ; and horse-breeding and under tlie

remount work. The Military A\^orks Services are also under j!^'^''f'

>'

bupplyDe-
the Military Supply Department, so far as the financial and panir.ent.

technical side of their business is concerned.

Up to 1905 the Supply and Transport Corps, until recently The

known as the Commissariat Transport department, was entirely ^.I'PP'v^nn
^ ^ ^

\. ran sport
under the Military Department. The Military Supply Depart- Coips.

ment is now responsible for the supply and storage in bulk of

all provisions and stores, and for the registration and provision

of transport animals and attendants. The executive control of

the corps, the administration of transport units when formed,

and questions relating to the distribution of stores to troops

have, however, been transferred to the Commander-in-Chief.

The officers of the corps are recruited from both the Indian

and British armies. Between 1899 and 1904, ninety British

officers were added to the corps. In its supply branch it deals

with the food of the British troops and of the horses of British

mounted corps, and with bedding, barrack, and hospital sup-

plies ; in certain localities, too, this corps supplies native troops

;

and it undertakes the whole of the supply of both British and

native troops when on active service ^ The recent reorganiza-

tion of the transport has already been mentioned. This now

consists of 21 mule corps, 18 cadres of mule corps, 9 silladar

camel cadres, and 2 pony cart train cadres. A mule corps is

commanded by a British officer, and is divided into two sub-

divisions, each in charge of a warrant officer. Those for use

with cavalry brigades are divided into six draught and four

pack troops, each under a daffaddr, and have a total strength

of 552 of all ranks, with 936 mules. Those for use with other

arms are divided into nine pack troops, each under a daffaddr,

and have a total strength of 38S of all ranks, with 840 mules.

Cadres of mule corps are commanded by a British oflicer, and

maintain practically the full number of supervising and artificer

establishments. They have, however, a much smaller number

of mules. A silladar camel corps is commanded by a British

officer, and is divided into four subdivisions, each in charge of

a native officer. The total strength of the corps is 405 of all

ranks, with 357 camels (augmented on mobilization to 1,068).

Four camel corps have recently been raised in connexion

with the grant of lands for colonization under the Chenab

Canal in the Punjab, camel-owners who receive such lands

' In times of peace native troojis usually provide tiieir own food.
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being reciuired to keep a specified number of camels avail-

able for military service. Each transport corps and cadre has

a fixed head-quarters station, situated where possible in the

area whence additional animals would be drawn, and here

reserves of gear and equipment are maintained. Reserves

of drivers and artificers have been formed, and a large staff

of officers is employed in the enumeration and registration of

the animals available in case of war. Though the organiza-

tion of the transport is of comparatively recent date, consider-

able success has been achieved, and some of the silladdr camel

corps were recently sent to Somaliland. The Army Clothing

department, now under a separate Director, has factories and

stores at Calcutta and Madras, whence clothing is supplied to

the British army and the native infantry. Boots are manufac-

tured at Messrs. Cooper, Allen & Co.'s factory at Cawnpore,

which also supplies, direct, a large quantity of equipment to the

native army.

The Ordnance department issues all munitions of war,

and many kinds of military stores, for the army and volunteers.

It also supplies arms and ammunition to the Imperial Service

troops, the frontier militia, and the police. Large reserves of

ammunition and military stores, siege trains, and engineer

and ordnance field parks are maintained in the arsenals, of

which there are nine, with four dep6ts. The department is

controlled by a Director-General of Ordnance, and is divided

into northern and southern circles of supply with an Inspector-

General at the head of each. The manufacturing establish-

ments, which are in charge of an Inspector-General of Factories,

are as follows : a gun and shell factory at Cossipore, near

Calcutta ; small-arm ammunition factories at Dum Dum in

the same neighbourhood, and at Kirkee in the Bombay
Presidency ; a cordite factory at Wellington in the Nllgiri

Hills; a harness and saddlery factory at Cawnpore, and

a similar but smaller institution at Madras ; and a central

gun-carriage factory at Jubbulpore (Central Provinces). A rifle

factory and rolling mills at Ishapore (near Calcutta) are now at

work ; and when the manufacture of field guns at Cossipore

is carried into effect, India will be practically independent

of England for all war material except the heaviest guns.

The Military Accounts department is composed of officers

drawn from the army, with a subordinate account and a

clerical service, and has at its head an Accountant-General.

It is charged with the duty of auditing army accounts and the

compilation of the expenditure ; and at present its principal
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officers are four Controllers of Military Accounts, stationed at

Calcutta, Poona, Madras, and Rawalpindi, each of whom is

assisted by a staff of paying, auditing, and accountant officers.

As stated above, the Military Accounts department is now
under the control of the Finance Department.

The Medical Store department, which is administered by The Medi-

the Director-General, Indian Medical Service, maintains 'f^
^'"^^

medical store depots at Lahore, Calcutta^ Madras, Bombay, ment. The

and Rangoon, containing all kinds of medical stores and Indian

hospital equipments. At these depots, except that at Service.

Rangoon, which is a supply depot only, drugs of various

kinds and medicines are manufactured. The Director-

General, Indian Medical Service is under the Home Depart-

ment as regards civil duties ; but he is also the adviser

of the Military Supply Department on all questions relating to

the Indian Medical Service and the Indian subordinate

medical dei)artment. It may be mentioned here that the

Indian Medical Service is primarily a military service ; but

while each unit in the native army has a medical officer from

this service attached to it, and certain commands and military

districts have drawn their administrative medical officers from

the same source, a large number of the members of the

service are employed in civil duties, a considerable proportion

being held available for military duty when active service

requires their presence.

The Remount department, under a Director-General, deals The Re-

wiih the breeding and supply of horses for the army. There are 'jiount

live remount depots, at .Saharanpur and Hapur (United Provinces), mcnt.

Mona (Punjab), Ahmadnagar (Bombay), and Hosur (Madras).

The control of horse, mule, and donkey-breeding in certain

selected Districts of the United Provinces, the Punjab, IJaluchis-

tan and Sind, and the Bombay Deccan has been transferred

from the Civil \'eterinary to the Army Remount department

;

outside these areas the former department continues to control

breeding. The system is to purchase young stock at an early

age, and rear them on (jovernment runs. Australian horses

are also imported, for the British mounted services chiefly,

while Arabs are likewise obtained for cavalry in limited numbers.

Country-bred horses, on which the native cavalry are mainly

mounted, have been improved in the last thirty years, and are

superior in hardiness and endurance to the Australian.

Officers of the Royal Engineers in India are primarily The Mili-

employed on military works, with the native sappers and Jji''y;^o'''^=5

miners, in the submarine mining corps, and on the army staff.
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A considerable number are also employed in the Public

Works and other civil departments, and would, in the event

of mobilization, be drawn upon for the requirements of the

army. The Director-General of Military Works, who deals

with fortifications, defences, and military works generally, is in

that capacity under the Military .Supply Department, but he

is also head of the Royal Engineers in India and the adviser

of the Commander-in-Chief on technical questions.

Army The Head-Quarters Staff of the army, which is directly

Ouaitds
^'''dcr the Commander-in-Chief as such, comprises the following

chief staff officers : the Chief of the Staff, the Quartermaster-

General, the Adjutant-General, the Principal Medical Officer,

His Majesty's Forces, and the Military Secretary. Each of

these officers has various deputies and assistants.

The Chief of the Staff deals with questions of military

policy ; the organization and distribution of the army, and its

preparation for war ; intelligence ; mobilization
;

plans of

operations ; the higher training and education of the army

;

and manoeuvres. The Quartermaster-General is responsible

for the organization, training, and administration of the

Transport, Veterinary, and Supply services ; the accommodation

and movements of troops, and questions relating to canton-

ments. The Adjutant-General is concerned with recruiting, and

the discipline, training, education, and equipment of units.

The Principal Medical Officer, His Majesty's Forces in

India, is the responsible adviser of the Commander-in-Chief

on all points connected with the health, the sanitary arrange-

ments, and the medical institutions of troops. He is the

head of that portion of the Military Medical Service in India

which comprises the officers of the Army Medical Staff and

Royal Army Medical Corps, who come out to India for a

term of duty (usually five years), and those officers of the

Indian Medical Service, and members of the Indian sub-

ordinate medical department (military assistant-surgeons and

hospital assistants), who are on military duty. He also con-

trols the Army Hospital and Army Bearer Corps, and Queen

Alexandra's military nursing service for India, consisting of

eighty-four nursing sisters. Each command has a special

sanitary officer, whose duties are to investigate the causes of

disease, to give practical advice in sanitary matters, and to

carry out scientific investigations ; and there is a similar officer

at Army Head-Quarters.

The Military Secretary deals with appointments, promotions,

exchanges^ and retirements.
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Since 1895 the powers of the Commander-in-Chief as such Towers of

have been much extended, while at the same time he has ^'^^ ^°"V
been freed from a good deal of petty business. For filling chref.""''^"

up the higher commands and staff appointments, the approval

of the Secretary of State for India is required, besides that of

the Governor-General-in-Council ; and in the case of British

service ofificers the concurrence of the Army Council has to

be obtained for all appointments of any consequence. Minor
staff and regimental posts, again, are dealt with by the

Lieutenant-Generals of the commands, and the Military Supply

Member has the right of appointment in the departments

subordinate to him ; but subject to these exceptions, all

important army patronage vests in the Commander-in-Chief,

and much of the business that formerly used to go before the

Government of India is now dealt with at Army Head-

Quarters. The Commander-in-Chief's direct financial powers

are limited to sanctioning expenditure not provided by

regulations up to a limit of Rs. 50,000 a year.

The Lieutenant-Generals of the main commands are each Lieutenant-

assisted by an army and departmental staff, the principal Generals

officers in which are the following : Deputy Adjutant-General, mands.

Colonel on the Staff (Brigadier-General) for Royal Artillery,

Chief Engineer, Principal Medical Officer, Inspector-General

of Ordnance (two for the former four commands), and Inspector

of Supply and Transport. The Controller of Military Accounts

in each command is also the financial adviser of the Li€utenant-

General of the command.

The local heads of the Army departments carry on their

duties under the general regulations applicable to the depart-

ment, but in their executive work act under the Lieutenant-

General of the command.

Each of the four commands formerly existing was divided into Military

first and second class military districts as follows :

—

districts,

Punjab Conwiand.

Three first-class districts : Lahore, Peshawar, and Rawalpindi.

Three second-class districts: Deiajat, Kohat, and Sirhind.

Bengal Command.

Two first-class districts : Meerut and Oudh.

Six second-class disrlicts: Assam, Presidency, Allahabad, Pundelkhand,

RohilUhand, and Nerbitdda.

Bombay Cofiimand.

Three first-class districts : Mhow, Puona, and Quetta.

Five second-class .districts: Aden, Bombay, Dccsa, Sind, and Na^pur.
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New
organiza-

tion by
divisions

and
brigades.

Madras Commaiid.

One fir-t-class district : Secunderabad.

Four second-class districts: Hangalore, Madras, Southern, and Bel-

gaum.

Adding the Mandalay second-class district in Burma, we get in

all 9 ordinary first-class and ig second-class districts.

The reorganization scheme referred to on pages 359-60 has,

however, materially altered the distribution of military districts

and their component stations, and the former have been re-

arranged so that each may supply a brigade on mobilization.

The present arrangement is as shown below ; but eventually

each division outside Burma will be constituted so as to com-

prise one cavalry and three infantry brigades for mobilization,

besides the necessary divisional troops (artillery, sappers, pio-

neers, &c.), and a sufficient garrison force for the maintenance

of internal order :

—

Division.

1st. Peshawar

Brigades.

j Naushahra (infantry)

( Naushahra (cavalry)

( Abbottabad
and. Rawalpindi . 1 Jhelum

(Sialkot (cavalry) .

3rd. Lahore

.

/Jullundur .

J
iSirhind

]
Ambala (cavalry)

\ Ferozepore .

Quetta and Sind.

Mhow, Deesa, Nagpur,
Nerbudda, and Bundel-
khand.

4th. Quetta . . Karachi

[NasTrabad .

5th. Mhow . . \ Jubbulpore .

(
Jhansi . . .

[Bombay
6th. Poona . . 1 Ahmadnagar

I Belgaum

[Bareilly

7th. Meerut . . \ Garhwal
(Meerut (cavalry) .

I^

Allahabad .

Sih. Lucknow . I Fyzabad
\ Presidency (Calcuttal

I Assam

Bangalore (cavalry)

I
,,

(infantry)

9th. Secunderabad. J -^^"^""^^^^'"^^^VfnZlrS h^;^^^^^^^^

Madras
\ Southern

Former military Districts
comprised in new Division '.

Peshawar.

Rawalpindi.

Lahore and Sirhind.

j
Poona, Bombay, and

I

Belgaum.

Meerut and Rohilkhand.

Oudh, Allahabad, Presi-

sidency, and Assam.

(infantry)
j

Madras, and Southern.

' These correspondences are approximate only.
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Division. Brijradcs. Former military Districts
"^ comprised ni new Division i.

Burma . .
jM^ndalay

. . .1 Mandalay.
I Rangoon . .

)

Independent bri- (Kohat. . , . Kohat.
gades - North- -'Derajat . . • 1 Derajat.em command. ( Bannu . . . .

'
^'"'•'J'^'-

., Western
,

command. [Aden .... Aden.

The distribution and organization of the army in 1906 is

shown in Appendix I.

The officer commanding a division is ordinarily a major-

general while the brigades are commanded according to their

importance by major-generals, brigadier-generals, or colonels

on the staff. The divisional commanders have been entrusted

with wide powers, thus relieving the Lieutenant -Generals of

commands of much routine work and setting them free for

a more thorough inspection of their troops.

The head-quarters staffs of divisions and brigades are amal-

gamated, i.e. they all belong to one department, the Adjutant-

General's ; but certain officers perform routine duties ; others those

relating to training and preparation for war, e.g. armament, in-

struction, and organization ; and others again those relating to

maintenance and movement, e.g. camps and mobilization.

Commands and army staff appointments are as a rule divided Distribu-

equallv between the British and Indian services ; but certain *'°" °^
." '

.
commands

classes of appointments are generally reserved to Indian officers, between

e. g. those in the Military Accounts, Remounts, and Judge Kntish nnd

Advocate-General's departments. The maximum number ofsgrvj^gg

general officers of the Indian army is limited to 3 generals, &c.

5 lieutenant-generals, and 22 major-generals. Promotion is by

selection to fill a general officer's appointment, or as a reward

for distinguished service.

Officers in India must either have obtained a staff college Training

certificate or have qualified for promotion to field rank and °^ o"i^e''s.

passed the higher standard examination in Hindustani, in order

to attain to the staff. The establishment of an Indian Staff

College at Quetta has been sanctioned'^, and measures have been

taken to improve the regimental training of officers. There are

special veterinary, signalling, supply, transport, pioneer, explo-

sives, and gymnastic classes, while engineer officers can go

through courses of instruc^tion in submarine mining and in

' These correspondences are ap|)roximate only.

* Pending the completion of buildings at Quetta, instruction was begun

at Deoluli in 1905.
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Organiza-

tion and
strength

of British

telegraphy. The general tactical training of the army is carried

on by means of annual field training, and by manoeuvres on

varying scales.

I'he organization and interior economy of the units of the

British army serving in India are similar to those of the units

at home ; the arms, equipment, and uniform are the same gener-

resimcnts, ally, but khaki drill (red or blue serge in the cold weather) and
^^'

lighter helmets are worn. Every unit has an establishment of

native followers, including a quartermaster's establishment of

lascars for the care of tents, pakhdlis (water-carriers with

bullocks), sweepers, &:c., and a 'conservancy' establishment

of bhisiis (water-carriers), sweepers, and carts. Mounted units

have, in addition, native artificers and ' syces ' (grooms). Every

unit has camp equipage in its charge, and can usually move at

a few hours' notice.

The authorized strengths of the units of the British army

servinsf in India are as follows :

—

Unit. Officers.

Cavalry regiment

Horse or fiekl battery

Howitzer field battery

Heavy battery (half horsed)

,, „ (bullock draught)

Mountain battery

Garrison company .

Infantry battalion .

39

5

5

5

5

6

5
29

Warrant
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Western command—Muhammadans of the Deccan, Raj-

putana, and the Punjab; Pathans and Baluchi's; Marathas;
and Hindus from Rajputana and Hindustan.

Burma division—Muhammadans from the Punjab, Sikhs,

and Gurkhas.

The recruiting of the native army is now largely undertaken

by recruiting staff officers who are permanently allotted to par-

ticular areas, but (in the cavalry especially) men often join

through the agency of their relatives and friends. Enlistment

is for general service, within or without British territories, and

beyond sea if necessary. The age of enlistment is from sixteen

to twenty-five years ; and the standard of height for dismounted

services is 5 feet 4 inches, except in the case of Gurkhas, who
are accepted at 5 feet. The height for cavalry recruits is at the

discretion of the Officer Commanding the regiment. In times of

peace the soldier may take his discharge after three years' service.

Cavalry regiments and infantry battalions are organized in

four squadrons or double companies, each commanded by

a British officer, who is responsible to the Commandant for

the training and efficiency and everything connected with his

squadron or double company. A junior British officer is also,

as a rule, attached to each sc^uadron or double company. An
adjutant and a quartermaster are allowed for each unit.

Native officers, termed risdlddrs and ressaiddrs in the cavalry

and subahddrs in the infantr)', command each half-squadron or

company, and all orders to the native ranks are issued through

them. The senior of them has the title of mJ/i/ar-major or

sFibahddr-mn]or. They are assisted by a junior native officer,

cixWed Sijeinaddr ; ?iX\<l a. Jettiaddr is also allowed to assist the

British adjutant.

The authorized strengths of the units of the native army are

as follows :

—

Organiza-

tion of

rej;iments,
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Powers of The powers of coniuianding officers of native regiments are
command-

,>onsiderable, but it is held by many authorities that they could

&c. be increased with advantage. They can make promotions in

the non-commissioned ranks, but appointment to or promotion

in the commissioned grade can only be recommended to

superior authority. They have, however, no power to reduce

or discharge non-commissioned officers, or to discharge men
(save in the case of cavalry men who fail to become good

riders), such as existed for some years after the Mutiny. These

powers are exercised by the officer commanding the brigade,

while the Lieutenant-General of the command has the power

of dismissing or discharging a native officer. The commanding
officer of any corps or detachment has, however, a large power

in the ' summary court martial,' which may be held by him

alone, 'attended' only by British or native officers, and may
try most military offences. Such a court martial may pass any

sentence allowed by the articles of war, except death, trans-

portation, or imprisonment for more than a year, and may carry

it out at once. Corporal punishment not exceeding fifty lashes

may be given for certain offences, but is rarely awarded, and

the amount of military crime is, on the whole, very small in

the native army. The native officers have power to inflict

minor punishments.

Pay and
'^'^^ P^Y of the officers of the Indian army is on two lines,

promotion pay of rank plus pay of appointment. The jjay of rank rises

offico-s of
"^"^"^ '^^^ ^"5 i^'ioiithly as lieutenant to Rs. 827 as lieutenant-

the Indian colonel. The pay of appointment in native regiments rises

army, and
fj.Qj^ j>^g_ j^q ^q j^g_ ^^q jj^ cavalrv, and from Rs. 100 to Rs.

matters. 600 in infantry regiments. Thus the total pay of a lieutenant

of cavalry and squadron officer would be Rs. 375, and of a

lieutenant and double-company officer of infantry Rs. 325
monthly. The staff pay attached to non-regimental appoint-

ments rises to Rs. 1,000 monthly, but the pay of the higher staff

appointments and commands is consolidated.

The promotion of officers of the Indian army continues to

be regulated by a time scale which gives nine years as

lieutenant, nine years as captain, and eight years as major,

promotion to the rank of lieutenant-colonel being thus attain-

able after twenty-six years' service. Promotion is in all cases

subject to the required professional examinations being passed

satisfactorily. Accelerated promotion to the rank of lieutenant-

colonel is, however, allowed in the case of a major selected for

the command of a regiment or battalion, or for certain pre-

scribed staff or administrative appointments. A lieutenant-
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colonel who has held for three years such a command or

appointment may be promoted to the brevet or substantive

rank of colonel. Otherwise, six years' service in the rank of

lieutenant-colonel is required before promotion. The rank of

colonel does not carry any increase of emoluments in India.

The tenure of regimental commands is now ordinarily for

five years, which may be extended to seven. A regimental

officer appointed to the staff or to a military department for

any but a brief period is .seconded in his regiment. If per-

manently appointed to civil or political employ, he is struck

off the roll of his regiment and, after ten years, off the effec-

tive list of the army, rising on a supernumerary list to the rank

of lieutenant-colonel, but no higher.

Hindustani may be regarded as the common language of

the Indian army ; but officers have to pass not only the

higher standard examination in this, but also an examina-

tion in the language mostly used by the men of their corps

:

e.g. Hindi, MarathI, Parbattia, Punjabi, Pashtu, Persian, or

Tamil.

One of the great difficulties in Indian army organization is

the supply of officers. As has been shown, the establishment

has bean increased lately, but in the event of a serious war a

further large addition would be required. There is a small

body of reserve officers in India, drawn from civil life and

from the volunteers, but this would prove quite insufficient.

In early days the pay of the sepoy was Rs. 5 per mensem. Pay and

but the batta or allowances varied in different parts of the
}]!|"f^.^"

'^^

countrj'. At the end of the eighteenth century, the general soldiers.

monthly pay was Rs. 7, which was increased to Rs. 9 in 1895.

A wow-sillcidar cavalry soivar receives Rs. 2, and a native

gunner R. i, more than the infantry sepoy. \ silladar soivdr

receives Rs. 31a month, out of which he has to provide and

maintain everything except his rifle, including transport and

camp equipage. Pay is supplemented by compensation for dear-

ness of provisions. This has varied in detail in the different

Presidencies ; but the general principle is that when the chief

articles of what is supposed to be a sufficient ration rise in price

above a total of Rs. 3I per mensem for combatants or Rs. 2\

for followers, the Government steps in and pays the excess.

The plan has some defects and many alterations in detail

have been tried, but in its general lines it is well understood

and appreciated by the men. Silladar cavalry soldiers are also

protected from loss, if the i)rice of forage for their horses and

transport animals rules high.

1: b 2
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Extra pay, called 'good-service pay,' is given to non-com-

missioned officers as a reward for efficiency, zeal, and good

conduct ; and soldiers whose behaviour has been exemplary

receive similar encouragement in the shape of 'good-conduct

pay.' Batia is also given when marching or in the field, and when

transport is not provided by the state. Pensions (Rs. 4 monthly

for a sepoy) are given after twenty-one years' service, and at

superior rates after thirty-two years' meritorious service. There

are also scales of gratuities for less periods, and pensions

for wounds and injuries. Family pensions, granted to the son,

widow, daughter, father, or mother of a soldier killed, or dying,

on foreign service, form a special feature in the pay system of

the native army.

Two ' Orders ' are specially reserved for the native army.

The ' Order of British India,' conferred on native com-

missioned officers for long, faithful, and honourable service, has

two classes {Sardar Bahadur and Bahadur), with allowances

attached. The 'Indian Order of Merit' is given for personal

bravery, irrespective of rank or service. It is in three classes,

with monthly pay attached.

Uniform The uniform of the native army is serge for the cold weather
and ainia- .^^^ parade, with khaki drill for ordinary work or active service.
ment 01

, ,

native 1 he colour of the uniform varies. The artillery wear blue and
troops. the sappers red, assimilated to the Royal Artillery and Royal

Engineer colours, respectively. The infantry wear serge tunics,

blouses, or jackets—red, dark green, blue, or drab—with knicker-

bockers and putties or gaiters, and ankle boots. The native

infantry are armed with the Lee-Enfield rifle, and the cavalry

with this rifle and with swords and lances.

Auxiliary The auxiliary forces are the volunteers, the Imperial Service
forces. troops, militia, and levies, and the military police.

teers. The volunteers of India may be classed under the head of

British forces. They existed in the early days of the British

occupation as militia at the chief settlements. They were

allowed to die out in the first years of the nineteenth century
;

but a volunteer corps was raised for the Straits Settlements,

then under the Government of India, in 1854, and several

corps were enrolled during the Mutiny, some of which did

excellent service. Since that time the volunteer force has

steadily developed, and now consists of sixty-one corps with

a total strength, including reservists, of about 34,000, of whom
32,000 are efficient. Calcutta and Rangoon possess port-

defence cor})s, which comprise naval, artillery, and electrical

engineer units, and in the case of Calcutta a submarine mining
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unit. There are seven cavalry or light horse corps, five corps of

garrison artillery, and four corps of mounted rifles ; and twelve

ordinary rifle corps have detachments of mounted rifles. The
Bombay and the Karachi garrison artillery corps have electrical

engineer companies, and the East Indian Railway rifle corps

includes an ordinary engineer company. Thirteen rifle corps

are recruited from raihvay employes, forming valuable bodies

for the defence of their respective railways. The ordinary rifle

corps number thirty, including cadet battalions. There are

also reserve companies, but the formation ofa volunteer reserve

has made very slight progress since this measure was introduced

in 1889, the numbers at present being under 1,700.. The
organization of volunteer corps follows that of the British army,

from which the adjutants and sergeant-instructors are detailed.

Rifle corps are armed with magazine rifles ; cavalry and artillery

units with carbines. The role of the volunteers being the

defence of ports, railways, cantonments, and civil stations,

their equipment is limited accordingly.

All volunteer corps are under the general officers of the

military areas to which they belong, and they are occasionally

brigaded with regular troops. Junior officers are elected by

the corps, but promotion or appointment to the rank of cap-

tain is made by the Local Government, which also appoints

fleld officers. Commanding officers arc appointed by the

Governor-General-in-Council on the recommendation of the

Local Government. The inspection of volunteers through-

out India is vested in a general officer (the Inspector-

General of Volunteers), who is directly under the Adjutant-

General.

The origin of the Imperial Service troops has already been Imperial

given. The authorized strength is a little over 18,000: namely, j"'^*^

cavalry 7,100, artillery 421, sappers 570, infantry 9,384, camel

corps 665, besides six transport corps and two signalling units
;

and they are furnished by most of the important Native States.

The cavalry consists of 17 corps varying in size. Gwalior

furnishes three regiments, Hyderabad and Jodhpur two each,

and Mysore, Patiala, and Alwar one each. Kashmir has two

mountain batteries. The sappers are furnished by Sirmur

Farldkot, and Maler Kotla ; the infantry by Kashmir, the Pun-

jab States, Alwar, Bharatpur, and Gwalior. Bikaner supplies

a camel corps 500 strong, and the transport corps are fur-

nished by Jaipur, Gwalior, Bharatpur, Mysore, Indore, and

Bahawalpur, while the last-named state has an escort of

165 riflemen.
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Imperial

Cadet
Corps.

The cost of the Imperial Service troops is borne by the

Native States, the charges for the British inspecting staff (an

Inspector-General assisted by a Deputy-Assistant-Adjutant-

General for Musketry and nineteen other officers) falling on the

revenues of British India. The troops, though available for

Imperial service when placed at the disposal of the British

Government by their rulers, belong absolutely to the States,

and are recruited from their subjects. Their armament is the

same as that of our native army, and in training, discipline, and

efficiency they have reached a high standard of excellence.

They have recently won commendation in China and Somali-

land, and have also done good service on the north-west

frontier and in garrison. 'i"he Kashmir Imperial Service troops

now garrison Gilgit.

The Imperial Cadet Corps, organized by Lord Curzon,

consists of about twenty young men of noble birth who have

been educated at the Chiefs' Colleges. The object is to give

a military training to these youths, so that they may take their

places as officers in the Imperial army and furnish trained

officers to the Imperial Service troops. The cadets have

British officers as commandant and adjutant, and also a native

adjutant. The course of instruction lasts between two and

three years, and the cadets are taught military exercises and

military science. The head-quarters of the corps are at Meerut

in the cold weather and at Dehra Dun in the hot season.

The reorganization of the existing militia corps on the

militia, &c. north-west frontier, and the creation of new corps, formed

a necessary part of the plan above referred to (p. 356) of

withdrawing the regular troops from advanced frontier posts,

and employing the local tribes in military service to guard

these posts, regular troops being concentrated at main positions

in support.

These corps are mainly employed under the Agent to the

Governor-General in the Frontier Province, and consist of

two battalions of Khyber Rifles, under one commandant, two

battalions of Kurram militia, and the North and South

Wazlristan militia, supplemented by certain tribal levies : namely,

the Chitrali Scouts, and the Dir, Swat, Chitral, and Bhittani

levies. The Zhob Levy Corps (horse and foot) is under the

orders of the Agent to the Governor-General in Baluchistan.

All these bodies of militia and levies are for service on the

frontier and in tribal country. The militia number in all about

6.000 men, and are armed with Martini-Henry rifles and

equipped in much the same way as the regular army, but with

Frontier
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only two or three officers per battalion. They are entirely

under the civil power, except when associated in war service

with the regular troops, when they come under the officer

commanding these. The levies number about 5,700 men, and

are ordinarily commanded by native officers. They are

generally armed with Snider rifles and carbines, except

in the case of the local Baluchistan levies, who find their own

arms.

The military police consist of the Samana Rifles and border Military

military police of the North-West Frontier Province ; a border P^^'^^-

military police corps in Dera Ghazi Khan District, under

the Punjab Government ; six battalions in Assam, and four-

teen in Burma ; but some of the Assam corps are not of the

strength of an ordinary battalion. The military police are

distributed as follows (in round numbers) :

—

Frontier Province and Punjab

Assam .........
Burma

The military police in the Frontier Province are officered by

military civilians or police officers ; the Assam battalions are

commanded by officers of the army. These corps occupy the

frontier outposts and stockades. The Burma military police

garrison frontier and other posts : ten battalions are stationed

in Upper Burma, two in the Shan States, and two in Lower

Burma. Well organized, commanded by officers of the Indian

army, and constituted of the best material, they are, in fact,

soldiers as well as police. The armament of the military police

is generally the Martini-Henri rifle.

Besides the Imperial Service troops, the Native States Armies of

maintain, according to their position, large or small bodies of
3^^('Jj^

soldiers as local military forces. These number collectively

about 16,000 cavalry, 7,000 artillery, and 70,000 infantry, or

93,000 in all, with many guns ; but, with some exceptions,

they are of little military value, and are armed with smooth-

bore muskets, while the guns are smooth-bore and few are

movable. Gwalior, Hyderabad, and Kashmir have fairly good

troops, while the forces of the Sikh and Rajputana States

contain capital material.

A few words may be added about the Nepal and Afghan

armies. The Nepal army consists of about 45,000 men,

regular and irregular, including 2,500 aiiillery, willi about yoo
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guns ; the troops are armed with Snider and T^fartini-Henry-

rifies and smooth-bores manufactured in Nepal. The miHtary

system is on a voluntary basis, with a short service of three

years and liability to recall. There are practically no cavalry.

A much larger army could be raised in Nepal if circumstances

required it.

The standing army of Afghanistan consists of between 65,000

and 70,000 regular troops: that is, troops which are organized

in regiments on a plan somewhat similar to that obtaining

in the Indian army, and formed into brigades and divisions.

The irregulars, about 20.000 in number, comprise the mounted

levies of the chiefs and the khasadars or foot levies who perform

police work. The armament consists of Lee-Metford, Martini-

Henry, Snider, and Enfield rifles, machine-guns, and rifled

guns, besides others of smooth-bore pattern. Munitions of

war are manufactured and stored at Kabul. The strength of

Afghanistan lies in the Avarlike instincts of the inhabitants

generally. Every adult Afghan is a fighting man, and, if fur-

nished with a rifle and allowed to fight in his own way^ would

be a formidable enemy.

Mobiliza- Having thus dealt briefly with the various constituents of the
tion army in India, something must be said regarding; mobilization
arrange- ^ ' '^

. .

merits and and the defences. The plan of mobilization in India has
special hitherto been based on the preparation of a * Field army,' the
defence ex- . . , .

penditure. ordmary ' commands ' being merely territorial. The organiza-

tion of the field army was made up of units, told off" in divisions

and brigades, from particular stations. A division consists of

three infantry brigades of four battalions each; divisional troops

of cavalry, artillery, and sappers ; a cavalry brigade ; ammunition

columns ; ordnance and engineer field parks ; field hospitals,

cv:c., with a total strength of about 15,000 troops. There are

also large reserves of supplies and stores in charge of the

Supply and Transport Corps, and at arsenals. As above

indicated (p. 366), the new system now in process of develop-

ment contemplates the rearrangement of the army (outside

Burma) in nine divisional commands, so that each may supply

a full division for field service in addition to providing the

number of troops which would still be necessary for internal

security.

Units go on service at a lower strength than the peace

establishment. Thus, an ordinary native infantry battalion is

912 strong ; but as it has to leave the sick and unfit behind at

its d^pot, its field-service strength is fixed at 752, the reservists

of the native army being used to form, with the depots of
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mobili/ed battalions, 'reserve battalions' at the regimental

centres. These battalions supply drafts to the battalions on

service, and enlist and train recruits. The transport organiza-

tion has already been mentioned. The more this is expanded,

and the greater the number of the excellent transport trains

furnished by Native States, the more perfect and complete

will mobilization be.

Great strides have been made between 1885 and 1903 in the

frontier and coast defences of India. A total of £11,000,000

lias been spent on strategic railways, roads, and defences, the

cost of the last being somewhat over £3,000,000. On the

frontier, the main passes have been secured and strategical

points in rear strongly fortified, while the ports have been

furnished with adequate defences.

Information as to military expenditure at different periods Army ex-

from 1876 will be found in chap, vi (Finance), and it will be P^"'^''""^^'

sufficient to quote the following figures here. They give the

net total of ordinary charges, including pensions, &:c., and

outlay on military works :

—

1881-2. 1891-2. igoi-i. IQ02-3. 1904-5,

Total net expenditure, in crores
)

, ,
^ '

> 17-9 320 23.6 25-0 ^0-2
of rupees . . . . \

^ ^ .

The expenditure in the last-mentioned year represented 46

per cent, of the net revenue of the Government of India as

shown in Table II appended to chapter vi {ante, p. 201).

The main causes of increase in army expenditure are larger

numbers, improvements of all kinds, the rise in prices and

wages, the increased cost of equipments and war material, and

the enhancement in the pay of British and native troops.

In 1895 a Royal Commission was constituted to inquire Incidence

into Indian expenditure, and the apportionment of charges of expendi

1 ITT r,M 1 . 1 ture on
between England and India. Ihey reported m 1900, and Indian

recommended, among other things, that half the military charge troops em-

for Aden, and half the cost of the transport of troops to and im°periar

from India, should be borne by the Imperial Government ^ purposes.

The question of payment for Indian troops employed out of

India had been under discussion for many years ; and the

Commission held that ordinarily all charges in respect to troops

lent must be borne by the country which had a special interest

in the expedition, but that if the country supplying the troops

' This principle h.^s been apjalied in practice by the Home Government

contributing annually _;^ioo.ooo for Aden, and _;^i30,ooo on account of the

transport service.
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had also a direct and substantial interest, it should bear a

portion of the burden. 'I'he question of geographical distribu-

tion was laid down, and the various possible theatres of

operations were examined. It was held that India had no

direct and substantial interest in the employment of forces in

Europe, in Africa west of the Cape of Good Hope, or in

Eastern Asia ; but that she had a direct and substantial interest

in keeping open the Suez Canal, and in the maintenance of

order in Egypt as affecting the Canal. These principles were

accepted, and now regulate the incidence of charges in respect

of troops supplied by the Indian Government for Imperial

needs : thus the whole cost of the Indian troops sent to South

Africa in 1899, and to China in 1900, was borne by the Home
Government. The capitation and other charges for which

India is liable on account of the training, transport, and

pensions of the British troops she employs have been already

referred to on p. 343.

The Indian army has played a considerable part in Imperial

policy, from early days down to the most recent dates. Its

soldiers have crossed the seas to fight for Britain ; they have

cheerfully endured hardship in remote lands where everything

has been strange and unhallowed to them ; and in the late

campaigns in China and South Africa India has shown how
much she contributes to the military strength of the Empire.

Conclu- In this sketch has been traced the rise, from an initial

handful of half-trained retainers, of a great Eastern military

power. It has been shown that many causes combined to

impair its strength, and led to disaster ; and, following this, the

history of a new army has been told. The lessons we may
learn are clear enough. For the external defence of India,

and to be able to render assistance to the empire at large, the

Indian army must be prepared at all points, ready to act, and

organized for expansion. For the internal security of India,

the greatest weight must be given to the composition of the

native army, to the avoidance of homogeneity, the employment

of the European population as an auxiliary force, and perfect

readiness to maintain order. During the first twenty years after

the Mutiny the labours of administrators were directed to the

reconstruction of a large portion of the native army and to the

reorganization of the whole, and economy was more regarded

than perfect efficiency. In the period that has followed great

progress has been made in administration, organization, mobi-

lization, and defence. India has entered on a new phase of

connexion with Imperial politics ; and successive administra-

sion.
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lions from Lord Lytton to Lord Cur^on have carried out a

continuous policy of preparation and defence, enunciated by
the distinguished men who have filled the posts of Commander-
in-Chief and Military Member of Council, among whom Sir

Donald vStewart, Lord Roberts, Sir George Che^ney, and Lord
Kitchener deserve special mention \
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APPENDIX II

The Royal Indian Marine

As the Royal Indian Marine is, administratively, under the

INIiHtary Supply Dej^artment of the Government of India, it is

desirable to add a brief account of this service.

The East India Company necessarily began its existence as

a maritime body, and its ships soon became vessels of war as

well as of trade. Tlie armed naval force of the Company was

created by the charters of Charles II and James II, but it was

not till 1829 that the Bombay fleet was united with that of

Calcutta and became the Indian Navy. The Indian naval

force performed its duties with great efficiency and distinction.

It fought with the Portuguese, the Dutch, and the French, and

with pirates and slave-traders in every Eastern sea. It co-

operated with the Royal Navy on various occasions, and an

Indian naval squadron was for some time associated with that

navy in the China seas.

The Indian Navy was abolished in 1862, for reasons of

economy, and because it was thought that the naval defence of

India should be entrusted to the Royal Navy. The ' Bombay
INIarine ' was then created, and was eventually amalgamated

with the 'Bengal Marine' in 1877 under the title of 'Her

Majesty's Indian Marine,' changed in 1892 to 'Royal Indian

Marine.' Its duties were to be the local transport of troops

and stores, the guarding of convict settlements, the suppression

of piracy, marine surveys, and the protection of the ports. In

1 89 1 the turret ships, torpedo vessels, and gunboats belonging

to the Indian Marine were transferred to the Admiralty. The
Indian Marine has developed in the course of years into

a highly efficient force, which has done admirable service in

numerous expeditions over-sea and in scientific surveys. Its

officers are appointed by the Secretary of State, from qualified

officers of the mercantile marine ; they hold rank as in the

Royal Navy up to that of commander, and wear a somewhat

similar uniform. The establishment of officers in 1904 was 26

commanders, 64 lieutenants and sub-lieutenants, 10 chief

engineers, and 61 engineers and assistant-engineers, in addition

to the Marine Survey establishment.
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The fleet consisted in that year of eleven sea-going vessels

(troopships, surveying vessels, and a dispatch boat), four inland

river steamers, and many smaller steamers and launches : and

armaments are available for the equipment of the vessels for

war and service. There are excellent dockyards at Bombay
and Calcutta, 'i'hc service has at its head a Director, usually

a naval officer, Avith head-quarters at Bombay, and a Deputy-

Director at Calcutta. Officers of the Indian Marine are also

employed as Port Officers at the various Indian jwrts. The
Marine Survey department referred to in chapter xv is under

the Director of the Royal Indian Marine, and is ordinarily

manned by Indian Marine officers. The trooping between

India and England is carried out mainly by hired transports,

Indian Marine vessels being occasionally used. India pays

a subsidy of £100,000 annually for the up-keep of certain ships

of the East India squadron, which arc not to be employed

beyond particular limits except with the consent of the Govern-

ment of India.



CHAPTER XII

POLICE AND JAILS

/. Police

The indi- The most interesting feature of the modern Indian Police

poHce^
system is that, along with a regular police formed on the model

system. of the Royal Irish Constabulary, it comprises as an essential

part of its organization the ancient institution of the village

watch. It is now generally admitted that the village com-

munity in its most complete form is of non-Aryan origin ; and

it is in the parts of India which have least felt Aryan influence,

that is, in the country lying to the south of the Vindhya

mountains, that this form of self-government has retained

the greatest vitality. In many tracts within this area the old

complement of village officials still exists, and, though all

are not now embodied in the British system of administration,

every village has retained a headman and a watchman. These

officers have been from ancient times, and are still, though to

a somewhat less degree, the backbone of the police machinery

of India. The headman occupied the position of a police

magistrate and the watchman worked under his orders. The
latter's functions are thus graphically described by Mountstuart

Elphinstone in his report (1819) on the territories conquered

from the Peshwa :
—

' His [the watchman's] duties are to keep

watch at night, to find out all arrivals and departures, observe

all strangers, and report all suspicious persons to the pdtel

[headman]. He is likewise bound to know the character of

every man in the village ; and in the event of a theft committed

within the village bounds, it is his business to detect the thief

He is enabled to do this by his early habits of inquisitiveness

and observation, as well as by the nature of his allowance,

which being partly a small share of the grain and similar

property belonging to each house, he is kept always on the

watch to ascertain his fees, and always in motion to collect

them. When a theft or robbery happens, the watchman com-

mences his inquiries and researches. It is very common for
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him to track a thief by his footsteps ; and if he does this to

another village, so as to satisfy the watchman there, or if he

otherwise traces the property to an adjoining village, his respon-

sibility ends, and it is the duty of the watchman of the new village

to take up the pursuit. The last village to which the thief has been

clearly traced becomes answerable for the property stolen, which

would otherwise fall on the village where the robbery was com-

mitted. The watchman is obliged to make up this amount as

far as his means go, and the remainder is levied on the whole

village^' Sir Thomas Munro, who was an ardent supporter of

the indigenous police, thus described that institution as it

existed in the Madras Presidency :
' There is already an ancient

system of police in India which answers every useful . purpose.

In every village there are hereditary watchmen whose business

it is to guard the property of the inhabitants and travellers from

depredation, and to exert themselves in recovering it when lost

or stolen ; and there is, perhaps, no race of men in the w^orld

equally dexterous in discovering the thieves. They are main-

tained by the produce of an inam [free grant] land, by a trifling

tax on each house, and by a small allowance from travellers

when they watch their property at night. No war or calamity

can make them abandon their heritage. If driven from it, they

always return again ; and often live in the village when every

other person has forsaken it. This long and constant residence,

together with their habits of life, make them perfectly acquainted

with the character and the means of livelihood of every person in

it. When, therefore, a robber is to be apprehended the new
police officers api)ly to them, and seldom give themselves any

further trouble than merely to carry the criminal, when the

village watchmen have secured him, to the judge.' In the

Tamil country the village police were supervised by an official

styled the men kCivalgdr ; and it is probable that this was

originally the practice everywhere, the office being eventually

appropriated by the petty local chieftain or superior landlord.

In Northern India the village system was less complete.

There was no headman, and though every village had its watch-

man, he was the servant of the landowners rather than of the

whole community, and the landowners were held responsible for

losses occasioned by crime committed on their land.

The Mughals made no change in the system of village police, Its decay

but the duty of supervising them was entrusted to the revenue with the

. break-up
officers, who were also magistrates. In the South this involved of the

* G. W. Forrest's Selections from the Minutes of Motintstitart Elphin-

stone (i8S4\ pp. 303-4.

VOL. IV. C C
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Mughal but little change, as there the petty chiefs were retained and
empire. allowed to collect the revenue from the villagers ; and even

where the appointment of revenue officials was the rule, the

tendency was for the office to become hereditary and for the

tax-gatherer to merge in the landed proprietor. Each superior

landlord was required to maintain a quota of troops, and these

forces were utilized as police to suppress internal disorders and

to deal with serious outbreaks of such crimes as dacoity and

robbery. The system of spies was also developed, and Haidar

All in Mysore used his postal officials as an elaborate police

intelligence department.

With the decline of the Mughal power the system of police

fell into great disorder, and the petty chiefs and zamindars, no

longer dreading punishment from above, used their adherents

to ravage and plunder the lands of their neighbours. ' They
extorted and amassed wealth which was dissipated in a jealous

rivalry of magnificent pageantry. The weapons which were

intended for the enemies of the state were turned against the

state itself, and against each other, and were used for plans of

personal aggrandizement, mutual revenge, or public plunder ^'

This evil example was followed by the village headmen and the

village police. Most of the latter became thieves themselves,

and many of the former harboured criminals and connived at

crime for a share of the booty. The liability of the watchmen

to restore the stolen property or make good its value was dis-

regarded, and it was impossible to enforce the old village

responsibility, that 'coarse but effectual remedy,' as Mount-

stuart Elphinstone calls it, 'against the indifference of the

neighbourhood to the sufferings of individuals.'

First This was the state of things which the British found in the
efforts early days of their rule, and as a first step towards reform the

police or- zamlndars were relieved of their police duties, which were
ganization transferred to the District Magistrates, each District being divided

British ^^^° small police jurisdictions with an area of about 20 square

rule. miles. This formed the charge of a daroga, who had under

him twenty to fifty armed men, and was also given authority

over the village watchmen. This system, which entirely dis-

regarded the village headman and converted the watchman
from a servant of the village into an ill-paid and disreputable

subordinate of the daroga, proved to be an expensive failure

;

and, owing largely to the representations of Elphinstone and

Munro, it was abolished, under orders issued by the Court of

Directors in 1814, in all the Company's possessions except

' East India Jtidicial Selections, vol. i, p. 154.
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Bengal, in many parts of which Province the village system did

not exist. An endeavour was made there in 1807 to re-establish

the landlords in their police functions by giving them authority

to act as am HS or commissioners of police. But the old

establishment.s had been dissolved and the scheme did not

meet with great success.

It was many years before the police administration advanced Progress

much beyond this initial stage. It remained, as a rule, in the „ 1 l"''*•'
.
°

. .

' '

. Police Act
immediate charge of the District Magistrate, who had under his of 1S61.

control a loosely organized body of civil police and the indi-

genous local agency. Much of the guard and escort duty

incident to the work of civil government was performed by the

native army, a costly and inconvenient arrangement. . As work

increased the Magistrate was unable to devote sufficient time to

purely police duties, and his magisterial and police functions

were found to clash. In the time of Lord William Bentinck,

1828-35, complaint?, of the inetificiency and corruption of the

police were universal. The first measure of reform was the

appointment of separate Superintendents for the police of the

Presidency towns ^ In the country generally the earliest

important attempt at improvement was made by Sir Charles

Napier in Sind. He drew up a plan on the model of the Irish

Constabulary, the main characteristics of which were separate

organization, severance of police and judicial functions, and

a reasonable degree of discipline ; and this w-as extended a few

years later to the Bombay Presidency proper. Shortly after the

annexation of the Punjab a double system was introduced into

that Province, consisting of a detective force on existing lines

and a semi-military force for escort and guard duty. Similar

arrangements were made on a more extensive scale in the

Province of Agra immediately after the Mutiny. In Oudh
a large body of military police had been raised during the

Mutiny, and, after the pacification of the country, it was reduced

in numbers and reorganized on a civil basis, unconnected with

either the military or judicial authorities. Smaller battalions of

military police were also raised in Bengal. In the meantime

the appointment of a Commission to investigate the alleged

practice of torture by native officials in Madras had drawn

prominent attention to the condition of the police force in that

Province, It was reorganized by an Act passed in 1859, the

main features of which were similar to those of the Act which

was shortly afterwards passed for India generally. The cost of

' Calcutta had a Su]K'rintenclent of Police as early as iSoS, but up to

JS29 his jurisdiction inclui-led a large poitiuu of the surioundiiig country.

CCS
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the double police force in the Province of Agra and the Punjab

proved prohibitive, and it was eventually decided to introduce

the Oudh system of a single body for detective, protective, and

miscellaneous duty. In i860 a Commission which had been

ai)pointed to inquire into the whole subject of police adminis-

tration recommended the establishment of a well-organized and

purely civil constabulary, supervised by European officers, and

capable of carrying out all ordinary civil duties, including the

provision of guards and escorts. The village police should, the

Commission advised, be retained on their existing footing,

being brought, however, into direct relationship with the general

constabulary. The proposals of the Commission formed the

basis of an Act passed in 1861, which, with some amendment,

still regulates the administration of the police throughout the

greater part of India, and which permitted a considerable re-

duction in the native army. In Madras the Act of 1859
(amended in some particulars) is still in force. A separate Act

was passed for the Bombay Presidency in 1867, and was

replaced in 1890 by a fresh Act, which was extended to Sind

in 1902. Further legislation will be required to carry out the

orders of the Government of India on the report of the recent

Commission.

Organiza- 1'be police establishment under each Local Government
tion of forms in most Provinces a single force, and is formally en-

nient.'^'^^'^ " I'olled. In Bombay there is a separate force for each District.

The Provincial police is under the general control of an

Inspector-General, who is in some Provinces a member of the

Indian Civil Service. In most cases he is assisted by Deputy-

Inspectors-General, who hold subordinate charge of portions of

the Province. Police administration throughout a District is

under an officer styled the District Superintendent. He is

responsible for the discipline and internal management of the

force, and is the subordinate of the District Magistrate in all

matters connected with the preservation of peace and the

detection and suppression of crime. In Madras the control

exercised by the District Magistrate is less detailed than in

other Provinces. In large Districts the Superintendent has an

Assistant, who sometimes works under him at head-quarters

and sometimes (usually in Madras) holds charge of a portion of

the District. An officer of the superior police department

enters as an Assistant, rises in due course to the post of

District Superintendent, and may be selected to be Deputy-

Inspector-General and, in some Provinces, Inspector-General.

The controlling staff is composed almost entirely of Europeans.
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Reciuitment has hitherto been partly by open competition in

England, partly by examination after nomination in India, and

partly by the promotion of subordinate officers ; but it was

decided in 1905 that appointments in India should henceforth

be made only with the special sanction of the Government cf

India. A new grade of Deputy-Superintendents, with similar

duties to those of Assistant-Superintendents, is to be created,

the members of which will be exclusively natives of India. In

some Provinces, and notably in Bombay, v.'here there are no

Deputy-Inspectors-General, the Commissioner of the Division

has special control over the police, apart from his position as

administrative head of the Districts within his jurisdiction.

This principle is to be extended to all parts of India where

there are Commissioners.

At the head-quarters of each District a reserve is maintained Reserve,

under the command of an Inspector (a chief constable in
^ndmil^^-*^'

Bombay). This reserve supplies men for escort, guard, and tarypolice.

miscellaneous duty, and serves to strengthen the police in any

part of the District where disturbance may be apprehended or

other emergency may arise. Recruits pass some time in the

reserve for the purpose of learning their duties. The reserve

is trained to act in concert and to shoot, but is not drilled up

to a standard of military efficiency. The reserve and a portion

ot the general-duty police are armed with breech-loading

smooth-bore guns or carbines, and a small number, in tracts

where they are likely to encounter armed resistance from

dacoits and other law-breakers, carry rifles. The subordinate

officers wear swords, and the truncheon is the general arm

of the constable. About 2,600 are mounted. The proposals

of the recent Commission involve an increase of the reserves

in several Provinces.

A force of military police, the total strength of which is about

20,000, is still maintained in unsettled frontier tracts in Bengal,

Assam, and Burma, and in the North-West Frontier Province.

Three-quarters of this force is maintained in Burma, and,

though under the Local (iovernment, it is organized in

battalions under military officers and largely recruited from

the martial races of Northern India.

The general peace of the country is secured by the pro-

visions of the Indian Arms Act, which restricts the possession

of fire-arms and other weapons within narrow limits ; and the

occasions on which the military have to be called on to

suppress riots (mostly arising from religious or caste questions)

are comparatively rare.
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Districtor- Eacli District is subdivided for police purposes into sections
ganization.

u,i(jer Inspectors. In Madras and Bengal the Inspector is

placed in executive charge of a subdivision, and is directly

responsible for the working of its police. In Bombay and the

United Provinces he is stationed at the District head-quarters

and tours through his circle. To keep the police on the

alert by constant inspections is everywhere his duty, and he

does not, as a rule, personally investigate cases of crime. The
Inspector's division is split up in all Provinces into areas

in each of which is a police station under the charge of

a subordinate officer, generally a sub-inspector in Bengal and

the United Provinces^ a head constable in Madras, and a chief

constable in Bombay. This officer is primarily responsible for

the working of the police within his charge, and is assisted by

a body of petty officers and constables. It is his duty to

inquire personally into cases of serious crime. It is now

(1906) proposed to recruit sub-inspectors as far as possible

direct, the proportion of vacancies to be filled by promotion

from petty officers being fixed separately in each Province.

On the other hand, Inspectors are to be recruited mainly

by promotion, and not more than one-tenth will be appointed

direct. In most Provinces there are subsidiary police stations

known as outposts. In Bengal and Bombay these outposts

are very numerous and are minor reporting and detective

centres, while in the United Provinces they serve the special

function of guarding the routes of traffic.

Vi'lnj^'c Each police station has within its jurisdiction a number
^*^ "^^'

of villages, and for each village ther^'is, as already explained,

a chauk'idar or watchman. South of\ the Yindhvas the watch-

man is under the immediate control of.the headman, on whom
rests the obligation to report crime ana aid the execution of

justice ; but in the greater part of Bengal there are no head-

men, and the chaiikldars arc there virtually a low-paid regular

police, while elsewhere in Northern India they are, as a rule,

partly subordinate to the village elders or lambardars, and

in part directly responsible to the ofiP.cer in charge of the

police station. In 1905 the policy of strengthening the control

and responsibility of the village headmen was reaffirmed.

Village watchmen are remunerated in some Provinces by allot-

ments of land and payment of fees : in others this system has

been abolished, and monthly salaries are paid from a fund

formed by a cess on land or houses, and from the revenue

derived from the old landed endowments. Under either

system hereditary claims are, whenever possible, respected.
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The foremost duty of the chaiikldCir is to report crime ; but his

functions arc various, and extend to the arrest of offenders,

general aid to the police, the maintenance of a watch over bad

characters and suspicious persons, and the general supply of

local information. He is appointed by the District Magistrate

under various systems of local nomination, and may be

punished and removed by the same authority. The village

watchmen are often members of the criminal classes, a cir-

cumstance which was of little importance when they were

held personally responsible for losses, but which now
often obstructs the course of justice. That it is still possible

to enforce the old responsibility is shown by the fact that

in many parts of the country private persons employ

members of the classes to which most of the village watchmen
belong in order to ensure themselves against loss by theft or

burglary. If a theft is committed, these private watchmen
seldom fail either to restore the property or to make good its

value. On the other hand, persons who refuse to employ

such watchmen, or to pay the fees prescribed by custom, are

(;uickly made to feel the power of these rivals of the regular

police.

In towns the organization is on much the same lines as in Town

the rural areas : there is a system of police stations, outposts, po^'*^^*

and beats, wnth careful arrangements for night patrol. Some-

times the duty of watch and ward is performed by town

watchmen, subsidiary to the regular police, and corresponding

in a measure to the village watch. The police in each of the

Presidency towns, and in Rangoon, is organized as a separate

force under a Commissioner, and European as well as native

petty officers and ccnstables are enrolled in it.

The railway police is organized separately from the District Rnilway

police, but acts in co-operation with it. The railway police P°'"^^-

charge under the Government of the Punjab includes the

railway systems in the North-West Frontier Province ; else-

where these charges are, as far as possible, conterminous with

the territorial jurisdiction of the Local Governments. The
command of the railway police has hitherto been generally

held by an officer immediately subordinate to the Inspector-

General, but it has now been decided to place the force in each

Province under a Deputy-Inspector-General. The railway

police are, as a rule, concerned only wiih the maintenance

of law and order, watch and ward over railway property being

provided for by the railway administrations.

In most Provinces recruits are trained at the head-quarters Training.
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of tlie District, where they receive instruction in drill and are

taught the elements of the law relating to their powers and

duties. The difficulty of ensuring a proper training was

pointed out by the recent Commission, and it has now been

decided to form central schools in all Provinces but Burma.

E.xcept in Madras and Burma, the great majority of the rank

and file are illiterate, and their instruction in subjects other

than drill is, therefore, a matter of some difficulty. Madris,

Bengal, the United Provinces, and the Punjab possess police

training - schools (at Vellore, Bhagalpur, Moradabad, and

Phillaur) for the instruction of candidates for the post of

investigating officer, and other Provinces have recently (1906)

arranged to open similar institutions. The students consist of

youths specially recruited for this post as well as of men
already in the force. Probationary Assistant-Superintendents

are also attached to these schools for a period of ^training,

which in future will extend to eighteen months.

Detective The Code of Criminal Procedure divides offences into

' cognizable ' and ' non-cognizable,' according as the culprit

may or may not be arrested without a warrant. The police

are mainly concerned with cases of cognizable crime. The
following is an example of the ordinary procedure on the

occurrence of a case of serious cognizable crime, such as

burglary. Information having been brought to the police

station by the village watchman, accompanied very likely by

the complainant, the statements are reduced to writing and the

officer in charge of the station proceeds to the locality to take

up the investigation. Every stage in the proceeding, and its

result, is recorded in a diary, in which are also set down the

statements of the persons examined. These may not, however,

ordinarily be used in evidence. If necessary the investigating

officer may search any house for stolen property or other

articles throwing light on the crime. If the accused person

confesses his guilt, his statement has to be recorded by

a magistrate, who must certify that, to the best of his belief,

the confession is voluntary. These precautions are taken to

guard against the extortion of confessions by torture or undue
influence. If the investigation results in the detection of the

supposed criminal, the police officer arrests him and sends him

to the local magistrate, who either remits him to custody

or releases him on bail. The police may not detain an

accused person for more than twenty-four hours without

a magistrate's special orders. \Mien the case is complete, the

papers are sent to the magistrate (very often they accompany
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the accused), and the prisoner is tried or committed to sessions.

If the investigating officer finds no case for trial, he sends up

the papers marking the case as true \ false owing to mistake of

law or fact, or maliciously false, as the case may be. The

magistrate then orders further proceedings or records the case

under one or other of the above heads. In maliciously false

cases the complainant may be prosecuted.

The prosecution of cases before magistrates is an important Court

portion of police work. In special cases a pleader may be <^l"^'e?.

engaged, or the work may be performed by the District or

Assistant Superintendent; but ordinarily the prosecution of

important cases is conducted by an Inspector, sub-inspector, or

other police officer who has not himself been engaged in the

investigation of the case. In minor cases the proceedings are

directly conducted by the magistrate, with such assistance as

he may think fit to take from the investigating police officer.

Cases which come before the Courts of Session are conducted

by a Government Pleader, who may also on occasion be

employed in the lower courts.

A register is kept at each police station of habitual offenders, Preventive

suspected characters, and released convicts sentenced for grave fu """r „

crime, and a watch is maintained over their movements by the

police and the village watchmen. A chaiik'iddr should, for

instance, report any change of address, and should know if

a bad character is in the habit of being out on dark nights.

Special supervision is exercised over convicts guilty of heinous

crime and released before the expiry of their sentence under

the mark system ^ Vagrants, persons concealing their presence

in order to commit an offence, and persons proved by repute

or otherwise to be habitually concerned in the commission of

crimes, such as robbery, theft, and receiving stolen property,

may be called on to furnish security for good behaviour or

be imprisoned in default. Frequent recourse is had to this

salutary provision of the law. Persons convicted of, or likely

to commit, a breach of the peace may be bound over to keep

the peace. Throughout India there are castes and tribes who

live largely by the commission of crime, especially thefis,

robberies, and cattle-lifting, and whose operations have been

facilitated by the development of road and railway communi-

cations. In their case the operation of the caste system leads

them to regard their practices as a normal and (luite respectable

* A ' true ' case, under these circumstances, would be one in which a

crime was found to have been committed, but there was held to be no

adequate evidence implicalinj^ any particular person. ^ Sec p. 402.
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means of livelihood. They commit offences against property

' not only with no thought of criminality, but in the belief that

in following the custom of their forefathers they are acting in

the only way that is right '.' A special watch is kept over the

doings of these sections of the community, and various Acts have

been passed for the purpose of reclaiming the most dangerous

among them, and of protecting society against their depreda-

tions. A powerful agency for the detection of habitual offen-

ders has been secured in the system of recording and classifying

the finger-tip impressions of persons guilty of grave crime.

This system owes its inception to an Indian magistrate (Sir

W. Herschell), and its extension to the identification of old

offenders was rendered possible by the labours of Mr. Henry,

Inspector-General of Police, Bengal, in which Province it was

first introduced. The method has been skiltully elaborated

and is now used with considerable effect. In Bengal, in 1S99,

successful search was made in over 45 per cent, of the cases sent

for comparison to the central office where the classified records

are kept.

The Thagi The crime o{ ihagV has practically ceased to exist in India
;

k"iti de
^"^ although robbery and house-breaking by armed gangs are

partment. offences with which the authorities have still to cope, the peaceful

villager of the present day has throughout the greater part of

the country almost lost recollection of the times when his fore-

fathers were harassed and pillaged by marauding bands of

freebooters or dacoits {dakaiis) '\ The existence, till very

lately, of a ' Thagl and Dakaiti department ' bore testimony to

the manners of other times, but although the department long

retained its old title, its duties changed with the progress of

peace and civilization. Systematic measures for the suppres-

sion of //Mi^Mvcre begun in 1830, during the (lovcrnor-Cleneral-

ship of Lord AVilliam Bentinck, and the name of Sir William

.Sleeman is associated with the successful conduct of these

operations. The department organized for the suppression of

f/iagi was entrusted in 1839 with the additional duty of suppress-

ing dacoits. When the police was reorganized in 1860-3 this

special department was no longer needed for British territory

;

and it became mainly concerned with the suppression of

' .Sir J. Strachey's India, 1903 edition, p. 399.
^ Thags were professional assassins, united by obedience to the goddess

Kali, in wliose honour they strangled their victims.

' Under the technical definition in the Indian Penal Code the commission

or attempted commission of robl.ery by five or more persons constitutes the

crime of dacoity.
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organized dacoity in Hyderabad, ('entral India, and Rajputana,

and the capture of dacoits who had fled from British to native

territory. It did not interfere with the authority of the Native

Slates in the suppression of ordinary crime, but, at the request

of the poHtical officers, it investigated inter-statal cases. At the

head of the department was an officer styled the General

Superintendent, immediately subordinate to the Government of

India in the Foreign Department, and under his control was

a staft' of officers and men, stationed at various places in the

Native States, and working under the supervision of the

political officers and in conjunction with the local police. In

18S7 the department was further entrusted with the work of

collecting and comparing intelligence regarding organized crime,

but its machinery was not well adapted for this purpose.

In 1904 the Thagl'-and Dakaiti department as thus consti- The

tuted was abolished, its establishments at Hyderabad being
(]-^i"^-,'j'J,_.,i

merged in the police force of that State, while those in Rajpu- Intelli-

tana and Central India were transferred to the control of the ^^'^^f
*^'*;'

partment.
Agents to the Governor-General. The former central office

was replaced by a department of ' Central Criminal Intelli-

gence,' working under the Home Department of the Govern-

ment of India. The object of this new department is to collect

and communicate information regarding such forms of organ-

ized crime as are committed by offenders operating along the

railway .system, and by criminal tribes, wandering gangs, organ-

ized dacoits, professional poisoners, forgers, coiners, and the

like, whose operations extend beyond the limits of a single

Province. Railways, posts, and telegraphs have enabled astute

criminals to disperse or concentrate in a manner that baffles

purely local authorities : this central agency has become

necessary to procure the knowledge and co-operation requisite

for dealing with them, and it will work in connexion with the

police of Native States as well as with those of British Provinces.

The new department is under the control of a Director, with

an experienced Deputy to assist him. The officers to be

appointed Deputy-Inspcctors-Gcncral of Railway Police (see

p. 391) will also be the heads of Provincial Criminal Investiga-

tion departments which it is proposed to constitute.

The existing police organization is a great improvement on Defects

the system which it replaced, and it has done much useful I"^'
'^7

work. It IS, however, notorious that it has not been in all ii,e police

respects satisfactory. The detective agency has too often

proved incompetent, supine, or dishonest, and the old Eastern

traditions of extortion and the maltreatment of prisoners have
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never been entirely eradicated. The history oi crime, especially

of late years, has not shown the improvement which the general

progress of the country should have brought with it, while the

police have failed to secure that degree of popular confidence

which is necessary for thoroughly efficient work. In 1888-9

the Government of India, in conjunction with the Local

Governments, made a searching inquiry into the history of

crime since 1875 and into the working of the police force.

The investigation did not lead to the conclusion that there had

been any serious increase of crime, except perhaps in the

Punjab ; but the detective work of the police appeared to have

suffered deterioration in some Provinces, and it was generally

admitted that there were defects in the system needing reform.

The evidence also showed that the emoluments and prospects

of the force, and especially of the detective agency, were some-

times insufficient to secure intelligence and to encourage pro-

bity and zeal. The Government of India suggested various

improvements, and the Local Governments worked out careful

schemes in accordance with these suggestions. Although

financial exigencies did not permit of the changes recommended

being carried out in their entirety, the position of the subor-

dinate officers and men of the police has been improved at

considerable cost. In 1S88 the total strength of the organized

civil police force was about 129,000 men, and the cost 242

lakhs; in 1901 the strength was about 145,000 men, and the

cost 328 lakhs. The local village watchmen aggregate about

700,000 men.

Recent During recent years, though the people at large still main-
increase

^,^j^ their law-abidina; character, there has been a considerable
of crime. . ..... . . , „ .

Police mcrease of serious crmie m the prmcipai rrovmces of the

Comniis- Indian Peninsula, and the increase has been specially marked

1002-^. ''' the case of heinous offences, such as murder, dacoity, and

robbery. Repeated seasons of famine and high prices have

exerted an important influence on the statistics of crime, but

this cause cannot be regarded as solely responsible for the

phenomenon. In most Provinces there has been some advance

in the detection of the worst forms of crime, but on the whole

it would seem doubtful whether there has been adequate

improvement since the reforms inaugurated in 1888. The

Government of India recently considered the whole question,

and, with the approval of the Secretary of State, appointed

a Commission in 1902 to inquire into the police administra-

tion. The report of this Commission embraced a wide field,

covering every branch of the subject. In addition to the
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reforms which have been already referred to, the Government
of India has approved of substantial increases in the pay of all

grades, besides other measures to improve the condition and
efificiency of the police. The budget for 1905-6 included grants

of 50 lakhs to Local Governments for the purpose ; and direc-

tions were issued that this sum should be devoted, in order, to

the increase in the armed reserves rendered necessary by the

proposed redistribution of the army, to the improvement in the

pay of constables, and to increasing the number of investigating

officers, who will now invariably be sub-inspectors.

//. Jails

The criminal law of the Muhammadans, which prevailed Muhnm-

lareely in India prior to British rule, is characterized by the '"^'^'^"
.

1
. ,. rx^. ^ .

^ system of
cruel nature of its penalties. The Koranic law punishes adul- p'unish-

tery with death by stoning, highway robbery accompanied by i"<^"ts.

murder with death by the sword or crucifixion, simple highway

robbery with loss of hands and feet, theft with amputation of

the right hand^ wine-drinking and false accusation of adultery

with a flogging of eighty stripes. For minor offences the pre-

scribed punishments included stripes, imprisonment, and j'arr.

A culprit sentenced to the last penalty was dragged to the door

and exposed to public contumely. The extreme rigour of the

Koranic law was mitigated in practice, and the spirit in which

it was administered in India depended in a measure on the

character and inclinations of the sovereign. During the reign

of the humane Akbar the severity of the penalties was modified

by instructions drafted by the emperor or his advisers. A man-

date to the governor of Gujarat restricted his punishments to

putting in irons, whipping, and death. He was to be sparing in

capital punishments, and, unless in case of dangerous sedition,

to inflict none without the emperor's confirmation. Nor was

he to permit executions to be accompanied by mutilation or

other torture. The comparative leniency of Akbar's criminal

system was not, however, maintained under his successors.

When the proceedings of the Muhammadan criminal courts

came within the sphere of the Company's administration, im-

palement, mutilation, and flogging were ordinary forms of punish-

ment. In the England also of those days the criminal law

retained much of its early barbarity. The public hanging of

thieves and other felons was a common spectacle, the pillory

was in constant use, and men and women were still whipped

through the streets at the cart's tail. Accustomed as ihcy were
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to the infliction of such penalties, the cruelty of the Muhamma-
dan law did not outrage the feelings of the early administrators

of the Com[)any. In Calcutta, where the English law obtained,

flogging with a rattan was the penalty commonly inflicted on
petty offenders of both sexes. Outside the Presidency towns

criminal justice was at first administered under the Muhamma-
dan law, and for some years the Muhammadan system of

punishment was suffered to continue. The old records "of

Chittagong District show that the punishment of impalement

was inflicted on dacoits as late as the year 1782, and that the

civil officers applied to the military authorities for guards to

attend the execution. In Madras the punishment of mutilation

was in common use up to the end of the eighteenth century.

Introcluc- The change of sentiment which had occurred in England

ludia.n jail
before the beginning of the nineteenth century made the con-

system, tinuance of such barbarous penalties impossible. About 1790

the punishment of mutilation was forbidden by law in Bengal,

and the criminal courts were directed to inflict imprisonment

with hard labour in its stead. By this time jails had been

established under the control of the magistrates, and more

modern notions regarding the treatment of criminals began to

prevail.

The early Indian jail system was, like its English prototype,

insanitary, demoralizing, and non-deterrent. All classes of

male criminals were mixed together, and convicts were, in

many cases, better clothed and fed, and more lightly worked,

than free labourers. Prisoners were often employed in gang-

labour on the roads under the magistrate or under public works

otificers. In such jails as existed the discipline was lax, and,

except in some places in the Madras and Bombay Presidencies,

intra-mural labour was in a rudimentary condition. The mor-

tality, especially among those who laboured on the roads, was

very high.

Progress In 1834 a regulation was passed for the improvement of
of reform,

pj-jgon discipline, and shortly afterwards the first great measure

of prison reform was inaugurated at the instigation of Lord

Macaulay. He pointed out the defective condition of jail dis-

cipline, and suggested the appointment of a committee to

collect information and prepare an improved plan. This

suggestion was adopted, and the report of the first Prisons

Commission, which was presented to the Government in 1838,

recommended a series of radical reforms. The Commission

condemned the system of road-gangs, and proposed that con-

victs should be confined and put to labour in large central
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prisons, supplemented by smaller District jails in which adequate

arrangements should be made for classification and discipline.

In accordance with the notions prevailing in those days, they

advised that labour should be enforced by ' machines which

render the working at them a dull, wearisome, and disgustful

exertion.' The Commission further recommended that one or

more prison inspectors should be appointed for each Province.

Lord Auckland's Government accepted generally the views of

the Commission, but, having regard to the great expense which

they entailed and the many difficulties that beset the introduc-

tion of a complete jail system in India, enjoined caution in

carrying them out. In point of fact much progress had not

been made when Sir John Lawrence reviewed the position in

1864 and appointed the second Prisons Commission. Their

report proceeded on the lines of that of 1838, and laid down
a well-considered system which in its essential features is still

in force. It was followed by more effective action and a large

increase in jail accommodation. Separate Acts were passed for

the regulation of prisons in Madras, Bombay, Bengal, and the

Provinces having no legislature of their own, and under these

Acts considerable differences grew up in the practice prevailing

in different parts of India. In 1876 Lord Lytton appointed

a third Commission to make a general review of the subject,

and in particular to suggest means for introducing more

uniform regulations and for making short sentences more

deterrent. A Bill was prepared on the basis of the Commission's

report, but it never became law, and the question was allowed

to drop for several years. In the time of Lord Dufferin atten-

tion was again directed to the diversity of practice, and two

officers of experience were appointed to visit the jails of the

different Provinces^ and to investigate on the spot questions

regarding health, discipline, and general administration. They

made an exhaustive inquiry, and their report, submitted in 1889,

dealt with prison discipline and management in all its aspects.

It was supplemented by a conference of experts on the subject

of prison offences and punishments. A general Prisons Act

for British India (IX of 1894) was then passed, and regulations

were issued under it by the Governor-General-in-Council and

the Local Governments.

The forms of imprisonment authorized by the Indian Penal Forms of

Code are transportation, penal servitude, rigorous imprisonment i'^P'^son-

(i.e. with labour), and simple imprisonment. When rigorous

imprisonment is inflicted, the court may also order solitary

confinement during a portion of the sentence. Acconnnodaiiun
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in the jails has also to be provided for civil and under-trial

prisoners.

Classifica- There are several grades of Indian jails. In the first place,

?"?" °' lari^e Central jails for convicts sentenced to more than one
jaiU. " ^

year's imprisonment ; secondly, the jails at the head-quarters

of Districts ; and, thirdly, subsidiary jails in the interior of

Districts for under-trial prisoners and convicts under short

sentences of imprisonment. In 1903 British India contained

forty Central jails, 192 District jails, and 498 subsidiary jails

and lock-ups.

Jail estab- The Jail department in each Province is under the control of
lishments.

^j,-, Jnspector-General, who is generally an officer of the Indian

Medical Service with jail experience, and the Superintendents

of Central jails are usually recruited from the same service.

The District jail is under the charge of the Civil Surgeon and

is frequently inspected by the District Magistrate. The staff

under the Superintendent includes, in large Central jails,

a deputy superintendent to supervise the jail manufactures, and

in all Central and District jails one or more subordinate

medical officers.

The executive staff is divided into two classes. The higher

class consists of jailors and deputy and assistant jailors, who
form a single Provincial service with promotion from one grade

to another. The lower class comprises the warders for the

supervision and guard of prisoners ; they also form a graded

local service. Convict petty-officers are employed in all Central

and District jails. This practice is suited to the conditions of

India, where the majority of prisoners are not professional

criminals, and can be placed over their fellow-convicts without

demoralizing them. The rules under which the convict officers

are selected preclude the appointment of degraded criminals

and prescribe a high standard of conduct in jail, while the

prospect of promotion to one of these posts is a strong induce-

ment to good behaviour. Arrangements for guarding convicts

follow the principle that the prisoner, in his workshop or

sleeping ward, should be watched rather than the walls of the

jail. In olden days prisoners were generally fettered for better

security ; this system has long been abandoned, and fetters are

now used only as a punishment or to restrain violence.

General The general characteristic of the Indian prison system is

features of confinement in association by day and night. The desirability

svstem. of separate confinement by night, and of cellular confinement

during the first part of long, and the whole of short, sentences,

is recognized, and the Government of India has repeatedly
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drawn attention to the subject. There are, however, difficulties

attending this : the cost of providing cellular accommodation

is very great, and free ventilation is essential in a jail in the

Indian plains. Steady progress has been made during recent

years, and many sleeping wards have been fitted with cubicles.

The provision of cells for separate confinement has been

carried farthest in Madras, where a special penal routine has

been introduced for the first stage of confinement. Discipline

is maintained by a parade system, and the life of the convict is

controlled by rule in its minutest details. Prisoners are kept

separate under the following classes : persons under trial,

females, juveniles, civil prisoners, ordinary convicts, habitual

offenders, and sick prisoners. Prisoners under sentence of

labour rise at daybreak, take their early meal, work through

the morning, are allowed a mid-day interval for rest and food,

work again until evening, and, after a third meal, are locked up

for the night. The hours of work amount to about nine a day.

The dietary varies in difierent parts of the country with the

staple food of the people. Great pains have been taken in all

Provinces to regulate it on a scale which is sufficient to main-

tain good health without being lavish or extravagant. The

disease and mortality statistics of the jail population have been

discussed in chap, x of \'ol. I ; and it need only be observed

here that the jail death rate has been reduced until it compares

favourably with that of the general working population—a great

achievement, considering the large proportion of criminals who
are physically as well as morally below the average.

There are three classes of labour— hard, medium, and light ; Employ-

and a prisoner is employed on one or another class according '^^"'^ '^'

, . , . ,
.'..... . . , .... prisoner;

to his physical capacity. Work is mostly carried on within the

jail walls, but convicts are sometimes employed near the jail,

and extra-mural employment on a more extensive scale is

approved in the case of projects so large as to make it worth

while to erect special accommodation. These conditions do

not often exist, but a large number of convicts have recently

been employed in excavating the Jhelum Canal in the Punjab.

Within the walls prisoners are employed on jail service and

repairs, and in workshops. The main principle laid down with

regard to jail manufactures is that the work must be ])enal and

industrial. The industries are on a large scale, and multifarious

employments arc condemned, while care is taken that the jail

shall not compete with local trade. As far as possible industries

are adapted to the refjuirements of the consuming pul)lic

departments ; and printing, tent-making, and the manufacture

VOL. IV. D d
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of clothing are among the commonest eni})loyments. Other

forms of manufacture are allowed in some jails : there is, for

instance, a large and successful carpet manufactory in the

Central jail at Agra. Schooling is confined to juveniles ; the

experiment of teaching adults has been tried, but literary

instruction is unsuitable for the class of persons who fill an

Indian jail.

A list of jail offences and punishments has been drawn up

under the authority conferred by the Prisons Act. Punish-

ments are divided into major and minor according to their

severity. The offences have reference mainly to discipline,

the introduction or possession of forbidden articles, food,

clothing, sanitation, the care of jail property, work, assaults,

mutinies, and escapes. The number of desperate characters

among the convicts is small, and their conduct in jail is

generally good. Failure to perform the allotted task is by far

the most common offence. The principal punishments are

formal warning, deprivation of privileges, penal diet, various

forms of separate confinement, handcuffs, fetters, coarse

clothing, and whipping. Female prisoners are exempted from

whipping, fetters, and handcuffs. During 1903 the number of

punishments inflicted averaged two per head of the average

convict population—see the table at the end of this chapter,

which gives statistics for the jail i)opulation, and shows also

the cost of keeping and guarding prisoners, and the profits of

jail manufactures.

The jail regulations provide a system of reward as well as of

punishment. The principal rewards are promotion to the post

of convict warder and remission of sentences under the mark

system. Daily and special marks are awarded for industry and

good conduct, and a certain number of marks earn a day's

remission. This has been found to work well, and the convicts

appreciate its benefits.

Female prisoners are confined in separate wards of the

ordinary jails, under the charge of female warders. They are

subjected to the same discipline as male convicts, the tasks

being apportioned to their smaller strength. They are not

transferred to Central jails so freely as males, as it is considered

inadvisable, except in the case of long-term convicts, to send

women to places at a distance from their homes. Lahore

contains a special jail for female convicts.

Boy convicts are confined in special wards, and are divided

into children and adolescents. The latter class are kept

separate, sleep in cubicles, and are provided with schooling
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and industrial education. In 1903, 1,114 boys under sixteen

were admitted to the various jails in British India. It is

strictly enjoined that boys shall not be sent to jail when they

can be dealt with otherwise. The alternatives provided by

law are detention in a reformatory school for a period of three

to seven years, but not beyond the age of eighteen ; discharge

after admonition ; delivery to the parent or guardian on the

latter executing a bond to be responsible for the good behaviour

of the culprit ; and whipping by way of school discipline.

In 1903 there were 1,168 boys in reformatory schools. At

the beginning of that year there were seven such schools in

British India, and another was opened at Delhi in October.

Until 1899 these schools were, except in Madras, under the

administration of the Jail department, and it was found that

they were conducted too much on jail principles and without

sufficient regard to reformation. To remedy these defects the

control of the schools has been transferred to the Education

department ; and the authorities have been directed to improve

the industrial education of the inmates, to help the boys to

obtain employment on leaving school, and as far as possible

to keep a watch over their careers.

Only 290 girl criminals were admitted to jail in 1903. The Girl

social conditions of native life do not permit of girls being '^"mmals.

detained for considerable periods in reformatory schools, and

no such schools have therefore been established for them.

Magistrates have been directed to apply, when possible, the

power conferred on them by law to discharge on admonition

or to deliver to the parent or guardian. In Bengal and the

United Provinces a special depot for girl criminals has been

established in a Central jail as an experimental measure.

Transportation is an old punishment of the British Indian Tianspor-

criminal law. Bengal Regulation IV of 1797 authorized the l? ^'?'V,J.'^'^° ... \
Vo\i Blair

nizamat adalat (or superior crmimal court) to sentence criminals penal

to transportation beyond the seas. Several places were appointed setilemer.t.

for the reception of India,n transported convicts, and in 1838

Singapore, Penang, Malacca, Tenasserim, and the Mauritius

were used for this purpose. The treatment of the convicts was

lenient, and the disci[)line lax. The Prisons Commission of

183S approved of the transportation of life convicts, largely on

the ground of the terror inspired by banishment to a distant

and unknown land. This terror has in a great measure disap-

peared, but on the other hand the rigour of the system has

been much increased. Port Blair in the Andaman Islands is

now the only penal settlement. It was first used in 1858 fcr

D d 2
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Mutiny prisnners, and was opened to general convicts in 1863.

In 1902-3 the daily average convict population amounted to

12,182 men and 740 women. Under existing rules male

convicts sentenced to transportation for life, or for a term of

years of which six have still to run, are transported to the

Andamans provided that they are medically fit. Females are

transported if sentenced to transportation for seven years or

upwards. The convicts are dispatched to Port Blair in batches

during the calm season of the year. Under a scheme which

has been sanctioned by the Government of India there will,

hereafter, be five stages in the life of a male transported

convict. The first six months will be passed in a cellular jail,

the next eighteen months in association in a jail similar to

those of the Indian mainland, and the following three years as

a convict of the third class kept to hard gang-labour by day

and confined in barracks by night. Having thus completed

five years, a convict may be promoted to the second class, in

which he is eligible for various posts in the barracks and jails,

and for employment in the convict police or other Government

service, or in the capacity of servant to a private resident.

After five more years so spent, a well-behaved convict enters

the first class, in which he labours under more favourable

conditions, or is granted a ticket entitling him to support

himself, with the grant of a plot of land on which to build a

house. He may now send for his family or marry a female

convict. The three later stages of this discipline have been in

force for many years, but the two earlier have not yet been

introduced in a complete form as the accommodation is not

ready. The main portion of the cellular jail has been com-

pleted, and is already occupied, but the building of the

associated jail for the second stage has not yet been begun.

Females are kept at intra-mural work under strict jail

discipline for three years, for the next two years they are

subjected to a lighter discipline, and at the end of five years

they may support themselves or marry a male convict. Pro-

motion from class to class is dependent on good conduct, and

bad behaviour may lead to degradation. The convicts are

employed in jail service ; in the erection and repair of jail

buildings ; in the commissariat, medical, marine, and forest

departments ; in tea-gardens, and at other agricultural work

;

and in various jail manufactures. At the end of 1902-3 there

were 1,817 convicts in the semi-free or self-supporting stage

out of a total of 12,724 in the settlement. For breaches of

discipline and other jail offences convicts are punished by
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reduction to a lower class, withdrawal C)f indulgences, transfer

to a punishment-gang or ward, with extra hard labour and

penal diet (and, in the case of females, with liability to have

their hair cropped and to wear a refractory dress), solitary con-

finement, and corporal punishment (in the case of males only).

Ordinary male convicts sentenced to transportation for life are

released, if they have behaved well, after twenty years' imprison-

ment, and persons convicted of dacoity and other organized

crime after twenty-five ; but in both cases it is generally

essential that fifteen years of the period should be passed in

the settlement. Thugs and professional poisoners are never

released. Well-behaved female convicts are released after

fifteen years, and in the case of local marriage husband and

wife are liberated at the same time. The release is sometimes

absolute and sometimes, especially in the case of dacoits,

subject to conditions, e.g. in regard to residence. In some

cases the released convicts prefer to remain in the settlement

as free persons : they then earn a livelihood by agriculture, as

shopkeepers, and in other ways. The settlement is administered

by a Superintendent, aided by a staff of European assistants

and native subordin.ates.
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CHAPTER XIII

EDUCATION

The advent of British rule found a literature and a system of Indigenous

instruction existing anions both Hindus and Muhammadans, systems

1 1 1 • , 1 • ,• ... of mstruc-
in each case closely connected with their religious institutions, tion.

To give and to receive instruction is enjoined by the sacred The Hindu

books of the Brahmans, and their ancient sages produced a^^''^™'

literature which is deep and subtle and often of great beauty.

Schools of learning [tols) were formed in centres containing a

considerable high-caste population, and /a«^//j gave instruction

in Sanskrit grammar, logic, philosophy, and law. The students

were called the chelds or children of their gurus or teachers,

lived with them in a semi-filial relationship, and owed them

obedience and respect. The cJielas were lodged and fed by

their gurus, and the latter were maintained by gifts and grants

of land from the rulers of the country or from private bene-

factors. Teaching was mainly by word of mouth, and the

memory of the pupils was trained to enable them to repeat by

heart long passages of the sacred texts. ' The student respect-

fully held the hand of his teacher, and fixed his mind on the

teacher, and said, "Venerable sir, recite,'" and the savitri (the

well-known gdyatri verse of the Rig-veda) was recited and

learnt as the introduction to the learning of the Vedas. And
thus from day to day new lessons were recited and learnt, the

student dividing his day's work between minding his lessons

and minding the household work of his teacher \'

This advanced instruction was strictly confined to youths of

the higher castes. For the lower castes village schools were

scattered over the countryside, in which a rudimentary educa-

tion was given to the children of the trading classes, the petty

landholders, and the well-to-do cultivators. In many villages

in Bengal and other parts of India these schools may still be

seen working much as they must have worked in remote cen-

' Civilization in Amient India, by R. C. Dutt. The silvitri may be thus

translated :
' Let us meditate on that excellent glory of the divine vivifier,

May he enliglitcn our uiulerslandint^s,'
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turies of the past. Seated under a tree or in the veranda of

a hut, the children learned to trace the letters of the alphabet

with their fingers in the sand, or recite in monotonous tones

their spelling or a multiplication table which extends far beyond

the twelve times twelve of the English schoolroom. Simple

mensuration and accounts and the writing of a letter are the

highest accomplishments at which this primitive course of

instruction aims.

The Mu- In former times the higher education of Muhammadans was
liammadan

j,-, j^j-^g hands of men of learning who devoted themselves to the
^^^ ™'

instruction of youth. Schools were attached to mosques and

shrines, and sui)ported by state grants in cash or land, or by

private liberality. Individual instructors of merit were also

aided by the state, and landholders and nobles vied with each

other in supporting scholars of repute. Several towns in India,

such as Gopamau and Khairabad in Oudh, and Jaunpur in the

Province of Agra, have from time to time been famous seats of

learning, to which students flocked from all parts of India, and

even from Afghanistan and Bokhara, to attend the lectures of

renowned specialists. The course of study in a Muhammadan
place of learning included grammar, rhetoric, logic, theology,

metaphysics, literature, jurisprudence, and science. The classes

of the learned instructors have been replaced by madrasas or

colleges of a more modern type founded by the liberality of

pious persons.

Elementary classes were included in the schools attached

to mosques, but ordinary education was, as a rule, imparted

at home. Householders of means engaged the services of a

teacher to instruct their children in reading, writing, and

arithmetic. Persian was the medium of instruction, and letter-

writing and penmanship were highly prized accomplishments.

The children learned to write on oblong boards, in appearance

like a large edition of the horn-book, which could be washed

clean at the close of the lesson. Less aflluent neighbours were

invited or allowed to send their children to the class, which

sometimes attained the proportions of a small school. The
schools were known as domestic makiabs, and the teachers

were called ' maulvi sahib ' or ' munshi s'lhib.' The profession

was followed by both Muhammadans and Hindus. The old

Indian pedagogue is the hero of many a folk-tale, in which he is

sometimes depicted as a tyrant whom it was the pride and

delight of the bolder spirits among his pupils to outwit, and at

other times as the good-natured but lettered fool who fell into

every trap that was laid for him. The pupils were bound to
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respect and do menial service for their inaulvi, and custom

permitted him to make free use of the cane or to punish delin-

quents in any other way his ingenuity might devise.

In England, during the early days of the Company's rule, the Early

state still left the care of education to private enterprise and ^'^'o^'y "^

' the pious founder.' The principles which prevailed at home under

naturally influenced the conduct of the administration in British

India, and the Court of Directors did little to supplement the ™ ^'

indigenous systems of education existing in their territories.

Their efforts were confined to the establishment of colleges for

Oriental learning, such as the Calcutta Madrasa for Muhamma-
dans founded by Warren Hastings in 1782, and the Benares

College for Hindus established in 1791. About this time Mr.

Wilberforce and other benevolent persons in England took up

the cause of the education of the natives of India, and, after an

unsuccessful attempt in 1793 to introduce a measure for the

encouragement of missionaries and schoolmasters, succeeded in

inserting a clause in the Charter Act of 1813 that one lakh of

rupees in each year should be 'set apart and applied to the revival

and improvement of literature and the encouragement of the

learned natives of India, and for the introduction and promotion

of a knowledge of the sciences among the inhabitants of the

British territories in India.' The grant was devoted mainly to

the upkeep of the Oriental colleges, the payments of stipends

to students, and the publication of works of Oriental literature.

But the cause of general education was not without its advo-

cates. In 18
1 5 Lord Hastings declared his anxiety to see

some system of public instruction established, and the pri\ate

endeavours of native and English gentlemen and of missionary

bodies gave a fresh impetus to educational progress. Potent

causes were at work which tended to direct the current of edu-

cation into new channels. 'A knowledge of English became a

means of livelihood to natives at the centres of government, and

a demand arose for English instruction in the Presidency towns.

As the old exotic court language, Persian, fell into disuse, and

especially when it ceased to be the language of official life, the

demand for education in the vernaculars which had superseded

tlie foreign tongue made itself more widely felt. Meanwhile a

new influence in fiivour of popular education was being brought

to bear ujion the Indian Government by missionary and

philanthropic bodies both in this country and in Europe \'

At a very early date Christian missionaries assumed an '" X
•' '

. missionary

honourable and important position in the history of Indian work.

' Report of tlic Indian Education Commission, 1SS3.
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Contro-
versy be-

tween the

Anglicists

and the

Oriental-

ists.

education. In the days of Portuguese ascendancy in the

South the Jesuit fathers established a fairly wide system of

education. When the scale turned in favour of British rule

Protestant missionaries were no less zealous. Although at first

opposed by the authorities through fear of native hostility to

missionary effort, they established a number of colleges and

schools in which many pupils were instructed in the learning

of the West, and some of which, such as the Christian College

at Madras, the A\'ilson College at Bombay, and the General

Assembly's Institution at Calcutta, remain to the present day

among the most important educational institutions of the

country. The first English missionary college in India owed
its foundation to the Baptists. In 1799 Carey and four other

missionaries, in order to avoid the opposition of the British

authorities, established themselves at Serampore, on the

Hooghly, which was at that time a Danish possession. This

group of Baptist missionaries rendered themselves illustrious

by their literary activity, and in ten years the Bible was trans-

lated and printed, in whole or in part, in thirty-one languages.

In 181 8 they founded the Serampore College. The professed

object of this institution was conversion, and to this end

instruction in the tenets of Christianity was combined with
" Sanskrit and Arabic literature. In 1820 a college was founded

at Calcutta, with funds subscribed in England in honour of

Middleton, the first Anglican bishop in India, for the purpose

of educating Christian youths to qualify them ' to preach among
the heathen.' Another name celebrated in connexion with the

early history of education in India is that of Dr. Duff, mission-

ary of the Church of Scotland. He landed at Calcutta in

1830, and in spite of a host of dititiculties succeeded in estab-

lishing a seminary for imparting literary, scientific, and religious

education through the medium of English. These early

missionary efforts had a most important influence in fostering

the demand for English education. They taught the natives

that English was a profitable acquisition, while the Government

learnt the usefulness of English-taught natives in the public

service.

But the claim of an English as opposed to an Oriental

education was not estai)lished until after a long struggle. Two
parties arose, both of which favoured the extension of verna-

cular education ; but while the Orientalists desired that it should

be supplemented by the study of the classfcal languages of

the East, the Anglicists contended that the knowledge and

science of the Western world should be thrown open to the
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natives of India through the study of English. The Oriental-

ists based their contention on the words of the Charter Act

of 181 3, on the alleged wishes of the people, on the fact that

Hindu and Muhanimadan law are derived chiefly from Sanskrit

and Arabic works, and on the ground that the sacred books of

the people are written in these languages. The majority of the

Company's servants were at first in favour of Oriental education,

but the party of change included prominent members of the

native community, and in the end the scale was turned against

the Orientalists. A minute written in 1835 by Lord Macaulay

(at that time Legal Member of Council and a member of the

Council of Education) had a great influence in determining the

issue. After a striking eulogy on the English language he put

the point in the following passage :

—

'The question now before us is simply whether, when it is

in our power to teach this language, we shall teach languages

in which, by universal confession, there are no books on any
subject which deserve to be compared to our own ; whether
when we can teach European science, we shall teach systems

which, by universal confession, wherever they differ from those

of Europe differ for the worse ; and whether, when we can
patronize sound philosophy and true history, we shall

countenance, at the public expense, medical doctrines which
would disgrace an English farrier, astronomy which would
move laughter in girls at an English boarding-school, history

abounding in kings thirty feet high and reigns thirty thousand
years long, and geography made of seas of treacle and seas of

butter.'

Nowadays it would be readily admitted that Lord

ALacaulay did but scant justice to the Oriental writers of

antiquity ; but in essence his contention was just, while his

brilliant exposition carried conviction. Almost immediately

after his minute was written, the (jovernment issued a Reso-

lution which decided unequivocally in favour of a Western

education. In reafifirming the decision in 1839, Lord Auck-

land explained that the existing Oriental institutions were to

be kept up in full efficiency.

It is not possible in a brief sketch to give an adequate Further

account of the tentative efforts made during the next twenty
'"^'"''y ^'P

years in accordance with the principles which had now
become established. Missionary effort continued to play

an important part in educational progress, the interest of

enlightened natives was aroused, and the Government accepted

an increasing share of work and responsibility. In Bengal,

under the general control of a Council of ICducalion, a Jiumber
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of colleges and bchools were established for ihe teaching of

the upper and middle classes, but very little was done for

the improvement of elementary education. The authorities

shrank before the magnitude and difficulty of the task, and

declared that education must be left to filter downwards to

the great mass of the population. Indigenous rural schools or

pathshdlas existed in large numbers, but the teachers were in-

competent and miserably paid, and the instruction was of the

rudest description. In the North-Western Provinces, which

were separated from Bengal in 1836, a different spirit

prevailed ; and Mr. Thomason, who was Lieutenant-Governor

from 1843 to 1853 and was warmly supported by Lord

Dalhousie, succeeded in inaugurating a system of general

elementary instruction. A Government school was established

in each tahsil, and from that centre surrounding indigenous

schools were supervised, and the people and teachers were

furnished with advice, assistance, and encouragement. The
improvement of the indigenous schools proved, then as ever,

exceedingly difficult, and the system was gradually superseded

by the establishment of circle or halkabandi schools supported

by a local cess. In Madras a Government high school was

started at the Presidency town in 1841, and several other

high and middle-class schools were established. In the

matter of elementary schools the work of the Government

was confined, for the most part, to furnishing some aid to

private institutions, of which a considerable number had been

founded by missionary societies. In Bombay, where education

owed much to the enlightened efforts of Mountstuart

Elphinstone, English schools were established at the head-

quarters of Districts, a number of vernacular schools, supported

partly by the state and partly by the people, grew up under

the control of a Board of Education, and indigenous schools

were inspected and encouraged. A beginning had thus been

made over large portions of India, but progress up to the

year 1853 had not been encouraging. There were only

fourteen Government colleges for general education; elementary

vernacular education had been attempted with any degree of

success only in the Xorth-Western Provinces and Bombay ; and

the total number of pupils in Government colleges and schools

of all classes in Madras, Bombay, Bengal, and the North-

western Provinces amounted to less than 40,000.

The Such was the position of affairs when, in 1854, Sir C. Wood

ofTs-"^''
(afterwards Lord Halifax) being President of the Board of

Control, the Court of Directors decided that the Government
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siould afford assistance 'to the more extended and systematic

promotion of general education in India,' and addressed the

CiOvernor-General-in-Council in a memorable dispatch which

sketched in outline a complete scheme of public education,

controlled and aided, and in part directly managed, by the

state. I'he principles then laid down were reaffirmed in

1859 after the transfer of the administration to the Crown,

and still guide, in the main, the efforts of the Government for

the better education of the people. The dispatch of 1854

prescribed the constitution in each Province of a separate

department of Public Instruction ; the institution of Univer-

sities at the Presidency towns ; the establishment of

institutions for training teachers for all classes of schools

;

the maintenance of the existing Government colleges and

high schools, and the increase of their number when necessary
;

the establishment of new schools between the elementary and

high schools ; the multiplication and improvement of vernacular

schools, indigenous and other, for elementary education ; and

the introduction of a system of grants-in-aid of schools

maintained by private jjersons or bodies. The attention of

the Government was to be specially directed to placing the

means of acquiring useful and practical knowledge within

the reach of the great mass of the people, 'who are utterly

incapable of obtaining any education worthy of the name

by their own unaided efforts.' English, which was to be

taught where there was a demand for it, was to be the

medium of instruction in tlK3 higher branches, and the

vernacular languages in the lower.

In spite of the dark days v.hich followed close on the Later

dispatch of 1854, the Government in India at once took
'j'^^°I.^'j

vigorous action on the instructions of the Court of Directors,

and a great impetus was given to all forms of educational

activity. The progress up to the present time is illustrated

by the table at the end of this chapter. 'Hie table refers

only to institutions which are classed as ' public ' in the

educational statistics. 'Public' institutions include all those

which are managed or aided by the state or by local or

municipal bodies, or which, although they receive no grant

of public money, are recognized by the Education department

as institutions which may send up candidates for Government

scholarship and certificate examinations, and which may

receive Government scholars. Institutions and pupils are

classified in the table under the primary, secondary, and

collegiate stages. Primary education may be roughly described
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as the instruction of the masses through the vernacular

;

secondary education denotes all school teaching, whether in

English or in the vernacular, beyond the elementary stage ; and

collegiate education the instruction given in institutions

affiliated to the Universities. The Universities of Calcutta,

Madras, and Bombay were founded in 1S57, and by 1861

the new system was in general working order. In that year

the number of pupils in public institutions in the Provinces

of Madras, Bombay, Bengal (including Assam\ and Agra

amounted to about 230,000, of whom 200,000 were in the

primary stage. More than 5,000 public primary schooh,

and 142 secondary schools^ had by this time been established

in these four Provinces. During the next few years the

progress of primary education, though considerable, did not

keep pace with the extension of education of a higher class.

In 1871 there were in all British India about 518,000 pupils

in primary schools, while the pupils in secondary schools

numbered 206,000. The grant-in-aid system did not secure

an adequate development of primary instruction ; and the

period following the Mutiny was one of great financial

difficulty, which compelled the Government to husband its

resources in order to meet the growing claims made on it for

all branches of the administration. From 1865 onwards the

funds available for education (especially primary education)

and other local needs were augmented by the rapid develop-

ment of the municipal system, and by Acts for the imposition

of local cesses to supersede the semi-voluntary local taxation

in force in several Provinces. The first Cess Act was passed

for Sind in 1865, Madras followed in 1866, Bombay in 1869,

and the United Provinces and the Punjab in 1S71. The Act

passed for Bengal in 187 1 applied only to provision for

communications : from the outset indigenous agency was more

relied on in this Province than elsewhere for the spread of

vernacular education, but up to that d.ite the measures taken

for its improvement had not been adequate.

1 87 1- Between 1871 and 1882 a remarkable development took

1901. place. In the latter year more than 2\ million pupils were

receiving instruction in 90,000 public institutions. The

number of primary pupils had more than quadrupled, as

against an increase of 8 per cent, among pupils in the

secondary stage \ About 6,000 scholars were under instruction

in sixty-seven Arts colleges affiliated to the several Universities.

* It is possible that changes in classification make the reailt, so far as se-

condary education is concerned, appear less favourable than the actual facts.
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A Commission was appointed in 1882 to review the progress

and criticize the working of the system. The Government
of India was able to congratulate itself on the result, and the

general principles of 1854 were reaftirmed and amended, and
supplemented by a number of fresh instructions. Shortly

after this the management of Government schools was, in

large measure, made over to municii)alities and District

boards under Lord Ripon's scheme of local self-government.

The progress since 188 1-2 has been considerable; but the

rate of development in primary education which occurred in

the preceding decade has not been maintained, while during

the past few years the work has been greatly hindered by

plague and famine.

At the end of the year 1901-2 nearly 4,000,000 students

were under instruction in about 105,000 public institutions of

all grades, and more than 600,000 pupils were being taught

in about 43,000 private institutions outside the scope of the

department of Public Instruction. Compared with 188 1-2

the number of pupils in primary schools had increased by 49
per cent., and of pupils in secondary schools by 180 per cent.,

the rate of progress of primary education having again fallen

below that of higher instruction. More than 17,500 under-

graduates were at the end of the same year receiving instruc-

tion in 145 Arts colleges, while 46 colleges for training in law,

medicine, and other professional studies had an aggregate

attendance of nearly 5,400 students. Notwithstanding the

great increase recorded in the number of scholars, the Census of

1901 showed that in all India the proportion of persons able to

read and write to the total population was still only 98 per

1,000 in the case of males and 7 per 1,000 in the case of

females. The table on the next page shows the ratios in the

Provinces and Native States. Burma owes its predominant

place to the diffusion of elementary instruction by the Buddhist

monks ; but the standard of their teaching is very low, and if

a higher test than the mere ability to read and write were

adopted, the Province would occupy a very different position.

' It is worthy of note that in the north-west of India, where

the Aryan element in the population is believed to be

strongest, the people are far more ignorant than in the east

and south, where the Mongolian and Dravidian races pre-

dominate ^' As regards religions, the order of literacy is as

follows :—Parsis, Jains, Buddhists, Christians, Sikhs, Hindus,

Muhammadans, Animists. The Census shows 68 males and
' Census Rcporlfor India, 1901, chap. v.
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7 females in every 10,000 of the population as literate in

English. Here Bombay, T^Iadras, and Bengal hold the first

place among the larger political units. There are also, and

especially in Madras, a good many people who can speak

Endish but cannot write it.

Province or State.

Number of Persons per
1,000 ABLE TO reau

AND WRITE.

Burma . •

']"ravancore

I'aroda .

Madias .

IJombay

.

Bengal .

Mysore .

Eerar

Assam .

Punjab .

Rajputana
United Provinces

Central India

.

H}'derabad

Central Provinces

Kashmir

Males.

119
116

104

93
85

67
64
62

.^7

55
55

54

Females.

45
31
S

9

9

Periodical Since 1882 the conditioti and progress of the educational

review of system have been passed under periodic review, and the

press of Government has on each occasion, issued such fresh regulations

education, and orders as appeared at the time to be desirable. The

review made in 1898 was followed by a searching inquiry

which revealed much diversity of practice, some serious defects,

and many opportunities for improvement. Vigorous measures

of reform were instituted. A conference of Indian educa-

tionalists and administrators was convened to discuss all

branches of the subject ; an officer from England was appointed

adviser to the Government of India in educational matters,

with the title of Director-General of Education ; a Connnission

was constituted to inquire into the condition, prospects, and

needs of University education ; and an expert committee

travelled through India to investigate and advise on the system

of technical education. Some of the projected reforms have

already been carried out, others are still in the preliminary staged

' See on this subject an important Resolution of the Government of India

(dated March 11, 1904, Nos. 199-21 1), which sums up past educational

achievements and indicates the lines on which future progress should be

made. The Resolution is printed as an Appendix to the Review oj the

Progress of Education in India, 1897-S to iyoi-2.
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The special obligation of the Government towards the Primary

vernacular education of the masses, which was declared by the
"l"*^^'!*^"'

Court of Directors in 1854, was endorsed by the Education

Commission of 1882, and has been reaffirmed by the Govern-

ment of India whenever it has reviewed the progress of

education. But the practice has fallen behind the precept.

At the end of 190 1-2 only about one-sixth of the boys of

school-going age (calculated at 15 per cent, of the total male

population) were following the primary course in public in-

stitutions. The percentage varies from 23 and 22 in Bengal and

Bombay to 9 and 8 in the United Provinces and the Punjab.

Several causes have contributed to the slow growth of

primary instruction. When the Education departments began

to devote their attention to the extension and improvement of

primary instruction, they had in the first place to deal with

a portion of the population who were accustomed to and

valued education, and who lived in populous and easily

accessible parts of the country ; and they were aided by a more

or less widespread system of indigenous schools. In such

circumstances progress was comparatively easy. These favour-

able conditions have been to a great extent exhausted, and the

portion of the problem which remains to be dealt with is far

harder. The benefits of education have now to be conveyed

to the poorer ryots and the lower castes, who have from time

immemorial lived without instruction and are altogether in-

different to it. In addition to this general cause, Local

Governments and local bodies have often been hard pressed

for funds ; the efforts of the educated classes are more readily

directed towards English than towards primary education
;

and the officers of the Education department have not always

realized the importance of placing the advance of primary

education in the forefront of their endeavours. The Govern-

ment of India has recently insisted that greater efforts must be

made for the expansion and improvement of primary education,

and has afforded assistance from Imperial revenues. Efforts

have also been made of late years to popularize primary

instruction, by simplifying the course of study and bringing it

into closer relationship with the daily life and avocations of

the people.

A comparatively small number of primary schools are now Manage-

managed directly by the Government ; most are administered "^"'

by municipalities and District boards, or by private persons schools.

or bodies. Many of these private institutions are indigenous

schools which have been brought to conform to the require-

VOL. IV, E e
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nients of the Education department ; others are schools of

a more modern type started by native proprietors ; others

again belong to various missionary societies. In Bengal and

Burma, where educational progress has proceeded on the lines

of developing indigenous schools, the very large majority are

under private management ; in Bombay, where primary educa-

tion owes its advancement to the local rates, municipal and

District board schools greatly outnumber the private establish-

ments. ]\Iadras, the United Provinces, and the Punjab stand

in between, the former tending towards the Bengal and the

two latter towards the Bombay system. Municipal and local

board schools are required to conform to the general regulations

of the Government with regard to equipment, curriculum,

method of instruction, &c., and board schools are in general

subject to the control of the Education department in matters

of the first importance. Most of the private schools which

come within the scope of the Education department receive

a grant-in-aid from Provincial or Local funds ; others conform

to the departmental standards in the hope of qualifying for

this aid, or of securing the privilege of receiving Government

scholars and sending up their pupils for the Government

scholarship and certificate examinations. Grants are given in

aid of salaries, and for buildings, furniture, appliances, books,

scholarships, and special needs. The Education Commission

of 1882 recommended that salary grants should be given on

the results-grant system, i.e. on the result of an individual

examination of the pupils in the different classes. This system

is still in general force, but some Provincial Governments use

other methods in conjunction with it. Thus in Madras and

Bombay the best schools are put on a fixed grant list, and in

the Central Provinces fixed allowances are supplemented by

Grant-in- results grants. The results-grant system was adopted in the

aid system, f^j-st instance on the strength of European precedents; but it

has now been finally condemned in England, while experience

in India has proved that it is unsatisfactory in its influence on

education and uncertain in its financial effect. The Govern-

ment of India has recently directed that it should be replaced

by more equitable tests of efficiency, depending on the number

of scholars in attendance, the buildings provided for their

accommodation, the circumstances of the locality, the qualifica-

tions of the teachers, the nature of the instruction given, and

the outlay from other sources. The Educational codes of the

various Provinces are now being revised so as to embody this

important reform.
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The type of primary school varies from the primitive village General

pathshdla or ?naktab to the modern institutions in which the ^°t^'^-tcr-
'^

.
IStlCs of

pupils are educated in accordance with approved European primary

methods. The Bombay local rates schools are in general schools.

better built, equipped, and managed than the Bengal indige-

nous institutions. Many of the latter have not got much be-

yond their primitive condition, and a quarter of their pupils are

little children who cannot read or write. Efforts are now being

made to improve the character of the instruction imparted.

The Bombay schools are also more expensive. The average

cost of educating a child in a Bombay primary school is

Rs. 6-6-4 ^ ye3.r, while in Bengal it is only Rs. 2-12-0 and in

Burma Rs. 2-12-9. Boarding schools are very rare, save in the

case of missionary schools and some institutions in the large

towns. The day's work is in general about five or six hours,

and the times of study are altered to suit the seasons. About

one-tenth of the boys in the primary stage of education receive

instruction in the primary classes of secondary schools, forming

nearly two-thirds of the boys in such schools. The system

varies in different Provinces. In Bombay the complete course

of vernacular education is given in the primary schools, and

a boy who is to receive an English education first goes through

the lower classes of a primary school and is then transferred to

an English school. In Bengal, on the other hand, each class

of school is generally complete in itself, and the nature of the

instruction in the lower classes has hitherto depended on the

character of the institution. The school career of a child

begins, as a rule, at about five years of age, and the primary

course, which for the great majority includes all the education

they receive, lasts for five years. It is divided into a lower

and an upper stage, but many schools and pupils do not go

beyond the lower course.

The course of instruction in a primary school is simple. In The course

general the maximum which it attempts is to teach the child to of teaching

read and write his own language ; to enable him to do easy schools,

sums and understand simple forms of native accounts and the

village land-record papers ; and to give him a rudimentary

knowledge of common objects, geography, agriculture, sanita-

tion, and the history of India. Madras and Bombay may be

taken to illustrate the nature of this instruction. In Madras

the course extends from the alphabet and counting to the com-

pulsory subjects of reading, recitation, grammar, writing, spelling,

and European and native arithmetic. The following additional

subjects are voluntary ; kindergarten occupations, elementary

E e 2
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science, a second language (either English or an Indian ver-

nacular), drawing, geography, singing, hygiene, history of India,

agriculture, mensuration, and the elementary subjects of the

technical course. The principle is to require few compulsory

subjects and to offer a selection of voluntary subjects suitable

to all classes of schools. In the infant classes in the Bombay
schools the subjects are the alphabet and numerals ; forms,

colours, and familiar objects ; recitation and singing in unison
;

and infant drill, exercises, and games. In the seventh or highest

stage, which terminates vernacular education in this Presidency,

the subjects are arithmetic, the first book of Euclid, native

accounts, a reading book, grammar, and etymology, the reading

of manuscript, writing, history and government of India, geogra-

phy, and hygiene, which forms the end of a series of science

and object lessons. A graduated course of manual training or

elementary science may be substituted for this course.

The general complaint has been made against the Indian

system of primary education that it does not serve to train the

faculties or assist the pupils in their future life. There is said

to be too much unintelligent learning by rote, and too much
grammar and complicated English arithmetic. Some improve-

ment has been made in recent years in obedience to instructions

issued by the Government of India in 1897. Almost all

Provinces have introduced kindergarten methods and object

lessons, and have framed courses intended to train the faculties

of children. The course which the Government of Bengal is

now endeavouring to introduce begins with a simple kinder-

garten system in which objects familiar in the daily life of the

children are used, and object lessons are freely employed

throughout as a medium of instruction and training. In each

subject the child is led from the more to the less familiar;

thus the study of geography begins with maps of the school

and compound and of the village. It is an illustration of the

magnitude of educational problems in India that 50,000

teachers in Bengal have to be instructed in the new methods.

Primary Without good teachers the best of regulations and courses
school

^yjii f^ji_ 'Y\\Q, three million ' public ' primary pupils of India

require an army of teachers for their instruction, and the supply

of an adequate number of properly qualified persons is perhaps

the greatest difficulty of the educational problem. Hitherto

the chief defects have been insufficient pay and training. The

pay of primary school teachers varies ordinarily from about

Rs. 18 a month in the Bombay Presidency to Rs. 6 or 10 in

the United Provinces, and Rs. 5 or 6 in Bengal, where the
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monthly salary of the guru is supplemented by fees and

presents in cash or grain. There are no fixed fees : they are

a matter of arrangement between the teacher and his pupils or

their parents. It has now been recognized that the enhance-

ment of the pay of primary teachers in Provinces where it is

unduly low has a special claim on the increased expenditure

from Imperial revenues which is being devoted to educationnl

objects. Considerable improvement has also been efiected of

recent ye^rs in the training of primary teachers, as will be

mentioned in a later section of this chapter.

The account given above applies to primary education in Rural

general, which is of course most developed in towns. The ^^"°°'^'

rural schools require separate notice. They present a problem

the magnitude and difficulty of which is exceeded only by its

importance. The mass of the peasantry are still utterly

illiterate. In Upper India one frequently comes across villages

with only one or two men who can sign their names ; in Bengal

and in Southern and Western India matters are better, but

everywhere ignorance is a prominent characteristic of the cul-

tivating class. This ignorance has become a more serious

disability and a greater danger than it was in earlier days ; for

the railways have revolutionized the conditions of village life,

have brought the cultivator into contact with the commercial

world, and have given to the produce of his lands an easily

realizable monetary value which it never before possessed. He
is thus beset by new temptations to extravagance, and called

on to deal with shrewd men with whom it is not possible for

him to transact business on equal terms. From another point

of view the ignorance of the villager is a great obstacle to the

amelioration of his position. Immense pains have been taken

to introduce improved agricultural methods and to remove the

grossly insanitary conditions which still prevail in the majority

of Indian villages. It is difficult for such schemes to achieve

wide and lasting success when applied to a population too

ignorant to understand their meaning or appreciate their value.

The Government has not failed to perceive the extreme im-

portance of the problem, and ever since the days of Mr.

Thomason it has been the subject of repeated investigation

and experiment. During recent years considcral)Ic improve-

ments have been made in the character of the villnge schools,

and the subjects and methods of instruction have been brought

into greater harmony with the conditions and requirements of

peasant life. The subject has received special attention in

Bombay, the Central Provinces, and the Punjab. Side by side
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with the 'superior' schools, there exist in Bombay special

schools which teach five simpler standards in place of the

ordinary seven, the whole course being designed to occupy the

child from the age of about six to twelve. In the infant class

the rural schools give the same course of instruction as the

' superior ' schools ; thenceforward they devote themselves to

the three R's, while particular attention is paid to native

accounts, simple forms of agreement, the plants and animals

of the locality, its agricultural products, and the elements of

a knowledge of sanitation. The reform of village schools in the

Central Provinces began in the year 1893-4, but was not very

successful until the whole system was remodelled in 1S99.

The rural school contains five classes, and the age of the pupils

ranges from five to fourteen. School is held in the morning

and afternoon, but the bulk of the pupils attend only in the

morning and are therefore called ' half-timers.' The few

'whole-timers ' consist as a rule of the sons of the landlord, the

village trader, the pahvdri (accountant), and the schoolmaster

himself. The ' half-timers ' are taught reading, writing, arith-

metic, kindergarten, drawing, geography, agriculture, simple

facts about physical science, and to understand the land

records of the village. The General Readers provide the

lessons in agriculture and science, and the only other books

required are a simple Geography and an Arithmetic. Instruc-

tion is made as practical as possible : thus the readings are

accompanied by explanations and illustrated by object lessons

;

in the writing lessons the boys are taught to write imaginary

letters ; the course in arithmetic includes the ordinary native

methods of notation and accounts ; and the pativari takes the

boys to the field and explains the papers on the spot '. The
Punjab has, since 1886, had za7nuidCin schools in which^ to

prevent boys from getting out of touch with field occupations,

it was provided that they should attend daily for one short

period, either in the morning or in the evening. This rule is

however frequently infringed, native arithmetic has been found

to be generally neglected, and the agricultural lessons are not

practically illustrated. It is in contemplation to abandon the

zatninddri schools, and to deal with rural schools under a system

which will not be so ambitious as the present scheme but will

retain its useful features.

Secondary There are three classes of secondary schools—the ver-

nacular and English middle schools, and the high schools.

' For an account of the rural schools in the Central Provinces see the first

volume of the Occasional Reports of the Director- General of Edttcation.

education.
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The vernacular middle school course is a prolongation of the VeiT?cular

primary course, and completes the instruction of those who do "'J*^ ' ^' '

.

'

.
'

. _
schools.

not aspire to an English education. In most Provinces the

course lasts for three j'ears, and should be completed at about

the age of thirteen. It is less popular, and affords a less ready

opening for employment, than the English course, and in

1901-2 only 27-3 per cent, of the secondary school pupils were

in vernacular middle schools. In Madras the compulsory

subjects are a vernacular language, arithmetic, geography, and

the history of India. The following subjects are voluntary

:

elementary science, a vernacular or classical language or

English, the history of England, geometry and algebra, and

any subject of the Madras technical course. The Government

of India has recently issued instructions with the object of pre-

venting the undue sacrifice of the vernaculars to English.

The spread of English education accounts for most of the English

202 per cent, increase in pupils in the secondary stage which schools.

took place between 1 870-1 and 1 901-2. At the end of the

latter year nearly 430,000 pupils in boys' schools were learning

English, the proportion to population being highest in Madras

(where English is more commonly spoken than in other

Provinces) and lowest in the United Provinces.

Government takes a somewhat larger share, and municipalities

and local boards a much smaller share, in the conduct of

English than of primary schools, but in all the large Provinces

the great majority of English schools are under private manage-

ment. This preponderance of private institutions conforms to

the principle laid down by the Education Commission of 18S2,

in accordance with the declaration of the dispatch of 1854, that

' it is ordinarily expedient to provide the means of secondary

education only where adequate local co-operation is forthcom-

ing ; and that therefore, in all ordinary case^, secondary schools

for instruction in English be hereafter established by the state

preferably on the policy of grants-in-aid.' It is, however, now

recognized that to maintain a satisfactory level of efficiency

a model secondary school under direct Government manage-

ment is needed for each District. Private secondary schools

may not be admitted to grants-in-aid unless they supply a real

educational want and provide due guarantees for stability and

efficient management.

The English secondary school stage is divided into middle The

and high school sections, which really form portions of the same secondary

course. The two courses comprise five or six classes ; and if school

a year were spent in each class, in addition to five years in the
^*^2^'"
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primary school, the English school education should ordinarily

be completed by the time the pupil attained the age of sixteen.

Clever pupils are often pushed through more quickly, and
sometimes matriculate at a University at the early age of

twelve or thirteen. This hurrying through the course tends

to injure the physique and interfere with the mental training

of the student, and the Indian Universities Commission of

1902 recommended that a minimum age-limit of fifteen should

be fixed for matriculation.

High In English secondary schools the main course has hitherto led
school up to the matriculation or entrance examination of one or other
course. ^ ,__... ,_,, ,

- . ,

Matricnla- O' the Universities. There are other courses ot a more practical

tionexami- character leading up to different examinations, but they have

not in the past succeeded in attracting any considerable pro-

portion of the students. A purely literary education has been

more popular among both parents and students, as being in

itself more attractive to them and as affording a better opening

for remunerative employment. The matriculation has generally

been accepted as a qualifying test by Government and private

employers as well as by the Universities, and has been regarded

as the common goal of the school career. In 1901-2 nearly

23,000 candidates presented themselves for the matriculation

examination of the several Universities. The general subjects

are English ; an Oriental or European classical language, or

an Indian or European vernacular
\ elementary mathematics

;

and history and geography. Some Universities include

elementary science in the course. The influence of this

examination on school teaching is said not to have been in

^

all respects beneficial. It is alleged that sound methods of

training are neglected, because the attention of teachers and

scholars is often concentrated on the cramming of material for

use in the examination. Some matriculates have been found

so deficient in knowledge of English that they cannot follow

college lectures, and at the same time they may be un-

able to write their own language easily and idiomatically.

The number of candidates is so great that it is difficult to

devise an examination which shall form an adequate test of

intelligent study and at the same time maintain a reasonably

even standard.

Scliool The 'school final examinations,' which are alternative to
final ex- matriculation, arose from the recommendations of the Educa-
amination. . . ...

tion Commission of 1882. That Commission found the high

schools used almost exclusively as preparatory schools for the

University, and the course of instruction dominated by the
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University standard. They reported that there was a real need

for some modern course which would fit boys for industrial or

commercial pursuits, and pointed out that the matriculation

did not serve this purpose, but was intended to ascertain

whether the candidate was ripe for University studies. They
thought that bifurcation might properly take place within two

years of the end of the secondary course, and recommended
that in the upper classes of high schools there should be two

types of instruction, one leading to matriculation, and the other

of a more practical character, intended to fit boys for commer-

cial and non-literary pursuits. The conclusions of the Com-
mission were accepted by the Government, but the progress

made in giving effect to them has been slow. Pupils were

reluctant to abandon the hope of a University career, with its

many attendant advantages, two years before the end of their

school life. Of recent years, however, the advantages of

a practical training have increased considerably as compared

with those to be derived from an exclusively literary education,

and a greater degree of success has attended the efforts to

impart a more modern character to the Indian high schools.

In 1901-2 the examinations alternating with the matriculation

were the upper secondary examination in Madras, the school

final examination in Bombay and the United Provinces, the

science entrance examination of the Punjab University, and the

Punjab clerical and commerce examination. Classes have

recently been established in a few Bengal high schools leading

up to the civil engineering college, and to commerce and the

industries, but no examination had been held in the new courses

of study up to the year 190 1-2. In Madras the examination

is conducted by the Government and in the other Provinces by

the University. The Allahabad and the Punjab science exam-

inations admit to the University ; the others do not. These

examinations replace the matriculation as a qualification for

Government service in Bombay, while in Madras, the United

Provinces, and the Punjab they form an alternative qualification.

The monopoly accorded in this respect to the l^ombay exam-

ination has rendered it much more popular than the correspond-

ing tests in other Provinces. In 1901-2, while, as already

stated, nearly 23,000 candidates presented themselves for

matriculation, the number of candidates for the various alterna-

tive examinations was less than 2,000, of whom nearly 1,200

belonged to Bombay. The general question of the school

final examinations in their relation to Government and other

employment, and to the Universities, is at present under con-
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Collegiate
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sideration. There are three compulsory subjects for the Bombay
school final examination, namely, English, a second language,

and mathematics ; and a list of ten optional subjects, including

agriculture, drawing, and manual training, and a further course

in English, from which the candidate must choose two and

may not choose more than three subjects. The school final

examination in the United Provinces diTers from the matri-

culation chiefly in prescribing five optional subjects of a

practical character, of which the candidate must take at

least one.

There are five Universities in British India, situated in

Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Allahabad, and Lahore. The first

three were founded in 1857 on the model of the University of

London, and their incorporation was one of the immediate

results of the dispatch of 1854. But, as has already been

shown, Lidian collegiate education dates back many years

before the foundation of the Universities. During the first

half of the nineteenth century a number of colleges were

opened in various parts of India by the Government, by

missionary societies, and by educated natives associated

together for the purpose. The first Government colleges

were designed for the cultivation of the Oriental classics

;

but as the advantages of Western education became recog-

nized, the Oriental aspect of collegiate education sank into

the background, and colleges were founded and maintained

for the purpose of giving an English education. The various

Government and aided colleges were under the guidance of

semi-ofiicial Councils or Committees of Education, who were,

prior to 1854, entrusted with the general control of public

instruction in the three Presidencies. The District high

schools were connected with the colleges by a system of

scholarships, and the students found their encouragement and

reward in the Government and other employment which was

opened to them by a college career. The Punjab (formerly

Lahore) University College was incorporated as the University of

the Punjab in 1882. This college had been established ' in part

fulfilment of the wishes of a large number of the chiefs, nobles,

and influential classes of the Punjab,' and the University was

instituted under similar influences. It differs from the other

Universities in having an Oriental side, which has not hitherto

been very successful. The University of Allahabad was

established in 1887.

The government of each University is vested in a Chancellor,

Vice-Chancellor, and Senate, and the regulations are subject to
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Government sanction. The (}overnor-General is Chancellor

of the Calcutta University ; elsewhere the Chancellor is the

head of the Government of the Province in which the

University is situated. The original Senates were composed

of Fellows specially qualified to advise on educational affairs.

In course of time the number of Fellows ' was unduly increased,

and Fellowships were bestowed as a compliment on persons

without special educational knowledge or experience. This

practice has injured the good government of the Universities,

and the Indian Universities Commission recommended a reduc-

tion in the size of the Senates and the restriction of membership

to persons qualified to assist in the control of higher education.

An Act (VIII of 1904) has recently been passed to carry out

this and other recommendations of the Commission ; and its

adoption should materially increase the efficiency of the

Universities, which will hereafter be bodies whose function

it is to teach as well as to examine, and which will exercise

a closer control over their affiliated colleges. They will also

receive greater assistance from Government than has hitherto

been the case. The executive management of University

affairs lies in the hands of a Syndicate, consisting of the Vice-

Chancellor and a small number of Fellows, The members of

the Senate are distributed according to Faculties. In all the

Universities, except Bombay, there are Boards of Studies

whose principal duty is to recommend textbooks and courses

of study.

Higher education spread quickly under the impetus given by Growth of

the foundation of the Universities. Colleges were multiplied, higheiedu-

in some cases perhaps too rapidly, and tlie number of students

continually increased. The progress is illustrated by the

figures contained in the table at the end of this chapter.

Colleges are classed as first or second grade, according as they

prepare for the full degree examination or only up to an inter-

mediate stage. In the latter case they are, for the most part,

really high schools with college classes grafted on to them. In

the year 1901-2 nearly 1,500 students passed the examinations

for the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Science. It is sometimes

said that the supply of graduates is in excess of the demand,

and that their training is meagre and superficial. There is no

' Fellows are usually appointed by the Chancellor; l)ut in Cilcutta,

Madras, and Bombay a certain number have of iale years been elected

by qualified graduates. The new legislation referred to allows of this

procedure in Allahabad and Lahore also, and further permits of the

selection of some of the other Fellows by the Faculties.
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reason to believe that the former allegation is well founded

;

with regard to the latter the Indian Universities Commission

were not disposed to confirm the sweeping condemnation that

has sometimes been passed on the University system. They

found that many of the colleges command the services of able

and devoted teachers, and that the students as a class are not

wanting either in natural talent or in industry. At the same

time they admitted that the acquirements of Indian graduates

are in many cases inadequate and superficial. The defects in

the system are mainly attributable to laxity in admitting

colleges into the University system (which will be remedied by

the legislation already referred to), want of adequate supervision,

and faults in the methods of examination and courses of

study.

Relations The colleges in India are too widely scattered to enable the

theUnlver-
Universities ever to become institutions similar in character to

sides nnd Oxford and Cambridge ; but the Universities are already more
the col-

\}(\2ca mere examining bodies, in so far as their students are in

general drawn from institutions which have been expressly

afifiliated to them, and they exercise a control over the teaching

in those institutions by setting the standards of examination

and prescribing the courses of study. Beyond this they have

hitherto exerted little or no influence in moulding the character

and securing the efficiency of the colleges afifiliated to them.

Some of the larger colleges, whether managed by the Govern-

ment, by missionary societies, or by native proprietors, are fine

institutions, well housed and equipped, and with an adequate

and well-qualified staff. From these the scale descends until

at the bottom are to be found small collegiate classes attached

to schools in remote country districts, where a few students are

given some sort of instruction in the first portion of the Univer-

sity course. Under the recent legislation above referred to the

Universities will in the future be able to do much to raise the

standard of collegiate life. In granting and continuing the

privilege of affiliation careful regard will be had to the govern-

ment and stability of the institution, and to the capacity of its

teaching staff, while particular attention will be paid to build-

ings, equipment, and the residence of students and teachers.

Unfair competition with other colleges in the matter of fees

will also be guarded against.

College The majority of Indian undergraduates now live with their
^'

friends, or in lodgings, and visit college mainly to attend the

prescribed lectures. The residential system is, however, gain-

ing ground, and it is the policy of the Government to give it
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every encouragement. The Muhammadan college at Aligarh

is the only Arts college which possesses a complete system of

residence, discipline, and corporate life on the English model,

but its great success has been facilitated by its being designed

to serve a single community. In more general institutions

caste and other difficulties are considerable, but these are being

gradually overcome, and of late years the system of college

hostels in which students board under supervision has been
largely developed. In another direction, also, collegiate life is

extending its influence outside the lecture room. Athletic

sports, and college debating and literary societies, are growing

in popularity and are leading to a closer and more friendly

association between professors and students and among students

themselves. Lecture hours in an Indian University are longer

than in England, and it is said that fewer lectures and more
tutorial assistance would improve the character of the instruc-

tion. The private ' coach ' is almost unknown.

All the Universities grant degrees in Arts and Law ; all except University

Madras have separate Science schools ; and all except AUaha- courses.

bad give degrees or diplomas in Medicine and Engineering.

After matriculation an undergraduate wishing to take a degree

in Arts or Science must, unless specially admitted as a private

student, go through a four years' course at a college affiliated

to the University. In the middle of the course an Intermediate

or 'First Arts' examination is held\ In Calcutta the subjects

for this examination are English, a second language, mathe-

matics, physics, and chemistry ; and candidates may also take

up either logic, history, physiology, or sanitary science. Cal-

cutta is the only University which has a separate pass and

honours course for the degree of Bachelor of Arts, but in all

Universities successful candidates are in general divided into

classes. The Calcutta course may be taken to illustrate the

character of the studies for the degree of B.A. It is divided

into two alternatives, one of a more literary, and the other of

a more scientific, character. The literary side includes

English, philosophy, and either a classical language, history, or

mathematics. The subjects of the science course are English,

mathematics, and either physical science, botany, or geology.

The degree of Master of Arts is given on the results of a further

examination, and in some Universities after a fresh period of

prescribed study. The choice of subjects includes languages,

history, philosophy, mathematics, and physical or natural

* In Bombay an additional examination (styled the Previous examination)

is held at the end of the first year.
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science. In the older Universities the standard of this examin-

ation is severe and success in it is a guarantee of high attain-

ments : in 1901-2 138 students took the degree of M.A., of

whom 79 belonged to Bengal. The science course is of

the same length as the course in arts, and candidates must

in some cases pass a special intermediate examination before

appearing for this degree. The Calcutta course for the degree

of Bachelor of Science comprises English (a short essay on

some scientific subject), statics and dynamics, physics and

chemistry, and any two of the following subjects : physiology,

botany, zoology, geology, hydrostatics, and astronomy. The

Universities of Calcutta, Allahabad, and the Punjab prescribe a

further course for the degree of Doctor of Science. Candidates

for degrees in Law must in all Universities first graduate in Arts.

The regulations regarding other professional courses vary, but

it is the general rule that the student must pass the Arts Inter-

mediate examination before beginning his technical studies.

An annual Convocation is held at which degrees are conferred :

successful candidates appear in their gowns and hoods, and the

proceedings are conducted on the model of the ceremony in

an English University. Before leaving the subject of collegiate

education, it should be mentioned that a number of Indian

students now proceed to England to continue their studies,

chiefly at Cambridge, where some of them have won high places

in the tripos lists. A large proportion, however, are content

to read for the bar in London, where the examination is only

professional and the standard not very severe.

Muham- Education has made less progress among Muhammadans
niadan

\}c\';s.v\ in the Hindu portion of the population. If the total

number of scholars in institutions of all kinds is considered,

the comparison is not unfavourable to Muhammadans ; but

about one-fourth of the total number of Muhammadan pupils

are taught in ' Koran schools ' or other indigenous elementary

institutions, where the children learn by rote and often do not

understand what they repeat, and of the remainder a compara-

tively small proportion advance much beyond the primary stage.

The proportion of the Muhammadan population receiving

secondary education is only two-thirds of the proportion in the

case of Hindus, and for collegiate education the ratio is as low

as one-third. This is not, however, the case in all parts of

India : in the United Provinces, for instance, Muhammadans
take the first place in both branches of higher education. A
number of social and political causes have contributed to the

comparative backwardness of the Muhammadans in educational
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matters. The principal scholastic cause is that ' the teaching

of the mosque must precede the lessons of the school.' The
religious books of the Muhammadans are written in their

classical languages ; and before the student is allowed to devote

himself to secular instruction, he must often pass some years

in going through a course of sacred learning. He is thus

handicapped in the race with the young Hindu, whose one
object is to attain an education which will fit him for an official

or professional career. The Education Commission of 1882

proposed a differential treatment of the Muhammadan com-
munity in respect to education, which the Government of

India found itself unable to approve. It declared that the

way to success for Muhammadans lies in taking advantage,

like other classes, of the facilities for higher instruction pro-

vided by the general educational system. This advice has

been to some extent followed, and considerable efforts have

been made by the more enlightened among the Muhammadans
to foster the growth of education in their community. But
progress is not yet satisfactory.

Female education in India has to encounter peculiar difficul- Female

ties. The demand for school instruction for girls is of recent
^•^^"'^^^'o"-

origin, and social customs in regard to child-marriage and the

seclusion of women of the well-to-do classes hinder its growth.

The Government did not take up the subject until 1849, when
Lord Dalhousie informed the Bengal Council of Education that

henceforth its functions were to embrace female education, and

the first girls' school recognized by Government was founded

shortly afterwards by a committee of native gentlemen. The
dispatch of 1854 directed that female education should receive

the frank and cordial support of Government, as by ' this means
a far greater proportional impulse is imparted to the educational

and moral tone of the people than by the education of men.'

The Education Commission of 1882 advised that female edu-

cation should receive special encouragement and be treated with

special liberality. The Government accepted this view ; and
state funds are more freely used, and state management more
largely resorted to, for this object than is considered desirable

in the case of the education of boys. The adoption of this

attitude has resulted in a considerable development of the

public instruction of girls, although it still lags far behind that

of their brothers. In 187 1 there were 134 secondary and 1,760

primary girls' schools ; in 190 1-2 the numbers were 461 and

5,628 respectively. There are also at present ten colleges for

female undergraduates. Statistics regarding the number of girl
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pupils cannot be pursued far back because in former times the

number of girls studying in boys' schools was not shown. The

percentage of girls in public institutions to girls of school-going

age was i-6 in 1886-7, 2-1 in 1896-7, and 2-2 in 1901-2. At

the end of that year there were about 393,000 female pupils in

public institutions, of whom nearly one-half were in mixed boys'

and girls' schools. The different feelings of the several Pro-

vinces with regard to co-education is strikingly shown by the

fact that in Burma no less than 74 per cent, of the girls are to

be found in boys' schools, and in Madras 52 per cent., whereas

in the United Provinces the proportion falls to 14 per cent., and

in the Punjab to i per cent. The proportion of girls to boys

under instruction in all India was about i to 9^, being highest

in Madras and lowest in the United Provinces. For the

general native population the proportion is even less than that

shown above, because a large number of female students are

Europeans, Eurasians, or Native Christians. More schools,

more and better-trained female teachers, and an adequate

female inspecting agency are pressing needs to which special

attention is being devoted. The character of the instruction

given in girls' schools is similar to that in institutions for boys,

but the standards are in some respects lower and special sub-

jects are introduced. Thus the Bombay course for girls

includes household accounts, domestic economy, and needle-

work. Much assistance has been given to the cause of female

education by mission schools and mission classes for home

teaching.

Education The promotion of education among children of the lowest

of low-
castes, both male and female, is a matter of peculiar difficulty,

children. These castes were entirely illiterate under native rule ; a change

in this respect was looked on with jealousy by the higher castes,

who considered that knowledge ought to be their monopoly

;

and the presence of low-caste children in a common school was

objected to on account of the physical contamination supposed

to be involved by caste rules.

' In some Provinces, and among certain classes, the de-

graded castes are allowed to sit either in a veranda or on

a lower section of the floor than the rest, and to deposit their

books and exercises on the floor instead of handing them to

the master ; but for the most part the boycotting is universal,

and the master as well as the pupils and their parents have no

inclination to relax the rule. Special schools are therefore

maintained where the excluded classes are of numerical impor-

tance, and a great deal has been done in this way by Christian

missionaries, who, especially in Madras, have made a special
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point of raising the status of what are conventionally, though

incorrectly, termed the outcaste population '.'

Of late years, however, much of this old-time prejudice has

disappeared, and nowadays the attendance of low-caste chil-

dren in public schools is becoming more readily accepted.

The special importance attaching to the education of the Education

youth of the domiciled European and Eurasian community ^"f"'

has long been recognized by Government. Shortly after the Eurasians.

Mutiny Lord Canning pointed out how the members of this

community would, if neglected, become profitless, unmanage-

able, and a glaring reproach to the Government, while if cared

for betimes they might prove a source of strength to British

rule and of usefulness to India. Since then the problem has

grown with the increase of the Eurasian population and the

more common employment of Europeans in India. The

great development of railways, and the establishment of large

industrial concerns, such as the cotton mills of Bombay, the jute

mills around Calcutta, and the tea plantations in various parts

of the country, have called to India an ever-increasing number

of European employes, many of whom marry and settle in the

country and have to provide education and employment for

their children. At the same time the young European or

Eurasian educated in India finds it increasingly difficult to

compete on even terms with the native of the country. Since

the spread of secondary education he can claim no monopoly

of Western knowledge, while his social habits and traditions

make it difficult for him to live on a salary which an educated

native would find sufficient. More intimate knowledge of the

languages, character, and customs of the people gives a further

advantage to the native in many occupations, an advantage

which has been exaggerated owing to neglect on the part

of Eurasians and domiciled Europeans to acquire proficiency in

the vernaculars. At the same time there are many employ-

ments for which a well-educated young Eurasian or European

is specially suited and to which he can obtain a ready entrance.

Those engineering and industrial undertakings which engage so

many recruits in England are to some, and could be to a greater,

extent supplied in India. There is also a considerable demand

for European and Eurasian assistance in certain branches of the

public service, and in the business houses and retail concerns

of the Presidency towns and other large centres of commerce

and administration, ^\'hile there is thus no lack of useful em-

' Report on Material and Moral Progress of Iiulia, 1S91-2 (J. A. Baines},

P 393-
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ployment for the well-educated European or Eurasian, his self-

maintenance depends entirely on his education. An uneducated

European cannot support himself by working as a day-labourer

or adopting the avocation of a peasant : he almost of necessity

becomes an idle and mischievous member of the community.

This gives the state a special interest in the education of these

classes, while the fact that the English ancestor of the youth

was brought to India to do work for which a European was

required gives him a further claim to consideration. The

poverty and other disadvantages under which the domiciled

European and Eurasian classes suffer make it difficult or

impossible for them to provide adequate instruction for their

children, and it is therefore essential that the state should come

to their assistance. It was long before this was fully recognized,

and Lord Canning's warning produced little effect. Some aid

was given to the various schools founded and maintained by

religious societies or private persons ; but it was left to Lord

Lytton's Government, influenced largely by the zeal and

devotion of Archdeacon Baly, to take up the question in a com-

prehensive and systematic manner. An inquiry was instituted

which showed that a large proportion of the European and

Eurasian children were growing up in a condition of absolute

ignorance. The Government of India determined that this

state of affairs must be stopped, and the result was the intro-

duction, in 1 88 1, of the Bengal code of regulations for

European schools in Northern and Central India. This code

was based on English and Scottish models, altered and

extended to meet the special needs which existed in India.

The main principle was the encouragement of all classes of

European schools by means of liberal grants-in-aid based on the

attendance and proficiency of the students. At the same time

arrangements were made for special grants to schools in locali-

ties containing a small or poor European population, to free

schools and orphanages in aid of their boarding charges, and for

the boarding of children whose parents resided in places where

there was no school. General courses of instruction were laid

down, and primary, middle, and high school standards were

fixed for the purpose of the grants. To improve the quality of

the instruction, which was in many cases unsatisfactory, a system

of certificated pupil-teachers was introduced. In Madras and

Bombay more adequate arrangements had been made for the

instruction of Europeans, and the Bengal code was not applied

to those Provinces, though the Local Governments made modi-

fications in their grant-in aid rules in the direction of the
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Bengal system. The Bengal code was revised in 1895 \ ^^^

among other changes the system of results grants, which

involved an undue amount of examination of individuals, was

abolished in favour of an attendance grant awarded to every

school that was declared efficient on the verdict of the Inspector.

The arrangements introduced under these orders have had

a marked effect in improving the education of the domiciled

European and Eurasian community, and the number of scholars

belonging to this class increased from about 23,500 in 1S86-7

to more than 31,000 in 1901-2. Experience has, however,

shown considerable defects in the working of the system. It

has failed to meet the case of places in which there is a small

or poor population unable to make arrangements for the

schooling of their children even when assisted by the Govern-

ment. The character of the teaching has not always been

satisfactory, and the arrangements for certificated, licensed, and

pupil teachers have failed to secure an adequate supply of well-

qualified instructors. Insufficient attention has also been paid

to the important subject of vernacular languages. Measures

have been taken to remedy these defects ; and a committee of

experts was appointed in March, 1902, to draw up a fresh code,

based on the Bengal model, which is to apply to all Pro-

vinces of India. An Inspector in each Province is specially

charged with the duty of inspecting European schools; a train-

ing college for teachers in these schools is to be established,

while stipends are to be provided for the students under

training; and the systems, both of grants-in-aid and of scholar-

ships, are being revised on a more liberal basis.

Several Chiefs' Colleges have been established during the Chiefs'

last thirty years, of which the most important are at Ajmer, Colleges.

Rajkot, and Lahore, where some of the features of the English

public school system have been reproduced, with the object of

fitting young chiefs and nobles, physically, morally, and intel-

lectually, for the responsibilities that lie before them. Steps

have recently been taken to bring these institutions to a higher

level of efficiency, and the reforms in course of execution will,

it is hoped, result in giving a great impetus to the cause of

education among the Indian nobility.

Until comparatively recent times the instruction in all grades Technical

of Indian schools was almost entirely literary in its character,
education.

In describing the general courses of study allusion has been

made to the introduction of more modern systems of practical

training, beginning with kindergarten classes for little children

and extending to the scientific, commercial, and industrial

Ff 2
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courses which have been opened in some of the high schools.

Special institutions have also been established for various

branches of technical training, as, for instance, industrial

schools ; schools of art ; commercial and technical institutions
;

and colleges for the study of engineering, agriculture, medicine,

and law.

Industrial At the bottom of the scale come the industrial schools.
schoo s. Under the native industrial system the child learns his hereditary

craft from his father or is apprenticed to a mistri, or master-

craftsman, who is often a relative of the pupil. There is no

regular fee, but a small present is often paid to the owner or

foreman of the shop, and in some native trades a religious

ceremony may take place at the time of apprenticeship. The
child begins his work at a very early age ; at first he is expected

to undertake the menial duties of the shop and is put to

cleaning the tools ; later he begins to perform the simplest

operations of the trade. There is little definite instruction,

but the boy gradually acquires skill by handling the tools and

watching the workmen at their task. As soon as he has made
a little progress, the apprentice is granted a small wage which

is gradually increased as he becomes more useful ; and when

his training is finished, he either goes out into the world or

secures a place on the permanent roll of his master's shop. To
the poor artisan the arrangement has this great advantage, that

at a very early age the child earns his livelihood and ceases

to be a burden on his parents. In former days the system

answered well enough for the rude village industries which

satisfied the needs of the bulk of the population, and it also suc-

ceeded in maintaining a class of workmen who dealt in metals

and textile fabrics with such sense of form and colour that

their work has challenged comparison with the most artistic

products of the West. It has not, however, enabled the Indian

artisans to keep abreast with modern industrial development.

Imported articles have to a considerable extent supplanted the

products of home industry, the quality of native work has in

many cases deteriorated, and the workman has not taken due

advantage of the wide openings afforded to him by advancing

civilization and trade. The efforts made to assist him have

not as yet been attended with a great measure of success.

A committee appointed to investigate the subject in March,

1902, prepared a list of 123 industrial institutions, most of

which are of recent origin. A few of the more important are

managed by Government, some have been established by

municipalities and local boards, and others are maintained by
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missionary societies or private benefactors. Many of the

mission and private schools are aided by grants from public

funds awarded on the results of industrial tests. This system

has been most fully developed in the Madras Presidency,

where a series of examinations—elementary, intermediate, and

advanced— is held for 'the encouragement of scientific and

technical instruction, wilh special reference to manufactures

and industries, and generally to the necessities of the practical

side of life ; and for testing the qualifications of persons

desirous of becoming teachers of technical subjects, engineers,

designers, agriculturists, commercial employes, managers of

industrial establishments, employes under Government, &c.^

'

The subjects most commonly taught in the industrial schools

are carpentry, smith's work, shoemaking, and tailoring. Instruc-

tion has been too much confined to these branches irrespective

of the character of the local demand for craftsmen, and much
of the training has thus been wasted. Less commonly taught

are metal -work, weaving, carpet-making, masonry, candle-

making, cane-work, gardening, and various other trades. Instruc-

tion is usually by the class system, in which the teacher causes

a number of pupils to execute exercises and, when more

proficient, to make whole articles. In some cases the method

approaches an apprenticeship system : the teacher himself

works at the trade and the articles made are sold. In the

smaller schools, such as those maintained in the interior by

local boards, the instruction is not always much superior to

that given in the shops. The Victoria Jubilee Technical

Institute in Bombay is a more advanced institution for the

training of engineers, mechanicians, and craftsmen. The prin-

cipal subjects of instruction are mechanical engineering, cotton

manufivcture, metal-working, enamelling, aluminium-working,

and locomotive-driving. Some of the missionary institutions

have been fairly successful in their training, and their or[)han-

ages have done good work in helping destitute children to the

means of livelihood. Difficulty has been experienced in

inducing pupils to attend industrial schools. This is perhaps

due in part to defects in the schools themselves, but the main

cause is no doubt the disinclination of parents to forgo the

pecuniary advantages of the native apprenticeship system.

Where literary instruction is combined with technical training,

boys who do not belong to the artisan class join the school in

order to get cheaper teaching than can be obtained elsewhere.

On leaving they do not seek to follow the trade they have been

' Review of the fiogress of rditcaiion in India, 1892-3 to 1S96-7.
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taught, but join the army of clerks. The grant of stipends has

been abused in a simihir fashion, and steps are now being

taken to confine admission to industrial schools to lads who

are known by their caste or hereditary occupation to be likely

to practise in after life the handicrafts taught to them. Schools

for engineering and surveying, the training in which affords

a prospect of Government employment, and which in some

cases, as in Bengal, are connected with the engineering colleges,

have had a greater success than institutions for teaching artisans.

The question of improving the system of industrial education

has lately been under the consideration of the Government,

and provision has already been made for sending a certain

number of advanced students to obtain technical training in

Europe or America.

Schools Government schools of art have been established at Calcutta,

Madras, Bombay, and Lahore. They are of the nature of

institutions for the study of ' arts and crafts ' rather than fine

art studios. The artistic genius of India has found expression

chiefly in architecture and the production of articles of beauty

for domestic use ; and the most important function of the art

school is to maintain, restore, and improve this application of

Oriental art to industry and manufactures. The cultivation of

the fine arts does, however, find a place in the schools, and

they have, moreover, had considerable success in training

draftsmen for employment as teachers and in Government and

other offices. The Madras school was opened in 1850 as

a private institution ' with the object of improving the taste of

the native public as regards beauty of form and finish in the

articles in daily use among them.' It comprises two depart-

ments : the artistic, in which drawing is taught in all its

branches ; and the industrial, in which instruction is given in

metal-work, the art of the silversmith, the jeweller's craft,

cabinet-making, carpet-weaving, cotton-weaving, pottery manu-

facture, engraving, and modelling. The Bombay school of art

began with a drawing-class in 1857, and now gives instruction

in drawing, painting, sculpture, and iron-work. Its pupils have

been entrusted with much of the decorative work which adorns

the city of Bombay. Attached to the art school are the Reay

workshops, where the principal crafts taught are gold and silver

work, enamelling, carpet-weaving, w^ood-carving, and ornamen-

tal copper, brass, and iron-work. In Bengal there is less

indigenous art than in other parts of India, and the work in the

Calcutta school is not so distinctively Oriental as in INIadras

and Bombay. The course is divided into two parts. The
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first affords a systematic training for general draftsmen, elemen-

tary drawing-masters, industrial art workmen and designers

;

in addition to free-hand drawing and modelling, it includes

perspective and architectural drawing, painting, design, wood-

engraving, and lithography. The second part is intended for

painters of various classes and sculptors. The various art

schools have not always consistently followed their true func-

tions, and have thus missed part of their usefulness. They
have nevertheless turned out numbers of craftsmen who
obtain employment in many and varied capacities, and have

done something to arrest the decay of Indian art which

resulted from the out-turn of large quantities of inferior work
for the European market and from the deterioration of native

taste by the introduction of European goods of the cheaper

kinds. Under recent orders the specialization of a limited

number of arts and art industries in these schools is to be

preferred to the simultaneous teaching of a large number, and

free admission and scholarships are to be restricted.

There are colleges of engineering in Madras, Bombay, Engineer-

Bengal, and the United Provinces. They train students forj°s:col-

the various branches of the Public Works Department, as also
^^^'^'

for employment under municipalities and local boards, and to

a less but increasing extent in private industrial concerns, such

as jute and cotton mills, river and sea-going steamship

companies, coal-mines, and electrical firms. The colleges at

Roorkee in the United Provinces and at Sibpur near Calcutta

are the largest. An account of the courses of study at

Roorkee, where students live in residential buildings provided

by the college, has been given in chapter x of this volume.

The Sibpur college possesses fine buildings situated in large

grounds on the banks of the Hooghly. It has well-equipped

laboratories and workshops, and a large staff of European
professors. The steam, oil, and gas engines and electric plant

are worked by the students, and form an important part of the

teaching apparatus. The college consists of three sections

:

the engineer department, which prepares students for the

University Engineering degree and for the higher branches of

the Public Works Department ; the apprentice department,

for training foreman-mechanics and overseers ; and an artisan

class. The engineering course lasts for five years, and is

followed by a further year of practical work. The college

students may be seen in all stages of training—in one pkxce

hammering wooden blocks with mallets and fashioning pieces

of lead as an introduction to the smith's craft; in another
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Agricul-

tural and
veterinary

colleges

and
schools.

Commer-
cifil educa
tion.

Studying geodesy or the integral calculus. In early days the

well-to-do classes disliked their children being set to manual

work \ but the excellent openings offered by an engineering

training have to a large extent overcome this prejudice, and at

Sihpur European, Eurasian, and native boys all work together.

Agriculture forms one of the subjects of instruction in

a number of the industrial schools ; and agricultural colleges,

or sections of colleges, have been established in Madras,

Bombay, the United Provinces, and the Central Provinces.

These collegiate institutions have not, however, as yet found

much favour in the eyes of the landholding class, and are

chiefly used as an avenue for entrance into Government

service. In Bengal there were formerly agricultural classes at

Sibpur near Calcutta ; but these are now being replaced by

a central agricultural college for the whole of India, provided

with an agricultural research institute, and an experimental

cultivation and cattle-breeding farm, at Pusa in the Darbhanga

District of Bihar. This college is to give instruction of a much

more advanced character than is available at those now exist-

ing, and students from the latter will be encouraged to carry

on their studies on a higher plane at Pusa.

The Universities Commission found the equipment of some

of the agricultural colleges in need of improvement ; and the

Government of India has suggested the establishment of

special schools for the sons of landholders, in which the

course should include practical training in subjects such as

agriculture, land-surveying, and farm book-keeping. Veterinary

colleges and schools have been opened in several parts of

India, and have done good work in training students as

veterinary assistants for work under the Government or local

boards. A number of these assistants {sdlutris) were sent to

South Africa and China during the recent campaigns, and a

few have found employment in British Protectorates.

Until recent times there was little demand for instruction in

" the subjects which form a training for a commercial career,

and little attention was paid to them in Indian colleges and

schools. This condition of affairs is undergoing change in

the large centres of commerce and industry. In Bombay the

development has been rapid, and the new demand has been

met by the establishment of several special institutions, the

most important of which is the Byramji Jljibhoy Pars! com-

mercial school. The Bombay Education department has

recognized that the subject must now receive careful attention

in secondary schools. In other places also commercial classes
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have been opened : thus, the Reid Christian College at

Lucknow has a ' business ' department in which shorthand and

typewriting are taught. The Allahabad school final examina-

tion includes book-keeping and political economy among its

optional subjects. In the clerical and commercial division of

the Punjab school final examination the compulsory subjects

are English, dictation, and caligraphy, precis writing and

correspondence, general and commercial geography, book-

keeping, and commercial arithmetic. Urdu, the native system

of accounts, and shorthand writing are optional subjects.

The new Bengal examination leading up to commerce and

the industries is less specialized. Commercial subjects are

included in the Madras technical examinations. The examina-

tions of the London Chamber of Commerce, which have been

held in Bombay, are recognized in the code for European

schools.

The instruction given for the medical profession has been Medical

perhaps the most successful branch of technical education,
and*^^^^

The natives of India show considerable aptitude for medicine ; schools.

many of them have attained a creditable degree of proficiency,

and some have gained distinction in the profession. Medical

instruction is given in the Government colleges at Calcutta,

Madras, Bombay, and Lahore, and in twenty-two Government

medical schools. The Calcutta and Madras colleges were

founded in 1835 for the training of subordinate medical

officers, who were urgently needed as soon as the Government

turned its attention to supplying medical relief to the general

population. The Bombay and Lahore colleges were founded

in 1845 and i860. The early pupils of the Calcutta college

received stipends to support them during the period of training,

and a first batch of four entered the Government service in

1838. At first there was some prejudice against European

medical methods, and especially against the practice of dis-

section, but these difficulties were successfully overcome.

The medical schools were founded later, mainly for the

purpose of training for the public service officers (Hospital

Assistants) of a lower standard than the Assistant Surgeons

educated in the colleges. The four Bengal schools were

established in 1873-5. I" 1901-2 about 4,200 pupils were

under training in all medical colleges and schools. The

colleges prepare mainly for the University degrees which

qualify for employment as an Assistant Surgeon ; they also

train classes of military pupils. The length of the full course

is in general five years, and it includes preliminary, scientific,
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Legal in-

struction.

Normal
colleges

and
schools.

and professional training. The colleges are attached to large

hospitals in which clinical instruction is given, the physicians

and surgeons of these hospitals being the college professors.

The course in the medical schools is shorter and less advanced,

and instruction is given partly in the vernacular. On leaving

college or school a large proportion of the medical students

are employed in hospitals and dispensaries and in the other

public capacities described in chapter xiv. Others take up

private practice, in which they have been increasingly success-

ful ; while others again obtain posts under private employers of

labour, such as managers of tea gardens.

The system of legal instruction varies in the different Pro-

vinces. In Madras, Bombay, and Lahore there are centralized

law schools, while in Bengal and the United Provinces law

classes are attached to a number of Arts colleges. There

are separate courses of instruction for students preparing for

ordinary pleadership, and for those reading for the University

examinations or the higher native bar. Neither of the existing

systems has worked well. The students are said to attend

lectures merely to secure the certificate required for admission

to the examinations, and afterwards to pick up what knowledge

they can from textbooks. The law libraries are generally

poor, and the teaching, especially in the classes attached to

Arts colleges, is inadequate. The Universities Commission

advised that the question of creating or maintaining and

improving good central schools of law should be taken up at

each of the Universities. Natives of India have a naturnl

talent for legal subjects, and notwithstanding the defects in

the system of instruction the local bar has produced many
eminent lawyers.

The provision of an adequate training for the army of

teachers required for the instruction of several million scholars

is one of the most difficult of Indian educational problems.

The dispatch of 1854 referred to the deficiency of qualified

schoolmasters and the imperfect methods of teaching which

prevailed, and directed the establishment of training schools

and classes for masters in each Presidency. The Education

Commission of 1882 laid particular stress on the importance

of these instructions, and recommended that all Government

teachers in secondary schools should be required to pass a test

in the principles and practice of teaching. It has not yet

been possible to work up to this standard, but in all Provinces

efforts are being made, with varying success, to train teachers

for schools.
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In the case of primary teachers and the lower masters of

secondary schools the courses of study and the examinations

are organized by the Local Governments, and central and

District schools are maintained for their instruction by the

Government, and in some cases by local boards and missionary

societies. The result of the training given in these schools has

been on the whole satisfactory. Stipends are frequently given

to the pupils, who then bind themselves to teach for a specified

period. The courses include general and technical subjects

and practical training. The total number of schools for male

teachers amounted in 1901-2 to about no, and the number of

students to nearly 4,400. On the surface these figures show

practically no advance on the statistics of 187 1, but they

represent a different class of instruction. Many of the schools

included in the 1S71 list were not normal schools in the true

sense of the word, but were directed mainly to the general

education of the ill-taught masters of the smaller schools.

Institutions of this nature have become less necessary with

the advance of vernacular education. They still exist in

Madras, Bengal, and Assam, but have been excluded from the

figures given above. The schools for female teachers have

increased greatly in number during the same period. In

1 90 1-2 there were about 50 schools, containing about 1,250

pupils. Many of the female normal schools are maintained

by missionaries, and in Madras the majority of the students

are native Christians.

The professional teaching of head masters and other principal

masters of secondary schools and of assistant professors for

colleges has received less attention than the normal training

of lower grade teachers. A few institutions have been estab-

lished for this more advanced instruction, the best example of

which is the Teachers' College at Madras. The students in

this institution are divided into senior and junior. The seniors

are graduates of the Madras University and train for its degree

of Licentiate in Teaching. The juniors must have passed the

Intermediate or matriculation examination of the University,

and are subjected to a Ciovernment test at the end of the course.

Each student signs an agreement by which he binds himself to

serve in a Government or aided school for three years after

training, and in return receives a stipend varying from Rs. 10

to Rs. 20 a month according to his scholastic qualifications.

The senior students receive instruction in organization, method,

school management, and the history and principles of education,

and all students aie taught drawing and drill. Attached to the
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college is a school in which the students receive practical

instruction in the methods of teaching. The students are

supervised and controlled by assistant professors styled super-

intendents. At the beginning of each period of instruction

the student brings to the superintendent ' notes of lessons

'

which show what he is going to teach. The superintendent

watches the teaching, notes the good and bad points, and
explains to the student the mistakes he has made. Periodical

' criticism lessons ' are given, in which, after the lesson, the

student-teacher is criticized first by the other normal students

and afterwards by the principal. The lectures on method are

illustrated by model lessons delivered by the professor, followed

by a discussion. Every student is taught to draw neatly and

clearly on the blackboard.

Finance. The table at the end of this chapter shows the total expendi-

ture on public education at different periods. The figures for

1860-1 are incomplete. Between 1870-1 and 1901-2 the

expenditure rose from 121 to 401 lakhs, the greatest increase

occurring between 1881-2 and 1891-2. Owing to changes in

classification and to the incompleteness of the earlier figures,

it is difficult to carry the examination of detail very far back,

and the figures for 1870-1 cannot be compared with those for

later periods. The expenditure from Provincial revenues rose

from 74 lakhs in 1881-2 to 104 lakhs in 1901-2. In 1881-2

the expenditure from municipal and local board funds was 32

lakhs; in 1891-2 it was 68, and in 1901-2 74 lakhs. The
great rise between 1881 and 1891 marks the change due to the

introduction of Lord Ripon's system of local self-government.

The expenditure met from fees shows an increase from 44 lakhs

in 1 88 1-2 to 127 lakhs in 190 1-2, indicating the growing interest

taken by the people in the education of their children. Ex-

penditure from other sources, the major portion of which

consists of the private funds of aided and unaided institutions,

increased from 38 lakhs in 188 1-2 to 96 lakhs in 190 1-2.

Turning to the objects of expenditure, the total figures for

1S81-2 cannot be compared with those for 1901-2, because

in the former case all girls' schools are lumped together instead

of being distributed by classes. Taking the figures for male

institutions only, expenditure on primary schools shows a rise

from 69 to 105 lakhs ; on secondary schools from 44 to 109

lakhs ; on colleges from 17 to 37^ lakhs ; and on training and

technical schools from 9 to 20^ lakhs. Even granting that

the expenditure on secondary schools is largely derived from

fees and other private sources, it is not satisfactory that the
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total should have outstripped the expenditure on primary

education. In March, 1902, the Government of India made

grants from Imperial revenues to the Local Governments

aggregating 40 lakhs a year, to assist them to meet additional

expenditure on primary education and on the various other

reforms which recent investigation into the condition of

education has shown to be necessary.

Lord Ripon's Government, in reviewing the report of the Fees.

Education Commission of 1882, directed that private effort

should be systematically encouraged by co-operation in raising

fees, so that less and less aid might bo required from public

funds. This instruction has not been systematically followed :

the rates vary largely according to Provinces and class of

management, and in some cases they have fallen rather than

risen. The Presidency College, Calcutta, charges Rs. 144 a

year for fees; the Elphinstone College, Bombay, Rs. 120;

aided colleges in the United Provinces, on an average Rs. 69

;

and similar institutions in Bombay, Madras, and Bengal, Rs.

67, Rs. 50, and Rs. 45 respectively. The fees in unaided

colleges in Bengal average only Rs. 15 a year, the average

being lowered by the fact that many students are admitted free.

The fees in secondary aided schools average, in the United

Provinces, Rs. 1 7 ; in Bombay, Rs. 16 ; in Madras, Rs. 1 1 ; and in

Bengal, Rs. 8 per annum. In primary schools the average fee

works out to only about R. i a year. The rate is lower in

board than in aided schools, because the agricultural population,

who contribute towards the land cess which is a main support

of the board schools, are, in some Provinces, exempted in

whole or in part from the payment of fees for the education of

their children. The failure to impose a reasonable minimum

fee has in many cases led to loss of efficiency, the employment

of ill-qualified instructors, and undesirable competition between

rival institutions. As observed on page 428 the recent Uni-

versities Act is intended to check such improper competition

in the case of colleges.

A system of state scholarships has long played an important Scholar

part in public instruction in India. As far back as 1839, Lord ^^'l'^''

Auckland j)roposed to connect the chief ] district scIk^oIs with

the central colleges by attaching to the latter scholarships to

which the best scholars of the former might be eligible. The

Education dispatch of 1854 suggested the extension of this

system and its adoption with regard to schools of a lower

description, ' so that superior talent in every class may receive

that encouragement and development which it deserves.' 'J'hc
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Education Commission of 1882 found the system in operation

to a greater or less degree in all Provinces, laid stress on its

importance, and recommended the grant of scholarships by

open competition. A gifted boy may now pass from the village

school to the University, and thence into the public service, by

a graduated series of state scholarships. As a child he might

win a primary scholarship which would take him to the middle

school, and another scholarship at the end of the middle school

course would carry him through his school career. His next

step would be to gain a scholarship at the entrance examination

of the University. He would hold this for two years and might

then renew it at the Intermediate examination. This last

scholarship might be worth Rs. 20 a term, and would enable

him to complete the University course for the Bachelor's

degree. Finally, it should be mentioned that the Government

annually allots two scholarships of £200 a year for three years

to Indian graduates, in order to allow them to pursue their

studies at a British University. In addition to the state scholar-

ships there are a number of private scholarships, many of which

are attached to one or other of the Universities. A few post-

graduate fellowships and scholarships have been founded for

the encouragement of advanced study and research.

Control. In a system of public instruction in which the management
The Edu- of schools and colleges is largely left to local and private agency

g^rvices. assisted by state contribution, the adequacy of the arrangements

for inspection and control is a matter of the first importance.

The main controlling agency is the Education department

maintained by each Local Government, which, in addition

to providing Inspectors, furnishes the professors and teachers

for the Government schools. The department is divided into

the Indian, Provincial, and Subordinate services. The Indian

service is mainly recruited from among graduates of the Uni-

versities of the United Kingdom, and its members are employed

as Inspectors of schools and as principals and professors of

colleges. The Provincial and Subordinate services are re-

cruited in India, and the appointments open to them range

from Inspectors and college principals to teachers in primary

schools.

Compared with the large aggregate number of schools

and pupils, the inspecting staff is a small one. In 190 1-2

it comprised 35 Inspectors, 6 Inspectresses, 36 Assistant

Inspectors, and 660 inspecting ofificers of lower grades. In

addition to this staff, some Provinces employ a supplementary

agency to aid in the inspection of primary schools and the
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encouragement of primary education ; thus Madras had 256

supervisors of primary schools, Bengal 494 guru instructors,

Burma 169 itinerant teachers, and Assam 19 inspecting

pandits. The substitution of general tests of the efificiency of

the school for the more mechanical test of the individual

examination of pupils, which is now taking place, throws more
work on the inspecting staff, and measures are being adopted to

add to its strength. For purposes of inspection the Provinces

are divided into circles and sub-circles. The Inspector is the

educational representative of the Government in the circle. It

is his duty to keep himself well informed with regard to all

educational matters in his jurisdiction ; he makes constant

lours of inspection, examines pupils, and is responsible for

the working of the grant-in-aid rules.

Each of the more important Provinces has its own Director

of Public Instruction, who is usually a member of the Indian

Educational service ; and the Home Department of the Govern-

ment of India, on which falls the duty of supervising and co-

ordinating educational effort throughout the country, is now
assisted by a Director-General of Education, who spends much
of his time on inspection tours in the several Provinces.

The existence in India of creeds differing widely from one The state

another and from the faith of the ruling power has made "'"^ "^^^

it essential for the state to assume a position of strict religious struction.

neutrality in its relations with public instruction. This prin-

ciple was emphatically asserted in the dispatch of 1854 and

has ever since been rigidly enforced. No religious instruction

is given in the Government schools ; and, provided only it

imparts sound secular instruction, a private institution is

equally entitled to Government aid whether it teaches the

religion of the Bible, the Shastras, or the Koran.

When the state assumed the responsibility for the education The stnte

of the people of India, it had to face a position to which -ind private

no European country can furnish a parallel. The population

was as large as that of all the European states that had then

adopted an educational system ; it presented at least as many
differences of creed, language, race, and custom ; and it was to

receive an instruction essentially foreign in its higher branches.

The magnitude of the task was such as to make it impossible

of achievement by any direct appropriation of the resources of

the empire, while the popular demand for instruction had in

great measure to be created. In 1854 the Court of Directors

passed in review the indigenous and foreign educational

agencies that were already in existence, and determined to
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G overn-
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Utilize them all, but to rely mainly on private and local effort

carefully supervised and liberally encouraged. They undertook

to give pecuniary assistance on the grant-in-aid system to

efficient colleges and schools, to direct their efforts and afford

them counsel and advice, to encourage and reward the desire

for learning in various ways, but chiefly by the establishment of

Universities, and to take measures for providing a due supply

of teachers and for making the profession of teaching honour-

able and respected. Of all these provisions the most important

and far-reaching was the introduction of the grant-in-aid system,

and the event has to a large extent justified the Directors in

the reliance which they placed upon it, ' We confidently anti-

cipate,' they said, ' by thus drawing support from local resources,

in addition to contributions from the state, a far more rapid

progress of education than would follow a mere increase of

expenditure by the Government, while it possesses the addi-

tional advantage of fostering a spirit of reliance upon local

exertion and combination for local purposes, which is of itself

of no mean importance to the well-being of a nation.' The

plan inaugurated by the Directors has, on the whole, stood the

test of time ; but later experience has shown that it may

be dangerous for the state to withdraw too much from direct

participation in educational work. Without a certain proportion

of direct government outlay and management primary education

is apt to languish and secondary education to deteriorate.

There exists in India an intimate relation between public

instruction and the service of the state. The careers open to

educated men are less numerous and varied than in Western

countries, and government service is still the most important

among them. The hope to see their children in the service

has from the outset been one of the strongest inducements to

parents to interest themselves in education, and, on the other

hand, the great improvement that has taken place in the quality

of the government servants has been one of the most important

results of that education. A race of government officials and

clerks has gradually grown up largely imbued with Western con-

ceptions of probity and business, and fit to take their part in

the administration of a great country. In choosing candi-

dates for state employment the Government relies to a large

extent on the general school and University examinations,

supplemented sometimes by special tests and special selection.

For administrative and judicial offices a good University degree

may be required ; for lower appointments, success in the matri-

culation or some corresponding examination.
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It has been said that tlie growth of modern ideas, for which the ^^oral

spread of education is to a considerable extent responsible, has
"^'

had the effect of inducing in the younger generation, and espe-

cially among the Hindu community, a want of reverence and

respect and an impatience of lawful control. This phenomenon

is by no means exclusively Indian ; it has manifested itself

wherever old moral and social sanctions have been weakened or

destroyed by new sources of knowledge and freer methods of

thought. In India the danger has to some extent been aggra-

vated by the exclusively secular character of the instruction given

in most schools and colleges. The Government has not watched

the growth of this spirit with indifference, nor has it neglected

to devise means to counteract it. The whole subject was

passed under review in the year 1887-8, and various measures

were then introduced or extended which have had considerable

effect in improving the moral training of schools and colleges.

The Government must of course hold aloof from even the

appearance of religious propaganda ; and reliance is placed

chiefly on the influence of carefully trained and selected

teachers, the maintenance of a high standard of discipline, the

institution of well-managed hostels, the selection of textbooks

inculcating moral precepts or wholesome example, physical

training and athletic sports, and social intercourse between

teachers and pupils. The duty of enforcing discipline and

caring for the moral training of their pupils is imposed on

teachers by the regulations of all Local Governments, and the

instruction given in normal colleges and schools has greatly

enhanced their capacity for fulfilling this duty. The disciplinary

methods are much the same as those practised in England, but

it must be remembered that they have usually to be adapted to

day-school conditions. In certain Provinces, and notably in

Bombay, the monitorial system has been introduced with some
success. The ordinary school punishments are impositions

and fines, and for graver offences corporal punishment,

suspension or rustication, and expulsion. Good - conduct

registers are maintained in some places. A more complete

system of discipline and training can of course be carried out

where boarding-houses have been established. In Northern

India some progress has been made in the establishment

of secondary boarding-schools, but elsewhere the number

is still small. More has been done in this respect for colleges.

The question of moral textbooks has been much discussed,

and various works inculcating moral })recepts arc used ; but it

is only when employed by good teachers and in conjunction

VOL. IV. G <i
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with other means of moral influence that they can produce

substantial effect. Textbooks, such as biographies, which

present a worthy example in an attractive form, are also recom-

mended for school use. Athletic sports and social intercourse

between pupils and teachers are closely connected, inasmuch

as the playground is the best place for developing such inter-

course, and for enabling the master to become acquainted with

his boys and acquire a kindly influence over them. Special

attention has been paid of recent years to drill, gymnastics^ and

sports. The result has been remarkably successful, and Indian

boys have developed a great liking and aptitude for gym-

nastics, tennis, cricket, football, and other games. Inter-

school and inter-college sports have done much to foster this

liking, and are creating a spirit of school patriotism which was

previously wanting.

Textbooks. The Government of India has recognized that the system of

aided instruction entails on the state the duty of watching over

the selection of textbooks and guarding against the intro-

duction of useless or mischievous works. Separate series of

school-books are prepared and maintained in each Province

under the control of the Local Government, while the duty of

prescribing books for the University courses, including matri-

culation, rests with the University authorities. The number

and variety of the languages spoken in India make the

provision and selection of vernacular textbooks a specially

difficult task. The Local Governments are aided in the

maintenance of textbook lists by committees presided over

by the Director of Public Instruction, and composed of

educational and other government officers and also private

persons interested in the cause of education. In some

Provinces sub-committees are formed to deal with par-

ticular subjects or languages. The committee's recom-

mendations are submitted to the Local Government and, if

approved, the works proposed are included in the Provincial

list. For government and local board schools the course

of instruction is laid down and the textbooks are absolutely

prescribed. In the case of aided schools a wider choice is

given, but the managers may adopt no textbook not included

in the list without the sanction of the Local Government. In

the Universities textbooks are chosen by the Faculties, or by

Boards of Studies appointed from among the Fellows, for

particular subjects.

Public A series of public examinations has hitherto been held at

examina- different Stages of the school course. Thus in the United
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Provinces examinations were prescribed at the end of the tions in

lower primary, upper primary, vernacular middle, English
='^"*^°'^*

middle, and high school stages. A somewhat diminished im-

portance has attached to these examinations of late years, and

some which were compulsory have been made optional. They
have continued, however, to exercise a dominant influence on
school teaching, and have been used for class promotions, the

distribution of the grant-in-aid, the award of scholarships,

and the test for subordinate government appointments. The
multiplication of public examinations has had its bad effects

:

their strain has sometimes been injurious to the children, and

they have engendered unsound methods of teaching and learn-

ing. Measures have now been taken to reduce their number,

and to mitigate the evils arising from the tendency to regard

the passing of examinations as the end of school training.

The growth of journalistic and literary activity among the Journal-

natives of India is a subject intimately connected with the j*'" ^"'^

development of the educational system. The annual output

of newspapers, periodicals, pamphlets, and books i§ very con-

siderable in quantity ; and, though much of the work produced

is unimportant, modern India has given birth to able journalists

and authors. During the ten years ending 190 1-2, the number
of registered printing presses increased from 1,649 to 2,193;

the number of newspapers from 602 to 708 ; the number of

periodical publications (other than newspapers) from 349 to

575 ; the number of books published in English, or some other

European language, from 768 to 1,312; and the number of

books published in Indian languages (vernacular and classical),

or in more than one language, from 5,751 to 7,081. It is

worthy of note that the increase of books in the Indian lan-

guages does not keep pace with the growth of English publica-

tions; in 1901-2 their number was, however, still about five

and a half times as large as the number of books printed in

English.

The missionaries were the pioneers of Indian vernacular News-

journalism. The Seramporc missionaries first cast type for the P^P*^'^^'

vernacular languages, and employed native compositors. ' The
earliest vernacular newspaper was issued in Bengali by the

Baptist Mission at Serampore, in 1818. For many years the

vernacular press preserved the marks of its origin, being

limited almost exclusively to theological controversy. The

missionaries were encountered with their own weapons by the

theistic sect of the Brahmo Samaj, and also by the orthodox

Hindus. As late as 1850, most of the vernacular newspapers

Gg2
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were still religious or sectarian, rather than political '.' During

the last half-century the character of the press has undergone

a marked change, and the majority of the newspapers owned

by natives now devote themselves to current topics and political

discussion.

The 700 newspapers published in 190 1-2 fall under three

main heads : English papers owned by Europeans and issued

primarily for the European community, English papers owned

by natives, and vernacular papers. About one-fifth of the total

are published in English. The following daily papers are

among the most important journals of the first class : The
Pioneer, published at Allahabad ; the Englishman, the Indian

Daily News, and the Statesman, at Calcutta ; the Civil and

Military Gazette, at Lahore ; the Madras J/a//and the Madras

Times, at IMadras ; the Times of Pidia and the Bombay Gazette,

at Bombay ; and the Pa?igoon Times and the Rangoon Gazette,

at Rangoon. Most of the journals belonging to the second

and third classes are issued weekly, fortnightly, or monthly,

and the number of daily papers either in English or in the

vernaculars is small. Many are unimportant journals of an

ephemeral character, and with a circulation of a few hundreds

only ; the total number with a circulation of over 2,000 copies

is very small. The number of readers is, however, much

greater than the number of copies printed. Bombay produces

the largest number of vernacular newspapers, and after it come

Madras, the United Provinces, and the Punjab. Bengal has

fewer vernacular papers ; their sale suffers from competition

with the English papers of comparatively large circulation

owned by natives. In Madras the vernacular papers with the

largest circulation are still the mission organs ; among the

most important of them are the Satya Dutan or Messenger of

Truth, a Tamil paper published at Madras, and the Anglo-

Telugu Messenger of Truth, also published at Madras. Of the

Hindu papers, the Hindu (published in English), the Swadesa

Mitran (Tamil), and the Afidhra Prakdsika (Telugu) may be

mentioned. The Bombay journals are almost equally divided

between MarathI and Gujarat!. The political attitude of the

Maratha press is generally that of opposition to Government.

Among their journals are the Mahratta and the Kesari, both

of which are published at Poona, the former in English, and the

latter in MarathI. The Gujarat! newspapers are mainly the

organs of the Parsis, and of the trading community generally.

The Bombay press includes several organs of the ' Young
' Hunter's Indian Empire, 3rd editiun, pp. 569-70.
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India ' school of politicians, such for instance as the Kaiser-

i-Hind, Native Opinion., the Voice of India., and East and West.

Among the Bengal papers the following may be noticed : the

Bengalee, the Amrita Bazar Fatrika, and the Indian Mirror,

printed in English ; and the Bangabasi, the Basumati, and the

Hitabddi, printed in Bengali. All these journals are published

in Calcutta, and they occupy themselves largely with political

discussion. A considerable number of papers are published in

Urdu and Hindi in the large towns of the United Provinces

and the Punjab. Many of them are conducted with ability

and enterprise, and may fairly be described as representative

of local native opinion among the educated classes.

The 8,400 books which were published in 190 1-2 include Books,

works of the most diverse character and varying merit. Of the

1,312 English publications, 621 appeared in Bengal, 341 in

Madras, and 184 in Bombay. Among the major Provinces

the distribution of Indian publications was as follows : Bengal,

2,448; the United Provinces, 1,362; the Punjab, 1,135;

Bombay, 1,104; Madras, 825; and Burma, 127. The most

noteworthy features of these statistics are the prominence of

Bengal, and the literary activity of the educatienally backward

United Provinces and Punjab. In the subjects of the books

religion is conspicuously prominent
;

poetry and the drama

take the second place ; and then, in order, language, fiction,

history and biography, medicine, law, mathematics and me-

chanics, and philosophy. It must be admitted that few among
the large number of publications are of much interest. The
religious works are often mere commentaries on older works

or controversial pamphlets. A large proportion of the works

of a secular character are books for school use, and these are

often of a very inferior description. The following brief

account of the literature produced in some of the larger

Provinces in the year 190 1-2 is derived from the reports of

the Local Governments. In Bengal the most important his-

torical work of the year was a history of Bengal in the eighteenth

century, written by Babu Kali Prasanna Bancrji. Several

translations of the classical dramas of India, and translations

or adaptations of the works of European dramatists, appeared

in Bengali. Most of the fiction of the year dealt with domestic

life, and displayed little conception or development of plot.

Lyrics and sonnets figured largely among the poetical works,

and a number of the poems give expression to grief at the

death of Queen Victoria. The literature dealing with religious

subjects was voluminous. Most of the works on scientific
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subjects were of little interest. In the United Provinces the

publications in Sanskrit were mostly reissues of old works on

philosophy, language, and religion, and the Arabic publications

were generally on the subject of religion. More than half the

works in Persian were educational ; there were also some

poetical compositions, but they possessed little merit. A few

works of some interest were published in English by native

writers on the subject of social reform, and there was one

noteworthy attempt at historical research. Hindi and Urdu

publications testified to the religious activity among Hindus

and Muhammadans. The Census operations gave rise to the

issue of several pamphlets dealing with the caste question.

The subject of female education received considerable atten-

tion, and some Muhammadan writers attacked the strictness of

the parda system. A number of native ladies^ chiefly Muham-
madan, were among the list of authors, and some of their

productions showed considerable merit. Novel-writing is

always popular, and a few of the Hindi novels were acquisi-

tions to the language. The history of Islam attracted

several writers, and some Urdu novels were published. In

the Punjab a large proportion of the works, especially of the

English and Urdu publications, were educational. Taking the

essentially indigenous books, a noteworthy feature is the preva-

lence of poetical and religious works. As a rule, the literary

activity of the Muhammadan writers is centred on religion, and

they usually publish more books on religious questions than all

the other creeds put together. The literary efforts of Hinduism

are limited for the most part to mere revisions of the older

works on mythology and legend, or to controversial works on

social questions, such as infant marriage, widow remarriage,

and the like. The Sikhs, in proportion to their numbers,

show great activity, and there has been a strong separatist

movement in the past decade advocating the abandonment of

Hindu customs. In Bombay poetry and religion were the

foremost subjects, and, with few exceptions, the publications

of the year were of an unimportant character. The same may

be said of Madras.

The statistics of education in this chapter comprise the

Native States under the Government of Bombay, the Feudatory

States of the Central Provinces, Cooch Behar, and the Tribu-

tary Mahals of Orissa, while the minor British administrations

of Ajmer, Baluchistan, and the Andamans are omitted. The

Bombay States have for the most part adopted the Government

system of instruction and inspection, and in some of them the
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educational standard is equal to that in the neighbouring

British Districts. In recent years considerable attention has

been given to education in a number of Native States. No
complete survey of the progress made is possible, but the large

States of Baroda, Mysore, Travancore, and Gwalior may be

specially mentioned. In Baroda an interesting experiment has

been made by the enforcement of attendance at primary schools

within a limited area.
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CHAPTER XIV

MEDICAL ADMINISTRATION, HOSPITALS, AND

SANITATION

A BRIEF reference to the ancient Indian systems of medi- Ancient

cine will form an appropriate introduction to the account given ^^ ^jj'";^;,

in this chapter of the medical and sanitary administration

of British India. The subject of Hindu medicine is one

of special interest, inasmuch as it had considerable influence

on the development of medicine in Europe. The works of

Charaka and Susruta, the two greatest Sanskrit medical

authorities, were rendered into Arabic at the close of the

eighth century a.d., and are quoted as authorities by the

celebrated Arabic physician Ar-Razi, who died in 932. Arabic

medicine in its turn became, down to the seventeenth century,

the chief authority for European physicians, and Charaka is

frequently mentioned in Latin translations of Arabic writers^.

The national medicine of India derived its first impulse from

the exigencies of the national worship, for anatomical know-

ledge had its origin in the dissection of the victim at the

sacrifice, with a view to dedicating the different parts to the

proper gods. The ancient medical science was ascribed to the

gods and known by the collective title of Ayur Veda. The best

era of Indian medicine was contemporary with the ascendancy

of Buddhism (250 B.C. to 750 a.d.), and the public hospitals

which the Buddhist princes established in every city were the

great schools of Indian medicine. The works of Charaka and

Susruta belong to this period. The Hindu medical system,

though not devoid of errors and absurdities, shows, at its best,

a surprising degree of progress in all branches of the science.

The materia medica of the early Hindus embraced a vast

collection of drugs, indicating a great knowledge of herbs and

considerable chemical skill. They were acquainted with, and

understood the preparation of, a wide range of chemical com-

pounds, and were the first to prescribe the internal use of

metallic substances. Their pharmacy contained ingenious

' Sanskrit Literature, by A. A. Macdonell (1900, cliap. xvi.
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processes of preparations, with elaborate directions for the

administration and classification of medicines. Their practice

of physic embraced the classification, causes, symptoms, and
treatment of diseases. The maladies thus dealt with were

arranged in ten classes : namely, those affecting (i) the

humours
; (2) the general system, including fevers

; (3 to 9)

the several organs and parts of the body; and (10) trivial

complaints. The surgery of the ancient Indian doctors

appears to have been bold and skilful. They performed

amputations and a number of other difficult operations, and

were expert in midwifery. Students were trained to operate

on wax spread out on a board, or on the tissues and cells of

the vegetable kingdom, and upon dead animals. As Buddhism

passed into modern Hinduism, the hospitals disappeared ; and

the Brahmans, scrupulously avoiding contact with blood or

morbid matter, withdrew from the medical profession and left

it in the hands of the Vaidyas, a lower caste. They, in turn,

abandoned medical practice ; and thus the decline of Hindu
medicine Avent on until it sank into the hands of the village

kabirdj, whose knowledge consists of jumbled fragments of the

Sanskrit texts and a by-no-means contemptible pharmacopoeia,

supplemented by spells and fasts. Meanwhile the Muham-
madan conquests brought in a new school of foreign physicians,

who derived their knowledge partly from Arabic translations of

the Sanskrit medical works of the best period, though more

largely from the Greek authors (Hippocrates, Galen, <Scc.),

whose works had likewise been translated into Arabic. These

Musalman doctors or hakims monopolized the patronage of the

Muhammadan princes and nobles of India \

Duties The work of the Medical and Sanitary department in British

°{^^,f ,
India includes a number of important branches of the public

Medical . . . .

and Sani- service. Hospitals, dispensaries, and lunatic asylums : vital

tary de- statistics
;

general sanitation and vaccination ; the health of

m British po^ts and shipping ; medico-legal, bacteriological, and other

India. scientific and miscellaneous matters fall within its scope.

Before giving an account of the more important of these

subjects, it will be convenient to describe the constitution

and organization of the department.

Constitu- The principal and subordinate officers are drawn from five

lion of sources : the Indian Medical Service, civil and military
the depart- , . ^ , . ., , •,. rr • 1 a •

ment. Assistant burgeons, and civil and military Hospital Assis-

tants. The Indian Medical Service (known as I.M.S.) is

' Hunter's Indian Empire, pp. 148- ti.
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primariiy a military service and its members are commissioned

officers of the army. There were originally three distinct

branches, corresponding to the Bengal, Madras, and Bombay
armies; these were combined in 1896 on the abolition of the

Presidential army system. The Bengal service was created as

far back as 1 764, for the purpose of affording medical relief to

the troops and servants of the East India Company in the

Bengal Presidency, and the Madras and Bombay services had

a similar origin. Candidates for the Indian Medical Service

must possess degrees or diplomas qualifying them to practise

medicine and surgery, and are selected in England by com-

petitive examination. They then undergo a four months'

special course and, after passing a second examination, join

the army in India. Except under special circumstances, they

must perform two years' military duty before becoming eligible

for civil employment. The service is open to natives of India,

and nine of them entered it during the ten years ending in

1902. The employment of a single service for military and

civil duties is an economical arrangement to provide a reserve

of medical officers competent to accompany the army in time

of war. The present strength of the service is about 700.

The military duties of the Indian Medical Service are, it

should be explained, confined to the Native army. Medical

duties in connexion with European troops are performed by

the officers of the Royal Army Medical Corps (R.A.M.C).

Civil Assistant Surgeons form the superior branch of the

subordinate medical department. In the Bengal Presidency

this service came into existence in 1838, when four pupils

passed out of the recently established medical college at

Calcutta ^ Candidates are trained in the medical colleges and

must possess a University degree or diploma. The Assistant

Surgeons have charge of numerous minor hospitals and dis-

pensaries ; they also fill subordinate posts in large hospitals

and hold many miscellaneous appointments, while a consider-

able number are lent to municipalities and local boards. Their

attainments and the quality of their work have shown satisfac-

tory improvement, and some minor civil surgeoncies previously

held by the Indian Medical Service are now reserved for the

best among them. Civil Hospital Assistants have lower profes-

sional qualifications. 'J'hey arc usually trained in the medical

schools, more than twenty of which have been established in

different parts of India, and they are employed in minor dis-

' For a sliort accov.nt of the medical colleges and schools, see llie i")ic-

ceding chapter (Education).
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pensaries and in a variety of subordinate posts. Some of them

obtain private employment, and there is an increasing demand
for their services among employers of labour, such as the

managers of tea gardens and other large concerns. A certain

number of civil appointments are set apart for the military sub-

ordinate medical service in order to furnish a war reserve.

The majority of the native medical officers are high-caste

Hindus ; and then come native Christians, Muhammadans,
low-caste Hindus, ParsTs, and a few Burmese. Native Christians

and low-caste Hindus are commonly found only in the Madras

Presidency.

The military Assistant Surgeons are mostly Europeans or

Eurasians, the latter predominating. Military Hospital Assis-

tants are usually natives belonging to the same classes as the

civilians.

The appointments in the Medical and Sanitary department

are not all reserved for officers of Government services. Experts

outside those services are sometimes appointed to special posts,

and it is recognized that encouragement should be given to the

growing medical talent of the country. Hitherto, however, the

Indian Medical Service has proved the best source for superior

appointments. Government medical officers are allowed the

privilege of private practice^ except in certain appointments

where this would interfere with the performance of their public

duties.

Organiza- The chief civil medical officer and administrative head of the
tion. Indian Medical department is the Director-General, Indian

Medical Service, who has the rank of Surgeon-GeneraP.

Between 1880 and 1904 he was also Sanitary Commissioner

with the Government of India, and in that capacity was the

adviser of the Supreme Government on all matters connected

with the health of the civil population and the army; this

appointment has now been allotted to a separate officer. The
Director-General is the direct successor of a Medical Board,

which consisted of two officers entitled the Surgeon-General

and the Physician-General, and which dates back to an early

period of the East India Company's history. It was originally

styled the Hospital Board, and its functions were of a military

character. In 1796 the Court of Directors changed its title

' The medical administration of the army is vested in a Surgeon-General,

who is styled Principal Medical Officer, His Majesty's Forces in India. He
is a staff-officer of the Commander-in-Chief, while the Director-General,

Indian Medical Service, is under the Home Department of the Government

of India.
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to that of ' Medical Board,' and extended its duties to the

superintendence of the 'Medical department of the Civil

Service.'

In each Province the administration of matters medical and

sanitary is under the control of the Local Government, whose

principal advisers are an Inspector-General of Civil Hospitals

(a Surgeon-General in Madras and Bombay) and a Sanitary

Commissioner. These ofifices are combined in the smaller

Provinces. Except in Bombay, the District medical and sani-

tary arrangements are under the charge of a medical ofificer

styled the Civil Surgeon'. He superintends medical institu-

tions and, subject to the general authority of the Collector or

Deputy-Commissioner, all matters connected with the health

of the population. It is his duty to give professional atten-

dance to the superior Government officers who are granted the

privilege of free medical treatment, and he also performs most

of the medico-legal work of the District. In the Bombay Pre-

sidency the Civil Surgeon is occupied mainly with the duties

of the head-quarters station, though he also does inspection

work. The rural hospitals and dispensaries are there under

the direct control of the Surgeon-General, and the sanitary

work is supervised by five Deputy Sanitary Commissioners

under the orders of the Provincial Sanitary Commissioner.

The duties of these officers are to superintend and encourage

the sanitation of the Districts and towns within their circle,

to inspect dispensaries, and generally to advise the District

officers on matters affecting the public health. They deal also

with vaccination and vital statistics.

Medical institutions were established at an early date in the History of

Presidency cities, for the relief of the natives as well as for the ™5'^'^''*' '"'

' '
stitutions.

treatment of the Company's servants. Thus the Madras

General Hospital dates back to 1679, and four other hospitals

were established in that city between 1800 and 1820. In Cal-

cutta, the Presidency General Hospital was founded in 1795

and the Medical College Hospital in 1852-3. In the country

generally progress vvas for a long time slow, and the main

development has taken place during the past thirty years.

Under regulations which prevailed in the old Bengal Presidency

during the first half of the nineteenth century, the Government

aided the foundation of hospitals and dispensaries in places of

importance, where the inhabitants were ready to help in this

work, provided (which was not always the case) that a medical

officer was available to take charge of the new institution. In

' In Madras he is called the District Medical and Sanitary Officer,
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1S54 the rules were made more precise, and the Government
consented to supply officers of a rank depending on the

amount of local subscriptions, and to furnish instruments and
medicines. The hospitals were under the general charge of

the senior medical officer of the District, and were inspected

by the Superintending Surgeon of the circle, who combined

military and civil duties^ but whose office has now ceased to

exist. Since the creation of municipalities, and later of District

boards, local authorities have taken an ever-increasing share

in the provision of medical relief. The Madras Presidency

possessed twenty-two District dispensaries in 1852 ; the Bom-
bay Presidency twenty-one in 1854; and Lower Bengal forty-

five in 1859, Later progress is shown in the first table at the

end of this chaptCi- ; in 1880 the total number of public

hospitals and dispensaries in British India under Government

control was about 1,200, in 1890 about 1,700, and in 1902

nearly 2,500. There were three main causes for the slow pro-

gress in early years— indifference on the part of the people,

want of officers, and insufficient funds. Both Hindus and

Muhammadans have, as we have seen, their own systems of

medicine, and it took long to familiarize them with Western

methods and drugs. Even now, notwithstanding the large

extent to which recourse is had to the dispensaries, many
natives prefer to be treated by men who practise the ancient

systems. The difficulty in supplying doctors has to a large

extent disappeared with the increased facilities for medical

education : there were about 4,200 students in the medical

colleges and schools at the end of 190 1-2, and the practice of

medicine is recognized as offering a profitable career.

Classes of
^^'^ ^9°^ British India contained, outside the Presidency

District towns, about 2,400 public hospitals and dispensaries under

and^dis-^
Government control, nearly 500 independent private institu-

pensaries. tions, and more than 500 special institutions in connexion

with police, railways, &c.^ Hospitals belonging to the first of

these classes are, generally speaking, maintained from, or aided

by. Provincial or local revenues. Omitting institutions main-

tained for special purposes, the total number of dispensaries

amounted on an average to one in about 330 square miles of

country. The proportion is highest in Bengal and Bombay,

and lowest in the Central Provinces and Burma. Except in

Bombay, Upper Burma, and the Central Provinces, the Govern-

' I'he figures cannot be given with absolute accuracy. All private insti-

tutions are not included in the returns, and the system of classification is

not uniform in all Provinces.
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ment directly maintains very few hospitals ; in almost all Pro-

vinces the great majority of medical institutions are supported

by municipal and District boards. In some cases the Govern-

ment assists by supplying officers, making contributions, and

in other ways, and generally the officer in charge is lent by

the Government and paid from the local fund. Local fund

hospitals are given the further privilege, if they desire it, of

purchasing European drugs from the Government store depots

at Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, Mian Mir, and Rangoon. They

make their own arrangements for the supply of indigenous

drugs purchasable locally. The use of such drugs is encouraged,

and there is a permanent committee for investigating and

making known their properties. The total number of private

institutions shown in the returns for 1902, including those

independent of Government control, amounted to about 1,000.

They are most numerous in Bombay, where they constitute the

largest class of medical institutions. The funds for private

hospitals are mainly derived from charitable donations, local

subscriptions, and missionary societies. To found or endow

a hospital appeals to the charitable instincts of a wealthy

Hindu, though the only hospitals of purely native origin are

those for animals, to be found in Western India under the

name oipinjrapol.

The principal hospital is always situated at the head-quarters Descrip-

of the District. It is under the immediate charge of the Civil *^?" ?'

Surgeon, aided by subordinate officers ;
and, having the best medical in-

staff and equipment, it secures the most important cases, stitutions.

Branch institutions are opened at convenient places within the

District, and are (except in Bombay) under the general superin-

tendence of the Civil Surgeon, who, in most Provinces, is

required to inspect them three times a year. The officer in

immediate charge is generally an Assistant Surgeon or Hospital

Assistant of the Government service ; but, especially in Bengal,

duly qualified native doctors not on the Government list are

also employed. The branch institutions are mainly for dis-

pensary work ; they have, as a rule, little accommodation for

in-patients, and the little that is provided is sometimes in

excess of the demand. The out-patient system is more accept-

able to a population which keenly dislikes being away from

home during illness. The management of District dispensaries

is usually vested in local committees, which endeavour to rouse

popular interest in the work of medical relief. Continuous

effort is made to increase the efficiency of the hospitals and

dispensaries. Better and more modern buildings are being
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gradually provided, and increased attention is paid to the

privacy and comfort of the patients and to the attractiveness

of their surroundings. Much, however, remains to be done

even at head-quarters, and many branch dispensaries are too

poor for more than the simplest arrangements. In 1901

nearly two-fifths of the Bengal dispensaries had incomes of less

than Rs. 1,000 a year. Experiments have from time to time been

made with a view to bring medical relief nearer home to the

people. In the Delhi District (Punjab) dispensary officers

were for some years sent on tour at stated periods, but this was

found to interfere v.'ith their ordinary duties. A similar plan

has recently been tried in Bengal, and also a system of supply-

ing medicine chests to village headmen. Such experiments are

still in their infancy. Much wider success has attended the

practice, which originated in Bengal and has been extended to

other Provinces, of supplying quinine through the agency of

the post office in quarter-anna packets, made up in the jails

and each containing five (now seven) grains. In 1903-4 more

than 7 million packets were sold in this way.

Presidency The most important of the hospitals in the Presidency towns
hospitals, are under Government management. The largest contain

several hundred beds, are equipped with the most modern

appliances, and are oflicered by large European staffs. The
cities of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay are served by sixty-two

hospitals and dispensaries—Government, local, and aided ; and

Bombay has in addition twenty-one unaided private dispen-

saries. Nearly a million cases were treated at these institutions

in 1902. The most important general hospital in each Presi-

dency town is connected with the local medical college, and the

surgeons and physicians are also, as a rule, professors there.

Calcutta and Bombay possess large European hospitals ; in

Madras, Europeans are treated in a branch of the general

hospital.

Patients.
'^^'^ ^^'^'^ °^ ^^^ returns for all classes of dispensaries shows

that about 26| million persons obtained medical relief in 1902.

But this figure does not imply so many separate individuals,

for one person may obtain relief several times in the course of

the year. The proportion is highest in the Punjab and the

Central Provinces and, notwithstanding its large number of

dispensaries, lov/est in Bengal. In all parts of India, except

the Punjab and Assam, Muhammadans resort to the dispen-

saries more freely than Hindus. In 1902 about 55 per cent, of

the patients in District hospitals under Government control

were men, 19 per cent, women, and 26 per cent, children.
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The proportion varies in different Provinces, but the order is

the same in all. The customs of the country render women,
especially those belonging to the upper classes, disinclined to

seek dispensary relief and treatment by male practitioners.

Great efforts have been made to afford the women of India

medical relief in a form acceptable to them. Many hospitals

have been established for their exclusive use, and arrangements

are in force to secure their privacy in general dispensaries.

Special attention has been paid to the education of lady

doctors and subordinates, and to the training of dais, or native

midwives, in local hospitals. Great interest attaches in this

connexion to the work done by the * National Association for

"supplying Medical Aid to the ^Vomen of India ' founded by the

Countess of Dufferin in 18S5. It is supported by voluntary

contributions and occasional grants from Government, and

maintains about 260 hospitals, wards, and dispensaries, officered

by women. Nearly two million women and children received

medical aid in these hospitals, or at their homes, during 1901.

A sum of almost 7 lakhs of rupees was collected by Lady

Curzon in 190 1-2 for the training of native midwives.

The diseases principally prevalent in India have received Medical

notice in chapter x of Vol. I. Malarial fever is the malady ^"^ ,*"'"

,

^ ^ gical work,
most frequently treated \\\ the hospitals, accounting for more

than one-sixth of the total number of cases. Surgery has

grown to be a specially important part of hospital work, and the

popular prejudice which at one time existed against it has been

largely overcome by the striking nature of the results. Excellent

surgical practice is afforded by the large hospitals, and a high

level of skill is attained. In 1902 nearly 900,000 operations

were performed. Cataract is a very common disease in India,

and people resort in great numbers to the hospitals to be

treated for it; in 1901 one officer in the Punjab performed

more than 1,700 operations for its cure.

The income of the public medical institutions under Govern- Finance.

ment control in the years 1880, 1890, 1900, and 1903 is shown

in the first table at the end of this chapter. It has increased

during the twenty-two years in question from 37 to nearly 83

lakhs, of which 21 lakhs belong to the hospitals and dispensaries

of the Presidency towns. The receipts from municipal and local

funds and ' other sources ' have risen much more rapidly than

the direct outlay from Provincial revenues. Half the total

under the third item in the table is derived from subscriptions.

In the Indian Census of 190 1 only 66,000 persons were Lunatic

returned as insane in a population of 294 millions. This is less a^ylun^s.

VOL. IV. H h
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than one-fourteenth of the proportion of insanes in England.

Causes contributing to the contrast are the comparative rarity

of alcohoUsm and of aberration due to rehgious terrors, and the

circumstance that the bulk of the Indian population are less

highly strung, and possess less brain energy, than the inhabi-

tants of modern Europe. A very small proportion, consisting

in general of destitute wanderers and dangerous persons, find

their way into the lunatic asylums : the majority are harmless

and are looked after by their friends. In India, as in other

Oriental countries, a certain respect is shown towards insane

persons, who are believed to be possessed by a mysterious and

supernatural spirit. During the five years ending with 1900

the average lunatic asylum population was only 4,600. The
asylums are administered under an Act of 1858, which provides

for the admission and release of insane persons and the control

of the institutions by visitors. All lunatic asylums are under

Government management, and the majority were formerly in

charge of the Civil Surgeons of the Districts in which they were

situated. These officers had not always the time or the special

knowledge which the subject demands ; and it has recently been

decided to establish central asylums, under whole-time officers,

in Madras, Bombay, Bengal, the United Provinces, and the Pun-

jab, and to reduce the number of smaller institutions. The
superintendence of a central asylum is open to members of the

Indian Medical Service, with a salary sufficient to induce able offi-

cers to devote their career to the study and treatment of insanity.

At the same time improvements have been effected in the sub-

ordinate staff, and arrangements have been made for the study of

insanity, including clinical instruction at the central asylums.

Leper Asylums are maintained in a number of places for the segre-

asylums gation and treatment of lepers. The subject of leprosy in India

was investigated by a Commission in 1 890-1, and their report

was carefully examined both in England and in India. These

inquiries led to the general conclusions that the disease does

not prevail in India to such an extent as to constitute a general

danger, and that the degree to which it is propagated by con-

tagion is small. It was, nevertheless, held desirable to take

legal power to deal with pauper lepeps wandering about and

displaying the ravages of the disease for the purpose of exciting

charity, and to prohibit lepers from following certain callings

connected with food and other bodily requirements, and from

using public tanks and wells.

History The history of general sanitary work in India begins prac-

of the tically with the investigations of the Royal Commission which
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reported in 1863 on the sanitary state of the army. In com- Sanitary

menting on the bad health of the troops, the Commission laid ^'^P=i''t-

stress on the evil effect of the insanitary condition of the general

population ; and, in accordance with their advice. Sanitary

boards were appointed, in 1S64, in each Presidency, principally

for the army, but also for the general care of the public health.

The Bengal Sanitary board was replaced in 1866 by a Sanitary

Commissioner with the Government of India, and a similar

change was carried out locally by the Governments of Madras

and Bombay. In 1867 Sanitary Inspectors-General, afterwards

called Sanitary Commissioners, were appointed in the other

Provinces to investigate the sanitary condition of the people

and to suggest means for its amelioration. The Civil Surgeons

were constituted health officers of the Districts, and their

functions in this capacity were gradually extended until (except

in Bombay) they have become the general advisers of the local

authorities on all sanitary matters. Such work as was accom-

plished was done through the agency of the District and

Municipal staffs, and later on also through District and

other local boards. In 1S80-1 endeavour was made to provide

a more complete supervising agency by amalgamating the sani-

tary and vaccination staffs. The Superintendents of Vaccination

(who were commissioned medical officers) were made Deputy

Sanitary Commissioners, and were directed to supervise general

sanitary work as well as vaccination and vital statistics. The
extension of local self-government under Lord Ripon strength-

ened the executive agency and increased the available funds.

The next step made was the establishment, under orders issued

in 1888, of a Sanitary board in each Province, armed with the

powers necessary for the control of the sanitary work of

municipalities and District boards. The Provincial boards

were to be composed of administrative and public works

officers, and of the Sanitary Commissioner. By 1893 Sanitary

boards had been established in every Province except Berar,

where a system of District sanitary boards already existed. The
Sanitary boards have varied considerably from time to time,

and from Province to Province, in composition, functions, and

utility. The most comprehensive scheme was that introduced

by the Government of the United Provinces in 1896, under

which the Sanitary board includes the Inspector-General of

Civil Hospitals, a Secretary to (jovernment in the Public

Works Department, and the Sanitary Engineer. It advises the

Commissioners of Divisions with regard to sanitary works pro-

jected in towns and rural areas, and itself sanctions the cxccu-

H h 2
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tion of works by District boards, to which it contributes from

funds placed at its disposal by the Local Government. The
appointment of Sanitary Engineers was an important outcome

of the orders of 1888. They are now employed in all large

Provinces to draw up and supervise the execution of sanitary

projects, and are the technical advisers of the Sanitary boards.

In 1898, after long discussion with the Local Governments, the

Government of Lidia issued fresh orders for the encouragement

of sanitary progress. While recognizing the need for proceeding

with great caution in imposing reform on the rural population,

the Governor-General-in-Council emphasized the importance of

the duties of the Civil Surgeon as health officer of the District,

and urged the desirability of gradually substituting a better

trained agency for the subordinate supervising staff of the

Vaccination department. Considerable progress has been

made in some Provinces on these lines. The system in the

Bombay Presidency differs from that in force elsewhere in that,

as already stated, the Civil -Surgeon is not concerned with the

sanitation of the Districts, which are grouped in circles, each

under the charge of a Deputy Sanitary Commissioner. The
Indian Plague Commission of 1898 criticized the existing

organization of the Sanitary department, and its further im-

provement is now under consideration.

Rural Only one-fourteenth of the population of British India live

sanitation, ^vithin municipal limits, and the problem of rural sanitation

involves, therefore, the health of the great bulk of the inha-

bitants. When sanitary reform in India received its first

impetus from the investigation of the Royal Commission of

1863, there was practically no organization for the prosecution

of sanitary work outside the Presidency towns. The villagers

dwelt in complete indifference to their unhealthy surroundings,

and virulent epidemics raged unchecked and almost unknown
to the authorities. Since then progress has been slow, and in-

commensurate with the thought and labour that have been

bestowed on the subject. The reason lies in the apathy of the

people and the tenacity with which they cling to domestic cus-

toms injurious to health. While the inhabitants of the plains

of India are on the whole distinguished for personal cleanliness,

the sense of public cleanliness has ever been wanting. Great

improvements have been effected in many places ; but the

village house is still often ill-ventilated and over-populated

;

the village site dirty, crowded with cattle, choked with rank

vegetation, and poisoned by stagnant pools ; and the village

tanks polluted, and used indiscriminately for bathing, cooking,
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and drinking. That the way to improvement lies through the

education of the people has always been recognized. One of

the first acts of the Sanitary department was the issue of simple

rules for village sanitation, which were translated into the

vernacular and explained to the villagers by the District officer

;

and similar efforts continue to be made. The rudiments of

hygiene form a portion of the course of primary education, and

the improved methods of modern elementary instruction are

used to make the lesson interesting and impressive. These

efforts must in time prove effective : encouraging results have

been obtained in municipalities, and the knowledge which

grows up in the towns spreads to the country.

The early efforts of the Sanitary department in rural areas Stepstaken

were rendered practically abortive by want of agency and of -^ '"^l"'^^^

funds. These needs have to some extent been met by the

Local Boards and Village Sanitation Acts. In 1865-71 a

number of Acts were passed enabling the levy of local cesses

for works of local utility. The proceeds were, however, mainly

directed to communications, schools, and dispensaries, and their

influence on sanitary improvement was not great. Much more
important were the Acts passed in 1883-5 to give effect in rural

areas to the local self-government policy of Lord Ripon. They
provided a popular agency of District and subordinate boards,

which were made responsible for the supply of pure water

for drinking purposes, and for the sanitation of the District

generally. The Madras Act went farther than the others in

making the lowest unit of local self-government the village

union, comprising generally a group of villages in which a

small house-tax is levied for simple sanitary and cleansing

operations, and, in large unions, also for the construction and

repair of streets, drains, tanks, and wells. The Bengal Act pro-

vided for the establishment of similar village unions, but these

did not, as in Madras, form an integral portion of the system.

\n 1887-8 the Government of India declared that a more
systematic effort must be made to deal with the problem. It

suggested that a general sanitary village survey should be

undertaken, and directed that, when a clear perception had

been attained as to what ought to be done, effect shcnild be

given to the conclusions by enforcing the provisions of the

Local Boards Acts or by special legislation. In accordance

with this scheme the Local Boards Acts of Bombay, the United

Provinces, and the Central Provinces have been supplemented

by special Village Sanitation Acts. The Bombay Act of 1889

provides for the formation of local sanitary committees for
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small villages, whose duty it is to provide potable water, keep

the village clean, and deal with the accumulation of offensive

matter and with nuisances. They are empowered to convict

persons infringing the law, and to levy a local tax at a rate not

exceeding half the land cess. In larger villages local sanitary

boards may be formed for more important works, with sanitary

inspectors appointed by the Collector. In the same year an

Act was passed for the Central Provinces empowering the

Chief Commissioner to create committees, and impose a rate,

in villages known to be insanitary, for cleansing, conservancy,

and water-supply, and the maintenance of the village roads.

In villages in which the United Provinces Act of 1892 has

been introduced the Collector may order wells to be cleaned,

improved, protected from contamination or condemned, and

new wells to be constructed, the cost being recovered from the

persons using the well or from the landlord. Loans may be

granted for these purposes. The Local Government is also

empowered to make rules regarding conservancy and the inflic-

tion of penalties. In 1895 the Government of India effected a

further improvement by the introduction of a system of village

sanitary notebooks. The book contains a permanent record

of the sanitary history of the village. It is kept in a printed

form by a literate resident and remarks are recorded in it

by inspecting officers. This system has been used in some
Provinces with considerable advantage.

Present ^t the present time Madras may be considered to be the

condition foremost Province in the matter of rural sanitation. In 1902-3

sanitation there were 379 village unions in the Presidency, and the total

in different amount spent on sanitation by local boards (more than 5 lakhs)
Piovmces.

^^^^ niuch greater than in any other Province. In 1896 the

Government of the United Provinces issued a Resolution laying

down a sound system of rural sanitation. Each District is

divided into small circles, the sanitary condition of which is

thoroughly investigated. Endeavour is then made to induce

the villagers to observe simple sanitary rules, and to keep their

tanks and wells clean and in good repair. Larger works are

carried out with money derived from local boards, levied under

the Village Sanitation Act, or granted by the Government

through the agency of the Sanitary board. In Bombay the

Village Sanitation Act was in force in 294 villages in the year

1902. Famine and plague have of recent years checked pro-

gress here. In Bengal fifty-seven union committees were in

existence in 1902-3, and their income amounted to about

Rs. 23,000. They do good work within their sphere, but
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have not been tried on a sufficiently large scale to produce

any material effect on the sanitary administration. In pur-

suance of a system inaugurated in 1 900-1, the local boards

in Patna District .have established a regular system of cleans-

ing villages and rural towns. In the Punjab there is no

system of minor committees and no special Village Sanitation

Act ; but the District board agency is displaying activity and

doing good work, and the cause of sanitary reform is said to

be generally progressing.

The history of urban sanitation in India is closely connected Urban

with that of the municipal institutions described in chapter ix.
sanitation.

When the Royal Commission of 1863 submitted their report,

the Municipal Act in force outside the Presidency towns was a

permissive measure of 1850. It was largely used in Bombay,

to a less degree in the North-Western Provinces, and hardly at all

in Madras and Bengal. In Madras the Municipal Act was to

some extent supplemented by voluntary associations for sanitary

and other local purposes, and in Bengal by the Town Police

Act, part of the funds levied under this Act being applied for

conservancy purposes. The appointment of Sanitary Com-
missioners gave a great impetus to sanitary reform in towns.

Municipal Acts were passed for the various Provinces, many
new municipalities were formed, and by-laws were framed for

conservancy and sanitation. Lord Mayo's financial decentral-

ization scheme of 1870 increased the funds available for muni-

cipal work; and in 1871 an important measure was passed

(amended and re-enacted in 1879) enabling municipalities to

borrow money from the Government, or in the open market, on

the security of their funds. From 1876 to 1888 the Government

could only afford to lend funds in exceptional cases ; but when
these restrictions were removed, in 1889, a great advance was

immediately made in the prosecution of municipal works. At

the same time the execution of such works was encouraged,

systematized, and improved by the appointment of the Pro-

vincial Sanitary boards and Sanitary Engineers. The Acts

framed in 1883-5 '" accordance with Lord Ripon's policy

were cast in an ampler mould than those which preceded them.

The municipal authorities were given greater powers to deal

with sanitary problems and were entrusted with larger funds.

As they now stand, the Municipal Acts cover practically all

matters connected with the health of an Indian town jjopula-

tion, such as water-supply, drainage, conservancy, sewage,

nuisances, the cleansing of streets and open places, the im-

provement of insanitary dwellings, offensive trades, burial and
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burning grounds, markets, slaughter-houses, and the sale of

unwholesome food. In Bombay, the United Provinces, the

Punjab, and Burma some provisions of the Municipal Acts

are applied to small towns which are not municipalities, and

their sanitation is provided for in this manner. The total expen-

diture on conservancy in District municipalities rose from 25-4

lakhs in 1876-7 to 56-4 lakhs (excluding Upper Burma) in

1902-3. The expenditure on drainage alone shows a rise

during the same period from 4-7 to i4-i lakhs, and that on

water-supply from 6 to 34- 7 lakhs.

Sewage. Save in a few of the larger towns, there is no water-carriage

system for sewage removal, and trenching is commonly adopted.

This method requires great care in execution, and in many
municipalities it is still carried out in a manner dangerous to

the health of the inhabitants. Waste water trickles out of the

houses and is carried off by surface drains to discharge into

tanks or some convenient stream. The native population use

a very small quantity of water in their houses, probably not

more than a daily average per head of i or 2 gallons, as compared

with an ordinary standard of 20 gallons in English cities. But

where waterworks have been introduced, and the consumption

largely increased, the sewage and drainage conditions approach

more nearly to those which obtain in Europe. In the search

for a means of disposal of refuse the towns of India possessing

sewage systems have followed the example set in England.

Bombay discharges its sewage into the sea. In Ahmadabad
and Karachi broad irrigation, with subsequent cultivation, has

been successfully carried out. The Calcutta sewage is con-

ducted to an outfall in a salt lake five miles east of the city,

and that of Benares andCawnpore is discharged into the Ganges.

In recent years successful experiments have been made in a

number of municipalities for the disposal of sewage by 'biologi-

cal' methods, and this system is likely to be more frequently

adopted in the future.

Water- The construction of water-works, almost entirely by means

of funds borrowed from the Government, has been a success-

ful feature of municipal administration. More than eighty

municipal towns are now furnished with water-supply systems,

many of which are on a large scale and constructed in

accordance with the most approved modern methods. Bombay
was earliest in the field, and had twelve schemes completed

before 1890, but they were smaller and less expensive than

the large schemes which followed. Apart from these, almost

all the works in question have been opened since 1890, On

works.
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the whole the largest undertakings have been carried out in

the United Provinces. Of the seven large municipal towns

there—Agra, Allahabad, Benares, Cawnpore, Lucknow, Meerut,

and Bareilly— all except the last have been furnished, at

considerable cost, with complete systems of water-supply.

Water-rates are levied in these cities under a special Act of

1 89 1. Eight works have been completed in the Bombay
Presidency since 1890. The Madras municipalities were

slower to perceive the advantage of a good water-supply, but

of late years they have taken up the matter with vigour. It is

difficult to overestimate the boon which the provision of an

abundant and pure supply of water has proved to the in-

habitants of large Indian towns. In some cases, however, the

improvement in health that might have been expected has not

taken place. Good water cannot remove other causes inimical

to health, such as bad conservancy and overcrowding, while

in some cases the need for proper drainage may have been

aggravated by an increased water-supply.

The sanitary arrangements in the Presidency towns of Presidency

Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay are naturally on a more exten- towns,

sive scale than in other places. Each of these cities has been

furnished with large water-works and sewage systems, and each

employs a numerous sanitary staff. In Bombay, which may
be taken as an illustration, the sanitary organization is divided

into four main departments—water-supply, drainage, sewage,

and conservancy. Each of the first three departments is

under an engineer who is subordinate to the principal engineer

of the municipality, and the last is under the Municipal

Health Officer. Water is derived from three artificial lakes

and is passed through filter beds ; an elaborate system of

sewers carries the drainage and liquid refuse into the sea ; and

garbage is removed by train beyond the city limits. Much
has been done to maintain the Presidency towns in a healthy

condition, but it would be idle to declare that the result has

been completely satisfactory. When the plague attacked

Bombay it found a flivourable breeding-place in the crowded

tenements where the poorer section of the inhabitants dwelt

;

when it threatened Calcutta the dirty, and in many respects

insanitary, condition of the city was a cause of grave alarm.

Strenuous efforts are being made (see chap, ix) to improve the

condition of these two cities.

On the whole the inhabitants of towns have advanced much General

more rapidly than the rural population in the appreciation of P^o{^''ess.

healthy conditions of life, and contrasting the state of affairs
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forty years ago with what it is now there is good ground for

satisfaction.

' Compare, for instance,' says Sir J. Strachey in chap, i of

the 1903 edition of his India, 'what Calcutta was when
Lord Lawrence became Viceroy in 1S64 and what it is

now. This city, the capital of British Lidia, supplies an
excellent type of what has been everywhere going on. The
filth of the city used to rot away in the midst of the population

in pestilential ditches, or was thrown into the Hooghly, there

to float backwards and forwards with every change of tide.

To nine-tenths of the inhabitants clean water was unknown.
They drank either the filthy water of the river, polluted with

every conceivable abomination, or the still filthier contents of

the shallow tanks. The river, which was the main source of

supply to thousands of people, was not only the receptacle for

ordinary filth ; it was the great graveyard of the city. I forget

how many thousand corpses were thrown into it every year.

I forget how many hundred corpses were thrown into it from
the Government hospitals and jails, for these practices were
not confined to the poor and ignorant ; they were followed or

allowed, as a matter of course, by the officers of the Govern-
ment and of the municipality. I remember the sights which
were seen in Calcutta in those days in the hospitals, and jails,

and markets, and slaughter-houses, and public streets. The
place was declared, in official reports written by myself in

language which was not, and could not be, stronger than the

truth required, to be hardly fit for civilized men to live

in. There are now few cities in Europe with which many
parts of Calcutta need fear comparison, and although in the

poorer quarters there is still much room for improvement,
there is hardly a city in the. world which has made greater

progress,
' I do not mean to say that Indian cities generally were as

bad as Calcutta. This was far from being the case, but

Calcutta affords, not the less, a good example of what has been
and is still going on in India. Illustrations of the same sort

might easily be multiplied. In 1865, for instance, in the city

of Rangoon, containing at that time more than 100,000 people,

with half a million tons of shipping, there was not a single

public lamp, no supply of wholesome water, not a single drain

except the surface drains at the sides of the streets, and no
means of removing the filth out of the town.'

Much, however, remains to be done not only in the prosecu-

tion of large works, but also in the improvement of general

sanitary conditions. Lack of funds is often a great obstacle to

progress. The income of many municipalities is very small,

and cannot be greatly enhanced without a burden of taxation

which would be felt as oppressive. The outbreak of plague
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has drawn prominent attention to existing defects and thus

helped towards their removal.

To deal with outbreaks of epidemic disease is an important Epidemic

part of the work of the Medical and Sanitary department. On ^'^case.

the occurrence of a serious outbreak of cholera, small-pox, or

epidemic fever, special officers are sent to the locality to tend

the sick, to supervise such precautions as experience has shown

to be most effectual, and to investigate the cause and history

of the epidemic. The enormous religious assemblages which

take place periodically in many places throughout India are

sometimes sources of epidemic disease, and careful sanitary

arrangements are made to lessen this danger.

During the last few years India has suffered from a wide- Plague,

spread epidemic of plague. It is not the first occasion within

modern times that this terrible disease has visited India, but

no previous outbreak of which we have record attained the

proportions of the epidemic which still devastates widely

distant parts of the peninsula. The constant and rapid

communication which now takes place between all parts of

the country has no doubt greatly assisted the spread of the

disease. The first trustworthy information of the occurrence

of plague in India dates from the year 181 2, when an epidemic

broke out in Cutch, spread into Gujarat and Sind, and did not

die out until after the lapse of ten years. In 1828-9 ^

disease showing all the symptoms of plague is reported to

have been prevalent at Hansi, in the Hissar district of the

Punjab. In 1836 another epidemic occurred at Pali in the

Marwar State of Rajputana, and spread over a considerable

area, causing great loss of life. The present epidemic broke

out in the city of Bombay during the autumn of 1896.

During the first year it was, apart from a few small outbreaks,

confined to the Bombay Presidency. In the second year it

appeared in several other Provinces and States; and it has

since been present in more or less severe epidemic form in

Bengal, Madras, the United Provinces, the Central Provinces,

the Punjab, Mysore, Hyderabad, and Kashmir. Up to the

end of 1903 more than two million deaths had been reported,

and the actual mortality must have been much greater. At

the outset stringent measures were taken with regard to the

segregation of the sick and those who had been in contact

with them, the disinfection and evacuation of infected localities,

and the observation of travellers from infected places, in the

hope that the disease might be thus stamped out. The long

duration and great extent of the epidemic made it impossible
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to continue these measures in the manner in which they were

started ; but every aid is still given to the inhabitants to take

the precautions which have been found most efficacious, and

facilities are afforded to every one who wishes to be inoculated

by the method which has been worked out by M. Haffkine.

The greatest pains are taken to prevent the contamination of

the shipping leaving Indian ports, and the measures for out-

ward-bound vessels recommended by the International Sanitary

Conference convened at Venice in February, 1897, have been

carried out with such good effect that extremely few cases of

plague have reached Europe.

Labora- The Government of India has long recognized the great

importance that attaches to the scientific study of tropical

disease. In no country is such study likely to bear greater

fruit in the alleviation of human suffering. Valuable work has

been done from time to time by medical officers, as, for instance,

the investigation into the propagation of malarial fever by

certain species of mosquitoes conducted by Major Ross, late

of the Indian Medical Service. Financial and other difficulties

long prevented the Government from realizing more fully its

wish to develop this branch of medical work, and it is only

recently that a general scheme has been devised. Under this

scheme there is to be a central laboratory at Kasauli near Simla,

and Provincial laboratories at the head-quarters of the principal

Local Governments. The central laboratory will be devoted

to research, and to the preparation of protective vaccines and

curative sera ; and while research will also be an object of

the Provincial laboratories, these will be mainly occupied with

ordinary bacteriological work, such as the determination of

the specific nature of disease in doubtful cases, the investiga-

tion of the cause of epidemic outbreaks, and generally the

supply of expert assistance to medical officers. The instruction

of young officers, and the general development of the study

of bacteriology and hygiene, are an important part of the

scheme.

Tasteur In August, 1900, an Indian Pasteur Institute for the treat-

ment of persons bitten by rabid animals was opened at Kasauli.

This institution is under private management, but is aided by

the Government. The history of even its first year's work was

a record of remarkable success : 321 patients sought relief and,

excluding seven cases in which the treatment began too late,

only three cases terminated fatally. At least one deplorable

case has, however, occurred which shows that persons bitten

by rabid animals at a great distance from Kasauli may be

Institute.
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unable to reach the institute in time for the treatment to be

successful. A second institution is now being established at

Coonoor, in the Madras Presidency, on the lines of that at

Kasauli.

An accurate system of registering vital statistics is the only Viml

sure foundation for efficient sanitary administration. When ^tatisucs.
-' History.

the Royal Commission of 1863 submitted their report there

was practically no registration outside the Presidency towns.

In accordance with their recommendation, arrangements were

made to register deaths in towns and rural areas, through the

agency of the police and of the municipal and subordinate

revenue establishments. In Bengal, where the bulk of the

Province is permanently settled and the rural revenue establish-

ments are weak, the difficulties proved greater than elsewhere,

and a beginning was not made until 1870, by which time

registration of deaths was in full force in other Provinces.

The registration of births presents more formidable obstacles.

Official inquiry regarding the birth of children was apt to

excite religious or caste prejudice, or superstitious fear, and

the ignorant were suspicious of the motives which prompted an

inquisition whose object they could not understand. Birth

registration was started in Bombay in 1848. and in Madras

about 1855 ; in other Provinces it began at different times

between 1870 and 1880, at first in selected areas and after-

wards throughout the country. By 1882 it was general in all

Provinces except Bengal, where, until 1892, it was only in force

in selected towns. The Government of India made a general

survey of the results in 1894, and found that in the United

Provinces registration was carried out with some approach to

accuracy ; that it was fairly well done in the Punjab, the

Central Provinces, and Berar ; and that Bombay, Madras, and

Assam came a long way behind. In Bengal the figures did

not go far back enough to enable an estimate to be made, but

the reports of the Sanitary Commissioner with the Government

of India show that registration was inaccurate there. Improve-

ments have been made since, chiefiy in the direction of closer

supervision, and although the results are still imperfect they

are better than they were formerly. Registration of the cause

of death is more imperfect than the record of the fact of its

occurrence. This is necessarily so because, even in large

towns, the great majority die without having been seen by any

person competent to diagnose the case.

Under the existing system registration is compulsory in Existing

municipalities under municipal or special laws or by-laws, system.
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The father and mother of a new-born child, and the nearest

relative or other person present at the death of a deceased

person, are primarily responsible for reporting the occurrence

to the registration office or town police. In the Presidency

towns officers are stationed at the places of burial and cremation

in order to check the returns. In Calcutta and Bombay
medical practitioners are required to certify the cause of the

death of patients, but in IVIadras this duty has as yet been laid

only on Government medical officers. Municipalities have in

many cases been lax in enforcing the law, and the Sanitary

Commissioner with the Government of India stated, as recently

as 1896, that registration in municipalities is more defective

than in rural tracts. Outside municipal limits registration has

not in general been uiade legally compulsory, as it is feared

that the rural population in many parts of India is not ripe for

such a measure. In Madras a compulsory Act was passed in

1899, and is being tentatively introduced into large villages

and small towns. In Madras and Bombay rural births and

deaths are recorded by the village officials, while in Bengal,

the United Provinces, the Punjab, and the Central Provinces

village watchmen report to the police-station. The information

is sent to the District head-quarters, and eventually to the

Provincial Sanitary Commissioner.

Vaccina- A great work has been accomplished in India in the protec-
*'°"*

tion of the people from the scourge of small-pox. AVhen the

matter first received attention, inoculation (an Eastern discovery)

was the common practice. Many persons were protected by

this means, but carelessness in its use is said to have assisted

in the spread of the disease. Vaccination had been started

before the appointment of the Royal Commission of 1863, but

it was badly done and the people were hostile to it. The

Commission drew prominent attention to the subject and

a great improvement was soon effected. A large staff" was

employed under efficient supervision, and the utility of the

process gradually became evident to a considerable portion of

the population. In 1880 an Act was passed for the compulsory

vaccination of children in municipalities and cantonments.

It was introduced with caution, an application from the majority

of the municipal commissioners being a necessary condition.

Compulsory vaccination is now enforced in all municipalities in

BengaP, the United Provinces, Madras, and Burma ; in most

municipalities in the Central Provinces ; and in some in the

Punjab. In Bombay vaccination is compulsory only in the

' Except Asansol and Samastipur.
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Presidency town, and in Karachi and other places in Sind.

Each Province has a large establishment of public vaccinators,

with an inspecting staff under the Deputy Sanitary Com-
missioners. In Bengal private vaccinators are licensed, i'.nd

are permitted to receive fees. In municipalities the vaccinators

are maintained by the municipal authorities, and in rural areas

by the Government or the District boards. More than 2 per

cent, of the work is done by the ordinary dispensary staff.

There has been a great increase in the annual rate of vaccina-

tion and in the proportion of protected persons (see Table II

at the end of this chapter). During 1864-5 only 556 persons

were vaccinated in Bengal, the United Provinces, and the

Punjab; in 1902-3 more than five millions were successfully

vaccinated in the same Provinces. In the whole of British

India the proportion of persons who underwent vaccination to

the total population was 27 per 1,000 in 1 880-1, and 35 in

1902-3, while the true normal birth-rate may be taken as

approaching 50 per thousand. The proportion of vaccinations

to births varies greatly in different Provinces, being best in the

Punjab and worst in Bengal. In parts of the latter Province

the people are still prejudiced and hide their children from the

vaccinators. A great improvement has been made in recent

years by substituting calf-lymph vaccination for the arm-to-arm

method, 'i'his process was systematically introduced in 1890.

Depots for the manufacture and storage of calf lymph have

been established, and the use of human lymph is being more

and more superseded.
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CHAPTER XV

SURVEYS

The first-known attempt at a record of the revenue, popula- The

tion, produce, or similar statistics of any considerable, portion e^''^''^^^

of India was made, during the latter half of the sixteenth and maps.

century, by Akbar, and the inquiries he then set on foot may
be said to constitute the earliest step towards the formulation

of geographical knowledge in India. He divided his territories

into twelve siibahs or provinces, which practically included the

whole of India north of a line drawn from Calcutta to Bombay,

with the addition of Kabul, while later conquests added three

more sTibahs in the Deccan. The boundaries and extent of

these provinces were laid down with as much accuracy as was

consistent with the vague standards of measurement then avail-

able. Akbar, while giving fairly concise descriptions of the

boundaries of his sFibahs, did not embody them in the form of

a map, but caused them to be recorded in writing, together with

full statistical details of their resources, and these particulars

may be found in the Ahi-i-Akbarl. To the sea captains of

the East India Company, those 'noted seamen of Wapping,'

are due the earliest plotted and recorded surveys of India.

Their work naturally took the form of coastwise charts, or

' plotts,' as they termed them, around their chief ports of

call, such as Surat and others on the Malabar coast, and the

earliest examples thereof date from the first decade of the

seventeenth century. Unfortunately most of the log-books of

voyages prior to 1855 were either burnt in Calcutta about that

year, or were similarly destroyed in i860 at the India Office,

so little light can now be thrown on the work of the gallant

seamen of those early days, though the Hakluyt Society has

preserved certain portions from oblivion ^

The earliest attempt at a modern and accurate map of India

was that of the French geographer D'Anville, who, in 175 1-2,

compressed into that form all the available knowledge of the

time, whether derived from the routes of travellers or from

' Marine surveys are treated in an Appendix to this chapter.

VOL. IV. I i
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rough coast charts. In this map he also incorporated the work

of certain Lamas between China and Tibet and around the

sources of the Ganges, as well as the information derived from

early travels of the eighteenth century in those parts. Major

James Rennell, who had served under Clive, made a further

advance both by his personal exertions in surveying, continued

until 1782, and by the publication of his Me/iwir of a Map of

Hindoostan, which first appeared in 1788. His Bengal Atlas,

based on his own work, was published in 1781, on the scale of

five miles to the inch, covering an area of about 27,000 square

miles in Bengal, Bihar, and the Upper Provinces. The value

of this map is now only historical, but his large-scale surveys of

the Ganges and Brahmaputra are still of interest as showing the

changes which have taken place in the courses of those rivers.

The method of surveying adopted by Rennell was to fix the

positions of a considerable number of stations by astronomical

observations for latitude and longitude, and to measure the

intervening distances with the chain or with the ' measuring-

wheel.' The correct determination of longitudes was his chief

difficulty ; and although he utilized the results of the work of

several independent observers at Madras, Calcutta, and else-

where, his maps, judged by later standards, can only be con-

sidered as approximations to accurate cartography. Rennell

was certainly the ' Father of Indian Geography,' and his Memoir

is a laborious attempt to reconcile a vast array of conflicting

geographical data. His field-work was continued in Madras,

the Deccan, and Western India by his assistants and successors,

Colonels Call, Pearse, Wood, and Reynolds. As materials

accumulated, attempts were twice made to compile a general

map of India. In 1787 Colonel Call of Madras had nearly

completed such an atlas in twenty sheets, but returning home
in 1788, he died soon after, and his map was lost. Colonel

Reynolds of Bombay completed and sent home a Great Map
of India, in 1798. It was never published, and was, presum-

ably, destroyed on the dissolution of the East India Company.

The Great But at the end of the eighteenth century a man was found in

1 ngono- jndia destined to revolutionize the survey methods then in vogue
metrical .

' °

Survey. and to place them on a scientific basis. This was William
Initiated Lambton—then Captain in the 33rd Regiment, commanded

Lambton. t)y Colonel Arthur Wellesley, afterwards Duke of Wellington

—who had studied mathematics under Charles Hutton. To-

wards the close of 1799, L?-nibton, with the approval of his

commanding officer, submitted a project for a geographical

survev of Southern India to the Governor of Madras. In the
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following year a more definite scheme was called for, and

Lambton's reply is the earliest document in the records of the

Trigonometrical Branch of the Survey of India. In this letter

he points out the fallacy of the systems of survey then followed

in India, which ignored the curvature and form of the earth.

He advocates the measurement of a base-line as a 'datum';
triangulation and its correct computation ; measurements to

determine the length of a degree on the meridian and per-

pendicular; and he refers to pendulum experiments and

Newton's investigations regarding the figure of the earth. He
proposes to carry out his work with a view to the requirements

of geodesy, and to follow the method adopted in the English

Ordnance Survey which had been commenced by General Roy
in 1784. Lambton's project was favourably received, and he

commenced work in 1800, the instruments available being

a steel measuring-chain of 100 feet divided into forty links of

2^ feet each, a 5-foot zenith sector, and a transit instrument by

Troughton. The first base of 7-43 miles was measured near

Bangalore with the chain ; and for the next two years Lambton
was employed in fixing, by triangulation, a large number of

points in Mysore, to serve as a basis for the topographical

survey then in progress under Colonel Colin Mackenzie.

April 10, 1802, is the date of the actual commencement of the

Great Trigonometrical Survey of India, when Lambton, with

new instruments, including a 36-inch theodolite, started the

measurement of a base-line near Madras for the determination

of the length of an arc of meridian. Between 1800 and 1823

Lambton was continuously employed, practically single-handed,

on triangulation ; and during that period he threw a network of

triangles, verified by several chain-measured base-lines, over the

Peninsula south of latitude 18° N., omitting the plains of

Tanjore. He also carried a chain of principal triangulation,

approximately along the meridian 78° E. from Cape Comorin

to near Ellichpur, through thirteen degrees of latitude; and

this chain, which now extends through twenty-two degrees of

latitude from Cape Comorin to the Himalayas, is known as the

Great Arc Series. Lambton's series of triangles along the

parallel 13° N., from Mangalore to Madras, was the first

attempt at a longitudinal arc. liy its means he detected aa

error of 40 miles in the breadth of that part of the Peninsula as

laid down by Rennell, and found great inaccuracies in the

positions of the chief towns.

In 1818 the Trigonometrical Survey, which had up to that

date been under the IMadras (Government, was iransfcired to

I i 2
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the immediate control of the Governor-(}eneral, and the records

and plans were removed from Madras to Calcutta. Colonel

Lambton died in 1823, aged sixty-seven, at Hinganghat,5o miles

from Nagpur, engaged to the last on the prosecution of the great

work he had initiated. His death marks the close of the first

period of the Trigonometrical Survey, as his work has little in

common with subsequent operations. For geodetic purposes

it has shared the fate of similar contemporaneous operations

in Europe, since all the measurements have had to be revised

as instruments and methods improved ; but for geographical

requirements, as bases for topographical and other surveys, it is

still, and will remain, most valuable.

Develop. Lambton was succeeded in the charge of the Great Trigono-
ment by

nietrical Survey by Captain (afterwards Sir) George Everest of

Everest, the Bengal Artillery. In 1830 Captain Everest, who had

spent five years in England studying the best methods of

prosecuting the survey, returned to India, bringing with him

new instruments of the latest pattern and Colby compensation

bars for the measurement of base-lines. The greater portion

of the principal triangulation in India proper has been carried

out with the 36-inch and 24-inch theodolites then procured,

and the ten verificatory base-lines have been measured with the

Colby apparatus. Lambton had proposed to cover India with

a network of triangulation, utilizing the Great Arc Series for

geodetic measurements, but Everest, in 1830, recommended

the substitution of the 'gridiron' system. This, briefly, con-

sists of meridional and longitudinal chains of triangles, the

former at intervals of one degree apart, the latter following the

parallels of Calcutta, Bombay, and INIadras across India. The
external chains or series were to follow the coast-line and the

British frontiers. The whole of this triangulation in India

proper rests on ten base-lines, of which five are in the Great

Arc Series and the others at Karachi, Attock, Sonakhoda

(near Jalpaiguri), Calcutta, and Vizagapatam. The standards

of length with which the Colby bars were compared during the

measurement of the base-lines, were two lo-feet iron standards,

a standard steel foot, and two 6-inch brass scales. One of

these iron standards was employed at the measurement of all

ten base-lines between 1832 and 1869, while the other has

been compared with the Ordnance Survey standard in England

and with several continental standards of length. Everest's

programme of operations, based on the 'gridiron' system,

received the approval of the Government of India and the

Court of Directors, and its main principles have been followed
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in all subsequent operations of the great Trigonometrical

Survey. Everest further completed the Great Arc Series,

closing it on the Dehra Dun base by continuing the main
triangulation northwards from the point near Ellichpur to

which Colonel Lambton had brought it. He likewise com-

pleted the Bombay Longitudinal Series, and revised a con-

siderable portion of Lambton's work on the Great Arc, re-

measuring the bases. The design and partial completion of

the meridional series of the 'gridiron ' in Bengal and Bihar are

also due to him.

Sir Andrew Waugh, who became Surveyor-General and By Sir A.

Superintendent of the Trigonometrical Survey in 1843, on the ^^^"g'l

retirement of Sir G. Everest, designed a great quadrilateral General

figure of chains of triangulation, which was to enclose and Walker,

intersect the lately-conquered territory of the Punjab. It was

between the years 1845 and 1850, while the main chain of

triangles which runs along the base of the Himalayas from

Dehra Dun to Jalpaiguri was in progress, that the correct

heights of the main Himalayan peaks were determined.

Rennell, in his Memoir, notices their great elevation, but the

first attempts to measure them were those of Colonel Crawford

(Surveyor-General in 1814-6) while in Nepal in 1802, and

again in 1805, during the course of a route-survey from Bihar

to Rohilkhand.

General J. T. ^^^alker succeeded Sir Andrew Waugh as

Superintendent of the Trigonometrical Survey in 186 1, when

the two offices held by the latter were separated, and Colonel

H. L. Thuillier was appointed Surveyor-General. Under the

guidance of Walker the geodetic work of Lambton and Everest

was widely expanded. The Vizagapatam, Bangalore, and Cape

Comorin base-lines were remeasured, while portions of the

Great Arc and of the Calcutta-Karachi Longitudinal Arc were

revised. The execution of sixteen principal series of the 'grid-

iron,' and the complete revision of the Great Arc, saw the

practical close of main triangulation in India proper, and sup-

plied fresh data for determining the figure of the earth. The
deduction of the work as a whole entailed the most elaborate

calculations that have ever been undertaken in geodesy. The

time had arrived for determining the procedure by which the

fallible values of the several angles and base-lines, as obtained

by actual measurement on the ground, were to be rendered

consistent; and final values had to be determined for the

lengths and azimuths of the sides of the triangles, and also for

the latitudes and lon2;itudes of the stations. The chains divide
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the triangulation into five sections, four of which (two on either

side of tlie Great Arc) may be termed quadrilaterals, the fifth

in the South being trilateral. At the corners of the quadri-

laterals and apex of the trilateral figure are the base-lines.

The four quadrilaterals meet at Kalianpur, in Central India,

on the Great Arc, in approximate lat. 24° N. long. 78° E.

This point was employed by Everest as the central or reference

station of the triangulation ^ ; and hence the quadrilaterals are

distinguished as North-east, South-east, North-west, and South-

west, from the corresponding, cardinal points, the trilateral

figure being known as the Southern Trigon. Walker decided

to treat the reduction of these figures separately, commencing
with the North-west quadrilateral, since it was not considered

possible, from the extent of the operations, to reduce the whole

work in one mass as theoretically required. The reductions

were commenced under Walker in 1869, and completed for

the five figures in 1890. Their results are embodied in the

volumes of the Account of the Operations of the Great Trigono-

metrical Survey of India. Nine of these volumes were published

by General Walker, containing full reports of the nature and

general procedure of the survey, descriptions of all the instru-

ments employed, complete details of the actual facts of observa-

tion and methods of reduction, and the results arrived at after

the final reduction of the operations. General Walker was also

largely responsible for the initiation of the Pendulum, Longi-

tude, Tidal, and Levelling Operations, and in 1873 ^^ brought

out a map of Turkistan and Central Asia compiled from every

available source. At the time of his retirement in 1883, the

principal triangulation had been extended down the coast of

Burma, and an eleventh base-line measured at Mergui. It may
here be noted that the difference between the measured length

of this base-line, and its length as computed through nearly

1,000 linear miles of triangulation, amounted to only 3-4

inches. The main triangulation is now being carried on in

Burma, but the large 36-inch theodolites have given place to

lighter and more modern 12-inch instruments, while for the

measurement of base-lines the Colby bars will probably be

replaced by the apparatus devised by M. Jaderin. By this

method distances are measured with a fine nickel-steel wire,

which suffers practically no expansion or contraction under

varying temperatures.

' Up to the year 1840 the Madras Observatory was adopted as the datum

to which the latitudes and longitudes of all stations of triangulation were

referred.
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A brief description may be given here of the general methods Survey

adopted in carrying on the Great Trigonometrical Survey. For ^'-^'i""^-

the principal triangulation the 36-inch or 24-inch theodolites

were used, and the stations of observation were made as solid

and permanent as possible. On hills they were generally

masonry or brick platforms surrounding, but detached from, a

central pillar on which the instrument rested. In the plains

the stations at first took the form of brick towers from 20 to

60 feet in height with a central isolated core or pillar. Mark-

stones, engraved with a minute dot inside a small circle, were

placed on the ground-level and on the top of the central pillar,

vertically above one another; but after 1852 the towers were

made hollow and only a mark-stone at ground-level was

embedded. During Lanibton's time, the objects marking the

stations Avere opaque, such as flags or poles, and he invariably

carried out his angular observations in the daytime and during

the rainy season owing to the greater clearness of the atmo-

sphere at that period. Everest introduced the system of

observing at night to lamps, and during the day to heliostats,

and changed the season for field-work to the cold weather.

These methods have since been invariably followed. A careful

preliminary triangulation, known as the approximate series,

with a smaller instrument invariably precedes the advent of the

great theodolite ; and by its means the positions of stations are

determined, towers built if necessary, and everything prepared

for the final rigorous determination of the angles. In addition to

the principal chains of triangulation, others, known as secondary

series, were largely employed : they were executed with smaller

instruments, and started from one side of a principal triangle of

a series, closing on another, possibly of a different series. Their

stations, and the large number of subsidiary points fixed there-

from, served as a basis for topographical and revenue surveys.

The principal operations of the Great Trigonometrical Survey Astrono-

have, from their commencement, furnished data for investigating r\'^'\'[

the figure of the earth, and the results have proved of the and

greatest value, as they have been obtained within parallels of 'onLiitude

1 • 1 1 • 1 I 1 11 operations,
latitude winch are much nearer to the equator than those

within which any other geodetic operations have been under-

taken in other parts of the globe witii the exception of the

small arc in Peru. The earliest operations of a geodetic nature

in India were Lambton's and ICvcrest's, and these were neces-

sarily meridional, owing to the difficulty of determining the

longitude instrumentally with sufficient accuracy, l^or measure-

ments of the meridian it was necessary to determine only the
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correct latitudes of the terminal stations, an operation which

can be carried out with the greatest accuracy. It is needless

to describe in detail the various instruments employed, begin-

ning with Ranisden's original zenith sector and ending with

the present-day zenith telescope, as all these are designed for the

same purpose, namely, the determination of the absolute zenith

distance of a star. The success of such operations depends

either on a plumb-line or on a level. Herein lies their weakness,

for the plumb-line is attracted by mountain masses, and it is

therefore practically impossible to determine an absolute lati-

tude. To avoid, as far as possible, this cause of uncertainty,

the latitude observations in the neighbourhood of the Himalayas

were, until recent years, left out of any discussion on the figure

of the earth ; but recent investigations have shown that this is

a mistaken policy, and at the present day latitude observations

are being carried into the heart of those mountains.

The advent of the electric telegraph allowed of the measure-

ment of differential longitudes between certain stations of the

survey which contribute determinations of a number of longi-

tudinal arcs to supplement and combine with the meridional

arcs. The general procedure for tlic determination of differ-

ences of longitude by telegraph is as follows : An observer is

employed at each of two stations connected by wire. Each

observer, provided with a transit telescope, a chronograph with

accompanying electrical apparatus, and an astronomical clock,

first makes the most accurate determination possible of the

error of his clock. Then at certain times (both observers

working in concert) they determine, by means of electric

signals transmitted between the stations, the absolute differ-

ences between their clocks at a given instant ; thus the difference

of longitude between the stations, or the 'arc of longitude,'

becomes known. The system adopted by General Walker was

to select three stations of the main triangulation— A, B, C

—

near the telegraph, and so placed as to form a symmetrical

triangle. After measuring the arcs C A and A B, the arc C B
was measured independently as a check. In this way, a net-

work of fairly symmetrical longitude triangles has been thrown

over India; and in 1894-6 the arc Madras-Greenwich was

measured through Karachi, Bushire, Teheran, and Potsdam,

thus giving a final value to the longitude of Madras. The
previous value, depending mainly on astronomical observations,

was found to be about two and a half minutes of arc in error,

which had the effect of placing India nearly three miles too

far from Greenwich.
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"With a view to determining as accurately as possible the Pendulum

latitudes, longitudes, and azimuths of the stations of any system operations,

of triangulation, it is necessary that the polar and equatorial

axes of the terrestrial spheroid should be correctly known,

while a certain ratio must be adopted for its ellipticity. This

last may be determined by observing the pendulum. As the

force of gravity increases from the equator to the poles,

a pendulum which makes a given number of vibrations in

a given time at the equator will make a greater number as the

latitude increases. The operation consists in determining the

number of vibrations which a given pendulum makes in

twenty-four hours at selected stations. Previous experiments

had been made near the coast or on islands, and it was

desirable that they should be continued in the interior of

a continent. These operations were initiated by Captain

Basevi, R.E., of the Trigonometrical Survey, in 1865, and

during the course of the next five years he continued them at

a large number of stations all over India, nineteen of them

being on the Great Arc. He sacrificed his life in the cause of

science, dying of exposure (1871) while engaged in continuing

his observations in high latitudes on the Tibet frontier. One
result of these experiments was to prove that the density of the

strata of the earth's crust under and near the Himalayas is less

than that under the plains, and another that the force of gravity

appears to be in defect at inland stations as compared with

coast stations in similar latitudes.

In 1856 Sir A. Waugh instituted a series of spirit-levelling Tidal and

operations with a view to determining the heights of the i<^'^'^^''"g

^ DO operations,
terminal stations of the interior base-hnes directly from sea-

level. These, as well as the heights of the stations of the

principal triangulation, had been measured by vertical observa-

tions with the large theodolite, and had been referred to

Lambton's datum, the sea-level at Madras, but owing to the

length of the chains of triangles a check was necessary. The

earliest spirit-levelling work, about i860, was the connexion of

the Attock, Dehra Dun, and Sironj (Central India) base-lines

with the sea-level at Karachi '. Since then lines of levels have

* The discrepancies between the heights, as determined by spirit-levelling

and tiigonometricaliy, were:—
At Attock .1 ft- 2 inches.

„ Dehra 5 ft- ' i"ch.

„ Sironj 2 ft. i inch.

Til the line which connects Karachi with False Point, the error is under

9 inches per 1,000 miles.
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been carried along the principal railways and roads over the

greater portion of the peninsula, and are still in progress,

affording a vast number of accurately determined heights which

are of the greatest value to canal, road, and railway engineers.

Levelling work has of late years been combined with tidal

operations. Tidal observations had previously been taken at

Kidderpore dockyard (Calcutta) from 1806 to 1827, in Bombay
harbour from 1832, and at Karachi from 1857 until 1865 ; but

the first systematic record of their results dates from 1874.

Such work, while enabling a datum level to be fixed for survey

purposes and aiding navigation, is also of great scientific

interest. The results of the Indian observations were largely

used by Professor Darwin in his numerical estimate of the

rigidity of the earth. The tidal stations extend completely

around the coasts of Burma and India and up to the

Red Sea'.

The The Magnetic Survey of India and Burma, now being
Magnetic undertaken, was initiated by Professor Riicker, F.R.S.,
Survey. ' ^ ' '

through the Royal Society in 1897. The work was com-

menced in 1 90 1, and will be completed about 1907. Observa-

tions of dip, declination, and horizontal force are being taken

at stations which are, on an average, forty miles apart, while

self-recording magnetographs are being established at Dehra

Dun, Barrackpore, Rangoon, and Kodaikanal, and the Magnetic

Observatory at Colaba is co-operating. In addition, the secular

change will be studied at some twenty-five stations sym-

metrically situated.

Early Prior to the year 1800, topographical work was as a rule

*°P""
, confined to the results of road and route sketches of the

graphical ... ...
and geo- roughest description, though Rennell had produced a detailed

graphical survey of the Ganges and Brahmaputra rivers. Early in the

nineteenth century Colonel Colin Mackenzie introduced, in

Southern India, a system of detailed topographical survey,

based on a triangulation of some sort ; and while Lambton

was engaged on his work in Madras, Mackenzie had inde-

pendently measured bases in Mysore and connected them by

triangulation. Mackenzie's labours resulted in a topographical

survey on the i-inch scale of over 40,000 square miles in Mysore

and the adjacent districts, and it was on this survey that the

plane-table was first employed in India. Its form, however,

and method of use differed materially from those now in vogue.

^ Full details regarding the tidal observations, with descriptions of the

tide gauges, are to be found in vol. xvi of the Accoitnt of the Operatiom of

the Great Trigonontetrical Survey of India^

surveys.
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The present shape and methods of employing tlie plane-table

were initiated by Captain D. Robinson of the Topographical

Survey in i860. The invention of the plane-table is ascribed

to Pretorius, in 1537 ; but the first published description appears

to be that of Leonhard Zubler, in 1625, who ascribes the

'beginning ' of the instrument to one Eberhart, a stone-mason '.

This instrument in its rougher form (practically a drawing-

board 30 inches by 24, connected to a tripod stand by

a clamping screw) has been employed for the insertion of all

topographical detail on the Indian surveys. A ruler 30 inches

long with upright sights, a clinometer for measuring angles

of elevation or depression and thus determining the rela-

tive height of each ' fixing ' of the tabic, and a pencil are the

only instruments used with it. In America, and elsewhere,

its form has been greatly elaborated,-and it is even employed

for triangulation, but in India it has never been allowed

to trench on the legitimate use of the theodolite. From

the period of the early Madras surveys until i860 it was

a smaller instrument, 16 inches square, and the princii'les of

interpolation and intersection as introduced by Robinson were

not known, nor were the capabilities of the instrument fully

developed or understood.

The earliest surveys were generally accompanied by
' Memoirs,^ heavy volumes which contained a mass of details,

statistical, historical, and descriptive, for the area embraced in

the map. By 1820 full materials for a map of the Peninsula

south of the Kistna river, based chiefly on Lambton's trigono-

metrical survey, were available. In Bombay, route surveys by

compass and ' perambulator ' (measuring-wheel) were carried

out, between 181 3 and 1820, in Gujarat, Cutch, and Kathiawar,

and in portions of the Deccan, but none of this work was

based on triangulation. In Northern India the question of the

sources of the Ganges led, in 1808, to a careful survey of that

river, in continuation of former work, from Hardwar to near

Gangotri. The only knowledge available, at that time, of the

Upper Himalayas and of Tibet was derived, through the

Jesuit missionaries, from Chinese sources and the travels of

Lamas. This information, embodied in the maps of D'Anville

and Rennell, remained the only authority until the journeys

of the native explorers, the first of whom were trained and

sent out by Captain Montgomerie of the Great Trigono-

metrical Survey in 1861. The breaking out of the Burmese

War in 1824 led to the acquisition of much valuable geo-

* Report, United States Coast Surveyfor 1865.
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Subse-

quent
progress.

graphical knowledge, which was not materially improved in

the north of the Province until after the annexation of Upper

Burma sixty years later.

The Court of Directors determined in the year 1823 on

the publication of a complete Indian Atlas, and, when the

plan of a general survey was under discussion, invited the

opinion of the veteran geographer Rennell as to the most suit-

able basis and form thereof. He advocated a continuance of

the old method, i.e. the astronomical determinations of

latitudes and longitudes at selected spots and the insertion

of detail by compass and measuring-wheel. Fortunately for

the Indian surveys this view was not upheld, and Lambton's

triangulation was selected as the framework on which all future

topographical and revenue surveys were to be based. Major

Rennell subsequently changed his views and agreed to the

trigonometrical basis of survey work.

Up to 1830 the prosecution of topographical surveys in

India was, save in Madras, desultory and spasmodic. There

was no definite organization or combination between the

different Presidencies ; and, although in that year Sir G.

Everest combined the appointments of Surveyor-General and

head of the Trigonometrical Survey, the absorbing nature of

the more exact description of work somewhat militated against

the progress of topographical operations for the next thirteen

years. The period of Sir A. Waugh's administration of the

combined offices (1843-61) marks a great advance in this

respect. The revenue surveys, too, of that period, which were

all connected with the Great Trigonometrical Survey and based

on a more rigorous system of traversing initiated by Major

Thuillier, very nearly approached topographical work in the

results of their final mapping. The ideal revenue survey

should be one which, executed throughout on accurate prin-

ciples and supplying complete information for settlement

purposes, should also furnish materials for the compilation of

general or topographical maps. Unfortunately, the earlier

revenue surveys were conducted on varying principles in

different parts of India and did not comply with this standard.

The early topographical surveys were carried out in the Native

States and the non-regulation British Provinces, and were

confined to hilly or broken ground where the chain was useless,

while the revenue surveys on larger scales were extended over

the richer lands of the plains. Such topographical surveys,

based on or extended from the main series of triangulation,

were those of the Nizam's Dominions (1816-56), of Ganjam
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and Orissa (1853-77), of Kashmir (iS55-64),of the Punjab
Salt Range (1851-59), and of the Simla Hill States (1847-54),
which last was carried on as the main triangulation progressed.

Though the standard scale of the topographical survey maps is

1 inch to the mile, the areas above mentioned were mainly

surveyed on the |-inch scale, while in British territory the

scale is at times increased to 2 inches to the mile, and to

4 inches for forest surveys. The scales of the revenue and
cadastral surveys vary between 4, 16, and 32 inches to the mile,

the 16-inch scale being generally adopted.

It is not necessary to attempt, nor will space allow, a detailed Method of

description of the progress of topographical surveys over the
^P^'^^t'o'^^-

2 million square miles of India. A short account of the

methods of work and organization of a topographical survey

party, with examples of surveys carried out over mountainous

and forest-clad tracts, may however prove of interest. The
initial elements given for each topographical survey station are

its latitude, longitude, height of ground above sea-level, and
height of platform or tower. Moreover, the lengths of the

sides of every triangle are given in miles and feet ; the log-

value of distance in feet is also given, as well as the mutual

azimuths or true-bearings of the stations from each other, and

of all other stations visible therefrom. These details are to be

found in the Synoptical Volumes prepared for each series or

chain of triangles. A topographical party consists of one or

more triangulators, with computers, draftsmen, and several

plane-tablers. The triangulator, basing his work on the initial

elements of the Great Trigonometrical Survey, after a prelimi-

nary reconnaissance for the selection of his stations of observa-

tion and intersected points, throws a network of triangles over

the ground to be surveyed, thus providing a large number of

fixed points, with their heights, from which the plane-tablers

fill in all topographical details. Various styles have been

adopted in the Indian surveys for the representation of moun-
tainous and hilly ground. On the smaller scales vertical or

horizontal hill-shading, or 'hachuring,' is employed ; and on the

larger scales contouring, based on a number of heights deter-

mined by the clinometer at each fixing of the plane-table, the

vertical distances of the contours varying with the scale. In

the earlier surveys, such as those of the Salt Range or Kashmir,

the hill features were shown, in an artistic and realistic manner,

by means of ' brush-shading ' in Indian ink ; but on the intro-

duction of photozincography for map reproduction in 1866 this

method was discontinued, as the brush-work could not be
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reproduced by photography. Now all hills are represented by

pen lines whether the detail be contoured or hill-shaded.

The earlier topographical parties (1850-80) consisted of an

ofificer in charge, one or two military assistants, and a dozen or

so European, and one or two native, surveyors. The intro-

duction of the native element into such parties has been of

gradual growth. At the period now mentioned the triangula-

tion and its computation were usually carried out by the officer

in charge or by his military or civil assistants, the plane-tabling

and fair-mapping being entirely the work of the European sur-

veyors. But the number of native surveyors was gradually

increased ; and the present organization of a topographical

party may be described as one officer in charge, one or two

junior military officers, four or five officers of the Provincial

service \ and twenty to thirty native sub-surveyors, who are

traversers, plane-tablers, and draftsmen. The duties have cor-

respondingly changed, the triangulation being now carried out

by an officer of the Provincial service, while the time of the

officer in charge is wholly occupied in testing and checking the

work of the plane-tablers, in which work the officers of the

Imperial and Provincial service also assist, each of the latter

having charge of a detachment of plane-tablers.

In early days the parties usually assembled at Dehra Diin,

and thence marched the whole way to the district allotted for

survey. A typical case may be taken of a party ' recessing ' at

Mussoorie, whose work lay in Rajputana, on or near the

Aravalli hills. Towards the end of September it would assem-

ble at Dehra, and, after collecting its transport of two or three

elephants and seventy to eighty camels, would start on its two

months' journey. The early mornings were devoted to the

day's march and the subsequent hours would be utilized for

regular office work, when the computations (purposely left

incomplete) of the previous season's triangulation were finished,

boards projected and plotted, and all details prepared for field-

work. In November field-work would be commenced, and

carried on until early April, when the scattered members of the

party met again for the long hot march back to the hills, which

they reached towards the end of May. Nowadays the rail-

way usually conveys a party from its ' recess ' quarters, where

' The Survey of India, like other departments, is now divided into an

Imperial and a Provincial branch. The former is as a rule recruited from

the Royal Engineers or the Indian Army ; the latter consists of men enlisted

in India, to whom some of the higher posts of the department are open.

There is also a Subordinate; and practically native, branch.
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results are worked out during the hot weather, to the sphere of

its field operations.

The Kashmir survey affords a good illustration of work Difficulties

carried on at high altitudes. It was entrusted to a young i" Kash-

ofKicer, Lieutenant T. Montgomerie, R.E., who, in 1855, with Centr.al

two assistants, commenced the main triangulation from the Provinces,

edge of the hills near Sialkot, observing with a 14-inch theodo-
*

lite. From the outset the greatest physical difficulties were

encountered ; some of the first stations on the Pir Panjal were

at an elevation of 13,000 to 15,000 feet, and this altitude

increased as the work progressed northward. During one

season the average height of the stations exceeded 17,000 feet

;

and it was frequently necessary for the observers to remain for

days together at these great altitudes, waiting for the cessation

of violent snow-storms or the clearing away of fog and mist,

while all supplies and fuel had to be brought up from far below.

With Montgomerie were associated several civil assistants and

some oflicers of the Quartermaster-General's department, who
carried on the detail survey with the plane-table, on the \ inch

to the mile scale, as the triangulation progressed. In five

years the triangulation had been extended over 93,000 square

miles and the map of the Kashmir valley completed. The
greatest height at which the theodolite was set up was 20,866

feet, though a mark was erected on, and luminous signals read

from, a point at 21,480 feet, while the highest point fixed by

the triangulation was K2 (Mount Godwin Austen), 28,290 feet

above sea-level. The plane-tabler just reached the height of

22,000 feet, and the native khalasi who carried the instrument

must have ascended to that altitude with a load of 18 lb. on

his back. The survey was completed in 1 864, by which time the

triangulation had covered an area of over 110,000 square miles,

and the detail survey about 92,000 square miles, of the highest,

most rugged, and most desolate mountains on the face of the

globe. The work had been extended over the Karakoram range

to lat. 37° N. and included the Pangong Lake and the Chang-

chenmo Valley. It is noteworthy that this survey was carried

on, without cessation, during the troubled period of the

Mutiny.

Mention may be made of another topographical survey, in

progress from 1853 until 1877, which for nearly twenty years

was superintended by a single man—Colonel Saxton. The

scene of his labours lay in the deadly jungle-covered tracts

from Chota Nagpur to the Godavari, and embraces the Ganjam

and Vizagapatam Agencies, and a portion of the Central Pro-
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vinces with Bastar, Jeypore^ and their dependencies, an area

of over 70,000 square miles. The history of this survey is one

continuous tale of sickness and death due to fever, and of active

opposition to its i)rogress by the wild tribes who inhabit that

area. Of the many persons employed on it Colonel Saxton

alone appears to have passed, though not unscathed, through

the long ordeal. The season for field-work was limited, owing

to the unhealthy nature of the country, to less than four months

in the year, and but little relief was obtained from the move to

* recess ' quarters, which, until 1886, were invariably established

at coast ports on the Bay of Bengal. In 1862, in a review of

nine years' work, Saxton gives the names of seventeen Euro-

pean assistants or surveyors who had taken part in it ; and of

these seven are reported as having died, while eight had been

transferred, chiefly owing to sickness.

These two topographical surveys may, however, be considered

as extreme examples of the difficulties which attend the sur-

veyor's life. Between them lie many a pleasant record and

experience of work performed under ideal conditions of country,

climate, and scenery. Such are the surveys in Bombay, Raj-

putana, Malwa, and Central India, and among the outer Hima-

la3'as. The life of a surveyor, though solitary, affords, in its

intervals of leisure, varied opportunities to the artist, the

archaeologist, and the sportsman, and leads him into tracts of

country rarely visited by Europeans.

During the last thirty years topographical surveys have been

pushed on throughout India, more especially in Burma ; and

now, with the exception of portions of the latter Province and

certain tracts in Madras, there is hardly any part of the Indian

empire which has not been topographically mapped. Unfor-

tunately no provision was made for keeping the older maps up

to date, and in consequence there are very considerable areas

in which these have become practically obsolete.

The need for accurate topographical maps of the areas which

came under reservation as forests had been felt as the organiza-

tion of the Forest department extended over India, and in 1872

a special Forest Survey branch was constituted. The surveys

were mainly carried out on a topographical basis, and subse-

quently some regular parties of the Survey of India were

employed on similar work in the Central Provinces, and in the

Madras and Bombay Presidencies. In October, 1900, the

Forest Survey branch was amalgamated with the Survey of

India, and an officer of the latter department was placed in

charge of the entire work. The forest surveys will probably
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be completed by the end of 1906 in India proper; but for

Burma a considerably longer period will be required, as the

total area of forest reservation in that Province is not yet

known.

Next in order to the regular topographical surveys, based on Frontier

the main triangulation and carried out by accurate plane-tabling, r"*^
^•'^^"*'

.

^ 1 o' frontier
come those which are the results of the work of smaller survey surveys.

detachments, or at times even of single officers, while attached

to the numerous boundary commissions or frontier expeditions,

which are of frequent occurrence in every direction beyond the

borders of India. Their range may be said to extend from

Nyassaland, Uganda, and Abyssinia in Africa, through Persia

and Afghanistan, with a break for the greater part of Tibet and

Nepal, over the northern and eastern limits of Burma into

China, since officers or subordinates of the Survey of India

have at various times been employed in all these countries.

With the perfection of modern instruments and a full apprecia-

tion of the powers of the plane-table, the majority of these

small-scale surveys have attained a high degree of accuracy,

especially when tied together by triangulation. Though the

scale adopted does not admit of the delineation of intricate

detail, yet for geographical purposes, or as bases for boundary

demarcation, they serve their purpose well. Such surveys are

invariably on smaller scales than that of i inch to the mile, and

during their progress the surveyor is frequently called upon to

utilize the various shifts and expedients that are open to him

if he wishes his survey to progress with the advance of the

commission or force to which he is attached. A detailed

account of all such work, which may be considered as ranging

in value between an accurate topographical survey and a rough

geographical or cxjiloratory sketch, would be the history of

every boundary commission and military expedition that has

been organized by the Government of India during the last

half-century. It will suffice to take as illustrations the surveys

carried out during the Afghan Wars of 1878-80, and in the

course of the Afghan Boundary Commission.

During the first Afghan War a large amount of route survey-

ing had been carried out by the old methods, but few attempts

had been made to acquire any geographical knowledge of the

country. Some of the route surveys were of good quality ; but

when they were combined large gaps were discovered, and, as

usual, considerable errors were found in the longitudes assigned

to the principal places. Thus Kabul and Kandahar, in the

early maps, were placed seven and liflccn miles respectively

VOL. IV. K k
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west of their true position. During the Afghan War which

commenced in 1878, survey officers with native assistants were

attached to the various columns which penetrated into the

country, and their orders were that efforts should be directed

towards obtaining as much general geographical knowledge as

possible, while survey work was not to be confined to the lines

of communication. With this view, plane-tabling on the scale

of a half or quarter inch to the mile was adopted, and triangu-

lation was largely utilized to connect and strengthen the detail

surveys. It was of course not possible in every case to keep

the triangulation ahead of the detail work, owing to the rapidity

of the marches ; and when this occurred, dependence had to be

placed on the plane-table and on traversing. The prolonged

occupation of the country, and the various routes of the

columns engaged, allowed of the mapping on various scales of

the greater portion of area comprised in the operations. The

services of the field engineers and of such staff-officers as could

be spared were utilized for large-scale work and route surveys,

and their results were reduced and incorporated in the general

map. At the close of the war the area surveyed more or less

in detail amounted, in Afghanistan and Baluchistan, to about

48,000 square miles, while an additional area of 7^000 square

miles was explored by native agency.

The Commission which was engaged, in conjunction with

Russian colleagues, in laying down the northern boundary of

Afghanistan in 1884-6 allowed of a very considerable extension

of geographical knowledge in Central Asia. The work was

mainly carried out by three officers and three native surveyors

of the Survey of India, subsequently assisted by officers of the

Intelligence Branch. The results are noticeable in that the

enormous area covered by the topography, about 110,000

square miles, was almost entirely dependent on triangulated

points. The extension of this triangulation was a matter of

some difficulty, as the surveyors were unable to leave the line

of march when first entering the country, but the method

adopted gave very satisfactory results. Briefly, this consisted

in observing for latitude at every camp, and for azimuth to all

peaks in the line of march, which in this case lay nearly north

and south. When camping abreast of any of these peaks, their

position was fixed with reference to the camp by means of

a short base, with the usual observations for latitude and

azimuth. The difference of longitude was thus obtained, and

the work kept pace without a break with the advance, which at

one period covered 310 miles in nineteen days.
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The plan of training natives in the elements of surveying with Work- of

a view to their employment in exploration, and for the purpose
"xni(Mers

of acquiring geographical information of countries beyond the

Indian frontiers into which no British officer could penetrate,

originated with Captain Montgomerie while engaged on the

Kashmir survey. His idea was to employ Pathans for explora-

tions in the Hindu Kush, the Oxus Valley, andTurkistan, and

Bhotias or Tibetans for work in Tibet and on the borders of

the Chinese Empire. These men were taught how to make
and keep records of route surveys by compass and pacing, the

method of observing for latitude by meridian altitudes with the

sextant, and the use of the thermometer and barometer ; but

they were purposely not taught how to reduce their observa-

tions, nor supplied with astronomical tables, with a view to

preventing any fabrication of work. The earliest journeys of

this nature dated from i86r, and were made in the direction

of Yarkand and in the hill ranges around Chitral. One Nain

Sing, known as * the Pundit,' who was sent on a journey into

Tibet in 1864, was the first explorer to reach Lhasa, residing

there for three months ; and, after an absence of over two

years, he brought back to India a very large amount of informa-

tion concerning the course of the great river of Tibet, the Tsan-

po, which he roughly followed for 600 miles from its source.

'The Pundit' subsequently made several journeys into Tibet

and Nepal, of which the most important was that which

occupied him in 1874 and 1875, on the vast lacustrine plateau

of Tibet. He again visited Lhasa, and continued his previous

exploration down the Tsan-po. His work covered 1,200 miles

of country entirely unknown before, defined the eastern limits

of the Pangong Lake,, and proved the existence of a system of

numerous lakes and rivers, and of the vast snowy range of the

Northern Himalaya. 'The Pundit ' retired in 1875, and ^^'^^

subsequently rewarded with the CLE., a grant of land, and

the gold medal of the (Geographical Society. Another very

adventurous journey was made by ' A. K.,' also a trained

explorer. He was employed for over four and a half years,

traversing about 3,000 miles of country in Tibet, and made

determined efforts to ascertain the course of the Tsan-po beyond

the point where it was last seen by ' the Pundit.' The most

important result of this journey was to establish the fact that

the Tsan-po does not flow into the Irrawaddy basin, and that it

has no other possible exit than through the channel of the

Dihang into the Brahmaputra. 'A. K.' likewise received

rewards from the Government of India, and two gold medals

K k 2
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from Geographical Societies. Several attempts have since been

made to map as much of the course of the Tsan-po as still

remains unknown, a length of considerably less than loo miles.

Other journeys yielding less important results have been carried

out from time to time by trained explorers over large areas on

and across the north-west frontier, and the maps available for

the military expeditions of the last thirty years may be said to

have been based largely on the information thus obtained. On
more than one occasion subordinate officers of the Survey of

India have penetrated in disguise beyond the frontier, returning

with valuable information. Thus M'Nair, disguised as a hakim,

managed to cross the Malakand Pass and to traverse Lower Swat,

Dir, and Chitral, reaching the Dorah Pass in the Hindu Kush,

and returning to India through Kashmir. The map issued

before the Chitral Expedition of 1895 was based on the infor-

mation gained during the course of this adventurous journey.

The journeys in Tibet and Central Asia of such explorers as

Ryder, Bower, Deasy, and Stein have, from time to time, added

considerably to our geographical knowledge ; and it is interesting

to note that in several cases the mapping work and route surveys

then executed are mainly due to the labours of native surveyors

of the Survey of India whose services were temporarily lent to

these travellers by the Government of India. Surveys in

Africa, Siam, and China, though beyond the official scope of

the Survey of India, have also been carried out by officers and

subordinates of that department.

Revenue The revenue surveys, which form the basis of all settlement

operations and of the entire fiscal administration of the country,

were commenced as early as 1822, west of the river Jumna, in

the Delhi, Panipat, and Rohtak Districts. Measurements were

made of the boundaries of estates and villages by means of

the theodolite and chain, and the work was based upon the

traverse system. The topographical details on these old sur-

veys appear to have been well-executed, but a retrograde step

was introduced after a conference of surveyors held at Allaha-

bad in 1834 by order of Lord W. Bentinck. At this conference

it was decided that the maps furnished by surveyors were in

future to show accurately only the Jjoundary line of each village

and its site, all topographical details such as roads, rivers, &c.,

being roughly sketched in. But this rough work, which pre-

ceded the Great Trigonometrical Survey and was never properly

connected therewith, soon became obsolete, and by the year

1850 the greater part of it had been revised. In 1838 the

'main circuit' system was introduced, which completely

surveys.
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changed the old methods of revenue surveys. Roughly speak-

ing, the earliest system may be said to have been that of working

from the less to the greater. The map of any District was the

result of the fitting together of a large number of independent

village boundary surveys ; and in such work, if extended over

any considerable area, large errors necessarily accumulated,

especially if no check or tie was afforded by frequent con-

nexions with the principal triangulation. The 'main circuit'

system involves the running of main traverses which, connected

with the triangulation, enclose areas of one hundred to two

hundred square miles. These areas are then further sub-

divided by minor traverses which, as a rule, approximate

closely to the village boundaries. The entire work is thus kept

within certain clearly defined limits of error, and, where these

are exceeded in either angular or linear measurements^ a re-

survey is necessary. This system has remained in vogue up

to the present day, though the methods of filling in the interior

details have varied ; and when strictly followed it affords a per-

fectly satisfactory basis for all land measurements for settlement

purposes. The effective prosecution of a revenue survey is

dependent, to a very great extent, on the co-operation of the

Collector or Settlement Officer of the District, who is respon-

sible for the early demarcation of all village boundaries and the

issue of the necessary orders regarding assistance to the sur-

veyors, &c. The revenue surveys under the Government of

India are divided into Upper and Lower circles, the former

comprising the Punjab, the United Provinces, and Sind, the

latter comprising Bengal (with Bihar and Orissa), Assam, and

Burma. The Madras and Bombay Presidencies have carried

out their revenue surveys with separate establishments.

The period of Colonel Thuillier's administration of the Progress

revenue survey, which dates from 1847 ^I'ld lasted for thirty of work

years, was, as previously stated, marked by great advances in

the accuracy and general utility of its results, and excellent

surveys of the Punjab, Oudh, Sind, the Central Provinces, and

Bengal were executed under his direction. The work in the

Province of Agra had unfortunately been finished before his

time ; and most of the original plans of this survey, bound up

in folio volumes, were destroyed during the Mutiny.

In 1876 the success of the professional surveys in Bengal C.i(lnstr.il

came under discussion, and the Board of Revenue expressed *""' ''^''^'

1
• • 1 1 r \

surveys,
the opuiion that the surveys necessary for settlement purposes

might be done at far less cost by non-professional agency.

This led General \\'alker, who was then Surveyor-General; to
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prepare an elaborate statement concerning the different classes

of land surveys. These were the topographical surveys on the

I -inch scale, based on triangulation and carried out with the

plane-table ; the village surveys on the 4-inch scale, based

on traverses with details filled in by the plane-table ; and the

cadastral surveys on the 16-inch to the mile scale. These

last were introduced in 1871; and they differed from the others

in the fact that, while based on the traverses, the interior

measurements were made by systematic chaining, of which full

details were kept in field-books, thus providing permanent

records always available for subsequent reference. General

Walker expressed the opinion that cadastral surveys, though

initially expensive, are really the cheapest considering the

amount of information they give for topographical purposes.

This system has since been followed in all revenue surveys

carried out by the Survey of India.

But in several Provinces and Districts of India settlement

operations have at times been based on surveys carried out

by local native agency, wholly or partially independent of

professional aid. Thus the settlement work in the Punjab

which is now in progress, depends on large-scale surveys

carried out on what is known as the ' square system.' In this

the local native surveyor measures a base of 1,100 feet in each

village, marking the ends by dressed stones, and from this lays

out on the ground a succession of squares of similar sides, and

refers the positions of all boundary marks, fields, roads, and

canals determined from actual chain measurements to the sides

and diagonals of corresponding squares ruled on his field-sheets.

This method, which is sufficient for settlement purposes, fails

when attempts are made to compile a geographical or topo-

graphical map over a considerable area by combining the surveys

of alarge number of villages, as it is based neither on triangulation

nor on traverse, while the main topographical features are

omitted by the local surveyors. In the Central Provinces also

the latest settlements have been based on surveys carried out

by local agency, but in this case a traverse party of the Survey

of India, working on the ' main circuit ' system, supplied skele-

ton plots of each village boundary to the local surveyors, who

filled in the field measurements and other details thereon. As

a result these revenue surveys can be fitted together and, after

reduction of scale, combined into topographical maps of the

area which they cover.

Value of The present method of bringing the topographical maps up

to date consists in utilizing, as far as possible, the cadastral
results
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surveys, and those executed by patwaris or other local agency, for topo-

and the system undoubtedly costs less than would a new iodo-
graphical

u- 1 HM -J maps,
graphical survey. Ihe pressing need at present over a very

large part of India and Burma is revisionary survey which shall

bring up to date the obsolete work, in many cases over fifty

years old.

The 16-inch cadastral surveys executed by professional

agency are, as a rule, sufficiently good for direct reduction to

the 2-inch scale, and for the compilation of maps on that

scale which may be further reduced by photography into

standard, or i-inch to the mile, topographical sheets. But

all work executed by local agency alone, as in the Punjab,

requires to be first connected by traverses starting from the

main triangulation in untraversed Districts, or, where the traverse

data of fifty years ago are still forthcoming, to be connected

therewith by supplementary traversing. It requires, in short,

some geodetic basis or starting-point which it does not now
possess. Moreover, when \.\\q patwaris'' maps are reduced and

fitted together by traverse, it is still necessary for such reduc-

tions to be sent into the field again, to have the topographical

details inserted thereon by means of the plane-table, many such

details being invariably omitted by \\\e. patwaris.

Prior to the organization of the Madras Survey department, Work of

a topographical survey of the Presidency had been made by ^^^'^'''^^

officers of the Quartermaster-Cieneral's department or of the Bombay

Madras Military Institution. The results of that survey are ^"rvey

embodied in twenty-three sheets of the Atlas of India. These ments.

sheets are revised from time to time in the Surveyor-General's

Office, Calcutta, as the materials of later cadastral and topo-

graphical surveys become available. From the year 1858,

when the revenue survey was commenced by Captain Priestley,

the Madras Presidency has continued to maintain a Survey

department of its own, whose work has been generally based

on Colonel Lambton's triangulation and carried out on the

' main circuit ' system of traversing. Of the total area of

140,000 square miles to be dealt with, more than half has up to

the present date been cadastrally surveyed by the Madras

Survey department, whilst 56,000 square miles have been

surveyed topographically. The cadastral survey, which applies

chiefly to ryotwari villages, and in special cases to proprietary

estates, is carried out on the usual scale of 16 inches to

the mile, while the scale of topographical work, which includes

the hilly tracts, large /amindaris, and small proprietary estates,

varies from 4 inches to half an inch to the mile. Of the
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area still remaining for survey, about 10,000 square miles

comprising hill tracts will be topographically surveyed by the

Survey of India, the balance being either surveyed cadastrally

by the Madras Survey department, or included in the forest

surveys.

In the Bombay Presidency, the revenue surveys dale from

1836, and their original design is due to Sir George Wingate.

They are not based on triangulation, and are chiefly executed

with the chain and cross staff. As in Madras, they have been

carried cut by a local Revenue Survey department which works

independently of the Survey of India. The field operations of

the village surveys are conducted by native measurers, whose

work is supervised and tested by a European assistant. The
revenue assessment, which in Bombay has been carried out by

the Survey department, is based on an elaborate system of

classification of the nature, depth, and productive capability of

the soil in each field, and the character of the water-supply

available. The work is now finished and the Bombay Survey

department has been gradually disbanded. This revenue

survey, though amply fulfilling the administrative requirements

of the Settlement officers, was not conducted with a view to its

possible utility for the compilation of topographical maps, and

hence topographical surveys of the whole of the Bombay Presi-

dency became necessary. These were carried out, chiefly on

the I -inch scale, by several parties of the Survey of India at

various periods between the years 1864 and 1896.

The map Rennell's Memoir ofa Map ofHindoostan, published in 1 788,
publico-

^^.^j. fQiiowed, in 1S16, by Arrowsmith's map, which was also
tions of ^ .....
the Indian based on route surveys, comprised \n nme sheets on the

surveys. scale of 16 miles to the inch. In 1822 Arrowsmith published

the surveys of the early topographers, whose work was based

on Lambton's triangulation, in a map of eighteen sheets on

the scale of four miles to the inch, containing the area between

the Kistna river and Cape Comorin. About the same time the

Court of Directors decided on incorporating the results of the

various trigonometrical and topographical surveys into one

Atlas of India, to be engraved on the scale of four miles to the

inch. The work was entrusted to Arrowsmith ; but he died

after making the projection and publishing a few of the sheets,

and Mr. J. Walker, who came of a family of engravers, was

appointed to carry on the work. The projection for the sheets

of the Atlas, as devised by Arrowsmith and still followed, is

a modification of the conical development, in which a cone is

assumed to roll over the spheroid tangentially to an adopted
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central parallel of latitude. The Atlas was designed to

occupy 177 sheets, 40 inches by 27, and the scheme em-

braces the area from Karachi to Singapore and includes

Ceylon. Walker was employed in England for more than

forty years on the engraving on copper and publishing of the

Atlas sheets. By the time of his retirement in 186S eighty-four

of the sheets had been published, and arrangements were then

made by the Surveyor-General for the continuation of the work

in India. A staff of qualified engravers was recruited in

England, and since 1869 the remaining sheets of the Atlas

have been engraved and printed in Calcutta, new editions

being brought out as materials become available from fresh

surveys. The materials for a first edition of the Indian Atlas

were practically complete by the year 1875, but their quality

naturally varied very considerably, as even at that time several

of the surveys were more or less obsolete and required revision.

The work of the field parties, revenue and topographical, on

various scales was at first reproduced by lithography ; but in

1866 the process of photozincography was adopted, and printing

offices were then established at Dehra Dun and Calcutta,

where the maps are still published. A new map of India and

adjacent countries on the scale of i : 1,000,000, or approxi-

mately 16 miles to the inch, is in course of preparation, and

its limits, extending between lat. 4° and 40° N., and long. 44°

and 1 1
2° E., will far exceed those of the Indian Atlas.

The principal publications of the Indian Surveys are, how-

ever, standard sheets on the scale of i inch to the mile. These

are complete for considerable portions of India proper, but

new editions are continually brought out as materials become

available from fresh surveys. A large number of these sheets,

such as those of the Bombay Presidency, Mysore, and a con-

siderable part of Burma, are reproduced from topographical

surveys carried out on the i-inch scale, while those of the

Punjab, the Central Provinces, and parts of the United Pro-

vinces are compilations or reductions from the large-scale

cadastral and revenue surveys.

The three Survey branches. Trigonometrical, Topographical. Depart-

and Revenue, formed at different dates, were at first virtually
"rg"niz.i.

separate departments, each with its own superintendent and tion of the

distinct cadre of ofificers and establishment of European and ^"^^^y °'

native surveyors. Both Everest and \\'augh, as Surveyors-

General, exercised control over the Trigonometrical and a

portion of the Topographical branches ; but the Revenue Sur-

vey remained a distinct department, though its Superintendent
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supervised the work of several Topographical parties. In 1866

the Survey department received its first regular organization,

when establishments were revised and uniform grades and

scales of pay allotted to the three branches, which, however,

still retained their own Superintendents. During the next few

years the duties of the three departments began to overlap and

intermingle. The Great Trigonometrical Survey was approach-

ing its completion in India proper, and for many years a con-

siderable proportion of its ofificers had been employed on

purely topographical work. The Topographical Survey, though

originally intended for the primary general Survey of India,

had had to undertake in many cases detailed large-scale sur-

veys ; and the Revenue Survey had, in addition to its own
special functions, been largely employed on the topography of

hill districts on a trigonometrical basis. Accordingly, in 1878

the three branches were amalgamated under the designation of

the Survey of India, whose officers were to be available for any

description of survey work that might be required of them, and

were all placed under the orders of the Surveyor-General.

Indian In 1 904 a Committee was appointed to report on the state

Survey Qf |-i^g niaps in each Province, and the measures required to
Com-

1 • , 1 rr,! • A-. • , .

mittee. Druig them up to date. Ihis Committee reported ui 1905.

Among the more important recommendations were : (i) that

the preparation of a modern map of India on the scale of

I inch to the mile should at once be undertaken according

to a definite programme, by which fifteen topographical field

parties would be employed and the whole work would be

completed in twenty-five years, and further that the scale of

survey should generally be at least double that of publication

;

(2) that for the production of this map an improved process

of heliozincography should be employed, a few selected

standard sheets being engraved on copper; (3) that the

Atlas of India sheets should be superseded by ' degree

'

sheets on the i-inch scale, to be engraved on copper
; (4)

that, in place of the jg-inch Provincial maps, a general map
of India on the international scale of i : 1,000,000 should

be prepared and engraved; (5) that the staff of the Imperial

Service for trigonometrical and topographical work should be

increased from forty to seventy officers
; (6) that, in place of

the existing Provincial Service, a new Provincial Service should

be established on better pay, and another Service formed inter-

mediate between this and the present Subordinate Service, one

quarter of the appointments in the former and one-half in the

latter being given to natives of India; (7) that cadastral and
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other large-scale surveys should be left entirely under the con-

trol of Local Governments, who should provide for the expense

of the work and also for the production of the maps
; (8) that

village boundaries should not be shown on the ordinary topo-

graphical maps, but that if these are required for administrative

purposes, a special edition showing them should be issued

under certain conditions ; and (9) that the cost of special

forest surveys, when required, should be debited to the Forest

department.
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Marine Surveys

As stated on p. 481, the survey of Indian waters commenced,

with coast charts, in the early days of the East India Company.

About 1770, Captain John Ritchie began a systematic survey

of the coasts of the Bay of Bengal and the outlets of the Ganges.

This, the first survey of importance in Indian waters, was

followed by others, so that when the Indian Navy was abolished

in 1862, the whole seaboard of India, and the adjoining waters

from the Red Sea and the Persian Gulf to the Straits of

Malacca, had for the most part been surveyed as far as was

practicable with the imperfect appliances available. Little

more was done until 1873, when the Duke of Argyll, then

Secretary of State for India, brought to the notice of the Indian

Government the necessity for greater accuracy and more minute

attention to detail by marine surveyors, in order to keep pace

with the requirements of modern navigation. The Government

of India accordingly established a special Marine Survey

department in 1874, and procured some officers from the

Admiralty to serve in it. The Marine Survey thus constituted

failed, however, to produce the desired results; and in 1881

the department was reorganized, under a Commander from

the Royal Navy, with a staff of four naval and eight Indian

Marine officers. Since 1881 this staff has been slightly reduced,

and all its members except the officer in command are now

drawn from the Indian Marine, to which the Marine Survey is

administratively attached. Survey work is carried out from the

Indian Marine paddle-steamer Investigator i^'^x^ tons), assisted

by the steam tender Nancowry (70 tons).

The object of marine surveying is to provide charts for the

purposes of navigation, and as these are intended only for

the use of mariners, extreme trigonometrical accuracy is not

attempted or required. A theodolite larger than 6 inches is

rarely employed, and triangles that close to within one or two

minutes answer every purpose. The usual method adopted is to

measure a base three or four thousand feet long on some level

ground or sand-flat, and extend it by means of triangulation. The

positions of the initial and terminal points of this triangulation

(usually 50 or 60 miles apart) are determined astronomically,

and the scale is adjusted to agree. Should Great Trigono-
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metrical Survey points be available, they are of course used.

Astronomical observations are made with a sextant, fitted with

a stand and an artificial horizon. The coast-line and its salient

points, landmarks, summits of hills, dangers, <Scc., are charted

with the utmost accuracy, and the positions of these on a

modern chart can be implicitly relied on.

Sounding is the most tedious, and at the same time one of Soundings,

the most important, of the duties a marine surveyor is called

upon to perform. The depth of water is measured by means

of an ordinary lead and line marked to feet, unless exceptional

accuracy is required, when a pole is employed marked in feet

and inches. All soundings are reduced to Indian spring low-

water mark, which is a compromise between the heights of the

lowest tides of the dry and wet seasons, fully explained in the

Tide Tables for Indiati Forts, published by the Tidal and

Levelling branch of the Survey of India ; and the depth of

water is shown on the charts by figures (denoting feet or

fathoms according to the accuracy required) at the positions

where the soundings were taken. When water shallower than

the surrounding soundings indicate is struck, the locality is

carefully examined in order to discover hidden dangers which,

when found, are shown on the charts by conventional symbols.

The output of marine survey work naturally depends enor- Progress

mouslv on the conditions of wind and weather : but the normal ^^ P"''^
^^ and coast

out-turn for a surveying season (October to April) is a chart of surveys.

from 100 to 120 miles of coast-line, on a scale of i inch to the

nautical mile, sounded off to 100 fathoms, with perhaps two or

three large-scale plans in addition.

The sphere of the Marine Survey extends from Baluchistan

to Siam, but its services have on more than one occasion been

utilized outside these limits. All the principal and most of the

secondary ports in India and Further India have been surveyed

recently, and 1,500 miles of coast had been accurately charted

up to 1904. The survey of the Burma coast is that which now

requires most immediate attention.

The Investigator is fitted with appliances for sounding and Deep sea

trawling in any depth. These operations are carried out in ^°"^"^"'^

transit from one coast to another and, when depths are suitable, trawling.

on the surveying ground itself. Considerable additions to our

knowledge of oceanic depths and deep-sea zoology have thus

been obtained. An officer of the Indian Medical Service is

attached to the Marine Survey as surgeon-naturalist, for the

express purpose of examining and classifying zoological

specimens.
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The results of survey work are forwarded to the hydrographer

of the Royal Navy, who has charts engraved on scales most

suitable for the purposes of navigation. Some photozincograph

records of the work done are, however, first made in India and

issued locally, and all records of natural history work are

published through the Calcutta Museum.

The following paragraphs, supplied by JNIajor Alcock, I.M.S.,

give a brief summary of the zoological results of about 200

dredgings made from the Investigator in the Arabian Sea, the

Bay of Bengal, and the Andaman basin :

—

(i) Protozoa.—Outside the limits of the 'continental slope'

(or great submarine ' shoot ' of river-borne sediment) and of

the Andaman and Laccadive coral formations, the sea-bottom

consists of the well-known foraminiferal ooze, in which 277

species have been identified. Off the Andamans there occur

large arenaceous Foraminifera, described by H. B. Brady as

Masonella.

(2) Porifera.—The Triaxon sponges, so characteristic of the

deep sea, have been found at all depths up to 1,997 fathoms.

F. E. Schulze has described thirty-one species, of which twenty-

six were new to science. They include numerous species of

glass-rope sponges {Hyalojie/na) and Venus's flower-basket

{Eupleciella), as well as Atlantic species of Farrea and

Aphrocallistes.

(3) Coelenterata.—Characteristic deep-sea forms, such as

Conopora, Cryptohelia, Atolla, encrusting Palythoa, Uinbellula,

Calypteriniis, have all been found ; and the precious coral

{Corallium ruhriim) has once been dredged in mass off Ceylon,

but in water too deep for profitable working. Of Madrepore

corals, twenty-five species have been described by Alcock,

some of them being identical with fossils from the tertiary

rocks of Sicily and Calabria.

(4) Echmodermata

.

—Starfishes, brittle-stars, and sea-urchins

live in shoals on the continental slope, and the oozy depths of

the Bay of Bengal are thickly peopled with strange Holo-

thurians. More than 250 species of Echinoderms have already

been dredged, of which about three-fourths were new to science:

these have been dealt with by Koehler, Wood-Mason, A. R. S.

Anderson, Walsh, and Alcock. Many characteristic deep sea

genera have been recognized, such as Pontaster, Porcel/aiuister,

Zoroaster, Hymetiaster with its brood-pouch, Brisinga and

Freyella ; Phormosoma, Poiirtalesia, Homolampas, and Palaeo-

pneustes ; Benthodytes and Deima.

(5) Crustacea.—About 250 species have already come to
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light. Most of them belong to the groups Caridea (shrhnps),

Galatheidea (hermit-lobsters), Peneidea (prawns), and Astacidea

(lobsters), and many are of primitive mould ; the crabs are

rare, and include a large proportion of archaic forms

—

Homo-

lidae and Dromidae. Some of them have a most suggestive

geographical range : such are Homola^ Maia, Tridwpeltarium;

Nephrons, Fhoben/s, Calocaris ; Fy/ocheks, N'etnaiopagunis,

Lithodes : Pasiphaea ; and the Brobdingnagian isopod Bathy-

nonius giganteus. Many display wonderful adaptations to the

severe conditions of deep-sea life : species, such as Miniida

and Glyphocrangon, with enormous eyes like those of nocturnal

animals; forms, like Parapandalus, with accessory eyes; forms,

like Heterocarptis alphoNsi, that can secrete their own liglit.

On the other hand we find species with eyes in every stage of

degeneration, from Munidopsis and Galacanf/ia, which have

eyes devoid of the pigment requisite for vision, through Ne-

phropsis, which has eyestalks but no eyes, to Pofycheles, whose

bare eyestalks are not easily recognizable. Some species, such

as Encephaloides and Parilia, have the gills and gill-chambers

magnified, to overcome the difficulty of breathing at great

depths. Some, such as Psathyrocaris, lay a small number of

enormously large eggs, thus illustrating the argument that,

where the conditions of life are rigid, births must be checked,

and ample provision for the young made, if the species is to

hold its own. Instances of commensal adaptations between

Crustacea and zoophytes are common, each party unconsciously

rendering the other vital assistance while pursuing its own

independent ends : such are the cases of Parapagurus pilosi-

mamis and Paguropsis fypica, both of which live with sea-

anemones. The majority of deep-sea Crustacea are simply

coloured— usually red or orange, occasionally milk-white,

protective and other pattern-markings being useless where

there is little or no light. The chief local workers upon this

group have been Wood-Mason, A. R. S. Anderson, and Alcock.

(6) Mollusca.—About 150 species of molluscs have been

described, chiefly by Smith (the cuttle-fishes by Goodrich), and

a large proportion were new to science. Among the gastropods

we find Astralium, Solariella, Bathybembix, Xenophora, Piinctu-

rel/a, many species of Plcurotoma, and the remarkable Poniio-

ihauma—^ large, blind form ; and among the bivalves Lima,

Limopsis, Nucula, Yoldia, Crassatella, Cryptodon, and numerous

species of Cuspidaria and Amussium.

(7) 77>//r^.—Of fishes, 172 species have been added to the

list, 128 being new to science. They include spiny dogfishes,
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true rays, numerous berycoids, and curious frogfishes {Pedicn-

/ati), pleuronectoids, scopeloids, and eels ; as well as many

species of the characteristic deep-sea families Ophidiidae,

Macruridae, Sternopfychidae, Stomiatidae, Alepocephalidae^ and

Halosauridae. Many of them are conspicuously adapted to

their environment: such are Aulastomomorpha^ Leptoderma,

and Bathydupea, with their enormous eyes ; Lamprogrammus,

Neoscopelus, and Polyipmis, with their rows of large luminary

organs ; the purblind Onirodes, and Benthobatis (the only

electric ray yet known from the depths), with their luminous

lures ; the defective-eyed Bathypterois, with its streaming com-

pensatory feelers ; and Tauredophidiufu, with rudiments of eyes

buried beneath the bones of the head. In another direction,

illustrating the need for special parental care in the sullen

bottoms of the deep, we find viviparous Teleostei, such as

Saccogaster, DiplacantJwpoma , and Hephthocara. Lastly, we

have Chiasmodtis^ Chauliodus, Photostomias, Maiacosfeus, and

Asfronesfhes, all proclaiming, with fang and gape that would

have startled even the poet of evolution, the unlovely fact

that the fishes of the sunless abysses, where plant-life (bac-

teria perhaps excepted) is interdicted^ are ravenous beygnd

imagination.



CHAPTER XVI

CURRENCY AND BANKING

Currency

The early coinage of India under its Hindu and foreign

rulers has been treated at length in a chapter on Numismatics

in Volume II. As the existing British currency is based upon

that of the Mughal empire, it will be sufificient here to give

a brief explanation of the Muhammadan system which the

Company found in use.

The early Muhammadan rulers used the Arabic standards Muham-
for the gold dinar and silver drachma, and for common use "^-ii^'i"

issued copper and other subsidiary coins of the indigenous

standard; and it was not till about 1233 a.d., in the reign of

Shams-ud-din Altamsh, that silver coins called tankas, of

a mint standard approaching 175 grains, were introduced,

thus connected with the ancient Hindu monetary system.

For many years gold and silver coins were struck in pure metal

of equal weights, and each of the former was theoretically

equal to eight of the latter, though the actual exchange must

have varied. Muhammad Tughlak (1325-51) made several

innovations. He issued heavier gold coins, the standard of

which is uncertain, and also silver coins cf about 140 grains,

and smaller pieces of 56 or 57 grains. Another experiment,

which resulted in utter failure, was the issue of brass or copper

token-money, intended to pass as silver. The new silver coins

of 140 grains also appear to have been invented as a currency

device to reduce the pay of troops. These gradually fell out

of use, while the standard tanka of 175 grains continued. The
greatest reform made by Sher Shah (1540-5) was the abolition

of billon (subsidiary) coins, the value of which had to be

determined by guessing at the amount of silver they contained,

and the substitution of pure copper. The weight of the rupee

(rupya = silver piece), as the tankd was now called, was at the

same time increased to about 179 grains, this result being

arrived at by an increase in the theoretical weight of the rcxfi ',

' The 7-atl is the seed of the Almis preia/o>iiis, which was tlie indigenous

Hindu standard, the weight varying from 1-75 to i-i)6 grains.

VOL, IV. L 1
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and by variations in the exchange between silver and copper,

which rose about that time from 64 to about 73 to i. Under

Akbar the coinage was still further improved and theoretical

principles were applied. The leading idea was that copper

was the metal most stable in value, and the ddin of 324 grains

became the unit for calculation of revenue and prices. Thus, 40

d'lms went to the rupee, the weight of which was intended to

be 180 grains, and the commonest of the numerous gold coins

was worth 10 rupees and weighed 170 grains, while others

varied in value up to 1,000 rupees. There were fractional

parts of most of these three standards. The ratio of gold to

silver, which was 8 to i in the early Muhammadan period, and

had follen to 7 to i after the conquest of the Deccan by Ala-

ud-din Muhammad, had now become 9-4 to i. The standards

described above continued (subject to a few temporary innova-

tions made by Jahanglr) until the debasement of the currency

as the empire fell to pieces.

In the early days of Muhammadan rule coins appear to have

been struck chiefly at Delhi ; but on the conquest of the

Deccan they were produced in two or three other places, and

as independent States arose in Bengal and elsewhere, the kings

of these struck coins at one or more cities in their dominions.

Sher Shah first set the example of having more numerous

mints, and this was followed by the Mughals. In Aurangzeb's

reign coins were issued from about seventy mints, and the

total number of places at which Mughal coins were struck in

the whole period from Akbar to Bahadur II is about 200.

In the latter part of this period, however, many of the mints

belonged to practically independent viceroys or to the Maratha

and other States. In the local mints the coinage was gradually

debased for the illicit profit of the rulers or of the mint officials,

until the whole country was filled with a bewildering collection

of rupees of different values. The dates and other characteris-

tics of the coins enabled the shroffs {sarrdfs), or money-changers,

to recognize them and so to apply the batta or allowance

appropriate to the known debasement of each. The oppor-

tunity for fraud yielded by such transactions may readily be

imagined.

The history of British coinage in India begins in the reign

of Elizabeth with the export from England of special coins,

with the device of a portcullis, for use in the Company's

factories. In 1671 a mint was established at Bombay, where

a local coinage was issued, bearing English inscriptions, for

circulation in the island and immediate neighbourhood ; and
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Khafi Khan records in 1694 that 'some rupees which the

EngUsh had coined at Bombay with the name of their impure

king' had displeased Aurangzeb. In 1686 James II authorized

the Company to issue at all their forts copies of current native

coins, on condition that they maintained the proper weight and
fineness. In 1 7 1 7 Farrukh Siyar granted the first permission

to coin his money at Bombay; and in 1742 permission was

given to coin imitations of Arcot rupees, which were issued at

first from Fort St. Ceorge^ and later on at Calcutta, and also

by the French at Pondicherry. The Calcutta mint was first

recognized by the Nawab of Bengal in 1757 ; and soon after

the battle of Buxar, in 1764, the Nawab's mints at Patna,

Dacca, and Murshidabad were closed, but coins continued to

be struck by the Company at these places as well as at Calcutta.

The Benares mint was taken over about 1786, and that at

Farrukhabad about 1803.

Four main denominations of rupees gradually replaced the

old miscellaneous coinages. The Murshidabad rupee, of the

nineteenth year of the reign of Shah Alam, was adopted for

the coinage of the Company's Province of Bengal and became

the sikka rupee'^ of the Calcutta mint, which weighed 179^ grains

and contained 175-9 grains of pure silver. This was the only

British coin which retained the full value of the old Mughal

system ; in the remaining cases deterioration had progressed

some way before it was arrested by the arrangements introduced

by the Company. The Surat rupee, which was adopted as the

currency of the Bombay Presidency, contained 164-7 grains of

pure silver. The Arcot rupee had a weight of 166-5 grains

pure when first coined at the mint of Fort St. George. The
Lucknow rupee struck by the Wazir of Oudh had deteriorated

to 165-2 grains pure when it was adopted as the standard of

the Farrukhabad mint. The sikka rupee was the principal stan-

dard of value, but in Bengal and Bombay accounts were usually

kept in what were called ' current ' rupees. The ' current

'

rupee was only a denomination of account, representing the

estimated value of the standard coin after making an allowance

for wear. A variety of gold coins were current during this

period: for instance, the gold mohur of Bengal ; the old Bombay

mohur and the Bombay gold rupee ; various gold pagodas of

' Copper coin made in Birniin<;ham was used in Southern India towards

the end of the eighteenth century.

'' The word sikka means a die and hence coin. The term sikka rupee

refers probably to newly coined money, as distinguished Iroui sonant^ or

coin of pnst years {saiiiMl).

Li 2
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Madras, such as the star pagoda, the old pagoda, and the Porto

Novo pagoda ; and the gold rupee, half-rupee, and quarter

rupee which replaced the Madras pagodas under a Regulation

of 1 8 1 8. The East India Company tried to maintain gold and

silver in circulation at a fixed rate, but the gold coins were

undervalued and gradually passed out of circulation. Up to

the end of the eighteenth century gold coins circulated freely,

and a large portion of the revenues was paid in gold. In

Madras, down to 1818, the currency was based upon the gold

pagoda, inherited from the Hindu rulers of Southern India,

which came to be reckoned as equal to Rs. i\. The minor

denominations were fanams and cash : 42 fanams = i pagoda,

and 8 cash = i fanam.

The subsidiary silver and copper coins differed considerably

in the various Provinces. More than ninety denominations of

pice and other copper coins were current. Small payments

were made in the bazars in cowries, a description of sea-shell.

Although much less common than in former times, cowries are

still used in some places.

Unifica- I'"* ^835 a uniform currency was introduced for the whole of

tion of the British India. The Madras rupee, the value of which was
coinage,

jjg^j-ly equal to that of the Bombay and Farrukhabad rupees,

was adopted for the new Indian coin. It weighs 180 grains,

and contains 165 grains of pure silver. The other silver coins

are of the same standard and represent the half-rupee or 8

annas, the quarter or 4 annas, and the eighth or 2 annas. The
weight of the rupee (i told) is also the unit upon which the

standard of Indian weights is based : 80 tolas = i seer, or 2-2

lb. avoirdupois. The rupee is divided into 16 annas, a fraction

commonly used by both natives and Europeans in India ; but,

up to the present time, there has never been any coin correspond-

ing to the anna. The anna is further subdivided into 12 pies.

The rupee and the half-rupee are legal tender for any amount,

provided that they have not lost more than two per cent, in

weight and have not been clipped, filed, or defaced otherwise

than by wear. The other silver coins are legal tender up to

I rupee. The copper coins in common use are the half-anna

or double pice, and the pie or twelfth part of an anna^ They are

legal tender up to i rupee. Recent legislation (the Indian

Coinage Act, 1906) has authorized the substitution of bronze

* The double pice has not been coined since 1880. Half-pice pieces are

coined in small quantities. In the submontane tracts of the United Pro-

vinces and Biliar, Government copper coin has not yet ousted from circulation

copper ' dumps ' of rude manufacture which are made in Nepal.
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for copper, and the introduction of nickel as a subsidiary

metal, commencing with a i-anna nickel piece. The law of

1835 authorized the coinage of the gold mohur or 15-rupee

piece and corelated coins, but gold coins were no longer legal

tender and were allowed to pass at their market value as

compared with silver coins. This gold mohur is still convention-

ally used, like the guinea in England, for the fees of barristers

and physicians. In 1868 an attempt was made to introduce

the sovereign into India. It was constituted legal tender

as the equivalent of 10 rupees 4 annas, but the subseciuent

fall in the gold value of silver made the measure in-

operative. In 1870 the Coinage Act of 1835 was repealed

and re-enacted, but no substantial change was made in the

system in force.

Under the Acts of 1835 and 1870 silver was received Conse-

without limit when tendered for coinage at the mints of ^"*^"*^f,^
.*^^

^, ,-,^, 1, 11, /-i t'le fall in

Calcutta and Bombay, and the gold value of the rupee con- the value

sequently depended on the gold price of silver bullion. The of silver.

decline in the value of silver as compared with that of gold,
^jj^. mints.

which began about the year 1873, occasioned a heavy fall in

the rate of exchange as between India and gold-standard

countries. In chapter vi an account has been given of the

great loss which the Government of India suffered in making

remittances to meet its sterling obligations in England, which

rendered necessary a considerable increase of taxation. But

this was by no means the only injury which India experienced

from the fall in exchange. The whole economic relations

between India and England were disturbed. The violent

oscillations which continually took place in the rate of exchange

upset trade conditions ; and the uncertainty with regard to

the gold value of capital invested in India, and the interest

accruing from it, checked the influx of British capital and

caused savings which might have been invested in the country

to be sent home whenever a temporary rise in exchange afibrded

a favourable opportunity. For many years the Government of

India endeavoured to promote an international agreement for

the purpose of fixing the relative values of silver and gold
;

but when these efforts proved altogether unavailing, and the

difficulties of the past seemed likely to be enhanced in the

future, it was recognized that the adoption of a gold standard

was the only way to avert disaster. The proposals of the

Government of India were examined by a committee presided

over by Lord Herschell, and, in 1893, preliminary steps were

taken, on the advice of that committee, for the introduction of
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a gold standard. The Indian mints were closed to the unre-

stricted coinage of silver ; at the same time it was declared

that gold coin and bullion would be received at the mints in

exchange for rupees at the rate of \s. ^d. to the rupee, and that

the sovereign and half-sovereign would be similarly received in

payment of sums due to Government. After a considerable

period of difficulty and anxiety this policy achieved its object.

In 1892-3 the average rate of exchange was i5-03^. In the

two following years the rate fell, and in 1894-5 it averaged

only i^'id.; but during the next four years it rose steadily,

and in 1898-9 the average was only o-o2d. less than the

IS. 4d. rate.

Introduc- It was now determined to take the further steps necessary
tion of

^Qj. jicquiring a gold standard. In September, 1899, sovereigns

standard, and half-sovereigns were made legal tender at the rate ot

IS. 4d. to the rupee, and a debtor could henceforward meet his

obligation in whichever currency he preferred. The rupee,

while still legal tender for any sum, now became a token coin

representing one-fifteenth of a sovereign, though as yet no

sovereigns have been coined in India. It was not anticipated,

nor has it in practice been the case, that gold would penetrate

freely into the interior, or be used otherwise than exceptionally

save in the large centres, and to some extent along the railways,

since gold coins represent too great a value for ordinary Indian

transactions. The bulk of the metallic currency thus consists

of coins which pass without limit at a tender value far greater

than their intrinsic worths This position is not unexampled,

and the case of France is to some extent parallel. The

Government did not accept any legal obligation to give gold

for rupees ; but its policy is to make rupees and sovereigns as

far as possible convertible, and to allow the composition and

volume of the currency to adjust itself automatically to the

condition of trade through the ebb and flow of gold. Accord-

ingly gold is freely given on demand, as far as possible ; and

between January, 1900, and March, 1904, a sum of approxi-

mately 25 crores (nearly 17 millions sterling) had been issued

to the public in this form. Of this sum an indeterminate, but

apparently not very large, proportion remains in actual circula-

tion. In the busy season there is an enhanced demand for

rupees, and gold is offered to the Government in exchange for

them ; when trade is slack, the tendency is for the reverse

' From 1899 to the present time (T906) the exchange value of the rupee

has been maintained at about zs. ^d., while a similar amount of silver

bullion would be worth only from loi/. to is.
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process to take place and for rupees to be offered in exchange

for gold. In practice the operation takes place largely through

the channel of the paper currency reserve. When there is

a trade demand for rupees, and gold is offered freely to

procure them, the proportion of gold to silver in the currency

reserve increases. When this passes beyond a certain point, it

is the practice of the Government to buy silver with the excess

for coinage. In this way a stock of rupees becomes available

to meet demands made on the treasury by the presentation of

notes and gold, and at the same time the addition to the

currency needed to replace wear and to meet the growing

volume of business is effected through the automatic action of

trade demand. When the reverse process takes place, and
rupees return to the trade centres, a demand may be made on
the Government for gold, and the proportion of gold to silver

in the paper currency reserve will fall. It is of great importance

that the Government should be prepared to satisfy at any time

a considerable gold demand. Were it unable to do so, the

rate of exchange between India and England might be

adversely affected and the object of the whole currency policy

endangered. To meet this difficulty a special Gold Reserve

Fund has been established, on which the Government can

draw should the stock of gold in the paper currency reserve

become exhausted. The fund is derived from the profits made
on the coinage of silver, which amount to about 50 per cent,

on its bullion value. At the end of 1903-4 the Gold Reserve

Fund amounted to about 6-| millions sterling, most pf which

was invested in British Consols, whence it can readily be

realized as gold coin, while more than 10 millions sterling was

held in gold in the currency reserve.

Contemporaneously with the closing of the mints, a much- Reform

needed reform of the currency was undertaken. Many of the
"n,.,.e^,(,v

older coins were greatly worn, though all alike were legal

tender. The first step, taken in 1896, was to order that

Government treasuries and the Presidency banks should not

reissue any 1835 rupees that they might receive. In 1901-2

similar orders were given with respect to what are known as

the first and second issues of 1840 rupees. The first issue

actually belongs to that year. The second issue consists of

the rupees that were coined between 1841 and iS6j, all of

which bear the date 1840, according to an inconvenient

practice which had previously been adopted in the case of the

sikka rupee. By the end of 1903-4, about 2\ crores of 1835

rupees and a little more than 14 crores of 1840 rupees of both
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The
coinnge

of Native

States.

issues had in this way been withdrawn from circulation ; and

the process is still going on. 'J'hus, while the mints were

closed to the free coinage of silver, they were employed in

replacing the withdrawn rupees, and also in supplying certain

Native States with British rupees in substitution for their own

currency, which their rulers had agreed to demonetize. In

addition, it was from time to time found necessary to increase

the currency in circulation in order to meet the public demand,

as shown by the reduction of the proportion of silver in the

currency reserve. The total coinage at the mints between

1893—4 and 1903-4 amounted to 55-9 crores, of which

29-7 crores represent a net addition to the circulation. The
largest additions were made in 1 900-1 (13-27 crores) and in

1903-4 (io-65 crores). At the beginning of this period it was

estimated, as the result of elaborate calculations, that the total

number of rupees in circulation was between 125 and 130

crores, in addition to an unknown number in private hoards.

If it be desired to ascertain the actual quantity of currency

now in circulation, some allowance must be made for the

export of rupees to the East coast of Africa and across the Hima-

layas ; while, on the other hand, some addition must be made

for the hoards forced into circulation during the recent periods

of famine. Supposing that these two causes (of which the

precise effects are unascertainable) have balanced each other,

the total present circulation may be estimated at between 155

and 160 crores.

The right of coinage, which had been acquired by the

principal Native States during the decay of the Mughal empire,

was not taken away when they fell under British suzerainty.

In 1893 thirty-four States still possessed their own mints, which

issued coins bearing the device of the State and current within

its limits. The weight and fineness of these coins differed in

many cases from those of the British rupee, and some incon-

venience to local trade resulted from this cause. An Act was

therefore passed in 1876 empowering the Governor-General-

in-Council to declare coins of Native States of the same fine-

ness and weight as the Government coins to be, subject to

certain conditions, a legal tender in British India, and autho-

rizing Native States to send their metal to the mints of the

Government of India for coinage. The States of Alwar and

Bikaner alone availed themselves of the opportunity afforded

by this Act. When the Government mints were closed in

1893 the value of the Native States' rupees fell considerably

below the token value of the British rupee, and these States
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and their subjects suffered loss and inconvenience. The
Government of India decided that the provisions of the Native

Coinage Act of 1876 were not appUcable to the new condition

of affairs brought about by the closure of the mints, but agreed

to purchase the existing rupees of Native vStates at their current

market value and to supply British rupees in their place.

About sixteen States, among which may be mentioned Kashmir,

Gwalior, Baroda, and Bhopal, have taken advantage of this

offer, which involves cessation of their own coinage.

Under Acts of 1839, 1840, and 1843, the Presidency banks The paper

of Bengal, Bombay, and Madras were authorized to issue
^uirency.

notes payable on demand, but the circulation of the notes was

practically limited to the three Presidency towns. These Acts

were repealed by an Act of 1861, which provided for the issue

of a paper currency through a Government department by

means of notes of the Government of India payable to bearer

on demand. Since then no banks have been allowed to issue

notes in India. The denominations of the notes are Rs. 5,

10, 20, 50, 100, 500, 1,000, and 10,000. The Rs. 10 notes

are more commonly used than those of other denominations ^

Calcutta, Madras, Bombay, and Rangoon are the head offices

of issue. Calcutta has subordinate oftices of issue at Allahabad^

and Lahore, Madras at Calicut, and Bombay at Karachi. Notes

are issued in exchange for silver coin from every paper currency

office, and in exchange for gold bullion and gold coin from the

head offices in Calcutta and Bombay, on the requisition of the

Comptroller-General. Notes may also be issued on the security

of gold deposited in England. Every office of issue is the

centre of a circle within the limits of which its notes are legal

tender. Notes of higher value than Rs. 5 are payable only at

the office of issue, save that the notes of subordinate offices

have hitherto been payable also at the corresponding head

office. Beyond this the law imposes no obligation to pay
;

but, for the accommodation of the public, notes of other circles

are cashed at any paper currency office to such extent as the

convenience of each office will permit. In ordinary circum-

stances, too, every Government treasury cashes or exchanges

notes if it can do so without inconvenience ; and when this

cannot be done for large sums, small sums can generally be

exchanged for travellers. Measures have recently been taken

' Trade remittances are largely made by means of currency notes, and

in small towns these are often at a premium in consequence.

'^ In 1905 it was decided to trrnsfer the Allahabad ofike of issue to

Cawnpore.
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to make Rs. 5 notes cashable as of right at any Govern-

ment treasury in India proper. The gold and silver received

for currency notes is retained and secured as a reserve for

])ayment of notes issued, with the exception of a fixed sum
which is invested in Government securities as representing

a safe proportion of the notes not likely to be presented for

encashment. This sum has been raised from time to time

with the increase of the note circulation, and the fixed sum
invested is now 12 crores. The interest accruing on the

invested reserve is entered in a separate account and paid to

the credit of the Government of India. It represents nearly

35 lakhs. The following statement shows in crores of rupees

the average gross and net circulation of currency notes for the

years 1888-9, 1893-4, 1898-9, and 1903-4. The 'net' circu-

lation excludes the amounts held at Government treasuries.

In crores of runees.

18SS-9. i89.?-4. 1S9S-9. «903-4.

Gross circulation . 16.43 28-29 -5-63 36'4i

Net . . . Not available 20-83 21-82 30-39

Banking

Native The industry of India is financed by two classes of institu-

money-
tions, the native money-lenders and the banking concerns

lenders. •' ^
.

which have been established on European models. Ihe in-

digenous agency varies from the wealthy banker of the large

town to the petty village mahajan who advances small sums of

money or small quantities of grain to the ryots of the neigh-

bourhood. Although the majority of these money-lenders have

only a small local business, the aggregate of their transactions

amounts to an enormous sum. The mahajan does not court

publicity, and it would hardly be possible to frame an estimate

of the total business of this class of persons. In 1902-3

bankers (other than banking companies) and money-lenders

paid a total income-tax of about 43 lakhs, representing a total

profit for the year of about 19 crores. In former day.s, native

bankers, or shroffs, conducted large transactions at the chief

commercial centres and at the courts of native rulers, to whom
they sometimes acted in the capacity of finance ministers.

Even in times of trouble and anarchy, their persons were

usually respected. Their credit stood so high that their bills

of exchange, or hundis, were readily negotiable throughout the

country, and often beyond the boundaries of India. The

utility of these hundis as a medium of remittance has now been

largely superseded by the growing use of Government currency
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notes. The village mahij'an has the great advantage of an

intimate knowledge of the affairs of his constituents. He
charges a very high, and sometimes an exorl^itant, rate of

interest : hut it must be remembered that, owing to the im-

pecuniosity of his clients, the risk of non-payment is often

great. The work of these local money-lenders has its beneficial

and its evil aspect. The system is well adapted to bring

capital to the land in the minute doses which the agricultural

condition of India demands ; on the other hand, the high rate

of interest presses heavily on the debtor, while ready access to

the money-lender is a temptation to extravagance. This

temptation has grown with the extension of railways and trade,

which have given a readily realizable money value to crops and

land. The ignorant and short-sighted peasant is apt to indulge

in a scale of expenditure on marriage ceremonies and other

festivals which he cannot afford, and debts contracted for such

purposes at a high rate of interest too often result in his ruin.

In some parts of India agricultural indebtedness has grown to

be a great evil, which has forced the Government to have

recourse to special legislation.

We are here concerned only with the measures which are of Govcm-

a financial character. One of the most important of these is
"lent loans

.... . r r 1
to CUltl-

the practice, which is now in common force, of the grant tOyators, nnd

cultivators of Government loans, often made on the joint and agricnl-

several responsibility of the villagers, for agricultural improve-
tJ^fiks.

ments and the purchase of seed, cattle, &:c. The advances

made in ordinary years are greatly increased in times of famine

or scarcity. In 1 900-1 the total advanced to cultivators

amounted to more than 2 crores. An experiment, which may

have far-reaching results, is now being made in the introduc-

tion of co-operative credit societies^ on the lines of the 'agricul-

tural banks ' which have been so successful in improving the

condition of the poorer classes in some luiropean countries.

'I'he principal objects of these societies are the encouragement

of thrift, the accumulation of loanable capital, and the reduction

of interest on borrowed money by a system of mutual credit.

The experiment has been started on a small scale in Madras,

the United Provinces, Bengal, and the Punjab, and great pains

are being taken to encourage the growth of the societies and to

make the villagers realize the benefit to be derived from them.

Should this system, which has now been regulated by legisla-

tion, be successfully developed, it will confer a benefit on

the rural population the importance of which it would be

dithcult to overestimate.
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savings-

banks.

European
banking
institu-

tions.

Post Office Another class of institutions for the encouragement of thrift

are the Post Office savings-banks. These banks were not

started specially for the benefit of agriculturists, and are more

extensively patronized by other classes of the community, such

as Government clerks and other persons with fixed incomes.

Until 1882-3 the savings-bank business was carried on in the

three cities of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay by the Presidency

banks, and elsewhere at the Government treasuries. As long

as this system was maintained the business grew but slowly.

The establishment of savings-banks in the post offices was

followed by a rapid change, and the number of depositors and

the total of the deposits have largely increased, although the

facilities afforded have as yet attracted only an inappreciable

proportion of the population— 1 in 286 as compared with i

in 4I in the United Kingdom. The number of depositors on

March 31, 1904, was about 987,600 and the balance at their

credit on that date nearly 12^ crores.

The banking establishments constituted on a European

model are concerned with the larger operations of commerce,

and one of their most important functions is to finance the

export trade. At the head of the banking institutions are the

Presidency banks of Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay, and then

come the exchange^ and other joint-stock banks. The Pre-

sidency banks are joint-stock companies whose constitution,

government, capital, and business are regulated by an Act

of the Indian legislature passed in 1876. Formerly the

Government kept the whole of its balances at the Presidency

towns in these banks ; but experience showed that this practice

was dangerous, because it might, and did on one occasion, so

happen that the Government could not withdraw funds of its

own which it needed without seriously disturbing the money

market. Since 1876 the Government has therefore kept only

a portion of its head-quarters balances in these banks, the

remainder being deposited in special reserve treasuries "^ at

Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay. In 1903 the three Presidency

banks had a capital of 3-6 crores, and a reserve of 2-4 crores,

while the Government deposits amounted to 2-9 crores, and

the private deposits to 17-7 crores. In the same year the

capital of the other European banks (eight exchange and eight

^ The exchange banks are largely concerned with trade remittances

between India and other countries, hence their name. Their head offices are

located out of India.

' There are in addition Government treasuries in every District, where

sufficient balances are maintained to meet local demands.
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local) amounted to 18 crores, and their reserve to more than 7^
crores. The greater part of the capital of the exchange banks
is, however, employed out of India. Taking the Indian share

at one-third, the total capital available in 1903 for financing the
major operations of Indian trade amounted to about 15^ crores.

In the same year the aggregate of the deposits in the Presi-

dency banks, in the Indian branches of the exchange banks, and
in the other joint-stock banks was 47-5 crores, of which about

3 crores represented Government balances in the Presidency

banks. As a matter of fact, the great banker of the country is

the Government itself, since it holds the greater part of its own
cash balances, has the sole control of the paper currency, and
controls exchange by its transactions with the Secretary of

State.

Of recent years the condition of the banking arrangements Proposed

in India has formed the subject of frequent consultation Central

between the Government and the mercantile community. The in^dia.

"^^

deliberations have centred round two main questions : firstly,

whether the Government could not with advantage transfer

some part of the great responsibility which it now accepts in

connexion with the currency and other financial matters to

a banking institution ; and secondly, whether the existing

banking facilities are adequate to the needs of the growing

trade of India, and if not, how they may best be extended. The
plan which at first commended itself to the Government of

India was the amalgamation of the three Presidency banks

into a single Central Bank constituted on a sterling basis and

with access to the London money market. It was believed

that such a bank would be able to relieve the Government of its

present heavy responsibilities, and would secure the advantages

arising from the control of the banking system by a solid and

powerful central institution. Many objections were made to

the proposal, and the Government reluctantly came to the con-

clusion that the circumstances were for the time being

unfavourable to the policy of the centralization scheme. At

present the Government has under consideration the question

whether certain of the restrictions placed by law on the business

of the Presidency banks might not be relaxed with safety. They

are, for instance, debarred, as the law now stands, from raising

money in the English market.

As regards the trade question, careful investigation docs not Adequacy

bear out the allegation, which has been frequently made, that °' exisiinj,'

. . . , . ° ... . .... . , Iwnkiii'r
existmg banking facilities are seriously inadequate to cope with facilities.

trade requirements ; but it leads to the conclusion that these
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facilities have not always been used in such a fashion as to

yield the full advantages which they are capable of affording.

Banking capital has grown in proportion to the increasing

demands made on it, while the influx of capital from England

has been encouraged by the establishment of a steady rate of

exchange. What is required is that banking institutions should

be conducted with such circumspection as will ensure their

resources being reasonably free for the use of their trading

clients in seasons of business activity. That they have not

always been so conducted in the past is the main cause of the

extreme stringency in the money market which has occurred

on several occasions, and notably during the first six months of

1898, to the great detriment of tradu.
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tion, 107, 108; relations with adjoining

tribes, loS; claim of Turkey disallowed,

108; delimitation (1903-4) of Pro-

tectorate, 108.

Administrative divisions, eh. ii, pp. 46-

57. A list of major Provinces, 46

;

Regulation and non-Regulation Pro-

vinces, 46, 47 ; departments in Regu-
lation Provinces, 47 ; territorial sub-

divisions, 48 - 54 ; Divisions, 49 ;

Districts, 48 ; the Collector-Magistrate,

history of his office, 49, his duties as

Collector, 49, 50, as Magistrate, 50,

his multifarious other duties, 50-

52 ; other District oftlcials, 52 ; sub-

divisions, lahst/s, and villages, 52-

54; judicial administration, 54; non-

Regulation Provinces, 54-56 ; minor
Provinces, 56, 57.

Advocates of the High Courts, 155.

Advocates-General, 157.

Afghan invasions of India in 1757, 70 ;

overthrow of Maratlia Confederacy

at Panipat (1761) by Ahmad Shah
Durrani, 70,

Afghanistan : relations of, with Persia,

and of both with British Government,
113-115; renunciation by Shall of

claims to sovereignty over, 115 ;

delimitation of Perso-Afghan frontiers

(1S72-1903), 115, 117; exisliitg re-

lations of, with Persia, Russia, and
Great Britain, ii6, 117; Durand
agreements (1S93) with Amir, 116,

117; agreements with Russia, 116,

117; delimitation of Russo-Afghan
frontier, 117; Pamir Joint Commission,

117 ; Shah Shuja and Dost Muhammad,
114, 1 15 ; its standing army, 376.

Agriculture and Veterinary Surgery,

colleges for instruction in, 440 ; a

great central agricultural college for

all India at Pusa, 440.
Agriculture, department of Revenue and

Agriculture, 24, 25.

Agricultural Banks, and loans to cultiva-

tors, 523.
Ain-i-AkbarJ. or Institutes of Akbar, 3,

4 ; the work of his minister and frienil,

Abul Fazl, 3 ;
quoted, on inland revenue,

215; on the qualities and duties of a

kotwdl, 283, 284 ; contains details of

geographical survey, 481.
Ajmer-Mcrwara, 21, 30, 56, 57.
Akbar the Great, 3, 69; his wide rule,

3, 69 ; the splendour of his court, 3 ;

his religious toleration, 4; his just and
capable administration, 4, 69 ; his

officers of revenue and law, 4, 5 ;

their multifarious duties and resem-
blance to modern Magistrates and
Collectors, 4, 5 ; the end of his policy

unity through dominion rather tlian

through suzerainty, 69 ; his wars and
conquests, 69 ; the debt of British

administration to Akbar, 68; his re-

forms of land revenue, 4, 5, 206 ;

substitution of cash for grain payment,
206, decennial for annual revision,

206 ; cash assessments one-fourtii of

gross produce, 215; his mitigation of

the penal code, 397 ; his geographical

survey, 481 ; his improvements in

theory and practice of coinage, 514.
Alcock, Major, report on marine zoology,

510^512.
AlTgarh College, 429.
Ainalguzdr,ox principal revenue collector

under Akbar, 4; resemhlance of his

duties to those of Magistrate and
Collector of a British District, 4.

Andaman and Nicobar Islands, 23, 30,

56, 57-
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Appeal, criminal, to the High Court,

1 47, 148, to tlie Sessions Judge,

149, to tJie District Magistrate, 149;
the causes of its latitude, 149, 151 ;

civil, 151 ; appeals to the Privy Council,

152-

Arab coast, or Hadramaut, protect-

orate established (1890) over chiefs of

maritime tribes, 109 ; coast north of

Odeid, 1 10.

Arabic medicine, 457, 458.

Army, ch. xi, pp. 326-381. (i) Presi-

dency armies under the Company, 326-

342 ; their small beginnings and origin,

326, 327; Clive's reforms, 327, 328;
their development with growth of the

Company, 32S-333 ; reorganization in

1796) 333-335 ; reorganization of 1824,

336, 337 ; strength of British and native

armies on eve of Mutiny, 338 ; the

Mutiny of 1857 and its causes, 338-
342. (ii) Armies of India under the

Crown, 342-353; amalgamation of

Company's European forces with those

of the Crown, 342-344; reorganization

of native armies, 344, 345 ; organiza-

tion of Staff Corps, 345, 346 ; Army
Commission of 1879 and reduction,

347; increase in 1885-7, 348j 349;
linl^ed battalions and reserves in native

armies, 349, 350; abolition (1893) of

the separate Presidency armies, 352,

353. (iii) Unification of the armies and
present military organization, 353-381;
India divided into four territorial com-
mands of Punjab, Bengal, Madras,
Bombay, under Lieutenant-Generals,

353, 354; changes from 1895 to 1903,

354-359 ; Lord Kitchener's new or-

ganization of main and divisional com-
mands, 359 ; changes (1906) in the

administration of the army, 360-367 ;

Army Department under Commander-
in-Chief and Department of Military

Supply under an Ordinary Member
of Council replace former Military

Department, 360 ; Army Head-Quar-
ters, 364 ; Commander-in-Chief, 365 ;

military districts, &c., 365-367; organi-

zation and strength of British regiments,

368, of native army, 368, 369; pay
and pension of native soldiers, 371,

372 ; Auxiliary forces, 372-375: Volun-
teers, 372, 373, Imperial Service Troops,

35', 373, 374> Imperial Cadet Corps,

374, Frontier Militia, 374, 375, Military

Police, 375 ; armies of Native States,

375 > 37*^ ; mobilization and special de-

fence expenditure, 276, 277; incidence of

expenditure on Indian troops employed
for Imperial purposes, 377, 378.
Bibliography, 379. Appendix I: Army
Statistics, Jan. i, 1906. A. Organiza-

tion and distribution of the British and
Native Armies and Auxiliary Forces,
3S0. B. Strength of British and Native
Regular Troops, 381. Appendix II

:

The Royal Indian Marine, 382, 383.
Army Clothing department, 362.
Army Department, 28 ; created in 1906,

28 ; in charge of Commander-in-Chief,
28, 360; the principal officers of his

staff, 28, 364.
Army Head - Quarters, directly under
Commander-in-Chief, its chief staff

officers, 364. See Head-Quarters.
Art schools, 438.
Assam, annexed in 1826, constituted

a chief-commissionership in 1S74, 29;
united with Eastern Bengal, 30, 32,

46; statistics of Native States in, 103;
military police in, 375.

Assessed taxes, revenue from, 173 ;

receipts mainly from a general tax

on non - agricultural incomes, 1 73 ;

their steady rise, 173; income tax,

265-270. See also Income Tax.
Assessment of land revenue, 213-234;

history of, 205-207, 213, 214, 220,

221, 228, 229; early revenue levied

in kind, 213 ;
gradual adoption of cash

payments, 213, and cash assessments

per b'lgha, 213 ; Akbar's system of de-

cennial average assessments, 206, 213,
228, continued under British rule, 214,

228, 229; comparison of native assess-

ments on gross produce with British

assessments on net, 214-217, of share

taken of net produce in former and
present days, 220-222; decennial,

temporary, and permanent settlements,

228-230.

Assistant-Surgeons, 459, 460.
Auditor, at the India Office, 39.
Auditor-General and Comptroller, 26,

has charge of all the accounts of the

country, 26 ; subordinate Provincial

Accountants-General for Provincial and
Local Government Accounts, 26.

Aurangzeb, the last of the great Mughal
emperors, 5 ; his wars, 69 ; the evil

effects of his bigotry, 5, 70; rise of

Maratha power, 5, 69, 70; the decay
of the Mughal empire, 5, 70 ; Job
Charnock compelled by his deputy

to move from Hooghly to Calcutta, 6.

.\uxiliary forces, 372-375, 380: Volun-
teers, 372, 373 ; Imperial Service

Troops, 351, 373, 374 ; Imperial

Cadet Corps, 374; Frontier Militia,

&c., 374, 475 ; Military Police, 375.

B.

Baden-Powell, B. H., on the two classes of

Indian villages, 279-280.
Bahrein, island in Persian Gulf, 1 1 1

;
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bccupation of, by Portuguese and others,

III; British relations with the Shaikh,
in, 112; protectorate finally (iSSo)

established, 112.

Baluchistan, Province of, acquired (1876),

13 ; a minor Province, its administra-

tion, 56, 57 ; statistics of Native States

in, 96.

Baly, Archdeacon, his zeal for European
and Eurasian education, 434.

Banking, 522-526 ; native bankers, 522 ;

Presidency banks, 524; exchange banks,

524. See also Cuirency and Banking.

Bajnist missionaries at Serampore, 410.

Baring, Sir Evelyn (since Lord Cromer),
his financial relornis, 165-167.

Baroda, a Native State founded by Ma-
rathas, 61, 66; became a subordinate

ally of British, 76; statistics of, 92;
education in, 416, 455.

Easevi, Captain, R.E., initiated pendulum
observations for Trigonometrical Sur-

vey, 489 ; died of exposure (1S7]), 489.
Beer, excise duty on, 257, 258,

Bengal, Presidency of : its early govern-

ment, 7 ; its extension under Lord
Clive, 9, 74, 75 ; under Warren Hast-
ings, 10 ; transfer after Plassey of

central power from Madras to Calcutta,

9 ; its extension under Lord Wellesley,

11; under Lord Hastings, 12; subse-

quent additions, 12, 13; institution by
Kegulating Act (1773) of a Governor-
General, 14, and of supremacy of

Bengal over Bombay and Madras,

14 ; its control extended by Pitt's Act
of 1784, 15, and by Charter Act of

'793) ^5 > a])pointment of Lieutenant-

Governor of Bengal (1854), ^^5 sta-

tistics of Native States in, 98 ; perma-
nent settlement of land revenue in, 229.

Bengal sale law, for recovery of land
revenue, 236.

Berars, held by (perpetual) lease fiom
Nizam of Hyderabad, 13; attached to

the Central Provinces in 1903, 30.

Bhutan, 64 ; statistics of, 98.

Bibliography : of Government of India

(ch. i), 45 ; of the Native States

(ch. iii), 91 ; of Foreign Relations
(ch. iv), 125; of Legislation and
justice (ch. v), 159; of Finance (ch.

vi), 199; of Land Revenue (ch. vii),

241 ; of Miscellaneous Revenue (ch.

viii), 274; of Local and Municipal
Government (ch. ix), 305 ; of Public
Works organization (ch. x\ 325; of
Army (ch. xi;, 379 ; of Police and Jails

(ch. xii), 405 ; of Education (ch. xiii),

455 ; of Medical Administration (ch.

xiv), 479; of Surveys (ch. xv), 507; of

Currency and Banking (ch. xvi), 526.
Bigha (five-tighthb of an acre), standing

VOL. IV M

crops assessed for land revenue at cash

rates per bigka, 313.

Bishops, 23.

Black Hole, the tragedy of, 9, 72, 74,
due ultimately to fortification of Fort
William against the Frencli, and re-

sentment of Nawab of Bengal, 9.

Boards of Revenue, 47, 48, 55.
Bombay Citj', history of nrunicipality,

384-290 ; its present constitution, suc-

cess, and public spirit, 296, 297 ; its

sanitation, 473.
Bombay, Native States of, historica

sketch of, 66 ; the majority founded
by Marathas, 66; statistics of, 97.

Bombay, Presidency of, its Cbtablishment,

8 ; its great enlargement after ^La-

ratha wars, 11 ; incorporation of Sind

(1843), 29 ; declared subordinate to the

Presidency of Bengal, 14; its superior

position among Provinces, 30 ; admi-
nistered by a Governor and Council
appointed by Crown, 30, 31 ;

powers,

privileges, and salary of Governor,

31 ; the relations ot Governor and
Council and their conduct of business

analogous to those of Governor-General
and his Council, 47 ; its local Legisla-

tive Council, 135; its High Court, 147;
special assessment of land revenue,

224; its Presidency Bank, 524; Survey
department, 504.

Books and publications, 453, 454.
Boundaries of Lidia, actual and diplo-

matic, 58, 59.
Breweries, 258.

Budget, Imperial, 196, 197; Provincial

and Local budgets, 17.

Buii dings and Roads, organization of

early administration, 307; post (1854)
of Public Works secretariat, 309; de-

centralization and delegation o!' admin-
istration to Provincial Governments
and boards, 315, 316; organization of

Public Works department in Pro-

vinces, 31S, 319.
Burma, cieation of lieutenant-governor-

ship of, 32 ; statistics of Native States

in, loi; special regulations for opium
in, 247; military police, 350, 375.

Burmese, collision and war with in 1S24,

1

2

; acquisition of Assam, Arakan, and
Tenasserim, 12 ; second Burmese War
(1S52), 13 ; annexation of Pegu and
formation of Province of Lower Burma,

13 ; conquest of Upper Burma ^iS86),

13 ; elementary education among, 415.

Buxar, victory of (1764), under Major
Hector Munro, 9, 75.

Cadastral record, 20S-213: the map,
208, 209, 501-503; the field register
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or ledi;er of holdings, 209; their minute

details, 209 ; the original difficulty of

determining the conditions of owner-

ship, tenancy, and of responsibility for

payment of land revenue, 209-211 ; its

double use as (1) a fiscal record, 209-

211, (2) a record of titles and rights in

land, 211, 212 ; importance and regu-

larity of its maintenance to date, 212,

213 ; a subject of outdoor instruction in

village schools, 422'; scale of the map,
16 inches to the mile, 503.

Calcutta, foundation of, in 1686, 6 ; centre

of British power transferred to, after

riassey, 9 ;
possession of, confirmed by

Shah Alam (1765), 9, 75; its munici-

pality, history of, 284-290 ;
present

constitution and schemes, 295, 297,

298; its sanitation, 473, 474. See also

Municipalities, 2 84- 298.
Camel corps for trnnsport, 361, 373.
Canning, Lord, last Governor-General

appointed by Court of Directors, 16,

•fust Viceroy and Governor-General'
appointed by the Crown, 16 ; the re-

organizer of the Civil Service, 40, 41 ;

his warning against neglect of European
and Eurasian education unheeded, 433,

434 ; attempts to remedy disastrous

results, 434, 435.
Cantonments, 28.

Capitation tax, in Lower Burma, 270.

Carnatic, the : the War of Succession in,

71-74; rivalry between French and
English, 71, 72; brought under direct

British administration (1801), 73.

Central Criminal Intelligence department,

395-
Central India, Native States of, historical

sketch, 65 ; statistics, 93.
Central Provinces, the, creation of, 29 ;

Chief Commissioner of, 33.

Central Provinces, Native States of, their

Rajput chiefs and aboriginnl popula-

tion, 67; statistics, 102.

Cesses or local rates, 173, 174, 227,
228.

Chandra Gupta Maurya, grandfather of

Asoka, I ; ruler of Northern India from
Bihar to Punjab, i ; society in his time
probably portrayed in Code of Manu, i

.

Chnplains, 23.

Chainock, Job, founder of Calcutta in

1 686, 6.

Charter of Queen Elizabeth, 6 ; its grant

of a monopoly to East India Company,
6 ; its creation of a constitution, 6

;

later development into a General Court
of Proprietors and a Court of Direc-

tors, 6.

Charts of the coast, early, 481.

Chaiikiddr (village watchman), 53, 384,

385> 390. 391-

Chief Commissioners, 32, 33; recognized

but not constituted by Act of Parlia-

ment, 32, 33 ; delegates and nominees
of the Governor-General-in-Council,

32 ; the title first given to John Law-
rence in 1S53, 33; have often preceded

the institution of Litutenant-Ciovernors,

29> 32, 33 ; have no Legislative Council,

33 ; their authority and salary, 33.

Chief Courts, 147.

Chiefs' Colleges, 90, 435.
China, frontier relations with, 120; par-

tial demarcation (1S97-1900) of frontier

between Burma and Yiinnan, 120, 121
;

political boundaries claimed (1898 and

1900) by Great Britain, 121 ; the recog-

nized suzerain of Tibet, 118, 121 ; con-

sumption and manufacture of opium in,

245.

Civil Charges, Miscellaneous, expenditure

on, 1 76.

Civil Departments, enumeration of, and
expenditure on, 175, 176.

Civil Service of India. See Indian Civil

Service,

Civil Surgeons, 461.

Civil Works, expenditure on, 183, 202.

'Class' regiments, 352, 368.

Clive, Lord, 8, 71, 72; his victory at

Plassey (1757), 9, 72; his return to

India, 9; his defeat of Dutch (1759)
at Chinsura, 74; obtained from the

Mughal emperor (1765) rights of ter-

ritorial sovereignty over Bengal for the

Company, 9, 72, 75 ; his reform of

Civil Service, 40, of native troops,

328, 329-
Codification and revision of law, 138-

J41
; appointment in 1S33, 1^53) '''"^

1 86 1 of Indian Law Commissions, 138 ;

codification of every important branch

of English law, save of torts, 138, 140;
criticism of codification, 139, 140;
simplification and consolidation of law,

140, 141.

Collection of land revenue, 234-237

;

its great importance now and always,

234-235 ; chief civilian of each District

known as the ' Collector,' 235 ; collec-

tion the chief duty of village headman,
228, 235 ;

payment by instalments, 235 ;

power of recovery, 235, 236 ; Bengal

sale law, 236; suspension and remission

of revenue, 236, 237.
Collector and Magistrate, the head of a

District, 49 ; his administrative duties

as assessor and collector of revenue

from land and taxes, 49, 50, as inter-

ested in the general well-being of his

people, 50, 5 1 ; his tours and camps of

inspection and general reference, 51 ;

his duties and powers as District Magis-

trate, 50 ; his residence at the head-
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qnnrters station, 5.1 ; his subordinate
officers of ' suhdivisioiis,' 52-54.

Colleges: see Education, higher or Col-
legiate, 426-429.

Collen, Sir Kdwin, late Military Member
of Council, his distinguished part in

the organization of the Indian army,

.^79 «•

Commander-in-Chief, made a member of

Council of Presidency by Pitt's Act

(1784), 15; his position in 1793 and

1906, 18; his duties in business of

Council, 20 ; chief executive officer of

Army of India, 28 ; his enlarged powers
since 1895, 365.

Commerce and Industry Department, 26,

27 ; deals also with railways, posts

and telegraphs, customs, statistics, fac-

tories, labour, &c., 26, 27; its special

brandies, 26, 27.

Commercial education and institutions,

440, 441 ; the Byramjl Jijibhoy school

at Bombay, 440 ; the Keid Christian

College at Lucknow, 441.
Commissariat, union of, under one head,

351 ; improvements in, 357.
Commissary-General-in-Chief appointed

(1885), 351.
Commissioners of Divisions, 49.
Commissioners, Judicial, 147.
Company. See East India Company.
Comptroller and Auditor-General, 26.

Consuls, foreign, in India, 124, 125 ; their

position and functions, 124; and modes
of recognition by tiie Government of

India, 124, 125.

Contingent forces in Native States, 86, 87,

337-
Cooch Behar, a fragment of an historic

principality in North Bengal, 64.

Cooper's Hill, Royal Indian Engineering
College at, 319, 320.

Coorg, annexation of in 1834, '2; its

administration, 56, 57.

Coote, Sir Eyre, his capture of Pondi-
cherry (1761J, 8, 72 ; assured British su-

premacy in Southern India, 8 ; his vic-

tory over Lally at \Vandiwash (1760)
destroyed French induence, 72, 73 ;

his defeat of Haidar Ali (1781) at

Porto Novo, 73.

Cornwallis, Lord, succeeded (1786) War-
ren Hastings as Governor-General, lo;

his pacific mission, 10; his avoidance

of war with Marathas, 10; his alliance

with Marathas and the Nizam against

Tipu Sultan, 10; their victory (1792),
10 ; Tipu stripped of a large part of his

tenitories, 10; insisted on enlargement
of powers of Governor-General, 18; his

permanent settlement of the land

revenue in Bengal, 50, 229.

Coroners, only of Calcutta and Bombay,

155 ; inquests elsewhere held by magis-
trates without jurors, 155.

Cotton goods, duties on, 262-265.
Council, the, of the Governor-General,

18-21; in 1773, 18, in 17S4, 18, in 179;,,

18, in 1833, 18, in 1853, iS, in 1861,

18, in 1874, 1^, in 1904. 18, in 1906,
iS

;
qualilicalions, appointment, tenure,

and salary, iS; originally consultntive,

18; a majority liable (since 1786) to

be overruled by Governor-General,
18, 19; increasing specialization of its

members and their work, 19 ; times and
places of its meetings, 19, 20 ; division

of business among members, before nnd
since 1905, 20, 21; the Council acabinet
of heads of Departments, 20 ; Secre-
taries of Departments, 20; fuial refer-

ence to whole Council or Governor-
General, 20.

Council of India, the, 38, 39 ; as constituted

in 1858, 38; present constitution, num-
bers, and tenure, 38; appointed by
Secretary of State, 38 ; its functions,

meetings, and quorum, 38 ; its relations

to the Secretary of State, 38, 39; its

division into seven committees, 39.
Courts of Justice, 142-157; native, 142,

143; early, of Company, 143, 144;
Addlat and Sadr courts instituted by
Plastings, 144 ; their antagonism to new
Supreme Court nt Fort William in-

stituted (1773) by Regulating Act, 145 ;

powers of both distinguished and lim-

ited by Declaratory Act, 145; Supreme
Courts as in Bengal instituted at Madras
and Bombay, 145; abolition of both
courts, and establishment of existing

Superior Courts, civil and criminal, of

original and appellate jurisdiction,

146, 147; Chartered High Courts, 14''),

147; Chief Courts and Judicial Com-
missioners, 147; existing inferior courts,

civil nnd criminal, 1 47-1 51; appeals

from, 151 ; Courts of insolvency, 151

;

Judicial Committee of Privy Council,

152; the language of the courts, 152,

153 ; revenue courts, 153.
Court of Proprietors of E.I.C., qualifica-

tion for, 6 ; its support of Warren
Hastings against Directors and House
of Commons, 7 ; deprived of all but

elective powers by Pitt's Act of 1 784,

7 «.

' Covenanted ' and ' Uncovennnted ' Civil

Service, 41, 44.
Currency and Banking, chap, xvi, pp. 515-

526. Muhammadan coinage nnd mints,

513. 5'4; coinage of E.I.C, 514-516;
unification (1835' of coinage, 516, 517;
serious consequences of fall in value of

silver, 517 ; closure of mints, 51S; in-

troduction (1899) of gold standard, 51SJ

M m 2
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exchange value for gold of rupee to be

I J. ^d., 518, its intrinsic value, 51S w.

;

crention of gold reserve to meet fluc-

tuations in supjily and demand of gold

and ruiiees, 518, 519; reform of cur-

rency by calling in worn coins and issue

of new, 519, 520; total present circula-

tion, 520 ; coinage of Native States,

520 ; cessation of, in sixteen States, 521;

paper currency, 521, 522; since 1861

none but notes (Rs. 5 to Rs. 10,000) of

Government issued, 521; conditions of

issue, tender, and exclnnge of notes,

521 ; net and gross circulation of cur-

rency notes, 522; cash reserve, 522.

Banking, 522-526 ; native money-
lenders, their uses and abuses, 522-

523 ; restriction by Government of

]iowers to mortgage, 523 ; Government
loans to cultivators and Agricultural

Banks, 523; Post Office savings banks,

their great success, 524; European
banking institutions, 524; Presidency

Banks, 524, their capital, reserve. Go-
vernment and private deposits, 524,
may not raise money in English market,

525; exchange and other banks, 524;
proposed Central Bank for India, with

access to London money market, 525 ;

advantages and disadvantages, 525 ;

adequacy of existing banking facilities,

525, 526. Bibliography, 526.

Curzon, Lady, fund for training midwives.

Customs, revenue from, and sources, 173,
261-265, 276; general duty 5 percent,
upon imported goods, 261

;
principles

and policy of duties, 261 ; import duties

to 1876, 261, 262, their abolition, 1878-
82, 262, 263, their reimposition, 1S94-

6, 263, 264; dutiable articles, 173;
goods exempted or charged at low
rates, 264 ; countervailing duty on
bounty-fed beet sugar (1899), 26 j;
further duty to meet ' rings ' in pro-

tected countries (1902), 264, 265 ; re-

mission of duties in accordance with
Brussels Convention of 1892, 265

;

revenue from import tariff, 265 ; export
duties, now ct)nrmed to rice, 265 ;

revenue from, threatened by growth of

native industries, 173.

D.

Dalhousie, Lord (Governor - General

1848-56), Punjab annexed by, 12, 13 ;

his annexations by ' lapse,' 79, 81 ; his

attitude towards policy of ' non-inter-

vention,' 79 ; his protest against direct

orders from England to Government of

Bombay, 105 ; his treaty (1855) with
Dost Muhammad, 114; Baluchistan

brought within Lidian protectorate,

115 ; his annexation of Pegu, 121 ; his

support of Thomason, 412.
Debt (public) of India, 1S3-1S5.

Debt o!^ municipalities, 294.
Departments of Government, enumerated,

20 ; the chief officials connected with

each, 20 ; readjustment of Departments
in 1905, 21.

Directors, Court of t^E. I. C.\ 6, 7; its

original constitution and qualification,

6, 7; modified in 1773, 14; its influ-

ence and power and patronage not

abolished by Board of Control, 35, and
«. ; Charter Act of 1793 against job-

bery, 15, 41 ; tiie friction due to dual

control, 12, 35 ; its dispatch on educa-

tion, 412, 413.
Dispensaries, 462-465.
District Municipalities, 2S5-288; prema-

ture (1842) attempts to create, 285,

286
;
partial success of permissive Act

of 1850, 286 ; further Acts compelled
by unhealthy state of towns and country,

286 ; their extension by Lords Mayo and
Ripon, 287, 288; Acts of 1S83-4 en-

couraged elective system, independence,

and responsibility, 287, 28S; Bombay
District Municipalities Act (1901), a

model of modern system, 2 88.

Districts, subdivisions of a Province, 49

;

more than 250 Districts in India, 49;
average area three-fourths of Yorkshire,

49 ; a Collector-Magistrate the head of

a District, 49 ; his multifarious duties,

49-52; other District officials, 52; the

Superintendent of police, 52 ; the Civil

Surgeon, &c., 52,461 ;
' subdivisions 'of

Districts, their officials, 52-54 ; District

medical institutions, 462-464.
Division, a group of several (4 to 6) Dis-

tricts, superintended by a Commissioner,

49 ; no Divisions in Madras, 49.

Dominion, test of, 60 ; distinguished from

'suzerainty,' 60,61, 70.
' Double company ' organization of regi-

ments, 356.
Duff, Dr., Scotch missionary at Calcutta,

420.

Dufferin Association for medical aid to

women, 465.
Dupleix, his attempt to found a French

empire in India, 8, 71 ; his first suc-

cesses, 8, 72 ; his final failure and recall,

8, 72.

Dutch, the, in India, relations with, 106,

107, 109 ; downfall of Dutch supremacy

after Clive's victory (1759) atChinsura,

74-

East India Company, its history aud

growth, A.u. 1600-1858, 5-16, 71-S2;

its charter, a.d. 1600, 6, 71 ; for 150
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years a company for trade, 6 ; establish-

ment of factories and stations and facili-

ties for trade, 6, 71, at Madras in 1639,

6, 71, Bombay in 166S, 6, 71, at

Hooghly in 1644, 6; foundation of

Calcutta by Job Charnock in 1686, 6,

71; rivalry between 'London' and
'English' Companies, 6, 71, their amal-

gamation in 1702, 6, 71 ; regulated in

future by Acts of Parliament, 6 ; its

constitution and administration under

the Charter and their development, 6,

in England, 6, and in India, 7 ; its three

independent Presidencies, 7; its servants.

7 ; forced to become a political power
from the middle of eighteenth century,

7, 71, by the decay of the Mughal
power, 7, by the rise of the Marathas, 7,

by the general unsettlement, 7, 8, and

by the aggressions of Dupleix, 8, 71,

72; capture of Pondicherry in 1761,

8 ; overihrovv of French power, 8, 72

;

political and military ascendancy of the

Company in Southern India, 8, 72, 73,
and in North India after victory of Plas-

sey (1757), 9, 72 ; finally gained in 1772
through Clive supreme rights over Ben-

gal, 9; Regulating Act of 1773, 14;
Pitt's Act of 1784, 15 ; Charter Acts of

1813 and 1833 depriving Company of

its commercial monopolies and charac-

ter, 15 ; history and acquisitions under

Warren Hastings, 9, 10, Lord Corn-

wallis, 10, Lord Wellesley, 10, ir.

Lord Hastings, 12 ; acquisition of Sincl

(1843", 12, of the Punjab (1849^ 13,

of Baluchistan, 1 3, of Lower Burma, 1 2,

13, ofNagpur (1854), 13, of the Peiais

(i8-;3-i902\ 13, of Oudh (1S56), 13;
the Mutiny of 1857, 13. 338-342 ; trans-

fer of power from the Company to the

Crown (185S), 13; the success of the

Company's administration in securing

peace to its subjects, 13; its continuity

with the present system, 14, 16; the

general policy of the Company towards

Native States and its causes, 77 82, of

non-intervention, 10, 77, 78, of subordi-

nate isolation (since I Si 3), 78-82 ; con-

duct of foreign relations under the Com-
pany, in India, 104-106, outside India,

106, 107 ; overlapping of Imperial and
Indian diplomacy, 105; its lecognilion

of Hindu and Aluhammadan law and
usage in native suits, 127; history of legis-

lation by the executive, 129 ; Charter

Acts of 1833 and 1853, 129; its early

courts, 143; its later courts (1771-

1858), 144-146 ; antagonism between

Sadr Courts of Hastings and Supreme
Court of 1773, I45 ; history of its army,

326-342 ; its payment of British troops,

343 ; its systems of jails and punish-

ments, 398, 399 ; its reforms of indi-

genous education, 409 ; its political dis-

couragement of missionary teaching,

410 ; its neglect of elementary educa-

tion, 41a ; memorable dispatcii of Direc-

tors (1854), 412, 413, its far-reaching

pi inciples still a guide, 413; its Medical

Board, hospitals and dispensaries, 46:-
462 ; its navy, 382.

Eastern Bengal and Assam, creation of

lieutenant-governorship of, 30, 32, 46.

Ecclesiastical Department, divided be-

tween Supreme (Home) and Local

Governments, 23.

Education, ch. xiii, pp. 407-456. Indi-

genous systems, Hindu, 407, 40S,

Muhammadan, 408, 409 ; under early

British rule, 409-412 ; controversy be-

tween Orientalists and Anglici.-ts, 410,

411, 426; dispatch of Directors in

1854, 413, 445, 447, 448 ; later history,

1851-1871, 413,414, 1871-1902, 414-
4i6;statislics,racial, local, and religious,

of literacy, 415, 416 ;
periodical reviews

of progress, 416; Primary education,

417-422; enforced attendance at primary

schools in Baroda, 455 ; Secondary edu-

cation, 422-426; Higher or Collegiate

education, 426-430; causes of backward
stateof Muhammadans, 430, 431; female

education, 431,432 ; of low-caste chil-

dren, 432, 433 ; of Europeans and Eura-

sians, 433-435 ; Chiefs' Colleges, 435 ;

technical education, 435-444 ; Schools

of Art, 43S, 439 ; engineering colleges,

439, 440, agricultural and veterinary

colleges, 440, medical colleges and

schoo's, 441, 442; law schools and

classes, 442; commercial education,

440,441 ; normal colleges and schools,

442-444; finance, 444,445, 456; fees,

445; scholarships, 445, 446; control and

inspection, 446, 447 ; secular instiuclion

only, 447 ; moral training, 449, 450 ;

the state and private effort, 447, 44S
;

Government employment as an induce-

ment to education, 448 ; the selection

of textbouks, 450; public examinations

in schools, 450,451; journalism and
newspapers, 451-453; literature and
books, 451, 453-454; Native States

included in statistics, 454,455. Biblio-

graphy, 455. Table of statistics of

Public Instruction, 456.
Education. Primaiy, 417-422; repeated

recognition by the Government of its

duty towards, 417; the causes of its slow

progress, 41 7; primary schools, 41 7-422;

mostly managed by local authorities or

privately, 417, 41 S; results-grant sy>tcm

(^1882) replaced by grant-in-aid systen',

418, conditions of grants, 41 S
;
general

characteristics of primary schools, their
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varieties and fees, 419, their courses and

subjects, 419, 420, teachers and their

pay, 420, 421 ; rural or villajje schools,

421,422, the great need of them, 421,
their simpler course, 422, 'whole' and
'half-timers,' 422, outdoor explanations

of land-records of the village, 422 ; bad
effects of many public examinations,

451-
Education, Secondary, 422-426 ; second-

ary schools generally under private man-
agement, 423, objections to, 423 ; three

classes of, 422, 423, (i) vernacular, a

continuation of primary, their course of

three years, till age of thirteen, 423 ;
(ii)

English middle, 423, (iii) English high

schools, till age of sixteen, 423, 424,
leading up to a matriculation examina-
tion, 424 ; subjects of matriculation,

424, huge number of candidates, 424,
defects of the examination, 424, 425,
reasons of its popularity, 424, 425 ;

Covernment encouragement of less

literary courses and of school final ex-

aminations,' 424-426, their subjects and
relation to public employment and
Universities, 425, 426 ; bad eftects of

many public examinations, 451,

Education, HigherorCoIlegiate, 426-429:
before the foimdation of Universities in

1857, 409, 410, 412, 426; the rapid

increase since of colleges and students,

427 ; criticism of college training and
standards, 427, 428 ; collegiate life, its

encouragement by hostels, societies, and
clubs, 42S, 429; great success of resi-

dential college at Allgarh, 429; rela-

tions between colleges and Universities,

428. See also Universities.

Education, technical, 435-444 ; the old

ap])rentice system, 436, its present in-

sufficiency, 436 ; deterioration of work-
men and work, 436 ; industrial schools,

their subjects, elementary and advanced,

437) 438j their comparative failure

hitherto, 436, 437 ; in Art, 43S, 439 ; in

engineering, 439, 440 ; in agriculture

and veterinary surgery, 440 ; in com-
merce, 440,44;; in medicine, 441,442;
in law^, 442 ; in pedagogy, 442-444.

Education in ' arts and crafts,' 438, 439 ;

Schools of Art, and worksliops, 438, 439,
Bombay school and Reay workshops,

438.,
Education, finance of, 444,445, 456.
Education of Europeans and Eurasians,

433-435 ; disregard of Lord Canning's
warning against neglect of, 433 ; the

material and social advantages and
disadvantages of these classes, 433,434;
the absolute ignorance ofmany children,

434 ; the encouragement of all classes

of European schools (18S1) by liberal

grants, 434, 435 ; their success and
defects, 435 ; vernacular languages

encouraged, 435.
Education ladder, from primary school to

University degree, by means of state

scliolarships, 445, 446.
Elphinstone, Mountstuart, on the village

watchman, 384, 3S5, on village respon-

sibility for theft, 386 ; his encourage-
ment of education in Bombay, 412.

Engineers : canals and anicuts of engineers

of li.I.C, 30S ; early supply of, 309,
310 ; functions of Chief, Superintending,

Executive, and Assistant Engineers in

the Provinces, 318, 319 ; superior en-

gineering establishment, 319 ; recent

supply of, from Cooper's Hill, 319, 320,
Provincial from Indian Engineering

Colleges, 320,321 ; Thomason College

at Roorkee, 321, 322 ; Subordinate ser-

vice, 321 ; Engineering Colleges, 439,
440—Sibpur College, its equipment,

courses, and three sections, 439, 440.
English schools, 423.
Epidemic diseases, 475.
Eurasians, education of, 433-435.
European Army, first Royal regiment

arrived in 1754, 327; strength of, in

1796, 333. in 1806, 335, in 1S24, 336,
337>on eve of Mutiny, 338; transfer of,

to the Crown, and amalgamation with

Royal forces, 342 ; conditions of service

of British troops in India, 343 ; strength

of, in 1879, 347; increase of (18S5-7),

after Panjdeh incident, 348, strength of,

in 1887, 348; mess allowance granted,

356, increase of pay, 357 ; strength of,

in 1903, 359; present distribution, or-

ganization, and strength of, 368, 380,

38 1 ; in the medical care of Royal
Army Medical Corps, 459.

European British subjects, civil and crimi-

nal jurisdiction over, 154,155,
Europeans, education of, 433-435.
Everest, Sir George, surveyor-general,

4S4, 492.
Examinations, in schools, 450, 451.
Exchange, loss by, 194, 195.
Excise, revenue from, 172, its returns a

test of prosperity, 173; sources and
amount of excise revenue, 252-261, 276:

(i) ' excise ' or home-consumed opium,

244-246; (ii) intoxicating liquors, 253-

259 ; (iii) hemp drugs, 253-261.
Executive, legislation by, till Charter Act

of 1833, 129 ; existing powers of execu-

tive to legislate or suspend ordinary

law in special cases, 130, 131 ; tendency

of Legislative Councils to encroach

upon executive, 130 ; union of executive

with judicial functions in Collector-

Magistrate or Deputy- Commissioner,

153. 154; relations of executive and
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Icqislndire in matters of land revenue
and title, i^.'',.

txixnditure, extraordinary, 1S7-190, 200:
Military operations, 187, 188 ; P'amine,
iSS, 1 89; capital outlay on railway
construction and irrigation, 189, 190.

Expenditure, net or ordinary, 1 74-1 87,
202: Civil Administration, 174-177,
Land Revenue, 175, Civil Departments,

'75)17^) Miscellaneous Civil Charges,

176, Post Ofticc, Telegraphs, and ^iint,

176, 177; Public Works, 177-183:
Railways, i77-i82,Irrigation, 182, 183,
Civil Works, 183; Public Debt, 1S3-

185; Military Expenditure, 185-1S7 ;

Provincial and Local surplus or deficit,

193, 202.

Export duties, 265, now practically con-
fined to rice, 265.

F.

Famine, ordinary and extraordinary ex-

penditure on, 188, 1 89; Lord Lytton's
' famine insurance ' fund, 165, 166, iSS

;

'productive' and 'protective' public
works, 1S8, 1 89.

Fees for education, 445.
Female education, 431, 432.
Female prisoners, 402.
Finance (Imperial and Provincial), ch. vi,

pp. 160-203. The growth of revenue
and expenditure, 160, 161 ; causes of

growth and of large total of revenue,

161-163; history of finance from 1S14
to 1906, 163-170; details of revenue,

170-174; details of expenditure, 174-
190; Imperial and Provincial finance,

190-193 ; Home receipts and expendi-

tures, 193-197; 'Ways and ^Ieans,'

I97; general review of financial position,

197-199. Bibliography, 199, Tables of

financial statistics: I. Of Revenue and
Expenditure, of Debt, of Foreign Trade,
200. II. Of Net Revenue, 201. III. Of
Net Expenditure, 202. IV. Of Public
Works, 203.

Finance Department, 25, 26 ; deals with

administration of Imperial and Provin-

cial finance, 25, with salaries, leave,

and pensions, 25, with currency and
banking, 25 ; the Military Finance de-

partment, 25, 26 ; department of the

Comptroller and Auditor-General, 26.

Finance, history of, 163-170: from begin-

ning of nineteenth century to Mutiny,

163; from 1860-5, i^3> appoint-

ment of Mr. James Wilson as first

Finance Minister of India, 163, and in-

auguration of new financial era, 163 ;

from 1 866-72 , a period of costly reforms,

famines, and deficits, 163, 164, grant

to Local Governments fixed, 164 ; from

1873-6, Jail in gold value of silver,

deficits, famines, 165 ; from 1S77-83,
great reforms of .Sir John Strachey
and Sir Evelyn Baring, 165-167,
a share in revenues substituted for

fixed grant to Local Governments, 166,
tarilT reductions, 166, equalization of
duties on salt, 166, ultimate rise of
revenue and surplus in spite of famine
and Afghan War, 166; from 18S4-91,
167, 168, heavy deficits at first, due to
fall in exchange, increased military
expenditure, and annexation of Upper
Burma, 167, subsequent prosperity, 167,
16S ; from 1S92-4, financial crisis,

168, fall in exchange, closing of the
mints to free coinage of silver, general
import duty, 168 ; from 1895-I906, a
period of general prosperity, 1 68- 170,
end of exchange difficulty, 168, remis-
sions of taxation, 169, increased expen-
diture, surplus of revenue, 169.

Fluctuating assessments of land revenue,

214.

Foreign Department, administered by
Governor-General, 20 ; its control of
external politics, frontier tribes, and
Native States, 21,22, and also of special

Provinces, 21, 23.

Foreign Relations, ch. iv, pp. 104-125.
Under the Company, conduct of foreign

relations in India, 104-106, outside
India, 106, 107; overlapping of Imperial
and Iniiian diplomacy, 105 ; under the

Crown, 106, division of powers, 106;
present responsibilities of Indian Gov-
ernment outside India, 107-122; Aden
and Perim, 107,108; Socotra, 109;
Arab coast from Bab el Mandeb to

Maskat, 109 ; the coast of the ' Trucial

'

Chiefs, no; Odeid and Koweit, no,
III; Turkish Arabia, 1 1 1 ; Bahrein and
other islands in the Persian Gulf, 1 1 1,

112; Persia, 112, 113; Afghanistan,

116, 117; relations between Persia,

Afghanistan, and India, 113-115; Kash-
gar, iiS; Tibet, 118-120; China, 120,

121; Siam, 121-122; division in 1900
between Imperial and Indian Govern-
ments of external expenses incurred by
India, 122, 123; possessions in India

of France and Portugal, 123-124;
foreign consular agents in India, 124,

125. Bibliography, 125.

Foreign relations of Native States, 83-S5,

in respect of European and American
powers, 84, in respect of each other, 85,

Forests, department of, 25, administration

by local authorities and by Revenue
and Agriculture Department of Su-

preme Government, 25 ; Insjiector-

General of Forests, 25 ; revenue from,

171 ; Forest Survey, a branch of Survey
of India, 496, 497,
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Francis, Philip, his opposition to Wanen
Hastings, i8.

French, the, in India, 8, 71-74, 76, 328,

3»9> 331, 335 ; in Tongking, 121, 122
;

political, commercial, and legal position

of French possessions in India, 123,

124. See also Dupleix.

Frontier and trans-frontier surveys, 497-
500 : their extensive area, 497 ; their

smaller scale and sufficiency, 497 ; sur-

vey of 55,000 square miles during

Afghan Wars (1878-80), 497, 498^;

survey of 110,000 square miles in Cen-
tral Asia during Afghan Boundary
Commission, 49S ; important work of

native explorers, 499, 500, the 'Pundit'

and 'A. K.' in Tibet and Nepal, their

work and rewards, 499 ; M'^Nair and
others, 500.

Frontier Militia, 356, 374, 375.

Geodetic operations of survey, 487-489.
Girl criminals, 403.
Girls at school, 431, 432.
Goa, Diu, and Daman, Indian possessions

of Portugal, 124.

Gold Reserve Fund, its object, 177, 519.
Government, the, of India, ch. i, pp,

1-45. Hindu system of government as

described in the Code of Manu, 1-3
;

government in the days of Mughal rule,

3-5 ;
periods of history of British

India, 5 : (i) from foundation of East
India Company to middle of eighteenth

century, 5, 6 ; administration of affairs

in England and India, 6, 7 ;
(ii) thence

to 1S58, 7-16: political condition of

India in middle of eighteenth century,

7, 8 ; Lord Clive, 8, 9 ; first conquests of
the Company, 8, 9 ; Warren Hastings,

9, 10
;
peril of British dominion, 9, 10 ;

Lord Cornwallis, 10; Maratha and
Mysore complications, 10; Lord Wel-
lesley, 10; extension of the power and
territories of the Company, 10, 11

;

Lord Hastings, 1 2 ; the last Maratha
War, 1 2 ; Burmese and Sikh Wars, \ 2

;

acquisition of Sind, the Punjab, and
Baluchistan, 12, 13; acquisition of
Lower Burma (iS52),of Nagpur (1S54),

ofOudh(iS56),ofUpperBurma(iSS6),
12,13; fidministration ofthe Company,
13, 14; the executive government : the

liegulating Act of 1773, 14, 15 ; Pitt's

Act of 1784, 15; the Charter Act of

18331 15 ; transfer of government to

the Crown (1858), 16; relations of

Government of India with the Provincial

Governments, 16, 17; with the Native
States, 17, 18; the Council of the

Governor-General, 18, 19; conduct of

business, 20; Departments of Govern-

ment, 20; redistribution in 1905,21;
the Foreign Department, 21-23; the

Home Deijartment, 23, 24 ; the Depart-

ment of Revenue and Agriculture, 24,

25; the Finance Department, 25, 26;

the Commerce and Industry Depart-

ment, 26, 27 ; the Legislative Depart-

ment, 27 ; the Public Works Depart-

ment, 27, 28; Army and Military

Supply Departments, 28 ; division

of British India into Provinces, 29,

30; status of Local Governments, 30;
the Presidencies and Governors of Bom-
bay and Madras, 30, 31 ; l,ieutenant-

Governorships, 31, 32; Chief Com-
missionerships, 32, 33 ; Regulation and
non-Regulation Provinces, 33, 34 ; the

Home Government, 34, 35 ; original

Court of Directors and General Couit

of Proprietors. 34 ; Pitt's Board of

Control (1784), 34, 35 ; transfer of the

government to the Crown (1S58),

35-40; the Act of 1858, 36; Quceu
Victoria's Proclamation, 36 ;

Queen
Victoria proclaimed Empress of India

(1S76), 36 ; the Secretary of Stale, 36-

38; the Coimcil of India, 38, 39;
establishment of India Oflice, 39 ; con-

trol of Parliament, 39, 40 ; the Indian

Civil Service, 40-45 ; reorganized by
Lord Cornwallis, 40, 41 ; the ' Cove-

nanted Civil Service,' 41 ; Haileybury

College estabhshed in 1805, 41 ; first

public competition for Indian Civil

vService (1855), 41 ; rules and regula-

tions in respect of selected candidates,

41, 42 ; the employment of natives in

the Civil Service, 42, 43 ; the Provincial

and Subordinate services, 43, 44

;

specialized departments and appoint-

ments, 44, 45. Bibliography, 45.

Governor-General, instituted in 1773 by
Regulating Act, 14; to administer

Presidency of Bengal, 14; supremacy
of Bengal over Madras and Bombay
declared, 14; title changed (1833) to

Governor-General of India, 31 ; may
have authority to act alone as Governor-

Gencral-in-Council, 19 ; his Legislative

Coimcil, 131-135.
Governor-General of India, first so styled

and created in Charter Act of 1833, 15 ;

his supreme powers laid down, 15; his

control over subordinate Governments,

15; title of Viceroy, as representing

the Crown, given him in Proclamation

of 1858, 16 ; a title of ceremony, and
not of statutory authority, 16; his ap-

pointment by Royal Warrant, 16

;

tenure and salary of ofiice, 16; his

lesponsibility for entire administration

of Ikitish India and control of Native

States, iC, 18, 19; division ofadminis-
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tration between Government of India
and Local Governments, 16, 17; a
general control resen'ed and exercised,

17 ; a court of appeal from and con-
firmation of acts of Local Governments,

17; exercises a direct supervision over
most important Native Istates, 17-18;
provision for absence of Governor-
General from the Council, 19; Gover-
nor-General by an order in Council
may exercise powers of Governor-
General-in-Council, 19 ; appointment
of a substitute in his absence, 19.

Grant-in-aid system of schools, 418,
' Greased Cartridge, the,' 341.
Gurkha soldiers, 333, 335, 349, 368, 369.

H.

Haldar All, of Mysore, S ; his league with

the French and Marathas against British

power, 9, 73 ; their failure, 10; his son

Tipu Sultan, 10.

Ilaileybury College, 41.

Hastings, Lord, Governor-General, 12;
last Maratha War (1S17-18), 12; re-

nounced policy of non-intervention and
of independence of Native princes, 78 ;

adopted policy of subordinate isolation,

78, 79 ; his advocacy of a system of

public instruction, 409.
Hastings, Warren, rule of (1772-S5), 9,

10 ; supported by Court of Proprietors,

7 ; a period of great peril, 9 ; its final

success, 10 ; acquisition of domain of

Benares, and Salsette island, 10 ; thwart-

ed by his Council, 18 : his adoption of

native laws for native suits, 127; his

reorganization of the judicial system,

144, 145 ; his encouragement of Oriental

learning, 409.
Headman of village, collects revenue from

individuals, 22S, 235, 273, 2S1 ; his

other functions, remuneration and posi-

tion, 228, 273, 2S1, 3S4, 3S5, 386; of

more imjjortance in ryolwdri than in

zaminddri \'\[\^'g<i%, 273; degeneration

under late Mughal and early ]5i itish rule,

386; control andresponsibilityreaffinn-

ed (1905), 390-
Head-Quarters (army) Staff, 364; Chief

of the Staff, Quartermaster-General,

Adjutant-General, Principal Medical

Officer (or Surgeon-General, 460 7/.))

Military Secretary, their duties and re-

sponsibilities, 364.
Hemp {Cannabis iudicd) drugs, supply,

use, and revenue from, 259-261 ;
gdnja,

chams, and bhang, 259 ; their immemo-
rial use, socially and religiously, 259;
report upon by Commission of 1893,

259, 260; excise arrangements, 260;

supply and duty, 2C0; wholesale and

retail licences, a6i ; consumption and
revenue, 261.

Herat, defended (1837) tiy Pottinger

against Persians, 114; capture (185O)
of, by the Shah, 115; evacuation of

(1857), 115, and renunciation by Shah
of claims to sovereignty over Herat
and Afghanistan, 115.

High Courts, 146, J47.

Hindu government of India, as described

in Code of Manu, 1-3; by Arrian,
Strabo, and Megasthenes, 1-3; by
Chinese travellers, 3 ; a benevolent

despotism, 3.

Hindustani, comm.on language of the

Indian army, 371.
Holkar, family name of chief of Maratha

State of Indore, 65, 70, 76 ; Indore
brought under British protectorate, 76.

Home charges, 193-197 : mainly part of

commercial transactions, 194; appor-

tionment of expenditure between India

and England, 194; method of meeting

Home expenditure, 194, 195 ; the loss

by exchange, 195 ; Secretary of State's

drawings, 196, 197.

Home Department of Government of

India, 23, 24; concerned with general

administration, 23; the sphere of its

ordinary duties, 23; miscellaneous

business, 23 ; ecclesiastical and legal,

23, 24.

Home Government of India, 34-40 ; its

early history under E.I.C., 6, 7, 34;
Pitt's Board of Control, 34, 35 ; the

Charter Act of 1853, 35, 36; final

transfer of power to the Crown after

the Mutiny, 36; Act of 1858, 36; ap-

pointment of Viceroy, and of a Secretary

of State for India, 36 ; creation of the

Council of India, 36 ; the Queen's

Proclamation, 36 ; assumption of the

title of Empress of India, 36 ; Home
charges, 193-197.

Horse-breeding, 25, 363.

Hospital Assistants, 459, 460.

Hospitals and dispensaries, (i) public,

Buddhist, 457, 458; of E.I.C. 461,

462 ; their present number, 462,480;
of Districts, 462-464 ; of Presidencies,

464; their staffs, 463, 464; number,

sex, and race of patients, 464, 465, 4S0;

of Lady Dufferin's Association for

women and children, 465 ; income, 463,

480; management of Presidency hospi-

tals by Government, 464 ; of District

dispensaries by local committees, 463;
(ii) private, their number and support,

463.
Howitzer batteries, 357.
Hyderabad, tiie premier Native State of

India, its origin and antitiuity, 66, 67 ;

relations of Britisii power with the
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Nizam, lo, ii, 13, 22, 30, 72-74;
statistics of, 92.

Hyderabad Contingent, 86, 337, 338, 355.

I.

llbert, Sir C. P., his division of the

history of British India into tliree

periods, 5.

Imperial Cadet Corps, 90, 374.
Imperial Service Troops (1889), constitu-

tion of, 87, 351, 373, 374.
Import duties, revenue from, 261-265.

Income Tax, revenue from, 265-270, 277 :

direct taxation under native rule, 266
;

pandhari or house tax, 266 ; income
tax of 1860-5, 266; licence tax on

professions and trades and income tax

of 1867-73, 266, 267; licence tax of

1877-86, 267, 268 ; income tax of 18S6,

graduated, 268, 269 ; exemption of

small incomes and of incomes from land

and agriculture, 269 ; assessed by Dis-

trict officers, 269 ; further exemptions
in 1903, 269 ; statistics of income tax,

in respect of increase, incidence on
classes,andperhead, &c.,269,2 7o; com-
parison with British returns, 270; in

Burma capitation taxes and thathameda
in place of income tax, 270.

Independent and Dependent Native States,

the distinction drawn between, 81 ; its

difficulties, 81, 82 ; its withdrawal, 82.
' India ' and ' British India ' defined and

distinguished by Interpretation Act of

18S9, 59' ^°-

India Office, 39; created in 185S, 39; its

original members, 39 ; its present

establishment, 39 ; appointed by Secre-

tary of State, 39 ; Under-Secretaries and
Assistant-Secretary, 39 ; secretaries for

each of the seven Committees of the

Council, 39 ; other departments, 39.
Indian Civil Service, 40-45 ; its prede-

cessors, 7, 14, 15, 40, 41 ; reorganized

by Lord Canning, 40, 41 ; previous

reforms by Lord Clive and Warren
Hastings, 40; by Lord Wellesley, 41 ;

establishment of College at Haileybury
in 1805, its close in 1858, 41 ; first

public competition held in 1S55, 41 ;

qualifications of candidates, 41 ; en-

couragement of University training, 41 ;

course of young civilian after appoint-

ment, 41 ; the employment of natives,

42, 43 ; the lower and higher posts, 42,

43 ; the failure of the Statutory Civil

Service, 43 ; division of Civil Service

into three branches, 43, 44 ; specialized

departments, 44, 45.
Indian Medical Service, 458, 459 ;

pri-

marily military and confined to native

army, 459; also engaged in civil employ,

459 ; the Director-General, I. M.S., 363,

460 ; distinguished from the Surgeon-
Ceneral, 460 n.

Indian Staff Corps, British officers with
the native army, 345, 346 ; term super-

seded by ' Indian Army,' 356.
Industrial schools, 436-438.
Insolvency Courts, 151.

Interpellation, right of, in legislative

councils, 130, 133, 135.
Interpretation Act of 1S89, 59 ; its de-

finitions of ' India ' and ' British India,'

59) 60.

Intoxicating liquors, their use and manu-
facture, revenue from, 253-259: their

use and abuse general in Hindu and
Muhammadan times, 253, 254 ; a com-
mon source of Muiiammadan revenue
by farming, 254; excise policy of

British India, 254 ; main forms of con-
sumption, 254-259 ; country si)irit,

254-257 ; pot-spirit, 254, 255 ; out-still

and central distillery systems, 255, 256 ;

combination of farming and fixed duties

systems, 256 ; regulations of manu-
facture and sale, 256, 257 ; consumption
per head, revenue per gallon, 257;
toddy or tari, 257 ; rice and millet beer,

257, 258 ; country rum, &c., 258 ; malt
liquor, 258; imported liquor, 259;
licences and licensed houses, 259.

Investigator, marine surveying ship, 508-
512.

Irrigation, financial aspects of, 182, 183,
its antiquity, 308 ; under British rule,

308 ; its organization, 30S ; included

(^1854) in P.W. secretariat, 309; in

assistant and deputy secretariat (1866,
1S70), 31 r ; appointment of independent
secretary for Irrigation and Civil Works,
314; transfer of P.W. D. to Department
ofRevenueand Agriculture, 315 ; delega-
tion of administration to Local Govern-
ments and Boards, 315, 316 ; organiza-

tion of P.W.D. in Provinces, 318, 319 ;

finance of, 1S2, 183, 202
;

provision of

capital from loans and revenue, 182,

1S3 ; a source of increasing revenue,

I S3.

J.

Jails, ch. xii (ii), pp. 397-406. Cruel
penalties of Muhammadan law, 397

;

maintained up to and during early

British rule, 39S ; introduction of jail

system, on bad English lines, 398

;

reports of first (1838) Prison Commis-
sion, 39S, 399; of second (1S64), 399;
of third (1S76), 399; general Prisons

Act (1894), 399 ; forms of imprison-

ment, 309, 400 ; classification of jails,

400 ; jail establishments, 400 ;
general

features of jail system, 400-405;
obstacles to cellular confinement, 400,
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401 ; classification and separation of

prisoners, 401 ; dietary and sanitation,

401 ; favourable statistics of disease

and mortality, 401 ; employment of

prisoners, in and outside, 401, 402 ; of-

fences and punishments, statistics, 402 ;

rewards, 402 ; female prisoners, separate

and under female Marders, 402 ; boy
convicts in jails, 402, 403 ; in reforma-
tories, 403 ;

girl criminals, 403 ; Trans-
portation, 403, 405 ; Port iilair in the

Andamans now the only penal settle-

ment, 403 ; conditions and regulations,

404 ;
promotion of convicts through

five classes, 404 ;
possibilities of release,

marriage, and freedom, 405; employ-
ments of convicts, 404. Bibliography,

405. Table of Statistics of jail poi)ula-

tion, of cost of jails, of net profits from
jail manufactures, 406.

Joint village system, 279.

Journalism and newspapers, vernacular

and English, 451-453.
Judicial administration, the principal

classes of courts in Regulation Pro-
vinces, 54 ; their sphere and personnel,

54; union of judicial with executive

functions in Collector-Magistrate, 153,

154; frequent combination of judicial

with administrative functions in non-

Regulation Provinces, 55.

Judicial Commissioners, 56, 147.

Judges (civil). District, 150 ; Subordinate,

150; Munsifs, 150; Commissioners,

150; iahsildtirs, i^o; of Small Cause
Courts, 151; (criminal) Sessions Judges,

147 ; Magistrates, 148.

Jurisdiction within Native States, 80

;

' residuary jurisdiction,' So, S3 ; special

jurisdiction over British subjects and
foreigners, &c., 88, 89 ; in French and
Portuguese territories, 123, 124.

Jury, trial by, not employed in civil suits,

147; composition and use of juries and
assessors in criminal trials, 148, 149,

K.

Kalat, in Baluchistan, sketch of its history

since eiglitecnth century, 63, 64 ; sta-

tistics of, 96.

Kamnigos, or revenue inspectors, 53.

Kashgar, in Eastern TurUistan, its situa-

tion and recent history, i iS ; the station

of an assistant to the Resident in Kash-
mir, 1 1 8.

Kashmir, sketch of its history and ruling

family, 64 ; statistics of, 92 ; survey of,

49.^-

Kalhiawar, Native States in, 21, 22, 97.
Kimberlcy, Lord, reasons for his rejec-

tion of jiermanent settlement of land

revenue throughout India, 232.

Kitchener, Lord, his new scheme of

military organization, 28, 356, 360,
366-369.

Koran, the, the basis of Muhammadan
law, 126; its supplements, 126, 127.

Kolioal, supreme municipal officer under
Mughals, his qualities and duties, 283,
2S4.

Koweit, port and ncighbouihood, rela-

tions with, III.

Kuriam Valley, taken over in 1S93, 13.

Laboratories (medical) for research and
bacteriological work, 476 ; central

laboratory at Kasauli, 476.
Lambton, Col. William, introduced

scientific methods into Survey, 483,
4S4; began (1802) Great Trigono-
metrical Survey of India and the
Great Arc Series, 483; died at work
(1823) near Nagpur, 484.

Land cess, its purposes, 227, 228; history
of, 271 ; its assessment and administra-
tion, 272, 273; net receipts from, 277.

Land Revenue, ch. vi, pp. 204-245.
Strangeness of the subject' to English-
men, 204, 205; its intricacy, 205;
under native rule, 205, 206 ; in Native
States, 207, 20S ; under British nde,
206, 207 ; in its three stages : (i) Pre-
paration of the cadastral record, 208-
213 : mapping of 'villages' and fields,

208, 209 ; the field register, as a fiscal

record, 209, 210, as a record of rights

and titles in land, 211, 212; regular
and systematic maintenance of cadastral

record up to date, 212 ; its service as a
system of registration of title by public
entry, 212, 213. (ii) Assessment, 213-
234 : evolution of P>ritish fixed cash
assessments, 213, 214; their (luctua-

tions, 214, 215; their relation to gross
produce, 215, 216; assessments are
made on net produce or net 'assets,' 217 ;

calculation of net ])roduce in different

Provinces, 218, 219 ; its inexact results,

219, 220; share of net i)roduce taken
by Mughal and early British Govern-
ments, 220, 221; by present Govern-
ment, 221, 222; no rigid rule followed,

222, 223; special assessment in Bom-
bay, 223; deductions from demand,
224-227 : for avoidance of sudden ri.-e,

224-226 ; to favour iniprovcmciits, 226-

227; in recognition of assignments of
revenue by Native and British Govern-
ments, 227; additions to the demand,
'ces.;es,' 227,228; for local rates, 227; for

pay of village officers, 227, 22S ; term of
assessment, 228-233; Pcimanent Settle-

ment of Bengal ;,1793) in place of
previous decennial, 228, 229; temporary
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settlements, 229, 230 ;
permanent versus

temporary settlements, 231, 232; mo-
dern revisions of settlement less harass-

ing and exhaustive than before, 232, 233;
general characteristics of Indian land

revenue, 233, 234. (iii) Collection,

234-240: its importance now and of old,

234, 235 ;
payment by instalments

after each harvest, 235 ;
powers of

recovery, 235, 236; Bengal sale law,

236 ; suspension and remission of

revenue, 236, 237 ; comparison of

land revenue under Mughals and now,

237. 238 ; sources of fallacy, 238 ;

development of revenue under British

rule, 239 ; its present incidence, 339 ;

general conclusions, 239-240. Biblio-

graphy, 241.

Land Revenue, fixed in some Districts,

subject to periodical revision in others,

162, 170; a lowering of rates has

yielded a gradually increasing revenue,

170,171; stalisticsof revenue, 171 ; its

relation to gro^s and net produce now
and formerly, 215-222 ; the cost of its

administration, 175 ; its large contribu-

tion to state income, 205 ; its proportion

to total income of state diminishing,

234 ; land revenue of Mughals and
British compared, 238, 239 ; its de-

velopment under British rule, 239 ; its

present incidence in the several Pro-

vinces, per head and per acre, 239.

Lapse, Lord Daliiousie's policy of annexa-

tion through, 65,79, ^' > abandonment
of doctrine of lapse, 82, 87.

Law, English, in British India, statute-

book of, 136-138 ; the influence of its

method and spirit upon indigenous

law, 127, 128; administered by new
Supreme Court under Regulating Act

(1773); 145-
Law, indigenous, Hindu and Muhamma-

dan, its characteristics in origin, sphere,

and interpretation, 126, 127; in ad-

ministration, 142, 143 ; its adoption

and application (1780) in native suits,

127 ; its modification, directly and
indirectly, by British supremacy, 12S.

Law, schools of, and education in, 442.
Law officers, 157, 158 ; Advocates-

Geneial, 157; Standing Counsel, 157;
Government Solicitors, 157; Legal Re-
membrancers, 157; Government Plead-

ers, 158 ; Sheriffs, 158.

Law Reports, 156.

Lawrence (Stringer), 'father of the Indian

army,' 326.

Lawyers, or legal practitioners, various

classes of, 155, 156 ; Act for their

discipline, 156.

Legal instruction, 442.
Legal Remtnibrancers, 157.

Legislative Council of Governor-General,
I3i~i35 ; composed of officials and
non-officials, of British and natives,

131, 132 ; its powers and limitations,

132, 133; its lules, practice, and pro-

cedure, 133, 134; stages of legislation,

134 ; not a debating body, 134 ;
jiarlly

elective and representative, 131, 132;
local or subordinate Councils, 130, 135,

136.

Legislative Councils, of Charter Acts of

1833 and 1853, 129; of Indian Councils

Acts of 1861 and 1892, 130.

Legislation and Justice, ch. v, pp. 126-

159. (i) Law, 126-142. (ii) Courts,

142-157. (iii) Law ofticeis, 157, 158.

(i) Law, 126-142 : sources of law, {a)

indigenous law, Hindu, Muhammadan,
and customary, modified by circum-

stance, 126-128
; {b) statutes of British

Parliament and enactments of British

authorities in India, 12S ; history of

legislation from 1772 to 1S92, 129, 130;

modern Regulations, 131- 136; Legisla-

tive Council of the Governor-General,

1 31-135 ; its composition, powers, and
limitations, 131- 133 ; its procedure,

133-135; local Legislative Councils,

their composition, powers, and proce-

dure, 135, 136; the lex scripta of

British India, 136 ; five heads of direct

legislation in India, 136-13S; rules,

by-laws, &c., of derivative legislation,

13S ; codification and revision, 13S-

141 ; military law, 141 ; legislation

in Native States, 141, 142. (ii) Courts,

142-157: Native courts before British

occupation, 142, 143 ; early courts of

Company till 1773, 143, 144; establish-

ment of Supreme Court at Fort William
by Regulating Act of 1773, 145 ; its

jurisdiction curtailed in 1781, 145 ;

Supreme Court at Madras (iSoi), at

Bombay (1823), 145; present system

since Indian High Courts Act (1S61),

146-157; Chartered High Courts,

Chief Couits, Judicial Commissioners,

146, 147 ; their composition, powers,

and jurisdiction, original and appellate,

civil and criminal, 146, 147 ; inferior

criminal courts, 147 -149; inferior

civil courts, 149-151 ; conditions of

appeal to the Crown in Privy Council,

152; language of courts, 152, 153;
revenue courts, 153; union of execu-

tive and judicial functions, 153, 154;
European British subjects and the

courts, 154, 155 ; coroners, 155 ;

legal practitioners, 155, 156; Law Re-
ports, 156. (iii) Law officers, 157, 158,

(iv) Statistics, 158. Bibliography, 159.

Legislative Department of Government
of India, its place and functions, 27.
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Leprosy, report of Commission (1S90-1)

upon, 466 ; asylums for lepers and
prohibitor}' regulations, 466.

Levy Corps on frontier, 374, 375,
Lieutenant-Governors, 29-32 ; constituted

by Act of Parliament, 31, 32; appointed
by Governor-tjeneral, subject to ap-
proval by the Crown, 32 ; their qualifi-

cations, authority, and salary, 32; their

Legislative Councils, 32.

Literature and books, 45:, 453, 454;
their general subjects and interests,

453) 454; particular interests of Mu-
hammadans, Hindus, Sikhs, 454, and of

l:ioinbay and ALadras, 454.
Litigation and crime, statistics of, 15S.

Local and Municipal Government, ch. ix,

pp. 27S-305. (i) Villages and cities

in ancient India, 278-284 : the village

community, its general characteristics,

278, 279; its types, the ;ji7/e<:w-/ village,

279; the joint village, 279,280; itsoffi-

cers and servants, 280, 281 ; its position

imder British rule, 281 ; towns, govern-

ment of, under Hindu, 282, imder
Mughal nile, 282-284. ('') Munici-
palities of British India, 284-29S

:

their early origin and development in

Presidency towns, 284, 285 ; their ex-

tension, 285-288 ; their constitution,

288, 289; their control by Government,

289, 290; their functions, 290, 291;
their revenues, 291-293; their expendi-

ture and debt, 293-295 ; present muni-
cipalities of Calcutta, 295, of Bombay,
296, of Madras, 296, of Rangoon,
29S ; statistics and schemes for im-
provement of Calcutta and Bombay,
297, 298. (_iii) Local boards, 298-

305 : their late and slow growth, 298,

299 ; their organization and constitu-

tion, 300, 301 ;
popular representation,

301 ; their functions, receipts, and ex-

penditure, 301-304 ; village unions,

304 ; Port Trusts, 304, 305. Biblio-

graphy, 305. Tables of Statistics

:

I. Of District Municipalities, 306. II.

Of Local Boards, 306.

Local boards in rural areas, 298-305

:

their origin, a slow and late growth,

29S, 299; part of Lord Mayo's scheme

(1871) of financial decentralization, 299,,
and of Lord Kipon's (1881) encourage-

ment of representative bodies and local

self-government, 299 ; Acts of 1S83-5,

299 ; their organization and constitu-

tion in the different Provinces, 300,

301 ; various degrees of popular repre-

sentation, 301 ; election or nomination

of chairman, 301 ; their functions, 301,

302 ; their receipts, narrow and mainly

from land cesses, 271, 272, 302, 303 ;

their expenditure, mainly upon roads

(not main), 271, 303; upon sanitary
and veterinary objects, 303, 304; village

unions of Madras, 300, 304. Statistics,

306.
Local Governments: see Provincial Go-

veraments.

Local self-government and representa-
tion : by municipalities, 285 ; imder
Lord Mayo, 287 ; their encouragement
by Lord Ripon, 287-289 ; their present
recognition, 295-297, 306; by local

boards, 299, 301 ; in Port Trusts, 304,

Low-caste children, education of, 432.
Limacy, causes of its comparative rarity,

466 ; its treatment by friends and in

Government asylums, 466.
Lyttoii, Lord, his financial famine ]U)licy,

165-167, 188, 189; his encouragement
of European and Eurasian education,

434-

M.

Macaulay, Lord, drafted the Indian Penal
Code, 138, 139; its excellence, final

adoption (1S60), and permanence, 138,
139; instigated first great measure of
prison reform, 398; his minute in

favour of ^Yestern (not Oriental) edu-
cation, 411.

Mackenzie, Col. Colin, began topogra-
phical survey, 490.

Madras, Presidency of, large additions to,

under Lord Cornwallis, 10; under
Lord Wellesley, 11; declared sub-

ordinate to Presidency of 15cngal, 14;
civil administration of by a CJovernor

and Council, ajjpointed by Crown, 30,

31 ; the powers, privileges, and salary

of Governor, 31 ; his relations with
Council and their conduct of business

resemble those of the Governor-tiene-
ral and his Council, 47 ; Native States

of, small and uniinpoitant (except Tra-
vancore), 67, their statistics, 96 ; local

Legislative Council, 135 ; its High
Court, 147; its Presidency Bank, 524;
its Survey department, 503, 504.

Madras City, municipality of, history of,

284-290; its present constitution, 296;
its sanitation, 473. See also Munici-
palities.

Madras (Native) States, few and unim-
portant (except Travancore), O7 ; their

origin, 67.

Magistrates, criminal courts of, in the

Mofussil, 148; in Presidency towns,

148; powers, judicial and preventive,

of magistracy, 148, 149 ; apjieals from,

149. See also Collector.

Magnetic Survey of India and Burma
(1901 -1 907) initiated by Sir A.
Riicker, .^yo.
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Major Provinces of India, a list of them,
with area and population, 46.

Malvva opium, 244.
Aldinlatddi-s, in Bomba)', 53.
Manipur, ruled by a Naga family, 64 ;

its treaty in 1S26 with king of Ava, 64;
British relations with, 79 ; statistics of,

103.

Manu, Code of, its date and origin, i ;

system of government described in, 2, 3;

the basis of Hindu law, as interpreted

by Brahmans, 126; law personal not

territorial, 126, 127; on the king's

land revenue, 215; on the superinten-

dence of large towns, 282.

Maps: earliest (1751), of D'Anville, 4S1-
482 ; Rcnnell's Bengal Atlas, 48 2 ; Great
Map of Itidia (179S) of Col. Reynolds,

482 ; of Turkistan and Central India

(1S73), of General Walker, 4S6

;

Arrovvsmith's Maps (1816, 1822), 504 ;

Government Atlas of India, 4 miles

to I inch, 504; entrusted to Arrow-
smith and J. Walker (1822-75), 504,

505 ; Topographical Survey maps,
their areas and scale, 492, 493, 502,

503 ; Government maps on scale of

I inch to I mile, 505 ; recommenda-
tions of committee (1904) on maps,

506, 507 ; Provincial maps, 496, 507 ;

District maps, 501 ; cadastral maps, 20S,

209, 501, 504, 507._
Marathas, rise of their power, 5, 65, 69,

70 ; supremacy over the Rajputana
States, 7 ; foremost power in India at

middle of eighteenth century, 7 ; its

growth and sprend, 7, 8, 9, 70; defeat

by Afghans at Panipat (1761), 70; its

alliance witli the French against the

British power under the rule of Warren
Hastings, 9 ; their threatening attitude

under Lord Cornwallis, 10; their

alliance with him and the Nizam
against Tipu Sultan, 10 ; the victory

of the allies (1792), 10; continued
growth of their power, 1792-1798, 10;
British neutrality, 10; dissensions in

the confederacy, 11, 70, 71 ; its defeat

(1S03) and cession of territory, 11, 75,

76; last Maratha War (1817, 1818),

12; extinction of confederacy, 12;
its failure and fall due to the absence
of any political system, 68, 70, 71,

and to its course of violence and rapine,

70,332; Treaty of Poona, 76; Pindari

War, 76 ; Gwalior, Indore, and Nagpur
brought under British protectorate, 76

;

martial and military characteristics of,

332-

Marine, Royal Indian, its history, present

position and duties, Appendix ii,pp. 382,

383 ; Marine Survey attached to, 508.

Marine Surveys (Appendix to ch. xv),

50S-512; coast charts or 'plotts' of

early captains of E.I.C., 481 ; Marien
Survey department, its origin (i!^73)

and constitution, 508 ; now attiched

to Indian Marine, 50S ; character of

marine surveys, 50S, 509; soundings,

509 ; progress of coast and port surveys,

509 ; deep-sea sounding and trawling,

509,510; publication of results, 510;
principal zoological results, 510-512;
many instances of adaptation to en-

vironment, 511, 512; the Iletcrccarpus

alphonsi secretes its own light, 511.

Maskat, relations with Imam of, 109.
Matriculation examination, 424.
Mayo, Lord, his system of a fixed grant

to Local Governments for Provincial

services, 164; subsequently modified,

166 ; his encouragement of municipal
government, 2S7.

Mnyor's courts in Presidency towns, 284,

Medical and Sanitary iVdministration, ch.

xiv, pp. 457-480. (i) Medical, 457-
466 : Ancient Hindu and Arabic
medicine, 457, 458; constitution of

Medical and .Sanitary department, 4.^8-

460 ; its organization, 460, 461 ; history

of medical institutions, 461, 462

;

District hospitals and dispensaries,

462-464; Presidency hospitals, 464;
number, religion, and sex of patients,

464, 465 ; finance, 465 ; lunatic and
leper asylums, 465, 466. (ii) Sanitary

department, 466-479; its history, 466-

468; rural sanitation, 468-471 ; urban
sanitation, 471-475 ; epidemic disease,

preventive and other treatment of, 475;
plague, 475, 476; laboratories, central

and provincial, 476 ; Pasteur Institutes,

476) 477; registration of vital statis-

tics, its history, 477, its present state,

477) 47S ; vaccination, 479, 4S0. Bib-

liography, 479. Tables of Statistics :

I. Of Hospitals and Dispensaries {a)

under, {b) not under. Government con-

trol, 480. II. Of Vaccination, 480.

Medical services amalgamated (1896)
under Director-General, 355.

Medical .Store department, 363.
Medicine, colleges and schools for instruc-

tion in, 441, 442 ; their great success,

441 ; the shorter and simpler course of

the schools, 441, 442.
Medicine in ancient India, 457, 458 ; its

influence on Pluropean medicine through

Arabic translations (eighth century) of

Sanskrit writings, 457 ; its impulse

from dissection of victims for sacrifice,

457 ;
public hospitals and medical

schools established by Buddhist princes

(250 B.C. to A.D. 750), 457; its medical

and surgical practice, 457, 458 ; opera-
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tions on wax, plants, and dead animals,
4jS ; its decay witii Buddhism, and
degradation of its practitioners, 458 ;

hakims of Mughal empire, their jnes-

tige and knowledge of Sanskrit and
Greek medicine, 45S.

Megasthenes, ambassador of Scleucus, 2
;

his account of the state of India under
Chandra Gupta, 2, 3 ; his description

of a Hindu city, 282.

Metcalfe, Sir Charles, on the permanence
of village communities, 2 78.

Military Accounts department, 2;, 362,

363.
Military Board, of each Presidency, ori-

ginally responsible for buildings and
roads, 307; replaced (1S54) by Public
AVorks secretarial and engineering staff,

309; complete separation (1882) of

Military Works from Public Works
Department, 311; establishment (1899)
of Military Works Service, 312.

^lilitary Commands and Districts, 353,

354; Lieutenant-Gencrals and their

staff, 365, 366 ; their new organization

by divisions and brigades, 366, 367.

Military Department, formerly inidcr a

Member of Council, now distributed

between the Army and Military Supply
Departments, 28, 360.

Military expenditure, 185-187, 202, 377 ;

effective and non-effective charges, 186,

202 ; military works, 1S6, 202 ; causes

of great increase in expenditure since

1885, 1S7; extraordinary military ex-

penditure, 1 87, iSS.

Militaiy Finance department, a branch

of Finance Department, 25.

Military law, 141.

Military rights and obligations of Native

States, 85, 86 ; Imperial Service troops

of Native States, 87, 351, 373, 374.
Military Supply Department, 28; created

in 1906, 28 ; its sphere and functions,

28, 360.

Military Works Services, 363, 364.

Minor Provinces, a list of them, with area

and population, 51 ; administration of

N.W. Frontier Province, 56 ; of Jjalu-

chistan, 56, 57; of Coorg, 57; of

Ajmcr-Merwara, 57 ; of Andaman and
Nicobar Islands, 56, 57.

Mints and coinage, net revenue from, 26,

77, 202 ; of Native States, 520, 521.

Missionary vork in education, 409, 410 ;

of Jesuit Fathers, 410; of Carey and

English Baptists, 410; their college at

Serampore, 410; their translation and
printing of the Bible in thirty-one

languages, 410; of Churches of Fug-
land and Scotland, 410.

Mobilization (military) arrangements, 276.

Montgomerie, Lieut. T., surveyor, 495.

Moplah regiments, 355.
Moral training in education, 449 ; its

need and dift'iculties, 449; the means
of its cultivation, 449, 450.

Mughal empire, at its height under Akbar,

3, 4, 68, 69; its decay under Aurangzeb,

5, 69, 70; its policy of dominion, 69,

70; its collapse in 1759, 68, 69, 70;
the loss of the Punjab to the Afghans,

7 ; the seizure of Rohilkhand by the

Rohillas, 7 ; independence of Oudh
and Bengal, 7 ! loss of Kajputana, 7 ;

rise of independent powers in the

Peninsula, 8 ; its concessions to Clive,

9 ; the whole empire jilaced by victory

of Buxar in the British power, 9 ; no
vestige of Mughal power in 1814. 78;
incorporation of Delhi Districts in 1S32,

78 ; causes of defeat of Mughal and
native armies by British, 330, 331 ; its

police sj'stem, 384-386; its system of

education, 408 ; its coinage and mints,

513, 514; its physicians, 458 ; its sur-

veys and records, 48 1.

Muhammadan education, 430, 431.
Mitkhtdrs (native lawyers), 155, 156.

Mule corps for transport, 361.

Municipalities, 2S4-298; exotic and
generally modern growths, 281, 282,

2S4; their origin in Presidency towns,

284, 285 ; their functions, 2S4, 285

;

Acts for establishment of municipalities

in British India, 2S6, 287 ; Lord Uipon's

Acts (1883, 1SS4) for the encourage-

ment of representative bodies and local

self-government, 2S7, 2S8; District

municipalities, 288 ; municipal con-

stitution, 28S, 289; control by govern-

ment, 289, 290 ; municipal functions,

290, 291; revenues, 291-293; octroi,

291, 292; taxes on houses and lands,

292; on trades and callings, 292, 293;
tolls, water, and rates, 293 ; municipal

expenditure on police, lighting, drain-

age, water, protection against fire,

&c.> 293, 294 ; municipal debt to

Government, 294 ; embryo munici-

palities, 295 ;
present constitution of

Presidency municipalities, 295-298 ; of

Calcutta, 295 ; of Bombay, 296 ; its

great success, 296 ; of Madras, 296 ;

of Rangoon, 298; statistics of popula-

tion, debt, and revenue, 297 ; schemes

for improvement of dwellings of poor

in Bombay, 297, in Calcutta, 2yS.

Statistics, 306.

Munro, Sir T., his description of indi-

genous police, 3S5.

Munsifs, 150.

Mutiny, of Sepoys in 1764, 42S; of

1806-1824, 335, 336; great mutiny of

Bengal army in 1857 '^""' ''^ causes,

338-342-
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Mysore, complications with, iintler Lord
Wellesley, lo; defeat of Tipu Sultan

and division of his temtory, ii; part

given to the Nizam, part restored to

Hindu dynasty, ii, 7.^; the antiquity

of its ruling family, 67; statistics of,

92 ; education in, 416, 455.

N.

Nagpur, acquisition from, of Sangor and
Nerbudda territories, 12 ; lapsed to

British power (1854), 13; nucleus of

Central Provinces, 13.

Nain Sing, or the' Pundit,' a native explorer

in Tibet aiid Nepal (1864-1875), his

work and rewards, 499.
Napier, Sir Charles, conqueror of Sind,

12 ; distrustful of the sepoy, 340; his

reforms of the police, 387.

Napier, Lt.-Col. (afterwards Lord, of

Magdala) first (1S49) Chief Engineer

of new Public Wori<s department in

the Punjab, 307 ; his success led to

establishment (1854) of similar de-

partments in other Provinces, 307, 30S.

National Debt of India, 183-1S5, 200;
most of it remunerative capital outlay

upon railways and irrigation, 1S3; its

total in 1840, 1S3, in i860, 183, in

1876, 184, in 1904-5, 184; recent

decrease of ordinary debt, 1S4; in-

crease of Public Works debt, 184 ;

reduction in rate of interest on ordinary

debt, 1S3.

Native army, first enrolment of sepoys

(1748) by Stringer Lawrence, ' father of

the Lidian army,' 326 ; its growth and
Clive's reforms, 327, 32S ; constitution

of, at end of eighteenth century, 329,

330 ; strength and reorganization of, in

1796, 333, 334; further expansions,

335 ; strength of, in reorganization of

1824, 336, 537; local corps, 337;
strength of, on eve of the Mutiny, 338 ;

after the Mutiny, general abolition of

native artillery, 344; reorganization

(1863) of native army on 'irregular'

and silladdr system, 344, 345 ; ofticered

by Staff Corps, 345, 346 ; strength of,

in 1879, 347 ' increase of, 1885-18S7,

348; strength of, in 1887, 34S ; intro-

duction (1 886) of linked battalion

and reserve systems, 349,350; levies

of military police and battalions of

Madras army for service in Burma,

350> 351 ; increase of pay, 351, 352 ;

'general mixture' system dropped,

343> 352 ; steps towards institution

of central control, 353, 354; double
company system, 356; armament of

(1901), 356, 357 ; sanitary improve-
ments, 358; strength of, in 1903, 359;
present composition and strength

o^ 3^^) Z^^'t powers of commanding
officers, 370; pay and pension of native

soldiers, 371, 372 ;
' Orders' reserved to,

372 ; uniform and armament, 372 ; pro-

nrotion, pay, and training of officers o!

Lidian army; 367, 370, 371; native

officers, 369 ; statistics of its present

organization, distribution, and strength,

3S0, 381; under medical care of L^LS.,
459-

Native or indigenous education, Hindu,

407, 408; Muhnmmadan, 40S, 409.
Native or indigenous law and custom,
Hindu and Muhammadan, its recogni-

tion in civil suits by Warren Hastings,

127; by Declaratory Act of 1780, 127;
native courts of justice, 142, 143.

Native States, the, ch. iii, pp. 5S-103
Political or diplomatic horizon of India,

57 ;
physical boundaries of India, 58,

59; distinction between 'India' and
' British India,' 59, 60 ; Native States

are in India, not in British India, 59,
60 ; distinction between ' suzerainty

'

and 'dominion' of British Crown, 60;
attributes of sovereignty divisible and
divided in Native States, 60, 61; no ruler

of a Native State 'independent,' 61;

striking differences between situation,

area, distribution, and relations to

Supreme Government of Native States,

22, 61-82 ; due to peculiar growth and

policy of British dominion, 62-76

;

division into ancient and modern, 63;
a survey of principal Native States, 63-

67 ; British policy contrasted with sys-

tem of Mughals, 67-70, with plunder

and disorder of Marathas, 70, 71; ad-

mission of Native States into relations

with suzerain power, 7 1-76 ; interfer-

ence with Native States of S. India

a result of the rivalry and wars with

France, 71-73 ; action in S. India, 71-

73 ; alliance of Nizam with British, 74;
action in Bengal and Oudh, 74, 75

;

relations with Marathas, 75, 76 ; ac-

quisition of territories in W. India, 76

;

three phases of British policy, 77-82 ;

{a) the policy of non-interference

and the ring-fence, 77, 78 ; (./^) the

policy (since 1813) of 'subordinate

isolation,' 78-82; classification of

Native States for purposes of civil and

criminal jurisdiction, So, 88, 89 ; annex-

ation through 'lapse,' 79, 81; (c) the

policy since the Mutiny of subordinate

alliance and co-operation, 82 ; the

Crown of England paramount over

feudatories, 82 ; rights and privileges

of Native States and princes, 83; armies

of> 375 ; obligations of Native States,

83-93 • '" respect of foreign relations,

84, 85 ; in respect of dealing with other
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Native States, 85 ; in respect of military

matters, S5-87 ; in respect of internal

administration, 87-90. liibliograiihy,

Qi. Appendix showing distribution of

Native States, witli paiticulars as to

area, population, revenue, &c., 92-103.
Native States, in the sphere of Foreign

Department and of Governor-General,

16, 20, 21, 22, 60; their enumeration,

distribution, area, population, revenue,

&c, 92-103 ; their total population and
area, 61; 'dependent' and 'indepen-

dent,' 81, no existing State indepen-

dent, 61, S2 ; their subjects foreigners,

83 ; their diplomatic and political isola-

tion, 84, 85 ; their political institutions,

89, 90 ; education of sons of chiefs, 90

;

legislation in, 141, 142 ; British enact-

ments in force in Native States, 142 ;

assessments of land revenue in, 207,
208 ; their standing armies, of varying

military value, 375 ; native mints, 514

;

coinage, 520, 521.

Natives, employment of in Civil Service,

42-44; their greater ability in judicial

than in administrative functions, 44,

151 ; employment of, as magistrates,

148, 150, 151 ; as Judges of the High
Courts, 152 ; as ' Provincial' engineers

of Public Works, 321, 322 ; in medical
services, 459, 460; in Survey of India,

494, 506 ; the important work beyond
frontiers of native explorers, 499, 500.

Navy : British, its command of the seas

at critical period of 1772-S5, 9, 10.

Navy : Indian, its services, 38 2 ; its abo-

lition in 1862, 382; creation of Royal
Indian Marine, 382, 3S3,

Nepal, origin of existing Stnle and ruling

family, 6-; ; standing army of, 375, 376.
Newspapers, 451-453.
Nizam, the : sec Hyderabad.
Nizcimat or Faiijddri, administration of

criminal justice, 144 ; did not jiass with

grant of /JTwi/;;/ (1765) to E.I.C., 144.

Non-Regulation Provinces, their adminis-

tration, 54-56 ; in the Punjab, Burma,
and Assam, the Central Provinces, and
Oudh, 54-56 ; points of difference and
resemblance, 55 ; more extensive crimi-

nal jurisdiction of magistrates, 55

;

combination of judicial and administra-

tive functions, 55 ; and employment
(now discontinued, save in Burma) of

military officers in civil administration,

55. See also Regulation Provinces.

Normal colleges and schools, 442-444.

Octroi in municipalities, 291.

Officers of the Indian Army, training of,

367 ;
pay and promotion of, 370, 371 ;

insufficient supply of, 371.

VOL. IV. N

Opium: revenue from, 171, 172,242-247,

275 ; fluctuating and precarious, 172,

243 ; receipts from export or' provision'

opiumaseiiarateiteminpublicaccounts,

242 ; from home consumjition part of
' excise,' 242 ; its principal sources of

supply, 242 ; production of Bengal
opium, 242, 243 ; revenue from, 243,

244; Mahva 0])ium, 244 ; consumption
of opium in India, 244, 245 ; report of

Opium Commission of 1893, 245, 246;
excise opium, its supply, 246 ; its sale,

wholesale and retail, 246 ; revenue from,

246, 247 ; special regulations in Burma,
247.

_

Orders in council of Government of India,

20.

Orders in Council of Privy Council, 138.

Ordnance department, 362.

Orientalists and Anglicists, educational
controversy between, 410, 411 ; Ma-
caulay's minute, 411.

Oudh, Province of, its independence of

Mughal empire, 7 ; at the mercy of

British after victory of Buxar, 9 ; treaty

with Nawab-Wazlr of Oudh, 9 ; Oudh
to be a buffer state against Maralhas,

75; annexed for misgovcmment in 1S56,

13 ;
part of Lieutenant-Governorship

of the ' United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh,' 29 ; a nun-Regulation Province,

47 ; its administration, 33, 55, 56.

Parliament, control of, supreme, 30, 40,
128; save in respect of revenue of India,

40, and home chnrges, 40 ; over these

supervision exercised by reports and
audits, 40; Acts of, since 1726, not
necessarily applicable to India, 12S.

Pasteur Institute (1900) at Kasauli, 476,

477 i
its great success, 476; atCoonoor,

477-
Potel (village headman), 228, 273, 281,

386.

/'atoif;-/ (village accountant), 53, 273, 28 1,

503-
Pedagogy or training of teachers, 442-444,

of primary and lower secondary, 443 ;

of higher-gr.ide teacliers, 443, 444.
Pendulum operations of survey, 4S9.

Pcrim, 107, loS.

Permanent settlement of land revenue,

228, 229, 231.

Persia, treaty with, 1S12, 105 ; misunder-

standing between Imperial and Indinii

diplomacy, 105 ;
]iolitical relations with,

Imperial and Indian, 112,113; cost, per-

sonnel, and re^.punsibilitios of Teheran
Mission, of political and consular offices

divided between India and Great Britain,

112, 113; relations of Persia with
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Afghanistan and of both with British

Government, 113-115; delimitation of

frontiers of Bahichistan and Afghanistan

with Persia, 115.

Persian Gulf, suppression (1819) of piracy

and slavery by naval patrols, no; peace

and agreements (1853) iTi^de with chiefs

of the coast, no; limits of Otto-

man rule, 1 10, I II ; Bahrein and other

islands in, protectorate over, 111.

Peshwa, the earliest treaty with, 75; re-

fused to share in division of Tipu
Sultan's territory, 74 ; British relations

with, 75, 76, 78 ; surrender of his do-

minions to British, 76.

Pitt's Act of 17S4, 15 ; established Board

of Control in England, 15; included

Commander-in-Chief in Council of each

Presidency, 15; extended control of

Governor-Gencral-in- Council over Ma-
dras and Bombay, 15.

Plague, 475, 476 ; its previous visitations,

475 ; present epidemic dating from

1896, 475; recorded mortality, 47.t ;

ineffectual attempts to stamp it out, 475,

476 ;
precautions against its spread in

India and to Europe, 476 ; M. Haff-

kine's system of inoculation encouraged,

476.
Plane-table, used in surveying, 49 1.

Plassey, battle of (i757\its causes and
effects, 9, 74.

Police (and Jails), ch. xii, pp. 384-397.
Indigenous police system, 384, 385 ;

its

decay with Mughal empire, 385, 3S6

;

history of British organization, 386-

388 ; causes and report of Commission
of i860, 3S7, 388 ; Police Act of 1861,

388
;

present organization of depart-

ment, 388, 3S9 ; Provincial staff, 388 ;

District organization, 390 ; village

police, 390, 391 ; town and railway

police, 391 ; reserves at head-quarters

of each District, 389; armament of,

3S9 ; training of recruits, 391, 39^;
ordinary procedure of, 392, 393 ; court

duties of, 393 ; detective work of, 392 ;

preventive action, 393, 394 ; Thagi and
Dakaiti departments, their original and
changed duties, 394, 395 ; transferred

to Central Criminal Intelligence depart-

ment, 395 ; records of habitual criminals

by finger-tip impressions, 394 ; strength

and cost of civil police, 396 ; recent

increase of crime, 396 ; defects and re-

forms, 395-397- Bibliography, 405.

_

Police, Military, their organization, dis-

tribution, strength, and duties, 375, 389.

Policy, British, in India, its three phases,

77-82 ; its acceptance of previous con-

solidations of territory, 62, 63 ; existing

policy a departure from previous

practice, 67, 68 ; contrasted with aims

of Mughal emjnre, 6S-70; of Maratha
Confederacy, 70 ; its treaty relations

with protected States influenced by
custom and usage, 79 ; its final and
present principles, 82.

Political Officers, representatives of the

suzerain in Native States, 22,89; Re-
sidents, Political Agents, Agents, 89;
designation of Political Officer in each
Native Slate, 92-103.

Political pensions, expenditure on, 126.

Poudicherry, captured (1761) by Eyre
Coote, 8 ; overthrow of French power,
8

;
present position and relations of

French territorry in India, 123, 124.

Port Blair penal settlement, 403-405.
Port Trusts, 304.

Portuguese possessions in India, 124;
provisional establishment (1878) of

customs union and of extradition with

British India, 1 24 ; its subsequent lapse,

124.

Post Office department, Director-General

of, 26 ; under Finance Department, 26.

Post Office and Telegraphs, finance of, now
a source of revenue, 26, 176, 177, 202.

Presidency, meaning of term, 30.

Presidency Magistrates, 148.

Presidency Small Cause Courts, 151.

Presidency towns, 295-298.
Prisons and prisoners : see Jails, 397-406.
Privy Council, Judicial Committee of, 152.

Profession tax in municipalities, 292.

Provinces, division of British India into

eight major and five minor charges,

each termed a Local Government, 2<;,

30 ; major under two Governors, five

Lieutenant-Governors, and one Chief
Commissioner, 29, 30,

Provincial finance, 190-193, 200: as part

of policy of decentralization since 1870,

190; its objects, moral and financial, 190;

Imperial and Provincial revenue and
expenditure, 190, 191, 193; resemblance

and contrast between federal finance of

India and of Germany and U.S.A., 191

;

objections to periodical revision of

Provincial settlements, 191, 192 ; sub-

stitution of permanent, 192; special

contribution by Provinces to Supreme
Government, 192, 193; Provincial and
Local surplus or deficit, 193, 202.

Provincial or Local Governments, their

part in administration, 16, 17; under

control of Supreme Government, 17, 3°;

Provincial budgets, 17; assignment to

them of fixed grants, 165, in 1877 of

shares of items of revenue raised by
them, 17, 164, 165, 190-193; Pro-

vincial legislative councils for local

matters, 17; differences in status of

Local Governm.ents, 30 ; their enumera-

tion, and the various titles of their
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heads, 29, 33; Provincial rates, 173,

174, 190-193, 271-274; medical and
sanitaiy administration, 461.

Provincial Kates, 173, 174, 190-193, 271-

274, 277 ; revenue from, 174, 227, 277 ;

levied for roads, schools, dispensaries,

&c., 271; history of the land cess, 271,

272 ; existing rates, their assessment and
collection, 272 ; their administration,

272) 273; cesses for village servants,

273; abolition (1906) of District post
cess, 273.

Provincial and Subordinate Civil Services,

recruited from natives of India, 43, 44 ;

rules and regulations of admission, 44.
'Provision' opium, 243.
Public Works Department, 27, 28; ex-

cluding Rnilwaysnow under the charge
of one official of Revenue and Agri-
culture Department, 20,27; expenditure

audited by Accounts branch, c8, 323,

324; its expenditure, 177-183, 202.

Public Works organization, ch. x, pp.
307-325. The Military Board, 1773
to 1S5S, 307; the history of the ad-

ministration of Public Works, of
Buildings and Roads, 307 ; of Irriga-

tion, 30S ; of Railways, 30S ; Public
Works Secretariat of 1854 and en-

gineering staff, 309, 310; development
and subdivision of Secretariat, 311;
transference of Military Works to

Military Department, 311, 312; and
conversion of P.W.D. into a civil

organization, 312. 313; temporary de-

centralization of Railway control, 313,

314 ; abolition of single Secretariat and
separation of Civil Works and Railway
branches, 314, 315; creation of Railway
Board and centralization of administra-

tion, 315; control of Telegraph depart-

ment, 315; coal and iron works, 317,
318; river embankments, 318 ;

general

relations of the Supreme with Local
Governments in respect of Public

Works, 310; delegation of Buildings,

Roads, and Irrigation to Local Govcru-
mcnts and boards, 3 15-317; organizat ion

of P.W.D. in the Piovinces, 318, 319;
Engineers (chief) of Provinces, Execu-
tive of ' divisions,' Superintending of
' circles,' 318, 319 ; their assistants and
subordinate staff, 319; Cooper's Hill

College, 319, 320; 'Provincial' En-
gineers, 321, 322; the subordinate

service, recruited from Indian Colleges,

321 ; four Indian Engineering Colleges,

321; the Thomason College at Roorkce,

321, 322; Railway staff, 322, 323;
P.W. Accounts department, 323, 324;
work and P.W.D. officers outside

the department, 324; Public Works
finance, 324. Bibliography, 325.

Punjab Frontier Force, 337, 33S, 344,

345. 348, 355-
Punjab Native States, their historical

origin, 62, 63, 64 ; statistics of, ico.

Railways, finance of, 177-182, 203;
history of financial policy in respect

to railway construction, 177-179; (l)

by guaranteed companies, 177; (2)

by direct state agency, 177, J 78; (3)
by assisted companies, 178, 179;
progiamme since 18S5 of railway ex-

penditure, 179, 180
;
present position of

railway finance, 180, 181 ; net result

of railway policy, 181 ; its effects

upon general revenue and expenditure,

181, 182,

Railways, organization of administration

and control, 1849-56, 308; Assistant

Secretary of P.W.D. appointed (1870)
for Railways, 311; decentralization of

control over, 313; separation (1896)
of Civil Works and Railway branches
of Secretariat, 314; creation (1905) of

Railway Board under Department of

Commerce and Industry, 315 ; railway
staff, 322, 323 ; railway volunteers,

373; railway police, 391.
Rajputana, Native States of, their politi-

cal vicissitudes, 65 ;
preserved much of

their independence under Akbar, 69

;

statistics of, 94, 95.
Rampur, still held by descendants of

Rohilla Afghans, 64 ; statistics of, 99.
Rangoon municipality, 298.

Record of rights in land, 211-213.

Recruiting of native arm.y, 369.
Reformatories, 403.
Registration, revenue from, 174.

Regi'lating Act of 1773, 14; its institu-

tion of a Governor-General, 14, of the

subordination of Madras and Bombay
to the Presidency of Bengal, 14; against

abuses, presents, and jtrivate trade, 15;
its Sii])reme Court of Justice, 145.

Regulation and Non-regulation Provinces,

33> 34 ) ibe early origin of the distinc-

tion, 33 ; its j)ractical disappearance,

34 ; its maintenance in administrative

systems, 47 ; Madras, Bombay (except

Sind), Bengal, and Agra, their adminis-

tration as Regulation Provinces, 47-54-
See also Non-rcgulalion Provinces.

Regulations (or 'codes') of Bengal,

^la(lras, and Bombay, 129, 136.

Religious instruction, none in Govern-
ment schools, 447.

Remount depart lueiit, 363.
Renncll, Major John, the 'Father of

Indian (Jeography,' 482 ; his Jicngal

Alliis (1781), 4S2 ; his Memoir of a
I\lap of Ilindooslan (1788), 4S2.
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Kepresentative, elective, and popular

element in the Legislative Councils,

131, 133; in municipalities and local

boards, 2S7, 288, 301 ;
percentages of

elective members, 306. See also Local

Self-Government.

Kevenne, huge growth of during last half-

century, 160; its causes, 161, 162;
explanation of its large sum compared
with English reven\ie, 162 ; divided

between taxation and receipts other

than taxation, 170; their proportion-

ate amounts, 170; revenue from land,

170, 171 ; tributes, 171 ; forests, 171;
revenue from taxation, 171-173; opium,

171, 172; salt, 172; excise, 172, 173;
customs, 173; assessed taxes, 173;
provincial rates, 173, 174; stamps,

174; registration, 174; prospect of

railways contributing to, iSi, 182.

Revenue and Agriculture, Department of,

24, 25; created in 1S71, reconstituted

in 1881, 24; its main functions, to deal

with land revenue, famine, and agii-

culture, 24 ; economic and scientific

investigation, 24, 25 ; its subsidiary or

branch departments and officials, 25 ;

transference in 1905 of some of its

duties to Department of Commerce
and Lidustry, 25 ; Public Works and
Revenue under the charge of one official,

20, 27.

Revenue courts, 153; their relations with

the civil courts, 145, 153,
Revenue, miscellaneous, ch. viii, pp. 242-

277. Revenue from—opium, 242-247,

275; salt, 247-252, 275; excise, 252-
261, 276; (i) from opium of home
consumption, 244-246 ;

(ii) from in-

toxicating liquors, 253-259 ;
(iii) from

hemp diugs, 259-261 ; customs, 261-

265,276; assessed taxes, 265-270,277;
provincial rates, 271-274, 277. Biblio-

graphy, 274. Tables of revenue from

—

I. Opium, 275. IL vSalt, 275. IlL
Excise, 276. IV. Customs, 276. V.
Assessed taxes, 277. VL Provincial

rates, 277.
Revenue surveys, 500-504; begun in 1822,

500 ; their earlier and later methods,

500, 501 ; of village and estate boun-
daries, 500, 501 ; progress under Col.

Thuillier (1847-1877), 501 ; cadastral

and local surveys, 501-503 ; sufficient

for settlement, insufficient geographi-
cally, 502, 503.

Ripon, Lordjhis encouragement of popular
and political education by municipal

and local self-government, 287, 28S,

415, 467 ; his substitution of outside

control for inside interference in muni-
cipal affairs, 289.

Roberts, Lord, much moral and material

progress of British soldier due to him,

358-
Ross, Major, his investigations into mala-

ria, 476.
Rupee : decline ofgold value of, in 1 873-4,

165; in 1S7S-9, 166; in 18S4-5, 167;
in 1894-5 to IS. id., 16S; rise of in

1S99-1900 to IS. ^d., 168 ; the loss by
exchange in defrayment of Home ex-

penditure, 195-197, 517 ; introduction

of gold standard, 51S, 519; present ex-

change and intrinsic value of rupee,

51S; origin of name, 513; basis of its

weight, 513; debasement of the coin,

514 ; sikka and ' current ' rupees, 515 ;

weight, silver value, and divisions of

modern British rupee, 516; gold
mohurs, 517.

Rural schools, 421, 422.

Russia, differences (1797) of, with Persia,

114; pledged not to interfere with

Afghanistan, 116; agreements as to

delimitation of Russo-Afghan frontier,

116, 117 ; heavy cost of Panjdeh inci-

dent, 167.

Ryotwari system of land settlement, 205-

207.

S.

Sadr Courts instituted by Hastings, 144,

145; their antagonism to Supreme
Court, 145; their independence recog-

nized by Declaratory Act, 145.
St. Helena, 106.

Salt: revenue from, 172, 247-252,275;
its consumption a sure index to the con-

dition of the people, 172 ; necessity and
lightness of the tax, 247, 248; sources

of supply, 248 ; methods of production,

248 ;
geographical distribution, 248,

249 ; monopoly and excise systems,

249 ;
preventive measures, 249, 250

;

administration, 250; history of the

duty, 250, 251 ;
part ofnumerous transit

duties inherited by British rule, 250;
guarded customs line of hedge, wall,

and ditch of 2,500 miles between Raj-

putana and N. India, 250, 251 ; finally

abandoned in 1896,251; gradual equali-

zation and reduction of duty, 166, 167,

169, 251; resulting increase of levenue

and consumption of salt, 251,252; recent

development of revenue and increased

facilities for its sale and carriage, 252,

Sanitation: Public and Sanitary depart-

ment, 466-474; its history from 1S63

to present time, 466-470; District and

Provincial Sanitary Boards, 467 ; Sani-

tary Engineers, 468 ; rural sanitation,

46S-471 ; its crying need, 468,469; its

moral and material difficulties, 468,

469 ; Local Boards and Village Sanita-

tion Acts, and levy of local cesses, 469
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470 ;
present condition of rural sanita-

tion, 470, 471 ; urban sanitation, 471-
475; its history, 471 ; complete powers
given to urbaa authorities by Municipal
Acts, 471, 472 ; sewage, danger of its

general disposal by trenching, 472 ;

other methods of disposal in large

towns, 472 ; v.ater-works in eiglity

municipal towns, 472, 473 ; not always
followed by inipiovement in health,

473 ; elaborate sanitation of Bombay
and Presidency towns, 473 ; Sir J.

Strachey's comparison of sanitation of

Calcutta in IJ^64 and in 1903, 474. See
also Local Boards, Municipalities.

Sanskrit medicine, 457, 45S.

Satara, 81.

Saxton, Colonel, his survey for twenty
years of over 70,000 square miles in a

hostile and malarial region, 495, 496.
Scheduled Districts, 131.

Scholarships for education, 445.
School Final Examinntion, 424-426.
Schools. See Education.

'Secret' communications, 37.

Secretaries in Departments of Govern-
ment of India, 20.

Secretary of State for India, the adviser

of the Crown, 36 ; his status, absolute

powers, and wide duties, 36, 37 ; I'.is

mdependence of his Council, save in

certain statutory matters, 37 ; appoii.ts

the members of the Council of India,

38 ; and is ex officio President, 39 ; has

two Under-Secretaries, one permanent,
one parliamentary, 39.

Secularism in education necessary in India,

447 ; its effects upon moral training,

449.
Sessions Courts (criminal), I47, 14S.

Settlement of land revenue, 208; de-

cennial assessments, 206, 213, 214, 22S,

229; permanent in Bengal (1793), 229;
extended to one-lifth of British India,

229; various tcims of temporary settle-

ment, 229, 230; question of temporary
versus permanent discussed, 231, 232

;

recent reduction of tedious and harassing

investigations of revision of settlement,

232, 233.

Sewage, removal of, in large towns,

472.
Shah Alam, prisoner of Marathas, 72 ;

league with Nawab of Oudh, 74; his

grant (1765) of Bengal to the Company,
7, 9, 75 ; death, 78.

Shi.n States of Burma, their origin, 67 ;

statistics, 101.

Siam, British relations with, since 17S6,

121, 122 ; treaties for peace, commerce,
and justice, 122; demarcation (1892-3)
of frontier, 122 ; French relations with

Siam and China, 121 ; mutual recogni-

tion of s[)heres of influence by France
and Great Britain, 122.

Sikhs, their formidable power, 12, 332.

333; death of Ranjit Singh, 12; their

invasion (,1845) of British teiiitory, 12
;

their repulse and subjection, 12 ; insur-

rection U848) ^nfl '">^1 defeat by Lord
Gough, 12, 1 14; annexation (1S49) by
Lord Dalhousie of the Punjab, 13 ; their

religious origin, 332; their conversion
by persecution into a commonwealth
of warriors, 332, 333 ; the composition
of the Khalsa army (1S09; under
Ranjit Singh, 333 ; its final defeat at

Gujrat (1S49), 333; the high quali-

ties of modern Sikh soldiers, 333 ; Sikh
regiments, 368.

Sikkim, 64 ; statistics of, 98.
Silladdr, or irregular cavalry system,

344, 34.^-

Silver and gold, fluctuation in their ex-
change value, 165-168 ; its conse-
quences, 193-197, 517; introcaictioa

(1899) of gold standard, 51 8, 519. Sec
Currency and Kttpee.

Simla, summer capital of India, 19.

Sind, acquisition of, by Sir Charles Napier
in 1843, 12; frontier pushed on into

Baluchistan, 12; a non - regulation

Division of Bombay, 47.
Sindhia, family name of ruler of Maratha

State of Gwalior, wars and relations

with, 10, ir, 65, 70, 74, 75, 76; British

protectoiate over Gwalior, 76 ; statistics

of State, 93 ; education in State, 455.
Small Cause Courts, 150, 151.

Sokotra, relations (1834) ^^i^h its chief,

IC9; protectorate ;iSS6) established,

109.

Southern India, growth of the British

protectorate in, 73, 74.

So\ereignty in a Native State divided be-

tween Biitish Crown and Native prince,

60, 61, 89; maximum and minimnm,
22.

Spirits, excise duties on, 254-259.
Staff College, 367.
Staff Corps ^now Indian Army), 345, 356.
Stationery and printing, expcntiiture on,

176.

Statistics, tables of: population and area ot

the eight major I^rovinces, 46 ; of minor
Provinces, 56 ; Native States, distribu-

tion, area, population, revenue, title,

race, religion, and salute of ruler,

designation of Political Officer, 92-103;
of litigation and crime, 158; gross

rc'\enue and expendituic from 1876.

debt, foreign trade, 200 ; net reve-

nue, 201 ; net expenditure, 202 ; finance

of I'ublic Works, 203; proportion of

land revenue (1S70-91) to gross income
of siite and to taxation piopcr, 234;
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land revenue of Mughals (1594-1720)
compared with present land revenue,

238 ; incidence per man and per acre of

present land revenue, 239 ; revenue and
expenditure—from opium, 275 ; salt,

275; excise, 276; customs, 276; as-

sessed taxes (income tax), 277, provincial

rates, 277; District Municipalities,

number, population, members, per-

centage of elected members, income,
expenditure, debt (1880-1901), 306;
Local Boards, number, population, &c.
(1 889-1901), 306; Army, British and
Native, strength of in 1S03, 335; in

'856, 338 ; in 18S7, 349 ; in 1903, 359 ;

authorized strength of units, of British

Army, 368; of Native Army, 369; or-

ganizationand distribution of armiesand
auxiliary forces, 380; strength of British

and Native Regular troops (1906),
3S1

; jail statistics (1885-1903), 406 ;

statistics of literacy in different Pro-
vinces, 416 ; statistics of public in-

struction, 456 ; statistics of hospitals
and dispensaries, 480 ; of vaccination,
4S0.

Statute-book or Lex Siripta of British

India, its contents, 136-138; Acts of

Parliament and early Regulations, 136;
general and local Acts of Governor-
General's and Local Councils, 136-138;
Regulations and temporary Ordinances,

137; Statutory Rules and Orders in

Council, 138; its subjects, 137.
Statutory Civil Service, 43.
Strachey, Sir John, his financial reforms,

165-167; quoted upon former and pre-

sent sanitation of Calcutta, 474.
Strachey, Sir Richard, quoted ou evil

effects of absence of financial responsi-
bility from Local Governments, 164.

Subdivisions of Districts, 52-54; ultimate
units of administration in Bengal, 53;
the position and duty of their subordi-
nate officers, 53 ; in Madras, Bombay,
and U.P. still smaller units of taluks
or taksT/s, 53, administered hy tahsildars
(in Bombay nuhnlalddrs), 53.

Subordinate Judges, 150.
Subsidiary forces of Native States, 86, 87.
Sugar, duties on imported bounty-fed beet

sugar, 264, 265.

Supply and Transport Corps (formerly
Commissariat Transport department),
its organization, 361, 362.

Supreme Court, 145.
Supreme Government : JiT^ Government of

India.

Surveys, chap, xv, pp. 481-512. Earliest
surveys and maps, 481, 482; Gre;U
Trigonometrical Survey, 482-490

;

Magnetic Survey, 490 ; topographical
and geographical surveys, 491-496;

forest survey, 496, 497; frontier

and trans-frontier surveys, 497-500;
revenue surveys, 500-504; Atlas
of India, 504, 505 ; the relations of
trigonometrical, topographical, and
revenue surveys, 505, 506; their

amalgamation (1878) and creation of

the Survey of India, 506; under Sur-
veyor-General, 506 ; recommendations
of Committee (1905) on maps, 506, 507.

Suzerainty over Native States of British

Crown, 60 ; exercised over some by
Supreme Government, over others by
Provincial Governments, 60; distinction

between ' suzerainty ' and ' dominion,'

60, 61, 70; its present exercise in respect

of foreign relations, 83-85 ; in respect

of military matters, 85-87 ; in respect

of internal administration, 87-89.

Taluks or tahsils, ultimate units of ad-

ministration in Madras, Bombay, and
U.P., 53 ; the duties of tahsildars in

Madras and elsewhere, 53 ; their subor-

dinate officers, 53, 54. See also Sub-
divisions, 53.

Technical education, 435.
Telegraph department, control of, 27, 315.
Tenant, determination of rights for assess-

ment and payment of land revenue,

209, 310 ;
protection against sudden

enhancements, 224, 225; allowance for

tenants' improvements, 226, 227.
Te.\tbooks in schools, 450.
Thathamcda, rough income tax in Upper
Burma, 270.

Thomason, Lieutenant-Governor of N.W.
Provinces (1843-53), founder of the

Roorkee Engineering College, 321 ; in-

augurated general elementary education,

412.

Thuillier, Col., Surveyor-General, 485,
501.

Tibet, its historical, geographical, and
political relations with India, 118-120;
its exclusiveness and inaccessibility,

118, 119; lies under suzerainty of China,

118 ; conventions with China for trade

in Tibet, 119; opposition of Tibetans,

119; mission of Col. Younghusband
(1903-4) finally reached the capital,

Lhasa, 1 20 ; treaty with Tibet, assented

to (1906) by China, 120; surveys in,

499.
Tidal operations of survey, 4S9.

Tipii Sultan, sou of Haidar All, 10; his

intrigues with the French, 10, 73 ; his

defeat in 1792 by the allied powers, 10

;

deprived of much of his dominions, 10
;

slain in the storming of Seringapatam

(1799), 11 ; confiscation and division of

his territories, 11, 73.
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Todar Mai, Akhar's Hindu minister, his

settlement of the land revenue, 4.

Toddy or tdri, 257.
Topographical (and geographical) surveys,

491-496 ; begun (1802). by Col. Colin

ISIackenzie, 490 ; description of ' plane-

table' of Robinson, 491 ;
progress up to

1S30, 491, 492 ; subsequent advances to

1S77, 492, 493; maps, 493; method
of operations, 493, 494 ; a typical party

at field work, and during recess, 494

;

the difficulties of Lieut. Montgomeric's

survey (1S55-64) of Kashmir, 495; the

obstacles to Col. Saxton's twenty years'

survey from Chota Nagpur to the Goda-
vari, 495, 496 ; present stage of Survey,

496.
Towns, of ancient India, 2S1-2S4; gov-

ernment of, under Hindu rule, 2S2;

under Mughal rule, 282-284; under

municipalities of British rule, 284-29S.

Travancore, the Native State of, its anti-

quity and importance, 67; statistics, 96 ;

education in, 416, 455.
Tributes and contributions from Native

States, 171.

Trigonometrical Survey of India, 483-

490: begun by Larnbton (iSo2),4S3;

continued by Sir G.Everest (1830) on
' gridiron' system, 484, 485; by Sir A.

Waugh (1843), 485; by General J. T.

Walker (iS6'i-83), 485, 4S6; account

of the operations of the Great Trigo-

nometrical Survey of India, completed

in 1890, 486; general methods of

the Survey, 487-490 ; survey stations,

4S7; astronomical latitude and longi-

tude operations, 487, 48S
;
pendulum

operations, 489; tidal and levelling,

4S9, 490.
' Trucial ' Chiels of Arabian coast, rela-

tions with, 1 10.

U.

Uniform of Indian army, 372.

United Provinces, constitution of, 29, 32 ;

Native States in, 99,
Universities, their names, number (five),

and seats, 426; first founded as result of

dispatch of 1S54, 426 ; their government

by Chancellor, Vice-Chancellor, and

Senate, 426, 427 ; Senate lately reduced

in number, raised in efficiency, 427;
function of Universities hereafter to

teach as well as examine and to control

affiliated colleges, 427, 42S; their courses

and subjects for degrees in Arts, Law,
Science, Medicine, and Engineering,

429,430; examination for the degree of

M.A., 429, 430 ; relations with colleges,

42S.

'Urgent' communications, 37.

V.

Wiccination (and inoculation), 478, 479;
the protection afforded by, 47S ; history

of vaccination in India, 47S ; the areas

of compulsory municipal vaccination,

478, 479 ; the provision of public and
private vaccinators, 479 ; the great in-

crease in the number of vaccinations,

479, 480; its proportion to the births,

479) greatest in Punjab, least in Bengal,

479 ; the introduction of calf-lymph,

479-
Vakils (native lawyers), 155.
Vernacular newspapers, 452-454.
Veterinary department (civil), 25.

Viceroy, title given in Royal Proclama-
tion of 1858, iis use, 16.

Village commur.ities, their characteristics,

278, 279, 3S4 ; Sir Charles Metcalfe

upon, 278, 279; the ' severalty ' or jyot-

-Lvdri village, 279 ; the landlord or joint

village, 279, 280 ; hereditary officers and
servants, 2S0, 281 ; the headinan, the

accountant, the watchman, their func-

tions and pay, 273, 281 ; their relations

to modern administration, 281, 390, 391.
Village servants, cesses for, 273.
Village unions, 304.
Vital statistics, as a basis of sanitation,

477; registration of deaths, causes of

death, and births, its history and difi'i-

culties, 477 ; existing regulations, 477,
478; registration compulsory in munici-

palities, 478.
Volunteers, 372, 373.

W.
Walker, General J. T., surveyor, 485,

501.

Watchman, village or rural policeman
{chaiikldar), his functions and pay-

ment, 2S1, 384, 385 ; description of, by
Mountsluart Elphinstone (1819^ 384,

385; by Sir Thomas Munro, 385 ; undtr

late Mughal and early British rule, 3S6;

his present position and duties, 390-
')9.'> ;

private watchmen, 391 ; 700,000
village watchmen, 396.

Water-works for large towns, 472.

Waugh, Sir Andrew, Surveyor-dencial,

485, 492.
' Ways and Means' to meet irregular re-

ceipt of revenue, 197,

Wcllesley, Lord (1798-1805), 10, 11 ; his

policy of British ascendancy over all

I. the; Stales, 10; opposed by Court of

Diiectors, 12, 35; his complete success

by war or treaty, 10, 11; storming of

Seringapatam, 1
1 ; death of Tijui Sullan

and confiscation of his territories, ii
;

great increase of Madras Presidency, 1 1;

cession of territory from Oudh, 1 1 ,
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operationsagainstMarathas, ii; cession

of territory in Lombay and Agra, 1 1

;

his jrojects against Mauritius, Batavia,

and Cairo, io6.

'White Mutiny, th'e,' 342.

Wilberforce, W., procured a clause in

Charter Act (1S13) to encourage litera-

ture and education, 409.
Wilson, James, apjiointed (1S60') first Fi-

nance Nlinister of India, 163 ; his exten-

sive reforms in revenue and expenditure,

163.

Wingate, Sir George, designed revenue

survey of Bombay, 504.

Wood, Sir Charles, his acceptance (1S62)

of a permanent settlement of land
revenue, 231, 232.

Younghusband, Colonel, mission of, to

Tibet, 120.

Z.

Zamlnddri and ryotivdri assessments of

land revenue, 206, 207; their local dis-

tribution and comparative prevalence,

207.

Zoological results of Marine Survey, 510-

512.
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